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VORWORT 
Auch iede Reform fordert ihre Opfer. Vor allem unter den Kleinen. Die durch "Bologna" 
erzwungene Umstrukturierung des Lehrangebots liess keinen Spielraum mehr für jene Vor-
lesungsreihe, aus der sich die ''Annäherungen" speisten; der vorliegende Band ist das 
vorzeitige Ende der ursprünglich auf zehn Bände veranschlagten Reihe. 
Ausstehend seit 1996 ist noch: A. Archi, M. Krebernik, Ebla, Annäherung 2, OBO 
160.2. 
Mein Dank gehört den beiden Autoren des vorliegenden Bandes, welche die Verzögerung 
des Drucks mit bewundernswertem Verständnis begleitet - gehört den Herren Domenico 
Perroni und Thomas Hofmeier, welche den Bond für den Druck vorbereitet haben. 
Ferrette, Weihnachten 2007 Markus Wöfler 

TEil l 
KLAAS R. VEENHOF 
T HE ÜLD ÄSSYRIAN PERIOD 
In memory of T ahsin Özgüc;, 
the excavator of Kültepe-Kanesh 
1916-2005 

PREFACE 
Old Assyrian studies, thanks to the efforts of a small number of scholars in Europe and in 
Turkey, have witnessed a considerable development during the last decades. Progress has 
been made in the publication and edition of the textual sources and in the analysis and 
.interpretation of the dato they contain, in particular those bearing on the Old Assyrians 
institutions and trade and the network of commercial settlements in Anatolia. The follow-
ing pages for a variety of reasons do not offer a comprehensive oveNiew of all the results 
obtained. lt would not be in line with the title "Annäherungen" of this series and the ongoing 
publication of new sources, excavated since 1948 in karum Kanesh, makes it too early 
for a complete ond final picture of the Old Assyrien period. In addition, mony important 
publications have oppeared during the last decade, which present valuable descriptions 
ond interpretotions of o great number of issues, such os archives, eponymic dating and 
chronology, law and the administration of justice, financing and credit, the copper trade, 
Assyrian institutions (the City Hall in Assur and the korum office in Konesh), commercial and 
administrative procedures, Anotolian society, texts from Ali.sor ond Bogazköy, warnen and 
children, and elements of the material culture. 1 mention and use them by at times summariz-
ing their dato and conclusions, but those really interested in Old Assyrion should reod them, 
also because the complicoted and at times rather technical nature of several commercial 
and administrative features makes summaries rather unsatisfactory. Finally, two importont 
themes are the subject of forthcoming dissertations, one on the historical and economic ge-
ography, by Gojko Bariamovic, and one on the juidicial procedures and administr• tion of 
justice by Thomas Hertel (both in Copenhagen, under the guidonce of Lorsen}. This makes 
it unwise to present here short, preliminory and therefore unsatisfactory suNeys of these top-
ics. The bibliography in this volume and the more complete one published by Cecile Michel 
in 2003 will help those interested to find their woy in the relevant literature, and they can 
also profit from the introductions and indexes of Michel's Correspondance des marchands 
de Kanish published in 2001 in the LAPO series. 
What I am offering here starts with o description of what 'Old Assyrian' means and com-
prises and with a sketch of Old Assyrian chronology. lt is followed by a description and 
classification of the available sources, both those for the material culture (in Assur and 
Kanesh) and the written sources, especiolly those found in the Assyrien commercial settle-
ments in Anatolia and dating to the periods of karum Kanesh level II and 16. Next comes a 
suNey of post and present research on the Old Assyrion Period, the first part of which deals 
with the publicotion of texts and the reconstruction and edition of archives, which includes 
a discussion of its possibilities and problems on the basis of the first publications of the texts 
officially excavated in korum Kanesh. lts second part, "thematic studies\ offers an oveNiew 
of the results achieved and problems encountered in eleven different areas, ranging from 
institutions and caravans to language and personal names. After a 'short history of the Old 
Assyrian Period' (chapter 111) 1 move on the 'the Anatolian scene', a lang chapter which 
presents ond discusses the dato on the main cities, their rulers and 'lands' and on the Assyr-
ian commercial settlements, including the position of karum Kanish in this system. The recent 
15 
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publication of two new commercial treaties from the period of level 16, by my colleague 
Cohit Günbott1, offered the occosion to present o more general treotment or such texts ond 
an analysis of their stipulations and their development. The last chapter (VI) turns to the 
Anatolion society, some aspects of which were recently studied by JG. Dercksen. lt offers 
tabulated suNeys of and comments on the {titles of the) moin officials ond of the scattered 
dato on festivals ond the ogricultural seasons as mentioned in Anatolian debt-notes. They 
can seNe as a data-base for o more comprehensive study of the ancient Anatolien society, 
which is needed ond will become possible when also some of the orchives of Anatolian 
business men discovered in karum Konesh have been published. 
1 have tried to supply, especially in the numerous footnotes, the necessary bibliographical 
information and references to the texts on which conclusions are based, whether they are 
quoted and discussed or simply referred to. Some readers moy consider this weohh of dato 
too much, but it will help those who want to pursue special issues, and it is also due to the 
situation as to the publication of the sources, described in chopter 1.3.2. We have to work 
with a limited number of reliable ond systematic text editions olongside o great quontiiy 
and voriety of orticles in all kinds of journols and special volumes, which publish and ot 
times also onalyze single or smoll groups of usually new texts. Mony of them contain very 
interesting new information, which frequently is the reason why they were singled out for 
separate publ ication. T o help the reoder references to importont letters frequently ore oc-
companied by their number in Michel 2001 b (CMK), where the whole text is available in 
translation. Since the reading and interpretation of damaged texts and especiolly of letters 
still poses philological problems, occasionally philological or linguistic remarks were odded 
{in footnotes} to account for my readings or interpretations. The tronsliterotions follow the 
normal rules, but note that l.render the name of the city of Assur always in this way and not 
by Assur, which is reserved for the name of the god (also os part of theophoric personal 
names). 
1 have used with much profH ond deep grotitude many still unpublished texts that are being 
studied and prepored for publication by several of my colleagues in the field, notably lrfan 
Albayrak, Sabahattin Bayram, Saleh Cet;en, Veysel Donbaz, Cahit Günbatt1, Karl Hecker, 
Yasushi Kawasaki, Magens Trolle larsen, Cecile Michel, and leila Umur, apart from the 
excavoted texts which Professor Tahsin Özgüt; has assigned to me for publicotion. 1 have 
refrained from presenting complete texts or larger excerpts and in nearly all cases I quote 
only one or o few words or lines from them or simply refer to them in footnotes, to show 
on which textuol evidence my observotions are based. 1 believe that this use of them is 
acceptable and may be an incentive to publish the complete texts, rnany of which are im-
portant sources of our knowledge. 1 thonk all those who have supplied me with information, 
texts, collations, and observations, notably the members of the "Old Assyrien Text Project", 
which proves a welcome forum for discussion and exchange of information. Marten Stol, 
as customary, was helpful with references and original observations; Jan Gerrit Derck.sen 
proved always ready to supply dato and I used both his collection of personal nomes and 
his recent publications with greot profit. Finally I thank my wife, who had to accept that Old 
Assyrien, several years ofter my refüement, still claimed more of my time and altention than 
she had hoped for, but never failed to support me in every woy. 
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lt is my hope that this volume will make the fascinat'ing, but for many still somewhat alien 
world of the Old Assyrian traders and their unique archives more accessible to assyriolo-
gists, historians {of ancient Anatolia and Assur) and students of economic history. The few 
people (several of them already retired) working in this field, where there is still so much to 
be done, would be happy to welcome the cooperation of young scholars, perhaps stimu-
lated by this book, just like its writer's interest in Old Assyrian studies was sparked, more 
than forly yeors ogo, by Paul Garelli's admirable Les Assyriens en Coppadoce. 
1·dedicate this volume to the memory of professor Tahsin Özgüc;, the excavator of Kültepe-
Kanesh, to whom I am much indebted for entrusting me some of the archives found in karum 
Kanesh for publication, who died shortly after the manuscript of this book was completed. 
The original monuscript was completed in June 2005. Delay in its publication hos allowed 
me to make additions and to take into account what has been published until the summer 
of 2006. 
Heemstede, August 2006. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1. 1ÜLD ÄSSYRIAN 1 
'Old' in 'Old Assyrian' is o chronological label, which opplies to the earliest phase of 
the culture of ancient Assur that is historically sufficiently recoverable to be called As-
syrian. 'Assyrian' here does not refer to Assyria as a territorial state, which only took 
shape after the period we are dealing with, but to the city of Assur, the core of o smoll 
city-state. 'Old Assyrian' therefore characterizes its culture during the first centuries of 
the second millennium BC, when it exhibited a set of distinctive features in the areas 
of political institutions, economic structures, law, religion, languoge, and art, which 
set it off sufficiently from the preceding Ur III empire, contemporary Babylonia and the 
following Middle Assyrian period. 
Assur of course was much older, going back to the middle of the third millennium BC, 
when its lstor temple arose on the sandstone of the mountain ridge on which the city 
was built. 1 But in spite of the traditions embodied in the beginning of the Assyrion King 
List (AKL), 2 its mention of Uspia (no. 16), remembered as early builder of the temple 
of Assur, 3 and a few early inscriptions, 4 little is known of this 'Early Assyrian Period'. 
lt was, moreover, a period during which the city for !ong periods was dominated by 
the powerful Old Akkadian and Ur III states. 5 Assur only becomes liable for historical 
analysis dter ca. 2000 BC, when enough written sources are available. 
These sources, as will be elaborated below, derive only to a very limited extent from 
discoveries made in Assur itself, where the strata of the Old Assyrian period were 
only reached in some areas of the upper city, and practicolly no archival texts were 
1 See for thls temple now Bär 2003. 
2 The first group of rulers listed in the AKL, "who lived in tents", apart from nos. 16 and 17(?), have 
no historical relation with Assur and are "a disjointed list of Amorite tribal-geographical names ... 
representing the Amoritic nomadic origin of Samsi-Adad's family" (Yamada 1994, 16). 
3 In an inscription of Shalmaneser 1, RtA.M 1, 185, line 113. Van Driel 1969, lf., considers the 
possibility that his mention as early builder [and perhaps also his inclusion in AKL - K.R.V.) derives 
from oral tradition. 
4 Those of ltiti, Azuzu and Zariqum (Ru1AA 1 A0.1001-1003). ltiti, whose title is written PA (for woklum?] 
end who records a successful campaign against Gasur {later Nuzi), moy hove been an independent 
ruler of the city, perhaps in the period between the Old Akkadian and the Ur !II empires. Azuzu, 
who dedicated a spearhead for the life of king Manistusu, is without title, but may have been a local 
governor, lik.e Zariqum, who was govemor of Assur und.er kings Sulgi and Amar-Suen or Ur lll. None 
of the three is mentioned in AKL, the last !wo perhaps because they were no independent rulers. 
5 1 refer to the analysis by larsen 1976, part l, eh. l, 'The Origins', which is still bosically valid. 
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discovered. Moreover, later construction has obliterated much of the architecture of the 
so-called Old Palace and the eorly phoses of temple of Assur, 6 and only few royal 
inscriptions came to light. 7 Nearly all the written evidence, and also a wealth of im-
pressions of Old Assyrian cylinder seals, was discovered in the Old Assyrien trading 
colony (called körum) at the city of Konesh in Central Anatolia, which flourished during 
what are celled kärum Kanesh levels II and 16. Level II contains abundant evidence of 
Assyrien presence and activity, documented in close to one hundred houses, most of 
which contained the archives of their inhebitants, which have thus far yielded in all ca. 
2 3. 000 cuneiform tablets. Ca. thirty-five years after the destruction and desertion of 
level II (ca. 1835 BC according to the Middle Chronology) the colony revived in level 
16, but with a reduced Assyrian presence and activity (and hence only a few hundred 
texts), while many houses now belong to non-Assyrian, presumobly native Anatolien 
troders. 
However rich this documentation, especially from level II, part of which (in particuler 
letters) also originated from Assur itself, it focuses on the trade and its administrative 
and legal implications. Many aspects of life in ancient Assur, the temples, the palace, 
the ruler, the people and economy apart from the trode, etc., remain in the shadow 
and are not easily reconstructed. Th1s explains why we end up with a somewhot bi-
ased picture of Old Assyian history, culture and society, which leaves large gaps in 
our knowledge. 
1 .1 . l HE ÜLD ÄSSYRIAN PERIOD 
The Old Assyrian per1od starts when the state of Ur 111, around 2025 BC (middle chronol-
ogy), a few years aher the accession of lbbi-Suen, lost its administrative grip on whot has 
been called its periphery or "the defense zone", to which the city of Assur belongoo. 8 Soon 
Assur, which hod been ruled by a royally appointed governor, designated both as I u and 
e n s i Assurk;, "the man / governor of Assur", 9 became an independent city-state under 
its own rulers. These rulers, members of the so-called "Puzur-Assur dynosty" (named after 
Puzur-Assur 1, king 30 of AKL), were now considered to be "governors1' (e n s i = issiak-
6 See for a short presentalion of the archoeological dato, Morzohn - Salje 2003, 111-28. 
7 Edited in RIMA l, 14-18, 22-51, 60-63, ond 77-78. The poges not listed contoin inscriptions found 
elsewhere, in Konesh, Ninive, ond Mari. The inscription recording building odivity by "lsme-Dogan, 
son of Samsi-Adod", on which his mention by Enlil-n6$ir 1 (RMM l, 95, 7) was based, has not been 
found, and the question is which lsme-Dagon is meont, 1 (king 40) or II (king 58). The existence of 
namesakes, sons and once a fother of a Somsi-Adod, is confusing, also for the ancients, as shown 
by the presumably mistaken "Distanzangabe" of Tlglath-Pileser 1 (Rt1.-1A 2, 29, Vlll:2f.), see Eder 
2004, 208. See for the eorly royal inscriptions of Assur also Galter 1997. 
8 See Sollaberger 1999, 161 with note 136. 
Q See Maeda 1992, 149f., on Zariq(um). 
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kum) appointed by the god Assur, who was the true king of the city, as expressed an 
the seol of $ilulu and in an inscription of Erisum. 10 Gradually, over the next century, the 
spelling Assurk1 in the ruler's title, which, following Ur III usage, referred to his realm, was 
replaced by dAssur, to express that he was primarily an appointee of the god Assur, 
after whom the city was named. 11 Assur's new independence rnust have increased the 
prestige and power of the temple of the city-god, who had asked Salim-ahum to build it 
[Ru\lt4 1, 14}, ond with which the ruler appears to have been closely associated12 , while 
the palace does not appear in the written documentation. lt also lead to a dominant 
administrative role for the "City {Assemb\y; alum), with its "City Hall" (bet olim) controlled 
by the eponymic lirnum. 
The Old Assyrien period is also characterized by the emergence of the Old Assyrien 
diolect, specific types of written records, a native Assyrien calendar, a brisk international 
trade, a body of legal customs and rulings, a different style of cylinder seals, and vari-
ous other cultural features. 1 use the term 'emergence', because some of these features 
may not have been completely new or may hove developed grodually after the city had 
become independent. Existing native features may have been obscured by the dominant 
Sumerion administrative practices of the Ur II] state or have remained invisible for us due 
to the lock of written documentation from Assur before ca. 2000 BC. 13 The Old Assyrien 
dialect, which developed out of Old Akkadian, may have received its distinctive traits 
during the last centuries of the third millennium BC, but its specific writing conventions 
(both its syllabary and its orthography} apparently took at least a century to fully develop 
the peculiarities which we consider typically 'Old Assyrien' .14 The iconography and style 
of the so-called 'Old Assyrien seals' according to specialists show links with the Ur III 
glyptic, perhaps due to "the impetus given to local manufacture at the time of Assur's 
lO See RIAM 1, 13 and 21 lines 35f. lorsen 1976, 114, compares the inscriptions on royal seals from 
Eshnunna and calls attention to the fact that in Assur the rel• tion between city-god and the ruler is 
agoin conceived along the lines of the e• rly city-states of southern Mesopotamia. Golter 1997, 
55f., points out that in the statement that a ruler of Assur built o temple or mode a dedicotion 
"for the well-being of himself and of his cily" ( ono bola,tisu u holo_l ahsu), the city now appears 
prominently. 
11 See Galter 1996. 
12 See now also Galter 2004. Rulers in their letters regular!y promise that they will intercede with 
Assur on behalf of their correspondents (mahor A.s.sur korabum with personal dative suffix, see 
lorsen 1976, 119f.). 
13 We have no information on the origin of so-called 'Old Assyrien Calendar', with months apparently 
named after cultic ond seasonal feotures {Lewy 1939; RIA 5, 1976-1980, 301, § 3.4; M.E. 
Cohen, The Cultk: Colendars of the Ancient Near Easl, Bethesda, 1993, 237-46), first ottested 
oround 1900 BC ond still in use during the Middle Assyrien period. lt may have been an Old 
Assyrien creation, but also have had earlier roots. 
14 See for the peculiorities of the syllobory, Larsen 1976, 144 with note 109; Veenhof 1982, 365, 
with note 14; end Veenhof 2003, 12. 
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dominance by the Ur 111 empire" .15 Judging from the available epigraphic and archaeologi-
cal evidence the flourishing trade on Anatolia, together with the institution of the onnually 
appointed limum, only took shape during the second half of the 20th century BC, probably 
when Erisum I was ruler of Assur. 
Whatever the origin and development of these feotures, their sum mode ancient Assur 
sufficiently different from contemporary Babylonia to justify the use of 'Old Assyrian' as 
a cultural label, derived from Assur, the local god, originally probably the defied local 
mountain ronge, 16 ond the name of his city. This would have been impossible without the 
participation of Assur's citizens, especiolly the prominent families which, as soon as we can 
trace their history, play an important role in the City Assembly and through the office of the 
eponymous limum. Assur's distinctive character, under a native dynasty, was maintained 
when in the south (including Eshnunna), aHer the collapse of the Ur III empire, Amorite ele-
ments came to play a prominent role, also in the political power structure. Lewy's attempts 
to discover o variety of ethnic and religious Amorite features in Assur are not convincing 
and the number of dearly Amorite personal names is extremely small. 
Lewy 1961, in a study entitled 'Amurritica', considered the veneration of the god Amurrum, 
at times designated as "the god of my fother", as proof of 'Amorite' influence. But this is 
not warranted, because Amurrum had already been weil accepted into the Mesopotamian 
pantheon, and there is no Assyrian qualified as "Amorite" (DUMU MAR.TU) in his seal in-
scription, 17 since we have to read DUMU MAR.TU-[ ba-mL "son of Amurru-böni", as shown 
by his completely preserved seal impression on kt n/k 1821 (courtesy V. Donbaz). lewy also 
believed that the god An(n)a was "an Old West Semitic god" and "a deity of immigrants 
from the "Western Land" (Lewy 1961, 37 and 41). but this cannot be mointained. The texts 
acquaint us with a local Anatolien god of that name (spelled A-na, A-na-a, and An-na, 
occasionally also with the divine determinative}, who had a priest (TC 3, 181:18, kt 89/k 
376:4) and a temple in Kanesh (kt 87 /k 39:25), by whom the oath was sworn in ICK 1, 
32 and Prag 1 651, 18 and whose festival figures as a due dote for the payment of debts by 
local Anatolians. 19 The "priest of Anna 11 , who occurs in TC 3, 181 :8, bears the name A-zu 
and to all appearances was an Anatolian indebted to an Assyrien trader. 
15 Teissier 1994, 52f., § 7.3. Seals of people of status, in porticular, show introduction scenes 
derived from the Ur III tradition, but there was also "a progressive interaction with Anatolian, Syro-
Cappadocian and Old Babylonian groups". She doubts the Syrian origin of the Old Assyrian 
linear style. 
16 See for the nature of Assur, Hirsch 1972, 6-16, Larsen 1976, 29f. (on mount Abeh), lombert 
1983, and Veenhof 1993, 652 with pi. 124. 
17 On the envelope of AMI no. 10, as stoted in lewy 1961, 39. 
18 In the oath in ICK 1, 32:lOff., by Assur, Anna end the ruler, one might take Anna was an Assyrien 
god, but in Prag 1 651 : 12 'ff. ( a divorce in Konesh), the oath is by Assur, Anna, the ruler I ond the 
rabi sikkalim, where Assur and the ruler ore Assyrien end Anna ond the robi sikkafim Anatolian. 
These occurrences suggest thot Anna was the city-god of Kanesh. 
19 See below I chapter VI. 2 .1, no. 1. 
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This does not meon that the Assyrien community did not comprise non-Assyrians. We meet 
them, recognizoble by their nomes or the nisbe added to it, and even among the (early) 
eponyms Assur there are a man from Nerobtum and a hopirum (with a good Akkadian 
name; KEL nos. 44 and 49), but they remain exceptions_ 20 On the whole, as reflected by 
the large corpus of personal nemes, the city opparently remained ethnically fairly uniform. 
lt may help to explain the outburst of Puzur-Sin, a later (17th century BC?) ruler of Assur, 
who voices21 his repugnance against what had been built by a predecessor, offspring of 
Sams,-Adad 1, "of foreign stock(?), no flesh of the city of Assur", though we cannot isolate it 
from his indignation obout the fact that for this project "sacred ploces" ( esrotum} of the city 
hod been demollshed. 
1. 2. F ROM ÜLD ASSYRIAN TO MIDDLE AssYRIAN 
Marking the Old Assyrien period off egainst the following Middle Assyrien period is not 
easy. This is due to the lack of Assyrien historical dato for the 'dark ages' between the end 
of the eighteenth ond the end of the fifteenth century BC, when Assur had been able to free 
itself from political domination by or influence of the Mitanni stete, which had culminated in 
the conquest of Assur by king Saustatar. 22 The conquest of Babylon by the Hittite king Mur-
silis 1 (in 1595 BC), which spelled the end of the so-called Hammurabi dynas~, probably 
did not have a serious impact on Assur and therefore cannot seive as time limit. Domination 
by Mitanni must have left traces, but they are not easily detected or distinguished from na-
tive developments, 23 and there was also cuhural and administrative continui~ with the Old 
Assyrien period. 24 
Historians usually let the Middle Assyrian Period stort in the second half of the fifteenth cen-
tury BC, when documentation - both archival texts and some royal inscriptions, beginning 
with those of king 59, Samsi-Adad III - resumes. But for lock of dato it is not easy to say 
what was then new or different, apart from the fact that the city was enlarged by adding the 
southem "new town" ( alum e.ssum), whose walls were constructed by Puzur-Assur III. 25 The 
20 There are a few persons with Hurrian names and people like Pilah-Adad, designated as "the man 
from Tadmur" (see Derck.sen 1996, 163f.). 
21 In his inscription Rl/vtA l, 77f. 
22 See G. Wilhelm, Grundzüge der Geschichte und Kullurder Humler(Dormstadt 1982] 37, and C. 
Kühne, Imperial Mittani: An Attempt at Historical Reconstruction, in: D.1. Owen and G. Wilhelm 
(eck), Nuzi al Seventy-five, SCCHN 10 (Bethesda, 1999), 203-222, esp. 215ff. 
23 According to von Soden 1963, 134, "darf es als sicher gelten, dass der Charakter der führenden 
Schicht in Assur am Ende dieser Zeit (i.e. that of the Hurrian domination - K.R.V.) ein andere 
geworden war als noch zur Zeit Soms1-Adad's I.", by which he means much more military, ruthless 
and imperialistic, possibly also due to the incorporotion of many people of Hurrian descent. 
24 See for continuity end change in respect to role of the "City Hall" of Assur, Dercksen 2004a, ]Off. 
25 See R~ l, 100, 5f. The mention of the "new city" in R/NL41, 80:7 is not certain. 
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city also became the capital of a territorial state, whose rulers now called themselves ''king 
of the land of Assur (mät As.für)'', and would soon join the "club of the great powers" of the 
Amoma Age, in the 141h century BC. 
Looking for the transition between 'Old' and 'Middle Assyrien', we would like to be guided 
by the Assyrion historical tradition, embodied in AKL. But this tradition becomes confused 
towards the end of the 18th century BC, with different versions of the list, none of which 
seems to know (or acknowledge} the above mentioned king Puzur-Sin, son of Assur-bel-
same, and his hated predecessor Asinum, "offspring of Samsi-Adad". 26 lt is possible that 
with king 48, Belu-bani, the first ruler of what has been called "the dynasty of the Adasides" 
(Esarhaddon was the first to refer to Adasi as his ancestor), a new historical phase was 
inaugurated, but we have no idea what might have changed apart from the ruling dynasty. 
However lang the intervol betvveen lsme-Dagan (ond his son Mut-Asqur) and Belu-bäni 
may have been - Eder, on the basis of the Assyrian "Distanzangaben" ossumes it to have 
been ca. 125 years, 27 - it would mean a caesura somewhere in the second half of 17th 
century BC. But lock of inscriptional evidence before king 59 (Samsi-Adod 111) does not 
allow us to take Belu-bäni's accession as the beginning of the so-called Middle Assyrian 
Period, which anyhow is a modern concept, only opplicable from the second half of the 
fifteenth century BC onwards. 28 We can only conclude that for the historian the Old Assyr-
ian period de facto ends somewhere during the last quarter of the 18th century BC, when 
a "dark period" starts. 
1.3. SA/v\Si-AoAo's CONGUEST OF AssuR 
The change from copital of a ci~-state to one of a territorial state, which probably marks 
the Middle Assyrian period, was not a completely new one. Something similar already had 
taken ploce in 1808/7 BC, when Samsi-Adad I conquered Assur. The city now became 
part of whot has been called the "Kingdom of Upper Mesopotamia" and dependent on a 
powerful ruler, by origin "king of Ekallätum". 29 He added "governor of divine Assur'' ( issiak 
26 See Rl,lvt4 l, 77f, and for the confusing troditions, Eder 2004, esp. 209-12. 
27 Eder 2004, 205ff. He believes that the 40 (sie, see his note 44) years of reign assigned to lsme-
Dagan by AKL refer to the length of his rule after Somsi-Adad's deoth, which I still consider doubtful. 
28 See Veenhof 1982, 363, with note 4, for attempts to apply the label "eorly Middle Assyrion". 
2Q See Ziegler 2002, esp. 212-220; the text where Doduso designates Sam!i-Adad (5:7-am-se-e-dl/v\) as 
"king of Ekallätum" is now available in Balv1ilf. 3.4 (2003) 146, col. X:9-10. Ziegler 2002, 212, considoo 
lhe pos.sibility !hat Ekallötum was a new nome, given to his residence as o seot of ~I power, ovoiding 
Assur, the ''divine city" (usually simpfy called ''the city", alum). where the god A.ssur was king ond the ruler 
his "governor". This could only be true if Ekallötum was not the original seat of his dynosty. an issue Vv'hich 
is still disputed (see Chorpin 2004, 148 for the various proposols). One ecrly letter (Chorpin 2004, 134) 
indicates that his realm was called 1'the land of the Tigris" ond AKL stetes thot Ekallötum ~ conquered 
three yeors before k;ur, probably o recapture, oher Somsi-Adod hod given it up due lo the pressure cJ 
Naröm~S,n of Eshnunna, which made him seek osylum in Bobylonia (see Veenhof 2003 1 61). 
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dAssur) and "beloved of Assur" (naram dAssur) to his titles and observed his royal duties by 
building (restoring) the temple of the city-god 30 and caring for its cult. 31 The prestige of the 
cily and of being its ruler also must have made him (or his successor) insert his name and 
genealogy in the city1s king list. But, though calling Assur "my city", 32 he did not make it his 
capital and he was not a native Assyrian ("not of the flesh of the City of Assur"l, as the later 
Assyrian king Puzur-S7n reminds us. He made his influence feit, a. o. by having his son and 
successor appointed as /imu-eponym, which none of Assur's earlier rulers has done. 33 His 
reign also sees an increase of influence from the south, noticeable in his use of the Babylo-
nian dialect, 34 also in his building inscription for the ancient temple of the god Assur, whom 
he presents as the Assyrian Enlil by calling it Enlil's temple. 
Under Samsi-Adad's successor, lsme-Dagan, the city continued to play an important role in 
the trade in Northern Mesopotamia and beyond. 35 His dynastic capital Ekallatum was not 
far from Assur and several letters show that he occasionally stayed in the city, cared for its 
cults, 36 and later Assyrian royal inscriptions teil us that he was also active as a builder. 37 
This concern was politically sensible, since he used Assur's troops in his military opera-
tions, 38 but it may have been stimulated by the fact that his wife, called Lamassi-Assur, was 
from Assur, perhaps even a member of the family of rulers ousted by Samsi-Adad 1. 39 Assur 
also shared his political misfortunes, when he had to flee his country and capital three times, 
in 1771 (when Eshnunna occupied Assur},40 in 1765 and in 1763 BC. 41 
In 1761 BC Hammurabi of Babylon, according the name of his 33rd year, subjugated 
"various cities of the land of Subartum and Ekallätum", a success which was consolidated 
by additional campaigns in his 36th and 39th years. lt rnust have included Assur, to judge 
from a statement in the prologue to his laws (col. IV:53-58), where he expresses his con-
3° Celling himself bani bei Assur. See for his titles and inscriptions mentioning work at Assur, RI.MA 1, 
A.0.39, nos. l, 9, 10 (see now the edition in Tunca 1989), and 11, and p. 228, col. III. His work 
et the ziqqurrats of the Anu-Adad temple is mentioned by Sams1-Adad III, see Rk1/44 1, 81, l 001. 
31 See the letter A 2703 edited in Ziegler 2002, 214ff. 
32 RkvtA l, 49f, lines 35, 56, and 78. 
33 See Veenhof 1982, 385. 
34 See for the innovations introduced by him also Galter 1997, 55. 
35 See Ziegler 1996 and Charpin-Durand 1997, 376f. 
36 See Charpin-Durand 1997, 372f. 
37 See Ru\,1,41, 95, lines 6ff. lt is frequenlty assumed that when Tiglath-pileser 1, in Rk'\lttl 2,28, lines 
60ff., stetes thet the Anu-Adad temple had been built 701 years before his time by Samsi-Adad, 
son of lsme-Dagan, this is a mistake for lsme-Dagen son of Sems1-Adad 1 , though Ruv1A takes the 
builder to be Sams1-Adad 111. 
38 See e.g. ARMT 26, 411 :32, together with troops of Babylon and Ekallatum, under the commend 
of his son Mut-Asqur. 
39 See for her letters P. Marelle, ~R/7 (1993) 271-279. 
40 See Ziegler 2002, 238f., with note 114. 
41 See Charpin-Durend 1997, 372 note 43, and Charpin-Ziegler 2003, 198 and 235f., also on 
the role of Assur's "Overseer of the merchants" during the absence of lsme-Dagan. 
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cern for the city and its people,42 but we lock any concrete information of wha, happened. 
Eder believes thot lsme-Dagon, whom he assigns a forty years reign (1776-1738 BC). 
after o short interregnum during the final years of Hommurobi, ogain entered his capitol 
and even developed "eine rege Bautätigkeit" in Assur,43 but we lock oll evidence for this 
reconstruction. 
After that, during the reign of Samsu-iluna of Babylon (1750-1712 BC), the informotion on 
the city becomes scorce, olthough AKL lists a continuous series of rulers. 44 But we have 
evidence for the continued role of Assur as a trading city, both from documents found ot 
Sippar, dating to the early years of Samsu-iluna, and from the treaty concluded around 
17 40 BC between Till-Abn0, the ruler of Apum (capital Sehna = Tell Leilan) ond Assur. 45 
Thal Apum's ruler hod to swear an ooth to "the city of [the god) Assur, the citizens of Assur 
troveling up or down, and the karum that is in your city" shows that the institutionol fabric 
(without mention of a king or ruler!) was basically still the same as a century earlier and 
that trade remained very important. But this is dose to the time when all documentation, 
apart from the confused traditions of AKL, stops, also that supplied by the texts discovered 
in karum Kanesh level 16. 
1.4. 1lATER ÜLD ASSYR(AN 1 
lt is clear that the conquest of Assur by Samsi-Adad l in ca. 1807 /8 BC is the most impor-
tant event during the ca. three centuries of the Old Assyrian period we can follow. But there 
was also another break, for the evidence brought to light in karum Kanesh shows that the 
flourishing trading colony of leve! II came to a violent end in ca. 1837 BC. This not only 
means that we lock written sources for the next decades, but it must also have had o serious 
impoct on Assur ltself. 46 The colony was rebuilt in the so-called phase karum 16, ofter an 
interval of perhaps ca. 35 years and this resumption of the commercial activities therefore 
must have taken place during the reign of Samsi-Adad 1. 
We have only ca. 340 cuneiform tablets from this phose of the karum, but the information 
they provide can be supplemented by the textual evidence for Assyrian presence ot Hat-
tusa, Amkuwa (Alisar Höyük) and Acemhöyük (equated by some with ancient Burushad-
42 The words "who guides the population (ommi) properly end who restores its benevolent protecltve 
Spirit to the city of Assur", whatever they meant in concrele, ottest to his respect for this ancient city. 
43 Eder 2004, 208f., who ignores lhe impoct of Hammurobi's conquest of Ekollä,Um in 1761 BC. 
44 The main recension of AKL, 'King List 9', after lsme-Dogon lists an usurpotor and six kings who 
ru\ed for short or unknown periods (bab /llppisu). A fragment of a different recension (Grayson 
1981, 115, 'King List 10'), mentions as successors of lsme-Dagan his son Mut-Asqur (known from 
sources from Mari) ond o Rimu[s], both of which do not figure in 'King List Q'. AKL also does not 
include Puzur-Sin, who is known from his inscription Rb\M l, 77f. 
45 See for the evidence from Sippar, Veenhof 1991, and for the treaty with Apum, Eidern 1991. 
46 Even ;f the destruction of karom Konesh should turn out to be o regional event end a number of 
other colonies continued lo function. 
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dum).47 Among them are a few very important texts, such as the new eponym !ist mentioned 
above, a letter written shortly after the accession of lsme-Dagan by the authorities in Assur 
to karum Kanesh, and two treaties concluded between the Assyrians and Kanesh and Hah-
hum.48 Together with the texts from this period discovered at Mari, Tuttul, Qa~ara, Sehna, 
and Susorra, they allow us to recover something of Assur's history during the tumultuous 18th 
century BC. The new eponym lists indicates that the period of karum level 16 continued until 
at least 1725 BC, and probably a few years langer, because the last eponym it mentions 
does not necessarily coincide with the end of the Assyrian presence in Kanesh. 
Considering the developments inaugurated by Sams1-Adad 1s conquest, the gap in the 
documentation from karum Kanesh, and the restart around 1800 BC, it is useful to keep this 
period apart and label it as "Loter Old Assyrian". This label was alreody used in the edi-
tion of legal documents of that period, 49 ond proposed by E. Porada for the contemporary 
Old Assyrian seals,50 the iconography and style of which indeed evokes comparison with 
Bobylonian seals from the reign of Samsu-iluna.51 In Assur itself the label might also be 
applied to the 17th and perhaps the 16th century BC, depending on when we believe the 
Middle Assyrian period has started. 
47 See now Dercksen 200la. 
48 See Michel 2005 and Donboz 2005, and below V. 2. Note also the interesting text published in 
Dercksen-Donbaz 2001. 
49 By Gelb-Sollberger 1957, and Veenhof 1982. 
50 Porada 1980, 385. 
51 N. Ozgüc 1968, 59ff. 
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2. l . T HE ÜtD ÄSSYR1AN PERIOD IN GENERAL 
The chronology of the Old Assyrian period for a long time has been uncertain. The numbers 
of the regnal years of several early rulers of Assur are missing or damaged in the copies 
of AKL we know and we lacked a !ist of /imu-eponyms, whose terrns of office were used 
to date records. Without such a list we could only start from the total number of eponyms 
actuolly attested and try to reconstruct their order on the basis of archivol texts, and it re-
moined difficult to estimate the length of the period covered by korum Konesh level 11 ond 
the size of the gap between levels II and 16, the existence of which was demonstrated 6y 
stratig ra phy. 
Much has changed by the publication, in 2003, of the 'Kültepe Eponym List' (KEL), 52 which 
ocquaints us with a sequence of 129 ltmu-eponyms. The few gaps in it could be restored 
thanks to the "Mari Eponym Chronicle" (MEC), 53 the beginning of which overlaps with 
the end of KEL. Fortunately KEL also links the accession of a new ruler in Assur (called "the 
waklum, our lord''} with particular eponyms, which allows a restoration of several figures in 
AKL. Moreover, the overlop with MEC reveols that the gap between karum Kanesh levels 
II ond lb starts with MEC sequence B no. 5, which is eponym 137 after the accession of 
Erisum 1. 54 Since none of the next twenty eponyms listed in MEC is known from Kanesh, the 
gap rnust have covered a few decades, but we cannot yet establish when exactly karum 
level 16 storted. 
These new insights can be ref"ined when a new eponymy list, dlscovered in 2001, will 
have been published by C. Günbatt1. Storting with eponymy 110 it overlaps with the end 
of KEL ond continues with an additional ca. 120 year eponyms. This brings us down to ca. 
1725-1720 BC and shows thot the "Later Old Assyrien period" of korum Konesh level 16 
must have lasted at least 80 years. 55 
The discovery of KEL and its correlation with MEC shows that the figure of 40 years given in 
AKL for Erisum I is correct, ond it also proves thot the so-called ''Distanzangaben" in loter As-
syrian building inscriptions, which give or imply a temporal distonce of 199 years between 
the accession of Erisum I ond the death of Samsi-Adad 1, ore correct. This makes it possible 
52 Veenhof 2003. 
53 Edited in Birot 1985. 
54 The new eponym list, os C. Günbott1 kindly told me, reveals thot the gap between the end of KEL 
ond the beginning of sequence B of MEC contoins not four (as I had suggested) but only three yeor 
eponyms, those numbered D, A ond C (in thot sequence, hence to be counted es nos. 130-132) 
in Veenhof 2003, 56. This means that the end of karum level II came during eponymy no. 137, 
in 1837 BC, just three years before the occession (in Ekollötum?) of Somsi-Adod 1. 
55 The hst is bodly written and presents problems, also because the eponyms during which, accordir,g 
to AKL, Samsi-Adad I conquered Ekollätum and Assur do not seem to figure in it. 
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to link the Old Assyrian chronology with that of Babylonia, via the dote of Samsi-Adad's 
death, which occurred in 1776 BC, the 18th year of Hammurabi of Babylon, the 4th yeor 
of lbal-pi-EI II of Eshnunna.56 This means that the rule of Erisum I started in 1974 BC, which 
is also the year when the institution of the annually appointed limu-eponym was introduced, 
since all five manuscripts of this list start in that year. The lock of earlier eponyms explains 
why AKL is unable to give the regnal years of Erisum's predecessors, kings nos. 27-32, 
omong which his three ancestors. lt writes afier king 32: "In all six kings [ known from] brick.s, 
whose eponyms have not been rnarked/found". 57 
The eponym list KEL A breaks off after year 27 of Naräm-Suen, but the temporal distance 
between Erisum I and Sams1-Adad 1, who dethroned Erisum II, shows that their combined 
reigns must have lasted 64 years. Because the figure for Naram-Suen ends in 4, the best 
solution is to assign him 44 or 54 years of reign an d his son, who lost his throne to Samsi-
Adad, a shorter one, of 20 or 10 years. The destruction of kärum Kanesh level II must hove 
occurred during Naräm-Suen's 35th year, in 1837 BC. 
nr. nome sonof regna/ yeors dote ( m1ddle chron.) 
27 Sulili Aminum 2 2 
28 Kikkiyo 2 ? ? 
29 Akia 2 ? 2 
30 Puzur-Assur 1 2 2 2 
31 Salim-ahum Puzur-Assur 1 2 2 
32 llusuma Salim-ahum 2 8 
In oll six kings /known lrom} bricks, whose limum s have not been matked/lound 
33 Erisum 1 llusuma 40 1974-1935 BC 
34 lkonum Erisum 1 14 1934-1921 BC 
35 Sarru-bn lkonum 40 1920-1881 BC 
36 Puzur-Assur II Sarru-kin 8 1880-1873 BC 
37 Narärn-Suen Puzur-Assur II 54 or 44 1872-1829/19 BC 
38 Erisum II Naräm-Suen 20 or 10 1828/18-1809 BC 
39 Sams,-Adod 1 lla-kabka bu hu 33 1808-1776 BC 
40 lsme-Dagan Samsi-Adad 1 40 177 5-1761 (?) BC 
The chronology of kings nos. 27-40, with the data from KEL A/MEC integrated into those of AKL. 
[See for a slight odaptatiion, whereby Jkünum, no. 34, reigned 15 years, my observations in NABU 
2007]. 
56 In month XII of the Assyrien eponymy year, commemorated in the name of lbal-pi-El 11's 5th yeor, 
see Charpin-Ziegler 2003, l 36ff. and 163. 
57 Veenhof 2003, 21. 
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The number of 40 regnal years of lsme-Dagan in AKL cannot be checked, since we have no 
historical dato on him after the end of the Mari archives, in Zimrilim's 13th year (1762 BC). 
Eder accepts them and is able lo fit them into his revised chronology,58 but others consider 
the figure of 40 too high and ossume that the years he ruled from Ekallätum, while his father 
was still olive, have been induded. We do not know exoctly when this rule started, 59 but 
if he lost his throne in 1761 BC, when Hammurabi conquered Ekallätum,60 he would have 
reigned independently for ca. 15 years and his rule at Ekallätum should have started shortly 
after 1800 BC. 61 
The last column gives the dates occording to the "middle chronology", which is followed in this 
volume, not because it can be proved to be the correct one, but in order to allow correlotion 
with 080160/4. An absolute chronology still cannot be offered and there are now more 
competing solutions than ever. An ultra short one has been odvocated by Gosche, who dates 
SamsT-Adad's death to 1679 BC.,62 also on the ossumption that Assyria before Tiglath-Pileser 
1 used lunar yeors without intercalation. In this system Erisum I would have started his reign in 
1874 BC.63 Another solution was presented by Michel and Rocher 2000, who used both 
the mention in MEC of a solar eclipse during the yeor ofter the birth of SamsT-Adad, in the 
year KEL l 26, and dendrochronological dato from contemporory Anatolia obtained at Acem-
höyük. Afier the latter had been refined, the final proposal is that Samsi-Adod I was born in 
1836 and died in 1760 BC, which means a reduction of the middle chronology by ca. 16 
years. 64 An ultra lang chronology, based on the reliability of the so-colled "Distanzangaben" 
in Assyrian building inscriptions, has now been advocated by Eder, who arrives at 1846 BC 
as the year of Samsi-Adod's death and ot an accession of Erisum I in 2044 BC.65 
58 Eder 2004, 207. With a 40 years' reign after his father's death, lsme-Dagon would have reached 
an age of ca. 75 years and have been born when Somsi-Adod I wm ca. 30 yeors old. 
59 Chorpin 2004, 158 with note 725. 
60 Eder 2004, 208 note 46 mentions the possibility that he occurs in OBTR 253:5, from this same 
year, which records a.o. "issues to foreign rulers and militory commanders or their messengers·. 
61 Arguments against a forty years' reign are his illness, repocted in texts from fv'ori (see MA.R/7, 1993, 
273, lines 2lff.; there were even rumors aboUl his deoth, ARNI 26, 493-495\i end the fad that o 
variant version of AKL (Grayson 1981, King List 10) lists his son Mut-Asqur as his successor. Mut-Asqur 
already in 1765 BC was considered old enough to replace his father on the throne of Ekallötum (ARM 
37l:43'ff.) and to lead an army (ARM 26, 411 :37ff.). and there were plans to let him marry with a 
daughter of the king of the Turukkü in 1763 BC (Chorpin-Ziegler 2003, 218 and 236}. Toking the 40 
yeors of AKL at face volue he would have had to wait another 30 years before succeeding his fother. 
62 Gosche 1998 with Gosche 2003; cf. also D.A. Warburton, Shamshi-Adad and the eclipses, in: 
Stvdies Larsen, 583 • 98. 
63 1 have presen1ed arguments ogoinst this "lunar reduction" in Veenhof 2000, 141ff.; see also 
Veenhof 2003, 58f. 
64 Michel-Rocher 2000 and 20026. The dendrochonological argument is that the building at 
Acemhöyük, in which bulloe with the seal of Samsi-Adad I hove been found, was constructed in 
the period belween 1778 end 1767 BC. 
65 Eder 2004. An 1mportant aspect of his reconstruction (205ff.} is that the "Distanzangabe'" by 
Esorhaddon (after correcting the figure of 434 into 494 years) yields 1759 BC os the accession 
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lt is difficult to choose between these proposals, all of which, moreover, have to work with 
assumptions and hypotheses and as such are liable to criticism.66 Fortunately, it is not too 
important for the following analysis whether the whole Old Assyrion Period moves up or 
down fifly or hundred years, as long as important synchronisms67 - with Babyloni~ ond 
Mari via Sams1-Adad I; indirectly with Samsu-iluna, via Assur's treaty with Apum/Sehna 
- remain intact and also the temporal distonce between the end of karum Kanesh level 16 
and the emergence of the Old Hittite Empire (under Hattusilis 1) remains more or less the 
same. 68 The real problems, if we accept Eders solution, would only start after lsme-Dagan, 
whose reign, however, due to a lock of written documentation after ca. 1762 BC, for the 
time being is the lotest phase of the OA period which we can study. 
2. 2. T HE PERIOD BEFORE ERISUM l 
lf the reign of Erisum I started in ca. 197 4 BC, there are only ca. fifty years after the end of 
Ur III into which we have to fit the rulers preceding him. They are in the first place his direct 
predecessors, nos. 30-32 of AKL, the last two known from original inscriptions,69 in which 
Puzur-Assur 1, presumably the founder of a new dynasty, is mentioned as thefr ancestor. 
These three rulers, father, son and grandson, are enough to fill these fifty years and it is very 
uncertoin whether we have to fit in here also nos. 27-29, about whom almost nothing is 
known, neither their genealogy, nor the length of their reigns, nor their chronological posi-
tion. Only Kikkiya is mentioned in a later inscription as builder of the city-wall, 70 but Akiya 
and Sulili are completely unknown outside AKL ond texts which use or reflect it, unless one 
year of Samsi-Adad 1. This is 119 years later than 1878 BC, the year which results from the dato 
supplied by Sholmaneser 1, which KEL and MEC have proved to be correct. This discrepancy is 
solved by assuming that the scribe of Esarhaddon used the lote, canonical version of the Assyrien 
King List, which was drafted after Tiglath-pileser I and in which the successors of lsme-Dagan I until 
king 48 (Belu-bani) would have been omitted. 
66 1 only mention here, in connection with Eder's proposal, that the deviating, perhaps older version 
of AKL (Grayson 1981, 115, List 10 = "r::AV 14), which would still have contained lsme-Dagan's 
successors, who are needed to fill the gop of 125 yeors, only has tvvo lines with four (possibly six} 
names availoble for them, before moving to king 54 of the canonical version, which is clearly too 
little. Eder (208} tries to ''fill" lsme-Dogan's disputed forty yeors of independent reign by mentioning 
"eine rege Bautätigkeit" in Assur, which is more thon the sources document, and he ignores the 
consequences of Hammurabi's conquest of Ekallotum in the latter's 32nd year, which would have 
normalfy' meant the end of lsme-Dagan's reign, it not life (if we compare the fate of Zimrilim}. 
67 A presumed synchron1sm between llusumo and Sumu-abum (of Babylon), read in the "Chronicle of Early 
Kings", line 37 {which has Su-a-bv and does not mention Babylon), was alreody refuted by Larsen 
1976, 69f. KEL now mokes it cleor that Sumu-abum of Babylon ruled about a century aher llusuma. 
68 Assured by the link betvveen the end of the Hammurabi dynasty and the reign of Mursilis 1. Eder 
2004, 228 puts the dates at ca. 1775 and eo. 1700 BC. 
69 Ru\lt.4 1, A.O. 31 and 32. 
70 By Assur-rem-nisesu, in Rv\44 l, 101, line 5, wnere he is mentioned as builder before lkünum, king no. 34. 
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identifies Sulili with an e n s i of Assur called Silulu, who is only known from a loter seal 
impression (see below III, 1.2). lf so, he can only be inserted before Puzur-Assur 1, possibly 
as the first ruler of an independent Assur, with only a short rule, if he had begun his career 
as the last governor of Assur under the Ur III empire. But there is no proof for this solution. 
2. 3. T HE PERIOD OF KÄRUM l<ANESH LEVEL \\ 
Thanks to the new eponym list we know that level II lasted until ca. 1837 BC, the 35th yeor 
of Norom-Suen. And a piece of an envelope with an impression of Erisum's seal, presum-
ably from a letter sent by him, found in the karum in 1983, suggests that the Assyrien pres-
ence at Kanesh storted during his reign. 71 That the annual eponymous limums, so important 
for the admlnistration and finances of the city, first appeor during his reign supports this 
conclusion, but the exact beginning of this phase is still unknown, because the oldest dated 
texts from the karum are later than his reign. 72 As will be explained in chapter 111.1.3, it is 
posslble that the trade had already started under Erisum's energetic predecessor llusuma, 
but if so probably first as a venture trade by visiting caravans, which used temporary lodg-
ings (bet ubrirn), before Assyrion settlement in Kanesh took place. 
Whatever the exact dote of its beginning, it is now clear that level II of karum Kanesh losted 
well over a century, which implies developments over time, which we must try to map with 
the help of KEL. In level II we moy distinguish a ''best documented phase", the years with 
the biggest number of dated records from the main archives, which storts about halfway the 
reign of Sarru-kin [ca. 1900 BC) and continues for ca. forty to forty-five years. From the last 
twenty years of karum level II there are much less dated records, which cannot simply be 
due to the chances of discovery. 
2.4. THE PERIOD OF KÄRUM l<ANESH LEVEL IB 
The existence of this period, at first doubted, is now clear, both from the stratigraphy in 
karum Kanesh, the eponymic datings of texts found there, and the occurrence of a number 
of Anatolien kings, and it is also documented by the textual discoveries made ot Amkuwo 
71 See Veenhof 2003, 41 . Kryszot 2004a, 5, doubts the condusive force of this discovery, becouse 
o dead ruler's (son ond) successor could still use this father's seol, a thesis elaboroted in Kryszat 
20046. But the foct that Puzur-Assur II, soon otter his occession. still uses his fother's seol does not 
prove that this also hoppened with Erisum's seal. 
72 The oldest eponym thus far al1ested was no. 47 (see Veenhof 2003, 30, 470). but lorsen now 
informs me that the memorandum 94/k 1263 rev. 19 mentions the eponymy KEL 41, which brings us to 
the first yeor of lkünum. lt is only natural that eorly texts were discarded after some generattons, since old 
commerciol records were no longer needed os written proof of transoctions which hod been completed 
lang ago, which is different with title deeds and contracts os proof of stctus or rights. 
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and Hattuso .73 lt must have started after an interval of ca. 35 years, but as lang as the 
new, lote eponym list has not been published, we cannot date its beginning, which must 
fall in the gap after eponym 27 of sequence B of MEC. This means that the revival of karum 
Konesh falls within the reign of Sams1-Adad 1, and one might be inclined to connect it with 
his domination of Northern Mesopotamia, accomplished aher the defeat of his rivol Yah-
dun-Um of Mari, in ca. 1794 BC. However, as the destruction of level II of karum Kanesh 
was due to internal Anatolien conflicts, we may assume that its revival in level lb was also 
primarily conditioned by developments there. We also know from Mari texts that commer-
cial caravans and traders could travel even in times of war, on the basis advance notices 
and treaty ogreements, which served to secure their passing. 74 The treaty belvveen the ruler 
of Apum (Tell Leilan} and the city of Assur, from ca. 1740 ßC, proves that the caravan trade 
did continue in periods of political instability. 
Whatever the possibility of a link between the emergence of karum level 16 and the political 
career of Sams1-Adad 1, it is likely that he would have greeted and exploited the revival 
of the trade os a contribution to the economy of his realm. The discovery in the ruins of 
Acemhöyük of bullae with impressions of his seal, originally attached to packets, shows that 
he was also personally involved (see below chapter IV.2.3). Texts from the level 16 period, 
whose number is anyhow rather small, also indicate that there were ot times problems of 
communicotion, because the names of some year eponyms only became known in the 
colonies more than a year after they had been elected. 75 Because we cannot yet date these 
eponyms, it is impossible to connect these communication problems with political events in 
Northern Mesopotamia and, ogain, also developments in Anatolia could be the cause. 
The information on the total number of eponyms of the new list (which starts with eponym 
110 of KEL) makes it clear that this period may have lasted until the middle d the reign of 
Samsu-iluna of Babylon, or ca. 1720 BC. We do not know what coused the now defini-
tive end of the Assyrien commercial penetration ot Anatolia, but the destruction of level lb 
of karum Kanesh and of level IVa of the lower city of Bogazköy certainly were the result of 
the political competltion and rivalry be1ween the various Anatolien kingdoms, as they are 
known from the letter of Anum-hirbi of Mamma76 and, somewhat later, from the so-called 
"Anitta text". 77 lt seems unlikely that Samsu-iluno's raid on Sehna (Apum) in 1728 BC/8 
even though this town had a k&um with Assyrien traders and was a traditional road station 
for caravans on the way to Anotolia, was the cause of the breakdown of the system. The 
new eponym list suggests that trade and contocts between the colonies and Assur continued 
73 Ana~ed in Derck.sen 2001 •. Both cities apparently alreody harbored Assyrian settlements during the 
level II period, see ibidem 40 note 5 and 50 note 59 (and below IV.2.l-2), but the main archeological 
and textual discoveries were mode in the levels contemporary with körum Kanesh level lb. 
74 Charpin-Durand 1997, 377ff. 
75 The doting than takes the form of limum sa qät qölim PN, "eponymy of PN, who took it over from 
the one who took it over from PN" (KBo 9, 4:8ff.). 
76 See Balkon 1957. 
77 See for this text Neu 1974 and a summary of its contents in Klengel 1999, 27ff. 
78 Recorded in the name of his 23th yeor. 
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for some time after that year. There may hove been other players too an the North-Meso-
potamian scene, such as the ruler of Yamhad (Aleppo), who tried to strengthen his grip 
on northern Mesopotamia, as texts from Tell Leilan indicate. When kärum Kanesh level 
lb come to an end, Assur itself, in our perception, had already entered a "dark period", 
marked by a lock of written sources, which, considering the dato in AKL, was due to politi-
cal confusion. But we do not know to what extent the end of the Anatolian trade, which 
certainly must have had a negative effect, was also responsible for it. 
34 
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We have written sources and remains of the material culture from various archeological 
sites and most of the former are contemporary, but some later and belang to the historical 
tradition. The following survey classifies them according to their provenience and presents 
them more or less in chronological order. 
3 .1. SouRCES FROM AssuR 
3. l .1. Written sources from Assur 
We only have a small number of written sources from Assur. They include a few royal 
inscriptions of kings nos. 31-34 and 39 of AKL, written on stone vessels, a statue, o 
mace head, o door socket, stone slabs, bricks, clay plaques and pots. 79 We may 
add the important inscription of Erisum 1, discovered in two somewhat younger school 
copies in a house in karum Kanesh level II. lts original, 80 an inscribed sikkatum, must 
have been displayed in Assur, perhaps in the muslalu-gate, whose construction and 
role in the administrafion of justice receive much attention. 81 These inscriptions mention 
various building activities in the city and on the temples of Assur, lstar and Adad, and 
measures of llusuma and Erisum 1, which probably were taken to promote the role of 
Assur as a trading centre {see below chapter 111. l. 3]. Sams1-Adad I in an inscription, 
written in the Babylonian dialect (Rb'\M 1, 48ff.), boasts of the prosperity of the city, 
of receiving tribute from far away regions (the kings of T ukrish and of the Upper Land), 
and of reaching the Lebanon and the Mediterranean Sea. Finally there is the remark-
able building inscription of Puzur-S,n, son of Assur-bel-sadu'e (RIJ\M 1, 77, no. 1001), 
a ruler probably from ca. 1700 BC, ignored by the king list, perhops because of his 
criticisrn of Sams1-Adad 1. 
In addition, thanks to later coples or references in later royal inscriptions, we know of 
the work of rulers whose original building inscriptions have not been preserved. They 
79 Edited in RuUA 1, 14-18, 22-51, 60-63, and 77-78; see for them also Galter 1996, 1997 and 
1998. The pages of RbVtA l not listed contain inscriptions found elsewhere, in Kanesh, Niniveh 
and Mari. 
so Unless one believes that the tablel found in Kanesh is a combination of !wo different inscriptions. 
81 RuU4 l, 19-21. Dercksen 2003 proposes the following restoration of lines 3lff. (which only occur 
in ms. B): "!n the month Narmak-Assur ...... in order to render verdicts for my city, righteousness 
was indeed established in my city .... " ([ ... i-n]a na-or-ma-<ok>-A-sur[x x x] / [a-na di-n]o-at 
o-l[i-a di-a-mm] etc.) 
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tel1 us about building activities of Kikkiya and lsme-Dagan 1, 82 of lkünum's work on the 
temple of Ereskigal ( in Assur), 83 and of that of Somsi-Adad I on the ziqqurrats of the Anu-
Adod temple. 84 In addition we have an inscription of Assur-imitt1, who dedicated a stone 
ehest (p!lnum), which his father lkünum had vowed to Assur85 [RIN1A 1, 46, no. 2001), a 
private dedication mode 11when Sargon was governor of Assur", and a unique inscription, 
published by Gelb, 86 written on an Old Assyrian votive vessel, which was erected "on the 
merket of Urame". 87 
We also have impressions of inscribed cylinder seals of some rulers of the "Puzur-Assur 
dynast/ and of Samsi-Adad 1. While one of the seals of Erisum I was found in Assur, im-
pressed on o day vessel (R~ l, 39, no.17), a second one of his and those of Sarru-kin 
and Noram-Suen were found on envelopes of letters discovered in karum Kanesh level II. 88 
Those of Samsi-Adad I were on bullae excavated in Acemhöyük in Anotolia. 89 In oddition 
we have an impression of the seol inscribed "Of divine Assur, of the City Hall" {sodAssur / 
so E alitrit impressed on the tablets with the so-called vassol treaties of Esorhoddon.90 lt 
may be compored wllh that beoring the inscription "Of divine Assur, of the tox, of the City 
Hall" (sa dAsslir / so nishatim / sa E alimk.i), impressed on bullae ottoched to packets (with 
goods or toblets) sent from Ass ur by the mbum, 91 addressed to karum Konesh and from there 
apparently sent on [without hoving been opened?) to Acemhöyük. 
82 Kikkiya, no. 28 of AKL, by Assur-rem-nisesu (see Rtlv-tA l, 101, 5), and lsme-Dagon I by Enlil-nä~ir 
1 (see Rtlv-tA l, 95, 7), assuming that he and not lsme-Dagan II (king 58) is meant. The existence 
of namesakes, sons ond once a father of a Samsi-Adod, is confusing, also for the oncients, as 
shown by the presumably mistaken "Distanzangabe" of Tiglath-Pileser 1 (Rb1M 2, 29, Vlll:2f.). see 
Eder 2004, 208. An inscription of Somsi-Adad 1, RutM l, 55 no.3, mentions that lkünum {king 
no. 34} built the temple of Ereskigal. 
83 According lo Golter 1998, 4~ .. on the rev. of Rb1M l, 81, 1001 (read in line 21 [lul-te-er), The 
obv. contains an inscription of Samsi-Adad I on his werk on the same temple, which mentions 
lkünum as his predecessor. 
84 Mentioned by Samsi-Adad III in R/!vt4 l, 81, 1001. 
85 In Veenhof 2003, 42f. 1 considered the possibility that the early death of lkünum prevented him 
from fulfilling his vow, a duty now performed by his son. 
86 Gelb 1974; cf. AOATT355, for the implicotions of the mention of o market (mohirum). 
87 The meaning of this last word is unknown, Gelb takes it os a nisbe, writes Urämie ond translates 
"of the Uramians". A place-name Uram is unknown, and one might compore the name of the town 
Ubose (Rt1-1A 1, 141, line 30), but it could also be a designation of a dass of people, like ubore. The 
discovery of the sherd suggests thot the market, whatever it nome means, was located in Assur. 
88 See Veenhof, 2003, 41-46 and Kryszot 20046 on the letters whose envelopes contain the 
impressions of the seals of the rulers. 
89 See Tunco 1989 and the ·1nscription on Ac-1-1098, ment1oned by Tunca 1993 note l, where the 
king's name is spelled Samsi-dAddu. 
90 See Dercksen 2004a, 90f. 
91 See Veenhof, 1993, 651, with pi. 124; the corving on the seal renders a seven tiered mountoin, 
standing on four feet, with a bull's head protruding, which probably is o rendering of the god 
Assur. See for the n,bum now Dercksen 200401 62f. 
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Final!y we have the historical dato in the eponym lists, in particu\ar of KEL A, whlch mentions 
the accession years of severol kings of the so-colled Puzur-Assur dynasty, a document of 
which I have tried to show that it was written in the clty of Assur. 92 Such a list and perhaps 
also an early "eponym chronide" (a~er the pottern of MEC), must have been at the bosis of 
AKL and its various editions, whatever their origin and their later redaction. 
The number of other epigraphic finds in Assur from our period is extremely small. Since 
the strata of the Old Assyrien lower city were not reached by the excavators, we have no 
archives and only a smoll number of Old Assyrien tablets was found in various ploces, 93 
several of which were published by Donbaz.94 One group of 14 toblets emerged together 
with a large MA archive (Ass. 13058) in the destruction layer of a Middle Assyrien "ad-
ministrative building".95 A few later OA texts turned up in Pedersen's archive M 9 (with Ass 
14446 numbersl, which may indicate that they hod been preserved for centuries by the 
farnily of the archive holder. One of them, as shown by Donbaz, 96 prosopographically 
links up with 1wo contracts in other collections and all three record the sale of houses and 
hause plots in Assur, dated after still unknown "lote Old Assyrian'1 year eponyms. 97 1 myself 
published a lote OA tablet in private possession, dated to the eponymy year of lsme-Da-
gan, son of Samsi-Adad, which records a manumission and adoption.98 Finally, there is 
a small group of rather damaged administrative, partly sealed tablets, which turned up in 
the ruins of the so-called "Schotterhofbau'', below the foundation trenches of the so-called 
Old Palace. 99 
Mention must also be made of a a few epigraphic discoveries of this period outside Assur, 
but relating to our period. In the first place that of an inscribed speor-head found in the 
lstar temple at Niniveh, apparently a votive gift, recently studied by Reade 2005, 358ff. 
The inscription may have read E.GAL DINGIR-r su-ma?', 1'polace of llusuma", but the origin 
of the object (found together with the famous copper heod of an Old Akkadian king) is 
92 Veenhof 2003, 16-19. 
93 See for their bibliography, Michel 2003c, 12lf., 2.1.2. 
94 Donbaz 1974, 1979 and 1985. 
95 Archive M 7 of Pedersen 1985, 75f. Several of the texts were published, mainly from photos, by 
Donbaz 1985. T en of them are lentil-shaped and hence perhaps school toblets, four of which 
deal with the rate of conversion of gold and copper into silver. The rate silver: copper is 74:l, 
that of pure (zakium] gold : silver is 5 112 : l, which is much less than the current OA rate [which 
approximotes 8:1) and more in line with the rotes of the OB period, which may indicate that the 
tablets are 'late{r) Old Assyrien'. 
96 Donbaz NABU 2001 / 55 and 56. The three texts are Pedersen 1985, 99 (124), provisionally 
published by Donbaz 1985, 9 note 6; MAH 15962 (Gelb-Sollberger 1957), and a tablet in a 
private collection ot lzmir (Donboz, NABU200l/56). 
97 Those of Adad-ooni, Urad-Serua, end Qis-Amurru. The latter two tablets must have been stolen 
from the Assur excavations. 
98 Veenhof 1982; it is dated in the eponymy of lsme-Dagan son of Samsr-Adad. The tablet since has 
been donoted to the Allard Pierson Museum, Amsterdam. 
99 See Pedersen 1989 and Pedersen 1997, 140, 2.1. The group "ks 19492", indlcated an the map 
of the 'Schotterhofbau' in Miglus 1989, 107, consists of Old Akkadian tablets. 
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not clear. Reade considers the possibllity that it had been displayed in front of the shrine 
of the Phase 5-6 temple and had subsequently been buried there or had been deposited 
(later) in the foundation level of the Phase 7 temple. We also do not know whether it had 
been originally dedicated to lstar of Nineveh by llusuma (whose connection with that city is 
unknown; it was to all appearances independent of Assur during the Old Assyrien period) 
or had arrived there as booty, perhaps even from Assur. In the second place there ore a 
few Old Assyrien texts discovered in Nuzi, which in our period must have been called 
Gasur, 100 five of which were published in 1935 and discussed in Lewy 1938, while a sixth 
one, a letter, was edited in Owen 1995. 
3 .1. 2. Remains of material culture in Assur 
Architecfural remains of the Old Assyrien period were found in the upper town, the area 
with the temples and the palace. Of the temple of lstar, occording to the new analysis 
by Bär, 101 phases E and D are relevant for our period. Temple E, a new construction 
after a caesura, would date to the Ur III (when it must have been built) ond (early) Old 
Assyrien periods, while D, a completely new and enlarged temple, must also have been 
erected during the Old Assyrien period and lasted until Middle Assyrien times. Then 
Tukuhi-Ninurta l replaced it by o completely new building and in doing so, occording to 
his inscription R/,1\M l, 254: 19H., he must have found a building inscription of llusu(m)ma, 
dating to 720 years earlier. But the exact dates of the end of E and the building of D, 
and therefore the question to which ruler D has to be assigned and to which phase the 
inscriptions of llusuma102 ond the dedicatory inscription, dated "when Sarru-kTn was ruler 
of Assur", 103 belang, remains unclear. 104 However, a new analysis of the stratigraphy 
of temple E has made it likely that with the end of its first phase (E 1} we are already in 
the beginning of the twentieth century BC. For the leveled fill underneath the first floor of 
temple E 2 yielded the impression of a seal whose inscription mentions the ruler lsi-Dagan 
of Mari, who must have reigned around or shortly after 2000 BC. 105 
The history of the Assur temple is also complicated, but it seems clear that there was 
already a sanctuary in Early Dynastie times, in view of the discovery of the votive statue 
lOO Two persons with good Akkadion names, who occur in texts h-om karomKanis level 11, are identified 
os Gasurum, "man from Gasur", see Nashef 1991, 40 s.v. Gasur. 
101 Bär 2003, see especially 37ff. ond 65ff., ond see now also Bär 2005. 
102 The so-colled "Riegelstein", RIMA l, A.O. 32,l, found in secondary position in the temple built by 
Tukulti-Ninurta, and the inscrlbed bricks, Rb1AA l A.O.32.2, some of which were found in the ruins 
of the lstor temple. 
103 Rk'\M 1, A.O.35.2001. 
104 Bär 2003, 65, stetes thot E was "ausgeräumt und gezielt abgetragen" ond thot its building 
material was reused for D, which of course creates problems, in particular for using llusumo's 
inscribed bricks, which were found in various places. 
105 See Bär 2005, with on p. 22 o new drawing cf the seal inscription. See for I$i-Dogon, who 
belongs to the line of solkanold~u-rulers of Mari, J.·M. Durond, M4R/4 (1985) 155f. 
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Assur 16710 (SK 14). The poor remains of the Ur III period are overlaid by those of the 
Old Assyrian period, recognizable from the many inscribed bricks of king Erisum 1 [some 
of which were found in secondary use). He probably embellished and enlarged a tem-
ple built by a predecessor, presumably Solim-ahum who stetes that the god requested 
the temple from him. 106 Erisum I himself1 after describing his work on the temple, in RuvtA 
1, 20:16 mentions that its name was107 "House, Wild Bull" (betum riinum). lts remains, 
insufficient for reconstructing a good ground-plan, are overlaid by the temple built by 
Sams1-Adad 1, which in turn is only preserved in its basic ground-plan, with leaves un-
certainty about doorways and passoges and hence about the functlons of the vorious 
rooms. According to the lotest interpretation of this temple by Miglus, 108 Sams,-Adad 1, 
whose inscription speoks of "the temple of Enlil", formerly erected by Erisum 1, 109 con-
structed tvvo sanctuaries under one roof. One for Enlil, in the south-western part of the 
building, after the pattern of a Babylonian "Breitraumtempel", and one for Assur, in the 
north-eastern part, which he designates as a "knickachsialer Breitraumtempel", a kind of 
"Hofhaus mit gefangenem Hauptsaal", also found in palaces. Respecting the tradition 
(embodied in the name of the temple mentioned by Erisum} he named it "House, Wild 
Bull of the Lands". The fact that this name is given both in- Sumerian and in Akkadian110 
may well reflect Sams1-Adad's ideological attempt to combine the cults of Enlil and 
Assur, but his efforts could not prevent that in due time the building was agoin simply 
called the Assur temple. 
The so-called Old Palace also hos a complicated history. The earliest recoverable 
remains, to the west of the ziqqurrat, belong to the ''Schotterhofbau", and consist of a 
paved courtyard adjoined by what could be the remains of a corridor and rooms. lt 
may have been the oldest palatial building, but it function is not clear and specialists do 
not agree on its date, 111 but the discovery in this area of a small group of OA tablets112 
at least suggests an OA date. We should not forget that OA texts (royal inscriptions 
and archival records) never mention a palace, 113 while the "City Hall" was extremely 
important, which mode Dercksen consider the possibilily that the "Schotterhofbau" moy 
106 See van Driel 1969, 8. Enlargement is suggested by his statement "from the Sheep Gate to the 
People's Gate 1 left (reserved?) terrain (qoqqurü) to Assur my lord" (Ru111A 1, 20, Bff), with the 
variant "I removed houses" (RM4 l, 23, 35ff}. 
107 Not ''l colled its name", os Yahdun-Lim did with the temple of Samos in Mari. 
108 Miglus 2001, where fig. 17 on p. 331 offers his reconstruction of the arrangement and fundion of 
the rooms of the Assur temple. 
109 Ru1Ml, 49, 18Ff., and 227, 1, 3', butErisum himselfonlyspeaksof thetempleof Assur. 
no Rt,1.,-tA l, 49, 52ff., E AM.KUR.KUR.RA E Ri-im-mo-to-a-lim E dEN.LiL belia ... sumsu obbi. 
111 Mfglus 1989 and 2004 suggests the Old Assyrian period, on the basis of the discovery of 
some clay tablets and of bricks of Erisum I in the debris separating this complex from the 'Old 
Palace'. Pedde 2003 apparently assumes an earlier date, since he assigns the 'Urplan' to the 
19th century BC. 
112 Ass. 196620-k, described in Pedersen 1989, who calls it 'O 2'. 
l-lJ There is only a reference to a man called Asqüdum, who is a wardumof the palace (KTS l, 55b:3f.). 
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have housed the Old Assyrian "City Hall". 114 The next phase is the so-called "Urplon des 
Alten Palastes", which consists of foundation trenches, partly in the rock, partly in older layers, 
which display the ground-plan of a building of 98 by 112 m., which Pedde is inclined to date 
to the 19th century BC. 115 This polace was never completed ond somewhat later one started 
with o building which Pedde, on the bosis of the size of the bricks in the foundation trenches, 
assigns to the time of Samsi-Adad 1. Work on it, however, also was never finished ond there 
are traces of later destruction. 116 Whatever its exact date, the remains offer little more than a 
groundplan, so that the functions of the rooms are not clear. Heinrich's comparison of the north-
eostern port, courts IX and X surrounded by series of small rooms, with a Neor Eostern suq and 
therefore possibly a design for the 'City Hall' (bei älim), 117 hos not convinced Dercksen. 
An important Old Assyrien orchitectural feoture was the so-colled "Step Gote" (mu.slälum), 
where the seven divine judges resided and justice was rendered, built (or restored) by 
Erisum 1, which had a long life. 118 A text from kärum Kanesh suggests that it was situated 
"behind the temple of Assur"l 19 and Adad-naräri 1 (RIMA 1, 140, 35ff.} speoks of "the 
Step-Gate of the Temple of Assur, which is opposite the Gote of the Ooth of the God of 
the Land and the Gate of the Judges", but it has not been identified. Other features men-
tioned in early royal inscriptions are several city gates - the A'usum Gote, the Wertum 
Gate, the Sheep Gote, the People's Gate, the lluläya Gate - but without the topographi-
cal information necessary to identify them. Also some graves doting to the Old Assyrien 
Period were found, notably grave 20, whose contents [including several OA seals) were 
last onalyzed by Calmeyer. 120 
All in all the archaeological data only provide a rother limited and vague picture of the city 
during the first centuries of the 2nd millennium BC, which makes it also difficult to estimate 
the number of its inhabitants. The excavations of Assur unfortunately hove not reached the 
OA levels in the lower city, where the prominent odministrators and traders, which we 
know from the lexts from korum Kanesh, must have lived in their expensive and presumably 
sumptuous houses, with the ancestrol tombs underneath them. 121 Their material remains and 
114 Dercksen 2004, 7-13. later, when the Old Palace look its place, the 'City Holl' could hove been 
incorporated in the palace or have been moved to the areo east of the lstor temple, where in the 
Middle Assyrian period a large administrative building arose. 
115 Miglus 1989 and RIA 10 (2004), 247, § 8.1.4f., assumes that it was the work of Samsi-Adad 1. 
116 Perhaps tobe connected with the actions of Puzur-Sin, as described in his inscription RvUA 1. 77f. 
117 Heinrich, Die Paläste im Alten Mesopotamien, Berlin l984, 72. 
118 See for its mention in Erisum's inscriptions, RI.MA l, 20f., lines 5f., 26ff., 39ff., 54, for loter 
occurrences van Driel 1969, 29ff., and CADM/11, 277. 
119 See Veenhof 1995, 1721, note 12. Et 244: 6, kt 94/k 350: 12, and 480:Bff. lcourtesy Lorsen) 
also mention legal procedures and decisions (simtom siämum, al'wiim, 01NOtam 1adonum!i which 
took place "behind the lemple of Assur" ( warii bet Assur). 
12° Calmeyer 1977. Another 'Old Assyrian' grave was Ass 13122 no. 27, mentioned by Dercksen 
20040, 20. 
121 See for data on houses Michel 19976 and for o measure of the outhorities to repair the forced sole 
of farnily houses, Veenhof 19996. 
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archives, if preserved, could teach us much about ancient Assur, but there is little chance 
that those of the City Hall, the polace and the temple of Assur have survived . 
3 . 2. SouRCES FROM KÄRUM l<ANESH 
The most important source for our knowledge of the OA Period is the city of Kanesh, in 
Central Anatolia, especially the lower city, called kärum, "commercial quarter", where the 
Assyrian troders lived and where two archaeological strata, levels II and 16, excavated 
since 1948, yielded both material remains and written documents .122 Much more modest 
and damaged remains of Assyrian presence were also discovered in the Assyrian settle-
ments at Amkuwa and Hattusa. The rich material remains brought to light at Konesh basi-
cally reflect the local Anatolian material culture, with a number of items apparently imported 
from Northem Syria, 123 and theref ore wi 11 be treated here (in 3. 2. 2) an ly in as fa r they 
shed light of the material culture of the Assyrians. The texts, all written in the Old Assyrian 
dialect, document many aspects from OA life and history and will play a prominent role 
in what follows. 
3.2.l. Written sources 
3 .2. l. l. Texts from the körum and texts from the city-mound 
The great mojority of the texts discovered in kärum Kanesh stems ~rom the archives found 
in the houses of the traders settled there during the level II period, which must hove lasted 
from eo. 1950 to 1837 BC.124 Their total, comprising the tablets found by local diggers 
(estimated ot ca. 4000), those excavoted or acquired in 1925 by B. Hrozny (estimoted 
at ca. 1000) and those excavated by the Turkish archaeologists since 1948 (eo. 18.000), 
now amounts to ca. 23 .000. Of these ca. 350 texts belang to the younger level lb, mostly 
deriving from small archives, but in 2001 o group of 145 texts from this younger level was 
discovered. In addition we have ca. 135 (portly rother damaged) texts from the excovations 
of the Assyrien settlements ot Amkuwa and Hattus(a), nearly all of which also belang to the 
period of level lb. 125 The texts found in the last two colonies are important because they 
offer a different perspective and, notwithstanding their limitations, help to map the changes 
in the Assyrien trade during this later period (see also below chapter 111.2.3). 
122 See for a general and well illustroted overview Özgü<; 2003 . 
123 See Özgüc;: 1986 on the culturol relations between Anatolia and Northern Syrio and the presence 
cf Syrien artistic troditions, which live on during the period of karum Kanesh. 
124 See for an overview Yeenhof 2003a, and for o listing of the main collections and excavated 
archives, Michel 2003c, eh. 1. 
12? See the comprehensive analysis in Dercksen 20010. 
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Ca. forty cuneiform texts were discovered in the ruins of levels 8 and 7 on the city-mound, 126 
which are contemporary with levels II and lb of the korum. A few derive from the so-called 
"palace of Warsama", among them the famous letter of king Anum-hirbi of Mamma and 
tvvo important lists of personnel. 127 Same turned up in other monumental buildings, one 
of which, colled "Omcial Storage Building" by the excavator, also yielded the famous 
spearhead of Anitta, which bears the inscription E.GAL A-ni-ta ru-ba-im, "poloce of king 
Anitta". 128 One of the temples (no.l) yielded three toblets, one of which (kt h/t 330) is the 
record of an Anotolian slave sale, which seems to belang to time of karum level 11. 129 Same 
texts were discovered in silu in o hause belonging to the level II period and o few are strays 
or from mixed fi\l. While some record transactions among Anatolians (kt n/t 2100, adop-
tion; kt y/t 4, a barley loan130), several are Assyrion archivol records, including a business 
letter, debt-notes for silver and barley, and even a verdict of korum Kanesh. 131 Even when 
some tablets may have been displaced by the deslruction and later rebuilding, 132 these 
purely Assyrian records must originally have been kept in houses there, which implies that 
some Assyrions lived on the city-mound. 
126 See for the results of the excavotions on the city-mound, Özgüc: 1986, and for o list of the tex1uol 
discoveries, Özgüc 1986, 21, 1999, 103 ("Fragments of tablets and envelopes"), Donbaz 1998c, 
and Michel 2003c, l.3.2. 
127 See Balkan 1957, Bilgic 1964, ond Günboth 19870. The first lisl enumerates forty persons with 
various professions and from vorious towns, some of which are said to follow ("to be behind'") a 
superior. All together they are said to be '"the personnel ( astapirum) of T urupani, the Chief of the 
Stairway". 
128 See Donboz 1998c and now Özgüc 1999, l26f., with pl.107,1, who finds no support for an 
interpretation os votive gift. The inscription identifies the objecl os ·palace property', words not 
normally inscribed on weapons, but in the Mesopotamian trodition not uncommon to mark objects 
os booty, captured (and at times subsequently dedicated) by o king. 
129 Balkan 1957, 4f., with nole 8, republished in Kienast 1984, l 14f., no. 8. See for its provenience, 
Özgüc 1993a, 170 and 173. Explaining its presence in a temple from o concern for security (o 
sofe deposit for a title deed) is difficult, since the buyer, Lagan(i), is not a priest, and if this custom 
existed one should have found many more tablets there. The second toblet from the temple (kt h/t 
331) is a letter oddressed to the Assyrian lddin-Abum. Note that the toblet with seol impressions 
shown in Özgüc: 19930, pi. 17.4-5, is not one of the tablets found in this temple, but kt n/k 31 (cf. 
T. Özgüc 1968, pi. XVI and Donbaz 1989a, 93). 
130 Published as AKT l, 79 (without informotion on its provenience); read in line 12: i-du•nu IGI. 
Another text from the mound is AKT l, 81, an Assyrien note of five lines dealing with textiles. 
131 See Veenhof 1989, 515, note 4, and Donbaz 1998c, 415ff. Note also kt z/t 18 (Özgüc 1999, 
pi. 87,2), port of the envelope of an Assyrien seNice contract, ond kt 74/t 14, o debt-11ote with 
an Assyrien creditor and debtor, both of which ore identicol to the porties in the debt-nole Chontre 
16 = EL 17, which has a duplicote in Garelli 1965, 22 no.10. EL 157 is o debt-note with the some 
creditor, llis-tikal, also a very okJ text, originally published by Sayce in 1887. Are such ,exts also 
from the city-mound, where Chontre mode investigations? 
132 A domoged Assyrien memorandum (kt g/t 44) even lumed up in the debris undemeath the lote po!oce. 
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3.2.1.2. Official and private texts 
All texts from karum Kanesh level II were found in private archives and the important "karum 
house1', which had its own archives, has not been located. 133 The texts therefore document 
in the first place the commercial interests and private affairs of the traders and their 
families, which makes them an extremely rich source for social and economic history. 
But the role of Assur 1s City Assembly and City Hall in furthering and regulating the trade, 
the participation in it of the rulers and some temples (which invested funds called ikf!bü) 
and the fact that many legal conflicts among traders ultimately had to be settled in Assur, 
explain why private documents contain a lot of information on public life in Assur. They 
report on decisions of the City Assembly ( alum), 134 on actions of the /rmu-eponyms (who 
headed the 1'City Hallt on the administration of justice, and on va"rious other events in 
Assur, such as disturbances in the arrival of import goods and fluctuation in the rotes 
of exchange. Moreover, karum Kanesh as an organization, with a general assembly 
(puhrumL a smaller 'executive board' (the "big men 11 , robiufum}, a secretary (.tupsorrum), 
official messengers (siprum so karim) and rotating officers responsible for specific tasks 
(called liinum and homustum) was the administrative centre of the colonial network. lt 
took care of the administration of justice, of diplomatic contacts with the local Anatolian 
rulers, of implementing decisions of the City and transmitting them to the other colonies, 
and of collecting certain taxes, which would ultimately accrue to the City. 135 As such 
it served as a kind of extension of the City of Assur, which kept in tauch with it by of-
ficial letters and "Envoys of the City". These activities, wh1ch are also reflected in private 
records, must have generated many documents, which may still lie buried in the archives 
of the "karum-house". Fortunately, a good sampling of them for various reasons is also 
present in private archives. The officials of the karum were traders who combined their 
rotating administrative duties with their private business and apparently also kept official 
documents in their archives, as was the case with Kuliya, a messenger of the karum, 
whose little archive was excavated in 1992 .136 lmportant texts, such as official letters 
to a karum and letters of the ruler in which verdicts of the City were transmitted to the 
colonies, at times were sent from Assur in more than one copy, apparently one meant 
for the karum authorities and the other for the person involved (e.g. in a lawsuit). This 
happened also with texts written by karum Kanesh, such as circular letters and official 
summonses. 137 Also texts that report on contacts between Assyrians (private traders or 
representatives of the karum) and Anatolian rulers, for establishing diplomatic relations 
133 Veenhof 2003, 79ff. 
134 A nice example in Veenhof 19996, and see for more evidence Veenhof 2003d, 89ff. 
135 lncluding that of collecting the silver needed for work on the wall of Assur, charged to the colonies, 
os we know from the famous letter TC l, l, written to kärum Kanesh by a body (called nibum), 
which apparently represented its interests in Assur. This letter must have ended up in a private 
archive; see now Dercksen 2004a, 62ff., with a photo of this tablet. 
136 See for him and his archive now Kryszat 2004a, 15ff. 
13
: Examples in CMK chapters 1 and 2, and in Veenhof 2003a, 81f. 
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or solving problems, are found \n private archives_ This happened because their owners 
served or represented the kärum in such cases138 or because these confrontotions led to 
lawsuits in which Assyrians testified or submitted depositions, of which they at times ob-
tained a copy. 139 Private archives also contain many records that reflect administrative 
activities of the karum, especially accounting in connection with the "dätu-contributions" 
and deposits made by traders to take port in what hos been called "communal tmde", 
and the administration of justice. The latter is reflected a large variety of judiciol records, 
which apparently became the property of the winner of the lowsuit, 140 some of which 
may have been duplicates of originals kept by the karum. 
The archives contained a few other non-private documents of great importonce. They are the 
so-cal\ed "Statutes of the Karurri', Fragments of three lorge tablets which detail the procedures 
to be followed when the karum assembly meets, 141 the draft of o treaty with a smoll ruler in 
southern Anatolia, 142 five eponym lists (among which KEL A, with a colophon and presum-
ably written in Assur, stands out), 143 and two copies of an inscription of Erisum 1, discovered 
in 1948.144 The latter may have been school copies, but they must hove been important for 
the traders and the karum, because they contain regulations concerning the administrotion of 
justice in Assur, notably the possibility of bona hde plaintiffs to acquire an "attorney" (robisum) 
from the city and the ruler, who would help them to win their case. Scribal education is 
documented in some damaged exercise texts,145 notably a "poradigmatic letter" on a very 
large, multi-column tablet, and a badly written kind of "practical vocabulory", listing {units 
o~ weight and continuing with metols and stones. Scribol or scholarly interest also explains 
the presence of a weil preserved legendary tale about Sargon of Akkod, 146 one of the old-
est known, whose existence can be linked with the admiration of two OA rulers for the Old 
Akkodion kings, whose names they borrowed. 1.47 In recent yeors o few more "official" texts 
138 This must be the case with the letters in which Anatolian rulers ask for (the renewol o~ the comerciol 
trealies, which con be read in Clv1K95ff. 
139 A good exomple is the sworn deposition obout whot was said during a confrontation between 
Assyrians and an Anatolian ruler in the case an Assyrian arrested for espionage, of which we 
have two copies. One is from the orchive of Usur-sa-lstar (kt n/k 504). who signed the deposition, 
and one from the archive of Alähum, son of lddin-Suen (kt 93/k 145), whose son was the man 
arrested. See for these texts Michel-Gorelli 1986 and Günbott1 2001. 
140 Or, in case of depositions, of the party who hod supplied the witnesses or their written testimony. 
141 Presentation ond analysis in Larsen 1976, 283H. 
142 Kt n/k 794 = CMK87, see now Günbatt1 2004, 250 note 8. 
143 Edition and anolysis in Veenhof 2003. 
144 See Landsberger-Balkan 1950, later edited in R/A,,fA l, 20f. 
145 Most of which were edited in Hecker 1993, see Michel 2003c, eh. 3.3. A recent oddition is 
Donbaz 2004, 185, kt OOk 12, half of a tablet listing theophorous personal names composed 
with the name of the gods Assur, Adad and Somas. A few private orchives contained incantations, 
rather for protection against evil than as exercise texts, see Michel 2003c, eh. 2.2 ond 2005. 
146 Published in Günbotti 1988, cf. also Von de Mieroop 2000 end especiolly Dercksen 2006. 
147 The deliberate choice of their nomes is also clear from the foct that they wrote them with the divine 
determinative, see Veenhof 2003, 44 and 46. 
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were found, a lote eponym list, which seems to go down to ca. 1720 BC, a political letter 
written to Hurmeli, the king of Harsamno, and 1wo treoties from the level 16 period concluded 
between körum Kanesh and the rulers of Kanesh ond Hahhum .148 
3.2.1.3. Private archives 
The first Old Assyrien tablets from Konesh were discovered shortly before 1880 by the 
inhabitants of the local village. When these so-called "Cappadocian tablets"149 proved 
to interest collectors and to yield money, the villogers kept supplying them to dealers and 
travelers over the next sixty years. In all probobly ca. 4000 such texts were sold and 
large numbers were obtained by the museums of Berlin, London, Paris, 150 and (as part 
of the collection of JB. Nies} by the Yale ßabylonian Collection. Smaller groups ended 
up in Geneva, Giessen, Heidelberg, Jena, Leiden, Liverpool, Moscow, New York, 
Oxford, Philadelphia, and St. Petersburgh. Many are scattered over small, portly private 
collections and many no doubt hove been lost. 151 T urkish museums in Adana, Ankara, 
Istanbul, ond Kayseri in all also have ca. 500 "old" texts, acquired by purchase, dona-
tion or conf iscation. 
Their provenience, not from the ancient city mound (Kültepe, uAsh mound'), but from the 
lower town, called körum Kanesh, now covered by fields and orchords, was discovered in 
1925 by B. Hrozny, whose one year excavation must have yielded perhaps 500 tablets. 152 
Finally, in 1948, official excovations were started on behalf of the T urkish Historical Society 
(Türk Tarih Kurumu}, under the direction of Professor Tahsin Özgüc;: of Ankara University, 
in later years carried out by his successor Kutlu Emre. They continue until today and in all 
have brought to light ca. 18.000 tablets, tablet envelopes and bullae, which are preseNed 
in the Anatolian Civilizations Museum at Ankara. Finally, there ore the texts found during 
regular excavotions at Ali$ar Höyük (ancient Amkuwa) • nd during vorious campaigns at 
Bogozköy (ancient Hattusa), nearly all of which belong to the period contemporary with 
xarum Kanesh level lb.153 A number of inscribed and/or sealed bulloe from the same period 
148 See Günbott1 2004, ond for the treaties below V.2. 
149 Becouse the informotion on their provenience soon pointed to the central Anatolien oreo formerly 
called Coppodocia. 
150 lnduding lhe 16 tablets found and ocquired by E. Chantre during his explorotion of Kültepe in 1893-94. 
151 The private collections of Frida Hohn (40 texts, published by Lewy in 1930) and of Erlenmeyer 
(published in ATHE) were eventually auctioned ond scottered. B. Londsberger had • collection 
of tronsliterations of more than forty texts (usuolly quoted as C + number), belonging to private 
collectors, which they hod shown to him when he worked in Ankara. 
152 Exact numbers cannot be given, because he also acquired tablets from the villogers and good 
records of his werk • nd acquisitions are missing; the grand total may have been ca. one thousand. 
Part of the excavated texts entered the collections d the Archaeologicol Museums in Istanbul, 
others, together with his acquisitions, became the property of the University of Progue. See for 
more detoils Michel 2003c, 53~59. 
153 See Michel 2003c, 124ff. end Dercksen 2001•. Both collections are now in the museum at Ankara. 
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was discovered at Acemhöyük, in the ruins of a palatial building in an ancient city whose 
identity (Burushaddum?) is still not certain. 
How many archives have been found in karum Kanesh is not clear. Reconstruction of the 
scattered archives from the tablets acquired from dealers is only possible to some extent for 
important traders with large archives, mainly on the basis of letters and legal documents. 154 
The texts excavated since 1948155 ore numbered per year (kt a/k until kt z/k for 1948-
1972, continued by kt 73/k, etc.) and, notwithstanding the information provided in the 
excavations reports, 156 it is not always fully dem how many different houses, with different 
archives, were excavated in one year. Occasionolly texts from one archive bear numbers 
from two years, when its excavolion could not be completed inane season. 157 
There is a great variation in the size af archives found, which may comprise a few dozen 
to rnore than o thousand texts, occasionolly even two thousand. The latter figures may be 
assumed for the archives af Püsu-ken ond lmd1lurn, found befare 1948, and for those of 
Alahurn, U~ur-sa-Assur and Solirn-Assur, found in 1950, 1962 and 1994. Other large 
archives are those of Adad-~ululi (1948), Ahsalim (1958), Pilah-lstar (1988), Elamma 
(1991/2) and Alahum and Assur-taklöku (1993). For level II o number af ca. 80 to 100 dif-
ferent orchives seems tobe o reosonable guess. Some of the archives of this level belang to 
native Anatolien traders, such as Peruwa (kt d/k; see far sarne texts of a man of that name, 
Albayrak 2006}, Suppiahsu and Sarapunuwa, but they hove not yet been published. 
3. 2 .1.4. Archives from karum Kanesh level 16 
Level lb of korum Kanesh (ca. 1800 to 1720 BC) has yielded a relatively small number of 
tablets, in all thus far ca. 340. Many of the houses now belang to Anatolian inhabitants, 
same of which, probably those involved in commercial operatians and in contoct with the 
Assyrien traders, yielded some cuneiform texts. The number of Assyrians living in the karum 
rnust hove been rnuch sma\ler ond their houses contained only small lots of texts; only a few 
(from the yeors 1949, 1954, 1959, 1962), with more than twenty texts, might be colled 
archives. 158 But o hause excavoted in 2001 yielded eo. 140 texts, among them the new, 
154 E .g. in the recent edition of the letters and other records from the archive of Assur-nädö, son of 
Assur-idi, by larsen 2002. 
155 For detoiled inforrnation I refer to the excovotion reports ond to the many orticles by Tohsin Özgüc, 
listed in Michel 2003c, 195ff., and to his recent volume Kültepe. Koms,/Nesa, published in 2003 by 
the Middle Eastern Culture Centre in Japan. Özgüc-Tunca 2001 also provides many welcome dato. 
156 Özgüc 1950a, 19530, 1959, 1986•, 2003, and Özgüc-Tunca 2001. 
157 The archive of the trader Elomma, which I hove been invited to publish, was excavated in 1991 
and the beginning of 1992. The texts excavated in 1989, studied by Y. Kawasaki, belong to three 
different orchives. 
158 See for a list of toblets found until 1996, N. Özgüc; 1968, 24. The orchoeologicol context of these 
toblets is discussed in Özgüc 1986, 18-21, and four houses that yielded bigger lots ore described in 
Özgüc 2004. He does not diso.,s.s the Level 16 toblets of the kt n/k group (of 1962), the seal impressions 
of which were published end discussed in N. Özgüc 1968 pls. XIII-XXVI. Severol of these texts were 
quoted by Balkan and some v-.iere published in Donboz 1989a and 2004o, 180f. (kt n/k 27). 
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lote eponym list and the letter to king Hurmeli of Harsamna, mentioned above, 159 but there 
is no description yet of this lmportant archive. 160 The biggest group, kt n/k with ca. seventy 
texls, consists mainly of the small archlves of two Assyrien traders, an older one of Eddin-
Assur, son of Assur-malik, probably from the beginning of the level lb period, ond a later 
one (perhaps from around 1770 BC), of Eddin-Assur son of Ahiyayo. 161 
Özgüc 1986, 19, describes the archaeological contexts of these tablets as follows: "The 
tablets of level lb were discovered ... lying on dirt floors neor the wolls, in scattered fashion, 
but in the seasons 1948/b, 1959/k, 1967/s, 1969/u, 1973 and 1978 the tablet finds 
evidently were dispersed hoords. In addition to tablets found on floors, tablets and broken 
envelopes also came to light in burnt debris which filled the rooms." He also mentions that 
"87 tablets were found in mixed fill overlying level lb, os strays. Among these are quite 
a few that belang to level II." This makes it understandoble that in o number of cases the 
attribution of a tablet to level II or lb is not clear or debatable. According to Balkan about 
half of the ca. rwenty tablets found during the excavations of level lb in 1949 (kt b/k) and 
1954 (kt f/k) actually belang to level II, 162 and he was also able to identlfy a number of 
"old texts" as deriving from level 16. 163 lf archaeological dato are unclear or (for the old 
texts) missing, a variety of criteria con be used to date them. Convincing are the presence 
of lote year eponyms, the so-called "notarization" of a transoction by named locol rulers 
(only during level 16)164, and the presence of seal impressions an a tablet (in level II only on 
envelopes). More su6tle ones are based on writing (the shape of certain signs165 and the 
slyle of writing), language (both grammar and lexicon),166 and the oppearonce in judicial 
records of specific administrative 6odies, such as the r, da/u-payers 11 and 11 the travelers on the 
road to the City". 167 Some of these criteria have to 6e applied with care, because tablets 
from the first period of level 16 can be very similor to those of the end of level II and some 
of the changes noted only took shape later. 168 
159 See Günbatt1 2004. The tvvo treaties he publishes there were found in a plan-square adjacent to 
that of the 2001 hause. 
160 From this archive thus far only kt 01 /k 325 (Alboyrak 2004} has been published, an arrangement 
among the heirs of the Assyrien Sallim-Assur (dated to a thus far unknown year eponymy of level 
lb), meant to secure the rights of his unmarried daughter who is a priestess. 
161 See Veenhof 1998a, 441. 
162 Balkan 1955, 65 note 8. 
163 Balkan 1957, 45ff.; see also Balkan 19656, 155 on ICK 2, 139 and 301. 
164 
'Notarization' is expressed by stating at the end of a legal record that the transaction was 
performed under the supervision/with the authorization (iqqate} of the named local ruler and the 
rabi sirnrnillim, see below chapter IV.2.5. 
165 See the obseNations made in Veenhof 1982c, 366f. 
166 See Balkan, 1955, 65ff., notes 8 ond 9, and 1957, 18ff. 
167 See Balkan 19656, 154f. 
168 Photos of level lb tabets are found in Özgüc 1986, pls. 44ff. The writing is much less slanting than 
in level II tablets and the outvvord appearonce of tablets and their ductus of the kt r/k group (pi. 
46,2; 47 3, 49,1; 50,1} is rather simi.lar to that of Old Babylonian ones. 
;.. 
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A complicating foctor is that quite a number of the level 16 tablets belong to Anatolians, which 
makes us hesitate between attributing certoin "lote" features to the quality of the scribe or to 
chronological developments. There can be little doubt that Assyrian scribes were employed 
to produce the nicely written and grammotically accurate texts, some of which, e.g. those 
about establishing brotherhood and joint households, use a rather specific terminology. But 
it is difficult to prove it, since scribes are never mentioned among the witnesses of contracts 
whose conclusion they attended or whose text they wrote down. The text of the well-written 
tablet with the letter of Anum-hirbi, king of Mamma (kt g/t 35}, according to Balkon169 con-
tains no "barborisms ond soledsms", while "the orthography ... is consistent and cultivated", 
which suggesls o scribe "weil trained in Assyrian". But the "colloquial diction" ond "some ob-
errations in the use of Assyrien words" make him hesitate, "unless we suppose that the king o~ 
Mamma himself dictated the letter so quickly that the scribe was not able to change a word". 
This last suggestion, which implies that the king spoke good Assyrien, does not convince. 
1 would rather exploin what Balkan colls "carelessness" and ''aberrations" (erasures, use of 
wrang signs, etc.)170 as indications that the writer was an Assyrien trader, who knew very 
well how to handle the stylus, but who may have been less experienced in writing such a 
diplomatic letter ond, not being a professional writer, may have made a few scribal mistakes 
(without somebody to correct him) and may have used "colloquial diction". 
We have no informalion on Mamma under Anum-hirbi or on the roie of scribes during the 
level 16 period, but a piece of information found a memorandum from the archive of Kuliya 
(kt 92/k 196; lote phase of level 11) is worth quoting here. lt mentions a "Hannanörum, son of 
Elöli, who had taken up the function of scribe in Mamma". 171 We know nothing of the man 
in question, nor whether he worked free-lance, in the seNice of the Assyrian community or 
for the local palace. But I would propose to see in him an Assyrian trader who had mastered 
the art of writing (perhaps by education in Assur, as a son of the trader Püsu-ken had), 172 and 
had settled in Mamma to proctice this craft alongside his commercial activities (he still hod a 
/(Q-?-?arum in his service], which apparently could weil be combined in OA society. 173 
In rare cases also prosopogrophy con be helpful to assign texts to level lb, when Assyrians 
occurring in them prove to belang to o later generation of a family attested during the level 
169 See Balkon 1957, l Bff_, on the language and figs 1-6 for the ductus. 
170 Erasures and occasionol omission of a sign occur in many letters; the use of TA for / da/ is not 
uncomrnon in OA. See for variation between -o- and -u- GKT§ 9a; "colloquial" ufor introducing 
the opodosis is not unique. 
171 40 ko$$6r H mer'o E so 41 _tup-sa-ru-ldm i-no A1a-mo--o 1~-bu-Ju. 
172 In CCT 4, 6e:4ff. Suejjo writes to his fother: "We have now indeed leorned the scribol craft. Send 
me an epoddum-texlile for my moster" (.tup.sornJtam wadde lomdäni epoddam ono ummeonio 
subJ/am}, The use of ihe plural suggests that this son of a well-known troder was nol the only one to 
receive this training. From texts found in level II of karvm Kanesh we now know eo. lwenty different 
persons designated as DUB.SAR, among thern also scribes of o karvm. 
173 A good example is the scribe Adada, whose commercial activities are clear from AKT 3, 28 
and who, occording to AKT 3, 27:20, had accumuloted debts of more thon one tolent of silver. 
Commercial debts owed by him are also mentioned in CCT 2, 25:lH. end lc.t 91/k 1.41:39 and 
47 (8 and 3 minas of silver). 
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II period. The custom of "papponomi {calling a son aher his grandfather) can be helpful, 
but the limited number of Assyrion level 16 texts makes proof difficult and we must always 
reckon with namesakes. Hecker asked whether Buzazu, son of Assur-mutappil, witness in 
the level lb text kt n/k 22, might not belang to the Püsu-ken family, since father and son 
have the same names as two sons of Püsu-ken, and Kryszat considered it very probable. 174 
We cannot date the eponymy of this record (of which we anyhow know only a few lines), 
but Buzäzu oppears here at least sixty to seventy years after the lotest dated attestation of 
Assur-mutappil, son of Püsu-ken (in eponymy year 108). lf we believe in the continuity of 
"family names", which is not unlikely, he might be a grandson of Püsu-ken's son Buzäzu. 
Publication of more level lb texts from Assyrien archives moy allow safer conclusions and 
probably reveal more coses of troding families with lang histories. 
Also from the level 16 period, with only very few exceptions,175 are the remains of archives 
found as small hoards and scattered tablets in Amkuwa (Ali$ar Höyük), the seat of an Assyrian 
wabartum,176 and Hattus (Bogazköy).177 The in all ca. 135 tablets hove recently received a 
comprehensive treatment by Dercksen, 178 who analyzed the archival lots belonging to Nabi-
Enlil and lddin-Kübum of Amkuwa and of Daya, son of 1I-bani, who lived in Hattus. While 
Amkuwa most probably still harbored an Assyrien wabattum during level lb [see OIP 27, 
17:lf.; 18:26f., and below chapter IV2.l no. 1), as it d1d during level 11, 1n the form of Assyrian 
presence at Hattus, which had a karum during level II, is not yet dear for the level lb period. 
The texts from Amkuwa and Hattus, as analyzed by Dercksen 2001a, are important because 
they offer o different perspective and give us some idea of the changes in Assyrien society and 
trade during this later period. The discovery of two treaties from this period, with the rulers of 
Kanesh and Hahhum, now provides important new 1nsights (see below chapter V.2). 
174 Hecker 19986, 306, and Kryszat 2004a, 45. Hecker demonstrates both the potential and the 
pitfalls of this approoch. He uses it to draw condusions on the length of the (in his opinion short) 
interval between levels II and 16, but now that the emponym lists indicates an interval of eo. thirty-
five yeors, the evidence has tobe reconsidered. 
175 From Amkuwa we have in OIP 27, 8 a prospographically completely isolated debt-note of level 
II, dated to eponymy 115, perhaps preserved for generations as proof of an unpaid debt. OIP 27, 
3 loo, a damaged judicial record, preserved with its envelope, on the basis of the stratigraphy of 
its find-spot may be older than level lb. Kßo 36, 113, found in waste from earlier excavations, for 
prosopographical reosons must be assigned to level lb (see Dercksen 2001a, 50). lt is uncertain 
whether the text ''Nesr. Bog.2", which circulates in transliteration (= CMK 58), is really from 
from Hattus. One would have to restore the address of this letter, written by the wobartum of 
Mamma, os (ano karim Ha!lus u] 2 [woba~t1in s(o K]u-[sa-ra], which is rather hypothetical, but 
the occurrence of the well-known scribe Assur-bäni proves that it belongs to the level II period. 
176 Published by IJ Gelb as OIP 27, 1-53 (nos 54-62 are texts from level II, acquired by the Oriental 
Institute). 
in Published in KBo 9, 28 and 36. See for both cities, below chapter \V.2.2. 
178 Dercksen 20010, with on p. 66 a list of the texts discussed and presented in translation and 
transliteration. 
179 Recorded in kt a/k 1070:3. 
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Several texts from level 16, which stem for Anatolian archives and whose knowledge we 
owe in particular to V. Donbaz, 180 offer welcome information on the ancient Anatolien so-
ciely, especially its family life, law and commercial activities. Among them are a number of 
contracts for the formation of a joint household by (natural and adopted) sons, who live and 
work in and "for a single household", with and under the authorily of their father ond mother, 
and others which record a separotion from such a household. 181 Other contracts stipulote 
service duties (called arhalum and unussum) of Anatolians, at times attached to the posses-
sion of a "hause of the king" and reveal something of the system of land holding coupled 
with service obligations and of royal land-grants to importont servants of the crown. 182 
See for the few level 16 texts discovered an the cily-mound chapter 1.3.2.1.1.183 
3.2.1.5. Maintext lypes 
All these private archives consist in principle of three categories of texts, letters, legal docu-
ments and a variely of memorandums, notes and lists, and each of these groups, with vari-
ation per archive, usually makes up one third to one fourth of the total holdings.184 
Letters 
Most are business letters of all kinds, many sent from Assur to report an the arrival and 
equipment of caravans, but also letters sent inside Anatolia, to communicate with people 
(relatives, partners, agents, personnel) travelling around or living in other colonies. In sev-
eral cases letters received- by Assyrians somewhere in Anatolia, when they were outside 
Kanesh for business, were in due time taken back harne and become part of the archive 
in Kanesh. In addition there are letters (including those from and to warnen) dealing with 
family issues and more official letters (mentioned above) that ended up in private archives. 
The orchives in various measure also contain copies of letters sent out and letters sent to 
Kanesh by traders (like lmdilum) who had in due time returned to Assur and corresponded 
with their sons who now managed the affairs in Kanesh. Letters were sent wrapped in clay 
envelopes, which mentioned the writer (who also impressed his seal on the envelope) and 
the addressee(s). Many broken envelopes have been found, but also letters still in their 
envelopes, presumably either duplicates or never opened because the addressee had left. 
In some cases a "supplement" (~1bat /uppim) was added to a letter in the form of a small, 
thin, round or oval piece of clay inscribed on the convex side only, placed on the tablet 
and encased in the same envelope. 
180 Donboz 1989a, 1990a, 1993•, 1999, and 200'16. 
181 See Veenhof 1978c, 145 and Dercksen 20046, 143f. (who identified the domaged KTK 33 as 
an additional ''joinf household contract"). 
182 Analyzed in Dercksen 20046, who presents oll relevant sources in tronsliterotion and translation 
in an appendix. 
183 See now also Donboz 1998c. 
184 See the analysis in Veenhof 2003a, with further bibliogrophicol informotion, 
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Contracls 
The second category, that of legal documents, consists of two lypes of texts 1 contracts end 
judicial records, both attested in a large variety of types. The contracts are the biggest 
group and comprise hundreds of debt-notes, some of which record true loans, but mostly 
financial liabilities resulting from credit sale or commission, both formulated from the point 
of view of the creditor, who is said ''to have a claim on'1 (i$$er ... 1su) the debtor. 185 These 
dated contracts only mention the amount of silver (in some cases also gold, copper or grain) 
the debtor owes (usually as payment for an amount of merchandise he has received on 
credit, but which is not mentioned) and the due date, plus the default interest if he fails to 
meet it. Such claims, especially those on Anotolian debtors, could be secured by pledges 
and sureties, either when the contract was concluded or when the debtor defaulted 1 and in 
the latter case ensuing legal actions, induding forfeiture and execution, again generated 
other types of contracts. Since debt-notes menlion the dote of the contract and the due 
date for payment or when default interest becomes due, these texts are the main source 
of eponymy datings (by both year- and week-eponyms). Their survival usually indicates 
unpaid debts 1 but some may have been preserved for administrative purposes, after their 
sealed envelopes had been broken, which meant the lass of their legal validily. Thelr 
counterpart are quittances ("tablet of satisfaction", _tuppum so sabä >e), issued when upon 
payment the debt-note ("his tablet") could not be returned to the debtor. 186 Other important 
categories of contracts are those for hiring caravan personnel for the transport of trade 
goods (called be ,ulotu-contracts, aher the amount of silver they received as an interest-free 
loan}, 187 contracts for the purchase of houses and slaves (which serve as title deeds}, 188 and 
of investments in the trade, usually by making silver available to a trader in order to obtain 
a share in a joint-stock company (naruqqum) .189 In addition there is a variety of contracts 
in the area of family law, recording odoption, marriage, divorce and inheritance (usually 
last wills, called siintum), several of which also concern Anatolien inhabitants of the karum, 
from whom we also have a kind of brotherhood adoptions and deeds which record the 
separation from a household { isfu betim parasim). 190 
185 The standard forrnulation used in Babylonia, whlch states thot the debtor "has received" (SU BA.AN. 
TI/J/qe} sornething from the creditor 1s rare in OA (which never uses the Sumerian formulation). 
186 Some texts state !hat in such cases the original debt-note and the quittance could be exchanged 
against eoch other to be canceled {"to die'', mu'atum, ''to be smashed", moha~um}, or that the 
original debt-note, if it turns up, is invalid (so~. 
187 See for these contracts Kienast 1989, supplemented andin part corrected by Veenhaf 19946. The 
oldest dated contract we have, from eponymy year 47, edited as EL 97, wlth its envelope CCT 
6, 23c, is such a service controd. 
188 Treoted in Kienast 1984. 
189 See now Lorsen 1999. 
lQO See Veenhof 1998c1 145-160, and Dercksen 2004a, 143ff. 
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Judicial records 
Judicial records document all phoses of the odministration of justice, from private summons 
and voluntary orbitration to final verdicts by the highest judicial body, the City Assembly. 
Porticularly numerous are depositions and testimonies rendered by witnesses and porties 
(called s1hutum, "testimony", or /uppum so s,öe, "tablet of witnesses"), records of oaths 
sworn (!uppum so mam,rPN, "tablet with PN's ooth"}, ond of interrogotions (one category 
of these could be called nöpaltum, "answer"). Most are the result of legal confrontations 
and they usually start by mentioning that one party had "seized" (~abötum) the other or both 
parties, by mutual agreement ( ina migrötisunu) the persons who were to act as orbiters. 191 
In addition we have agreements (mitgurtum), various protocols of lawsuits handled by the 
coloniol authorities, and a number verdicts ( dinum) passee! by wabartums, karums, the City 
Assembly, and occasionally by an ad hoc body, such as Ei 283, passed by "The group 
of five 1' (hamu.slum). 192 A speciol cotegrny are the "powerful tablets" (.tuppum dannum}, sent 
from Assur, which conta1ned procedurol instructions and provisional decisions by the City 
in favor of one pa rty. 
All these records, apart from copies (mehrum) made for the benefit of parties and (occasion-
ally) witnesses, originally consisted of a tablet wrapped in a clay envelope, which corried 
the seals of witnesses, parties and/or judges, normolly listed in the text on the envelope 
as 
11
seal of PN1 son of PN/, 193 and the essence of the text on the tablet. Such tablets were 
called /uppum harmum, "valid deed", 194 ond they were carefully preserved in the archives, 
at times in special containers, identified as such by inscribed labels. The records of this 
type provide us with probably close to two thousand different seol impressions, both of 
cylinder seals owned by the Assyrians ond of stamp seals used by many Anatolions. They 
are important not only for studying their technique, style and iconography, 195 but also for 
reconstructing the sealing procedures, 196 and for knowing "who is who". This con be estab-
lished with the help of the text on the envelope or the relatively rare (only ca. ten tot fifteen 
191 There are also a few cases where the parties "seize each other" (na~bulum). 
192 Cf. Et 244, where "the group of frve" (hamistum) acted as such in Assur. 
193 These identifications are presented as a list and not as captions written next to the individual seal 
impressions. This may leave some doubts on the identificalion of the seal owner, since the order 
of the seal impress.ions may vory from that in the list; see Veenhof 1987c. On the tablet inside the 
envelope the witnesses are listed at the end, introduced by IG! = mahar, "in the presence of''. Some 
lexts say thot a witness, whose seal has been impressed, ''lies on the tablet" (ina _tuppim nal). 
194 The verb harämumoriginally means "to cover, encase", but acquires the legal meoning of "to validate'' 
by a seal impression. Texts regulorty speok of s,"be hon5mum, "to encose witnesses··, which means to 
have them make a deposition under oath and impress their seols on the encosed record of it. 
lQS Especially by N. Özgüc in her many publications, notably in N. Özgüc 1965. 1968, 2006 and 
in Ozgüc-T unca 2001. 
196 Studied by Teissier 1994, which contains an overview of the different types of records which were 
sealed end the drawings of 677 seal impressions. See Michel 2003c, eh. 4.4, for publications 
of ond literature on the seols and their inscriptions. 
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percent of the seals) inscriptions an the seal itself. 1Q7 When a controctual liabllity had been 
met or a contract was cancelled the "valid deed" could be broken or "dje 11 • 
Lisls, memos, drofts, and noles 
The third categary of dacuments is a mixed one and includes all tablets that ore neither let-
ters nor legal documents, such as memorandums, nates, \ist, drafts, capies, etc. Their recent 
editian by Ulshöfer calls them "private records", 198 because they have na legal force, but this 
is samewhat misleading, since nearly all records found in the korum are private anes. Many 
small tablets with less than ten lines of text are notes of current transoctians, which in due time 
would be digested in formal records. Lists register peaple, frequently with a number of textiles 
or an amaunt of silver (received ar due), expenses made (especially during caravan trips), 
gaods and merchandise [grain, wool, textiles, copper, tin, silver, waol) owed, tobe received, 
stored or issued. Special lypes, found in variaus archives, are lang lists of substantial numbers 
of breads (in groups of 50, 60 and 100), jugs of beer (kirrum), and types of sheep (lokannum 
and stlqum).199 The nurnbers frequently seem tobe too big far one farnily or firm and one won-
ders whether they reflect a system of collective or shared provisioning, but there are no de-
scriptive texts to explain their purposes. One text registers ca, hundred donkeys, distinguished 
into !wo kinds, called kibsum and upqum, apparently together one big caravan. 200 We also 
have notes about settlements of accounts, calculations, people, persannel, and witnesses, and 
there also many drafts, especially of testimanies to be presented as wr'11ten depositions.201 
Transport records ond memorondums 
Two important lypes of texts of this third category deserve special mention. The first are recards 
which list amounts of silver and gald (cansisting of heavy packets, nepesum, and srnaller 
bundles, riksum), each with mention of the persans for whom they are rneant, which were 
entrusted to named persons for shipment to Assur. These lists indude small amounts of silver ar 
gold, designated as seDultum, rneant far warnen, accasionally as a gi~, but more frequently 
as payment for textiles they had rnade ond sent to Kanesh for sale in Anatalia. 202 
197 See for the ways in which seol owners can be identified, Veenhof-Klengel Brandt 1991, 54ft. 
198 
"Privaturkunden", in the edition of ca. 600 of such texts in Ulshöfer 1995; see the remarks in 
Veenhof 1997d, 303. 
199 See for example Ulshöfer 1995 nos. 309, 314, 324, 334 (lists in all 3080 breads plus some 
sheep, oxen, beer and wine), 339, 340, 364, and 370. 
200 TC 3, 192 = Ulshöfer 1995, 371, analyzed in Dercksen 2004a, 279-283. 
201 They ONe their existence to the fad that in legal proceedings a nurnber of people, who had acted together 
(they called each other tappaum, "colleague") as witnesses or arbiters during a private summons, -...vhen the 
case developed into a formal lawsuit, had to render one single lestimony (!hey were called s7hü etamdütum, 
"witnesses in agreement"), which could require consultation and drafts. See Veenhof 2003a, 95f. 
202 See for sehultumand its background, AOATT140ff., and for examples of such lists Ulshofer 1995, 
nos. 46ff. 
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The second type consists of big memorandums (called tahsistum), in which a trader at a 
particulor moment registered all his outstanding doims by excerpting his debt-notes in order 
to obtain an oveNiew of his assets. Occosionally this was also done because this informa-
tion had tobe sent overland, either to Assur or to a portner elsewhere in Anatolio, who had 
to collect a number of them. 203 . Some contain up to one hundred lines of text ond register 
dozens of opparently yet unfinished transactions. The biggest one known to me204 registers 
sixty-two different credit sales and other claims from o period of eighteen years, with a total 
value of more than three tolents of silver. 
ßoth categories are important in giving an overview of a trader's octivities, the volume of his 
trade, its yield, his agents and business partners. But they also present problems, because 
they frequently are "anonymous", since the creditor who drew up the memorandum did not 
always mention himself, and in particular because the "transport records" are always written 
in the first person. 205 They con only be exploited if their writers con be identified, which con 
be a problem if they ore not from regular excavations. This problem can be solved for the 
memorandums with the help of the names of the debtors ond (if menttoned) the witnesses, for 
the others h-om the names of recipients of silver ond gold. In the lalter cases the names of the 
warnen are very helpful, since they usually belanged to the writer's family ond received the just 
mentioned small packets of silver and gold. Some such records also mention special persons, 
e.g. the ruler of Assur, for whom the writer had carried out a commission. 206 
The ''transport records" (which are no real contracts, because they are not witnessed) ore never 
dated, so that we cannot use them to calculote the size d the trade in a particular period (as-
suming we had complete sets of such texts), larsen used the memorandums to reconstruct the 
sequence of the year eponyms, 207 and Krsyzat 20040 for his investigations an the chronol-
ogy of the archives. lf we wish to use the memorandums to drow a picture of a trader's busi-
ness at a porticulor moment, we must also know how many of the claims listed as outstanding 
were eventuolly poid. A large memorondum in the archive af Elarnmo suggests thot mosl such 
debts were indeed paid, because only one of the original debt-notes digested in it was still 
present in the archive when it come to an end; the others apparently had been returned to the 
debtors upon payment. Such memorandums therefore supply valuable information on earlier 
phoses of the trade, for which original contracts frequently ore not langer availoble. 208 
203 lt is occasionally mentioned that this was done because one did not like to send the valuoble 
original records overland. 
204 Kt c/k 839, edited in Donbaz 1985 and analyzed in Veenhof 1985. 
205 The lisls of silver etc. shipped to Assur therefore ore no transport contracts, but personal 
memorondums. They are not dated ond do not mention the witnesses in whose presence the 
money was entrusted. One wonders how the transfer of these large amounts of money octually 
took place and how the property rights of their owners were secured. 
206 Note os examples of how o sender con be identified the coses of CCT 6, 276 ond 466 (Ulshöfer 
1995, nos. 176 and 177), discussed in Veenhof 1998c, 585. 
207 Larsen 1976, 375ff. 
208 See Veenhof 20030, § 5, for the meaning of the presence or obsence in on orchive of such 
debt-notes. 
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3.2.l.6. Sealed and inscribed bullae 
A special cotegory of inscriptions, finally, are those on so-called bullae, cloy labels and 
sealings of different formats (disk shaped, triangular, hemispheroid, etc.), ottached to a 
variely of 1ors, boxes, packets and other containers, in order to identify and/ or safeguord 
their contents. Some where attached by me• ns of strings, others were pressed on the sur-
face of a basket or a piece of cloth, many were mushroom shaped stoppers which closed 
the mouth of a jar. They were sealed and frequently carry a short inscription that identifies 
the contents of a container or a tablet. Occasionally the inscription is langer, especially 
when the contents of a tablet are summarized, together with the names of those who had 
sealed it. 209 In all more than four hundred bullae, discovered until 1997, were published 
in Özgüc-T unca 2001, with photos and drawings of the seal impressions, the seal inscrip-
tions, and the texts written on ca. 150 bullae. They offer insight into the system of shipment 
or storage of goods and of safekeeping and clossifying groups of toblets in an orchive 
ond by their sealings show which persons were involved in these actions. Many bear the 
inscription naspertum, "missive", and identify tablets containing an important statement or 
authorization with legal force, kept in a sealed pockoge, which hod been sent or entrusted 
to the archive owner and had to be carefully preseNed. 210 The exploitotion of the informo-
tion contoined in the seal impressions and inscriptions on the bullae is still hampered by 
the fact that most of the archives in which they were found hove not yet been published, 
so that they could not be presented in their archival context. While the general introduc-
tion of Özgüc-T unca 2001 o~ers important information on their use, several of them bear 
sequentiol numbers, which suggests that they were registered as groups of similor objects 
ond not together with the (groups of) tablets to which many of them certainly must have 
belonged. Studying them together with the archival texts may yield interesting results, also 
for the identification of the seal impressions. 211 
3.2.2. Remains of material culture in la5rum Kanesh 
The excavations of körum Konesh have yielded a weolth of evidence on the material cul-
ture, among which of course the finds made in the houses of the Assyrien troders have our 
main interest. How many Assyrian traders lived in körum Kanesh is unknown, but a few 
hundred seems a reasonable guess. In his recent survey of the city and its excavotions, 
the excavotor states that, while the lower city os a whole may have had a diameter of at 
least two kilometers (stretching both east and west of the city-mound), the area where the 
Assyrians were settled was only a small port of it, measuring ca. 250 by 350 m, situated 
2
<:R The biggest ore the disk shaped kt n/k 1708, with fifteen, ond kt 86/k 158, with fourteen lines 
of script [see Özgüc -Tunco 2001, plates 62 and 90). The second bulla describes the contents 
of the encased tablet kt 86/k 171 {a deposition under ooth) and must hove been attached to this 
separately stored/pocked legal record. 
210 Note the description of corefully packed, shipped or stored records, mentioned in Veenhof 20030, 101. 
211 See e.g. Michel 20006, 8 and see below II, 1,3.2. on the bullae of the kt v/k orchive. 
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to the northeost of the city-mound. 212 "The native Anatolions lived in separate and much 
more extensive quarters of the Lower City", apart from some native traders who were con-
nected with the Assyrians through morriage and business relations and lived in their quarter. 
Whether this quarter, to which the Assyrien designation korum Kanesh must hove applied in 
a strict sense, was somehow marked o~ from the rest, is not clear, anyhow not by a wall, 
since the remains of a "korum wall ", discovered in some ploces, are those of the wall of 
the lower city as a whole, not of the "Assyrian quarter". 213 
In the "Assyrian quarter" only private houses have been found, not the important "korum 
house", with housed its archives, odministrators and a secretory, had room for stor-
age and deposit, and was also the place where the plenary korum met. Close by, 
if not a part of the same complex, was the temple of the god Assur, with its "sacred 
precinct" (hamrum), the ploce of his statue, where the oaths were sworn before his 
dagger (patrum) and his sugariö'um ("kni~e"?). The "körum hause" may have been on 
the city-mound, which would have allowed the locol palace better to check it, or have 
been situated under the present-day village, immediately north of the city-mound. 214 
Dercksen has convincingly argued thot "the gote of the körum", mentioned in a few 
texts, meons the entrance to the complex called "körum house", 215 not the entrance to 
the korum itself as o separate living quarter. 
For a volume which deals with oncient Assur and its citizens the question is how to evalu-
ate all the discoveries in the areo of material culture, a good overview of which is offered 
in T. Özgüc 1986, chapters 3-5. lt is deor that the houses of the traders and their con-
tents, not surprisingly, reflect the local material culture, because there was only little that 
the Assyrians could have ~rought along (or hove sent later) from Assur over a distance of 
a thousand kilometers. One thinks of clothes, belts, 216 and personal possessions, such as 
ornaments, seols, weapons (a dagger?), cuhic figurines, amulets and the like. Only part 
of these, mainly objects of metol and stone, hod a chonce of surviving the millennia, ond 
only o few seals have been found. The inhabitants apporently had been able to leave the 
city before the destruction (there were no unburied skeletons), toking along their seals and 
other valuable possessions, perhaps alongside a selection of valuoble toblets. Most of their 
graves, under the Aoors of the houses, which may have contoined also some Assyrian items 
212 Özgüc 2003, 24f. 
213 See the dato collected by Dercksen 20040, 99f. 
214 Suggestion made by lorsen, based on the fact thot there are a large number of important 'kärum 
texts' (including the Statute Texts) among the first toblets discovered. The first discoveries could have 
been mode there, when one dug into the subsoil, e.g. for laying foundations. 
215 Dercksen 2004a, lOlf., also on the distinction between böbum, "gate", ond ohullum, 'city 
gote" (the latter is once attested in the title "the gatekeeper of the Addahsu Gate"). The title rabi 
abul/atim, "chief of the city gates" (in kt g/1 42:8) belongs to on Anatolian man ond refets to the 
gotes of ,he city. , 
216 In the letter PC)AT18B:9ff. the ruler of Assur promises Püsu-ken, who is doing him a fovour, "o 
belt for his weist" (sakkukam ana qoblika), andin VS 26, 7:34 the some kind of belt, inlaid with 
bobbarrilllu-stone, is sent from Assur. 
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as grave-goods, had been robbed in antiquity, but fortunately the robbers have overlooked 
some burial gifts. 217 While most of the copper vesse1s218 were of Anatolian make and 
there is evidence for imports from Syria, there were also obiects that were of Assyrien or 
Mesopotomian origin. They comprise bronze weapons, spools and belt buckles, ond a 
sampling of pins (especially toggle pins for costume fastening}, 219 diadems, rings, beads, 
ond pendonts, made of gold, silver, electron, and precious stones, some with lapis lazuli 
attachments or inlays. This is confirmed by the discovery in tombs 20 and 25 in Assur of 
a rich variety of lapis lazuli beads in various shapes, alongside necklaces and bracelets 
containing beads of gold, lapis lazuli, carnelian, agate, and oth"Eff semi precious stones. 220 
Assyrian origin is also assumed for two gaming boards, discovered in the hause of an As-
syrian troder in level lb, 221 but it is not certain that this applies also to the various flat lead 
figurines of goddesses and divine couples (occasionally also with their children} and the 
moulds in which they were made, found in houses in both levels of korum Kanesh. 222 They 
already turn up before the Old Assyrian Period in a very wide area, and Canby points to a 
certoin resemblance with sculpture in Northern Syria. She assumes that their presence and 
distribution depends on those who possessed or travelled with their moulds, and since the 
latter were found in the karum, Assyrian traders may weil hove been among them. 223 
Weights were important in a society of traders, the texts mention them frequently and the 
excavations have produced them in great numbers; they are usually rnade of hemotite, oc-
casionally also of other types of stones or of lead. 224 Texts distinguish between the weights 
used by the Assyrians, also called "our weights", 225 and the "local weighf' (abon matirn), 
217 See the oveNiew in Özgüc 2003, 242-262, with literature. 
218 See Dercksen 1996, 76F., for tablets listing a great variety of copper and bronze objects. 
219 Such toggle pins, in Akkadian called tudittum, made of gold, silver and iron, also occur in texts. 
Note a "lopis lazuli head of a toggle pin'', in kt n/k 695:4f. end kt 93/k 548:5f., "toggle pins with 
their heads made of ( ... ] stone", in OIP 27, 41:12f., and "x shekels of lapis lazuli, 3 1/3 shekels of 
bobbordtllu-stone, heads of toggle-pins", in BIN 6, 179:21 'ff. See also Michel 2001 •, 353ff. "Les 
usages du lapis-lazuli". Assyrians imported lapis lazuli (called husarum) into Anatolia and also traded 
in carnelian (somlum). In CCT 4, 24aJe 3'f., a lady in Assur complains that she collected all such 
toggle-pins and handed them over to the Ciiy Hall to cover a debt in silver. 
220 See Colmeyer 1976, Harper e.a. 1995, 48ff., and Michel 2001 •, 354. 
221 Özgüc 1986, 81f. 
222 Those of level II are called "rather schematic", those of level lb "take on more realistic features". 
223 See recently Canby 2003, and for those found in karum Kanesh, Emre 1971 and 1993, and 
now Özgüc:;: 2003, 268-281. Balkan 1992, 1 Bff. considered some of these figurines proof of the 
concept of o divine triniiy in Anatolia. 
224 See the documentation in Özgüc 1986, 79-81. 
225 In the expression ina abnafim; "(established) by means of our weights". There are rderences to 
the 1 mina weight of the karum office (EL 228:9f., TC 3, 171:13; kt j/k 665:7ff.) and to those 
belonging to private traders (even one belonging to the lady Lamassatum, see below, 11.2.8.3}, 
and note ahan tomkorim in kt 94/k 1136:30. They are usually mentioned to indicate which 
weighing stones had been used to establish the weight of an amount or of silver borrowed and 
texts may stipulate whose weighing stones hove tobe used when a loan is paid back. 
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occasionally also identified as the weight of a particular town, used in particular in con-
nection with copper. 226 The difference belween the two standards was determined by 
their relation to (a fraction or a multiple of) the underlying one mina weight, the Assyrian 
or the local Anatolian, of which the former (of ca. 495 grams} was ca. 10 percent heavier 
than the latter (of ca. 450 grams). Data on Assyrion weights and their manipulation were 
first studied by Veenhof, 227 and the issue was taken up in detail in Dercksen 1996, 80ff. 
He conduded that the majority of the weighing stones excavated in the kärum reflect the 
Assyrian standard, with weights ranging from l /12 shekel to 2 minas. 228 Moreover, several 
duck-shaped weights by their shape betray their Mesopotamien origin. 229 
In general one could say that without the cuneiform tablets with their seal impressions, it would 
have been rather difficult to identify the inhabitants of the karumos Assyrians. The prolonged stay 
in Anatolia of many traders, several of which only returned to Assur in old age, may have left 
some marks on Assyrien material culture and the transport lists show that occasionally, olongside 
silver and gold, also a few Anatolien items were sent from Anotolia. But such influence is difficult 
to prove and trace, because no houses of this period have been excavated in Assur. 
The main contribution to Assyrian material culture is the rich harvest of seal impressions on toblet 
envelopes and bullae, which have been thoroughly investigated for their iconogrophy, style ond 
technique, whereby Old Assyrien, Old Babylonia, Syrian, and Anatolien types and a certain 
mix of them, apparently also due to local production, have been distinguished. 230 The seals 
themselves were only rarely found, becouse their owners must have token them along when 
they fled the karum and the importance attached to them is dear from their mention in last wills 
and legal fights. 231 
3 . 3. ÜTHER SOURCES 
There are almest no other sources which shed light on the Old Assyrien Period before the time of 
Samsi-Adad 1. There is very little written evidence for contocts and synchronisms with contempo-
226 Note aban Buru.fhoddim in Sadberk 16:4f., and aban Tuhpia in kt 93/k 278:2f. [courtesy 
Michel). Rorely one also meets "the weight of the palace", e.g. in kt 94/k 1023:llf. 
227 1972, 54-68, "Weights in Old Assyrian Texts··. 
228 The lwo heaviest weights, of respectively 4250 and 5250 grams, might reflect 10 minos, but 
the deviation from both norms is very big; BIN 6, 205:10 mentions an Assyrien 10 mino weight, 
esartum mana 'um. See for detoils the list in Dercksen 1996, Appendix 5. 
229 Özgüc 1986, 81. 
230 Notobly in N. Özgüc 1965, 1Q68 and 2006, Özgüc; -Tunca 2001, Teissier 1994, end in the 
other literature listed in Michel 2003c, 187-194. 
231 See for seols found in the lr.orum, Özgüe 2003, 293-303. The value of a personal seal is clear from 
last wills which stipulate who will inherit it; see also Hecker 20040, 291, on o legal fight obout a 
fother's seol. See for textual references to seols, especially those mode of lapis lozuli, lorsen 1977, 
Q3 notes 14 and 66, and Michel 20010, 354f. CCT -5, 96:26 mentions the trcnsfer of a seal on o 
trader's deothbed, ond BIN 6, 7: 14 o lapis lozuli seol sent to a troder from Assur by his wife. 
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rary Babylonia, though we know that Babylonians (called "Akkadians 11) visited Assur and might 
try to undertake trips to Anatolia, which o local ruler near the Euphrates had to prevent, accord-
ing to the draft of a trealy. 232 Commercial contacts with Northern Syria are documented by 
some texts from kärum Kanesh that mention that traders from Ebla233 came to Kanesh to trade. 
Such contacts are also documented by the discovery, in karum Kanesh, of the unique letter kt 
k/k 4, edited and studied by Hecker, 234 which reflects Syrian scribal traditions. lt was sent by a 
certain Ehli-addu from somewhere in Syria (he mentions the cities T unip, in the land Huzzi, and 
Hassum) to Unapse, in Kanesh, and claims that the latter since no less than twenty-five years 
owes him a sum of silver, as people in Hassum can testify. lt seems likely that Unapse (who has 
a Hurrian name, as several others mentioned in the letter as witnesses of the transaction underly-
ing the claim) was a Syrian trader who had moved to or temporarily stayed in Kanesh. 235 
The only important written source is the so-called "Mari Eponym Chronicle1' (MEC), which starts 
in the year of the accession of Naram-Suen of Assur, so that its first part overlaps the end of 
karum Kanesh level 11. 236 But the damaged historical information added to the names of the 
eponyms does not mention Assur and concerns only the dynasty and realm of Samsi-Adad's 
family. Most historical events mentioned in this part refer to confrontations between Aminum and 
Eshnunna, especially with the powerful lpiq-Adad II, who would have become king in 1861 
BC, 237 while for their part the texts from Assur and karum Kanesh, surprisingly, never mention 
Eshnunna or Ekallatum. 
Information in MEC on the years dealing with Samsi-Adad 1s early career {his accession, as 
king of Ekallatum took place in 1834 BC) is very limited. These years are also not covered 
by the archives of Mari and this is also the period when karum Kanesh lay deserted after 
having been destroyed in ca. 1837 BC. We have more sources after ca. 1800 BC, from 
the palace archives of Mari, which cover the period until 1762 BC. Some information 
on the years before ca. 1792 BC, when Samsi-Adad I conquered Mari, can be derived 
232 Günbatt1 2004, 250 note 8, lines llff. He has to promise that he will extradite them to the 
Assyrians who will kill them. See below chapter V. l .C.c. 
233 See ATHE 32:17 (traders from Ebla acquire a lot of copper in the palace of an unnamed Anatolian 
city, for which they pay in silver), BIN 6, 193 rev. 6' ("4 minas of silver of [owed by?] the man of 
Ebla"); TPAK 109:4 (silver which S. paid to a man of Ebla on behalf of Suejja); kt 91/k 338 (debt 
in silver of an Eblaite "who acquired wool"), and kt 94/k 421 :28. 
234 Hecker 1990a, cf. 19966. 
235 The letter shows no link with other texts of the orchive and this is also true of the letter kt 91/k 539, 
addressed to (the same) Unapse by a certain Abduata, which mentions that the former had settled 
accounls in Mamma. The letter is remarkable for its last lines, already quoted in Veenhof 2003, 17, 
where Unapse is asked to give a tablet (in which he has recorded a third man's reaction an a proposal 
to se11 textiles) "to a scribe who understands Subarean, to read it". Suchtexts make us curious for kt 90/k 
360, qualified as "texte atypique (Syrie du Nord)" in TPAK p. 59, but not published in that volume. 
236 Bi rot 1985, with Veenhof 2003, eh. 7. In Birot's edition one eponym (Enna-Suin from M 7 481: 12) 
was omitted aher 11, so that the dates from there on are always one year later. 
237 To which cily lpiq-Adad's conquest of a ziqqurrat, in 1857 BC, refers is unclear as lang we do 
not know where Aminum reigned (perhaps in Ekallätum?). 
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from documents from the reign of Mari's king Yahdun-Lim, Sams,-Adad's main rivol in the 
struggle for the dominatrion of the Jazira, and from a number of texts thot refer to earlier 
history. They do not mention Assur and only provide some background information, but it 
is useful to learn which of the important towns in Northern Mesopotamio between Tigris 
and Euphrates, mentioned in texts from Mari and of Samsi-Adad I also occur as carovan 
stations in texts from kärum Kanesh. 238 
When the Mari archives become more eloquent we receive some information on As-
sur as it functioned within the empire of Sams1-Adad and during the re1gn of his son 
lsme-Dagan, and on its commercial actfvities ond caravans, even in periods of politi-
cal tension and war, when trade continued. 239 These dato were recently anolyzed 
in Charpin-Durond 1997240 and their conclusions will be used in the next chopter. 
Two interesting texts, relevant for the trade of Assur and on Konesh, were recently 
published by Ziegler ond by Durand. 241 In the first, probably written from Karkemish, 
the writer promises his lord (Zimrilim) all kinds of desirable luxury items (aslolü), which 
he hopes to receive from Kanesh, Horsamna and Hottusa. In the second o certain 
Habdu-molik, a prominent trader in Assur, 242 proposes lddin-Numusdo, the "overseer 
of the merchants" in Mari, becouse "he in Mari and I myself in Assur and Konesh, we 
are men of fame" ( aw,1 sumi), to come to an ogreement on commercial cooperotion 
by meeting each other's wishes for fine merchondise. The letter is accomponied by an 
itemized gift and an order for specific types of textiles, whose value in silver the man 
in Mari should stote in writing when sending thern. Hobdu-mälik is even willing to seol 
the agreement by a morriage between his son and lddin-Numusdo's daughter. 243 The 
letter nicely illustrates the desire for foreign luxury items and the role of commerciol 
cooperation by mutual exchonge on the bosis of a personal relationship. 
A scattering of other dato an Assur is found in a variety of texts from in Northern Mesopo-
tomia, in cities such as Gattara {Tell Rimah}, Sehna/Subat-Enlil (Tell Leilan), Chagar Bazar, 
and Tuttul (Tell Bi'a), which had been integrated into Sams1-Adad's empire244 ond/or had 
238 From east to west: Gattarä, Razamo, Apum, Pahudar (presumably identical to OA Puhidar), Eluhhut, 
Talhayum (OA Talhat), Nehria, Zalpa, and Ursu. But Kahat. Nagar, Emor, ond Karkemish do not 
occur in OA texts. T uttul has recently turned up in kiläm so Tti-fli-u/, kt 93/k l96:6 (courtesy Michel). 
239 See for the commerce of Mari, Michel 1996 and the literature listed in Charpin 2004, 471f. 
240 Their anolysis is supplemented by Ziegler 2002, with the importont correction that the occurrences 
cf olum, "the cily", after all do refer to the city of Assur. 
241 Ziegler l996 and Durand 2001. 
242 Perhaps a vvak1I tamkäre, a function which first appears during the Leter Old Assyrien Period, see 
below, chapter III, 2. 3. 
243 A sequel to this letter shows !hat the man of Mari hos not yet accepted this proposol. That the 
Assyrien calls himself "your son" is rother on indication of the urgency of his request than an 
admission of real difference in status. . 
244 This explains why they used Assyrien eponymy dotings, occasionolly (e.g. in Qottorö) even eher 
the empire of Somsi-Adad I no longer existed. 
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contacts with the city on the Tigris, also after this empire had collapsed. 245 These sources 
have recently been listed in Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 20ff. and Chorpin 2004, 448ff, 
and they will also receive attention in Eidem's contribution to this volume. 1 will only refer to 
them in the next chapter if they contain important information on Assur. 
Assur of course also occurs in texts from Babylonia proper, apart from the reference to it in 
the prologue (IV:53-58} of Hammurabi's collection of laws (see chapter 1.1.3). Most refer-
ences, ogain, document commercial relations with Assur, especially during the early years 
of Samsu-iluna's reign, when Babylonian traders visited the town on the Tigris and Assyr-
ians traders wen! to and even lived in Sippar for that purpose. The relevant texts show "that 
there were regular contacts betvveen Assur and Sippar; men, women, silver and goods 
travel in both directions, a.o. as gifts (tamartum) and "packets" (riksumt 246 Same records 
found in Sippar contain excerpts of bonds that mention the Assyrian "weight of the City Hall" 
and even use Assyrian eponymy datings, which shows that the records had been drawn 
up in Assur with Assyrian clients or partners. lt is interesting to note that these records show 
that the "overseers of the merchants" in Sippor were important customers of a trader active 
in Sippar, who was most probably of Assyrian origin. 247 On the whole, however, the infor-
mation is limited and only reveals that Assur still was an important trading city, a fact which 
is confirmed by its treaty with the ruler of Sehna/ Apum from ca. 17 40 BC, edited by Eidern 
1991, and by the evidence from houses in level lb of karum Konesh. 
245 Notea.o. thelettersOBTR 120-122, written to lltani, thequeen ofOattarö, byhersister Lamossoni, 
a priestess in Assur, who invokes Assur's blessing [the reading DINGIR Kamski in 122:4 is not 
acceptable), speaks of regular caravans between Assur and Gattarä and sent her sister "2 
quarts(!) of acorns (hazelnuts?) of Kanesh" jl22:15f.). ·· , 
246 Veenhof 19916 (the quote is from p. 301). See also the letters Ab8l2, 54-60, of the Babylonian 
troder Aw,l-ili, who does business in Assur. 
247 See Veenhof 19916, 300ff. 
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1. EARLY RESEARCH AND TOO PUBllCATIONS 
1.1. RESEARCH UNTIL 1963 
The ear!y history of the research has been well described in Garelli's Les Assyr,ens en Cappo-
doce [Garelli 1963) and in what follows I will only point out the main trends. After the problems 
of the origin of the toblets, their writing and language had been solved, progress was only 
possible thanks to the publication of cuneiform copies of the hundreds of OA texts acquired 
by a few great museums {London, Paris, Istanbul, the Yale Babylonian collection) and by some 
srnaller collections. On the basis of these texts a smoll number of scholars laid the groundwork 
of Old Assyrian research. Landsberger, who olready in 1925 published a pioneering synthe-
sis, 248 Gelb, who edited the texts found at Alisar Höyük, 249 and in porticular Julius Lewy, who 
edited severol smaller collections and before 1940 published a dozen orticles on OA history, 
languoge and institutions. His main ond lasting accomplishment was ff (1930-35), the system-
atic edition of all 340 legal documents ("Rechtsurkunden") known by that time, provided with a 
rich commentary, which after seventy years retains it value. Co-author was the legal historion G. 
Eisser, who was the first to present a provisional "Urkundenlehre".250 Unfortunately the "juristische 
Erläuterungen" on the texts, which the preface of EL describes os "eine zusammenfassende, 
rechtsvergleichende Darstellung des in den Urkunden enthaltenen altassyrischen Rechts" and to 
which the authors repeatedly refer, were never completed and published. 
After the second world war the Turkish excavations of Kanesh, started in 1948, with a first 
report already avoilable in 1950, 251 provided a new impetus, soon followed by the first 
volume of texts excavated by Hrozny, ICK 1 of 1952, publications which also stimulated 
the study of the seal impressions. 252 A fifth volume of texts in the British Museum {CCT 5) 
oppeared in 1955, bllowed by Kienast's edition of texts in Heidelberg and Basel (ATHE, 
1960). Bilgic 1951 and Lewy 1952 studied the geography, Landsberger 1954 dealt with 
the chronology, while the study of the language, the OA dialect that had created mony 
248 Landsberger 192 5. 
24Q Gelb 1935. 
250 Eisser 1939. 
251 The first excavation report, Özgüc 1950, ond the edition of the inscription of Erisum 1, in 
Londsberger-Bolka n 19 50. 
252 ICK , and the second excavation report, Özgüc 1953, contained many illustrotions of seal 
impressions. Both publicotions could profit from earlier work on the seals, notably by H. Fronkfort 
and E. Poroda. The first comprehensive studies were N. Özgüc 1965 (on Anatolion seols) and 
1968 (on seals from level lb). An overview was also presented by Tosun 1965. 
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problems, made progress thanks to contributions by Landsberger, Lewy, Oppenheim, and 
Bilgic;:. 253 lt matured in its treatrnent in von Soden's Grundriss der akkadi.schen Grammatik 
of 1956, in the CAD, which storted in the some year and could use transliterations of OA 
texts supplied by Julius Lewy, and later in Hecker's Grammatik der Kühepe-Texte(l968). 254 
A first general overview of the OA trading colonles was presented in Goetze 1957, while 
Hirsch in 1961 studied the religion, induding all the theophorous personal names. 255 
The new material also stimulated the analysis of the political contexl and institutional struc-
ture of Old Assyrien trade, on which there still was no consensus. Elaborating on views 
already expressed before the war, Julius Lewy in various artides defended the thesis of an 
Assyrien do.mination of central Anatolia and assumed the existence of a political structure 
colled "Halys Assyria", 256 issues on which Landsberger disagreed with him.257 Lewy also 
rejected the proposal in Balkan 1955, 4lff., based on the new discoveries at Kanesh, to 
distinguish kärum Kanesh level II, the main period of Assyrian colonial presence, from o 
younger level 16. The latter would have started a~er a substantial gap and have been con-
temporary with the Assyrian commercial settlements discovered in Alisar Hüyük and Hattusa 
(Bogazköy). 258 The discussion on these issues absorbed a lot of ottention and time, which 
unfortunately slowed down the edition of the texts and a reconstruction of the nature and 
the patterns of the Irade itself. lt was the great merit of P. Gare\li's Les Assyriens en Cap-
paoce (1963) to have shown that in Old Assyrien trade did not follow the flog and that 
no "Halys Assyria" existed, although the political statute of the colonies in relation to both 
Assur and the local Anatdian kingdoms still needed further definition. He hesitated on the 
chronological issue, but it was soon resolved by the dato which Balkan extracted from the 
newly excavated texts, to which also the discovery of the famous letter of Anum-hirbi of 
Mamma, addressed to king Warsama of Kanesh (Balkan 1957) and found in the palace 
of Kanesh contemporary to level lb, contributed. But details of the chronology - the length 
of the periods of kärum level ll and 16, the dates of their beginnings and ends, the dating 
of archives and careers of prominent traders - in the absence of an eponym list for many 
decades remained unclear and research on these matters consumed a lot of time. 259 
253 Bilgic;: 1954 studied the native Anatolien appelatives found in the texts. 
254 See also the thorough review by Hirsch, OrNS 41 (1972) 390-421. 
255 Reprint with subslantial additions in 1972; see also Garelli 1962. 
256 Already in 1923 and 1925, and especially in Lewy 1956 and 1958. 
257 Their disagreement on the meaning of Hattum, mal Hattim and Hattu.sin OA texts was fought out 
in subsequent volumes of the Festschrift for B. Hrozny (Ar0,18/1-111, 1950). 
258 Lewy 1957, reading on Balkon 1955. Lev,.,y also believed in the presence of an important Amorite 
element in Old Assyrion culture, o view thot is difficult to substantiate (see chapter 1.1.1). Many 
of his views an these matters are also found in H. Lewy 1971, two chapters contributed to the 
Camh11dge Ancient Hisfory, published separotely already in l 965f. 
259 See Lorsen 1976. 375ff., Matous 1978, and Veenhof 1985 and 1998. A copy of the eponyrn list 
had olreody been excovated in 1962, but was not identified. Part of another eponym list, ICK 2, 
345, had been found in 1925 by Hrozny, but could not be recognizec( because it only contains 
the beginning of the list, with epcnyms not attested in the later archival texts. 
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In order to onswer the questions of political structure and chronology, Garelli 1963 under-
took a comprehensive onalysis of many aspects of the Old Assyrian material, and dealt 
also with the geogrophy ond itineraries, the composition of Anatolien population, the 
nature and roles of karum and local paloces, and the trode (notably the credit system) and 
the merchandise. Orlin's Assyrien Colonies in Cappadociaof 1970 also intended to solve 
the issue of the political status of the Assyrien colonies in Anatolia, but for all its merits, 
its approach was less broad ond the command of the sources less solid. Moreover, its 
basic manuscript, completed in 1963, somewhat reworked in 1965, was only published 
in 1970, which meant that there could be no serious discussion with nor progress beyond 
Gorelli's results. 260 Neither Garelli nor Orlin, moreover, could use the second volume of 
texts from Hrozny's excavations, ICK 2, published in 1962. 261 
Garelli 1963 proved to be a kind of watershed and stimulated further research, which 
unfortunately still could not use the thousands of texts excavated since 1948. Balkan, the 
epigraphist of the T urkish excavation, probobly read many of them found during the first 
ten years of the excovotion, used their dato for his studies on the chronology and in several 
ortides, 262 but a systematic edition of the archives was not reolized. Research therefore 
still had to be based mainly on the texts excavated by Hrozny and those in Istanbul and 
westem museums, published earlier in cuneiforrn copies, which I will henceforth coll "old 
texts". But many of the latter, deriving from the same archives as those published, were also 
still inaccessible and there was a general lack of systematic editions and prosopographic 
tools as a basis for further research. To make progress more was needed than the informa-
tion culled from many scattered records, in particular the reconstruction of the archives and 
the operations of the individual trading firms that were the bockbone of the trode and its 
commercial success. · 
Mainly based on "old text" and on Garelli 1963, Hirsch 1973 wrote a survey the Old 
Assyrian trading society br RIA 4, under the lemma "Handelskolonien". In RIA 5, under 
the lemma "Kanis, karum", new surveys were published in three ports, "A. Philologisch" 
(Veenhof 1980), 263 "B. Archäologisch", by W. Orthmann, and "C. Glyptik", by E. Porada. 
In addition several articles in Studies Landsbergerand Studies Motous provided new dato 
and insights. 
260 See the evaluotion in Larsen 197 4 and the review by Motous in BIO, 29 (1972) 198ff. 
261 lt counts 348 texts, but mony are (fragmentary) envelopes belonging to texts published in ICK 1, 
see the review Balkan 19656, the remarks in the introduction to Prag 1, and the observations by 
Kryszar 2001, 268ff. 
262 Balkan 1955, 1957, 1965, 1967, 1974, and 1992. 
263 Who could use Larsen 1976. 
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l. 2. WüRK ON 10lD TEXTS 1 
1.2. l. Publications of 'old texts' 
After 1963 the identification and publication of groups of "old 1 texts", which belonged to 
the by now well known archives of important traders, but had been scattered by antique 
dealers and were preserved in a great number of public and private collections, made 
good progress. The most important publications were Garelli 1964-1966 (texts in France 
and Switzerland), KUG (texts in Giessen, 1966), KTK (collections in the USSR, 1968), ond 
CCT 6 (London 1975). They were followed in later years by KTS 2 (1989) and Sadberk 
(1999, both in Istanbul), CTN'MA l (1988, in New York), Michel 1987 (in the Louvre), and 
VS 26 (1992, texts in Berlin). We can now add Prag 1 (1998), which includes many texts 
belonging to 'old' orchives, excavated and acquired by Hrozny in 1925.264 A few smaller 
groups of "old texts" were included in editions with mainly officially excavated texts: nine 
from Chicago as OIP 27, 54-62, eleven from the Istanbul Museum as KTS 2, 1-11, 265 and 
eighteen from the Ankara Museum as AKT l, l-18. In addition, over the years many small 
groups266 and even single new texts, 267 kept in a great variety of small museums and pri-
vate collections were identified and published 
The few groups of "old texts" still to be published are a few dozen in the Yale Babylonian 
Collection, a dozen in the Adana Museum, smali groups in the Los Angeles County Museum 
and in the Museum in Bruxelles, 268 and the ca. twenty-five texts acquired by the Schoyen 
Collection (1'-Jorway). Bigger groups are the eo. l 60 texts in the Kayseri Museum269 and 
the ca. 110 texts and fragments in the De Liagre Böhl Collection in Leiden. 270 A group of 
ca. 40 unpublished 'old texts', originally in private collections (among them the Kalley Col-
lection) are ovailable in partly provisional transliterations, usually quoted as C+number, 
made by B. Landsberger, but the whereabouts of most are at present unknown, which is 
264 Part of these texts seem to have been found in the remains of houses already dug up by the local 
inhabitants, others were apparently acquired locally, see Prag 1, p. XVI-XXII, with the detailed 
observations in Dercksen 2002. 
265 Surprisingly also published as AKT l, 19-29. 
266 Duly listed in Michel 2003c, 4-52 and 154ff. Note in particular Dalley 1979 (Edinburgh Museum), 
Donbaz 19910, Donboz-Horansanli 1976, Donbaz-Veenhof 1985, Garelli 1957, Larsen 1978, 
Mayer-Wilhelm 1975, Larsen-M011er 1991, Michel-Foster 1989, Moren 1980, Sturm 2000, and 
Wilcke 1982. 
267 Biggs 1996, Donbaz 1984, 19906, Farber 1990, Garelli 1982, Garelli-Hornes-Fredericq 1987, 
Veenhof 1980, 19846, and 1989. 
268 Both have been copied by Veenhof. 
269 Transliterations of most of them are known, rnade by Landsberger, Gelb, Hecker, and Veenhof. A few 
'Nere edited by Hecker end nine were induded in Michel 1991d. See for detotls Michel 2003c, 41f. 
270 Many of them are frogmentary, some are included in lchisar 1982 and Michel 1991d. See for 
details Michel 2003c, eh. l.l. 
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also the case with some smaller German private collections, from which Lewy published 
and quoted some texts. 271 
1.2.2. Reconstruction and edition of archives 
The realization that all 'old' texts belonged to a group of perhaps fifteen different archives 
belonging to family firms, made it desirable to reconstruct and edit these, to allow the study 
of the firms, which could serve as building stones for a more general analysis. The eosiest 
approach was to edit letters written by and/or received by the same person, and contracts 
and judicial records in which he was a party (creditor, involved in a lawsuit, buyer, giving 
goods in consignment for transport, hiring personnel, etc.). An early attempt was that by 
Van der Meer 1932, who edited 75 letters of Püsu-ken, but after that it took almost fitty 
years before another attempt was made. In the mean time there were o few ottempts ot 
reconstructing parts of or small archives or "dossiers". Very instructive is Matous 1969, an 
edition and analysis of a dozen records dealing with the legal fight about the inheritance 
of the prominent trader Puzur-Assur. 272 A reconstruction of a small archive of an Anatolian 
businessman was ottempted in Veenhof 1978. 
An obvious candidate for the reconstruction of a lorge archive was thot of lmd1lum, partly 
dug up and sold by locol diggers, portly excovated by Hrozny in 1925, even though not 
all the information on his discoveries (find spots and excavation numbers of the tablets) had 
survived the second world-wor. 273 In the same year Larsen 1982a published o thorough 
analysis of this archive and lchisor 1982 classified and edited all ca. 200 texts from 
it, with an introduction and prosopographic indexes. Both publications demonstrated the 
potential of such an undertaking, but also the difficulty of identifying additional orchival 
texts, especially those called "Privaturkunden" by Ulshöfer 1995, while also letters and legal 
documents still presented many problems. Letters written by lmd,lum normally would not be 
part of his orchive, but we know (because he himself stated so) 274 thot he made archival 
copies of some of them, and the archive also contained letters written by him after his return 
to Assur and oddressed to his son who stayed in Konesh. As for the judiciol records, espe-
271 The collections of Neukirch (one text transliterated in EL 1, p. 231, note d), Winkenbach (no. 7 
quoted in EL II, p. 180), Rosenberg (two texts published as EI 36 and 278), Schmidt (two texts 
published as EL 246 and 303), and Tübingen (two texts published as EL 263 and 325a). The 
envelope of 'Schmidt l' == EL 3038 has now turned up in o private German collectian (informotion 
S. Maul). T wo of the tablets tmnsliterated by Landsberger, numbered C 26 and C 34 (from the 
Kalley Collection) in the meon time hove been acquired by the Bible Lands Museum in Jerusalem 
(information J. Goodnick Westenholz). 
272 More texts can now be added to this file, see the comments on Prag 1 633 (which is o duplicate 
ofBIN6, 188). 
273 See Larsen 1982, 213·18, and the observations in Dercksen 2002 on the find spots of the tablets. 
Hrozny published a preliminary report on his work in Syria 8 (1927) 1·12, and see also his 
observation in the 'Avant~.propos' of ICK l. 
274 In CCT 2, 6;14f. lmdilum writes: "I keep copies of oll the letters which I have been sending you". 
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cially depositions drawn up in connection with legal fights, it is not always clear which of 
the two parties would have owned a text and in some cases two copies may have been 
made. Finally, we know that traders for a voriety of reasons could give records in deposit 
with a partner or friend (ana nabsem ezabum}, while valid records of debt-cloims could 
also be transferred or handed over as pledges and therefore be found in somebody else's 
archive. 275 Editions around 1980, moreover, were still somewhat premature, because of 
unsolved lexical problems (especially the technical, commercial jargon), while the existence 
of substantial numbers of unpublished 'old' texts made them by definition incomplete. 276 In 
the absence of complete lists of names and prosopographical studies it also proved difficult 
and at least very time consuming to establish the relationship between and identity of the 
main persons (family members, business partners, personnel), which was made more dif-
ficult by the big number of namesokes. 277 
Since reconstructing a real archive proved problematic, Michel 1991d used another ap-
proach, as is clear from its title, /nnäyo dans /es lablettes poleo-assyriennes. Assembling all 
texts that concern lnnöya (and there proved to be two important traders of that name), she 
offered a picture of both men, their families and business, and in a separate volume (ofier 
collation) edited in all 285 relevant texts. Among the texts there are, of course, many which 
never belonged to their archives - such os letters of other traders which mention an lnnaya 
and a variety of contracts ond judicial records in which they figure only as witness278 - but 
some of these do contain valuable information on them. This is perhaps a more realistic 
opprooch for archives scattered by dealers, but here too the problem remained of linking 
"Privaturkunden 11 with both men, and the existence of two namesakes required a large 
amount of prosopographical analysis and d iscussion. 
The decision how to edit 11old" texts is inevitably also conditioned by practical considera-
tions, because it will never be possible to reconstruct a scattered archive. lmdilum 1s one, 
edited by lchisar, could serve as an example, but is a special case, because the surviv-
ing dato on the excavation of his hause allowed him to assign to it texts which would 
27 5 See Veenhof 2001, 13 2f. 
276 The number of ca. 200 lmdilum texts, used by lchisar 1982, can now be increased by ca. sixty 
percenl, especially thank.s to VS 26 and Prag \. Another problem was that lchisar was unable to 
collate the originals of most of the texts he edited. 
277 lmdilum fortunately had no namesake, but the two different lnnaya's gave Michel 1991d a lot of 
problems. See for the pitfalls of archival reconstruction also the recent survey in Kryszat 20040, 
7-12, followed by an analysis of the dating of six archives, induding that of lmd1lum. 
278 To whot exlent witnesses received copies of records they had 'signed' is not known. Michel 
is inclined to assume it for more cases than the present writer, who prefers to restrict it to 
important records, such os deposilions, and considers it unlikely that witnesses of debt-notes 
received copies of the contract. That parties in view of a lawsuit wished "to make solid" 
(donnunum) their witnesses - i.e. to make sure they would appear and render a reliable 
testimony - in my opinion implies that they hod no written depositions available end that 
one reolized the problem of testimonies from memory in complicated matters, which is nicely 
illustrated by POAT9. 
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not norrnally be identifiable as such. 279 The approach on which those cooperating in the 
new "Old Assyrian Text Project" have agreed is visible in the project's first volume, M.T. 
Larsen 's The Assur-nada Archive ( OAA 1, 2002), which brings the ed ition of 17 6 texts, 
135 of which are letters and 40 a variety of other records, which could be shown to 
have belonged to or could be linked with the archive, which is appropriately called "the 
Assur-nödö dossier". The long i ntroduction offers genera1 observations on the problems 
and possibilities of archival reconstruction, an overview of the texts, and a reconstruction 
of the family, firm ond business of Assur-nödö who had settled in Kanesh, and of his father 
Assur-idT, who lived in Assur. Additional volumes of this type are planned for the next years 
and it is hoped that they will be able to profit from the results of prospographical research 
undertaken by JG. Dercksen, at first probably in the form of a complete !ist of names and 
text references, which is vital in view of the extraordinary large number of different persons 
and nomesokes which occur in the texts. The avoilability of the eponym list now makes it 
possible to establish during which period a trader or firm was active and when some of 
its important members served in official capacities, as year eponym (!tinum) in Assur or as 
week eponym {hamustum) in Kanesh. 280 
1. 3. WüRK ON TEXTS EXCAVATED SINCE 1948 
1.3.1. The first volumes published 
The excavations of Ka nesh, sta rted in 19 4 8, have thus far yi elded ca. 18. 000 cuneiform 
tablets, the overwhelming majority from archives found in level II of the kärum, ca. 340 from 
houses of level 16, and ca. 40 from the city-mound. As mentioned above (chapter 1.3.2.1) 
the exact number of archives is not yet clear and some assignments to particular traders must 
be preliminary, until the texts have been published and a complete ground-plan, which iden-
tifies the houses of the individual trading families becomes available. lt was only in 1990 that 
the systernatic edition of these texts started and the results, however welcome in providing 
important new textual sources, from an archival point of view are less satisfactory. 281 
The three volumes of the new AKT series, published between 1990 and 1995, 282 contain 
279 Curiously, a number of texts found in the archive were not edited by lchisar, bul only quoted and 
discussed in the introduction, because lmd,lum did not figure in them. This concerns o.o. o smoll 
group of records which belonged to one of his tronsporters (who also carried out some business 
cf his own) who did not own a house and apporently had deposited his records somewhere in 
lmdilum's archival room. 
280 A complete list of the week eponyms is now available in Kryszot 2004a, 164-197, and he has 
also prepared an alphabeticol list with all dated references to persons. 
281 See also Michel 1998c, on the newly published archives. 
282 Vois. 1 and 2 as Ankara Kültepe Tahletlen; by the Türk Tarih Kurumu in Ankara, in 1990 ond 1995; 
vol. 3 as Ankaroner Kültepe-Texte, as Beiheh of the fAOS series, in Stuttgart, in 1995. 
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in all 256 texts, but 33 of them are "old" texts from Ankara and Istanbul (AKT t 1-33). 
Most of the remaining texts stem from three archives, excavated in 1948 (kt a/k, AKT 1, 
34-78),283 1962 (kt n/k, AKT 2, 60 texts), and 1970 (kt v/k, AKT 3, 1-114). The texts 
published in AKT 1 and 2 belang to very big archives; the first, of Adad-~ulul,, comprised 
ca. 800 texts, 284 the second, of U~ur-sa-lstar, ca. 2000 texts, 285 so that we know only 
small parts of each of them. Moreover, the three volumes do not offer a general description 
of the archives and of the circumstonces of their discovery. 286 AKT 3 contains 114 texts of 
the orchive excavated in 1970, 287 which belonged to Ennum-Assur and Dön-Assur, sons 
of Salim-ahum, 288 which in all must have contained ca. 170 tablets and envelopes. Four 
tablets published elsewhere were not included and in particular 46 tablets in sealed enve-
lopes are lacking. 289 
The fourth volume, TPAK, published by C. Michel and P. Garelli in 1997, is much more 
satisfactory. lt contains in all ca. 230 texts, apparently the archives of two different traders, 
excavated in 1990 in grid squares LVIII-LlX/132-134, and the circumstances of their dis-
covery are described in the "Avant-propos" by the excavator. This volume contains a good 
introduction ond for the first time allows an analysis of the contents of a complete excavated 
archive, but it still presents a variety of problems, which I mention in the next paragraph in 
order to show how difficult the task of the epigraphist is and how much he depends on the 
cooperation with the excavator. 290 
l.3.2. Problems of archival reconstruction and ed\tion 
The first problem is that not all texts excavated as part of o porticular archive were or could 
be published in an edition. In the previous porograph I already mentioned that AKT 3 
283 AKT 1, 79-82 are tablets belonging to a small group found in 1971, of which 79 and 81 ore from 
the city mound and 80 and 82 from the karum. 
284 See for this orchive Michel 2003c, 60-67 and the oveNiew in Dercksen 1996, 93f., with Kryszat 
2004a, 23-25. 
285 See Michel 2003c, 83-91 and Dercksen 1996, 140-49. S. Bayram, S. Cecen and C. Günbatt1 
have done much work an this large, important archive and published selected texts frorn it, and it 
is to be hoped that the bulk of the texts will be published in the near future. 
286 Adad-~ululT's hause is situated in grid squares F-G/9-10, see Özgüc 1950, l42ff., supplemented 
by 1953, lllf. (the second groundplan from the left in the top row in Özgüc 2003, 26}. The hause 
of U~ur-sa-lstar is in grid squares C-D/11-12, as described in Özgüc; 1986, 5f., with 116 fig. 10. 
287 Grid M/10, see Özgüc 1986, 88, with 116 fig.15, and pi. 24,1-2. AKT 3, land 2 (kt v/k 2b and 8, 
~e first two texts excavated in that year), as their year eponyms show, belang to the level lb period. 
288 Salim-ahum was Pusu-ken's main business partner and it is therefore not surprsing that the • rchive 
contains a few letters addressed to Püsu-ken and Dan-Assur together, AKT 3, 72-74; 75 is a copy 
of a letter sent by the latter two to Salim-ahum, 76 a letter of Püsu-ken alone. 
289 See the survey in Michel 2003c, 93f. Kt v/k 152 was published in Donbaz-Veenhof 1985, 147; 
kt v/k 1470/b in Donbaz 2003; kt v/k 186 is the envelope of kt v/k 47 = AKT 3 15. 
290 1 See for what follows also the review by Derck.sen 1998. 
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lacks a few dozen tablets that belonged to the archive as excavated. The problems with 
TPAK are of a different kind. The texts it publishes in great ma[ority are those of the two 
main archives, those of Sumi-abiya and Assur-mutappil, excavated in 1990 (kt 90/k), but 
fourteen of them belong to an archive excavated in 1989, 291 apparently that of lkuppi-Assur 
(or lkuppia), son of llia, studied by Y. Kawasaki, which comprises the tablets kt 89/k 191-
27 4. 292 A few texts in TPAK are from the later period of level 16, 293 and both groups should 
have been kept separate in the edition. lt is also regrettable that not all texts found in 1990 
could 6e included, 294 and this also concerns kt 90/k 111, 112, 206-207, 209-210, called 
"o6jets archeologiques divers" in the descriptive catalogue. They prove to be sealed ond 
(in four cases) inscribed bullae, originally attached to packets and tablet containers of the 
archive, which were published a few years later in Özgüc-Tunca 2001. 295 This meant that 
the epigraphists could not use them together with the archival texts to which they must have 
belonged. The edition of the bullae contains another surprise, 6ecause an p. 220, under 
the heading "Bullae from Sumiabiya's Archive", we read that it contained seventeen bullae, 
also those with excavatlon numbers kt 91 /k 112-122, which were found in the next year, 
apparently because the excavation of the 1990 hause could not be completed in 1990. 
Professor Özgüc, who kindly provided me with a description of the discovery of the 1991 
archives, mentions that kt 91 /k 100-113 "have 6een found in a scattered pattern" and in the 
11Avant-propos" of TPAK he already o6served that the removal, in 1991, of level 16 houses 
built on top of the ruins of the level II house excavated in 1990 allowed him to reach tablets 
which were not accessible then, and this may weil apply to the group kt 91/k 123-246. 296 
lt is a pity that the editors of this archive were not aware of this complication, which made 
their volume incomplete. . 
A second problem is the relation belween the two main persons in the archive, Assur-
mutappil and Sumi-abiya, who apparently worked together, but whose relationship, de-
scribed in TPAK, is not very clear, also because some letters which might have cleared it 
up (nos. 18 and 19, addressed to both men together) remained inaccessible in unopened 
291 The excavator stetes that they were scottered and found when the area excovoted in 1989 was 
cleaned. 
292 Note that the lost group of toblets found in 1990, kt 90/k 429ff., according to TPAK p. 15, 
belongs to a different archive, apparently again that of lkuppi-Assur (or lkuppia) as is clear from 
letters addressed to him, the bulk of which was excavated in 1989. 
293 Anyhow nos. 110 and 121, with a lote year eponym and the month-nome Suen. 
294 We lock kt 90/k 358+359 and especially 360, colled "texte otypique (Syrie du Nord)". Kt 90/k 
178, a tablet with lwo incantations, was published in Michel 2004a. 
295 Descriptions on p. 220ff., drowings of the seals on pi. 28ff., copies of the inscriptions on p. 289f. 
296 Th1s is confirmed by the fact that kt 91/k 107 is the tablet which belongs to the envelope kt 90/k 
212 and that the bullo kt 91/k 122 beors the inscription "Toblet of Urdum, son of Atata, of the price 
of his slove-girl", while the letter kt 91/k 157, wrilten by Sumi-abiya, in line 5 deals with "the slove-
girl of Urdum". Kt 91/k 165 is o letter written by lddin-Assur to Urdum, Sumi-abiyo and Kunnunu, 
which probably belongs with the bullo kt 91/k 119, with the inscription "Seal of Kunnunu, son of 
Abtanönum, [missi]ve of lddin-Assur, son of Babalum". 
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envelopes. Judging from the texts the hause may have belonged to Sumi-abiya and we find 
also debt-notes in which his father and brother figure as creditors, while he himself occurs 
in one record (no. 84), dated to eponymy year 118. Assur-mutappil, on the other hand, 
whose dated activities fall ten to fifteen years later, 297 is not represented by debt-notes and 
of the good twenty letters addressed to him there are five in unopened envelopes, which 
suggests that he had left and that (part of] his archive had been deposited in Sumi-abiya's 
house. 298 These observations, derived from the texts, should be related to those made by 
the excavator, who mentions (TPAK, Avant-propos) that 75 tablets were found in sifu, on 
the floor, in a corner of the archive room of the hause, while the remaining 184 were found 
scattered among debris which filled the ruined rooms and probably had fallen down from 
an upper storey which had collapsed. This valuable observation apparently reached the 
editors of the volume too lote to use it for classifying the texts and this also meant that they 
could not address the questions raised by the find-spots of some of the tablets, which is 
also of interest for the archaeologists. While most letters addressed to Assur-mutappil were 
found in the debris, three (nos. 17 - very similar to l - 21 and 10•) were discovered on 
the floor, 299 but the envelope of letter 10• turned up in the debris. lt is not dear what this 
means, because it is difficult to visualize what happened when the roof collapsed and 
because we do not know how the tablets were stored on the upper floor (in containers, on 
shelves along the wall or simply in heaps?). Same of the first tablets to fall down may have 
ended up on the floor of the room, while the others became scanered in the debris. lf so, 
the division indicates that the lot of Assur-mutappil may have been stored on the upper floor, 
but apparently also the bulk of the debt-notes of Sumi-abiya. Lots of both therefore may 
have been kept separate not by storing them on two different floors, but by keeping them 
in separated containers and it is cleor thot exact information on the find spots of the bullae 
of this archive would have been most welcome. 
A last problem is that none of the volumes mentioned contains photo1s or drawings of the 
seal impressions on the envelopes, while AKT 3 does not even include the sealed and 
inscribed envelopes, with or without tablets inside. The underlying decisions imply that 
the text editions are incomplete, because important documents could not be deciphered 
ond names of the persons sealing (as parties or witrnesses), listed with their patronymics 
in the text written on the envelope, are separated from their seal impressions. This makes 
it also impossible to identify impressions of seals preserved on the many broken envelopes 
induded in TPAK. And because many seal impressions, especially those belonging to wit-
nesses, turn up in other archives too, their omission creates a more general problem for 
archival studies. In this way the potential of excavated archives connot be exploited and 
we hope that this will be different in future volumes. 
297 He still occurs in kt 1/k 124, dated to eponymy year 133. 
298 Or he may have acquired this hause; see also TPAK p. 34. 
299 While most dated debt-notes, including nos. 78-80 and 82 of Puzur-lstor, the father of Sumi-
abiya, were found in the debris, no. 81, dated to the same yeor as the others (restore line 5' as 
[limum] Bu-[zu-1a-a]), was found on the floor. 
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l . 3. 3 . Prospects for the f uture 
Several archives have been assigned for publication by the director of the excavations 
to a number of scholars and should be published in the coming years. Balkan published 
and used mainly texts excavated between 1948 and 1960. Stimulated by the retired E. 
Bilgic, assyriologists of Ankara University, such 1. Albayrak, S. Bayrom, S. Cecen, C. 
Günbatt1 and H. Sever, apart from what they published in AKT 1-3, have worked on 
selected texts from many different archives. 300 1. Albayrak has completed a publicotion 
of ca. seventy texts from the kt o/k archive. V. Donbaz, in Istanbul, published many texts, 
especially those belonging to korum level 16. The members of the 'Tablet section" of the 
Anatolien Civilizations Museum, A. Uzunalimoglu (now A. Karaduman), S. Gül, and l. 
Esen, published small groups of texts, mostly from the early yeors of the excovation, 301 
while A Karaduman prepares an edilion of the kt h/k texts, on which she wrole her disser-
tation. The texts of Peruwa's archive, excavated in 1954, were copied and studied by l. 
Umur, but she seems to have left the field. T urkish assyrliologists in general hove preferred 
to publish selected texts and small groups, 302 which belang to the some archive303 or 
period, 304 are similor, 305 document a particular legal feoture306 or commerciol prac-
tice, 307 or present o special interest in dealing with politics, 308 sociol phenomena, 309 the 
300 Bayram, Cecen and Günbatt1 have deciphered hundreds of texts from the large kt n/k archive, 
Albayrak works on the kt o/k group and soon will publish port of this archive; see further the 
information presented in Michel 2003c, 60H. 
301 A. Karaduman-Uzunolimoglu published texts from the kl c/k group in ~Yl990-l992, os did 
S. Gül and 1. Esen (60th in A/v1!1.1Vl990). Karoduman is preparing her dissertation on texts from 
the kt h/k archive for publication, and 1. Esen also worked on texts from the kt e/k group (Esen 
1994, 2000 and 2001). 
302 Exomples are found in Michel 2003c, 154~., under the names of Alboyrak, Balkon (1986), Boyrom, 
Bilgic (1964 and 1990), Ce<:en, Donbaz, Esen, Gül, Günbott1, Sever, and Uzunolimoglu. 
303 Donbaz 19980 edits and analyses eight texts which ore the (remains of the2) archive of the 
Anatolian trader Ase'ed. 
304 A particulor file, Donbaz 1988a (on the trader Ase'ed); texts from the city mound, Bilgic 1964, 
Donbaz 1998c; texts from karum level 16, Donbaz 19890, 1990a, 19930, 20016, and 20046, 
cf. Özgüc 2004. 
305 Wok/um letters, Cecen 1990a, Sever 1990a; lörum letters, Albayrak 2003, Günbatt1 1995, 
1998c, Cecen 1997a. 
306 House soles, Gün601t1 1989, Bayram.Veenhof 1992; slove soles, Boyrom-Cecen 1996, Sever 
19980; marriage, Sever 19920 and 19926, Bayram-Cecen 1995, also Michel-Garelli 19966, 
and Veenhof 19986; last wills, Albayrak 2000 and 2004, also Wilcke 1976; woter ordeol, 
Günbath 2001; idinnum, Cecen 1997c. In this connection I also mention the articles Gökcek 
2003 and 2004, on jars and pots, and on onimal husbandry end trode. 
307 Boyrom 19986 (smuggling), Cecen 1997a (trode in amutum}, GünbaltJ 2002 (aw,7umand dätum). 
308 Such as the two teaties, pu6lished in Günbott, 2004, also Bilgit 1998, Günbottt 1995 end 1997 
(political relotions), Cecen 19986 (blood money), Donbaz 2001a (palnlm so Aßu,; oaths). 
309 Sever-Cec;en 1993, C:e<;en 1995 (mulän,J, epidemics). 
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Anatolian scene, 310 or from a lexical point of view. 311 Particularly welcome were Günbatt1's 
publications of the "Tale of Sargon" and the treaties with Kanesh and Hahhum (Günbatt1 
1998a ond 2004). 
Several European scholars hove been invited to take part in the publication program. 
K. Hecker works on the texts excavated in 1959 (kt k/k, 212 tabletsL 1961 (kt m/k, 183 
tablets),3 12 and 1987 (kt 87 /k, ca. 542 tablets). M.T. larsen studies the largest archive of 
kt 94/k, with ca. 1300 tablets, in which Salim-Assur and his brother lddin-abum, sons of 
lssürik, are the main figures. C. Michel, aher publishing TPAK and having read many texts 
excavated in 1975, is now working on the large archive kt 93/k (ca. 880 texts), which 
belongs to Assur-taklaku, son of Alöhum, and his family. K.R. Veenhof, having studied 
the mixed group (ca. 120 texts) excavated in 1986, is now preparing for publication the 
archives of Elamma, ca. 350 texts, excavated in 1991 and the beginning of 1992 (kt 
91/k 295-563 and kt 92/k 94-187), 313 and the small and lote archive of Kuliya, son of 
Alöbum, found early in 1992 (kt 92/k 188-263), the manuscript of which is in the press. 314 
This archive also contained the eponym list KEL A (kt 92/k 193), published separately in 
Veenhof 2003. Their occupation with these archives also resulted in articles in which se-
lected, important texts were published and studied. 315 
1.4. T HEMATIC TEXT EDITIONS 
Even without systernatic archiv• I studies, it had soon become clear that Old Assyrian 
overland trade could only flourish thanks to a good communication system based on 
written texts. Moreover, the highly developed trade, in which large amounts of valuable 
goods and money circulated ond credit and accounts played an important role, required 
not only oral witnesses, but also a variety of legal documents to record contracts, debts, 
quittances, and settlements with evidentiary force and therefore kept in envelopes sealed 
by parties and witnesses. Study and edition of typologically similar texts from different 
archives therefore was logical and rewarding. EL, with 340 classified records, was a 
first result of that approach, based on a distinction according to formal, usually legal cri-
310 Bayram 1990 (festivals as due dates in Anatolien debt-notes). 
311 Alboyrak 2001 (mö'u), Balkan 19656 (i~urtum), 1967 (commerciol idiom), 1969 (wagons 
and ploughs}, 1986 (ushi'um), Bayram 2001 (noditum so norua'irn), Dercksen-Donbaz 2000 
(hobbatum), Donboz 1989 (terms for breadl, 2001a (palrum), 2004 ("texts with rare terminology°, 
which contains six texts excovated in 2000). 
312 See Hecker 2004a ond 20046. 
313 According to the excavator kt 92/k 94-187 "document the presence of a new Assyrien merchant", 
probobly Enna-Suen, to whom a number letters are oddressed, but in this group there also a few 
addressed to Elamma, which complicates the picture. 
314 See Veenhof 2008 and for the chronological distribution of the texts, Kryszat 2004a, 15-18. 
315 See Gorelli-Michel 1994 ond 1995, Hecker 2004a and 20046, Michel 1997c and 20006, 
Michel-Gorelli 1996a end 19966, and Veenhof 19986, 20036, 20066, and 2007• /b. 
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teria, 316 which provided much insight into the legal procedures. A partial sequel was Rosen 
1977, who edited and analyzed ca. 100 debt-notes published after the oppearance of EL. 
A different concept is that of the large volume Ulshöfer 1995 (see above chapter 1.3.2.1.4). 
which contains transliterations and translations of more than six hundred so-called "private 
records" - notes. lists, memorandums, drafts, copies, accounts, etc. - divided into thirteen 
different groups. lt has an introduction and the last part (p. 464-83) deals with a number of 
related records, but the volume is basically a clossified text edition, with little commentary. 
While very helpful as a collection and careful edition of all such records, the originals of 
rnany of which were collated, their purely formal classification, without establishing links 
with particular traders or archives, makes them less easy to use, also becouse indexes of 
personal names and subjects are missing. 317 
Three other volumes to be mentioned here have in common that they use a specific and 
relatively limited text corpus as o bosis for a thematic investigation, to reconstruct and 
explain particular features or procedures. The first, which has the focus of the legal his-
torian, is Kienast 1984, on the Kaufvertragsrecht, where an edition of 40 deeds of sale 
of houses and slaves 318 serves as the basis for onalyzing the law of sole, its substonce, 
form and terminology, but with less interest for their social and econornic background. 
The second ls Larsen 1967, 0/d Assyrian Caravan Procedures, which edits in oll 50 
texts, which are divided into three categories, called "transport controcts", "notifying 
messages", and ''caravan accounts", and are used as a basis for a very illuminating 
reconstruction of the caravan system. Finally there is Nashef 1987, Rekonstruktion der 
Reiserouten, who mainly uses a group of records that list expenses during the various 
stages of the caravan trip for reconstructing the itineraries of the traders and their cam-
vans (see below chapter H.2.2). 
Of a different nature are two contributions by C. Michel. The first, Correspondance 
des morchands de Konesh [ CMK), presents a broad selection of 400 letters in an an-
3l6 The contracts whereby goods were entrusted to coravaneers for tronsport to Anotolia in EI were 
classified as "VerYv'ahrung" ("deposit", nos. 110-137) and distinguished from 'Transportverträge" 
(nos. 138-144). Both use the key verb poqädum, "to entrust", but while the first group odds no 
further specificotions (olthough the purpose is obvious), the second adds verbs like 1NObälum, "to 
bring'', or radä 'um, "to lead'' (a verb which implies transport by donkey, o transporter could be 
called a rädi /uqülim), and ·10 the city, for purchases'' (nos. 139-140). 
317 The dassificolion is not without problems (see my review in)ESHO40 [1997] 30lff.), also becouse 
such private records have o less fixed slructure and wording thon legal records. Moreover, within 
each category the texts ore presented in an order based on the olphobetically arranged titles of 
their first publication ond not by grouping them together on the basis of structural identity. 
318 See also Hecker 19806 and 19980, on o specific feature in slave soles. Kienast 1984 contains 
almest no records on the sale of merchondise, since this was done cash or on credit, which only 
resulted in numerous debt-notes er quittonces. In some excurses the volume presents o few dozen 
texts (complete or in part} that deal with the sole of houses and with sloves end slove-girls. The 
number of records is now much bigger, see the survey, with references, in Veenhof 2003c, 461 
with note l 47f, 
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notated French translation, divided into seven categories, 319 with good introductions and 
indexes, which offers an excellent overview of the variety and informative value of letters. lt 
is a kind of companion to EL, with contains only legal records. The second, Michel 2000a, 
is an annotated translation of twenty-four selected judicial records ("litiges commerciauxt 
which gives a sample of this type of records as illustration of the judicial procedures. lt is a 
kind of supplement to EL, especially its part IV (nos. 311-340), which deals with "sachliche 
zusammenhängende Urkunden 1' and is accompanied by a very detoiled commentary. lt is 
supplemented by Veenhof 1991, which classifies and describes the various types of records 
dealing with private summons and judicial arbitration. lnstead of the systemotic "juristische 
Erläuterungen", promised ond even referred to in EL, but never published, one may now 
consult the survey of all ospects and 11 provinces" of Old Assyrien law in Veenhof 2003d, 
which also provides many bibliographical dato. Finally I mention two contributions by 
Dercksen. The first, Dercksen 2001a, offers a systematic analysis and interpretation of the 
remains of archives found at Amkuwa and Hattusa, with translations and transliterations of 
many texts; the second, Dercksen 2004a, deals with aspects of the Anatolian society, with 
the relevant sources in transliteration and translation in an Appendix. His comprehensive 
study of the copper trade (Dercksen 1996) in a similar way included the edition of a sample 
of twenty texts. 
319 Letters of Assyrien and Anatolien authorities, letters on caravans, an fraud end smuggling, on 
commercial societies, of family firms, and of warnen. 
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More numerous ore thematic investigations, listed in Michel 2003, chapter 4.3, "Historical 
and philological studies", of which what follows presents an overview, orranged by subject 
and focusing on the more important items, to show the lines of research ond to document 
progress ond problems. 
2.1. INSTIMIONS 
After Garelli 1963 and Orlin 1970, AOA TT dealt with a number of institutionol features 
of karum Kanesh, such as collective troding operotions organized by the "Office of the 
Colony" (bei karim), its system of toxation ond the contributions paid to the karum by 
important traders called "dä/u-payers", and the existence and role of the market. 320 The 
most important study of the institutions was Larsen 1976, The 0/d Assyrion City Stole 
and its Colonies, which, after a lang historical introduction, offers a comprehensive 
onalysis and interpretation. He treo~s the political structure of Assur, its king, city as-
sembly and year eponymy (part two), and the government of the colonies, its system 
ond administration (based on a thorough analysis of the so-called "Statute Texts"), the 
limums of the karum, and the week-eponymy ( hamustum; part three). 321 On the basis 
of more textual sources Dercksen 2004a, 0/d Assyrian lns!i!utions, presents a new, 
more detailed investigation of a number of institutional features of Assur and korum 
Konesh. 322 His first part focuses on the City Hall ( bei ölim}. its possible location, com-
mercfal role, debt policy, officials (mbum, lopu!lö 'um, müsium, birum and the secretary) 
ond its function in the city-stote. This part also deals with the question, olready raised 
in Larsen 1976 (port. 2) of the influence and representation of the Anatolien traders in 
the City, recently also discussed by Veenhof 2003d, who also analyzed the evidence 
(in the form of legal decisions) for a "trade policy" on the part of karum Kanesh and 
the City of Assur. The second part of Dercksen's book (99-244) deals with the "Office 
of the Colony" (bet kärim). Supplementing and correcting AOATT and elaborating on 
the observations in Dercksen 1996, chapter 5.3-6, he deals with its finances, taxation 
(especially the .saddu 'utu-tax), and the important feature of the so-called "dätu-contribu-
tions" to and deposits (sitapkum} with the karum, which entails the onalysis of the mean-
ing of various technical terms and sophisticoted procedures. Special attention is paid 
to the system of the "declared value" of the goods shipped and traded (owitum), which 
320 In chopters 7, 10-13, ond 17. 
321 Studied primarily os a doting device in Balkon 1Q65o. 
322 lorsen's interprelotion of !he ro\e of the ruler is 0CM/ generol\y occ:epted. See for whot i5 k.nown obout 
individual rulers Veenhof 2003, eh. 6, for legislation in Assur Veenhof 1Q95o, ond for o speciol meosure 
token by the City to help indebted troders who had to sell their fomity houses, Veenhof 19996. 
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proves to be important for fiscal reasons and for apportioning costs and expenses of a 
caravan among its participants. 323 He also investigates the structure of the caravans and 
especially the important concept of the ellutum, a caravan based on a form of partnership, 
"most of which seem to have existed on an ad hoc basis and functioned for only a single 
journey."324 lt played an important role in the "communal trade", which is reflected in the 
periodic settlement of accounts (nikkassu) in karum Kanesh. Dercksen describes it as "a 
form of partnership that could be used for the joint shipment of merchandise and for specific 
trading opportunities", 325 and as such they appear in the context of the office of the colony. 
"The accounting of the import caravans took place in that office" and concerned the claims 
"that arose from the purchase of textiles by the palace". By organizing "communal fund rais-
ing" (sitapkum) the colony supplied caravans which carried out special trading ventures in 
wool with the necessary capital. 
Dercksen did not discuss the "week-eponyms" (homusfum), which had been studied by 
Larsen 1976, 354-365, who could use dato supplied by Balkan 1965a. Veenhof 1996a 
was able to show that a hamustum as a dating device equaled one week of seven days, 
and Kryszat 2004a, chapter 4, who presents an alphabetical list of all week-eponyms, 
discovered that the older system of (mentioning) double week eponyms in the dating for-
mula, during the eponymy years 97-98 changed into one of single eponyms, but its impli-
cations are not clear. He assumes that its name, "one-fifth", wants to identify the hamusfum 
as two members of a ten-men college (esartum), but for lock of informative texts this remains 
unclear, as are the tasks of these rotating officials, though they may have been involved in 
the financial administration of the karum. 
As the list in Kryszat 2004a, l 64ff. shows, nearly all the hundreds of persons attested as 
hamustum are Assyrians, but there are some whose names are not and Balkan 1965a, 169 
listed seven of them. Larsen 1976, 358, convincingly explained this feature by pointing 
out that people with linguistically different names could be 11of good Assyrian descent",326 
and by assuming that those who were not "belonged to the group of local people who 
had established close ties with the Assyrian community". Since the hamuslum eponymy 
was a '
1
colonial" institution we should indeed be much less concerned about ethnicity or 
even Assyrian citizenship than about being a member of the Assyrian trading community 
in Kanesh. New dato confirm his interpretation, for T uhnis (with an Anatolian name) now 
appears in KKS 7b:4f. as son of 111-dän and an unpublished letter speaks of 11T uhnis, my 
in-law", 327 which indicates acceptance in the Assyrian community by intermarriage. This 
may apply to other hamustums with non-Assyrian nomes too, such as Abluhul (kt 99/k 
323 See Günbatt1 2002 for some new texts on awitum ond dätum. 
324 Where he corrects and goes beyond Michel 19926. 
325 In particular for the wool trode, as already pointed out in AOAlTl 34f. and now elaborated in 
Dercksen 2004a, eh. l O. 
326 Patronymics show that of those listed by Balkan onyhow Agua, Aguza and Banaga are of Assyrian 
descent. 
327 Kt 87 /k 37:9ff., silver given ana Tuhnis so bei emia (tablet read during a visit to Kültepe in 1987). 
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l 3:7ff.), 328 Zup(a)palali (kt 87 /k 260:8), or Awarnahus (also written A'urnahus; kt 86/k 
223:5), the last one the father of two sons with the good Assyrian names, Sü-Suen ond 
lddin-Suen (kt a/k 906: 36). 
What exactly the iust mentioned "ten-men boards" ( e.§ortum) were, attested for the towns 
of Buruddum, Hahhum, Kussara, Nehria, and Simala, 329 is not clear, in particular not 
,since all five towns also had a kärum or wobartum (see below chopter IV. 2.1, nos. 4, 
8, 15, 18, and 23). That of Hahhum [see CMK97-99), together with Eläli and "lddin-
Kübum and his carovan", negotiates with the local ruler about the contents of the oath 
(a commercial treaty) on the basis of letters written by körum Kanesh, and it could have 
been a special committee (consisting of members of the local karum?) designoted for this 
purpose. That of Buruddum has a conflict with that of Simola ( CMK 60) ond osks the 
trader Püsu-ken to intervene with kärum Kanesh on its behalf. That of Kussora receives o 
letter from kärum Kanesh, which reproaches it for a deal with the local ruler on the credit 
sale of textiles, which violafes the interests of other traders. The ten-men boord of Nehria 
receives a letter from the Püsu-ken, in which he reports on the sale of and proceeds from 
a donkey load of textiles, apparently belonging to this group of ten (line 28, "the rest of 
your silver"). Larsen 330 considers them "commercial units", composed of traders who had 
their base in the town mentioned, "on the dividing line between public and private", who 
were active in the trade - which is confirmed by the new references - but locally also 
performed administrative tasks within the colonial system. Their role in Hahhum suggests 
that they may have acted as the "standing committee" of the local Assyrian commercial 
settlemenl, but the evidence is too limited. 331 
Equally difficult is the role of the already mentioned "datu-payers" ond "the travelers on the 
road to the City" (älikü so harrön älirn), who appear in a iudicial capodty in official letters 
and depositions not only during level 16, but also during level II. 332 Both were important 
men, the former the financial backbone of the colonial society (see above), but who the 
"travelers" were is less clear. Larsen's idea (1976, 276) that they might be the successors 
of the "Envoys of the City" of level II, is refuted by the level 16 text kt 98/k 125:12',333 
where both still occur together. Their designation "travelers" probably identifies them as 
the members (or leaders) of the caravans, that is the entrepreneurs who maintained the 
commercial contacts with Assur. In kt 87 /k 552:26-29 (courtesy Hecker) they occur 
together with the "dätu-payers and the residents ( wosbütum) of T uhpia" as a court of law 
that summons witnesses and in Prag 1 478: 1-3 we meet the "secretary (scribe)" of this 
328 Coupled with Wasiburum-bani, o man whose father was Su-Dogon. 
329 Buruddum and Simala: CCT 3, 36o:l-4 (CMK60j; Hohhum: CCT 4, 30a:4 with CCT 6, 15b:8f 
[O'vfK98-99); Kussoro: kt 93/k 67:2 (courtesy Michel); Nehr10: An0r6, 15:2 [Ol1K61). 
330 larsen 1976, 269ff., see also Orlin 1972, 68, note 124, and Kryszat 2004a, 161. 
331 There are, as far as I am aware, no new attestations a~r those mentioned in note 329. 
332 Gorelli-Homes-Fredericq 1987, 113, questioned the level lbdote of Prag 1478 on prosopographlcal 
grounds and because of il links with Prag 1 445 and ICK 1, 2. 
333 Donbaz 2001 b, 106. Note also kt 94/k 802, a level II letter oddressed to the Envoys of the City 
and the alikrJ. 
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same body, who assigns a guarantor to a plaintiff. The occurrence of 11 the residents of 
T uhpia" is remarkable, because the town during the level II period harboured an Assyrian 
settlement with the status of a wabartum and (subsequently?) a karum (see chapter IV.2.1-
2 no. 30). To explain the composition and activities of these bodies I assume that when 
the Assyrian presence in some towns in Anatolia, in particular situations or times, had 
become weak (as to numbers and status), "datu-payers" and "the travelers on the road 
to the City" were asked to assist the local traders in the settlements they visited with the 
administration of justice by functioning as an (ad hoc) judicial body or court of law. 334 
In a similar way the "datu-payers" also figure together with the berullum of Saladuwar as 
recipients of five letters written by karum Wahsusana, which to all appearances date to 
the level II period and deal with the local collection of the soddu ~utu-tax. 335 While this 
town during the level lb period had an Assyrian wabortum1see below chapter IV. 2 .1-2 
no.20), no korum or wobartum is attested during level II and it therefore seems likely that 
the beruhum and datu-payers formed a gremium that served the local Assyrian commer-
cial interests, supervised by the neighbouring korum Wahsusana. In three level lb texts the 
"travelers on the road to the City" in a comparable way function in a judiciary capacity 
together with a wobortum, twice with that of Suppilulia, once with that of Amkuwa. In all 
cases they summon persons to render testimony in a lawsuit. 336 . These references provide 
important evidence for forms of local Assyrian representation for discharging judiciary 
and commercial tasks, especially in smaller towns, but we need more evidence to under-
stand their composition (who were the berullum?) and tasks and to map the differences 
between the periods of levels ll and lb. 
2.2. CARAVANS AND TRADE ROUTES 
Larsen 1976 and Dercksen 20040 contain valuable observations on the overland trade 
(notably Dercksen's analysis of ellutum), but there are also publications with deal more spe-
cifically with it. The caravan system as such, together with the issues of prices, taxation and 
sale, had been convincingly reconstructed in Larsen 1967, supplemented for some aspects 
by AOA TT, whose chapters 1-3 dealt with the packing of the merchandise and the equip-
ment and loads of the donkeys. In eh. 14-16 it treated "smuggling" (pazzurum, pazzurtum) 
and the use of the so-called "sukinnu-route", items now also dealt with in CMK eh. 4, l, 
334 Kt n/k 5 (together with wabartum Mamma), kt n/k 32 (together with karum Washanial, Prag 1 
478 (with "the residents of Tuhpia", taking a juridical decision in a case of surety). In KBo 28, 
181, according to Dercksen 2001a, 60, note 118, they would figure as addressees in conjunction 
with Körum [Hattus] of a letter sent by karum [Kanesh]. See also Balkan 19656, 155a, on an 
unpublished letter addressed by the dotu-payers and karum Timilkia to karum Samuha. 
335 The letters were recently discussed in Müller-Marzahn 2000, in their comments on no. l. 
336 Read in OIP 27, 18:26ff. probably a-lt'.-[ku u w]a-b[a-ar-tum] / so Am1-ku-wa. See for kt 78/k 
125:lOff., Donbaz 20016. 
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with translations of the relevant letters_ 337 Caravan trade in generol was discussed in Larsen 
19826, while the issues of transporters and donkeys were again taken up by Michel 19926 
(notobly the concept of sepum) and in Appendix 3 of Dercksen 2004a, which is devoted 
to "the pack-donkey". Prices ond their background were analyzed in Veenhof 1988, and 
building on his obseNations in AOA 1T chopter 19, he again dealt with the reloted issue 
of the market (the existence of a special locale and 'market features·, such os prices con-
ditioned by supply, demand and costs of transport), in Veenhof 2003d, 5, on which also 
Dercksen 2004a, 31ff. made observotions. 
In this connection also the itineraries followed by the caravans were studied, resulting, after 
several more detailed contributions by Julius Lewy, in "Les voies de communication'', chapter 
2 of part l of Garelli 1963. Same aspects were also discussed in AOATT, 237-244, in 
connection with specified lists of travel expenses and the "road tax" ( datum), poid in North-
ern Mesopotamio. lts approach tried to establish the approximate location of rood-stations 
on the basis of the tariff used to fix the amount of tin paid by caravans for travel expenses 
between them. lt was applied and further developed in Nashef's attempt to reconstruct the 
itineraries [Nashef 1987). Thanks to more textual evidence, presented in the Old Assyrian 
volume of the Repertoire geographique des lextes cuneiformes [Noshef 1991) ond the iden-
tification of a few road stotions (Qo~arö = Tell Rimah, Apum = Tell Leilän), our knowledge 
has increased. But both for Northen Mesopotamia (though dato from Mari are helpful) and 
for Anatolia many problems and uncertainties remain. For Northern Mesopotomia one may 
now consult Forlanini 2004 and especially 2006, where he brings evidence for two differ-
ent routes for corovans after they have reached Qattarä. A langer and more northem one 
would have followed the upper course of the Tigris, by way of Mardamon, to turn west in 
the area of the confluence of the eostern branch of the Khabur with the Tigris, near Haburä-
tum. From there it would reach the crossing of the Euphrates in the generol area of Samsat 
(where we must locate Hahhum), via Eluhhut (in the area of Mardin) and Burundum, which 
Forlanini calls ''the Kasiari raute". The shorter, more direct road would have passed north of 
the Gebel Sinjar, to heod in northwestern direction towards the area of Samsat via Apum, 
Nahur and Luhä. An alternative for the last part ol this road was to use a more (south)western 
crossing of the Euphrotes and to travel on via Ursu and Mamma (in the areo between Moros 
and Göksun?), a reute suggested in the letter TC 1, 18 (Lorsen 2002 no. 18), if one wished 
to ovoid Hahhum. But in this reconstruction too the locotion of many towns visited by the 
Assyrien caravans en route in Northern Mesopotamia (Abrum, Atmum, Asihum, Nehria, 
Talhat, etc.) still remoins hypotheticol or unclear. Many questions also exist concernlng the 
itineraries in Anatolia, because so few ancient cities and towns with Assyrion commerciol 
337 lncluding the informative new letter CCT 6, 22a = O\lfK17. A dozen additional references from texts 
excavated since 1948 in Bayram 19986 and see also kt 83/k 284 (Günbalh 1995) on the issue whether 
troders arrrving via the • sulonnu-route" hove to pay the taxes due to the i:örum. This que.stion is answered 
positively in the leNer of kärum Kanesh addressed lo seveml other karums, kt 92/k 203 (no. 2 in Veenhof 
20076): 'Whoever hos brought in loaded donkeys via the sukinnu-route ... even when he is o resident 
of ka11Jm Kcnesh, moke him poy 3 shekels of silver per min•'' (the normal rate of kxidu wtax). 
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settlements have been identified (even the identification of Acemhöyük is disputed). Thanks 
to additional references in new OA texts (which require a new edition of Nashef 1991), 
archaeological surveys, the use of new Hittite dato from the texts of Masat-Höyük (Tapigga) 
and the "Bronze Tablet", some progress has been booked. 338 But the location of important 
cities like Burushaddum, Durhumit, Kussara, Ulama and Wahsusana is still disputed. The 
nature of the "suK.innu-route" also needs clarification, especially the question whether this term 
(Michel translates by "chemin detourne") was a typological or a topographical designation. 
The fact that one could import (seruhum) merchandise "from Hahhum to Burushaddum via 
the suk.innu-route" (kt m/k 75:3ff.; cf. kt 93/k 488:31ff., "PN has just entered Burushaddun 
via the suk.innu-roule"} shows its wide range and makes the proposal of H. Levvy 1963, that 
it was a special road connecting Timilkia with Durhumit, less likely. The fact thot, as men-
tioned in note 337, traders using it hoped to ovoid paying taxes owed to karum Kanesh, 
suggests that it may have connected Hahhum and Timilkfa with the areas to the north and 
north-west without passing Kanesh, which could indicate the use of a more eastern raute 
(via Kussora and Tegorama?). lt is tobe hoped that the publication of the dissertation an the 
historical geography of this region in the Old Assyrian period, defended by G. Barjamovic 
in Copenhagen, in March 2006, will bring more darity in these ond other geographical 
questions, though it will be difficult to solve our problems without strategic excavations and 
a few unambiguous identifications of ancient towns. His dissertation for me is a reason to 
refrain from proposing provisional and hypothetical interpretations and locations, though a 
number of essential dato and issues cannot be ignored, as will be clear from chapler IV. 339 
A recent map, which reflects most of the current views, prepared by Cecile Michel and 
Martin Sauvage, can be found as frontispiece of Larsen 2002 (OM l). 
Evidence from Nv:Jri shows that Ä5syrian caravans during the first half of the 18th century BC still 
traveled through Northern Mesopotamia on their wcry to Anatolia, 340 and their passage continued 
to be secured by treaties, as the one with the city of Hahhum (on or near the right bank of the 
Euphrates, probab~ at or near the site of Samsat) and that between A5sur en the ruler of Apum (Tell 
Leilan}341 show. From !V\ari we also have evidence for an attempt to assure commercial coopera-
tion between o prominent trader, adive in Assur and Kanesh, and the "overseer of the traders" in 
338 Bayram 1998a (geographical names), Beitzel 1992 (caravan roads), Dercksen 1996, eh. 
4 (geography of the copper trade), 2001a (on Hattus and Amkuwa}i Forlanini 1985, 2001, 
2004, and 2006 (general, with the use of Hittite data, North Mesopotamian and Anotolian 
areas, analysis of particular texts), Garelli 1989 (Burushadduml, 19986 (Hahhum}, Hecker 19980 
(Euphrates}, Kawasaki 19966 (Salahsuwa}, Michel 1991a (Durhumit), Miller 2001 [on Zalpo, 
Hassum and Mamma), and Veenhof 20066 (Tapagas/Tapigga). 
339 See also the attempt in Veenhof 20066, 1n the comments on some new records with interesting 
geographical dato. 
340 Note the letter A 285:6'ff., edited in Charpin-Durond 1997, 385f., where it is mentioned thot 
the king of Koranö allowed a large caravan (its size must have been mentioned in the missing 
beginning of the letter) to pass through his country, 50 donkeys of which traveled on to Kanesh. 
The letter ARMT 26 432 mentions o caravan of three hundred Assyrians who traveled from Assur 
to Korane. 
341 See Günboth 2004 (end below V.2.2) and Eidern 1991 (and be!ow chapter V.1, B). 
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Mari. 342 Later in the 18th century there were also problems of security and passage, due to the 
threat posed by habootu(employed as mercenaries in these timesl, of a kind not known from texts 
from karum Kanesh level II, as told in the emotional letter (Dercksen-Donbaz 2CX)()), addressed to 
"the gods ond the City". 
2.3. Gooos TRAOEO 
The goods traded, their identification, provenience, prices, sale, and taxation were system-
atically treoted in Garelli 1963, part 3 chopter 2. 
2.3.1. Tin 
As regards tin, after Gorelli 1963 its occasionally still disputed identificotion with AN.NA 
= annukum343 became an accepted foct. Larsen 1967 ond AOA 1T chopter 1-3 dealt with 
the pocking ond shipment .of tin to Anatolia, its taxation and sale, while Veenhof 1988 
investigated its prices on purchase in Assur and on sale in Anatolia, and their background, 
also in relation to the dato from Mari. 344 The assumption that it was produced and shipped 
as ingots, which had the shape of slabs or plaques, suggested by dato from Mari, is now 
confirmed by new texts such as AKT 3, 49:24, which mentions o slab (le-a-am) of a little 
over 9 pounds. 345 ARMT 23, 555, reveals that tin arrived in this shape from Susa and 
rnentions 3 slabs weighing 32 1/4 rninos, or ca. 10 3/4 pounds apiece, which together 
have almost exactly the same weight as the standard OA packet of ca. 32 1/2 pounds, 
lwo of which made a "standard weight" (suqlum) of 65 pounds, which was transported in 
one half-pack (mu/totum} of a donkey. This agrees with kt 94/k 1679, which lists 5 slabs 
that together weigh l talent and one of 3 5/6 pounds, in all nearly exoctly the quantity 
contained in one suqlum. 
As for ~e origin of the tin, an eorlier suggestion by J. Laess0e, based on a le~r found at 
Shemshare, that tin reached Assur via Southern Kurdistan, possibly from mines in the higher 
ranges of the Zagros Mountains, east of Tabriz (cf. Larsen 1967, 4), has been refuted in Ei-
dem-Laess0e 2001, 29. lt is very likely that the tin originated from northeostern Afghanistan 
or Uzbekistan, where casserite was found, and reached Assur (together with the lapis-lazuli 
traded by the Assyrians) via Susa (d. Dercksen 2005, 19). We now hove references (AKT 
3, 73 and 7 4) which show that il arrived with caravans "of the Lower Countri {so mäl 
sapJ/tim}, probably the name for the areo south of Eshnunna and reaching into the plain 
of Der (Badreh}. 346 But the mechanics of these imports and their sale in Assur (usually at 
prices of 14 to 15 shekels of tin for 1 shekel of silver, with occasional fluctuations of up to 10 
342 Durand 2001. 
343 See for the problem alreody Landsberger 1965 and Muhly 1973, eh. 5. 
344 See Joannes 1991. 
345 Kt 94/k l352:3f. mentions o load of 2 slabs end 2 bundles (nKsum), together weighing 35 pounds. 
346 See Dercksen 2004a, 28ff. 
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percent}, in which the City Hall seems to have played a role alongside the warehouses of 
individual firms, are still not clear; see most recent\y Dercksen 2004a, l 7f. 
2.3.2. Textiles 
The trode in textiles was onalyzed by AOA TT, port 2, which dealt with provenance, types, 
shapes, materials, qualities, sizes and prices of the various textile products. lt also discussed 
the right of the local Anatolian rulers to take five percent of them as nishotu-tax and th_eir right 
to pre-empt another ten percent (called "tithe\ israfum, or 11those bought", so §mim) ond the 
resulting calculations ond balancing payments, because for both purposes only complete and 
half textiles were handed over. Recently, Dercksen 20040, l73ff. has shown that the karum-
o~ice was involved in the pre-emption, because the local palace could pay for the textiles 
bought through the colonial office. He also pointed out that the number of textiles pre-empted 
could vary from the norrn of ten percent, because the office of the colony in some cases "as-
sessed the situation, apparently involving a calculotion of the percentage of textiles required 
to result in the quantity the Assyrian merchants were bound by treaty to deliver to the polace. 
The office then chorged this percentage to the merchants involved. This procedure points to a 
close cooperation between the paloce and the Assyrian institution 11 • Unfortunately, we do not 
have the text of a trea1y of the level II period to give more insight into this device; in those from 
the younger level 16 period the system is apparently different, though pre-emption still occurs 
(see below chapter V.3.4.1). Veenhof 1988, 250ff. dealt with the purchase and sale prices 
of the textiles and the profit that could be realized on them in comparison with that earned on 
the tin and the investments required (taxes, transport, etc.). 
The quantitative relation between the expensive "Akkadian textiles", imported from the south, 
and the institutional or domestic textile production in Assur, also raised by Dercksen 2004a, 
14-17, is still not cleor, but the importonce of the textile rrode for Assur is underlined by evidence 
for clearly protectionist measures of the City Assembly, contained in the letters VS 26, 9 and 
AKT 3, 73:9ff ., studied in Veenhof 2003d, 89ff. The first forbids trade in specific 1ypes of 
Anatolian textiles ond the second probably obliges traders to buy more textiles, by limiting the 
quantity of tin that could be bought with the silver arriving from Assur. Data from Mari offer clues 
about how Assur acquired the wool necessary for its production not only from (presumed) local 
herds, but also from the Sukhu nomads, whose herds grazed along the Middle Euphrates and 
in the area of the Wadi Torthor. 347 The evidence for Assyrien trade in local Anatolian textiles, 
in particular in those called pol ira/ ikannurn (see AOATTl 24) has increased and their quanti-
ties make the verdict of the City, quoted there, even more understandoble. 348 lt is interesting 
347 See Charpin-Durand 1997, 377 and 387 no. 4. 
348 Note the mention of 209 pirikonnu in kt 89/k 421:4, but also the expectorotion in CCT 6, 
14:49f., Whot profit do pirikonnvyie\d that I should trade them? Moy the gods Assur and Samos 
trample (read in line 51, after collation li-di-su) that profit to dung! 30 donkeys (loaded with them) 
are worth only thirty pounds of silver and how many donkey-drivers and how much harness are 
needed, and whot kind of journeys do they have to moke?" The volue mentioned meons a price 
of ca. 2 shekels of silver apiece or a little more. See for these textiles also note 908. 
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to read in the recently published treaty from the younger level lb period concluded between 
the Assyrians and the ruler of Kanesh, 349 that the latter is entitled to levy as tax (nishatum) ten 
percent of the porakonnu-textiles traded, which implies that Assyrian trade in these products 
was an accepted fact. The tariff of this tax is more than the five percent on imported textiles 
levied during level II and shows their increased importance in the internal Anatolian trade, 
in which the Assyrians still played an important role. 
2.3.3. Lapislazuli 
Lapis lazuli, called husarum in Old Assyrian, recently studied by Michel and Dercksen, 350 
was obtained in Assur from the "City Hall", where it must have arrived with the same cara-
vans that brought the tin to Assur. The evidence for a supply monopoly of the City Hall, 
already suggested by Larsen 1976, l 98ff., has now become clear. VS 26, l 2:7ff. reveals 
that the karumoffice in Kanesh levied a tithe (i.sratum) on lapis lazuli, which would ultimately 
accrue to the City Hall in Assur. lts price in Assur was roughly half that of silver, but in Ana-
tolia, where it must have been in demand with the elite (it is mentioned in the new treaty 
with Kanesh, see below chapter V.3.4.2) it was two to three times more expensive than 
silver. lt was traded in small pieces (kt 93/k 169 mentions 24 stones or beads with a total 
weight of less than one pound) and in lumps of a few pounds, the biggest one weighing 
tvvelve pounds. 351 The stone was used for making seals (see below chapter 11.2.10 with note 
509), for decorating various objects (such as the heads of toggle-pins, see note 219), for 
making cups (TC 2, 22: 16), and for inlays. 352 
2.3.4. lron 
Meteroric iron (omulum or asium) was very expensive, up to sixty times the price of silver 
and even more, no doubt depending its quality and purity. Kt n/k 67:l0ff. (Donbaz 
2001a) distinguished between pure iron so ha-or-sa and iron so ki-§-a, and while we 
do not know what these terms mean, the figures on the tithe levied on both kinds of iron, 
to be paid in silver, indicate that the latter was about ten to fifteen percent cheaper than 
the former. VS 26, 61 mentions that karum Kanesh bought two pieces of iron at rotes of 
respectively 95 and 40 shekels of silver for one shekel of iron. In view of its high value 
and perhaps the risks of its trade, we meet several cases where traders cooperate or make 
a partnership to handle it, as in kt m/k 93, where two traders shipped an amount of 45 
shekels of omulum from Saladuwar, which fetched a price of more than one tolent of cop-
per for one shekel of iron. The best known case concerns o portnership of four men, with 
349 Günbatt1 2004, 252, lines 69f. 
350 Michel 2001a, ond Dercksen 20040, 18-23; see for relevant letters also Ot1Kl94-198. 
351 Kt 94/k 757 mentions o quantity of 16 5/6 pounds, qualified os temple property (ilcdbü) of Assur. 
352 In the throne of Assur, see R/1\.14 1, 20, lines 7f. An unpublished letter, quoted in londsberger-
Balkan 1950, 234, speoks of "extremely fine lopls lozuli which will fetch a good price over 
there for inlay" (tam/Om). 
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a capital of 20 minas of silver made available by an investor for buying iron in Hattum, 
which became the subject of a legal confrontation which generated several records (see 
Landsberger 19500, 331-336}. 
lron was much in demand in Anatolia, especially with the elite connected with the pal-
aces. In Assur it was supplied by the City Hall, but it was also obtainable in Anatolia. lt 
was summarily dealt with in Veenhof 2003d, 99-102, in connection with the question 
of a monopoly and contraband, 353 and Dercksen 2004•, 112ff. investigated the taxa-
tion by the karum of the iron trade, documented in some very interesting new letters. 354 
They indicate a change in the system of its taxation demanded by a decision of the 
City Assembly of Assur and communicated to the various Assyrian commercial settle-
ments in strongly worded letters delivered by messengers of the karum. Copies of them 
were found in the archive of Kuliya and I refer to my comments on texts nos. 1-6 in the 
chapter "Kuliya as messenger of karum Kanesh" of my forthcoming edition of his archive 
{Veenhof 20076}. The tithe on all iron traded henceforth { 11from this day on"} had to be 
"taken" by karum Kanesh. This probably did not mean that Assur (written dAssur, which 
could mean the god/temple or the city) relinquished its right to port of the proceeds or 
profit (nemulum), but that this was no langer levied in Assur, but sent there after having 
been collected by korum Kanesh, which made all Assyrian settlements responsible for 
levying it from any trader and caravan, whatever his status or itinerary. 355 The measure 
may perhaps be explained from the fact thot there was now more trade in iron found and 
worked in Anatolio, which could be better monitored by xarum Konesh than by the City, 
which was originally the main source of iron imported into Anatolia and therefore entitled 
to a shore in its proceeds. The high price implied that the • mounts of iron mentioned in 
the texts were modest, usually ranging from a few to about twenty shekels, 356 and its 
importance for the trade is documented by the fact that it also occurs in the new treaty 
with Kanesh, see below chapter V.3.4.2. 
2.3.5. Antimony, copper and bronze 
The main goods not imported from Assur, but traded by Assyrians inside Anatolio, and there~ 
fore occurring mainly in tronsactions with Anatolian customers, were grain, wool, antimony 
and copper. Antlmony {/ula~um) occurs more often than the single reference in CAD L, 243 
suggests, and at times in quantities of several talents, but the pattern of its trade (acquisition 
353 See for some important letters on its Irade, Cecen 1997a. 
354 Ce<::en 1997a and Donbaz 2001a [kt n/k 66 and 67). 
355 See in particular the letter kt 92/k 221 :9ff. (C::ec;:en 1997a, 227), "From this day onwards, whoever buys 
iron, As.sur is not entitled to its profit, it is komm Kanesh which will collect the tithe on it". 
356 Kt 94/k 826:32ff. (courtesy Larsen) mentions rings of iron together weighing 18 3/4 shekels, 
which seem to have fetched 22 1/2 minas of silver. Kt 93/k 637 (courtesy Michel) registers 31 
1/6 shekels of pure iron (omtJlum zokiJlum) sold to the palace, which yielded 46 3/4 minas of 
silver, which meons a rate of exchange of 90: 1. 
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and sale) is not yet clear. 357 The idea that the expert of copper to Assur was one of the gools 
of the OA trade, regularly found in the older literature, but not confirmed by the caravon texts, 
has proved to be wrang, though occasionally small amounts of copper were taken olong 
to Assur. 358 The purely commercial reasons for not exporting it (price and cost of transport) 
were pointed out by me. 359 Anatolian copper and all aspects of the copper trade - sources, 
metallurgical treatments, qualities, quantities, weights used, tronsport (also by wagons), trod-
ing procedures, the role of the karums, settling of accounts, ond attested objects of copper 
- received a thorough treatment in Dercksen 1996 (see also below chapter IV. l, with notes 
696ff.). But there is still discussion about the location of the mines and of Durhumit, which 
Derkcsen 1996, 154 describes as "pivotal in the copper trade and its market was the link 
belween the neighbouring copper producing areas and merchants wishing to procure the 
metal". 360 In trading copper the Assyrians, using their transport facilities and commercial 
network, exploited the differences in resources of the various Anatolian areas and practiced 
indirect exchange. They sold part of what they imported (tin and textiles) for copper where 
it was locally and presumably cheaply available, to ship it elsewhere to sell it for silver and 
gold, which was the main goal of their trade. While the main clients of the copper trade 
were the local palaces and rulers, we also meet many Anatolien individuals, some probably 
connected with the palace administration, others presumably native copper traders, called 
pasirum, or blacksmiths. A good example of the number and variety of the clients is provided 
by CCT 6, 34a, which, though damaged, still lists twenty-five Anatolians who owe an Assyr-
ien in all 2370 minas of copper, with individual amounts ranging between 140 (once 240) 
and 10 minas. Most of them are just listed by name, but we also meet the queen, the bei 
ma[ti]mand the ruler of Nen[assö] (lines 3-5), a priest of [ ... ], ond on the reverse another 
ruler, a chief of the threshing floor, and a lord of the town [bei alim, lines 4', 7' and 15'). 
While the import of tin and the availability of copper imply an important Anatolien bronze 
production, the texts tel1 us nothing about it, apparently because the Assyrians were not 
involved in it and, surprisingly, also did not trade in it, but bronze objects of course occur 
as belonging to households in Kanesh and Assur. 361 
357 Kt h/k 38:8 (Sever 1998c) mentions the plan to import from Hattum ten tolents of antimony into 
luhusaddia to seil it there, AKT 3, 52:2 records 2 1/4 tolents alongside 41 tolents of copper, kt 
k/k 79: 1 f. more thon nine talents, and according to kt m/k l: 34f. the ossets left behind by a deod 
trader comprised also 2 talents and 10 pounds of ontimony. Wrilings like lu-la-am ond lu-h-a-am 
show that the uncontracted form is lulo 'um and not lulium, os CAD L suggests. 
358 Note in LB l202:28H. lmdrlum's requesl to seven men "to take along each 30 pounds of refined 
copper for (making) bronze", a letter which (contrary to Dercksen 1996, 119) was probably written 
from Assur, es a comparison with KTS 196 suggests. 
359 See Veenhof, 1988, 258, and Veenhof 2003d, 71 with note 11. 
360 See for this importont cily, Michel 19910 ond Dercksen 1996, 14 ond 254, mop B. 
361 See the list in Dercksen 1996, Appendix 3 (textuol evidence) ond 4 (objects found). In LB 1220 
(unpubl.), o list of goods left to/in the core of o womcn, alongside lorge amounts of silver and 
copper also four talents of bronze appear, ond a trader's storeroom, occording to kt 94/k 1247:5 
contained also bronze. Note that an Anatolien official with the tiHe tahisiporrim, "chief of bronze', 
claimed by lewy 1958, 95, and Garelli 1963, does not exist, see below note 915. 
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2.3.6. Wool 
Several aspects of the trade in wool (including its prices, quantities and provenience) inside 
Anatolia were first treated by AOA 1T chapter 7. 362 We read about the preference for 
"soft, lang and very fine wool from Mamma" (TC 3, 65:18ff.) and a debt-note of the wife 
of Elamma, who lived in Kanesh, records her claim on an Assyrian of 30 pounds of soft 
wool, to be used for the woof. 363 This could be o commercial operation, but also be an 
indicotion of textile production by some Assyrien warnen in Anatolia, which matches the 
discovery of spinning whorls and loom weights in some houses in the karum. 364 The role of 
wool in "the communal trade through enterprises" ( e//utum) was further analyzed in Dercksen 
2004a, chapter 10. Same texts mention considerable quantities365 and especially the ar-
chive found in 1994, to be published by Larsen, contains interesting evidence, which calls 
for a new analysis of the wool trade. lt was frequently linked with that in copper and both 
were eventually converted into silver and gold for expert to Assur. We do not have much 
evidence for the production or acquisition of wool in Assur, but it is implied by the existence 
of a harne industry by the wives ond daughters of the traders, described in AOA Tf chapter 
7.2). Occasional remarks like "wool is expensive in the City", 366 or that a porticular type 
d wool was not obtainoble, 367 indicate that it was bought there. Data from Mari indicate 
that wool could be ocquired from the Sukhu nomads, whose herds pastured in the steppe 
southwest of Assur. 368 Occasionally small quantities of wool were also sent from Anatolia 
to Assur, perhaps when the prices in Assur were unfavourable and/or the donkeys returning 
to Assur had some spare copacity. 369 
2.3.7. Grain 
Grain, especially barley and wheat, 370 were traded by Assyrians and Anatolions and 
are attested in many debt-notes, probably both for consumptive credit and for commercial 
purposes. In most of them Anatolians figure as debtors and the due dates, accordingly, are 
362 See also Dercksen 1996, l 25f., because wool was at times exchanged for copper. 
363 Kt 91/k 388:Sf., the purpose is indicated by an infinitive in the terminative, sokakis. 
364 See the literature mentioned in Dercksen 2001a, 64 note 141. 
365 BIN 4, l Slff. mention in all near 67 talents (or ca. 2200 kilo's) of wool from Luhusaddia, and a 
similar amount occurs in kt 87/k 464:17 (courtesy Hecker). 
366 AOAT7ll2f., no. 4. 
367 Dercksen 2004a, 16, with the proposal to interpret surhuilumwool not as "fourfold wool" (AOATT 
190f. and CADS/111 3426}, but as wool from Surbu (a town north of Der). 
368 Charpin-Durand 1997, 377. 
369 See AOATTll 2 no. 2, where !wo transporters are to bring each five pounds of wool to Püsu-ken's 
wife. In no. 4 Lamass1 asks tosend the silver due to her pocked (hidden?) inside a bale of wool 
( ino qerah saplim suknom). 
370 See for the names (.se•um= SE and arsolum = GIG) and the system of measures used, H. Lev-ty 1956 
and Hoffner 1972, ch.2. In Anatolia there was an official called rahise'e/1; see chapter Vl.1.1. 
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frequently the phases of the agricultural year, ranging from ploughing and seeding to the 
time of the haNest or when the grain ls on the threshing Floor, and even the time of picking 
the gropes. 371 But the commerce in grain, ot tlmes in considerable quantities, its origin and 
destination, still needs a comprehensive anolysis. In Assur the fomilies of the troders usually 
bought their barley when the right season was there in order to lay in o stock {sapolwm) 
for the rest of the year. Same lists of ossets in a troder's household register consideroble 
quantities (measured by the ~imdum of ca. 30 liters). 372 lt is possible thot in o situation of 
traders who did not grow their own crops, but had to buy barley, its supply, storoge ond 
sale or distribution was also a concern of the "City Holl". This could exploin the existence 
of an official designated as "/iinum of the barley" ( so se ~im), but the context of the only oc-
currence of this title does not reveal his tasks373 and we need more evidence to understand 
what was goirrg on in Assur. 
2.3.8. Gold 
Gold (hura~um, logographically KU.GI and KÜ.KI) occurs regularly in our texts and various 
shapes, types and qualities (normal, good and extra good) are attested as circulating in 
Anatolia, such as good quality posallu-gold and the cheaper kupursinnu-gold, and gold 
quolified as HU.SA, so obmsu ("in nuggets"?), sa dame ("blood gold"), so mo>isu ("water 
gold"), so saduisu ("mountain gold, ore"?L and so ti'omtim ("sea gold''); see provisionolly 
Gorelli 1963, 268 ond Balkon 19656, 151 1 but o detailed investigation is needed. Gold 
regularly arrived in Assur as part of the proceeds of the trade in Anatolia and we usually 
see that alongside large amounts of silver smaller amounts of gold were shipped back. A 
good example is the "notifying message" VS 26, 71, in which a trader in Kanesh informs 
his respresentatives in Assur that he has sent off 17 minas of silver and 2 minas of gold for 
making purchoses there, amounts also mentioned in the relevant transport contract TC l, 
70. But before making the purchases the gold was invariably converted {in reality or in the 
accounts) into gold and the just mentioned transport contrad already equotes the 2 minas 
of gold with 16 minas of silver (on the basis of the standard equivolency of 8 to 1). The 
related "caravan account" TC 3, 43, finally (edited in Larsen 1967 as ''type 3:2"), which 
371 See below chopter Vl.2.2 on the payment terms determined by the seasons, and Matous 1965, 
l 80f., on the additional gifts (sheep, barley, bread, occasionally onions) tobe made by the debtor 
when he pays back. 
372 According to kt 91/k 347 the assets of Elamma's fother induded 5000 (meosures oA barley, 
ond Elamma·s naruqqu-controcl, kt 91/k 482:27, mentions among his own ossets (so/lum) 1500 
memures of borley. 
373 See Dercksen 2004a, 60f. [A new reference occurs in kt 93/k 71:20ff. (courtesy Michel). where 
o limum so se 'im so emüqirn occurs in connection with a debt originating from a fine imposed 
by the City]. Dercksen also quotes o text (note 200) which stotes thot o debtor "will measure out 
in the city good quality barley occording to the exchange rate of the bi,um-functionaries· (mohir 
bi-fl/ and identifies the lctter with the birom ia misilfim, "the birum of the storehouse·, o functionaiy 
"attached to the storehouse of the City Hall'', 
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reports on the purchases carried out in Assur, reveols that the gold consisted of amounts in 
two different qualities, normal gold, at a rate of 8 ¼ to 1, and cheaper lwpursinnu-gold ot 
6 2/3 to 1. lt was converted into 15 minas and 42 1f2 shekels of silver, the total amount of 
silver was spent on equipping a new caravan and we never read that merchandise was 
purchased for gold. Weda not know what happenoo to the gold, but it seems possible 
that is was delivered to the City Hall, where purchases were made or its value in silver was 
made available to the traders. A fact is that gold is several times designated as "gold for/of 
the journey to the City" (hura~um sa harr6n alim) and apparently had a special importance 
for Assur. This is clear from a verdict of the City, discussed in Veenhof 19950, 1733ff.,374 
which tried to \imit its circulotion among non-Assyrians and forbade its sale to Akkadians, 
Subaraeans and Amorites an penalty of death. Veenhof 2003d, 95f. explained this as 
a prolectionist measure, on the assumption that it may have been used for commercial 
purposes by the City Hall, possibly to pay for the tin imported by Elamite caravans, since 
Elarnites (or people from Susa) do not figure among those who are denied access to it. This 
may be supported by evidence from Mari, because during the few years that this city man-
aged to import tin directly from Susa, gold was frequently paid to buy it (see Joannes 1991). 
But there may have been other reasons too, also considering the foct that investments in the 
capital of a ioint-stock company (naruqqum}, though made in silver, normally were rated in 
gold. Dercksen 2004a, 86, tries to explain this from the city's interest in trade and I quote 
his proposal, also to show how sophisticated the system may have been. "lt is conceivable 
that the naruqqu-partnerships were formed under the auspices of the City, which somehow 
(perhaps by receiving part of the funds collected during the formation of the partnership) 
credited the merchant for gold which entitled him to "drawing rights" and to obtain credit 
and merchandise in that way. The City would then guarantee the capital of the naruqqu-
contract in gold for an amount which was in effect double that of the market value because 
of the preferential exchange rate of 4 to l" (instead of normal ca. 8 to l - K.R.V.). We 
soreiy lock lhe archives d the City Hall, which might substantiate this interesting suggestion, 
but an explicit statement in a letter could also reveal the truth. 
2.3.9. Level 16 
For the trade during the period of karum level lb, when there were a number of chang-
es, also in the assortment of goods, 1 refer to Dercksen 2001, 63ff, § 5. We must 
be somewhat cautious with conclusions, since our knowledge is limited by the small 
number of written sources, and we may expect new information, as the discovery of 
two new commercial treaties in 2000 shows. But it is clear that the Assyrian presence 
and activity was less dense than before, that the commercial network was smaller, and 
Dercksen assumes a shift of focus from Kanesh to Mamma and the area called Hattum, 
while there is no evidence for commercial relations with cities such as Durhumit (in the 
north) and Burushaddum (in the west), which during the level II period harboured im-
374 See now also Dercksen 2004a, 8lf. and note 424. 
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portant Assyrian trading colonies. Tin was still imported, but the quantities were much 
smaller and from this period we lock the typical "caravan reports", with their detailed 
information on quantities, prices and transport, so prominent during the level II period. 
Moreover, a new odjective, ,topsum, denoting a poor quality of tin, appears. The as-
sortment of textiles also changed and while kutanum, kuslfum and other textiles attested 
in texts from level II were still imported (and therefore are mentiond in the new treaties 
with Kanesh and Hahhum, see V.3.4.1), textiles and garments called kussatum and 
nohloplum become more popular, while soqqum and ~ubat soplim make their appear-
ance, together with zoppum, "bristle", used for the manufocture of brushes. 375 
2. 3 .10. Quantification 
Quantifications, necessary for economic history, are not easy to give. Most texts concem 
loads belonging to individual traders or firms and the "caravan letters" which list purchases 
ond shipments are not dated, so that it is difficult to know how much was shipped in one 
particular yeor. A first (and thus for only) ottempt in AOA TT 69-76, "Table of Caravan 
Texts", based on 188 texts, yielded a total number of ca. 17.500 (or ca. 650 donkey-
loads of) woollen textiles and ca. 13.500 kilograms (or eo. 200 donkey-loods) of tin. The 
evidence now available, including letters thot describe very large caravans, 376 probably 
allows at least to triple these figures and those for the whole period, with presumobly sev-
eral hundred donkeys each year, must have been much bigger. Occasionolly we encounter 
enormous quantities of copper and wool, several memorandums list debt-claims adding 
up to many talents of silver, 377 and some of the lists mentioning the total "declared value" 
(owilum}, in tin, of merchandise belonging to traders cooperoting in an ellutum, 378 register 
huge amounts. The biggest thusfar counts 410 talents of tin and 18 talents of silver, which 
fits the mention of a trading caravan of 300 donkeys in ARMT 26/2, 432. There is need 
for more statistics and the better understanding of the chronology may help us to assign our 
sources to particular periods, so that we may also discover developments over the time. 
2. 4. FINANCING, COMPANIES AND PARTNERSHIPS 
Garelli 1963, part 3, chapter 1, "Le credit", dealt with the role of the figures called tomkarum 
and ummianum and the financing of the trade, and on p. 379-390 he offered o most wel-
come "liste des creances 11 • He still assigned o speciol role to persons called tomiarum, who 
were considered tobe a kind of licensed 11 intermedioires agrees", who would have had the 
375 See for detoils, Dercksen 2001 •, 63ff. 
376 Kt 94/k 1686:llff. (courtesy Larsen) mentions one carrying 684 woolen textiles end 20 tolents of 
tin, shipped on 34 donkeys. 
377 See now e.g. Hecker 20046. 
378 See Dercksen 2004a, 159ff. 
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duty of focilitating transactions by supplying credit and also by carrying out sales for others, 
but this idea has since been given up. 379 Stilt tamkarum, basically the trader who travels 
with his merchandise, remains a somewhat opaque term, with a varie~ of meanings in par-
ticular situations. 380 In the Old Assyrian context it can be as weil the trader who manages 
a capitol and directs his firm, as the traveling agent, who acquires merchandise on credit 
to seil it elsewhere. As "capitalist" a tamkarum may also, in particular in Assur, function as 
moneylender or as a kind of banker, who gives out commercial loans. 381 As such the term 
also acquires the meaning "creditor", especially in debt-notes where the creditor (in order 
not to reveal his identity or to make transfer of claims easier) is not mentioned by name, but 
is designated as tamkarum, "the creditor". 382 Ummianum is the term for 11 principal", 11 inves-
tor", and may apply to anyone who supplies capital to a trader, not only those who invest 
in a joint-stock company (naruqqum}, as we can obseNe when they c;ome into action when 
a trader dies and they want to collect therr claims. Many texts speak of mer~ii ummionim, 
"sons of an ummianum", which may denote both the son of such a man and o trader who 
belongs to the category of ummiömJ. They ore preferred for responsible tasks, especially 
for shipping valuable merchandise or for selling goods given in consignment, presumably 
because of their status and their financial reliability. 383 
An important contribution was Larsen 19770, supplemented by Larsen 1999, on commer-
ciol partnerships ( toppa ~iitum}, 384 and in particular on the "joint-stock company" (noruqqum), 
whereby o number of investors (ummianii) by means of a special controct supply a trader for 
a fair number of years with a large capital. The few examples we have mention capitals of 
ca. 30 pounds of gold, made available for periods of ten and twelve years for the general 
purpose of "conducting trade" (mokarunfi. The investments are made in silver, but are booked 
in gold, on the bosis of a conversion rate of 4: 1 (while the normal one in Assur was ca. 8: 1). 
The investors, some of which figure anonymously (as tamkorum, "the creditor") will receive a 
share in the profits (nemulum), unless they withdraw their capital prematurely. What they will re-
ceive is usually called "thirds" (salsotum), which they moy acquire both in the form of dividends 
(sipkötum) and at the final settlement of accounts, partly guaranteed (hundred percent, because 
379 See now Garelli 19980, which revises the ideas put forward in Garelli 1977. 
380 Since the Assyrians in Anatolia were traders per excellence, lamkarum, from the Anatolian 
perspective could be used for "Assyrien" (as variant of mer'a As.sur} in contrast with nu 'a 'um, 
"native", used for "Anatolian". Kt n/k l414:7f. stipulates that a divorced wife can go either to a 
nu 'ä 'um or a lamkarum of her choice. Similorly records may speak of debts due either by mJ 'a 'üor 
by tamlartJ, and kt k/k 46:9f. (courtesy Hecker) distinguishes between tamlaru and merü Koms. 
381 See Veenhof, 1999a, 66-69. 
382 See Veenhof 19976, 35lff. The texts in such cases speak of ''marking (the debt-note) by the 
designotion tomkörum" (.sumi tamkarim waddu'um). A next step is to add that "the beorer of the 
tablet is the creditor" ( wabJl.tuppim sul tamkarum). for which we twice find "the holder of the toblet" 
(TPAK 1200:6, muka'Jl.tuppirrr, kt 91/k 195:27f., mu-ki-1~ /uppim). 
383 See for them Dercksen 1999, 86f. 
384 See olready Landsberger 19500, 33lff. and now also Dercksen 2004a, eh. 9, l on the el/ulum as 
a form of partnership. 
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shares rated in gold will be paid back in silver an the basis of the normal conversion rate of 
8: l) and partty depending an the success of the business. 385 The issue of credit was treated 
more in detail by Veenhof 19976, 351 ff., "Anonymous creditors and bearer's cheques", and 
this was followed up by Dercksen 1999 and Veenhof 19990, in the volume Trode ond finonce 
in Ancient Mesopolamio. The former ana lyzed forms of cred it desig nated as bulalvm, soltum ( a 
trader's own ossetsL moskoltum, qiplvm, tadmiqtum ond eb~,?'vm (lang term investment loans), 
and furthered the understanding of partnerships ( tappo 'ütum) and the ioint-stock companies 
(noruqqum). Veenhof focused on the role of silver386 and of commercial credit granted by 
traders to clients and especially to traveling agents {called tamkarum) who received merchon-
dise in consignment and were used by the Assyrians to sell their merchandise over a wide 
area. 387 In addition he investigated the role of the (perhaps professional) moneylenders, who 
granted commercial loans to traders, and the vorious ways in which such credit was secured, 
a subject treoted more in detail in Veenhof 2001. Dercksen 1997 studied the way in which 
temples invested in the trade, by making merchondise or funds, designated as ,kribu, "votive 
gifts", availoble to traders as lang term profitable investments. Derck.sen 2004a, chopter 2, 
collected evidence for the role of the City Hall in gronting loons and selling textiles, lapis lazuli 
and possibly also tin for export to Anatolia on credit. 
All these financial operations, many also carried out by book transfer or by depositing goods, 
required careful accounting. Apart from the numerous private legal octions to dun debtors 
and agents who failed to meet their due dates, we have evidence for private settlements 
of accounts (nikkassi sasa'um) in karum Kanesh, which could take place in the presence of 
witnesses or perhaps arbiters and some of which were carried out to solve confiicts. 388 But 
there were also periodic (presumably annual) general settlements of accounts orgonized by 
the karum office ( nikkossu so karim), analyzed in Dercksen 2004a, chapter 11. They were 
particularly important for the dass of main traders, the "big" (rabiütum) members of the karum, 
also designated as saqt! dal!in, "those who pay the dotu-fee". They contributed to the finances 
of the kärum and for that reasons enjoyed the privilege of not having to pay fees and taxes 
due to karum Kanesh en raute in Anatolio, but of settling them periodically in Konesh. This also 
earned them the designation owt1u sa nikkass,; "men of an account", and as such they also 
occur in the "Statutes of the karum". 389 
385 See now also Larsen 1999, Hecker 1999 (collation of the main noruqqv-controct) and Dercksen 
20040, eh. 5.4, quotecl in the previous paragraph. The noruqqu-contrad of Elammo, kt 91/k 482, 
from year 77, writes in lines 23ff., 'After ten years he will render an account" (nik.ka.sse iddan) end at 
the end adds that his own assets (sa/Jum, which presumobly served as a kind of security) consist of 1500 
measures of borley, two slaves and ~e share in h is fother's in heritance, ( ca lled zillum lu kursinnolum). 
386 Eloborating on AOA 1T eh. 17, where he opposed the view on OA trode pul forward by Polanyi 
1957 ond lQ6B, on the institutional setting of the Irade end odvocoted the role ol o price-forming 
market governed by supply end demand. 
387 See also Veenhof 19976, 35lff., on "anonymous creditors ond bearer's cheques". 
388 Simple settlements of accounts in Et 167-169 ond 173, settlements before witnesses, recorded in 
depositions submitted during o lawsuit in EI 260-26l, 269-270, ond CCT 5, 150. 
389 See for a first interpretation AOATT274ff. and now Dercksen 20040, eh. 7,1. 
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Several studies paid attention to the role of warnen, both those who had stayed behind in Assur 
and those living in the colonies in Anatolia, who supported their husbands, but were also liable 
for the consequences of bad business. When debts had tobe paid, especially in Assur, private 
or public creditors (the hnum as head of the City Hall) could dun the fomilies and especially the 
wives of debtors and create serious problems by forcing them to hand over valuable pledges 
(iewels and objects of bronze), and even their houses in Assur could be sealed and sold. 390 
Debts of Anotolians, both to Assyrians and to fellow Anatolians, make a special cotegory. 
The basic features of credit granted to Anotolians are well presented in Garelli 1963, 
257ff., ond though we now have much more sources and know more details, the basic 
picture still stands. lt is characterized by higher interest (than the 30 percent current among 
Assyrians) and by stipulating or actually obtaining more and better securities (pledges, 
guarantors, joint liabiliiy- especially of married couples, - and a kind of general mortgage 
on the possessions of the debtor) in order to enhance the possibilities of enforcing payment 
or obtoining compensation. The latter have been treated more in detail by Veenhof 2001, 
esp. § 4, who also noted new devices to protect creditors, such as the right to borrow the 
amount due frorn a debtor from a moneylender at the expense of the defaulting debtor ( § 
2,c). The methods of the Assyrian traders and creditors in this respect were not much differ-
ent from the ways in which Anatolian creditors tried to protect their financial interests and 
secure their claims, 391 occasionally even by an occumulation of securities, which at times 
rnay reflect o limited understanding of the legal rules, but may also have been stipulated 
to leave the creditor the choice of how to indemnify himself if his debtor defaulted. Con-
tracts with Anatolien debtors (not infrequently multiple debtors, among which many married 
couples) and in particuar loans between Anatolians are important because they acquaint 
us with a variety of due dates, the phases the ogricultural yeors and festivals of the gods 
(see below chapter VI. 2) and in addition contain interesting stipulations on additional gifts 
(sheep, breads, on1ons, see Matous 1965, 1 BOf.) to be delivered by debtors. 
2.5. l.Aw AND THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE 
The cornmercial activities, especially the systern of credit and investment (with the concomitant 
need of securities), forms of cooperation with business partners, employment of personnel, 
but also the acquisition of sloves and houses, and the need to regulate and record irnportant 
events in the life of the family (adoption, marriage, divorce, tnheritance) generated a great 
variety of contracts. EL contains a large selection of such texts, which can now be substantially 
increased, but this volume has not had a sequel. The increased importonce attached to archi-
val studies does not favour separate editions of legal documents and the growing nurnber of 
390 AOATTch. 6.2, Hecker 19786, Garelli 1979, Michel 1998a and 2003c. 
391 See the contracts listed in Garelli 1963, 384f., the records analyzed in M• tous 1965, the files of 
Enisaru (Veenhof 1976), Ase'ed (Donbaz 1988a), and Madawada (Albayrak 1998), and KKS 
nos. 7-8, 11, and 31. 
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texts rather stimulates a focus on particular 1ypes of records and specific areas of law end legal 
procedures. The latter approach resulted in editians and studies of specific types of contracts, 
such as Rosen 1977, on the loon cantracts published after EL, and Kienast 1984 on deeds of 
sale. There also appeared a variety af thematic studies, at times in the form of a commentary 
added to the publicotion of new saurces. An example of an archival approoch in legal mat-
ters is Matous 1969, the anolysis of a large dossier dealing with a fight about the inheritonce 
of a prominent troder. Full dato and bibliographical references on the developments can be 
found in Veenhaf 2003c, and here I only mention studies on be ülatum (the interest free loon 
by rneans of which caravan persannel was hired), 392 securities, 393 the sale af houses and 
slaves, 3Q4 marriage, 395 inheritance, 396 and also those an the validity ond durotion of con-
tracts. 397 A special study of the rules of inheritance (starting frorn the survey in Veenhof 2003c, 
§ 6,c) is a desideratum, since all OA inheritonces were divided on the basis of testaments or 
last wills (sirntum), which must have allowed the testator to interfere with the troditional rules in 
arder ta care well for the femole members of his family (the widow ond unmarried daughters 
wha were priestesses) ond to toke also commerciol interests into account. 
Some of the stipulotions and formulations encountered in OA contracts prove tobe forerunners 
of what is known for later periods, both fram Assyria proper (Middle Assyrian documents) and 
fram the northern periphery (Nuzi, Emar, Ugarit). An example is o recently published testoment 
in which the Assyrian widow not only receives a full share in the silver, but her praperty rights 
are defined by stoting that "she is mather and father aver the silver". 398 OA also produced the 
first hause sale contract that explicitly states that the original title deed of a house was handed 
over by the seller to the new owner. 399 Other original legal solutions moy be due to the crea-
tivity of the Assyrians, wha had to cope with new social ond commercial issues. A recentiy 
published contractuol agreement fixes the position of an unmarried sister, o priestess, after 
the death of her father, by stipulating that "she will live, be fed and be anointed" in the hause 
of her sister and the latter's Anatolian husbond, "iust like {or: as iA she was their mother". 400 
Creativity is also ottested in developing contractual rules to protect and indemnify creditors 
392 Kienast 1989, with corrections and additions in Veenhof 19946. 
393 Kienost 1976, and more in general Veenhof 2001. 
394 Hecker 19806 ond 1998a, Gün6altt 1989, Farber 1990, Bayrom-Veenhof 1992, Bayrom 1996, 
Donbaz 2001d, and Veenhof 20036. 
395 Matous 1973, Balkan 1986 (betrothal), Bayram-Cecen 1995, Rems 1996, Michel 2006, Michel-
Gorelli 19966, and Veenhof 19986. 
396 Wilcke 1976, Alboyrak 2000 ond 2004. 
JQl Michel 1995 ond Veenhof 20030, l12ff. 
398 See Michel 20006, 3ff. 
JQQ Kt 91/k 522:15ff., see Veenhol 20036, no.1, "The deed of purchose of this house, sealed by 
the Anatolien who was the previous owner, A. (seller) gove to S. [buyer)". The same article also 
publishes o contract, kt 91/k 410:lff., which mentions a symbolic adion accomponying the sale 
of a slove, "he (the seller) cut off the hämvm in our presence·. 
400 Kt 2001/k 3250, published in Alboyrok 2004; the words used ore lcimaummiiunu ... usbotal/at 
u passat islisunuma, the controct is from the level lb period. 
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against defaulting debtors, such as the authorization to borrow the amount of the debt from 
a moneylender at the expense of the debtor, 401 and the possibility for a guarantor who 
had been forced to pay for a debtor, to chorge the latter compound interest. 
Such contractual relationships together with the ensuing legal conflicts or commercial prob-
lems, especially in cases of default of payment, bankruptcy, fraud, disagreements, and the 
death of a troder, 402 could lead to conflicts, which produced a large variety of judicial 
records. They reflect the attempts to recover the facts 1 to solve conflicts, end to make justice 
prevail, especially by enforcing payments due. EL contained a large body of all kinds of 
relevant texts, and Michel 2000a presents a smaller sample in translation. The documents 
range from records of private summons, which may lead to 11settlements of account" (nik-
kassi .sasä„um), "payment contracts" (tarkistumL 403 arbitration, and verdicts by the karum 
or the City Assembly. Their increased numbers end variety have lead to new attempts to 
reconstruct the judicial norms and procedures (e .g. in Veenhof 1991a and the outline in 
Veenhof 2003cL and T. Hertel, in Copenhagen, is now preparing a dissertahon on this 
subject, starting from a very large file (of ca. 70 texts) on a complex legal fight, preserved 
in the archive excavated in 1994. During the last decennium progress has been made both 
by the commentaries accompanying editions of new texts and by more thematic studies. 
They can deal with specific cases, 404 types of texts 1 such as testimonies and depositions 
by witnesses submitted to a kärum, 405 protocols of interrogations and of oaths sworn,406 
provisional end final verdicts, and the procedures followed. Also studied are the bodies 
that administer justice ( wabartum, karum, City Assembly,407 and "the elders 11 , sibütum),4O8 
and the role of those involved, ranging from the parties in a conflict to witnesses (factual 
and court witnesses}409 and arbiters (da;janü). In addition persons designated as "those 
who solve the conflict" (pö.sir awatim), "those who settle the conflict" (gamir awälirnL and 
the "attorney'' (rah1~um) assigned to a plaintiff in Assur by a decision of the city and the 
ruler and rnentioned in the inscription of Erisum l. 410 Specific issues studied are a ruling 
on the compensation of lasses of a communal caravan, legal instruments to secure care 
401 See Veenhof 1999a, 66ff. 
402 See on sorne cases Michel 1992c, 1994, and 1998e, and more in general Veenhof 1995a, 
1726ff. 
403 See Veenhof 1999a, 8lf. 
404 Motous 1969 (legal fight after a trader's deoth), comparable to the elaborate anolysis of a number 
of interreloted records in lhe last part of EL. 
405 Veenhof 1991. 
406 Garelli 1982 and Michel 1997c (on oolhs), Bayram 2001, and Donbaz 2001a (on "the dagger of 
Assur"). 
407 Lorsen 1976, 153f. and 175~. 
408 lorsen 1976, l62ff. 
409 See for the distinction Veenhof 1991, 457ff. 
410 See Larsen 1976, 184-89, Veenhof 19946, and Rt1M l, 21:55, which speaks of "an attorney of 
the palace" (Grayson Na palace deputyb). 
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in old age, and a decision (described as an act of clemency of the god Assur)411 on the 
redemption of houses in Assur sold for debts. 412 
Ancient Anatolian law, as documented in the many native controcts, but alwoys in Old As-
syrian linguistic garb and therefore liable to Assyrien inHuence, still needs a comprehensive 
separate anolysis, especially now thot more native records from the level lb period become 
available. Same records document features thot probably ore of Assyrian or Mesopotamien 
inspiration, such as royal measures for the cancellation ("washing off", masa'um) of debts,4I3 
stipulations on defaulting debtors and securities, 414 and penahies for breach of contract ond 
elements in marriage law. This may also be true of the remarkbale Anatolien contract kt 84/k 
169 {Bayram-Veenhof 1992, 92 no.1) on the acquisition of a field as ontichretic pledge 
for longtime exploitation by the creditors, formulated as a purchase in order to focilitate its 
eventual conveyance. As a kind d forerunner of similar Middle Assyrien contracts it suggests 
Mesopotamian inspiration, but we cannot exclude native Anatolien elements. There is, in fad, 
sufficient ev,dence for Anatolia's own legal customs, such os a porticular type of brotherhood 
adoption and controcts about seporation from a household, 415 ond rules about a system of 
service obligotions ottached to the possession of o house.416 The relatively small number of 
documents ovoilable meons that our knowledge of Anatolian law is still limited and thot new 
discoveries may bring surprises, such os a recent deed of sole of fields and an orchard, which 
contains ö provision on the shared used of the irrigation water. 417 
2.6. H1STORY AND POLITICS 
The small number of royal inscriptions, now easily accessible in Rk'vtA 1, does not tell us much 
about Assur's early histrny, but ottention has focused on those of llusuma and Erisum 1, with their 
references to royal measures that point at a deliberate economic p:,licy.418 The archival texts from 
the colonies are so much concerned with the trode that they contain almest no information on the 
wider political or economic setting of the city of Assur, apart from a rare reference to problems 
with the import of "Akkadion lextiles": Akkedians do not come to Assur because their country is in 
411 Assur ennan alisu 1/teqe. See for "demency" ( ennonätum) in Old Assyrien now also Dercksen 
2004a, 25lff, 
412 Respectively Veenhof 1995a, 1730f. (with Dercksen 20040, 17lf.). Veenhof 1998c, and 1999b. 
413 See Balkan 1976. 
414 Veenhof 1978 and 2001, 142ff. Note the interesting case cf the conditionol sale by debtors of o 
field which the buyers can cultivate for five years, during which period the owners con get it back 
ol the original price, a forerunner of similar Middle Assyrien ·restricted conveyonces" (Bayrom-
Veenhof 1992, 92ff, no.l). 
415 Veenhof 1998c, 145K. and Dercksen 20046, 143f. 
416 See Dercksen 20046, 140ff., on arhalum, unu.s.sumond luzinnum. 
417 Kt o/k 54:9ff., mimma ma 'e siqi!im sa kilallesunu, see Alboyrok 2001. 
418 See Larsen 1976, part l, eh. 2, and below, chopter 111.1.3. The inscription of Erisum discovered in 
korum Konesh, RVvt-41, 20f., is not helpful for political history, but importcnt for understonding the 
odministrotion of iustice in ancient Assur. 
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"upheaval\ but we connot identify or date the event.419 Occasional problems wrth the supply of 
tin, which was imported from the south, ultimately from Susa, were hardly due to politicol events, 
since the texts simply state that "the carovans from the Lower Country [mal .sap11h'm) are delayed", 
but are expected to arrive.420 Texts from korum Kanesh never mention any Mesopotamian city or 
king, so that synchronisms are lacking; even Assur's important southem neighbour Eshnunna does 
not occur in the texts.421 We also learn nothing about the political status of the various towns in 
Northern Mesopotamia, between Tigris and Euphrates, which functioned as road stations for the 
Assyrian caravans, apart from references to anonymous local dignitories (called mossuum ond 
kossum) 422 who receive gifts and occosionally to a palace or ruler. 423 
We have a remarkable verdict of the City Assembly, which forbids Assyrians to sell or barter 
gold to "an Akkadian, Amorite and Subaraean",424 which means traders from Babylonia, from 
the Hurrianized areas north of Assur, an both sides of the Tigris (including Niniveh)425 , ond from 
the area of the western bend of the Euphrates and the Balikh, called Amurrum (written /'MR. 
TU, d~R.TU, or Amurrum), in which a.o. the town of Nehria was locoted and where Amorites 
(Amurrium) lived.426 How far to the west, from the Assyrian point of view, "Amurrum" reached 
419 In VS 26, 17:6-8, the writer of the letters considers the possibility that they will arrive before the 
winter. This event may have caused a rise in the price of these expensive products, as reported in 
TC l, 11:9~. (see AOATT98). 
420 AKT 3, 73 and 7 4; see Dercksen 2004a, 2 8f. 
421 See for Eshnunna, Dercksen 2004a. 29f., who points to the foct that Eshnunno was in decline until 
the reign of lpiq-Adad II (ca. 1860 BC). Eponym no. 44, from ca. 1930 BC, is Su-Anum, said to 
be from Nerobrum. 
422 See Nashef 1987, 22ff. and for kassum below chopter Vl.l.2.2. TC 3, 163:26ff. mentions an 
expense for a libation for the dagger of Assur in Apum, which implies that the god hod a cello or 
shrine there, probably in the locol Assyrian körum, attested in AKT 2, 19:13. 
423 Gorelli 1965, 40 no. 17. 
424 Kt 79/k 101, see Veenhof 19950, l 732f. and Dercksen 2004•, 81 f. llnes 19ff. read: hur6$0m ano 
A-ki-di-im A-mu-ri-im u Su-bi-ri-im mamman la iddan. 1 assume thot the singular of the nisbe refers to 
persons from these oreos in general, in particular traders, and not specifically to a ruler or king. 
425 See for the Hurrionized region, called Subarum, Dercksen 1996, 163. Nineveh is mentioned only once 
in kt n/k 931 (AI\.Ml1Yl992, 6lf., no. 10), which books expenses in tin (which means for a carovan 
tronsport) for o trip from Ni-nu-a to Burallum and for a compensatory payment (because more lin was 
spent en raute than the leoder of the carovan had received in advance) for a trip from Assur to Ninua. 
426 Amurrum as a region or orea (not listed in Nashef 1991] occurs in two letters of Salim-ahum, who writes 
dMAR.TU and uses it with the prepositions ina hbhiand ana ftbbi, which also occur with m6tum. CCT 
2, 3:5, "I seid the merchondise in Amurrum (tlhbbiAmurrim) and collected my silver", ond TC 3, 20:9, 
"Buy tin (in Assur) and let P. leave with D. for [alltbb11 Amurrum" (see Lewy 1961, 62f.). Also in kt n/k 
522:4 (a letter sent islu ftbbiMAR.TLJim), CCT 2, 5o: l9f. (copper for a value of 5 minas of tin given 
for <covering expenses to be mode in> Amurrum, ano A-mu-ri-im), some phrase in kt n/k 524:22 
(copper for a value of x tin given for <payments tobe made in> Amurrum, ona MAR.TU; both kt n/k 
texts courtesy Günbatt1). See perhaps also AKT 3, 7 5: 15, among expenses of • corovan joumey, "6 
minas of tin which you paid ana Amurrim". There are also some references to "Amorites" of this area, 
e.g. "two Amorites of Nehria" (CCT 2, 49a:14). The qualificotion a-mu-ru-um used of silver does not 
mean "Amorite silver", but "inspected, tested" (ammurvm) silver cf good quolity, see Sturm 1995•. 
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is not cleor, but it is possible that traders from Ebla, who occur several times in the texts, were 
also considered Amorites. 427 Assur hod commercial contacts with "Akkad", the orea south of 
Assur, from which "Akkadian textiles" were imported, which must have included Eshnunna, in 
line with the statement of llusuma that his measures affected the Akkadions oll the way from the 
Persion Gulf until Der ond Assur (see below chopter 111.1.3). But import of textiles and presum-
ably copper from the south opparently did not prevent considering "Akkodions'' as rivals in the 
trade. This is implied by the just mentioned prohibition of selling gold to them and confirmed 
by a surprising stipulation in the draft of a treaty428 with a ruler in southern Anotolia, probably 
somewhere in the orea of the great western bend of the Euphrates, neor Hahhum. He has to 
promise that he will extradite Akkadians, presumably Babylonian traders who trovelled north 
via the Euphrates and came to his country, to be kflled by the Assyrians (see below chapter 
V.3. 3). But alongside such protectionism also good relations were necessary with cities and 
lands whose cooperotion was essential for the trade and the safety of the carovans. We do 
not know which traders, apart from the already mentioned "Akkadians" visited Assur to seil 
their goods and make purchases. But the just mentioned verdict on the restricted circulation of 
gold does not mention people (traders) from Elam or Suso, from where the tin was imported 
in Assur, diredly or indirectly. lf indeed carovons from Suso visited Assur, the foct that they are 
not mentioned in the decree could imply that they were welcome and that part of the gold 
Assur acquired may have been used to pay them. 429 
We hove o variety of information on the relations bel\Neen the Assyrians ond the rulers 
of the various city-states in Anatolia, in whose territories the Assyrians hod settled and 
traded on the basis of treaties {called "oaths", mamifum). From level II we only hove the 
just mentioned report on a_ trealy, but there are now also two (damoged) treaties from the 
time of karum Kanesh level lb, concluded with the rulers of Kanesh and Hahhum {below 
chapter V.2). Both are neorly exclusively concerned with bilateral issues, but the second. 
in a damaged possage (1 [111]: 26'ff .) considers the possibility that hostilities have broken out 
between rulers of Hahhum and Timilkia (in the plain of Elbistan, north of Hahhum) or Batna 
(presumably south of Hahhum, near Süruc, the location of classical Botnae). both cities with 
an Assyrien karum. This of course would create difficulties for Assyrien carovans on the way 
to Kanesh. Damage of the tablet deprives us of information on whot this rule meant in con-
crete, but it is possible that the trealy stipuloted that such hostilities could not be o reason for 
blocking the corovan traffic. The mention of such hostilities [just like that of the penetration 
of Akkadian traders into the territory of the ruler who concluded the eorlier treaty) probobly 
reflects experiences or at least the awareness thot such things could hoppen and the wish 
to minimize their effect on Assyrion business. 
Information on the political situotion in Anatolia is rare and often laconic, since it is 
only given to inform traders or to warn them agoinst problems end dangers. The most 
427 See for Eblaites in our sources, Dercksen 1996, 164, ond obove note 233. 
428 Kt n/k 794, see now Cecen-Heder 1995, Günbott1 2004, 250 note 8, ond below chopler V.l .C. 
429 Tin was usually imported in Mari via intermediaries (Eshnunno and/or Sippar), but when for o few 
years Mari managed to establish direct commercial contocts with Suso ond the Elomites, gifts ond 
payments sent to Elom were predominantly in gold. See Joannes 1991. 
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interesting source is the very broken letter KTK l 0, presented in Larsen 1972 under the 
title "A Revolt against Hattusa", where an Assyrian reports on a serious conflict which 
involves severol kings: 
11 
••• the ruler of Amkuwa here ... and the rulers of Sinahutum, Amkuwa, and Kopl!ro 
made common cause and rebelled agoinsf the ruler of Halfus(Hattusäim). To the 
ruler of Konesh ... 11 • 
There is no need to assign this letter to level lb, since the nisbe Halfusaium is now well 
attested during the level II period and does not presuppose the later form of the city nome 
Hattusa (instead of currenl OA Hattus). Moreover, it is unlikely that nakörum here means 
"to rebel against\ and if we translate 1110 start hostilities"430 the text would speak of a 
coalition of three cities against Hattus 1 but not a rebellion of three vassal stetes against 
their overlord, the ruler of Hattus. Unfortunately, the exact date and context of this event 
is unknown. 
Two Anatolian debt-notes mention kings by name to fix the date when a debt was 
contracted. In ICK l, l 78:2ff. it happened "when Larbarsa became king 11 (imJmi Laborso 
rubo'ütom i~butu}, but we do not even know of which city, 431 and in kt n/k 76: 12f. it was 
"when Asu, the king of Luhusoddia had died". 432 KTS 50c records a gih presented "when 
the queen of Wahsusana entered (her city)\ which must hove been a special occasion, 
perhaps when she arrived as bride of the local king. 433 This is one of the many cases 
where an Anatolian ruler during the level II period is only identified by a nisbe, without 
giving his name and often even without stating of which city he was king, because this 
was known to the correspondents. This is the case in AKT l, 78: l 2ff., where a ruler (city 
not mentioned} advises an Assyrien trader not to travel to Wahsusana "until the (his?) robi 
sikkitim has made the ruler of Burushaddum 1 Usunölurn and the ruler of Wahsusano swear 
the oath". Another fascinating text, a deposition, contains a report on a discussion with 
a local ruler and his queen on the fate of an Assyrien trader who is accused of having 
430 Larsen mentions that the construction of the verb with personal accusative object is not normally 
used for "to rebel against", where a preposition (ittt/isttJ is common, but note that OAkk royal 
inscriptions (Naram-Sin's tale on the 11 great revolf') and an OB royal inscription inspired by 
his example, use nakorum with accusative object ("against me"). The new treaty with the ruler 
of Hahhum, which considers the possibility of hostilrties or war with Timilkia and Batna, uses 
nokarum isl!; which cannot mean "to rebel against", since Hahhum was not a vossal state, but an 
independent kingdom. 
431 See Balkan 1957, 54. The record is broken end only contains the name of the debtor, without 
patronym. He has to pay "when he returns from Hattum", the designation of the area within the 
bend of the K1z1hrmak, which suggests that Labor.so ruled elsewhere. Note also the grain loan kt 
k/k 33 (courtesy Hecker}, lobe given back "by means of the measuring [ar of Labarsa" (ikkarp,lim 
so Loborsa), where Labarsa is neither creditor, nor debtor, nor wilness, hence perhaps the official 
standard of the ruler. 
432 See for the text Donbaz 1988a, 5lf. (level lb period). 
433 /niJmi rubatum WahsusanaJlu teruhanm; see for the text Ulshöfer 1995, 126. The !ext cannot be 
dated, since the liinum mentioned is not the year eponym, but a representative cf the korum. 
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acted as messenger for the ruler's enemy, the king of Tawinia. 434 The letter BIN 6,23 (Clv1K 
69) reports on the conflagration of a palace, which so much occupies the minds of the court 
that it is impossible to ask the local robi sikkilirn to pay his debts, "the man has spent oll his 
silver on/for his land". CCT 4, 30a (CMK98) teils us that at a certain moment the throne 
of the king of Hohhum was not secure, becouse he had committed bloodshed, which is the 
reason why there is no agreement yet on the ooth (treaty) tobe sworn. 435 
Other scattered pieces of information mention political tensions and hostilities betvveen vari-
ous cities. Kt n/k 1429:14 speaks of hostilities of (in) Konesh" (nukuräturn sa Kanis) 436 and 
several texts refer to 11 upheoval" or "revolt" [sohö~urn, sih/tum) in a city or a "land", in CCT 4, 
42a:18f. in Hahhum, in LB 1209:14 in the land (of) Kunanamit, in KTH l :4f. in Burushad-
dum and Wohsusana, in kt m/k 13:25 in Burushaddum alone, andin BIN 4, 34:8f., CCT 
3, 28a:29, kt n/k 1464:25f., and TC 3, 112:21 in unidentified "lands". The nature of these 
events remains unclear, apart from the fact that they interfere with the trade, but one text 
seems to link "upheavol" with the deoth of a king and military danger. 
"Here lhe king has fallen during/in the sikkötum and there i.s upheavol within the 
cily ond we fear for our Jives. There are enemies over o dislonce of one and a half 
hour and nobody dores to go out into the countrys1de. One even tries to male us 
set out logether w1lh him for doing ba!tle/ In the meonlime obsolute/y no controcls 
must be drawn up, lest we get indebted to our principals for no less thon one talent 
of sJ/ver. When the country becomes peoceful ogain and the ruler will conclude an 
ogreement wlfh him, toblets can agoin be senl somewhere. "437 
434 The report is preserved in fvvo duplicates kr n/k 504 and kt 93/k 145, see Günbattr 2001, also 
on the question which ruler rnight be meant. See also kt 87 /k 249 (Hecker 19960, 148f.l, the 
emotional letter o~ an Assyrion who complains that he, olthough the ruler (city not mentioned) 
initiolly had spoken "very good words", hoving been defomed as being only "a slave of the ruler" 
(of Assur2). had been pul in joil ten rnonths ago. He asks for intervention of the korum (Kanesh2) to 
prevent that silver of the cily of Assur gets lost and he himself dies without reason (note the order of 
the two arguments). We would like to know which ruler was involved. 
435 The king in this case probably was the one of Hahhum, because the local 'Ten-men boord" 
(esartum) was among the writers of this letter, who repeatedly went up to the poloce in order to 
settle the matter of the oath. 
436 Mentioned as the time when o financial liability started, presumably somewhere in the years 81-
84, see Veenhof 2003, 61. The possibility of nukurtvm with neighbouring cities or states. which 
might disturb the Irade, is also mentioned in the text of o level II treoty (kt n/k 794:25). and with 
the use of the verb nakorum in rhe level lb treoty with the ruler of Hahhum (see Günbattl 2004, 
250 note 8 and 258, lll:26'ff., and below V.3.2). 
437 Kt 92/k 526:6-21, annakam 7 ruhä 'um iss,Hotim maqilmo 8 ino qerah olim sihifum 9 soknat 
(Cecen 202, 67f .). S,Üafum is an outdoor event of ceremonial and/or milita,y nature, in which 
people take part en masse, ond which may be harmful for the trode (see Veenhof 1989, 52lf.). 
Reod in line 11 hera u züza. and in 14 qodisuma vslene$$0niälimo, but it is not cleor to whom 
"together with him" refers and who is meant in line 22 by "with him", unless maqalum in line 7 does 
not mean "to fall (in bettle)", but "to fall upon', "to orrive suddenly". We connot date this event, also 
because the archive to which the text belongs is still unpublished. 
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Since in such Assyrian texts of level II not a single Anatolien king or queen is ever mentioned 
by name, historical conclusions are extremely difficult ta draw and it is even impossible to 
say something about the royal line of Kanesh ilself. 
More names of Anatolien rulers are known from the level 16 period, rarely from their own 
orchival texts (such • s the Anum-hirbi letter) and mainly from the so-called 'notarizations' at the 
end of Anatolien legal records. They state that the transaction was passed under supervision 
and probably with permission of the king mentioned by name (e.g. iqqate lnar rubä)im), fre-
quently followed by the mention of "chief of the stairway" (rabi simmJ/tim; see below IV.2.5). 
But these Anatolian documents are never dated, so thot we do not know how long these 
rulers reigned. Their sequence has to be deduced from prosopographic and other dato, with 
the help of the fact that lwice the ruler's robi simmiltim apparently was the crown-prince who 
in due time succeeded him (lnar - Warsama, Pithana - Anitta). But this was not always the 
case, not with Halgiasu, the "chief of the stairway" of Warsama (who occurs six times} and 
also not with Peruwa-Kammalia, the one of Anitta (attested in kt 89/k 371 ). Was the dynastic 
sequence in these coses interrupted by death,438 conquest or revolt? 
A/ost references in which Anatolian rulers figure have to do with the trade and concern normal 
procedures relating to sale, fixing prices, trade in iron, and taxation, but several also deal with 
smuggling, confiscation, lasses, theft, fines, imprisonment, and ransom. There are even a few 
cases where ksyrians are killed ond "blood money" had to be paid as compensation.439 The 
normal commercial relaHons with "the palace", when merchandise was cleared by paying laxes, 
are not normally detailed in letters, which onfy mention prices, amounts and figures. Problems and 
confücts, on the other hand, just like political events that interfere with the trade,440 moy result in 
letters that report on them and ask for help of colleagues or of the Assyrian colonial authorities. The 
handling of such confücts shows that there were certain rules governing the relation between the 
palaces and the Assyrians and it was soon concluded that they had been stipulated in a kind of 
treaties (simply called "oath", momltum). Their substance could also be reconstructed from recurring 
features in caravan texts, regarding taxes, the right of pre-emption, and protection of coravans, 
to which one could add residence rights and extraterritorial rights (see below V.l .A}.441 Those on 
compensation for the loss of merchandise and on the fXlYTTlent of blood money are best attested, 
because they could lead to discussions and negotiations with the rulers, both by the victimized 
traders and by representatives of the karum, reported in letters (see below V.3.2 and 3). 
438 Note the mention of "an epidemic of (in) Burushaddum" (mulämJ so Burushaddim) in kt n/k 
1339:lOf. (Cecen 1995, no.1). 
439 See below, V.3.3, also Günbatt, 1995, 1997, and Cecen 19986, with references to settlements 
about blood money {damü) bemeen Assyrians, which in some cases may concern money poid 
by Anatolians. In kt b/k 258 an Assyrien owes the karum an interest bearing debt of 80 shekels of 
silver, described as "expenses of (made for) the blood money of Zaniwata, he (the karum?) paid it 
in the name/because of Ennum-Assur". Was Z. victim or culprit, was the whole sum spent to obtain 
the blood money or did it comprise expenses and blood money, and was the sum advanced for 
E. or paid because he was the v1ctim? 
440 Texts may speok of sukurtum, "suspension (of traffic)", see CADS s.v. 
441 See the picture drawn in Larsen 1976, 243-46, and below chapter V.l .A. 
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In the absence of treaty texts (which only became available in 1994) information on the 
relation between the Assyrians and the Anatolian rulers was derived from a relatively small 
number texts, especially from the correspondence between Assyrien colonial authorities 
and Anatolien rulers, from private Assyrian letters which report on contacts and conflicts 
with the latter, and from a few depositions in which persons involved in such contacts report 
on what was said and done. Garelli 1963 carefully analyzed those known by then and 
used them to refute Lewy's thesis of a political domination of Anatolia by Assur, but since the 
letters report on ad hoc situations and there obviously were differences in status bet-ween the 
different Anatolian rulers, not all questions could be solved. Larsen 1976, 244f., already 
pointed out that we should be careful in extrapolating from the available texts in which the 
local rulers may address karum Kanesh as "our fathers", usually make the diplomatic ouver-
tures to conclude or renew a treaty and swear the oaths. A recently published deposition442 
may serve as a corrective, though it does not deal with trade, but with the accusation that 
an Assyrien trader passed on information of a ruler's enemy. Since Garelli's analysis not 
many new letters have become known, 443 and the picture still is not very sharp. But it is 
clear that this remarkable relationship, in which the Assyrians had no recourse to military 
power, was based on mutual economic interests and strict observance of what had been 
agreed, though this could not prevent individual persons on both sides from occasionally 
infringing on details of the agreements. 
Evidence on Anatolia during the period of karum level lb, not-withstanding the smaller 
number of texts, is at times more detailed, in particular thanks to ca. thirty records of the 
sale of houses and slaves, of redemption, divorce, and the establishment and dissolution of 
a kind of brotherhood com_munity, which involve Anatolians persons and were "notarized" 
by the local ruler, usually together with "the head of the stairway".444 They acquaint us with 
the names of several rulers, Anitta, lnar, Pithana, Warsa/uma, and Zuzu, 445 and, in the 
absence of numbers or names of years, present the challenge446 of dating them or at least 
of putting those of Kanesh in an acceptable chronological sequence, which thus far is only 
clear for the sequences lnar - Warsuma and Pithana - Anitta. 
2 .7. RELIGION 
All dato on Old Assyrien religion were collected and analyzed in Hirsch 1972, a treatment 
which can now be updated thanks to new texts, though the picture drawn remains basicolly 
442 See now Günbath 2001 and above note 434. 
443 New were Ct1Knos. 35, 37, 44, 55, 56, 59, 91, 93, 94a, 95, 100, 101, end 105. 
444 See below IV.2.5. 'Notarization' was expressed by stating thot the transoction took place "through 
the honds of" (iqqäte) the ruler, see Balkan 1957, 45 and Garelli 1963, 61f. 
445 References in Donbaz 19906 and 19966 ond in N. Özgüc;: 1996a, who publishes the seols on 
these texts and tries to assign them relative dates. Add kt n/k 1: 12'f., o slove sale, (,qqätej Pithona. 
446 Taken up by Forlanini 1995 and N.Özgü<; 1996a, cf. also Miller 2001, 82ff., in connection with 
the evidence on Anum-hirbi of Memme. 
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the same. As already mentioned in paragroph 2.5 we now know more of the oath, e.g. 
that men had to swear it by the dagger of Assur447 and warnen by what probably is the 
tombourine (huppum) of lstar, 448 divine emblems which must have been present in a sacred 
place, perhaps a cella, called hamrum, which was also designated as 11 the gate of the 
god", attested both for Assur and for the karums. 449 T o stress that they speak the truth traders 
frequently invoke gods to • et as witnesses and to punish them ("to watch", na/6/um; "to take 
notice of", 1da'um, or ''to reject them", nada"um} if they lie. In such invocations we usually 
meet Asssur, in the company of other gods, Amurrum, llabrat, lstar the Star, lstar-ZA-AT, and 
even Nisaba.450 Same of these gods can be qualified by an apposition as 11your god" or 
"the god of our father(s}", i .e. the family god or personal god of the speaker, but we also 
meet "your/our god(s)" used independently, and in addition "the god of friendship" and "the 
god of brotherliness" .451 The invocations of "the god of the father(s}", and occasionolly also 
of "the spirits (e/ammiJ) of the ancestors", were discussed by Van de Toorn in the context of 
his study on family religion. 452 A recenHy published arbitral arrangement mentions omong 
the items left behind by a father "golden (figurines of) his gods".453 
Most Assyrian colonies apparently had a shrine or sacred area where Assur was venerated 
and where (a statue of him with) his weapon was present, but it is usually only mentioned in 
connection with the swearing of the oath. An exception is the letter addressed by the colony 
of Ursu (west of the Euhprates, presumably in the area of Gaziantep) to karum Kanesh, in 
which it reported that thieves had entered Assur's temple (betum) there end had stolen his 
sacred paraphernalia, omong which the sun disc on his breast and his dagger".454 We 
447 Polrum so A.ssur, see also Donbaz 2001, but also by his emblem called sugoria'um (cf. CADS/111, 
197,b), which also occurs in the dual and is occasionally rendered by the logogram gisKAK-en. 
448 See Michel 1997c; also kt 86/k 155:3f., 13f. lstor must be the goddess invoked in kt a/k 244 
with the words: "listen goddess, lady of the oath", Anatolians could also be sent to the water 
ordeol by their king or judges, see Günbott1 2001. 
449 See Matous 197 46. 
45° Kt 87 /k 460:l6ff., As.sur and Nisoba, kt 93/k 198:25ff. (courtesy Michel), "Assur and llobrat, our 
god(s) ( i-li-m} and the spirit of our father", "Assur, Amurrum and the god of Kanesh" (kt m/k 7: l 8f., 
courtesy Hecker). See for Amurrum now G. Kryszat, RA 100 (2006) 53-56. 
451 See Hirsch 1972, 35-37, and some additional references in Donbaz-Veenhof 1985, 137. 
"The god of friendship" also in kt a/k 339:30 and Prag 1 784:9, "the two gods of brotherliness 
(i-la a-hu-tim)" in Prag 1 447:11, in all cases in combination with the god Assur. AssurTtum 
occurs also, if we read in BIN 6, 99:8f. (with Hirsch 1972, Nachträge 13a, ad S. 22) dA-sur 
uA-[su-ri-tum] {-16-[atohim/ohha'em] /i!fula. This goddess, according to Hifsch probably lstar 
of Assur, is not identical with /stor kakkobum or lshara (cf. TC 3, l06:5f., votive gifts to lstar 
and lshara). 
452 K. van der Toorn, Family Religion in Bahylonio, Syria and Israel, Leiden-New York, 1996, 62ff. and 
72ff. Note on p. 72 note 33 his proposal to take pirikkum so Assur, by which occasionally ooths 
were swom, not as a lion (symbol) or o lightning bolt (hiriqqum), but as os word for "shrine". 
453 See below in 2.4.2.8; the text has ili.sa huräsim .so ahi.sa. 
454 SUP 7, discussed in larsen 1976 262f. A stni" unpublished text mentions "a chair in front of Assur• 
and a "beaker in front of Sarru-maten". 
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would expect such shrines to have been served by Assyrian priests, but there is thus far no 
evidence for a cult and the presence of a priestly functionary in the karum. 
Little is known of "organized religion" in Assur, where many gods were veneroted, 455 but 
the god Assur cleorly was the dominant deity, with whom the ruler hod a special relation-
ship, as also appears from the promise in royal letters to pray (k.orabum) to Assur for the 
addressees.456 Troders are encouraged to come to Assur to visit their family and to pay 
homage to the god Assur (the texts speak of "to see his eye"). Numerous (eldest?) daughters 
of prominent traders became priestesses (NIN.DINGIR = ugbabtum) presumably of Assur, 
but the texts tel1 us nothing of their cultlc duties, and they can perhaps be compored with 
the nadtrus in Babylonia, who did not belang to the cultic personnel, but were a kind of 
votaries living near the temple. Dercksen in his "The silver of the gods"457 analyzed how 
the temples received votive offerings and (using them?} porticipoted in the trade by moking 
funds (called ik.nbu) ovailable as long-term investments to traders. He assumes that such a 
trader's "covert obligation to present valuable offerings to the god as a token of gratitude 
confirmed his status as a respectable member of the community". 458 This system implies that 
the temples were rich, but in the absence of temple archives we lock dato, we do not even 
have a contract by which a temple made capitol ovoilable to a trader, either os a com-
mercial loan or in the framework of a commercial partnership. 459 There is some evidence 
thot packets with silver and gold could be stored in temples (especially in that of Assur), but 
they were marked with the names of their owners, who apparently reserved the right to take 
them out again. 460 The archival texts reveal that o few priests (called kumrum) played o role 
in the trade, such as Mannuba, priest of Assur, who received amounts of silver apparently 
earned in Anatolia. 461 But this may only mean that he, like other wealthy citizens of Assur, 
indeed like the rulers themselves, took part in the commerce by entrusting merchandise 
bought in Assur to traders, who would seil it for him in Anatolia. In CCT 6, 206 rev.:ll'ff. 
lstar-pilah, priest of Assur, owes 35 shekels of silver to Püsu-ken. More interesting is that 
according to TC 3, l 29:9'ff. a trader in Assur several times made purchases ''in the house 
of the priest (k.umrum) of Suen", and that eponym no. 91, ElalT, was o sangum, a title which 
in contemporary Babylonia denotes the administrative head of a temple. 462 The former 
455 lknbtJ ore mentioned of the gods Adad, Assur, Belum, llabrot, lshoro, Ninkorrok, Srn, Samos, 
Sarra-möten, and Tosmetum, see Dercksen 1998. Kryszat 2003 publishes a very domoged letter 
by a wornon addresses "to my rnistress Tasmetum". 
456 The ruler was Asssur's "steward" ( i.ssiokkumi, but he was not yet destgnated os the god's SANGA, os 
was loter the case. Wh ich god or temple the sangum E la li, year eponym 91, served is unknown. 
457 Dercksen 1998, with on 95ft. a list of all gods (temples) attested. 
458 Votive gihs, not only in the shape of ornaments (notably sun disks end moons), but also little 
figurines or statuettes (mozzözum), see Dercksen 1998, 84f. 
459 As we know them from Bobylonia, cf. the anolysis in Veenhof 2004a. 
460 See Dercksen 1998, 86ff., end Hirsch 1972, 49f. on silver end gold belonging or owed to the 
god Adod, which is on important issue in the correspondence of Sobosia. 
461 One pound of silver in TC 3, 203:6 and 15 shekels, payment for o textile, in CCT 6, 276:4. 
462 Note thot eponym no. 24, lddin-Assur, was "the son of the priest". 
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reference suggests thot this priest in Assur belonged to the owners of 11 houses\ where trad-
ers could purchase their merchondise,463 and a liinum-eponym, as head of the City Holl, 
must have been involved in financia\ administration and the trode. Unfortunately, we do not 
know whether both acted for, in the name of, or with funds of the temple (that of the moon-
god Suen onyhow was not very prominent), or simply as rich citizens. 
2. 8. Soc1ETY 
The texts acquaint us with a variety of social features, some of which have already been 
mentioned above under "institutions" and "law". Most noteworthy are dato on the family 
houses, warnen, children ond slaves. See for people who hired themselves out as person-
nel (~uhärum), especially to travel with the caravans as regular transporter or "harnessor" 
(ka~orum) or as "packer" or donkey driver (sänduml, Veenhof 19946. 
2.8.l. Hauses 
Hauses were important and successful troders usuo\ly had two of them, one in Assur and 
one in a korum, as we know from occasional references and especially from testaments, in 
which the property is divided.464 Hauses in Assur could be extremely expensive (the highest 
price mentioned is sixteen pounds of silver for one with a surface of ca. 100 m2) and they 
apparently were a mark of prestige (a woman complains that her family, contrary to others, 
had not yet built a new house) and were perhaps also considered a good investrnent. A 
number of letters mention the sale and purchase of houses, in several cases by people in 
financial problems who had to satisfy their debtors. Valuable houses could be pledged and 
we know that unpaid debts to the City Hall or to private creditors could lead to the houses 
being sealed or "seized" and to appropriation of their contents {especially bronze objects) 
as security or payment.465 The lass of one's paternal hause, probably with the tombs of the 
ancestors, was difficult to occept ond from one letter166 we learn that at a certain time, in 
Assur, an official measure had been taken to facilitate its redemption: "Assur has now had 
mercy with his city. A man whose hause has been sold has to pay {only) half of the price of 
his hause to (be allowed to) move into it (again). For the remainder (of its price = his debt} 
terms in three instalments have been set". Unfortunately, the excavations in Assur have not 
yet revealed what such a prestigious hause looked like, but we have two deeds of sale of 
houses in Assur of the Later Old Assyrian Period. 467 
463 He must have been a well-known man, since his title was sufficient to identi~ him, and he may 
have been the father of "Dadaya, son of the priest of Suen", who occurs several times, especially 
as transporter. 
464 See for houses end real estate, Michel 19976. 
465 See Veenhof 19996, part l, and Dercksen 2004•, 73f. 
466 Analyzed in Veenhof 19996. 
467 Gelb-Sollberger 1957 and Donbaz, NABU2001/56, where it measures only ca. 18 m2. 
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2.8.2. Children 
Children (serrum, collective ~uhrum}468 were important, because they could take over their 
father's "firm", care for their porents in old age, and ultimately bury them and provide what 
the dead needed. But they might also be pledged or even sold when their father could not 
pay his debts.469 Two marriage controcts (ICK 1, 3 and Prag 1 490) contain stipulations 
on the possibility to take a second(ary) wife or use a slave-girl, if the moin wife does not 
bear children within lwo or three years. Several letters tel1 us about children raised in Assur, 
occasionally by their grandparents,470 while their father (or parents) was in Anatolio. 471 
Püsu-ken's son, according to CCT 4, 6e, together with other boys was educated as scribe. 
Girls were married off by their parents, at times opparently on the basis of earlier promises, 
when they were of age472 and could then travel to Anatolia. There are also several cases 
where such a promise or betrothal, presumably due to the problems and stroins in a society 
of troders - mony of whom left Assur, trovelled much and lived obrood - was not kept and 
a verdict was passed to dissolve the agreement. lt might entail the payment of a penalty by 
the party who breached the contract and allowed the parenl of a girl to marry her now o~ to 
whomever he wished.473 There are also a relatively (compared with the number of marrioge 
contracts preserved) big number of divorces, which may be explained by the long sepora-
tion between husband and wife and by the fact that Assyrian traders who had married 
Anotolian wives in a karum, when they were to return to Assur could divorce them if o fair 
financial arrangement was mode. Controcts of divorce may contain stipulations on who will 
get the children ond on what conditions. 474 The importance of childbirth is underlined by the 
foct that of the few Old Assyrien incantotions found, lwo are against Lamastum, the female 
demon who aimed at pregnant women and bobies, and one is to facilitate birth. 475 
468 See on oll aspects Michel 1997d. 
469 Thot ff 8: 19f. stipulotes the right of an Anotolian fother to sell his adopted son if he gets poor, 
couJd be a reflex of an Assyrian rule. 
470 Assur-idi raised his son's children in Assur, presumably ofter the death of their mother. He was concerned 
about their V\lell-being, complains about their behavior and how they left him to join their falher. and 
states how much he spent to feed them, see OM l, 9:50ff., 14: l 2ff., and 22:24ff. A partner of Assur• 
nödö in Assur in OM 1, 94:4ff. also claims payment of expenses he mode for his children. 
471 That severol texts mention tarhitum, "the cost of upbringing", may also be connected with the situation 
of young children, raised by others, but the term is also used for the compensation for o divorced 
w1fe (or her fomily), who raised a child which its father eventually took along. so in ICK 1, 32:20ff. 
472 See Balkan 1984 and C~en 1995,56 no. 4: 5ff. The phrase "when they are ploced in the lop of 
the god Assur" is token by some to designote their dedication to the deity, in order to become his 
priestesses, while others consider it o rite to mork the reaching of puberty, as o condition for being 
married off; see CADS 388, c, l' ond Michel 19Q7d, 103. 
473 See Veenhol 2003d, 451 and C~en 1995, 56f. nos. 4 and 6. 
474 In EI 6 the wife keeps her daughter and the husbond can obtain his son ofter o payment, in EI 276 
the husbond keeps the three children after he hos paid his wife the divorce money (eziblum). 
475 See Michel 1997c end 2004a. 
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2.8.3. Warnen 
More evidence exists on warnen, both in legal documents dealing with marriage, divorce 
and inheritance, and in the many letters written by or to warnen .476 They concern still 
unmarried daughters, daughters who did not marry because they became ugbabtu-priest-
esses in Assur, warnen in Assur married to traders who for long periods lived in Anatolia, 
warnen living with their (frequently traveling) husbands in Anatolia, and those who had 
become widows there, some of which remarried, also with Anatolien husbands. Warnen in 
Assur, whose husbands had settled in Anatolia, were their valuable partners in taking care 
of the household, producing textiles he could sell in Anato\ia, ·and guarding his interests in 
contacts with the family and with authorities, especially those of the City Hall, who could 
pressure them for their husband's unpaid debts. But wives living in Anatolia also played 
an important role, especially when their husband travelled around and they had to guard 
the hause with it contents, especially merchandise and commerciol records. While warnen 
who lived alone in Assur are weil known from the letters they wrote to their husbands, some 
of those in Anatolia are documented in records that reflect their own, small business transac-
tions. A good example is Lamassatum, the wife of the trader Elamma (whose archive was 
excavated in 1991 /92), according to a description of whot she left behind (kt 91 /k 421, 
nearly ten minas of silver, partly in debt-claims of her husband, textiles, ten slaves) a well-
to-do woman. She appears as a creditor for modest amounts of silver, copper and wool, 
andin one of them (kt 91/k 146:21f.) the debtor had to pay back using her own weighing 
stone. She also assured herself of the services of a man whom she gave a be ~ulatu-loan, 
bought a slave-girl and sold a slave, and she several times sent amounts of silver to her 
daughter Ummi-lshara, who was a ugbabtu-priestess in Assur. Some of the relevant records 
are dated to the period when her husband was still olive, others reflect her activities when 
she was a widow (who survived her husband a few years}, when she was also involved in 
legal matters related to her husband 1s inheritance and in problems d some relatives living in 
Anatolia. Such warnen apparently had private property and funds at their disposal, which 
could derive from what they had inherited, from their dowry and marriage gift (,ddinu), and 
from income they had generated by producing textiles or doing some business (granting 
small loans and credit). lt does not surprise that they could also make a testament (simtum), 
by means of which they bequeathed their property to their sons and daughters. While we 
know that of Lamassatum only by references to and quotations from it, that of her close rela-
tive lstar-lamassi (kt 91/k 453), was found in the archive of Elmma.477 
The case of this lstar-lamassf (which I analyzed in Veenhof 2007a) sheds some light on what 
an Assyrien woman in Anatolia might experience. Aher the death of her Assyrian husband, 
whom she bore fwo sons and a daughter, she was for ten years married to a second, Ana-
tolian husband. After her death problems arose in connection with the implementation of her 
476 See a.1K eh. 7, with more thon hundred letters of women in an annototed translatfon. See for a 
new, dramotic letter, Veenhof 20076. 
477 See Veenhof 2003c, § 6.2. 
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testament, which generated a file of ten records, which provide us with sorne rare pieces of 
information. Since both of lstar-lamassi's sons died at the some time, her second husband 
paid for their buriol and funerary rites; the texts mention their "bewailing" {b!la!um) and whot 
is called "the rernoval her chair" (kussiam _tobbu 'um) and there were expenses for a meol. He 
hod tobe refunded frorn whot the sons would have inherited, apporently because her funeral 
would hove been their filial duty. The settling of the occounts required written specifications of 
what had been paid and was supervisied by lstor-lomassi's dose relatives, notably the above 
rnentioned Lomssaturn ond her son, and the outcome was reported in writing to lstar-lamassi's 
only suNiving heir, her daughter who lived in Assur as ugbabtu-priestess. 
The most notable feature relating to warnen was that Assyrian traders who worked or lived 
abroad could have two wives, one in Assur and one in "the colonies", only one of which 
could have the formal status of "married wife" (assulumj, while the other, who could be an 
Assyrien or Anatolian girl and was married on the basis of a formal controct, was called 
amtum, "maid". This type of bigamy has recenrly be anolyzed in detail in Michel 2006. The 
status of amlum probobly hod implication for the hereditary rights of the children ond perhaps 
also for the conditions for a divorce, if the Assyrien trader eventually wished to return to Assur. 
Such legal complications of course generated a variety of stipulations laid down in morriage 
contracts. 478 
In general the wives of the frequently absent troders acquired rnore responsibilities than was 
the rule in ancient Mesopotarnia, which may explain that they could divorce on equal terms 
with their husbands. The latter in their last wills provided for thern by giving thern a share in 
the inheritance, which usually comprised money (occasionally in the form of debt-claims) and 
a house, and at times the sons were obliged to give them a life-long annual allowance. In 
a recently published testament a troder, in order to make it very clear that his wife will have 
full disposal of what she inherits, stipulates that she "is father and mother of her share in the 
silver", a clause which is a precursor of [and was perhaps the inspiration for) similar ones 
used several centuries later in Nuzi and Ernor.479 Thonks to these provisions and of what 
was mentioned above in connection with Lamssatum, OA warnen had their own possessions 
(rnoney, slaves, jewels, etc.) and this allowed some of them to live independently in the hause 
their husbond hod leh to thern, but there are also cases where the (eldest) son, who inherits 
the family house, has to take care of his widowed rnother and her burial. 48° Fathers usually 
took care in their testarnents to provide weil for their widows and especially for unmarried 
daughters, who had become priestess (ugbobtum) and had tobe able to live independently. 
In a recently published record of an arbitral hereditary arrangement, the daughter of an As-
syrien, who was a priestess, is granted the right to live with and be provided for in Kanesh by 
her sister and the latter's Anatolien husband H., who hod inherited the patemal hause, "just 
like (os if she were) his mother and wife". lf her rights are violated she will receive from H. ''the 
golden [figurines of the) gods of her fother", her iewelery, one servant, a slave-girl, o donkey, 
478 See the literature on "marriage", mentioned obove in § 2.5, and Veenhof 2003c, § 5.1. 
47Q See for the testoment, Albayrak 2000, with the comments in Michel 2000b. 
480 See for these last ospects, Veenhof 1997a, 137-145. 
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and all her belongings, and leave for her brothers.481 But wives of traders could also suffer 
from the consequences of their husbands' commercial failures, 482 when they had to help them 
by "scraping together" (laqalum) all possessions they had in order pay his debts or to pledge 
or seil them, or worse, when the hause itself was sealed or pledged for their husbands' debts. 
Pledging wives was rare, but they could be "seized\ taken as distress by a creditor, a danger 
that one might try to prevent by stipulations in the marriage contract. 483 There is a verdict of 
k6rum Wahsusana that stipulates that an Assyrian's wife, "retained" (presumably as pledge for 
his debts) somewhere in Anatolia, has to be provided for by him by means of a monthly al-
lowance of copper that would allow her to buy food, oil and fire-wood. No wonder that we 
hove several letters in which warnen, in Assur or Anatolia, in deep sorrow or with indignation, 
complain about their plight and the fact that they live in "an ernpty house".484 
In view of the irnportont role of warnen in the Old Assyrien society it is surprising that we 
have very few seal irnpressions by warnen, and seals inscribed with the narne of their female 
owner are alrnost non-existent. There is a seal with the inscription "Ruböturn, daughter of 
Arnur-ilr' (N. Özgü(,: 2006, 105, CS 357 on kt n/k 1700), but it is not used by her, but by a 
certain Usanum, who rnust have acquired it sornehow. The lock of seal irnpressions is in part 
explained by the fact that warnen do not occur as witnesses, who had to seal cornrnercial 
contracts ond judicial records. Warnen would have to seal contracts and iudicial records if 
they were personally involved as party, as proof of their agreernent with a transaction or their 
occeptonce of a liability, but such records are not nurnerous and their sealed envelopes are 
frequently rnissing. We meet several Assyrien warnen as creditors, who give out srnall loans 
or extend credit, but creditors never seal, and Assyrien warnen as debtors are extremely rare. 
Thot warnen did own seals is clear frorn the case of the above mentioned lstar-larnassT, who 
in her testarnent (kt 91 /k 453) assigns her seal to her daughter in Assur, who rnay have need-
ed it as ugbabtu-prietess, that is an unrnarried, econornically independent wornan. But other 
warnen also owned seals and we have and know some from the few preserved envelopes 
of letters they wrote, which always carry the seal of the sender/writer, e.g. that of lstar-bast1, 
irnpressed on the envelope ICK l, 28A (see KKS p. 185, seal 130). There are a few records 
that in listing the seal irnpressions they carry (KISIB PN) rnention also a wornan 1s seal, but this 
does not guaranty that her seal was indeed irnpressed on the envelope. The envelope of KKS 
15, according to which an Assyrien couple owes a silver debt, lists five seal impressions, 
481 Alboyrak 2004. The dauses ore in Assyrian: kimo ummisu so H 17 u ossiti.su usbat 18 oklot u 
passot 19 istisunu ... i/i(DINGIR-/i) so hura~im 24 so obiso sukuhoso ... 28 ino bet obiso H 29 
iddos.simmo o~er ohheso 30 tu~~i. This is a document from the younger level lb ond it reflects 
the now doser ossociation between Assyrions and Anotolians, but this does not mean thot the 
provisions meant to protect the daughter, who was o priestess, were only a later creation. 
482 See in generol Michel 2003ca, "Les femmes et les dettes". 
483 See e.g. the controcts Veenhof 19986, nos. 16 and lc. EL no. 2 forbids the husband to sell or 
pledge (urrubum) his wife, presumably a secondary wife or concubine. 
484 See Ov1Kch. 7 ond also Michel 1998d, an "les malheurs de Kunnaniya". See for very emotional 
letters about the estrongement between a man in Assur and his wife in Kanesh, Veenhof 2006•, 
and Lorsen 2001 on the emotions expressed in such letters. 
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including KISIB lslar-lamassi, but the envelope carries only four different impressions, three 
of the witnesses and the remaining one must be thot of the husband. By impressing his seol 
his wife was made liable os co-debtor and this was expressed by stating that her seal was 
present, though she had not actually sealed. This suggests that in more cases the sealing of a 
record by the husband also bound his wife if she was mentioned os co-debtor ond this also 
happened when Anatolian couples figure as debtors (see Veenhof 2001, 148ff., IV. l, on joint 
liability). A different case is that of EL 11, a witnessed record in which the children of Püsu-ken, 
in the wake of the division of their father's inheritance, renounce mutual claims. The record, 
listing the seal lmpressions, also mentions (line 9), "the seal of Ahoha, daughter of Püsu-ken". 
While we cannot check its presence, because the record is a copy of an envelope, it is un-
likely that her seal was actuolly impressed, since she lived in Assur as ugbabtu-priestess. And 
this is proved by the fact that the record also mentions (line 5] the seol of lddin-abum, son of 
Assur-molik and at the end states that he represented Ahaha (kima A. izziz) in the procedure. 
The words "the seal of PN" apparently moy suffice to fix an obsent person's liability. 
2. 8 .4. Slaves 
Old Assyrian people owned sJaves, both in Anatolia and in Assur. 485 In Anatolia they 
could acquire them by purchase or by foreclosure of persons pledged by defaulting 
debtors, because loans granted to Anatolians were frequently secured by pledging the 
debtor's wife and children. 486 But Assyrian children too, pledged and ultimately sold 
for their father's debts, could become slaves in Assur, where we even have a reference 
(kt 93/k 76:32, courtesy Michel) to a man designated as "slave of the City Hall''. How 
many slaves there were and how they may have been employed, when not serving in a 
family household, is unknown, but the traders were rich and slaves relatively cheap, in 
particular in Anatolia. They appear in several testaments as "slaves and slave-girls" and 
as the collective subrum, 487 and there are quite a number of slave-sales and references to 
them in letters. 488 Note that even Lomassatum, the widow of the troder Elammo, owned 
five slaves and five slave-girls (kt 91/k 421 :23ff.), and that in the division worked out in 
485 We lock a systematic investigation of Old Assyrian slavery. See for slave sales Kienast 1984, with 
Exkurs 2 and 3 on occurrences outside sole controcts, and for new contracts Sever 1998• ond 
Boyram-Cecen 1996, and for an overview Veenhof 2003c, § 4.2, with § 7.1.4 on redemption. 
In Exkurs 2, Kienast in too mony coses assumes o meaning ''servont, subject", though this meaning 
m·1ght obtain in the unique occurrence of o "wordum of the paloce·, in KTS 55b:2f„ since in the 
Mesopotamien view a citizen was a wardum of his King. 
486 In fL 188 an Anatolien family, handed over ["given") lo an Assyrien crecfoor by the locol ruler, is 
redeemed by their guarantor, an Anatolien o~iciol. 
487 In Garelli 1966, 134 lines 12, 20, 41; Prag 1 705:3; VS 26, 132:ll'ff., "the rest of the suhrvm, 
two slave-girls, a boy and o girl, 1 leh to P."; and CCT 3, 27b:4ff., "I hcd six 1uhönJ brought to 
you ... take oclion, seil my subrum .. .". 
488 See also the short note TC 3, 183, which mentions wool, textiles ond sheep, "the price of four 
slave-girls and nine youngsters" (~uhrom). 
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EL 287 one son will obtain one slave-girl as his concubine(?) and three other sons each 
one of the slave-girls with whom they have had sexual contacts (lamadum), together with 
their offspring (h/hdum}.489 Slaves can be claimed or seized as security for a debt,490 and 
when sloves alone are pledged ( erubbatum), we may assume that they seNed as posses-
sory, antichretic pledges, who "were held by the silver (owed)" (isti kaspim uktallu) and 
had to work off the interest an the debt. 491 We have to assume that sloves, in porticular 
in Assur, also worked as seNants, who could be used to ship goods 492 ond even be 
hired out to work as caravan personnel, in which case their owner received the troditional 
interest-free loan (be~ulatum) that counted as wages. 493 A special investigotion an slovery 
in the OA sources would be very welcorr,e. 
2. 9. l.ANGUAGE AND WRffiNG 
Knowledge of the somewhat orchaic Old Assyrien dialect, its grammar and lexicon, and 
especially of the idiom and the commercial jargon hove presented problems and make 
many assyriologists still feel ill at ease with Old Assyrian. 494 This is in part due to the use 
of a limited syllabary and a series of orthogrophic rules that exhibit a measure of varia-
tion, which makes il at times difficult to reconstruct the underlying phonetic realities. This 
is at times compounded by the fact that not all writers were professional scribes, so that 
individual idiosyncrasies occur. Old Assyrien grammar is well presented in K. Hecker's 
Grammatik der Kültepe-Texte495 of 1968 ( GKT), although his consistent use of syllabic 
transliterations instead of bound tronscriptions and the lock of verbal poradigms present 
problems. After so many years and which so many new sources additions and corrections 
are of course possible.496 
489 See for slaves as part of a person's assets also Kienast 1984, 96 no. 2e. 
490 The verbs used are qötam sakönum ina and kattu'um; note TC 3, 60:18ff., "Since he has no 
slave-girl or slove in Kanesh ... take his slave-girl and slave (over there) as securily (katö'um) and 
so collect the silver". In Assur the eponym as head of the City Hall could do this with a debtor's 
slaves, see Kienast 1984, 98f. nos. 2s-2v. 
491 See Veenhof 2001, l 32ff. 
492 See the examples in Kienast 1984, 91 nos. 2h and 2i. 
493 See Klenast 1984, 93 no. 3g. 
494 See Reiner 2001, 'Who is afroid of Old Assyrian?''. 
495 The title is correct in so far as the grammar is based on the texts found at Kültepe, Since numerous 
texts from which dato are used originate from Assur and there is no reason to assume o difference 
between the languoge spoken in Assur andin k.orum Kanesh, the title could slmply have been "Old 
Assyrian Grommar". In that case, however, the dato from the older royal inscriptions should have 
been treoted separately because of their peculiarities (see above note 14). 
496 See AOATT 492f., Index, 3. Gramrnotical Features; Hirsch 1972 (review of GKT), 2001 (use of 
ventive); Hecker 2000 (iin construct state), 200la (dental explosives, use of DA and TA); Matous 
1972 (OA dialect); Michel 1992 and 1998 (fractions ond numbers); Reiner 2001 (general); 
Veenhof 1986c (auxiliary verbs). 
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Old Assyrian writing uses a relatively modest number of cuneiform signs and a limited 
number of logograms, which makes its decipherment easy, but the limitations of the syl-
labary and the not always strictly applied orthographic conventions, require a well con-
sidered choice between possible alternative phonetic values and readings, on the basis of 
grammatical and lexicographical facts, for reconstructing the phonetic and morphologicol 
facts. E.g., TU is not used and DU can render /du/, /tu/, and /tu/, the disttnction between 
/ e/ and / ,/ is poor, doubled consonants and in most cases also long vowels are not indi-
cated, the rules for marking syllable boundaries (broken spellings) and "aleph-signs" ore not 
very strict, while the Assyrian "vowel harmony" (which offects short a in open syllables) also 
complicates the picture. Convincing solutions and interpretations depend on a systemotic 
approoch, which also pays careful attention to syntactic features, os is shown by severol 
recent stud ies of Kouwenberg. 497 
OA writing also exhibits certain developments over time and Larsen 1976, 114 with note 
109 (dealing with the eerly royal inscriptions), already showed thet some of the typical Old 
Assyrien writing conventions (notably in the choice of syllabograms) ore the result of o de-
velopment, which seems to have been completed only during the reign of Erisum 1. Veenhof 
2003, l 2f., in analyzing the spelling variants in the manuscripts of the Kültepe eponym 
list (KEL} could show thot the oldest part of the list (covering the first ca. 60 eponyms), as 
preserved in KEL A, was besed on a menuscript in an orthogrephy which was "conserva-
tive" in its preference for certain syllobograms and logograms, e.g. in using AB,, LA,, MI, 
(extremely rare instead of ME), A-sur, dEN.ZU and PUZUR4 . In addition, it now becomes 
possible to distinguish paleographically early texts, such as the oldest dated (to eponymy 
year 47) controct CCT l l0e (EL no. 97), with its envelope CCT 6, 23c (see now Kryszot 
2001, 263f., and Veenhof 2003, 39, no. 47a). 
The OA lexicon is weil covered in AHw ond especially in CAD, which could use trans-
literations of the "old" texts made by Julius Lewy and for its first volumes the expertise of 
Landsberger. Several specialists in Old Assyrien (Kienast, Hirsch, Larsen, Veenho~ loter 
contributed transliterations, wrote entries or acted os consultants of the CAD. But here 
too corrections and additions are possible from new sources and new interpretations, for 
which one may consult the lexical indexes added to most new text editions and to severol 
monographs. 498 Together they reveal that Old Assyrien comprises quite a number of words 
not attested in other periods of the Akkedian longuage. Same reflect the peculiarities of the 
Old Assyrian dialect, others ore the nemes of o voriety of products, including textiles and 
food-stuffs, conditioned by the Anatolien setting of the transadions, others agein belang to 
497 Kouwenberg 2003 (glottalized consonants). 20040 (first weok verbs), 20046 (N-stem). also 
Edzard 2001 (syllable closing aleph}. Kouwenberg's study of the stotive (OrN569 [2000] 21-71} 
end his dissertation, Geminalion in lhe AUadian Verb [Assen 19971, also poy much ottention to 
Old Assyrian, as do his recenl studies on ''Ventive, Dative and Allatives in Okl Babylonian" (ZA 92 
[2002] 200-240), and "Reflections on the Gt-stem in Akkadian" (ZA 95 [2005] 77-103). 
498 See especiollv those odded to Michel C1AK, Dercksen 1996 lcopper trade), ond 20040 
(institutions). 
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the commercial jargon. The latter comprises both a fair amount of idiom and many techni-
cal terms in the sphere of administration, low, trode and finance, in which the Assyrian 
speakers and scribes demonstrated a measure of linguistic creativity by introducing new 
words or using derivatives from at times well-known verbal or nominal rools in speciollzed, 
new meanings. The development must have been due to the fact that they had to describe 
in detail (perhaps the first to do so) their commercial transactions and financial opera-
tions, both in the letters exchanged between Assur and Anatolia ond in their administrative 
and judicial records. The study of the texts inevitably also resulted in a varie1y of articles 
and notes with lexicol observations, dealing with idiom, technical terminology (mentioned 
above under 11.2.4 and 5), and material culture, and new texts keep acquainting us with 
interesting new lexical dato. Only the more importont ones found in the recent literature are 
mentioned here, 499 but nearly all are digested in "Register Assyriologie. 2. Wörter", which 
oppeors regularly in AIO. 
To gain o better insight into the lexical ospects of Old Assyrien, Kogan {2007), in a pio-
neering article, carried out a lexical comporison between Old Babyonion and Old Assyr-
ian, in which he distinguished lexemes attested exclusively or pre-dominantly in Assyrian, 
common Akkodian lexemes with special prominence in Assyrian, common Akkadian lex-
emes with specific meanings in Assyrian, and derived stems unattested or hoving a different 
meoning in Babylonian, and in oddition treats a number of "minor lexical features" and 
"fixed expressions". He considers it important that "some terms of the Old Assyrien lexicon, 
while apparently of commercial nature, survived into Middle ond Neo-Assyrian periods", 
since this "testifies to their being deeply rooted in the Assyrien dialectal vocabulary". 
Linguistic analysis of the Old Assyrien personal names also contributes to the understanding 
of the language ond the lexicon. Most personal names exhlbit a mixed logographic-syl-
labic writing, which is generally understandable, but the orthography and the limited syl-
labic repertoire may cause problems.500 Various spellings reflect the octua! pronunciation, 
which is linguistically interesting and may provide clues for rules of contraction, vowel 
el ision and stress. 501 
499 Balkan 1957,9-30 (on the language of the Anum-hirbi letterl, 1967 (idlom), 1969 (wagons and 
ploughs), 1986 (ushi°um), Boyram 1990 (seasonol due dates), Dercksen 1998 (ikribü), 1999 
(terms for lypes of loans and credit), 20046 (arhölum, unussum, tuzinnum, uhadinnum}, Donbaz 
1989 (terms for bread}, Donbaz-Veenhof 1985 (nobritum, nam 'udum, sulu.sö ,um, ubaclinnum), 
Hecker 1978 (famlly relationship}, Hoffner 1996 (kumrum, epallum}, Larsen 1967 (slander}, 
1977a (noruqqum, sipkätum, .selu'ulun1J, lion-Michel 2001 (erbi t6mtim, shrimps), Michel 19926 
(sepum, ellutum), 1997a (drink and food}, 1997c (huppum), 20010 (husärum, lapis lazuli). 20036 
(perdum, mule), Sturm 1995a (kaspum ammurum), Veenhof 1987a (balä,tum, muötum), 1989 
(perdum, .sinah!lum, sikkötuml, 1995a (narua'um, kuänum, awatuml, 1995c (i~urtum), 1997a, 150 
(,ddinü),19976 (tamxörum, INÖbi/ ,tuppim}, 19996 (u/uptum, isiltum}, 20036 {mahirum, hamum}. 
500 Does J.Di render 1di, "my arm, support", ,ddi, "he deposited", ,de, "he knows", or iddin, "he gave"? 
501 Note spellings like A-Di-/a-atfor Adad-ellat, also written dM-llLAT; 56/-rnah for Salim-ahum (note the 
remarks in Balkan 197 4, 37 ad lA, where also the forms Salimmuh and Salmuh, used by an Anatolien 
with this Assyrion name, are mentioned); SE-BA-/imfor Sep-älim; TA-BE-A-surfor Täb-pi-Assur, etc. 
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2 .1 Ü. SEALS AND SEAllNGS 
Reconstruction of the commercial octivities is impossible without knowing "who is who", which 
requires collections of names and of the numerous seal impressions. Since most seals have no 
inscription, they have tobe identified from their occurrence on inscribed envelopes. While this is 
simple with letter envelopes, where the seal is that of its writer, those on legal documents present 
more problems.502 The accompanying text that lists them ("Seal of A, son of B", etc.) is not a 
real biscript ("Siegelvermerk") as an Old Babylonian legal documents and the order of the seol 
impressions does not always match that of the text.503 By comparison and elimination many 
owners/users can be identified,504 and several articles try to do this for particular seals.505 
Already in 1927 the standard for text publications was set by A.T. Clay with BIN 4, which 
includes indexes of names and photographs of seal impressions. In his wake text editions 
with drawings or photos of seals gradually became the norm, 506 and in CCT 6 (of 1975) 
D. Collon mode up for this omission in earlier volumes of the British Museum series. Some 
recent editions (e.g. Kienast ATHE) present the seal impressions by means of photographs, 
but good drawings {as in CTIVIN\A 1, KKS and VS 26) in general are more helpful. Mony 
seal impressions on excavated envelopes are shown in the excavation report of 1953 and in 
monographs and articles by Nimet Özgüc, 507 but it is unfortunate that the first editions of of-
ficially excavated texts {AKT 1-3 and TPAK) do not contain them. The publication of all sealed 
(and inscribed) bullae in Özgüc-T unca 2001, with information on their archival provenience, 
is a valuable addition, but for a prosopographic purpose the seal impressions hove to be 
studied in combination with the texts from the same archives, which will allow more identifica-
tions.508 N. Özgüc 1965a, 1968, 2006 ore valuable publications ond descriptions of large 
numbers of seals, but most of the inscribed envelopes on which they figure unfortunotely are 
still unopened and unpublished, so that the owners/users of many seals remoin unknown and 
in many cases we connot date the seal impressions more accurately or connect the quality 
and iconography of a seal with the stotus and role played by the person who owned it. Still, 
502 Apart from the fact that the user of a seal is not always its owner, and occasionally the inscription 
on an inherited seal was not (immediately) adapted, see Teissier 1994, eh. 6. The hpulto'um 
official Hup,tum on the envelope of a letter written by him, used the inscribed seol of another 
lapulfö'um(his predecessor2). Su-Anum, son of Amur-ili, as shown on Özgüc 2003, 292, ill. 
341, cf. Dercksen 20040, 67f. Note also the use of the seal of the issiak.Kum $J/ulu by a later 
narnesake, Silulu, son of Uku, mentioned below in chapter 111.l.2. 
503 See the observotions in Veen hof 198 7 c, and for some ex• mples T eissier 1994. 12. 
504 See for the rnethod used VS 26, 54f. 
505 Garelli 1993, Hirsch 1971, Lorsen 19776 (seal usel, lorsen-M011er 1991, Matous 1974a, 1977, 
1982a, Sturm 1999a, Waetzoldt 1990. See also N. Özgüc 1996a, and 19966 (on the seal of 
Adad-ellot), ond Veenhof 1993, 650 with pi. 128 (seal of the City Hall in Assur). 
506 Texts with seol impre~ions in Progue were even published in o separate volume, KKS. 
507 See Özgüc 19530 (report on the excavations of 1949} pi. LIX-LXV and Özgüc 2003, 282-311, 
N. Özgüc 1965a, 1968 ond 2006, and her many orticles listed in Michel 2003c,l91f. 
508 larsen in OAA l, XXIXf. shows the seals of four moin persons of the Assur-nödö orchive. 
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N. Özgü<; 2006, which publishes and analyzes more than 600 seol impressions, mainly 
from archives excovated in 1951 [kt d/k; 43 texts of the Anotolian Peruwal, and 1962 (kt 
n/k, mainly between numbers 1700 and 2093; the archlve of U$ur-sa-lstor} is a step forward 
thanks to the efforts of A. Karaduman, who read the seal inscriptions and also identified a 
few dozen of their owners/users from the texts written on the envelopes. For the time being, 
a!ongside Özgüc-Tunca 2001, Teissier 1994, with drawings of 677 seals, lisls of their oc-
currences on texts, and indexes of names, is the best tool for the epigraphist. 
Texts from karum Kanesh are not only a rich source of seal impressions, they also contain a 
lot of dato on seals end their use. They inform us on the stones they were made of,509 how 
they were inherited and transferred, end how they were used. lstar-lamassi in her testament 
(kt 91/ 453:lH.) assigned her lapis-lazuli seal to her daughter, a priestess in Assur, and in 
a conflict between two brothers aboul the inheritance of their father, the latter's lapis-lazul1 
seal, given to one of them in order to deliver it to his sister in Assur, plays an important role 
(Hecker 2004, 29lf.). Seals were valuoble ond o seol in wrang hands was dangerous, as 
is dear from the existence from the Old ßabylonian period of a few records in which the lass 
of somebody's seal is publicly announced. Transfer of a seal was a formal act and CCT 5, 
9a:26f. contains the testimony an how a man on his deathbed "loosened his seal from his 
girdle and gave it to me" in the presence of tvvo witnesses.51° CTMMA l, 84:50ff. mentions 
thot a man's strong-room contained ''one seal of 1., son of A, which, while he was still olive, 
four principals put under seal and entrusted to me". 511 
Seals were impressed for a variety of purposes and the general aspects of sealing were 
first discussed in lorsen 1977. During the level II period all seal impressions are on the clay 
envelopes in which the tablets were encased; sealing of tablets begins during the level lb 
period. Those an envelopes of letters identify their writers and those on the envelopes of 
legal documents were applied by parties, witnesses and others who assumed an obligation 
or confirmed the correctness of statements made, verdicts pronounced, or focts established. 
Encosing such a document in a sealed envelope turned it into what was called _tuppum har-
mum, 512 a valid, sealed record with evidentiary value, see Lorsen 1977. The corresponding 
verb haramum, "to encase in an envelope, to turn into a valid record", is very frequent and 
used in abbreviated formulations, such as sibe harämum, "to draw up valid deposition of the 
testimony of witnesses 11 , short for /uppam so s11Je haramum. 51 3 
509 See e.g. Michel 2001a, 354ff. on seals of lapis lazuli. Most seals were made of haematite, cf. 
kt c/k 441 : 3, kunukkam so saduonim. 
510 kunuklw.su H 27 ino qablisu ip/urmo 28 iddinom. 
Sll On the assumption that kunukkum indeed means a cylinder seal and not a sealed record, as is 
occosionally the case in OA, cf. KTS 2, 45:4f., PN kunuk rubö'im ,!qe~akkum, "PN obtained for 
you a document sealed by the ruler". 
512 Similar to OB ermum {CAD E 302, s.v., 1,a), but also written hirmum, CT 48, 15:12, _tuppum 
sehsum hirmum. 
513 In OA one could scry that witnesses who had impressed their seals on a record "are lying on the 
tablet" (ino /uppim nolü}, cf. TPAK 109 rev. 3'{!), or that they "had sealed for testimony" (os.sihütim 
k.onku). see TPAK 120:4. 
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Sealings, usually f n the form of clay bulloe in various shopes, 514 on which the seal was im-
pressed and which offered room for a few lines of text, served many purposes. They could 
be opplied to safeguard and identify items (textiles, 515 pockets with merchandise, silver 
and gold, or toblets) that had to be stored516 or shipped, but also to seal houses, strong-
rooms (named malmukum, "seoled room") and containers in which valuables where kept. 
AOA 7T 30ff. and 41 ff. analyzed the sealing of packets of tin and bogs with textiles, and 
Teissier 1994, as the title of her book indicates, also studied the sealing practices and seal 
ownership (chapters 3, 4 and 6). 517 Dercksen 2004a, 90ff. examined the meoning of the 
frequently mentioned "seals of the City" (kunukku §a älim}, applied to merchandise shipped. 
He concluded that this expression does not mean the applicatlon of an orficial seal518 by 
the city authorities as proof of clearance for expert (by payment of the expert tax, wositum). 
Apparently the packets or containers with merchandise had been sealed on departure 
from Assur by their owners or those entrusting them for tronsport, so that they could not be 
opened en route519 and their contents were safeguarded against froud. 
A seal impression alone was not a!woys sumcient, probably because most seals were 
without inscription and identifying their owners was at times difficult, as we con experience 
when studying the numerous, rother similor OA seols, but of course, relatives and partners 
knew each other's seals. In the deposition ICK l, 153 people tel1: "We entered {the hause) 
and identified the seals (on a bog with textiles) and they ore indeed lmd,lum's seals!" On 
the clay of bullae the name of the owner (or user) could be "indicated, marked" (sumam 
waddu ,um) alongside fhe seal impression. Several texts deol with the problem of identify-
ing the owner of a seol impressed on a legal document which turned up in the archive of 
a dead trader and whose validity was contested. In EL 293 a son identifies the seal o~ his 
father on a debt-note and because its presence in the creditor's archive normally implies 
that the debt had not yet been paid, he has to provide witnesses to the contrary. 520 A 
verdict of the City (kt n/k 147, courtesy S. Bayram) authorizes a man to lead the wife ond 
son of a dead trader to the gate of the god in order to identify the latter's seal on a text, 
andin kt 89/k 279:9-12 (courtesy Y. Kawasaki) o man who denies a debt is told by his 
5i4 See for the voriety in shopes, usuolly conditoned by their purpose (label attached by meons of 
slrlngs, stopper of a jar, seoling pressed on a bosket, etc.}, Özgüc-Tunca 2001, 134ff. 
515 Seals were applied to the hem (sissiktum) of textiles, to identify their owner, see AOAll 43f. 
516 Also in a temple, as in TC 3, 68:19ff. (see AOAll 43), where o man is ordered lo bring a packet 
(nksum) with gold into the temple of .Assur. "Ask the priest for the leather bog which contains the 
packets with my seals, then inspect my seals and break them and place the packet with gold in 
the ... , apply sealings and mark the front (panum) of the sealing wilh my name". 
517 Subjects discussed ore second hond seols, borrowing and entrusting, ownership, nationolity ond stotus, 
and women ond seols. Note also Kryszat 20046 on the use of the seals of the rulers of Assur. 
518 Such as the seal inscribed with the words ''Seal of Assur, of the nishotu-ta~, of the City Hall", shown 
on his p. 91. 
519 See for texts woming against opening pockets of tin (stJqlum) by breoking their secls, AOA7730ff. 
520 He (or somebody representing him) might have paid cosh, or against o quittonce, without yet 
hoving exchonged the lotter for the debt-note, to concel both. 
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creditor: "I hold you because of your tablet for identifying your seal (impression)M. 521 In the 
case of o disputed debt-note, sealed by lwo witnesses, it is agreed that if one of them "has 
identified" [ waddu~um} his seal impressions by saying: "They are mine", the debtor will poy 
(kt a/k 264:6ff .) . 
Breaking somebody's seals was a formal act, which required a permit, e.g. in cases where 
special committees ore authorized to breok the seals on a dead troder's strong-room in 
order to take out certain tablets or goods they are entitled to. 522 Broken sealings are tan-
gible evidence of such an action and the writers of ICK 1, 149 tell a man, whose seals on 
a packet with silver they have broken (sarömum), "We sent you your sealings which we 
broke".523 In the official letter TPAK 44a ( CMK27a)524 korum Kanesh asks karum Durhumit 
to produce a number of records which are "in karum Durhumit (in containers) sealed by the 
seol of the karurrl') to break (saramum) those seals and take cognizance of the tablets and 
send the relevant records, "placing the seals which you are breaking inside", under your 
seals to korum Kanesh. 
2 .11 . PROSOPOGRAPHY AND PERSONAL NMAES 
Ta understand the trade, the constitution of the family firms, the patterns of partnership, 
investment, commission, and credit, it is essential to know who is who. This requires a full 
collecrion of the thousands of occurrences of personal names, with their patronymics, in 
particular in dated texts, preferably together with their identified or identifiable seal impres-
sions. But many persons in letters are not identified by patronymic, and while some trad-
ers, fortunately, have rare or even unique nomes (lmdilum, Püsu-ken, Elamma}, most have 
many nomesakes, which is particularly nasty in the "old texts", whose archival provenience 
is not known. In such cases identificotion requires the analysis of the commercial or family 
context in which a trader operates, which means drawing up lists of his correspondents, 
debtors, partners, investors, transporters, and the people who belong to his family or who 
confront him in lawsuits. Usually, however, problems remain, and in his recent edition of 
the dossier of Assur-nödö and his father, Assur-idi, Larsen writes: "The reconstruction of the 
family of Assur-id1 is seriously hampered by the unfortunate fact that all the central persons 
521 ano /uppirn ono kunukktko uddu 'em ukälka. 
522 E.g. in CO 5, 3o: 27ff., where people had opened Elamma's sealed strongroom, soying: "We 
act under the orders and responsibility of the principols". The report continues with "When they had 
opened the strong-room they brought five persons, outsiders, into the house and had them apply 
their seals (on the door) and they applied their own seals together with them". 
523 In all such cases the texts simply write kunukkum. OA knows the special term for "seo\ing", fipossum, 
but it is very rare; it is used in TC l, 30:10 for sealings placed on the doors and windows of a 
hause. In TPAK 7:4f. we meet the expression p!lr6t /uppirn, "the broken pieces of the (opened) 
tabler. 
524 A photo of the obverse of the envelope in Dercksen 2004a, 244, and photos of the eight different 
seol impressions of those who ad for the korurn in Özgüc-Tunca 200\, pls. 1-K. 
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in this group had extremely common names. For the name Assur-idi we have 23 different 
patronymics attested; 22 are known for Assur-nädä; 26 different patronymics are attested 
for Assur-takläku, whereas we have "only" twelve for lli-älum" (the last three are sons of 
Assur-idi). 525 Michel 1991d met similar problems with people named lnnäya, and with 
traders called Puzur-Assur or Assur-mälik (with more than sixty namesakes) they are even 
worse. At times the problems are aggravated by the use of abbreviated names (lkuppia 
for lkuppi-lstar, lkua for lkünum or lkün-pi-DN, etc.) and occasionally even nicknames. 526 
Not surprisingly, the Assyrians themselves at times wanted to make clear which person was 
meant, for which they used several devices. 527 Same persons are identified by their profes-
sion, 528 others opparently hod such common names ond probably namesokes within the 
family or firm thot, with omission of their personal name, they were designated as "son of 
PN" or as "our PN'' (PN ma~um).52Q Others again were identified by mentioning the town 
from where they originated or where they lived, the latter no doubt when the commerciol 
network had expanded and members of firms had settled more or less permanently in vari-
ous colonies. 530 Sirnilar strategies were also used in the eponym list, where we have epo-
nyms designated as hapiivm [no. 40), so kakke, "the man of the weapons", so i.NUN, "the 
man who trades in ghee" {no. 25), and even tamkarum(no. 128).531 Dated occurrences are 
helpful to map a person's career and to know who were his contemporories. 
Kryszot also tries to derive clues from the writing, paleography ond sign use, since there 
are differences related to time, perhops also due to the scribal trodition within a family or 
archive.532 With a growing number of digital photos of original tablets becoming avail-
525 Larsen 2002, XIX. 
526 Dercksen 1996, 96, suggests that Su-Anurn, the father of Adad-~ululi, was also called Kuskusum. 
See for examples of nicknarnes, Veenhof 2003, 26f., PN sakkukum, "the deaf one·, ~allamum, 
"the block one", and 11/imum, "the twin". 
527 See Veenhof 2003, 25ff. 
528 People designated os priest (kumrum) of a particular god, e.g. "Monnuba, priest of Assur (this 
happened regularly in Anatolien records, especially during the level lb period, see VLl.2.4); 
as "lieutenanf (loputlö'um), interpreter (!orgumannum, Assur-malik in AKT 3, 30:19f., lstor-pilah, 
la-or-gu-me-a-nim in kt 92/k 194:40), as "scribe" (.tupsorrum, passim), molohum, "bootrnan", 
noppahum, "blacksrnith", söbium, "brewer" etc. Also participles used as professionol designations, 
such as (see CAD M/II for references) mupazzirum, "srnuggler", musondum, muslaqqitum [also 
TPAK 116:7), ond mu.slebbilum(olso VS 26, 10:21). In addition we have designotions of the type 
sa .labh"m, "salt deoler" (kt 86/k 153A:4). Women too were occasionally identified in this way, 
note PN sobitum, "tavern keeper" (KBo 9, 10:4), and PN iabsutum, "midwife" (TC 3, 219:9). 
529 Never confused with nuo'um, "native", "Anatolian", poce V. Donbaz NABU1995/l13. 
530 This was regul• rly done by writing PN so GN, but in some cases nisbes were used, e.g. PN 
How,lium, "from Hawil(a}" (Nashef 1991, 58, twice of Assur-täb, also lli-böni in AKT 3, 61 :27), 
Tadmurium(Noshef 1991, 11, note also kt 86/k 168:5, "Pilah-Adad, son of the man from Tadmur"); 
Assur-täb .Sima/61/um, TTC 9:16; Alöhum Ussaium, CCT 6, 46b:24f.; etc. 
531 See Veenhof 2003, 25ff. 
532 See Kryszat 2004a, 19f., 30 and 32. Veenhof 2003, llf. also noted scribol differences between 
the various monuscripts of the eponym list and assumed an older source for the first eo. sixty 
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able, paleographic studies can become a means of distinguishing older and younger texts, 
ond also different hands, both of professional scribes and of traders who had learned how 
to write. Distinclive criteria are the style of the writing {slanting or more upright, more or less 
cursive), features such as the use of the word dividing wedge or the "Personenkeil", and the 
preferences for certain signs (in cases where there are options). Krsyzat 20046 applied 
such criteria in an attempt to determine which ruler of Assur had written a letter in which he 
only figures as (anonymous) wok/um. In his analysis of the spelling in the main manuscript of 
the eponym list (KEL A), Veenhof 2003, 12f., could show that the source for the oldest part 
of the list used a more conservative orthography (see above chapter 2.9). 
Early text publications, such as CCT 1-4 (1921-1927), did not yet contain indexes of names, 
but A.T. Clay's BIN 4 (1927) sei the example and indexes slowly became the norm, al-
though TCL 14 and 19-21 (1928-1937}, by F. Thureau-Dangin and J. LevVY, did not yet 
include them. lhe first systematic collection of personal names was Stephens 1928, and 
much later Hirsch 1961 listed and discussed al\ theophorous names,533 while Gwaltney 
1977 presented a names index an EL. The enormous increase af texts naw calls for a com-
prehensive list, which is being prepared by J.G. Dercksen and may also serve os a basis 
for more detailed prosopagraphic studies of the main traders and their families. The epo-
nym list can now help to find out which years o trader's career spanned, when he served as 
year- or week-eponym534, when he first appeared in the sources, when he took aver (when 
his father died or returned ta Assur), and when he himself vanished from the sources. 535 This 
has been done for a number of important traders in Kryszat 20040, chapter 2, 536 and he 
also compiled o (still unpublished) list of all occurrences of persons in dated texts. 
Prosopagraphic studies have been undertaken for quite some time,537 and some also of-
fer genealogies. Good examples are lchisar 1982 and Larsen 1982a, on the archive of 
lmdilum, Michel 1991 d on the lnnaya texts, and mare recently Michel 1997 on Sumi-abiya 
and Assur-mutappil, Larsen 2002 on the family of Assur-idi, and Kryszat 2004a on various 
traders and their families, in particular on Püsu-ken (pp. 40-50, with genealogy). Dercksen 
1996, chapter 4, studied some importont merchants engaged in the copper trade, 538 ond 
Dercksen 2001a the main persans of the texts fram Amkuwo and Hattus (Nabi-Enlil, lddin-
Kübum and Daya). Kryszat 20040 also collected dato an the better-known year epanyms, 
eponyms, identifiable by its preference for certain syllabograms and by more logographic spellings 
in the names of persons and gods. 
533 See now also Eidern 2004. 
534 But there are many datings by week-epoynm with do not mention the yeor-eponym. 
535 Several texts mention that o trader "unfortunately" (/a !tbbi J/im) has died. Deaths are also reflected 
in last wills and in agreements on and legal fights about inherltance matters. 
536 In some cases we know the year of their death, if problems with the division of an inheritance had 
generoted doted records or records which mention when the death hod occurred (e.g. kt m/k 
69:45, cf. Hecker 2004; kt 91/k 420:lBf., refers to the death of Elamma). 
537 EL and the vorious articles by Julius Lewy contain many prosopographic dato. 
538 Adad-$ululi, Alahum, lmdilum, Puzur-Assur, and U~ur-sa-lstar, some of them were also studied in 
Kryszat 2004a. 
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several of which were also active in the trade and therefore occur in archival texts. 53Q In 
addition a number of articles investigates particular persons or families, at times in consider-
able detail. 540 . 
Of most families of traders three generations ore ottested in the sources, occasionally 
four, in which cose the first generotion usually only oppears in patronymics. The evidence 
of course depends an the size and completeness of reconstructed or excavated archives 
and, as noted above, the early period (before eponymies 75-80) and the last two dec-
ades of level II are usually poorly attested. As an example I mention the case of Püsu-ken, 
son of Suejjo541 who is attested in texts dated be1ween yeors 78 and 98, followed by his 
son ßuzazu, ottested be1ween yeors l 00 and 111, while the latter's son Püsu-ken, called 
after his grandfather, occurs a few times in undated, but apparently lote texts, 542 which 
is also the case w1th his second son, Assur-iddin. 
A special issue are the hundreds of names of Anotolians, which occur in texts of the Assyr-
ians and in those of their own archives. Many remain just names, but several have regular 
commercial contacts with Assyrian traders, at times within the framework of a marriage 
between two ~amilies, or act as deolers and money-lenders within the Anatolian com-
muni~. Of some we know the profession or function, especialry of the numerous persons 
with a title of the type robi + noun and of those qualified as priest of a particulor god, 
which are especially numerous in the Anatolian texts of the younger level lb (see below 
Vl.1.). Linguistic analysis of their nomes543 also allows to determine their ethnicity and 
provides a picture of the composition of the early population of Anatolia. The first to do 
so systemotically544 was Garelli 1963, part l, chapter 3, "Les populotions en presence", 
who dealt with Hittites and Luwians (and how to distinguish them), the (Proto-)Hattic 
population, and the Hurrians. He also treated the hypocoristic names, which usually defy 
ethnic classification and discussed (p. 161-168) the merging of different ethnic groups, 
in particular the morriages between Assyrians and Anotolians and the names of their off-
spring. He was followed by Laroche 1966, Les Noms des Hittifes, which indudes names 
539 See also Larsen 1976, part 3, chapters 4 and 5, and Dercksen 2004a, 56ff. 
54° Kryszat 2001 (lddin-lstar). Matous 1969 (Puzur-Assur), Michel 1994 (Hurasänum), 1998d 
(Kunaniya). Sturm 2000 (Büsija. ldnaya), 2001 (Puzur-Anna, the blacksmith). 
541 See Kryszat 2004a, 40-50, with geneology on p. 44. Suejja (to be distinguished from Püsu-
ken's eldest son, nomed after his grondfather) himself is not octive ond only occurs os patronymic. 
We cannot identify him with Su-Suen, son of Buzözu, who occurs as transporter in CCT 2, 4o:9, 
a letter sent from Assur to our Posu-ken. While Suejja might be abbreviated from Su-Suen, it is 
difficult to assume that the father of an imporant trader worked os transporter. Lines 28ff., "when 
he arrives (in Kanesh) he must give you (back) 12 1/2 shekels of silver, his service Icon, end then 
he con go where he wishes", moreover, would mean that Suejjo was is in the service of his sonor 
the latter's partner, which is impossible. 
542 Also in kt 92/k 194:2, from the archive of Kuliya, where he is staying in Kubumot. 
543 Which hos to take into account the feotures of OA orthography ond spelling voriotions, see GKT 
Ss Be, 96, 12, 156, 17b, 19h, 25, and 27e. 
544 He had some precursors, notobly A. Goetze, in various studies listed in Michel 2003c, 164. 
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from the texts from Kanesh, 545 which was supplemented by Laroche 1981. Since then the 
number of non-Assyrien names, provisionally distinguished into Neshite (or Proto-Hittite), 
Luwian, Hurrian546 and (Proto-)Hattic, has considerably increased.547 Both OA studies 
and Anatolien linguistics would profit from a new, comprehensive collection and analysis 
of all such names, which can build on work already done, in particular by Balkan in 
va rious o rtides. 548 
545 See the review by L. Matous, ArOr 37 (1967) 619-21. 
546 See for Hurrians and Hurrian names, apart From Garelli 1963, 155ff., also Dercksen 1996, 163, 
end Wilhelm 1996. See for the Hurrian term .sinoh,lum, "second in command", Veenhof 1989, 
524, end for unussum, "service obligation", Dercksen 20046, 140 (he assumes thot uhödinnum 
is of Luwian and luzinnum perhaps of Hittite origin). Early recognized Hittite loanwords are ishiu/, 
"contract" (?), and ispato/(;J, "lodging". 
547 And will increase even more if the archives of Anatolien traders found in the karum are finally 
published. 
548 Balkan 1973, 1974, 1979, and 1992, see also Donbaz 19966. 
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1 . ßEFORE KÄRUM KANESH LEVEL II 
l .1. UNTIL THE UR 111 PERIOD 
Our knowledge of the early history of Assur, before 2000 BC, is limited. In 1.1 1 already 
mentioned the fact that the city, ruled by a governor, belonged to the Ur III empire, but there 
is little material evidence for the early phases, which are mostly only documented in the tem-
ple of lstar. Domination by the Old Akkadian empire, probably already under Manistusu, 
who built at the lstar temple in Ninive,549 is clear from a few inscriptions, which mention 
Manistusu, as lord of Azuzu [RII\M 1, 8), and Rimus, and from a small group of Old Akka-
dian texts found in a destruction layer under the Old Palace. 550 This links up with Naröm-
S1n's northward push and his subjugation of the rulers of Subartu and "the Upper Lands", 
which is documented at Niniveh, Nagar (Tell Brak), by his relief at Pir Hüseyn (north-east 
of Diyarbak,r), and by inscriptions which commemorate that he reached Talhat, Hahhum, 
the sources of Euphrates and Tigris, 551 and his Cilician campagin. While these facts, as 
presented most recently by Goodnick Westenholz 1998, point at the existence of relations 
between Old Akkadian Mesopotamia and Anatolia, it is not easy to define them, but they 
moy have been of a commercial nature. Levels 11-13 of the city-mound of Kanesh, from the 
end of the Early Bronze Period, indeed contain evidence for contacts with Mespotamia in 
the form of imported objects.552 
Contemporary written evidence for Old Akkadian contacts with Anatolia does not exist and 
we can only draw on two later compositions. An OB text from Sippar, which belongs to 
the tales around the "great rebellion" against Naröm-Sin and in which Gutium is the main 
antagonist, simply lists the kings of Hahhum and Kanesh among his enemies. 553 More 
549 As recorded by Samsi-Adad 1, see Rt1-1A l, 53 11:2lff. 
550 See Neumann 1997, l 34ff., also on the mention of Assur in Old Akkadian texts from Gosur and 
in a fragment of an "orchoic kudum/. 
551 See for the inscription now C. Wilcke, ZA 87 (1997) 24, J, Vlll:31-39. 
552 See Goodnick Westenholz 1998, 13 and l9f. Özgüc 2003, 29, stotes thot Konesh by thot 
time "had developed economic end cultural connections with Mesopotomia ond Northern Syrio, 
evidenced by the imported cylinder seols, pottery and metol objects", but it seems to be more a 
matter of designs ond types than of identified Akkodian objects importerd into Anatolia. 
553 Goodnick Westenholz 1997, text 17:1 6'-7'; the nomes of both kings are broken, they end in 
-anda and -ha-an. 
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informative is the tale called "King of Battle" (sor tomhariL 554 on Sargon's campaign to 
Anatolia and his victory over the king of Burushanda, later known as an important trading 
city and the seat of an Old Assyrian colony. Could this tele contain a historical ·core", the 
source of the surprising mention or Burushando and perhaps also of Ka[nish] and of the 
fact that the king is persuaded to take action by the representative (sukallum) of the troders, 
whose interests apparently have been harmed by what the king of Burushanda did?555 But 
much remains unclear and after the conquest of "the fabled Burushanda" and in the meet-
ing with its ruler trade is not an issue. The mention of a mighty mountain with lopis-lazuli 
and gold and of a series of impressive trees (lines 28f.) is to stress how difficult the road 
to the city is and not to describe its (commercial) riches. And in the end (rev. 24'ff .) only 
the attractive fruits of a variety of trees are mentioned, 556 which nevertheless are said not 
to be worth a journey to the city. The text might reflect memories of early trading contracts 
and perhaps even use dato mentioned in a (now lost) original Sargonic inscription, 557 
supplemented by later knowledge. 558 But without additional evidence we cannot use it for 
a historical reconsfruction. While the ex1stence of an eorly community of Mesopotomion 
traders working and staying in Anotolia, after the pattern of the Old Assyrian colonies, 
seems anachronistic, trade contacts by caravan are possible. That Hittite historiographic 
tradition has knowledge of the great kings of Akkad end that battles of them are somehow 
linked with their own military history, is better explained from later borrowing, either from 
the North-Mesopotamian Hurrion traditions or from ancient Assur, where these same kings 
were admired already in the 20th century BC., when Assur's ruler Sarru-k1n l borrowed the 
great Sargon 1s name, complete with its divine determinative.559 
554 See now Goodnick Westenholz 1997, 102ff., text 9. There also exists an originally Middle-Hittite 
version, see now E. Rieken, in: /CHIV, 576ff. 
555 Text 9B 5f., "The cily of Ka[nesh ...... ] 1 desire war, they have subjugated [ ]", but K• nesh 
is restored • nd the city does not figure in what follows. Goodnick-Westenholz takes ''they hove 
subjugated" as the casus bel/J; but if so, it remains unclear what had happened; perhaps the 
subjugation of Kanesh by Burushanda, which would have harmed Mesopotamian traders2 Later 
on the troders seem to say that they went there under Sargon's protection, but now foce violence 
(line 18). 
556 Note the mention of "pistachios of Burushattum" in a letter from Mari, in Durand 2001, 130, lines 
16f. 
557 lf so. we cannot exdude that an exploit of Naram-Sin was transferred to Sargon. The possibility 
of literary, legendary elaborations of dato in original inscriptions has been confirmed by the 
discovery of Naram-Sin's original inscription about "the great revoll", see C. Wilcke, Z4 87 
(1997) 11-32. 
558 Possibly supplied by OA traders familiar with Anatolia, which links up with OA interest in the 
exploits of the great Sargonic kings, which has become clear by the discovery of a tale of 
Sargon (published in Günbatt1 1998a, see now also Van de Mieroop 2000 and especially 
Dercksen 2006), written down before 1900 BC, which actually makes it the oldest tale of thot 
kind preserved. 
559 His grandson Naram-Suen did the same, see Veenhof 2003, 44ff. 
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l. 2. FROM THE UR III PERIOD UNTIL ILUSUMA 
lf the reign of Erisum 1, under whom the trade on Kanesh and the system of eponymous 
!tmums became established facts, started in ca. 197 4 BC, there are only ca. fifty years 
avoilable after the end of Ur III to accommodate the rulers who precede him. They are in 
the first place his direct ancestors, nos. 30-32 of AKL, the first rulers of the "Puzur-Assur 
dynosty", andin oddition perhaps also no. 27, but nos. 28-29 are a problem. Akiya, 28, 
is completely unknown, and Kikkiya, no. 29, is only mentioned by Assur-rem-nisesu as an 
early builder (before lkünum, no. 34) of the city-wall, 560 which suggests that the Middle 
Assyrian king had found a building inscription (an inscribed brick?) of him. We could doubt 
this by assuming that T uspiya and Kikkiya were taken from the King List and presented as 
earliest builders of respectively the temple of Assur and of the city-wall, but we cannot prove 
it. lf Kikkiya really has fortified Assur, it could have been an activity linked with the newly 
gained independence. 561 
In AKL he is preceded by the mysterious 5u-/i-/i(variant Su-le-e), whose ''father" Aminum 
recurs as no. 26, as son of lla-kabkabo, and therefore as elder brother of Samsi-Adad 
1. He apparently served to link the line of Samsi-Adad's ancestors (kings nos. 26-17, 
listed in reverse order) with the rulers who preceded him on the throne of Assur. 562 Since 
this link is clearly secondory, Sulili remains an isolated figure, but his position in the list, 
as first ruler after the group of "ancestors" and before the beginning of the "Puzur-Assur 
dynasty", could identify him os the earliest independent ruler of Assur, perhaps even as 
Ur 111's last local governor, who in due time had become independent. He is mentioned 
in a text of Tukulti-Ninurta 1, 563 which states "From the beginning to the oppeorance(2)564 
of the dynasly of Sulili, up to the dynasty of [ ]". The concept of his ''dynasty'' (bala} 
must be based on the fact that, after the group of six kings that he heads, the King List 
inserts the summarizing remark "In all six kings [known from] bricks, whose limums have 
not been found/ marked" (see chapter 1. 2 .1}. But this remark only explains the lock of 
information on the length of their reigns and it is extremely likely that a new dynasty in 
fact started with king no. 30, Puzur-Assur, the earliest ancestor mentioned by both Salim-
ahum and llusuma. The only possibility of identifying Sulili would be to equate him, as 
has been amply discussed, 565 with a ruler only known from his seal inscription found on 
560 See above, note 2. 
561 See already Larsen 1976, 39. 
562 Thal the identity and chronological position of Aminum hove become problematic due to MEC has 
been noted in Veenhof 2003, 62 note 112. 
563 Edited in Lambert 1985, the quote is from lines 5f. 
564 Lombert takes Sumerian a . d a . m i n , "fight, quarrel", on the bosis of the Akkadian equivolent 
le$t"luas "the going out", which in concrete probably means "the appearonce", since in AKL Sulili 
heads the group of six rulers without known regnal years, which follows the group of rulers colled 
"ancestors". lf Sulili really marks the emergence of Assur as an independent city, 'struggle" should 
not surprise. 
565 By Balkan 1956, 54ff.; lewy 1956, 72ff.; Garelli 1963, 33ft. 
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tablet envelopes from körum Kanesh level II: A-surki / LUGAL / $i-lu-lu / ENS[ A-surki / 
DUMU Da-ki-ki / NIMGIR URU A-surki, 566 on the assumption of a serious scribal mistake 
in the King List. 567 This seal is only known from its later use on envelopes found in karum 
Kanesh level II, by a namesake, Silulu, the son of Uku,568 who was year-eponym 98 of 
the year 1876 BC, by which time he must have been an adult and experienced citizen. 
This creates a problem for Le-wy's claim (based on the principle of papponomy} that he 
would have obtained the seal as this ruler 1s grandson, because the temporal distance is 
too big. We simply do not know the relation between the eponym and the ruler whose 
seal he used. lf we equate king no. 27 with the Silulu of the seal, he can only have ruled 
before the Puzur-Assur dynasty. Some support for this dating could be derived from the 
seal inscription, which begins with the "credo" that Assur is the king of the city and Silulu 
its governor, which, as pointed out by Balkan 1 closely resembles the text on the seals of 
early rulers of Eshnunna after the Ur III period. 569 The fact that Sulili is not related to the 
following "Puzur-Assur dynasty" may be compared with the situation in Eshnunna, where 
the first independent ruler after the demise of Ur III is also an isolated figure, with a dif-
ferent title ("mighty king"}, after whom a new dynasty starts. 
The earliest ruler known from an inscription is Salim-ahum, who records that he built 
(at) the Assur temple 1'at the god's request", mentioning a number of chapels and rooms 
situated around the main inner court, among which one called "the palace (E.GAL} of ... 
Dagan", presumably identical to what was later called bet Dagan, an important chapel 
shared by Dagan with Enlil and other gods.570 This building activity would fit well into 
the early years of political independence, when the temple of the eponymous city god 
mattered much. 
566 See Balkan 1955, 54ff. ond 1957, 60f., with R!NtA l, 12. See for a drawing Teissier 1994, 221 
no. 237. 
567 This is not easy, not only because the vowel pattern is di~erent, but also because in the seal 
inscription his name begins with the sign SI (extremely rare in OA), which should not have caused 
confusion, as an OA spelling with initial ZI could have (cf. a comparable case with the ambiguous 
DU, mentioned in Veenhof, 2003, 21). 
568 See Larsen 1976, 146 note 120, with literature; he does not rule out the possibility that $ilulu 
belonged to the family of the rulers. 
569 The earliest independent ruler, Su-ilia, called himself "king of the land Warum", but his successors 
(RtME 4, 489ff.) called themselves e n s i of the city, whose "mighty king" was the god Tispak. 
With lpiq-Adad 1 (522) the inscriptions becomes different, starting with RN1 naröm DN ENSI GN 
DUMU RN 2_ See also Whiting, A!O 34 (1987) 24 and C. Reiche!, in: Studies Kienasl, 355-
373, who is inclined to link the change in title with political misfortune after Su-ilia, "when political 
power had suffered a terrible and lasting blow" ( 359). 
570 See Larsen 1976, 56f., and Van Driel 1969, 32f. 
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1 . 3 . ILUSUMA AND ERISUM 1 
The next two kings, nos. 31 and 32, are also known from original inscriptions, 571 which 
present full genealogies, starting with Puzur-Assur 1 (no. 31), apparently the founder of the 
dynasty, whose name (extremely common in ancient Assur) was also used by two later rul-
ers, nos. 36 and 61. llusuma did work an the lstar temple, on the wall and on the residential 
area of his city.572 and he also provided it with water from springs in mount Abib, the Jebel 
Ma~lul, a northern spur of the Gebel Hamrin, on which the city was built. llusumo is best 
known for what he describes next, at the end of inscription 2: 
"/ established the addurörum of the Akkadians and their chddren. / woshed their 
copper. / established their addurörum from the front of the lagoon and Ur and Nip-
pur, Awal and Kismar, Der of the god /staran, untJI lhe City (of Assur} ". 
Larsen, 573 after a solid analysis of these intriguing lines, consrders it a description of a 
measure that "attempted to attract troders from the south to the merket of Assur by giving 
them certain privileges". The problem is to know what "estoblishing oddurarum" and "wosh-
ing a person's copper" in concrete mean. The latter measure is at times interpreted os a 
cancellation of debts in copper, since the verb masa'um, "to wash awoy", can be used 
for it, 574 but it is difficult to envisoge it, since Assur to oll oppearances was supplied with 
copper from the south (presumably from Oman, via the Persian Gulf} and "woshing copper" 
cannot mean "to abolish laxes an copper''. Dercksen 1986 suggested that the king "boasts 
himself of having been oble to melt and refine copper that was brought to his city by the 
Akkadians, as proof of power or of prosperity". But in 2003 he suggested that the words 
could indicate that Babylonia during this period was supplied with copper via Assur, pre-
sumably with copper from the mines at Ergani Maden, when imports via the Persian Gulf 
had been interrupted. 'To wash their copper'' then would mean "to supply them with refined 
copper", and imply that copper was refined at Assur before being shipped to the south. 
Both interpretations have their problems and for lock of evidence from Assur the choice is 
difficult, but I prefer the first one because it better suits the basic meaning of "to wash". 
Addurärum primarily meons the restoring of the original situation, which can mean gront-
ing "freedom", if its beneficiaries had been subjected to forced labor or slavery. The latter 
is meant in the recently published treaty between korum Kanesh and the king of Kanesh 
(chapter V. 2 .1), which speaks of establishing the "addurarum of slave-girls [and slaves]". 575 
This could be accomplished by a royal cancellation of debts and its consequences, but 
571 RbtM l, A.O. 31 end 32. 
572 The words of llnes 23-29 probobly hove to be tronslated as ~, designed a new woll crosswise 
(?) ond in this wcry I added ("assigned") house plots to my city". His work on the lstor temple, 
considering the new reconstruction by Bär 2005, must hove been on temple E. 
573 Larsen 1976, 63-78. 
574 Locol rulers of Anatolia in the Old Assyrien period use the expression huhullam ma.s6 •um (see 
Bolkon 1976). which was probably borrowed from Assyrio. 
575 See Günbatt1 2004, 253, lines 82f., where in line 83 on expects a verb, possibly fo-.ja-Ju-nu-m: 
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also by eliminating an oppressor. This is the case in the oldest occurrence of the term in 
an inscription of Naram-Sin of Akkad, who did so by defeating "the oppressor" of Kish, 
obviously Lugalzagesi of Uruk. 576 But it is extremely unlikely that llusuma had the military 
power to do so (and from whose oppression?) with the "Akkodians)l, that is people living 
south of Assur in an area ranging from Eshnunna all the way down to Ur and the Persian 
Gulf.577 And he rnight perhaps cancel the debts of "foreigners11 , but only if they had becorne 
indebted to Assyrians and lived as debt-slaves in Assur, which is extremely unlikely. 578 
This leaves us with derived meanings of ondurarum, such as exemption from laxes and 
freedom of traffic and circulation of goods, advocated by Lewy, 579 for which there are old 
examples. 580 This makes it a rneasure with an economic, commercial goal, which fits the 
development of Assur as o trading city. lt also makes it understandable that it applies to "the 
Akkadians and lheir sons", since an abolition of taxes and tolls has a lasting effect, while 
a cancellation of debts, in OB royal decrees designated os "restoring equity" (misaram 
sokanum). always was an ad hoc measure, which was only retroactive. 
This interpretation is supported by the geographicol range of the measure, which suggests 
an itinerary which links southern Babylonia (Ur and the area of the lagoons} with Assur, via 
Nippur, with a crossing of the Tigris somewhere near Maskanshapir, from where the raute 
continues to the north-east, to Der (Bodreh) and via Kismar across the Diyala to Awal, 581 
and then along the foothills of the Zagros and east of the Tigris to Assur. This rnay have 
been the raute taken by "Akkadian" caravans that visited Assur to do business there. 582 
576 See C Wilcke, Z4 87 (1997) 25 J, X:12f. who restores ond reads: in [KASKAL] mu[sol/41].sunu 
[,s] ormo[ondur]orssunu i[skun], in line with the OB version from Mari, olom Uruk 1nermo[andu]ror 
Kissim islwn [ ahbutis]unu usoghb u kur,$8sunu [ uho$]s1b; see D. Chorpin, FM 3 (1997) 10, lines 5-
8, with an p. l 2f. the comments on the ondurarum, which he interprels as the l1berotion of people 
of Kish, rnade prisoners and kepl as slaves by Uruk. 
577 
"Akkadians" also occurs in the legal decision of the City Assembly, which forblds Assyrians to seil 
gold to "Akkadians", ond in the draft of a tre• ty with a minor South Anatolien ruler, who promises 
not to let "Akkadian'' traders visit his country, see Günbatt1 2004, 250 note 8, lines ll-15. 
578 The fact that we now have an occurrence of oddurörum wos.surum, "to release (debts by means 
of) an a." (a synonym of hubullom mosö'um}, performed by an Anatolien ruler, does not prove that 
this is the meaning in llusurna's text. 
579 J Le¼y', Eretz Israel 5 (1958) 23 *. 
58° Kraus 1970, 30 note 94, on texls from Girsu in Gudea's time, where its Sumerian precursor 
am a. a r. g i4 gar. r o is used of goods such os silver, copper, bronze, textiles and grain. 
581 Texts from the Homrin area have shown that Awal is Tell Suleimeh, jus~ west of the middle course 
of the Diyola. See for this city alsoJC528 (1976) 178f. (an Ur III e n s i of Awal, who is also 
militory governor of Maskan-sorrum) and AhB 3, 60:7f., the letter of an OB trader ("I am in Awal 
and my gool is Assur"). Kismar, better know from Ur III texts and at times ossociated with Maskan-
sarrum (see also OB77305:l and 50), has not yet been identified, but probably must be located 
to the south-east of Me-T uran and Eshnunna. 
582 See the letter VS 26, 17:4-14 (= Ot1Kll0). which reports that the Akkadians have not come to 
Assur, because their country is in revolt, but may tum up before the winter. 
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While tongible evidence of Assur's commercial penetration of Anatolia, as will be shown 
below, only becomes avoiloble with Erisum 1, llusuma's inscription makes it rather likely that 
the city's trade already flourished under him and thanks to his policy. New evidence could 
be available in the impression of a seal of (o servant of) l~i-Dagan, a ruler (sakkanakkufrii of 
Mari, found together with other seolings under the floor of temple E 2 of lstar and doting to 
around 2000 BC or a little later. Such sealings, originally applied to a variety of contain-
ers, usually are evidence of the arrival of goods from elsewhere (in this case from Mari), 
probably (unfortunately all details escape us) in the context of diplomatic gift exchange or 
trade. 583 
The term addurarum also occurs in the report by Erisum Ion what he occomplished when 
he built the temple of Assur: 
"When / applied myself to the work, my city obeyed me and / reolized the od-
durarum of s!lver, gold, copper, tin, barley, wool, untd even brand and chaff". 
We may compare this clairn with those of contemporary Babylonian rulers, who men-
tion the favorable rotes of exchange and generous rations for workers at the time they 
built a temple, as proof of economic prosperity during their reign, 584 but there are 
differences. Erisum does not describe a prevailing situation, but o measure he took, 
preceded the statement that "the city obeyed him". This stresses the king's authority, but 
perhaps also the willing cooperation of Assur's citizens, which was then (note the con-
necting -ma) rewarded by the measures described. And while the other royal ''toriffs" 
mention the prices of basic foodstuffs and necessities of life - barley, dates, oil, lord, 
wool, and copper - given out as rations or sold on the dornestic market (so Sams1-
Adad 1), Erisum also mentions silver, gold and tin, which hoppen to be vital in Old 
Assyrien overland trade. The final words are a kind of merismus, ''(from silver and gold 
... ) down to bran and even chaff", 585 and stress that the measure applied to every item 
used or traded. This only makes sense if addurarum here, again, meons free circulation 
ond unrestricted borter and trade in the items mentioned. 
This interpretation implies that the measure was taken to further the prosperity of Assur, 
in particular by stimuloting a free exchange of goods. The mention of tin is intriguing 
583 See Bär 2005. He states that the piece of day with the name of Mori's ruler must have been 
port of a seoling used to dose a door or a box, and even speculates that, if the former were the 
case, the lstar temple might have contained a sealed room where goods arriving from Mari were 
stored. 
584 See for these so-called "tariffs", D.C. Snell, Ledgers and Prices. Early Mesopolamian Merchant 
Accounts, YNER 8 ( New Haven 198 2), 204ff., and now also the toriff of rations ond merket prices 
of S1n-iddinam from Mashkanshopir, in E. Stone-P. Zimansky, The Analomy of a Mesopotomian 
City. Survey and Soundings at Mashkan-Shapir(Winono Lake 2004) 142, ll:5ff. 
585 Well known from Old Babylonian records on the divlsion of an inheritonce. The words ad,· e-TA 
in line 23 of Erisum's text are not deor end RVvfA's interpretotion os "hire, wages", tumed into "os 
payment of" is not acceptoble, because it does not fit po'um, 'chaff" (not strow}, which is worthless, 
and becouse there is no evidence for a (compulsory?) payment of or tax on bron ond chaff. They 
probobly mean something like "oll the woy down to". 
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and could be taken to imply that Assur in this way could produce its own vital bronze. 
But the combination with gold and silver, which do not occur in other ''tariffs", point 
to the overland trade on Anatolia 1 which thrived on the export of tin and the import 
of silver and gold. Taken thus the measure would have stimulated Assur 1s role in the 
international trade es a kind of central place far assembling merchandise for export to 
the north. 
This implies that this trade was already practiced in Erisum's time and this is now con-
firmed by the discovery of pieces of an envelope (presumably of a royal letter; kt 83/k 
246), with an impression of his seal, in körum Kanesh in 1983. 586 This discovery not 
only proves that caravan trade was practiced, which may already have been the case 
under llusuma, but also thot Assyrions had settled in körum Konesh, since the impres-
s·1ans were found in the hause of an Assyrion trader. 587 This is welcome evidence, since 
the oldest dated records found in the körum ore later thon Erisum's reign. Thot trode 
developed in his times is also supported by the fact that the institution of the onnually 
oppointed !tmum, who became the head of the "City Hall", which was so important for 
the cammerce, started in the first year of his reign. 588 lt is also supparted by two cop-
ies of an inscription of Erisum 1, found in the kärum in 1948, naw ovailable in Rl.lvfA l, 
20f. lts first part, on the Erisum's building activities, is followed (lines 26ff .) by o report 
on the meosures he took to improve the administration of justice, which should result in 
righteous verdicts. In lines 39ff. two items receive full attention, the cancern to prevent 
false testimony (sibut sarralim) and help far a plaintiff in the form of o royal permission 
to use an "attorney" (rab,~um). The importance of bath is clear from the mony judicial 
records found in the archives of the körum. They show that due to the legal and com-
mercial complications of the trode, with people and evidence in Assur and Anatolia 1 
in mony legal fights the matter of establishing focts and providing proof was vital. By 
testimony of witnesses under oath589 disputed facts, for which no records existed, and 
whose validity was contested, cauld be "con~irmed, proved", a rule which occurs in an 
official letter of the kärum, in a verdict of the City, end even in a "law" written on a ste-
la. 590 The "attorne/, which the plaintiff himself had to hire and poy, was authorized to 
586 See Veenhof 2003, 41, for a photo Özgüc 2003, 18 no.4, and for a description, Özgüc;:-Tunca, 
2001, 137 ("belongs to the eorlier group of lsin-Lorsa seals", but the seals referred to in the footnote 
ore all later than Erisum 1!). 
587 Only a few texts from the 165 found in 1983, in the hause in grid e/12, are thus far known, 
see Michel, 2004a, 160 and only one of the bullae from this archive has a (domoged) 
inscription. See Veenhof 2003, 41 note 63, for the possibility that it was inhabited by a karum 
official. 
588 See Veenho~ 2003, 41f. 
589 The inscription takes great pain to describe the terrible fate of the perjurer. 
590 Veenhof 19950, 1725 and 1729. The verb is kuänum, intransitive (OA occurrences not listed 
in CAD K s.v.); see now also kt 94/k ll33:14f., on a claim, ina /uppesu u sibesu ikuonma ... 
kaspam ilaqqe. 
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search for and verify facts by summons, interrogation and inspection of documents. 591 
The link between royal inscription and judicial practice may explain the presence of 
two copies of this text in a hause in the karum592 and supports the view that Erisum's 
judicial measures were an answer to legal problems in connection with the overlond 
trade which the ruler wished to address. 
591 See for his role Larsen 1976, 284ff., and Veenhof, 19946, 182ff. (he hod tobe hired by the 
plaintiff ond his duties and wages were recorded in o controct). 
592 There is no proof that this house contained o school, os daimed initially, but the existence of two 
not identical copies (lines 31-35a only in ex. 1; see for o proposed reading Derclc.sen 2003, 95) 
indicotes scribol activity (the orthogrophy is later than that of Erisum's other inscriptions on stone) 
and shows the importance attached to the tex'-
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2. l. T HE MAIN PHASE, KÄRUM l<ANESH LEVEl II 
How the trade developed still needs much more research, but it is already clear that its 
growth in size and sophistication are linked. The range of action of the traders increased 
and must hove resulted in more colonies and trading statfons, also in more marginal areas, 
and to exploit these possibilities more capital, more troders ond more personnel must have 
been needed. lncrease of capital presumably led to the formation of "ioint-stock compa-
nies", which worked with o large copitol [called noruqqum), invested by shareholders.593 
A wider range and increosed quantities of merchandise led to the use of traveling agents 
{called tomkarum}, who took lots of merchandise (at times with the donkeys on which they 
were loaded} in cornmission on credit to sell them in the country-side and this is reflected in 
the hundreds of debt-notes which record their financial liobilities, with due dates. Since the 
early phase of the trade, before eponymy-year 75, is bodly documented,594 it is difficult 
to map these developments, but it is noteworthy that the three known, dated contracts by 
which a joint-stock company was founded are dated to eponymies 64, 67 and 77, hence 
already fairly early in the reign of Sarru-kin. 
Need for more capital and more credit to tomkarums required new types of financial 
arrangement, including more securities and it is my conviction that thls gave rise to new 
ways of financing and new security devices. The first, both for short-term and long-term 
investments and with differences as to sharing risk.s and profits, have been well analyzed 
in Dercksen 1999,595 the latter in Veenhof 1999. A measure of security was also provided 
by the heavy default interest of thirty percent, which seems to have been based on a ruling 
of korum Kanesh, which introduced a standard rate. 596 Special security devices were the 
stipulation thot the creditor hirnself could borrow the amount owed from a money-lender at 
593 We hove only o few contracts recording the foundation of such a naruqqum, since they were 
usually kept in Assur, where the investors lived. 
594 At least by doted contracts, moinly debt-notes. This is not surprising, becouse when a debt was 
paid the contract was given back and destroyed. Since the increose of the number d debt-notes 
was o consequence of the use of lamkaru-ogents, the lock of early ones mlght also indicate that 
this hoppened less in eorly years. Moreover, troders will have occasionolly cleaned their orchives 
by discarding old records no langer valid or necessory. 
595 lt is possible that the usually small, so-called tadmiqtum Icon or commission (also known from OB 
texts, where they may occur olongside investments in partnerships}i whereby merchandise was 
entrusted in good foith to a trader to seil it "as well as possible" {dammuqum), without guaranteed 
comission or profit, is also a loter development. 
5Q6 Kima awal karim (Konis), passim. Note also interest on a silver debt kima awal kärim TimJ/kiya, in 
kt 87 /k 256:6f. (courtesy K. Hecker), and interest on a debt in copper kima awal karim Durhumif, 
in kt 91/k 390:Bf., but we do not know whether these rare rotes were different. 
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the expense of his defaulting debtor (who will be charged double interest), the creation of 
a "payment contract'' (tarkistum), which stipulates a hundred or two-hundred percent penalty 
for pressing an unfounded or refusing a valid debt-cloim, and the introduction of apparently 
transferable debt-notes due to an anonymous creditor (called tamkarum), who could also 
be identified as "the bearer of the toblet" ( wäbtl_tuppim sut lamkärum). 597 The development 
of the role of guorontors (so qätätim}, the securities they needed (right of regress on the 
debtor, protection by a pledge), 598 and rules for charging simple or compound interest 
should also be mentioned here. Finally we also hove o cotegory of 'protected' loans, with 
close supervision of the debtor, which should allow him to rnake a journey to Assur and 
make profitable purchoses which, a~er their sale in Anotolia, would "secure his economic 
survival" (so balä/isu) and might prevent bankruptcy. 5QQ 
lncreased caravan troffic must also have hod consequences, if only for the breeding and 
troining the expensive "block donkeys11 for which there was a constant need.600 They were 
acquired in o special station or corral (gigamlum) outside Assur, which also had to be 
supplied with harness, saddle rugs and bags br packing and carrying their loads. More 
caravans also meant a need for more personnel, transporters ( ka~~arum) and donkey drivers 
("packers", sartdum}, who had tobe hired. Unfortunately, is it difficult to use the contracts by 
which they were engaged as a chronological indicator for the volume of the trade, because 
they are normally undated. Moreover, the contract was basicolly the record of the receipt 
of an interest-free loan (called be 'ulätum) in exchange for an obligotion to work, which 
was duly given back (and in most cases presumably destroyed) when the contract was 
terminoted. lt is purely by chance that the oldest dated record is such a be 'ulotum contracl, 
CCT 51 10a (ff 97) perhaps preserved, in its envelope CCT 6, 23c, because the loan was 
never paid back. lt is instructive to note that the terminology used in this contract deviates 
frorn the later, stondordized stipulations and that its orthography and paleography exhibit 
older features, 601 because this illustrates that these features can be used as chronological 
indicators. The two seals impressed on the envelope of this contract, nos. 16 and 52 in 
CCT 6, are early Old Assyrian, in the tradition of the Ur III repertoire, with a combat scene 
ond a supplication scene. This makes them, apart from the seal of Erisurn himself, 602 the 
earliesl doted seol impressions, which is useful for typologicol and stylistic comparisons and 
for the relative dating of other seals. 
597 See for these devices, Veenhof 1999, 8lff., and for the Old Assyrien ''bearer·s cheque", Veenhof 
19976, 35lff. 
598 See Veenhof, 2001, 108ff. 
599 See for these transactions, Veenhof 19870. 
600 Because most donkeys, with their hartness, were ultimately sokJ in Anatolia, since only a few 
were needed for shipping silver, gold end persons back to Assur. See for all ospects of the "pock-
donkey" in OA now Dercksen 2004a, Appendix 3. 
601 Frequent use of Tl1, many Winkelhaken" in signs like LI, US end ZI, ond "full' forms of lAl end UG. 
602 See Veenhof 2003, 41, for a photo Özgüc 2003, 18, no. 4, and for o description Özgüc-Tunco 
2001, 137, where it is stoted that "it belongs in style to the eo~ier group of lsin-larsa seols". But note 
that the seals mentioned there in foomote 65 cre oll later than Erisum 1, who died in eo. 1935 BC. 
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After the first half of the reign of Sarru-kTn there is a substantial increase in dated docu-
ments603 and this marks the beginning of the "best-documented" phase of karum Kanesh 
level II. lt is the period covered by the archives of the main traders, such as those of 
Alöhum, Adad-~ululT, Assur-takläku son of Alahurn (kt 93/k, C. Michel), Elarnma son of 
lddin-Suen (kt 91/k and 92/k, K.R.Veenhof), Enlil-böni, Salim-Assur son of lssürik (kt 94/k, 
M.T. Larsen}, U~ur-sa-lstar (kt n/k, Bayram, Cecen, Günbatt1), and the archives published 
in AKT 3 and TPAK 1. The picture of Old Assyrian trade in full swing, with all its institutional, 
legal and social characteristics, is based on the texts of these archives, which in general 
cover the period between eponymy years 75 and 120. 
lt is not easy to discover changes in this period, but there was one in the system of the homus-
tum or week-eponym who functioned (one single text speaks of him as "holding", ko nulum, 
the omce) in körum Kanesh. 604 This system meant that a great many traders, for short periods, 
usually in the course of a number of years, were designated to seNe as week-eponym in the 
administration of the karum. 605 lt must have been introduced (but we do not know exactly 
when606) to meet the administrative needs of the expanding organization of karum Kanesh 
and may have played a role in the settling of accounts. At first these eponyms always appear 
in pairs, but in year 98 a change lo single week eponyms has taken place,607 while for the 
last years of th1s period, after eponymy 120,608 no week eponyms are attested. Weda not 
know what this change frorn single to double eponyms rneant. 
The political history of this period, apart from what the sources tel1 us about diplomatic 
and cornmercial relations with the Anatolian cities and palaces, rernains unknown. The 
evidence we have on the activities of the ruler of Assur, the City Assembly and the City Hall 
is restricted to their involvment in the economy and rulings and decisions that were of direct 
importance for the trade. Above (11.2.3} 1 mentioned measures that aimed at protecting the 
Assyrian trade (and possibly production) of textiles and restricting the circulation of gold by 
603 Eponyrny 78 occurs ten times and after 79 most are attested twenty or more times, while for 65-77 
we have only between two and seven aftestations each. 
604 See Larsen 1976, 354-ff. Thot a homu.slum as a calendaric unit of time equaled one week was 
shown in Veenhof 1996a. The maximum number of different hamustvms attested during one and 
the same month (month IX of eponymy 89) is now four. 
605 Exact dato are dangerous, because many of the theoretically ca. two thousand week-eponymies 
of the 'best attested period' are still unknown, many occur without mention of month and year 
eponym, end there are many namesakes. Selecting only well-known traders with [fairly) unique 
names, we can state that men like Buzutöya, Elamma, lmdilum, Pusu-ken and Puzur-sadu'e each 
functioned eo. five to seven tlmes over periods of up to ten years. See for frequency also Larsen 
1976, 358f., but his numbers now have tobe raised. 
606 Thal for the tvvo oldest attested yeor eponymies {41, in kt 94/k 1263 rev.:Sf., in a memorandum 
with excerpts of debt-notes - courtesy Larsen, and 47, in CCT l, lOa, a service contract, which 
usuolly is not dated) no week eponyms are mentioned does not mean that they did not exfst. The 
third oldest text, ICK l, 143:17ff., from year 59, has a (double) week eponymy. 
007 See Kryszat 2004a, 160. That some single week eponyms already turn up during the years KEL 
96 and 97 may indicate a gradual transition or perhaps a gradual scribal simplicotion. 
608 See Kryszat 2004a, 98 with note 366 (ottested for the first month of that year]. 
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a cotegoric interdiction to give it (no doubt by way of commercial exchange) to Akkadians, 
Subareans and Amorites. We also have a very interesting, but completely isoloted letter, 
TC 1, 5, written by a body called mbum to kärum Kanesh, an the payment of a (modest) 
sum of ten pounds of silver, imposed by the City Assembly as the karum's contribution to 
the expenses (gamrum) made for the city wall or fortifications (written BAD.KI) of Assur. We 
connot date it, nor do not know what exactly the nibum was, so that its possible politicol 
implications escape us.609 
The rulers of Assur after Erisum 1, who succeded each other as members of one fomily and 
dynasty, during a period of ca. one hundred yeors, notwithstanding some information on 
their family610 and the existence of some of their letters addressed to Kdrum Kanesh, basi-
cally remain shadowy figures. We do not have a single inscription of them and even Sarru-
kTn, with a clearly programmatic name (was it given by his father or as throne name?) and 
a lang reign 1 during which the trade on Anotolia flourished, is basically just o nome, and 
the sarne is true of his lang reigning grandson Narom-Suen, also called after an illustrious 
Old Akkadian emperor. 611 
2. 2. T HE lAST YEARS OF KÄRUM l<ANESH LEVEL 11 
The disappearance of week-eponyms in yeor 120, seventeen years before the end of 
kärum level II, deseNes more attention. lt points to a chonge in the administrative pro-
cedures that was lasting, since they do not recur during the later level lb, and moy be 
linked with the remarkable fact that most of the well-known, large archives stop in that 
same period, usually even a few years earlier. The lotest record of the archive of ''Püsu-
ken and Sons" is from year 111, and of that of Enlil-boni from year 114, ond the lotest text 
in the archive of "lmdilum and Son" is dated to year 109 (in OIP 27, 56).612 The oldest 
dated records of Elamma, son of lddin-Suen (kt 1991/1992/k), to mention an officially 
excavated and hence complete archive, are from years 66 and 73, after which he re-
mains active during the next twenty years, 613 to occur for the last time in year 94, buf we 
do not know when he died. His widow and sons represent him in o legal case of year 
105 end there is an agreement from the tenth month of year 106 about the division of his 
inheritonce among his children. This moy have been in consequence of the death of his 
wife, Lamassatum, last attested in a record from the second month of year 106, whose 
last will is referred to in some (undated) texts. Apparently his sons, who alreody figure 
in records ten years earlier, carry the business on and the lotest doted record in which 
60Q See the latest treatment of this letter in Dercksen 2004a, 62ff. 
610 Note also the occurrence of Salim-Assur, son of LUGAL-GI.NA, in kt 87 /k 552:40f., most 
probobly a royal prince. 
611 The dato known on them ore presented il') Veenhof 2003, eh. 6. 
612 Years oh-er lmdilum himself, ottested since yeor 78, had returned to Assur. 
613 His naruqqu-contract is from yeor 77 and he served several times os week-eponym between the 
yeors 8 2 end 91. 
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they appear is from year 115.614 In the archive of Salim-Assur, son of lssürik, excavated 
in 1994, according to informotion kindly provided by Larsen, the lotest record in which 
his son is attested is from year 108. The lexls excavoted in 1970 (kt v/k), which belang to 
Salim-ahum and his two sons, 615 comprise a few records from early years (68-73L but the 
maiority is from the we!I documented period, the lotest are a debt-note of Ennum-Assur {kt 
v/k 171) from year 112, a letter (no. 81) about a debt from year 117, and a debt-note [kt 
v/k 146) from year 119.616 
This does not mean thot there are no records from last fifteen to twenty years of level II. 
A good example is the archive of Kuliya, excavated in 1992, most texts of which were 
written betvveen the years 123 and 135, but it is an exception. 617 A few still unpublished 
archives might change the picture somewhat, but the generally small number of references 
for lote eponyms is striking. We have on\y fifiy eponymic dates from the last seventeen yeors 
(twelve of which are in Kuliya's archive}, hence on average only three per year, which is 
quite different from the years 90 to 110, for each of which we usually have between twenly-
five and forty references. Nevertheless these archives, as is clear for those of Elomma and 
"Salim-ahum and Sons", were found in sJlu in their houses, where they still must have been 
stored when the karum was destroyed and deserted some lvventy years later. There is no 
textual evidence that their houses had subsequently been acquired or inhabited by others, 
who then should have left the archives of the previous owners in place. The little archive or 
rather dossier of Kuliya, with a good seventy texts, according to the excavator was found 
stored away in a niche, in an otherwise emply hause in grid LV-LVl/126-127. 
How can we explain this situation? Their owners may have anticipated the coming dis-
aster, which seems likely because no unburied skeletons were found and the strongrooms 
contained no voluables apart from tablets. They would have left the karum, toking along 
their still valid, hence lotest records, especially dated debt-notes, while leaving many other 
records behind.618 lt is also possible, but less likely, that some time after the destruction they 
came back to salvage such records, again primarily the debt-notes. Another scenario is 
that after year 110 to 115 more ond more troders started to leave karum Kanesh 1 to settle 
more permanently in other colonies, because the focus of their commercial activities and 
interests was shi~ing towards the cities in the west or north - Burushaddum, Wahsusana, 
Durhumit - which were the centres of the trade in silver, gold and copper. This would have 
614 In o record of year 113 one of the sons is summoned to produce a tablet of his father in connection 
with a disputed debt-claim. 
615 
1 use the texts publishecl in AKT3 ond t_he records in envelopes, kt v/k 146ff., whose knowledge 1 
owe to the kindness of V. Donboz. 
616 In this lost text the creditor is Honunu, to whom also a letter of the archive is addressed. A single very 
lote debt-note, from year 134, kt v/k 159, does not seem to belang to the archive; the debtor is an 
Anatol1an morried to a daughter of the main person of the archive of kt 94/k 570ff., Solim-Assur. 
617 We have two earlier eponymies, one of yeor 90, in a long memorondum, ond one of yeor 105, 
which deals with o debt-daim of Kuliya's mother. See note 314. 
618 This distinction is not without problems, becouse it is difficult to determine the date of undated 
letters, judicial records, end lists. 
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meant that karum Kanesh with its houses remained intact, but functioned ever more as the 
administrative center of the colonial network. This would fit the nature and doting of Kuli-
ya's archive, since he acted as a messenger of the karum and therefore must have been 
mare tied to the "colonial capital" than others. Official letters of karum Kanesh addressed 
to various Assyrian settlements, found in his orchive, 619 show that he traveled to Assyrian 
settlements in Hanaknak, Hattus, Kuburnat, Ninassa, Sinahutum, Tamnia, Tismurna, T uhpia 
and Durhumit, and this suggests that the trading nelwork was still functioning. The main cit-
ies (and colonial settlements) to the [south-)east - Timilkia, Hurama, Luhusaddia, Kussara, 
Tegarama - and to the {north-)west - Burushaddum, Wahsusana, Washania - are indeed 
not mentioned in these letters. But is this really proof of disintegration, of a situation in which 
the latter cities would have been "out of reach of the central colony in Kanesh at the time", 
as Dercksen suggests?62° Kuliya's commission apparently was to make a circular trip in 
the areo north of Konesh, within the great bend of the K1zd1rmak, and other messengers 
may weil have been sent out to inform the cities in the areas more to the west and east. 
One of his letters in fact does mention Wahsusana and the letters kt n/k 67, 621 sent from 
Wahsusana to Kanesh, and kt 83/k 284,622 sent by karum Wahsusona to Kanesh, deal 
with the same issue of the collection of the tax on iron and from traders arriving via the 
sukinnu-route. 623 However this may be, it would be understandable that a situation with 
fewer active traders in karum Kanesh led to the abolition of the system of week-eponyms, 
either because the administrotion did no langer need it or because there were too few 
competent traders available to do the job. 
lt is not easy to prove this hypothesis. While we have references to various troders who 
live or stoy (the verb wosabum is used in both meanings) in other colonies, or even have 
a hause there, il is difficult to date these references and to discover a pattern, which may 
only be possible by thorough orchival and prosopographic analysis. In the mean time the 
development suggested seems to offer the most "natural" explanation both for the end of 
the system of week-eponyms and for the lock of records dated to the last fifteen to twenty 
years. 
The destruction of level II of karum Kanesh must have been the result of a military conflict 
inside Anatolia, but we cannot identify the acto~s), nor do we know whether it affected 
only Kanesh. The possibility that its destruction was due to its conquest by king Uhna of 
Zalpuwo (the northern Zalpa, possibly lkiztepe, northwest of Bofra). mentioned as an event 
of the post in the "Anitta Text" [obv. 39H.). cannot be proved. 624 While a destruction of 
the whole of the colonial network, stretching from the Pontus to the Taurus ond from the T uz 
619 Cecen 1997a end cf. Dercksen 2004a, 114~. 
620 Derck.sen 2004a, 116. 
621 Donboz 2001a. 
622 Günboth 1995, lllf. 
623 Note also the interesting suggestion by Dercksen 20040, 144, that in the Assyrien system Kanesh 
and Burushoddum may have been "two separate fax districts''. 
624 Possibility suggested by Klengel 1998, 26. Uhno's campoign connot be doted end it is not certain 
that it resulted in the destruction of Kanesh. 
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Gölü (or even the plain of Konya) to Malatya, is very unlikely, a larger area than Kanesh is 
feasible, but evidence is hard to bring. We know that there was a karum Haltusduring the 
level II period, 625 but oll dated texts found there, with one exception, belang to level lb. 626 
The same is true of Amkuwa, which during the period of korum Kanesh level II was the 
seat of an Assyrian wabartum, 627 but yielded only one isolated record (OIP 27 no. 8) from 
this period, dated to year 115. These two Assyrian settlements consequently should have 
noticed the effects of the destruction of Kanesh, but they remain silent. Moreover, there are 
clear traces of a ma[or destruction and conflagration at Bogazköy, which spelled the end of 
level IV, which is contemporary with korum Kanesh level 16, not with level ll. We can only 
state thot neither Amkuwo nor Hattus have yie\ded a single text dated to one of the good 
twenty years (whose eponymies ore known from the Mari Eponym Chronicle) following the 
destruction of karum Kanesh level II. But this is negative evidence, weakened by the small 
number of texts available. 
In an undated letter (kt 92/k 248) two men, Alp1li and Assur-lamasst, writing from Tawinia, 
located southwest of Hattus on the road that leads across the Kizilrmak to Wahsusana, 628 
teil Kuliya: 
11 We are weil, we are staying in Tawinia. We are catching rumors that the res1dents 
(wasbütum} of Wahsu§ana have left. W!lhin !wo days, when we w,I/ hear the facls, 
we will /et you know by fetter where we will turn".629 
Dercksen 20040, 116, suggests that the departure of Assyrian troders could be due to 
political turmoil, which is not impossible. And since Kuliya's archive is lote, one might even 
assume that the political upheaval is foreboding the destruction of Kanesh. While it is true 
that also the native population occasionally lefi the eitles en masse, for a public, perhaps 
military event called sikkatum,630 it is rather likely to take "residents" ( wasbiitvm) as referring 
to the Assyrians. The verb in our texts is used to denote that traders are tempororily staying 
somewhere, during a caravan journey or for doing business, as the writers of our letter use 
it, but also to denote lhat traders had settled in a town, in a karum or wabartum, whlch 
may have given them a certain status. An official letter of karum Kanesh on the levying of 
the saddu 0utu-tax owed to it (kt 92/k 203: 3 2, Veenhof 20076 no. 2) prescdbes thot every 
Assyrian who carries out business (sutebbulum) in a particular town has to pay it, 1'even 
when he is a resident of the karum" (lu wosib karim), which could refer to the local korum 
625 Apart from the unpublished and untracable text, mentioned as evidence in Nashef 1991, 58, we 
now have deor evidence from kt n/k 1952:l9f. and kt 92/k 203:3. 
626 See Dercksen 20010, 59 on KBo 36, 113. 
627 See Nashef l 991, 9, and now also kt a/k 1070 (letter of kärum Kanis to it) and k/k l 01: l4f. 
(verdict). 
628 See for Tawinia as the seat of an Assyrian kärum, below chapter IV.2 no. 26, and for its location 
an the road to Wahsusana, ATHE 63, 18ff. 
629 Lines 7-15, nistanamme wosbutum so Wahsusana ilta~unim adi 2 iJme zakussa ni.sammema ale 
nipannü nisapparokkum. 
630 See for sikkatum, Veenhof 1989. During the time a sikkatum lasted no trade was possible and 
Assyrien adivity could even be somewhat dangerous. 
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or to that of Kanesh. The term is found in a few other texts, twice in the combinotion "the 
dätu-payers, the residents of T uhpia, and those traveling to the City" ( wasbutum so GN u 
äliku harrän alim), 631 similarly in a text from Hattus, which speaks of "those who reside in 
Ha-r z,,:.1P-[x x], those traveling to the City, and kärum Hattus", 632 and finolly in a text 633 
that mentions "the residents of the town of Hamatah[ ... ]". 
In all these cases the "residents" are involved in legal matters, they figure as a group of trad-
ers who hoppen tobe present in a particular town where they function as members of an ad 
hoc body or court. Apparently one makes use of the presence and expertise of temporary 
residents and visitors, perhops because the town in question did not harbor a real Assyrian 
colony but only a limited number of Assyrien traders, 634 who could not or no langer function 
as court. 1 assume that wosbütum635 here designates those who hoppen to stay and work 
in a particular town on a temporary base. lt reflects the reality that many Assyrian traders, 
permanently based in a particular karum or wabartum, where they owned a hause, travel 
around and in the course of their trips are regularly stoying for some time in a town used 
as a basis for regional commercial activities. In our letter a distinction between permanent 
and temporary residents is impossible and of little use. The writers of the letter, agents or 
transporters traveling with merchandise, simply state the the Assyrian traders of Wahsusana 
have recently (perfect tense) left the city, so that no troding acttvities are possible there 
and they have to find another destination. 636 As a general statement it is remarkable and 
suggests a speclfic event, but we don't know what and when, and this makes it risky to 
consider it a major crisis somehow linked with the destruction of Kanesh. 
Another serious event in Wahsusana is mentioned in the letter kt 87 /k 40, 637 important 
enough to become the subject of o letter sent by the ruler of Assur to the plenary karum 
Kanesh. We read: 
"We heor thot native Anatolians and traders (makirü) are carrying (zabalum) vohd 
records belonging to merchants (tamkore) out of Wahsusana and that 'small men' 
631 Prag 1478:1-3; kt 87/k 552:26f. {courtesy Hecker), cf. note 334. 
632 Kßo 9, 28 rev. 2'ff., see Dercksen 2001a, 60 note 11, who also mentions the heoding of the very 
damaged letter KBo 28, 181, but his restoration is uncertain end especially the co-occurrence of 
kärum [ Hottu.s] and the [ usbutim .so] Hottu [ s] is very doubtful. 
633 Kt 94/k 354, courtsey Larsen. 
634 Tuhpia did have an Assyrien 1NObortum, which could oct os o court, see KTK 107, 13. See for 
these ad hoc judiciary bodies or courts, abve chapter 11.2. l. 
635 A verbal adjective, which may occur alongside the participle wsibutum, cf. washut GN, ARM 
8, 11 :9, alongside wäsibül älim, see C4D A/11, 429,b. The expression is unusual because "the 
inhabitants of GN'' normally is llv'Osbut or wäs1büt GN, without so. In onother context, occording 
to Dercksen 20040, l 26f., 'NOsbum is the designation of a troder who is ·present" in the colonies 
and availoble for accounting, contrary to who is lossu'um, "obsent', a trader (returned to ond) 
livi-ng in Assur, but this meaning does not fit here. 
636 panä 'um, "to turn to", always with personal dative for the person(s) one turns to in order to achieve 
something. 
637 Hecker 2003, l 87f. 
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{~ahhurütum) are buying them all the time in the counttys,de. Please/ as soon as you 
hear thi.s leffer, produce ... (end of the obv., edge and beginning of rev. missing) ... /et 
them buy any tob/et belonging to a merchanl, which the natives and traders have 
brought out of Wahsusana/ collect [ these] tablets and /et the owner ol these toblets 
poy you the some amount of stlver you hove pa1d (for them) ond /et them take their 
toblets (back}. And who hos bought o toblel, but conceals {katömum) II ond does 
not bring II before the karum, or [because] he ho.s [ no wilness avolfable], does not 
poy sJlver, ond whose slalemenl [ reaches] the Ci1'j✓ 1dentify his . . . ond then /et the 
City [ deode his cose]." 
This text describes a serious crisis in Wahsusana, where the archives of the local Assyrien 
merchants (tamkarü) have been plundered and their "valid contractsu are being carried out 
of the city in large quontities (the verbis used of heavy loads) by native Anatolians and local 
(Anatolian) traders. 638 The highest authorities in Assur now give instructions an what körum 
Kanesh should dato get these records back, which apporently are being offered for sale by 
the thieves and are being bought by junior Assyrien traders. 639 This letter cannot be dated, 
since it does not contain a single personal name, but it could, theoretically, be connected 
with the previous one, on the assumption that the departure or perhaps flight of the Assyrian 
residents of (körum} Wahsusona would hove enabled the thieves to da their work. lt could 
then be considered an additional piece of evidence for serious troubles which leod to the 
end of körum Kanesh, also because it is difficult to imagine that such a dfsaster could have 
happened in normal times, when the treaty with Wahsusana and its ruler was in force. But 
we cannot prove this nor exclude the possibility of a purely local crisis, comparable to the 
"hostilities 11 in Kanesh (mentioned in kt n/k 1429: 14}. This letter, at ony rate, describes not 
a sudden catastrophe, but a long process, which must have taken mony months, because 
reports an the events at Wahsusana must have first reached körum Kanesh, then Assur, 
where the City decided on a strategy to counter them, whereupon its decision was sent 
back by letter to Ka nesh. 
We have to conclude that thus far the orchival texts do not offer us a due for what hap-
pened at the end of the period of level II. We still have three texts dated to the one but last 
year, 136,640 and the documentotion simply ends with a text dated to the second month 
638 The noun mäkirum, from the verb makarum, "to trade, barter", is rare. 1 assume tho1 it refers to local 
traders, who do not belang to the Assyrien community (somewhat comparable to päsirum, used 
for local retailers). Another occurrence in BIN 4, 2:5, but BIN 4, 73:8, also listed in C4D M/1 
129•, makirsi<na> renders mohFrsina, "(there is no) market for them". 
639 See also Dercksen 2004a, 238, with note 633. 1 do not share his opinion that what the "iunior 
traders" did was a ''serious crime". They may have acted to reduce the damage by buying the records 
from the Anatolians and the letter from Assur probably wants to regulate thls process, by ruling how 
they should be refunded by the k&um and how the owners could get their records back. 
640 KTB 14:1-17 mention four payments to its unknown writer of in all 8 minas and 27 shekels of silver, 
in months IV, V, VI, and IX cf year 136. The first payment, mode for Atata by his brother, is part of 
the debt of Atata (who must be dead) which his brother, wife and son, according to TC 3, 250, 
had p"romised to poy one year earlier. 
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of eponymy year 137, which records that Laq1pum had given Puzur-lstar sixteen shekels of 
silver in the presence of two witnesses. There is no hint of an approaching disaster, but the 
fact the Kuliya's texts (among which almest no contracts!) were carefully stored in a small 
niche, under a reed-mat, indicates that feit the need to leave, but may have hoped to come 
back later. 
2. 3 . T HE l.A TER ÜLD ASSYRIAN PERIOD 
As mentioned above (chapter 1, 1. 3), the rebuilding of karum Kanesh and the resumption 
of the trade during karum level 16 must have taken place during the reign of Sams,-Adad 
1. We cannot date its beginning exactly, 641 but we must ask what influence the rule of this 
dominant king might have had on the trade. We can take for granted the king's interest 
in this prosperous trade, which must have benefited his realm and he may have stimulated 
it. We know that he was involved in it, perhaps in particular on a diplomatic level, by 
gift exchange and perhaps in order to secure the position of the traders in Anatolia, since 
bullae with his seol impressions (probably attoched to packets with merchandise or letters) 
were found at Acemhöyük, together with sealed bullae of Assyrian troders and of the "City 
Hall of Assur". 642 We may assume that, when the commercial activities of the Assyrians 
were resumed at the beginning of level lb, the statute of the Assyrian traders in Konesh had 
again to be secured and (to some extent) be redefined by new commercial treaties. And 
it is tempting to consider the two new level 16 treaties with Kanesh and Hahhum a reflec-
tion of these events, which must have fallen in the first half of Somsi-Adad's reign, perhaps 
not without his interference. This could apply to the treaty with Hahhum, which connot be 
dated, 643 but the treaty with Kanesh is of loter date, because it mentions "the great king of 
Kanesh" (see below chapter V.2.1). 
Resumption of the Anatolien trade during Samsi-Adad's reign of course raises the ques-
tion of his and his successor's influence on it. An officiol first attested during this period in 
Northern Mesopotamia is the "Overseer of the merchonts" (UGUlA DAM.GAR). On the 
641 Commercial contacts with Anatolia no doubt will have become easier after his conquest of Subot-
Enlil (Apum, Tell Leilan), which was o road station for Assyrien caravans on the woy to Anatolia, 
and after his defeat of Yahdun-lim of Mari, in ca. 1794 BC, which meant that no rival was left to 
interfere with the commercial traffic through the area of the Habur ond the Balikh. 
642 See Tunca 1989 and 1993, note l, and Veenhof 1993, 650ff. lt is remorkable that the bulloe with 
this seal impression carry an inscription that implies that the packets, opporently without hoving 
been opened, were shipped on from Kanesh to Acemhöyük. Whatever the reason for this, it 
proves that the lines of communication were operative. 
643 Ductus, paleography and orthography allow this, because they are similor to that of tablets of level 
II, but different from those of the later phase of level lb, os illustroted in Özgüc; 1986, plates 44ff. 
Hahhum, moreover, though not mentioned in the texts from Mari, was on or neor the Euphrates, 
probably ot the site of classical Samothrace (modern Somsot), therefore close to the northem 
border of Samsi-Adad's realm. 
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basis of AbB 8, 15, where we meet a man designated as 0the Overseer of the merchants 
of Samsi-Adad\ who calls the latter "my lord", 1 had suggested that he might have been 
appointed by the king, in order to check the city's trade and traders, but this was rightly 
questioned by Chorpin and Durand, because there is no evidence for a royal appoint-
ment.644 We also da not know whether he was an official in Assur, though a man in that 
cily would have been well suited for a diplomatic mission to the south (to Mashkanshapir?), 
in order to establish contact with Rim-S1n of Lars•. Still, this title is new in this area and his 
designation implies more than an ad hoc service to the king. A second occurrence of this 
title, "Overseer of the traders of Assur", occurs in ARMT 26, 342, from the reign of lsme-
Dagan. 80th references may reveal an administrative innovation, which could have been 
introduced by Samsi-Adad 1, who must have become familiar with this institution during his 
stay in in Babylonia. But it is also possible that the trading community of Assur itself, faced 
with a new, non-Assyrian king, who had already interfered with the institution of the limum, 
had decided to appoint one of their own as their representative and leader, especially in 
the contact with the palace.645 According to ARMT 26, 342, during a famine this official 
tried to secure the supply of barley for Assur by sending a gift to the ruler of Karano. 646 
Chorpin and Ziegler647 assume that he came to play a more political role in a crisis situa-
tion, a power vacuum, after lsme-Dagan had fled his country. Whether or not this function 
was an innovation, stimulated by the king, it clearly was a new feature, but we do not know 
whether it survived this period. This o~icial at any rate does not figure in the preserved text 
of the treaty bel\Neen the ruler of Apum and the Cily of Assur, concluded some twenty years 
later {see below), which only speaks of the city of Assur, travelling Assyrien traders end the 
korum, he is absent in the texts of the new treaties with Kanesh and Hahhum, and also does 
not figure in Middle Assyrien documents. 
We can to some extent follow the fate of Assur under lsme-Dagan until ca. 1760 BC, 
thanks to the archives of Mari, which also provide evidence that the city continued to play 
an important role in the trade in Northern Mesopotamia and beyond. 648 lnvolvement in 
Anatolian matters is now also documented by a still unpublished letter, written to king Hur-
meli of Harsamna by the Envoys of the City of Assur, in response to a request for military 
assistance.649 lsme-Dagan's dynastic capital Ekallötum was not far to the north of Assur 
644 Veenhof 1982, 385 and Charpin-Durand 1997, 373f. 
645 This ospect of the function, mediating between the traders (or karum) and the palace, is also 
attested in lorsa end Sippor. Note also the designation qaqqad karirn, "head of the karurri', in 
AhB l, 36:19. 
646 Charpin-Durand 1997, 373, assume that this also hoppened because Korona was an imporlant 
road station on the caravan route to Anatolia. 
647 Charpin-Ziegler 2003, 236. The text continues by reporting that "all of Assur is trying to exercise 
control in Koranci" (uslalla_t, line 19), presumably in order to secure the access to borley. 
648 See Ziegler 1996 and Charpin-Durand 1997, 376f. 
649 Kt 01/k 217, see C. Günbott, 2004, 249, Albayrak 2004, ond Michel 20050. The king of 
Harsomn~ had asked for Assyrien militory assistance in a conflict with Zalpa, shortly aher the 
death of Samsi-Adad I and the occession of lsme-Dagan. 
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and several letters show that he occasionally stayed in Assur and also used its troops in 
his military operations.650 He cared for Assur and its cults, 651 and from later Assyrian royal 
inscriptions we leorn that he was active os a builder there. 652 Cancern was not only politi-
cally sensible, but may have been stimulated by the fact that his wife, called lamossi-Assur, 
was from Assur, perhops even a girl from the family of rulers ousted by Somsi-Adad 1. 653 
Assur also shored his political misfortunes, when he had to flee his country and capital three 
times, in 1771 (when Eshnunna occupied Assur), 654 in 1765, andin 1763 BC. 655 
lsme-Dagan was succeeded as nominal ruler of the ci1y by Hammurabi of Babylon, in ca. 
1761 BC, when, according the name of his 33rd year, he subjugated "various cities of 
the land of Subartum and Ekallötum" (the residence of lsme-Dagan}, a success which was 
consolidated by additional campaigns in his 36th and 39th years. lt must have included 
Assur, to judge from a statement in the prologue to his laws (col. IV:53-58), where he ex-
presses his concern for the city and its people.656 After that, during the reign of Samsu-iluna 
of Babylon (1750-1712 BC), the information on the city becomes scarce 1 although AKL lists 
a continuous series of rulers. 657 We have evidence for the continued role of Assur as a 
trading city, both from documents found at Sippar, dating to the early years of Samsu-iluna, 
and from the treaty concluded around 1740-1735 BC between Till-Abn0, the ruler of Apum 
(capital Sehna = Tell leilan) and Assur. 658 That Apum's ruler had to swear an oath to "the 
Ci1y of (the god) Assur, the citizens of Assur travelling up or down, and to the korum that is 
in your city", shows that Assur's institutional fabric (without mention of a king or rulerl) was 
basically still the same as a century earlier and that trade remained very important. 
650 See e.g. ARMT 26,411 :32, together with troops of Babylon and Ekallätum, under the command 
of his son Mut-Asqur. 
651 See Charpin-Durand 1997, 372f. 
652 See RPi-1A l, 95, lines 6ff. lt is frequenly assumed that when Tiglath-pileser 1, in RM-4 2, 28, lines 
60ff., states that the Anu-Adad temple had been built 701 years before his time by Somsi-Adad 
son of lsme-Dagan, this is a mistake for lsme-Dagan son of Samsi-Adod (ll, though RM-4 takes the 
builder tobe Samsi-Adad III. 
653 See for her letters P. Marello, MAR/7 (1993) 271-279. 
654 See Ziegler 2002, 238f. with note 114. 
655 See Charpin-Durand 1997, 372 note 43, and Charpin-Ziegler 2003, 198 and 235f., also on 
the role of Assur's "Overseer of the merchonts" during the absence of lsme-Dagan. 
656 The words ''who guides the population ( ommi) properly ond who restores its benevolent protective 
spirit to the city of Assur'', whatever they meanl in concrete, altest to his respect for this ancient city. 
657 The moin recension of AKL, King List 9, after lsme-Dagan lists an usurpotor ond six kings who ruled 
for short or unknown periods (boh _luppisu). A frogment of o different recension (Grayson 1981, 
115, King List 10), mentions os successors of lsme-Dogon his son Mut-Asqur (known from sources 
from Mari) and o Rimu[s], both of which do not figure in King list 9. AKL also does not include 
Puzur-Stn, known from his inscription R/!1M l, 77f. 
658 See for the evidence from Sippar, Veenhof 1991, and for the treaty with Apum, Eidern 1991 ond 
below V.1. B. 
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2.4. THE END OF KÄRUM KANESH LEVEL 1B 
Not lang afterwards written sources from karum Kanesh stop, which effectively marks the 
end of level 16. In my reconstruction of the chronology I mentioned that one of the presurn-
ably lotest year eponyms ottested in a text from karum Kanesh was that of Nimar-Kube, 
who also occurs (as Nim/wer-Kubi) on texts from Tell Leilan. There he is associated with the 
city's last ruler, Yakun-Asar, who lost his throne in 1728 BC in consequence of an attack 
by Samsu-iluna of Babylon, commemorated in the name of the lotter's 23rd year.659 This 
conclusion is now supported by o new eponym list discovered at Kanesh in 2001 (kt 01 /k 
287), tobe published by C. Günbatt1, which offers the names of ca. 120 eponyms ofter the 
last one listed in KEL A, which means that it must go down to a least ca. 1725 BC. And this 
is not necessarily the end of this period, since this list need not date from one of the very last 
years of karum Kanesh level lb, which may very weil have continued until 1720 BC. 
The destruction of körum Kanesh level lb must have been the result of a military action, ond 
there is sufficient evidence for political tensions in this period. The so-called Anum-hirbi letter 
mentions a protracted war betvveen king lnar of Kanesh and the city of Harsamna. 660 And 
this same city, under a king Hurmeli, had a military conflict with Zalpa according to a still 
unpublished letter (see note 649). There are also stories about military confrontotions during 
this period in the so-colled "Anitto Text" and in fragments of legends dealing with Anitta and 
Anum-hirbi (Anum-herwa), both found at Bogazköy. 661 Miller 200·1 hos recently shown that 
Anum-hirbi, king of Mamma (north-west of Marasl, in due time, as indicated by sources 
from Mari, extended his rule over Zolpa (in Mari Zalp/war, possibly Tilmen Hüyük, west of 
the Euphrates) and later also over Hassum (perhaps near Gaziantep)i which made him a 
major political player in the South-Anatolian area, perhaps the very king of Zalpa662 who 
threatened Hurmeli of Harsamna663 according to the new letter. 
How do these rulers and their military actions fit into this period? As shown by Miller, 
Anum-hirbi's career, the length of which of course is unknown, falls in the first half of the 
18th century BC and the evidence from Mari suggests that it may have ended some years 
aher 1770 BC, which fits a conflict with the ruler of Horsamna in ca. 1775 BC. Since 
Anum-hirbi mentions the good relations between his land664 and Warsamds fother and 
659 See Veenhof 2003, 67. 
660 Balkan 1957, 7, lines 29ff. 
661 See Miller, 2001, 97f. 
662 The request of Assyrien assistance makes it unlikely to think of the northern Zalpa/ Zalpuwa, 
situated near Bofra. 
663 We do not know the location of Harsamna, which occurs only once in an OA text {from the city-
mound (kt g/t 35:30, älam Harsamna), but the town must have become prominent in the course 
of the level lb period. In texts from Mari, from the time of Zimrilim, it is mentioned as a source 
cf luxury goods (aslalu) and as a city from which horses could be obtained (Z-1egler 1996). The 
sequence "from Kanis, Harsamno and Hattuso" in the first letter and the foct that in both cases the 
commercial contacts started from Karkemis, suggest a location in Central Anatolio. 
664 Note that he w~ites ''my country" and not "my father", but I am not sure what this might imply. 
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predecessor lnar,665 who ruled ot least ten yeors,666 the latter must be doted foirly early in 
the 18th century BC, not lang ofter the beginning of the period of level 16. And since lnar 
must have been preceded by king Hurmeli, as shown by kt n/k 32,667 it is impossible to 
insert the sequence Pithana - Anitta at the beginning of the level lb period, so that they must 
be placed at the end of it. The "Anitta Text" teils us that Pithana, king of Kussor, conquered 
Kanesh/Nesa, took its king captive, but spored the dty. After his death a revolt in Nesa 
would hove been put down by his son and successor Anitta, who subsequently made 
the city his residence. Wars agoinst the northern Zalpo ond Hottusa (which was utterly 
destroyed) are described and it is finally related how he was recognized as "greot king", 
even by the people and ruler of the powerful state of Burushaddum. lf we bel1eve the moin 
facts of this story, 668 the conquest of Kanis by Pithana need not have hod o profound effect 
on the Irade and indeed, no hints or references to his conquest have thus far been found 
in the admittedly not very numerous level lb texts. Pithana it ottested os ruler of Kanesh in 
the ''notarization" of three documents, the divorce TC 3, 214, the slave sole kt n/k 11 1 and 
perhaps in the adoption contract kt 89/k 379.669 He is succeeded by his son Anitta, who 
already figures as his rabisimmJ/Jim in TC 3,214, and occurs os ruba'um in kt 89/k 37 
(a record of the redemption of a slave). He also occurs in texts from Amkuwa (OIP 27 nos. 
1 ond 49), both os ruba ,um and as rubä 'um rabium, which suggests that both city-states 
665 Mentioned once as king of Kanesh in the so-called notarization of kt n/k 32:49 [with Samnuman 
as his rabi simm,ltim}, see below chapter IV.2.5.1. 
666 That long he warred with Harsamna according to Anum-hirbi's letter. 
667 This unique legal lexl (see now Dercksen 20046, l66f.l, os shown by Forlanini 1995, most 
probobly records the dissolution of o partnership between an Assyrien troder ond two Anatolians, 
notarized by king lnar of Kanesh and his robi simm,ltim (lines 27ff .) The involvement of ( iqqäte) 
king Hurmeli and his rabi simmillirn (lines 1 Bff.) must concern the start of the parlnership, before 
the reign of lnar, mentioned as background of the present settlement. The words '"both in Mamma 
and in Kanesh" (lines 20f.) do not mean that the two kings mentioned were kings of these two 
cities, but indicates the range of action of the partnership (the Anatolian pany may have worked 
in Mamma). In general I agree with the interpretotion in Dercksen 2001 a, 63, but I doubt 
whether the traders operated "by order of the Kaneshite king". Taking Hurmeli os king of Kanesh 
is supported by the fact that his rabi simm,!tim Harpatiwa occurs, without mention of the king, 
in the notorization of kt r/k 19 (a divorce) and kt 99/k 139 (a debt-note), and also in OIP 27, 
53 :'13f., from Amkuwa (here also Kikarson 1 , priest of Higisa, who also figures as witness in kt 
n/k 32), which might indicate that Konesh and Ankuwa ot that time were under the same rule. 
Forlanini suggests thot these occurrences of Harpatiwo clone, without being called rubä 'um, 
moy indicate that he operoted in the period between Hurmeli end lnar, perhaps thank.s to o 
coup d'etat. 
668 See the summary in Klengel 1998. 27ff. 
66Q See for the notarization of legal documents by the rulers, below chopter IV. 2. 5 .1. In kt n/k 11 : 11 'ff. 
1 read "He will pay 5 minas of silver 12 ti 1-d[ u-,fo-iu i-qa-te] 13 Pi-11-ha-na (without rubö 'im). The 
reoding [,qqäte P,lhan]o in kt 89/k 379:24 (Donboz 19930, 137) is more doubtful, also becouse 
the following ruba 'um is not in the genitive. 
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were now united under his rule. 670 This makes it difficult to connect the destruction of kärum 
Kanesh level lb with Anitta's suppression of a revolt in that cily, as told in his texl. But his 
destruction of Hattusa could be connected with the conflagration which spelled the end of 
level IV in Bogazköy (IVd on Büyükkale and IVa in the lower town, where the Assyrian trad-
ing community lived), which then would have taken place before the end of karum Kanesh 
level lb.671 This leoves the question open how and when level lb of kärum Kanesh came to 
an end. One might try to connect it with the end of Anitta's reign, 672 but there is o compli-
cation in the appearance of Zuzu, "great king of Alahzind', ottested in two records found 
at Kanesh.673 His title does not identify him as king of Kanesh and one might assume that 
these records were drawn up elsewhere and somehow ended up in Kanesh. But Forlanini 
has pointed out that there is a cleor relation with Kanesh, 674 because two men who appear 
in kt i/k 625 (one of them Kammaliyo, the priest of the storm-god) also turn up in kt 89/k 
371, which is "notarized" by Anitta. We can solve this problem by assuming that Anitta was 
succeeded by the ''great king" Zuzu, who might hove conquered Kanesh, while (at first?) 
retaining his original title. This would also explain why Anitto's rabi simm,ltim Peruwo did 
not succeed him on the throne.675 
Lacking many pieces of this historical puzzle, we can only say that this lost proposal at present 
seems to be the solution which takes all available evidence into account. But it would also meon 
that Zuzu's conques( ?) of Kanesh did not meon the end of level 16, since legal documents were 
still produced after he had become the ruler of Kanesh, which leoves the question who was 
responsible for the destruction of karum Kanesh level 16 open. But it supplies us at least with a 
rather impressive list of rulers of Kanesh: Hurmeli, Harpatiwo(?), lnar, Warsoma, Pithana 1 Anilta, 
ond Zuzu, certainly enough to fill the ca. eighty yeors of the level lb period.676 
670 This would be even clearer if we moy identify Anitta's rabi simmdtim in Amkuwa, Peruwa, from OIP 
27, 49:25, with his rabi simmt!tim in kt 89/k 371 :27f., from Kanesh, called Peruwa-Kammalia. 
See for rulers of Amkuwa during the level II period, larsen 1972, on KTK 10, and also kt n/k 
1374:Bff, ond the nisbe Amkuwoium in kt n/k 482:17 and 490:8 (courtesy C. Günbatt1}. 
671 This is not impossible considering the eponymies found in dated texts from Bogozköy (see for those 
in the orchive of Dayo, Dercksen 20010, 40, and for the others, Veenhof 1985, 204f.). Ennarn-
Assur is attested at Mari, Tuttoya at Tell Rirnah, only the positions of Dadia, Edinurn, en Zazaburn 
ore not certain. Dercksen 2001a, 50 note 60, considers the first two lote, but this could still be 
well before the end of level lb, which after all lasted at least eighty yeors. 
672 Anitta's rabi simmtltim, Peruwa, is not atlested as ruba'um, as his succesor. 
673 Kt i/k 625 and kt 89/k 369 (see Donbaz 1989a, 84 and 1993a, 143), where his title is written 
both as ruba'umGAL and LUGAL GAL. See below IV.5.l on nos. 23-27. 
674 Forlanini 1995, 29. 
675 The last line of the new treaty between the Assyrians and Konesh frorn the level lb period (Günbath, 
2004, 253:89) menlions that the ruler of Kanesh was a "great king", therefore, for all we know, either 
Anitta or Zuzu, but unfortunately his name is broken off. lt is anyhow like!y that this trealy was concluded 
because a new king hod acceded to the throne of Kanesh, so that 'the oath' had tobe renewed. 
676 Since native Anatolien records that mention the local kings ore not dated, we can only speculote 
about the ·1engths of the reigns of these rulers. Only prosopography, which occasionally moy 
provide a link. with Assyrien records of this period, may provide some clues. 
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lt has been suggested that the end of the Anatollan trade may have been due not only to 
politicol turmoil in Anotolio, but also to developments in Mesopotamia. Samsu-iluna's roid 
· in 1728 BC on Sehna (Apum), a town with a karum ond a traditional road station on the 
way to Anatolia, resulted in destruction (and the end of the written documentotion there) 
and this may hove harmed the Assyrian trade. But its impact cannot be established and the 
new eponym list indicates that the trade on Anatolia ond contacts with the colonies there 
continued at least for another ten years. Other political players may have come in the way 
of the Assyrians, such as the rulers of Yamhad (Aleppo), who tried to strengthen their grip 
on northern Mesopotamia, as we know from the texts discovered at Tell Leilan. Same texts 
also reveal that in these times militory security, essential for caravan troffic, could become 
o problem, os the appearance of people or troops, designoted as hobbatum, "robbers", 
shows.677 But we do not know details and the possible effects of these developments are 
difficuh to assess. They can, moreover, not be isolated from the more general picture of 
Assyrian trade during the level 16 period, in which the Assyrians anyhow were much less 
prominent and important, as the small number of written documents (ca. 350, and part of 
these concern Anatolian people) already indicates. Dercksen, an the basis of his onolysis 
of the texts from Amkuwa and Hattus, concludes that "the extent of the area covered by 
the Assyrien troding network of level lb seems to have decreased and this must have of-
fected the trade in a negative way. Except for the remaining wealthy traders678 a general 
impoverishment is discernable, expressing itself not only in the volume of the merchandise, 
but also in the number of cases where Assyrians had been detained by a native creditor 
for insolvency". When karum Kanesh level lb came to an end Assur itself, as indicated by 
AKL, was already in a "dark period" 1 marked by political confusion. The decline and end 
of the profitable Anatolien trade must have had a very negative effect on what was a typi-
col troding centre and it may well have contributed to its crisis, but we lock textual dato to 
prove it. 
677 See Dercksen-Donbaz 2001 on kt 98/k 11, which mentions problems on the roads ond o rebellion 
of habbötum (used as auxiliary forces in these times and attested as such in texts from Tell Leilan) 
who now control the mountains. 
678 Such as Eddin-Assur, the Assyrion member of the partnership described in kt n/k 32 (see obove 
note 667), which was to trade in silver, gold, iron cups, tin, textiles, sloves ond lopis lazuli, both 
in Konesh ond Memme. 
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1. T HE POLITICAL AND ECONOMJC lANDSCAPE 
Trade on and in Anatolia and the creation of nelwork of trading stations there must be 
understood within the framework of its economic and po!itica! !andscape. 
Our knowledge of the economy is restricted, because most records reflect the commercial 
interests of the Assyrians, as sellers of 1mported tin, textiles, lapis lazuli, and iron, as traders in 
Anatolian wool, copper and iron, and os buyers and exporters of silver and gold. In doing 
so they also document commercial contacts with their Anatolian customers, buyers, sellers 
and debtors ond provide some information on the native economy. But these transactions 
concern a rather specific sector of it, mainly that of the elite of Anatolian businessmen, of-
ficials and the palaces. And they usually show less concern for these customers than for issues 
of transport, cost and yield, unless problems encountered are the occasion for providing a 
little more background information. Frequently this information is rather general - political 
unrest, trouble, trovel suspensions, and disturbonce of the market. 679 But there are also purely 
Anatolian records which provide more insights, especially those which belonged to or dealt 
wlth Anotolian merchants and money-lenders, which document loans and debts, frequently of 
grain but also of silver and copper, some consumptive laons, others reflecting local trade and 
credit. Same mention the securities agreed upon (pledging of family members, houses and 
occasionolly fields) and the consequences of default, which could lead to forfeiture or formal 
sale of fields,680 houses and people. Some records shed more light on Anatolian society 
ond economy, especially those from a few Anatolien archives that document family law, but 
unfortunately, only selected documents have been published. 681 
The nature of the goods traded by the Assyrians did not ask for regular contacts with the 
rural population and their subsistence economy, which was based on ogriculture and herd-
679 See 11.2.6 for revolts (saho'um, sihitum), hostilities or war (nukurotum), the events called sildotum 
and sukurtum (see CAD S s.v.); note also kt 94/k 1002:5 (mölum da/hat). See for disturbance 
of the market, Veenhof 2003d, 105ff. (with earlier literature). There are also cases where due to 
conflicts a palace detoins traders and does not let them deport freely ( waßurum), and there is an 
awareness thot trade is impossible when the country is busy with the harvest (e~odum or ebürum, 
TC 3, 3:22f.; BIN 4, 39:7ff .). 
680 A conditional sole in kt 84/k 169, analyzed in Bayram-Veenhof 1993, 92ff.; a (forced) s• le in kt 
o/k 52 (four fields and an orchard, with shored use of the available irrigation water, see Albayrak 
2001). fields pledged in kt k/k 31 (courtsey Hecker) and kt f/k 84 (silver borrowed in exchange 
for holding fields, ana eqlotim kuta 'ulim). 
681 lnteresting texts are found in the groups kt d/k, some of which were published in Balkan 197 4 and 
1979, andin kt f/k, the archive of Peruwo. See for native archives also Veenhof 1978, Donbaz 19880 
{kt n/k), and Alboyrak 1998,2001 (texts from kt o/k), ond 2006 [lexts of Peruwa, son of Suppibra). 
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ing. Trade in wool, acquired in particular and at times in enormous quantities in the area 
south-east of Kanesh, 682 implied contacts with the country-side, but the large omounts of 
wool and the communal or collective nature of transactions imply that the Assyrions dealt 
primorily with the local elite, entrepreneurs and institutions, among which also the pal-
aces. 683 Anatolian agriculture was important both on a subsistence level and for the local 
trade and this is reflected in the regulor occurrence of phases of the ogricultural year as 
due-dates in Anatolian debt-notes, which range from the time of ploughing and seeding 
(eräsum) to the picking of the grapes (qtlip keränim). The festivals of the gods, which also 
served as dates for payments, probobly were also moinly of an ogricultural nature (see 
Vl.2.1). There are also several Anatolian officials with titles of the type "head of ... /upper 
... " (rabi + noun in the genitive), several of which refer to agriculture end husbondry and 
menti on barley, vegeta bles(?), oi 1, the th resh i ng floor, 684 gordeners, herdsmen, ond oxen 
(see below VI. l). Still, our knowledge of the countryside, of the villages, farmers and tenonts 
who produced the staple crops, is rudimentory. Dercksen 20046 hos now anolyzed textual 
evidence on villages ond estates belonging to the urban elite and the palace, among which 
those given out by the king to his officers. 685 
The Assyrians apparently bought what they eat and drank,686 together with the olive oil, 
the firewood and other products they needed, from the local population, probably through 
the intermediary of local traders. For that reason they must have considered the acquisition 
and exploitation of fields a bad investment of time, money ond labor in the very seoson they 
could travel and trade, 687 but they may have occosionolly acquired them when an Anato-
lien debtor, whose fields had been pledged, defoulted,688 and there are rare references 
to the purchase of a garden.689 illustrative of their attitude is perhaps kt a/k 583, where 
682 See for this trode now Dercksen 2004a, 183ff. Amounts of hundred and more kilos are not rare, 
and the biggest amount seems to be in kt 94/k 1482, 65 tolents or more than two and a half 
tons. 
683 Dercksen 20040, 189f. mentions the involvement of an important figure, called Usinolum, who 
supplied large amounts of wool, os documented in texts from the kt 94/k orchive, which is studied 
by Larsen. 
684 We even hove a "chief of the workers of the chief of the threshing floor" (rabi $6bim so rabi adrim), 
witness of a transoction involving the rransfer of pledged fields (kt k/k 31). 
685 He discussed in particular tuzinnum, a lype of land belonging to o house with a service obligotion 
(managed by the so-called "lords of the tuzinnum", "the persons responsible for moking the tenonts 
perform an obligation connected with the fields") and ubodinnum, a land-gront made by the king 
and consisting of houses and land, probably with its tenonts. 
686 See for a documented overview Michel 1997a, "a table avec les marchands poleo-ossyriens". 
687 There is no proof for a possible prohibition of acquiring fields by Assyrians, suggested by Kienost 
1984, 5 ("staatsrechtliche Hintergründe?"). 
688 lt may have been different with gardens, perhaps • djoining houses. In kt 94/k 125 :5ff. (courtesy 
Michel). in on agreement on an inheritonce, an Assyrien promises his brother thot he will not claim 
the other's "house, gorden and fumiture in Towinia", ~ince the latter paid therr fother's debts. 
689 KTS 34al8ff., letter of Eloli, ''I bought a garden, send me the silver for the tin which you collected" 
("garden" is spelled ki-ra-a.m, but ki-ri-om in line 25). 
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an Anatolian palace, 690 which is long overdue in paying the enormous amount of twelve 
tons of copper, oHers to put at the disposol of the Assyrian creditor "fields and orchards for 
a value of 20 minas of silver or even more". But he states thot he will not accept them and 
will leave. 
The movement of goods, both those imported from Assur and those of Anatolian origin and 
exported to Assur or traded inside Anatolia, was conditioned by economic factors of trans-
port, supply and demand, and information on the latter two was available thanks to the 
commercial network and efficient communication. The Assyrions needed markets where they 
could sell and buy at good rotes of exchange, either directly or by indirect exchange, in 
order to acquire the silver and gold which were their goaL The large area covered and 
the geography of Anatolia, with its mountain ranges and -rivers, made tronsport facilities for 
heavy and bulky goods such as tin, copper, textiles and wool, essential. The caravons used 
roads, passes, river crossings (nebartum), bridges (titvrrum}, road stations and lodgings or 
karavanserais (bei ubrim) for donkey caravans and porters, and in certain areas even wagons 
for transport of copper.691 But political factors were equa\ly important, because trade in a 
foreign land, where it could not follow the flog, required arrangements for the protection of 
people and goods, both during caravan trips and in the places where the Assyrlans settled, 
in combination with sufficient freedom of movement to exploit the commercial possibilities. 
Political disturbances inside Anatolia always created problems and dangers and they are 
mentioned in letters, because the relevant information (regularly introduced by the words "I 
hear by rumor", aslanamme) is passed on for the benefit of caravans, which may choose a 
different destination or decide to keep their merchandise for the time being in stock. 
The use of the words "Anatolia" and 1'land 11 simplifies matters, because neither from the 
economic nor from the political point of view was Anatolia one land. lt was, not surpris-
ingly considering its geography, politically fragmented into a fair number of states, many 
presumably city-states, but some also small territorial states with a dominant copital. They 
were ruled by kings (called ruba'um), occasionally by queens (rubatum)i who headed a 
palace organization that employed workers and crattsmen, and also counted a number 
of important officials, notably the rabi sirnm1/tim, "the chief of the stairway" (at times the 
crown-prince), the robi sikktlim, presumably a man with military tasks, but also involved in 
the trade, and the rabi hursalim, the one in charge of the stores (see below Vl.1.1). Political 
orrangements in the form of treaties (the texts speak of "oaths", mamilum} therefore had tobe 
made with many rulers and since such oaths by nature only bound those who swore them, 
they had tobe renewed when there was a change of rule. Our knowledge of such treaties, 
for many years derived from recurring patterns in the contacts between the Assyrians and 
the local palaces and from letters that report on problems arisen, has now considerably 
increased_ After first the report on and quotation of a treaty with a minor town, presum-
690 lhe text (line 8) speak.s of exollum u te 'erätusu, 11the palace and its officials'1 (with te ,ertum for bei 
te 'er/im), the passage quoted ( 17 -21} reods: eqlätim u kirialim .sa 20 mano kospim u elis ekallum 
,s[ akko]nom ezzibsinamo atabbiomo otol/akam. 
691 See Dercksen 1996, 64ft. 
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ably in Southern Anatolia, had been published,692 we now have the text of two treaties, 
concluded with Hohhum ond Konesh, from the level lb period, which will receive special 
attention in cha pter V. 2. 
The economic landscape was far from uniform and we have to distinguish the areas im-
portant for the supply of and trade in silver, copper and wool. The sale of imported textiles 
does not show a particular geographical pattern; they apparently were olways in demand 
and probably could be sold wherever there was an elite who could afford these expensive 
products. The palaces regularly acquired textiles by collecting the five percent import tax 
(nishatum) on them and by using their right to pre-empt another ten percent (called "tithe", 
isralim, or so sirnim, "those to be bought"). 693 With many caravans a year the total figure 
could become substontial and we see that palaces regularly do not buy the full ten-percent 
they were entitled to. Palaces and their officials bought textiles on other occasions too and, 
to give an example, kt 94/k 1128 registers how in all ''95 textiles have been deposited in 
the palace", presumably in the framework of a collective transaction. In a remarkable letter, 
kt 89 /k 207 (courtesy Kawasaki), two Assyrians write: "Here we mode inquiries concern-
ing the situation in Wahsusana and (we learned that) the gentleman needs many textiles 
for his country, so that the people are constantly worried about entering (the city)."69.:1 The 
local ruler may have needed textiles not only for commercial purposes, but also to meet 
his obligations and keep his servants and officers content, because textiles, as already the 
archives of Ebla show and the texts h-om Mari document, were a traditional and preferred 
royal gift. They were also used in this way by Assyrian troders who wished to maintain 
good relations with rulers and officials, 695 and the writer of the letter TC l, 39 ( Ci1K no. 
92) teils us in lines 20-2: _ 
"/ entered Tuhpia and somewhat later, in accordance with your instruction, / brought 
(nasö'um} the ruler a thin textt!e and a garmenl as present and, separate/y, / also 
produced ten texllles and iron. He returned the iron and the textt!es, but accepted 
the present(erbum) wlfh the words, '1 do not take (the rest)''. for the present which / 
brought him, they brought down (from the palace) [ ... ] minas of copper ... ". 
Puzz!ed by the question how Anatolio could absorb thousands of expensive woolen tex-
tiles, it has also been suggested that part them were exported again, to east and west, but 
evidence is still lacking. 
Several mines must have produced silver and it was current oll over Anatolia for making pay-
ments and extending loans. But the Assyrian sources show that it was in particular available 
in the areas south and south-west of Kanesh, especially in Burushoddum (which hos been 
692 Kt n/k 794, see below chapter V.I, under C. 
6Q3 See for this system Larsen 1967, 156ff. and AOA1T85f. 
694 Li nes 7f. aw11um ana motisu $ubate madütim hasah. 
695 The term used is nis'um, "that what is brought", cf. EL 150:6, two textiles 'presented ano ni-is-e-im 
(sie) when the queen of Wahsusana entered (the town)'', ond many texts register that textiles "were 
brought" for such purposes. Note BIN 6, 23:20, where o trader writes, "By the five textiles I am 
bringing him he (the afore mentioned robi sikkitim, who owes him silver) will become oshamed, so 
that I can recover my silver" (ibäsmo kaspi asallah). 
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designated as the main silver marketL and it presumably originated from the Bolkardag min-
ing area in the Central Taurus, south of Nigde. Assyrien trade in wool and copper may in 
part have been due to the fact that in other areas of Anatolia less (cheap) silver was availoble, 
so that indirect exchange of the goods imported, using the caravon donkeys the Assyrians 
had at their disposal, became o way of ultimately acquiring silver and gold elsewhere. Tin 
was ,mported from Assur because it was needed in Anotolia for the production of bronze and 
one would expect it to be shipped to and sold in the copper mining oreas. Those which were 
relevant for OA trade are concentrated in the north, most probobly in the areas of Canktn, to 
the eost of Tokat ond around Trobzon, 696 but there is still uncertainty about their relative im-
portance, because the locafion of the main copper market, Durhumit, is disputed.697 Derck.sen 
1996, 43ff., collected dato which indicate where copper was mined, refined or traded and 
presented a list of qualifications in the form of a nisbe used of copper or of so+ place-name. 
The former, which presumably refer to the origin and quolity of the copper, refer to Haburata, 
lstanuwa, Kunanamit, Tapasatta, T aritor and Tismurna, which, os for as there are indications 
for their location, mostly point to northern Anatolio. The latter, e.g. so Burushattim, soWosho-
nia ond so Nenosso, which refer to cities outside the copper mining areas, presumably mean 
copper produced locolly by refining. 698 
The geographical pattern of the tin trade, os far as we can trace it,699 was not simply one 
of massive tronsports to the named copper mining oreas. Tin was shipped to Durhumit and 
other northern cities, but also regularly transported elsewhere, often by agents who had 
received it in consignment, to be sold even for copper. lt is also remorkable that Assyrions 
did not trode in bronze, os one might have expected if they were the regular suppliers of 
tin to the copper mines and the latter produced bronze. Copper was in wide circulotion, 
also as a form of "money", ond most of the textuol evidence deals with Assyrians700 who 
acquired it (also in exchange for wool), at firnes in enormous quantities,7°1 tried to convert 
696 See Dercksen 1996, 255, map B. There were also copper mines around Ergani, near Elaz1g, but there 
is no evidence of Assyrien trade with the mining area there, nor of transport and sale of tin there, nor 
of export of copper from Ergani to Assur, which seems to have obtained its copper from the south. 
697 The traditional location, defended by Dercksen, is southeast of Ankara, on or neor the K1zd1rmak, 
but there is also a suggestion to locate it much more to the northeast, near Tokat. 
698 In CCT 2, 13:6 there is mention of "10.000 (minas oA copper of Burushaddum, which the palace 
gove him'', but we do not know how it had acquired this huge amount. 
699 We loose track of much of the lin after its arrival in Anatolia. Part of il was bought by the palaces, 
but we have no information on how they used it. Much was entrusted to traveling agents who 
signed debt-notes that obliged them to pay in due time its price in silver, but we do not know 
where they went. Soles to Anatolians only yielded written evldence if they were credit-sales. 
700 But Anatolian retailers (pasirum) were also active, see AOATT138 with note 238, and Dercksen 
1996, 120 and 127. 
701 See the list in Dercksen 1996, 209ff., where we meet several lots of more than 10 talents (360 
kg.l, and even quantities of fifty talents or more (73 in BIN 4, 199:10; 98 in Prag 1 471 :lf.; and 
105 in kt u/k 4:13). The weight cf large quanlities was also given in simple numbers, which mean 
the number of minas, "pounds'', and we have cases of four and ten thousands pounds (CCT 2, 
13:5f., nearly 5 Ions), and kt 94/k 917 even mentions amounts of 16.000 and 30.000 pounds. 
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poor into refined copper, 702 and shipped it to various cities to sell it for silver, 703 by way 
of transactions in which frequently also the local polace was involved. This suggests the 
existence of a local bronze production in many places ond Dercksen 1996, 151, assumes 
that there was not so much an industrial production of ready bronze for trade, but rather a 
locol production by the coppersmiths who manufactured bronze objects, partly on demand. 
Workshops, tools and moulds, discovered in karum Kanesh, fit this pottern.7O4 lt must hove 
happened also for or even under the control of the local pa\aces, which needed bronze 
tools and weapons, to judge from the Anatolien title "chief of the blacksmiths" (rabi nap-
pahe)705 and the foct that poloces frequently appear as holding large stocks of this metol. 
Trade in copper, which was not exported to Assur, for the Assyrians meant buying in oreas 
where it was readily and probably cheaply available, so sei! it eventually elsewhere, 
at times after hoving refined it, for silver and gold, which was shipped back to Assur. lf 
successful, it could mean added profit, though at the cost of more traveling and multiple 
transactions, which required energy and were only possible thanks to the extended network 
of trading settlements. lt seems clear that some traders were much more active in the trade 
in wool and cooper than others, probably also depending in which areas their operations 
were concentrated. lt would be interesting to find out whether the trade in copper (and 
wool) developed in connection with the expansion of the Assyrien trading network, which 
penetroted into areas were less silver was ovailable, but enabled them to keep goods in 
store or ship them elsewhere, where (according to information received from colleagues) 
the possibilities for sale were better. lt is anyhow likely thot the transport capocity the As-
syrians had at their disposal in the form of caravan donkeys, after their original loads of 
tin and textiles had been sold, was an important factor in the Irade in copper and wool. 
And the occasional renting of wagons shows how they tried to cope with the problems of 
transporting heavy loads of copper. 706 
702 Th is operotion was ca l led ono dommuqim lo "urum. "to convert i nlo good copper" end ( ~r,om 
dommuqam) ko"unum, "to secure" by means of conversion, see Dercksen 1996, 53ft. 
703 In ATHE 32 Amur-lstar reports that a local polace (the name of the town is not mentioned} had 
sold a lot of copper to troders from Eblo, who paid for it with good silver. When, in ten doys, the 
palace will be without copper, he will sell the copper he hos in store (ofter hoving seid his tin for 
copper) for silver (he writes "I will buy silver"}. 
704 See for moulds Dercksen 1996, 233, and for workshops and tools Özgüc 2003, 109ff. and 
242ff. 
705 See below Vl.l.l. Kt 94/k 208:28ff. registers a poyment to a smith "who forged iron in the 
palace". See for the coppersmith Dercksen 1996, 71f., who points out that olongside Anatiolans 
also o few Assyrien smiths were present in Kenesh (Puzur-Anna, see Sturm 2001, 477ff.; Ennönum, 
kt 94/k 292:2 end kt m/k 110:7; and Salim-beli in kt 94/k 438 :16f.). 
706 See Dercksen 1996, 64ff. Note TC 2, 18: 7ff., which informs us that absence of demand for 
copper in Burushaddum lead to the decision no to hire wagons ond to use, in due time, donk.eys 
for its transport. The use of wagons must hove been restricted lo rother Rot areos, such os the volley 
of the K1z1hrmak, and this may hove implications for the locotion of Durhumit, where wagons could 
be used (KTS 3b:7ff.). 
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2 .1. Ä LIST OF THE MAIN CITIES, RULERS, LANDS, AND ÄSSYRIAN SETTLEMENTS 
As a basis for the following observations I present an alphabetical table of the main cities, 
nearly all of which - not (yet?) attested for Luhusaddio and uncertain for Ninassa - had an 
Assyrien karum or wobartum, with information whether their ruler, palace or land is attested. 
The numbers 1 and 2 are for references dated to or contemporary with körum Kanesh level 
lb or II; the last column offers some rare or new references. The publication dato of the texts 
whose excavation numbers (omitting "kt") 1 rnention can eosily be found with the help of 
the lists in Michel 2003c, 61ff. Additional references and other observations are presented 
below, per number. Data in Nashef 1991 are not repeated unless they are rare or require 
comments. Many references in the texts to 11the ruler 11 and to "the palace" cannot be linked 
with a particular city and new texts will certainly bring additional dato. 
Separately I list references which link particular products, especially wool, textiles and 
copper, with an Anatolien city by means of .sa, which in many cases denotes a product 
(produced in or fashioned according to the local technique or style) of a particular town, 
comparable to Assyrien .sa AkkicliJe, 11Akkadian 11 , so Subirim, '1Subarean\ and even so alim, 
'
1Assyrian" (see AOA7Tl81ff.). But sa GN may also meon "stored, available in GN". 707 
With metals the reference may be not to the mining area, but to fhe town where they are 
refined, alloyed or offered for sale. 708 
copper 
oil 
allänu, "acorns• 
bu/nätum, ßpistachios• 
wool 
textiles 
epattum 
Burushaddum, Durhumit, Haburato, lstanuwa, Kunanamit, Nenassa, the 
"land S/Sawit", Tapasatta, Taritar, Tismurna, Tuhpia, and Washania.7°9 
Hahhum, CCT 4, l Ba:26; Kanesh, KTS 2, 31 :19. 
Hanaknak, kt 94/k 1625:H. 
Burushaddum, Studies Veenhof, 130, 16 {nisbe, Mari). 
Hahhum, Hurama, Luhusaddia, Mamma, Timilkia? _llO 
Hahhum, KUG 13:20; Garelli 1964, 59, no. 4:5 (nisbe). 
T alhat, see AOA TT l 28f. 
707 
"Textiles of Huroma", in KTS 2, 29:14, ore textiles first shipped there, see lines 5ff.; note ATHE 
63:l6ff., "when textiles of (coming from) Zalpa or (sie, u) Hurama arrive". 
708 See references for gold and silver "of Burushaddum'', and "good quality /ili-silver of Kanesh 11 , in 
Nashef 1991 s.v. Cities probably always had some kind of textile industry and many may have 
used local wool, but the areas to the southeast of Kanesh are clearly the main wool producing 
regions, where the Assyrians bought wool. 
l<Y; See Dercksen 1996, 43ff. The references for Taposatto are kt n/k 1952:19f. and kt 91/k 
390:6). 
710 See AOA77l 31f. ~nd for Timilkia, TC l, 81 :44 ("10 shekels of silver (for) 30 minas of wooP of 
Timilkia"). 
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Tuttul, kt 93/k 196:6 {courtesy Michel). 
. Mamma, kt 94/k 1465:23. 
Zalpa, kt 94/k 734:2f. 
Haqa, kt 93/k 60:lf.; Hahhum, kt n/k 518:94f.; Kanesh, kt 94/k 734:6, 
cf. AOATT124; Mamma, TC l, 43:3f.; Zalpa, kt 93/k 59:lf. (courtesy 
Michel). 
Talhat, kt 94/k 1672:20, see AOATT 128f.; bought in Hahhum, KTS 
36c:9ff. 
Hahhum, kt 94/k 1672:19 {CCT 5, l2o:8f. shows thot a tisabum belonged 
to the categary of soptinnu); No/ehrio kt 94/k 724:2f. 
Cities, w1lh their rulers, paloces, 1ands: ond Assyrion commerciol settlements 
city ruro'um nisbe palace land körum IAICJb. new and rare references 
l. Amkuwa 1° 2 
' 
2 1 26 
' 
0 OIP 27,l:lf.; 6 a/k 1070:3 
2. Apum 1 2° J 0 AKT 2,19:13; n/k 1406:1 
3. Batna 10 2b 0 00/k 10, 111:27'; 6 KTH 3:24 
4. Buruddum - 20 26 0 92/k 5:6f.; 6 91/k 171:39 
5. Burushaddum 2 20 26 2- ° Cole 4:15; 6 KTH 3:23f. 
6. Durhumit 20? 2 16,2 0 n/k 1408:5; 6 f/k 183:6 
7. Eluhhut 16 2 1 16 2 I 0 b/k 612:18; 6 kt OOK 10 
9. Honaknak - 2 k/k 70:lf.; k/k 91 :29 
10. Hottus 2 2 20 0 n/k l952:19f.; 92/k 203:5 
11. Huroma 20 20 J?b 2 1 0 m/k 134:4, 18; 6 82/t 51 
12. Kanesh 10 26 , 2 2 2 1,2 0 g/t 35:3; 6 KTP 4:13 
13. Karahna 2 Gorelli 1966, 119 no. 47. 
14. Kuburnat 20 2 26 0 m/k 148:75; 6 o/k 403:17f. 
15. Kussara 2 20 0 91/k 145:22 
16. luhusaddia 10 26 , 2 2 2 0 n/k 76:13; 6 k/k 5l:7f 
17. Mamma 1,2 1 2° 
' 
l 26 
' 
0 b/k 176:15; 6 c/k 841 :23 
18. Na/ehrio - 2? 2 2 EL 210:2; 86/k 49:25 
19. Nenassa 2 2 20 262 0 TC 3, 165:14; 6 92/k 203:6 
20. Saladi/uwar- 20 2b 0 kt t/k 1 :9; b KTH l6A:22 
21. Salahsuwa 1? 20 26 0 KTK 64:16; 6 91/k 148:35 
22. Samuha 2 2?. 1,20 0 TPAK 182:2'; VS 26, l95:3f. 
23. Simala 2 0 a/k 503:lf. 
24. Sinahutum 2 20 0 89/k 3876:5; k/k 63:7 
25. Suppilulia - 1a 2b 0 94/k 486:17; 6 0 3684:30 
26. Tawinia )fo 2b 2 120,2 - 0 f/k 183:4, 7; b n/k 388:7 1 
27. Tegaramo - 2 20 l ?b 0 k/k 5 7: 18; 6 r /k l : l? 
28. Timilkio 2 l, 2 2 1 ?,2° 0 n/k 1818:3; 94/k 502:3 
29. Tismurno 2a 2b 0 n/k 482:7; b o/k 1429:23 
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30. Tuhpia 2 20 26 0 92/k 203:6; 6 KTK 107:13 
31. Ulama 2 20 0 m/k 137:26; 94/k 340:18 
32. Upe 2 AKT 3, 55-57 
33. Ursu 2 CCT l, 66:12; SUP 7 
34. Ussa 2 v/k 164:5 
35. Wahsusona 2 2 2 1? 2 J 0 KTP 10:23 
36. Washania 20 20 2 16 2 0 KTP 14:5; 6 n/k 276:29 
37. Zalpa (South)- 2 2 Chantre 11:4; BIN 6,167:9 
38. Zalpa (North)- 2? 20 0 91/k 149:22 
39. Zimishuna - 2 AKT 2 p. 38; 91/k 2l2:19f. 
2. 2. COMMENTS ON THE TABLE 
1. See for dato on Amkuwa, Dercksen 2001 a, 4H. Note kt n/k 137 4: 1 0f. ( Cecen, 19906), 
.siprum so Amkuwä u so rubä ~im ituramma umma Amkuwöiuma, related is kt n/k 48 2: 17 
(nisbe). See for the possible attestation of o queen and o rabi simmiltim of Amkuwa in OIP 
27, 5:13, the comments on 21, Salahsuwo. 
2. Frequently identified with Tell Leilon, but since in the 18 th century BC, the cily under the 
names Subat-Enlil and Sehna, counted as "capital of the land of Apum", Apum moy have 
been the earlier, still unidentified capital of the land, to be located in the same general 
orea. In the 181h century BC Tell Leilan harboured an Assyrien karum according to a treaty 
concluded between the city of Assur and the king of Apum (Eidern 1991), dated to ca. 1740 
B.C. The city was an important road-station for Assyrian caravans, see Nashef 1987, nos. 
24:6, 25: 25 and 31: 12, and see for further information Nashef 1991 s.v., to which we can 
now add kt g/k 220:6 (Günbatt1 2002, 81, in the sequence Assur, Apum, Haqa) , while 
in Prag 1 804:9 (in the sequence Oattara - Apia - the steppe [kasa"um] - the river (the 
Euphrates) - Timilkia) the city appears as Apia. Note BIN 4, 124: 12ff., a gift for a libation 
{kirrum) to the dagger of Assur in Apum. 
3. Town in Northern Mesopotamia, situated between the Euphrates and the Balikh, south-
west of Urfa, near Sürüc, see AOA TT243 and 293f. lts name lived on in Roman ßatnae 
{see A. Poidebard, La trace de Rome dons le desertde Syrie(BAH t. 18, Paris 1934], map 
and p. 148}. A ruler of Batna in mentioned in the treaty with Hahhum (kt 00/k 10, 1 [111]:27') 
as a possible enemy of Hahhum. KTH 3 shows that the town also had a barullum-official. 
Payment of nishatu-tax in ßatna ond Zalpa is mentioned in BIN 6, 245:2'-S. The town 
also occurs in kt 91/k 451 :2 (loss of textiles in B.), kt 91/k 465:22, and kt 94/k 219:34. 
4. Kt 92/k 5:4'ff. report on a trader who traveled to Buruddum and wrote from there: ~The 
palace treats me with contempt" (massuhum). The reference in kt 91/k 171 :39 to a karum 
Bu-ru-dum is at the end of a testimony about a confrontation between Assur-mossu'T and 
Püsu-ken about the poyment of the price for a hause in Kanesh, and one wonders why the 
witnesses of this confrontotion were summoned by karum Buruddum and whether this might 
not be a mistake for _Burushaddum. But the karum is also attested in kt n/k 1730:4f. The 
occurrence of a 11ten-men board 11 (esartum) of Buruddum in CCT 3, 36a:l shows that there 
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was an Assyrian presence there and we have good evidence for the town as an important 
road-station for caravans leaving for Anatolia711 , where people could meet and handle 
legal affairs. The town, also known from the Mari texts, is usually locoted in the areo of 
Mardin, not far from Eluhhut and this is now confirmed by the inscription on the victory stela 
of king Daduso of Eshnunna (BaMih. 34 [2003] 146} col. X:12ff., where he claims a vic-
tory in the north ("above" eht in the land Subartum, from the land of Burunda and the land 
of Eluhtu until the mountain Diluba and the mountain Lullum. 
5. A rubo~um rabium (written GAL) presumably in TTC 27:7 (no comments in RA 80, 1986, 
128), and a rubä'um in AKT 3, 79:13; no nisbe ottested. See for this important city also 
Garelli 1989 and for its remarkable obsence from texts from level lb, Dercksen 20010, 61. 
6. The presumably single reference to the ruler is in kt n/k 1408:5 (courtesy Cecen, refer-
ence Dercksenl, where the karum of the town writes to a trader: ·1f you corry with you letters 
addressed to either the ruler or to us (/u ana ruba 'im lu <a>-ni-o-11), send them ohead"; the 
palace occurs in kt 94/k 1724:8, where the palace takes the nishatu-tax of textiles brought 
to the city. The rarity of both and the absence of even o single reference to "the land of 
Durhumif', considering the importance of the town, is remarkable. The seal of the karum in 
CT~ 97:2. See for this city Michel 1991a. Note interest kimo owot kärim D., kt 91/k 
390:9, and "the market/rate of exchange of D." in kt n/k 661:7ff. and 91/k 181:16, both 
in relation with the trade in copper. See for the important role of this city in the copper trade 
Dercksen 1996, l 2ff., 129, 138, 154f. Envelopes with the text "Seal of karum Durhumit" are 
listed in Hecker, 2003, 193f. For the identification of the city it is importont to note that kt 
91/k 437:22f. mentions a small payment for "the crossing" (nebarturrij of a river near this 
city (Veenhof 20066, 779) and that several texts show that wagons could be used for the 
transport of copper from it (Dercksen 1996, 64f.). 
7. Only one reference for the kärum. Nashef 1987, 66 note 45 and 1991, 38f., identifies 
the town with Luhäya, attested os a coravan stop in the Khabur Triangle in BIN 4, 191:2 
ond 14 (payments to a srbum, "eldermon", in ond for an escort sa luhäyciJ, ond in TC 2, 
57:llff. (expenses made because "people from luhäya had stolen o donkey in Abrum"}. 
But texts from Mari also know both an Eluhhut and a Luhöya, the latter presumably identi-
cal to Uläyum, tobe located not far from Tolhayum (see Durand 1998, 270 note o, ond 
Forlanini 2004, 407, notes l lf.}. Eluhhut, also attested in kt m/k 3:34, has been locoted 
by Mari specialists in the northern part of the Khabur Triangle, in the orea of Mardin, east of 
Burundum (and cf. Charpin-Ziegler 2003, 116, note 339, following Durand 2000, 454), 
which agrees with the victory stele of Dadusa of Eshnunno {see above on no. 4), which 
711 Buruddum (nearly twenty attestions, also in kt 94/k 414:7 ond 14 occurs os a road-station (Nashef 
1991, 28f., equates it with Baraddum, discussed fn lewy 1956, 22, with nate 95) in o possage 
in an unpublished text {Noshef 1987, 37, 19), which records woges for caravon personnel 
from Buruddum to Hahhum ond ~om Hahhum to Timilkio. which suggests a location within the 
Euphrates bend. Evidence for Buruddum as o town where corovons leoving for Anatolia ore 
assembled is provided by Prag 1 550:5, ATHE 46:5 (a coravan leaving the town, reod: [g].fu 
B.), CCT 6, 22a:18, and KTS 2, 43:49. On the other hond, its ossociation with Simolo (CCT 3, 
360 and ICK 1, 84:21) might suggest o more nothern location. 
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describes his victories in the north, all the way "from the land of Burunda and the land of 
Eluhtu". While some consider an even more northern location, near the Upper Tigris, in the 
area of Tigunanum, H. Waetzoldt {Studies Oe/sner, 532} opts for a more westen location, 
in the area of Viransehir. The other OA references, including Michel 1987 no. 61 :5, "from 
Eluhhut [ until ... ]", are not informative. 
8. In CCT 4, 30a: 13 the ruler of this city is designated as LUGAL, the equivalent of ruho"um, 
which thus far occurs on!y in the unpublished lext kt b/k 612:18, mentioned in Balkan 1957, 
28. The ruba"um who owns a donkey load of .kulanu-textiles in KKS 2:5f., contrary to 
what Garelli 1998a, 453, suggests, is not the ruler of Hohhum, but the one of Assur, who 
had given this merchandise in consignment to a trader. The nisbe is only used of o troder 
(Puzur-Suen Hahhium, kt 94/k 153:19f.) end for a type of wool and textiles, also during 
the level lb period (but apparently not in Kßo 9, 28 rev.2 1, see Dercksen 2001, 60, note 
118), see AOA TTl 29. Information on the level 16 period, with mention of various officials, 
is contained in the treaty with this city, kt 00/k 10, see below V.2.2. The korum of level II 
is weil attested; one of its verdicts, with 11 the seal of karum Hahhum", is kt 94/k 1047. A 
"ten-men boord" of this city occurs in CCT 4, 30a:4, and a mal Hahhim is attested in Mari, 
ARMT 26/2, 547:2. See for this city Garelli 19986. 
9. The wabartum al50 in kt a/k l 258b:34f. (Balkan 1992, 31). Kt k/k 70 is an envelope 
with the text "Seal of the wabartumof Hanaknak" and five different seal impressions (Hecker 
2003, 192 note 33). Disturbing is kt 89/k 230:5ff. [courtesy Kawasaki), where it is stated 
that "as soon as A. and S. had entered Hanaknak, one seized them in the bei karirn". Did 
one (by mistake?) call the administrative seat of a wabartum also bei karim (the term * bei 
wabartim is never used)? Kt 94/ 1128: lf. lists transactions with textiles Jlwhen the ruler went 
to Hanaknak", but it is not clear which ruler it was and what the trip meant (a 11 state visit" or 
was the ruler also lord of Hanaknak2). See br the city and its location, Veenhof 20066, 
comments on text 1. 
10. The ruler occurs in kt 92/k l 94:43f ., where the [gift?] of a textile is said to have 
occurred "when the ruler of Hattus (ruba"um Hollusaium) [went?] to Washania and Ba-
ni-ha-or-si-1m x [ ... ]"; the nisbe alone in KTK 10:8' and kt n/k 211: 6f., ''He said: Entrust 
him to the man of Hattus (Ha-lu-sa-im) and he will take the road the man of Hattus will tell 
him, so that he will be safe. 9 He offered him the road to Suppilulia and said to him: The 
man of Suppilulia should conduct you to Karahna". Une 25 mentions the queen (rubolurn) 
of Hattus. Note that the nisbe is derived from Hattus (the only form of the name attested in 
OA texts) and not from the form Hattusa, which first occurs in texts from Mari. The two new 
references for korum Hattus during the level II period make up for the untraceable and for a 
lang period only reference mentioned in Nashef 1991, 58. The city also occurs in kt 89 /k 
3876: 14f. (a letter of the wabarturn of Sinahutum), ''The men (from Mamma) who stayed in 
Hattus have left (going) beyond Hattus" { ina ebar Hallu~. * Mal Hattus does not occur, but 
the frequent and much discussed Ha/turn may have substituted for it. According to Dercksen 
2001a, 57ff., Hattum de hctoequalled the area "within the K1zd1rmak basin", but Hattum is 
not (yet?) attested in texts from körurn Kanesh level lb. Note also kt 94/k 1610:19ff., where 
the alternative for selling textiles in Kanesh seems to be to send them to Hattum and see for 
shipment of merchandi~e "to Hattum 11 also kt 94/k 726: 18. Note also kt 94/k 1629 rev lf ., 
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11 sundry wares (sahertum) of Hattum", kt 92/k 205:9f., !lhbbi matim sa Hattim, ''in the hin-
terland of Hattum0 , kt b/k 54a, where two Anatolians are designated as sa Hattim(Balkan 
1973, 44L and kt 94/k 760:22f., payment to a guide/escort of Hattim.712 
11. A ruler of Huroma wrote the letter kt n/k 1024 (courtesy Cecen), which deals with 
donkeys, to an Assyrlan trader. In kt m/k 134 karum Hurama wrole a letter to karum 
Kanesh to ask its advice on the contents of an oath (sworn freaty), which the ruler of 
Hurama (whose palace is mentioned in line 18) had offered/proposed (tadanum} them 
and in which he stated his claim to a share in the textiles and the right ''to search the 
bags" (naruqqalim naddudum), to check their numbers or perhaps to select the best 
pieces. 1 am not sure whether kt 82/t 51, which mentions a korum, is really contempo-
ra,y with level lb of karum Kanesh. Additional references for the karum of level II are kt 
n/k 1815:5 (deposition), kt 86/k 196:30, kt 91/k 370:27 (~aher rab,~ "plenary"), and 
kt 94/k 324:6. 
12. Note ATHE 62:33-36, "the queen (rubatum) has written concerning the smuggling to 
Luhusaddia, Huroma, Salahsuwa and to her land (ana malisa)". See for rulers during the 
level lb period, below § 5, and see for a reference to a "great [king] of Kanesh" ([LUGAI.] 
GAL Kanisium) in the treoty, below V.2.1. In TC l, 18:42 a caravan leaves Mamma to 
arrive ana mä!Kanis. Kt 87/k 275:11-17 (a slave sale, Hecker, 1998, no. 5) states: 'Take 
her (a slave-girl) either to Hattum or to ''the land", but do not sell her in Kanesh and the land 
Kanesh". P. answered: "I will bring her ocross the Euphrates". The nisbe frequently refers to 
people (traders, messengers, escorts) from Kanesh, but in ATHE 66:9f. to the king: "When 
my tablet about the man of Wohsusana ond the man of Kanesh, that they have pronounced 
the oath, has arrived .. .". This is probably also the case in kt 87 /k 384:32f., "take good 
care of yourself until the Kaneshite returns". 
The nisbe also occurs in the combinotion öl Kanisi'e, "the town of the Koneshites", in kt 92/ 
k 103:14f. and 108:6, where it refers not to Kanesh, but to a settlement south of Timilkia, 
hence presumably in the area where the Euphrates was crossed. Both texts (kt 92/k 108 
only covers the trip from "the town of the Kaneshites" to Kanesh) !ist travel expenses in a 
geographical sequence, in Q• "aro, Hamisönum, Burollum, Birtu'um, öl Kanisi'e, Timilkia, 
Hur(a)ma, Luhusoddia and Kanesh. Since POAT 21: 19 and ATHE 63 :24713 show that 
Kanisi'u is used for traders of Kanesh, the "town of the Koneshites" could be a (temporary?) 
commercial settlement on the caravan road founded and used by traders from Kanesh. No 
dato on korum of Kanesh have tobe mentioned here; envelopes with the text "seal of karum 
Kanesh!' are listed in Hecker 2003, 19lf. 
13. Note kt n/k 388:9ff. (Günbatt1 1997, no. 2). where the king of Tamnia says: "For your 
sake I have taken an oath to Karahno ... , on the second day one will bring me the oath 
of Karahno 1'. 
712 Remarkable are KTS 1, 8o:4f., 'in the city of the Hattians'' (,na alim so [H]o-lf-e}, and kt 94/k 
1226: 18, "with 2 ku/önu--textiles 1 clothed the Hattians• (Ha-lf-e ulabbii, d. TC 3, 161 :6, one textile 
a-körim labbusim}. Note that LB 1201:18, contrary to the cloim of lewy 1950, 372, has (textiles} 
ina di-lim nod•u. 
713 The palace In Wahsusan told Assyrians: "When the Kaneshites leave, you too must depcrt". 
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1.4. A ruho'um Kuhurnofaium in kt m/k 148:75 (Hecker 20046, 66] receives a gi~, andin 
kt 93/k 171 :3 (courtesy Michel) the Kuburnolöium took textiles. The wabortum also in kt a/k 
4650:8, kt 91/k 176:21f., kt 92/k 194:3-6, and kt 92/k 200:4 (letter of karum Kanesh 
to the waborlums of Kuburnat, Hanaknak and Tismurna). The karum of level lb occurs in 
kt 98/k 125: 10'-12', together with the "travelers on the road to the City" (Donbaz 20016, 
110). Kt 94/k 636 and 644 (courtesy Larsen) are two letters addressed to this wohartum by 
a korum whose name is missing. The proximity of Karahna is clear from kt 94/k 441 :16f., 
sale of textiles either in Kuburnat, or in Hanaknak, or in Durhumit, and from kt k/k 87:6f., a 
trader on his way to Kuburnat is instructed to go to Hanaknak. Note also kt 92/k 194:21: 
soddu~utu-tax levied from Bu~ia of Kuburnat in Tuhpia, and Le\/v'f 1950, 438ff. 
15. The nisbe occurs in kt 87/547:5, "in the land Zalpa Ku-so-[ra-1]-um maqilniat/' The 
address of Ne~r. Bog. 2, a letter of the wohartum of Mamma, tobe dated fo level II, may 
be restored as: [ ano ... u wa-ba+tim so Ku-sa-ra, the alternative, [ be-ru]-tim, is unlikely, 
since the body called berutlum is only attested for Soladuwar. But another possibility is 
to read [ eso~lim, Liten-men board", which has now turned up in kt 93/k 67: 2 (courtesy 
Michel), in the address of a letter written by karum Kanesh ana 10-tim so Kussaro. 
16. Kt m/k 144: 10 writes ruba"im Lu-hu-za-to-im and a nisbe referring to the ruler also 
occurs in CCT 2, 48: 36. The palace is mentioned in CCT 4, 19c: l 8f., where Assyrians, 
because of the seizure of t-heir textiles, "went up to the palace\ where the queen answered 
their protests. Land and palace together occur in Kays. 1830:7, 'Two Assyrians have been 
killed in the land of L., we went up to the palace, saying: In you land (tvvo] Assyrians have 
been killed" (see Hecker 1996a, no. 2). The city was important for the trade (especially in 
wool, see AOATT131f.; note also kt 87 /k 551 :7f., "Did you not see that there is much silver 
in Luhusaddia?"), but there is no evidence yet for an Assyrian karum or wabartum. lf that is 
not by accident, it could be the reason why it was the wabarlum of Kussara, which accord-
ing to Kayseri l 830:6f. (Hecker 1996a, no.2) went up to the local palace and the ruler 
when ''lwo Assyrians had been killed in the land of Luhusaddia" (line 11, "in your land"). 
17. See for a ruha,um, Balkan 1957, 32, kt 86/k 102:5f., a letter by the wahartum of 
Mamma to karum Kanesh, with the information that "the ruhö"u Momaiu is out of town" 
( wa~,; singular!), and kt g/k 51 :20f„ Mamma is usuolly looked for in the region of Marcs, 
perhaps a little north of it; Miller 2001, 68ff. settles for "a location between Maras and 
Göksun". A text from Tell Leilan (Vincente no. 153] mentions a trader lnnayo who arrived 
from Mommö (Mo-am-ma-ati). 
18. The nisbe in VS 26, 138:3 (ni-hi-ri-a-e-em) maywell mean the ruler, the palace is at-
tested in KUG 36:5'. Garelll 1965, 42 no. 17: l 6ff. records a small gift by a caravon to 
the kassumof Nehria (see below chapter Vl.1.2.2 an this title) and a payment to the local 
karum; a bog with the seal of this karum is mentioned in kt 93/k l 94:9f. In Kayseri 5064 
prisoners are to be transported to and sold in Nehria, in AKT 1, 77:7f. o man married in 
Kanesh is forbidden to morry a qadtstum in Kanesh or in Nehria. Note the occurrence of 
a 'Ten-men board" (esartum) of Nehria in AnOr6, 15:2. The town is usually located in the 
area of Urfa, on the Upper Balikh. 
19. Nearly all occurrenc~s of this city and its ruler (several times referred to by a nisbe only) 
are discussed in Sturm 2000, 499ff. Note also kt a/k 4886, where the ollohhinnum of 
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Nenasso bought two kutänu-textiles "for the wardrobe of the ruler" ( so luhus ruha ',:,,,}, and 
CCT 6, 34a: 3-5, where its queen, bei mat[ 11n]? and king may occur. lt is possible thot 
the queen of ATHE 66: 19 is the one of Nenassö, the goal of the trip according to line 6. 
From kt 94/k 345:5' (ina Nenassa ana narim) we learn that the city was on the road to 
the K1zd1rmok, which is confirrned by kt 94/k 1534:20'f., which lists a poyment "for the use 
of/to the man of the bridge" (ono so titurrim) there. There is no mention of an Assyrien set-
tlement, but the address of the official letter kt 92/k 203:4-6, "Ta karum Durhumit, Hattus, 
Tamnia, T uhpia until (am·) Nenassa", might imply that the city had a korvm. The account 
TC 3, 165:13-19 lists as expenses in this city tax poid to the palace end small gifts to lo-
cal dignitories such as the bei öhm, the kossum, the namrum(?}, the bei ho-D1-tim, and the 
rabi~um, some of which are also mentioned in kt 94/k 1534:20'ff. 
20. No ruler, palace or "land", are attested during level II, but a payment to the local la5rvm 
appears in kt t/k 1:9//25:3 (Sever 1996). The wabartumoccurs also in kt k/k 122 rev.:l 
(summoned witnesses), kt 83/k 117:6, a letter from körvm Wahsusana, which reports about 
"letters sent by the wabortum(sic) of Ulama and Soladuwar", in kt 92/k 195:16, andin kt 
94/k 1197:8 (rnentions its silver). The existence, during level II of both a korum and a wa-
bartum, could reflect a development in the status of the Assyrien settlement. Three letters of 
karum Wahsusana (TC l, 3 2, T uM l a, and KTK 2) are addressed to the säq,I dahm u beruf-
tim so Saloduwa0 while two others in the same address omit so Saladuwar, see Müller-
Marzahn 2000, 289f. The letters kt t/k l and 25 contain useful information on the stops 
and expenses of a man leading a mule (perdum} via Soladiwar to Wahsusana, which 
entailed the crossing of a river, probably over o bridge (t/k 25:10). ARM 26 no. 542:22 
(a lelter sent to Mari from_ Karkemish) mentions "a golden ring so So-lo-du-wa-arli"_ 
21. The palace in OIP 27, 5:9, according to Dercksen 2001a, 43, note 22. Since this 
letter is addressed to Nabi-Enlil, who lives in Amkuwo, the request to approach the queen 
and the robi simtlltim must also refer to Amkuwa, unless the writer, Ennom-Assur, is writing 
from far awoy and osks Nabi-Enlil to go to Salahsuwa from Amkuwa. The city was not too 
far from Huroma (see Nashef 1991, 99) and note that while EL 252 records a confronta-
tion in Luhusaddia, which led to a lawsuit in Hurama, the some confrontotion, occording 
to ICK 1, 62: 3, took place in Huramo Sa-<16>-ah-su-a, o unique combination of two 
place-nomes. Note for level 11, ATHE 62:34, quoted in the comments an no. 12, and a 
.siprum Salahsuwalum in kt k/k/126:6. See for this city Y. Kawasaki, NABU 1996/98, 
who calls ottention to its mineral resources (gold, silver, lead, su 'um-stone) on the basis of 
kt 89/k 222 and 267. 
22. The wabortum is beyond doubt for level 16, in view of year eponymy of kt b/k 21, and 
for level II, where it is also ottested in kt 94/k 886:5 and VS 26, 195:Jf. (there is no rea-
son to assign this last text to level lb). The existence of o körum du ring level lb, claimed by 
Balkan 19656, 155, on the basis of the type of oddress (umma söqd däti u kärum T!mdkia 
ana karum Samuhdj of an unnumbered unpubl. letter, needs more proof. 
23. None of the nisbes attested refers to the ruler; the single attestation of the körum shows 
the limits of our knowledge. CCT 3, 36a, 4 rnentions the "Ten-men board'' (esartum) of 
the town. Note for the location, in addition to VS 26, 148, also the sequence Homisönum 
- Simala - Zalpo in kt g/k 199. 
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24. Kt 89/k 387 is a letter which the wabartum, together with two Assyrians, addressed 
to karum Kanesh. lt also occurs in kt 92/k 194: 18, where iron under the seals of korum Du-
rhumit is entrusted for tronsport in Sinahutum 1'before the wabartum". Kt 94/k 340 rnentions 
the transport of wool from Sinahutum to Durhumit. See for the general location of the town 
in Hattum, Dercksen 2001a, 58f. 
25. The korum of level lb also in Mayer-Wilhelm 1975, no. 2:23, again in conjunction 
with 11 the travelers (an the road) to the City" (alikü Ja harrön ohm}, o text connected with 
O. 3684, since both concern a summons against Sin-beli, son of Bulut-bel, (sicl). A level 
lb date is proved by the mention of the eponymy of Kurkudänum in line 19 of the first text. 
The town was not far from Hattus; note also the sequence Hattus - Suppilulia - Karahna 
in kt n/k 211. 
26. The ruler of this city (spelled Tamnia ond Tawinia) occurs together with his son in kt n/k 
388 (see above on 13) and in kt 94/k 937 (a meeting with the ruba~um Tamniäium about 
the payment of blood money). Günbatt, 2001, 158f., reacting on Michel-Garelli 1996a, 
282ff. and discussing the location of the city and the evidence on its ruler, suggests that kt 
f/k 183 (Balkan 1955, 73 noteL a letter addressed to körum Kanesh, which mentions the 
"messengers of kärum Durhumit", assigned by Balkan to level 16 on the basis of its find spot, 
is also from level II, which would leave us without evidence for level 16. There is indeed 
nothing in the text that militates against a level II date and the group of texts to which it 
belongs is of mixed nature; eponymy datings assign kt f /k 177 and 184 to level II, but kt 
f/k 178 ond 181 are from level lb (eponymy of Enö, see Balkan 1955, 100 no.2). A korum 
during level II is documented in POAT 9:11, kt k/k 89:21, and kt n/k 473:21. The Assyrian 
"111-bani of Tawinia" occurs in KTS 1, 36:4 and kt m/k 130:321f. 
27. The palace occurs in CCT 5, 30a:15 (textiles went up to the palace in T.), the karum 
also in kt i/k l 20:22f., kt 92/k 207:LI. (letter from karum Kanesh), and kt 92/k 197:21. That 
kt r/k 1 (AKT2, p. 38, no. 2), a letter by Anis-kibal, the barullumof Tiburzia, 714 is a level 16 
text and would be addressed to u,-barl-tim sa Tegarama, is very doubtful, because of the 
curious spelling with u,, though there are some level lb texts (kt r/k 15 and 19, see Donbaz 
1989a, 78ff .) among those discovered in 1965. The suggestion of ßayram 1998a, 54 
note 75, to read 10-tim = esarfim, "ten-men board", is attroctive. See for Tegarama as 
dwelling place of Assyrians, TPAK 50:9 C'the hause of S. in T. "), BIN 6, 136: 12 (lddin-
Kübum, the man of Tegaramo), and TPAK 11 :9. The writer of TPAK 198 testifies that he 
brought a letter of karum Kanesh to T egarama. 
28. A rubo~um Ttm,lkiäum in T uM 1, 24e:2. The nisbe occurs in the level 16 treaty with Hah-
hum (kt OOk 10, 1 [111]:26'), which refers to him as a potential enemy of Hahhum; the nisbe in 
TC 3, 162:9 (level 11) could mean the ruler or an Assyrian living in the city (cf. kt m/k 16:5, 
PN .so Tim1/kicij. The land occurs in kt 75/k 81 :4f., "You shall not do business in Timilkia and 
in its land'. The "seal of korum Timilkid', followed by six seal impressions, is mentioned on 
the envelope of kt m/k 66:l (level 11), see Hecker 2003, 192f. The answer to the question 
714 See for the nome also TC 3, 191:33 and for the man perhaps kt 91/k 108 rev. 2, a gift of !Wo 
textiles ana Ti-hu-ur-zi-a-i-e-irn. 
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in Nashef 1991, 120, "alle zu lb?", is clearly negative. The claim of Balkan 19656, 155, of 
o karum during the level lb period is based on its occurrence in the address of a letter to the 
karum of Samuha, but the text is unpublished and no number is given (see above on 22). 
29. The palace also in CCT 6, 12a:l0, and the wohartum in kt 92/k 200:5. The nisbe is 
used severol times of copper. Note the spelling Tisuwurna in TPAK 170:8. 
30. The ruba'um of Tuhpia received a present (erbum) in TC 1, 39:4-8, and he wrote the 
letter kt 85/k 27, see Günbatt1 1997, no. l, who also mentions kt j/k 80:6, rubö~im Tu-uh-
pi--a-i-im. Both a kärum(once, in kt 92/k 203:6) and a wabartum(KTK 107:13) are attested 
during the level II period and we have two references to the "residents" ( wasbütum) of Tuhpia, 
in Prag 1 478:3 and kt 87 /k 552:26, where they act in a judicial capacity together with "the 
datu-payers and those who trovel on the road to the City" ( al!ku so harran ol!'rri), a constella-
tion which is considered typicol for the level 16 period (see obove II. 2 .1). In the letter kt 92/k 
224, addressed to "every single kärum and wabartum until Tuhpia", the town is the northern 
limit of the orea Kuliya has to cover with this circulatory letter. Kt 92/k 196:2 mentions the 
allahhinnum of T uhpia ond there are also references to copper from th is city ( Dercksen 1996, 
45). The "weight of T uhpia", used for copper, occurs in kt 93/k 278. 
31. A ruler is mentioned in kt 93/k 179:3f. (courtesy Michel) in the phrose "the country is 
in turmoil since the ruler of U. is absent /there is no ruler in U." (Nba 'um kima ina Ulomo 
lass~. The nisbe in the fragment TC l, 118 :5' probably refers to the ruler, in view of the 
preceding lines, [ ... a/2']-na Ulama [ .. . ]-al u stkkätum [ ... U]-16-mo-i-im. The "seal of the 
wobartum of Ulama", followed by four seal impressions, is mentioned on CCT 5, l 80 (=EL 
282, see Hecker 2003, 194). The wabortum occurs also in kt n/k 1801 (deposition) and 
in the interesting text kt 83/k 117 (Günbatt1 1998c = CMK 44}, o letter to korum Kanesh 
by its messengers and karum Wahsusana, who mention the arrival d "'tablets of the vVO-
ba/-tum of Ulama and Saladuwar", which report on problems in (reaching) Burushoddum. 
Noshef's ossumption that ICK 2, 293, which mentions travel expenses "until Ulama", is from 
level lb lacks proof. 
32. The wabortum is only known from the three records AKT 3, 55-57, where it acts in o 
judiciary capacity; in 56 the issue is ''pure copper of the land of Sowit". Upe occurs also in 
AKT 3, 48:4, where a trader 1s hause in Upe is held os pledge. 
33. See for the letter SUP 7, on the violation of Assur's shrine in korum Ursu, larsen 1976, 
261. The kärum also occurs in the emotional statement in CCT 6, 14:30f. (collated). thot 
karum Kams Za-al{pa Hu-~a-mo Ul-su u <Ma>-a-ma-a know the facts. Note kt 87 /k 
179 (Hecker 1998, no. 5), o slave bought in Ur[su], handed over in Zalpa ond then 
brought to Konesh. 
JA. The allohhinnum so U-sa occurs in kt 87 /k 447:24, and identified by the nisbe in CCT 5, 
286:6, a lorge silver debt owed by the allahhinnum Uiliium, related to CCT 6,46b:24f.; BIN 
4,45:8 mentions the rabisiJ:kilim U-sa-i-um. The alhhhinnumsotJ-di-sain CCT 5, 35c:3, as sug-
gested in Ulshöfer 1995, no. 321, might be a scribal error (U-<<m->>-.saJ, since no place-nome 
Ud/tisa is known. An Assyrian living there was Alähum Uiliium, in CCT 6, 46b:24f. See for the 
cily Ussa, which appears as olum Ussa in kt n/k 63:8, 12, also R. Lebrun, in /CHfV, 328ff. 
35. See for ruba'um Wahsus'ana,umalso kt 92/k 234 (he paid 3.000 <minas> of copper 
to Enna-Suen), AKT 1, 78: 15 (without rubti 'um), and perhaps, if aw,1um refers to the ruler, 
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kt 89/k 207, "We mode inquiries about the case of Wahsusana, the aw11um needs many 
textiles for his country". A rubatum in KTS 1, 50c:2, o robi sikkltim of this city in kt 87 /k 
387:26f. (see on this text below VI. l .2.3}. The existence of a karum during the level lb pe-
riod is not certain, because kt r/k 16, contrary to Nashef 1991, 135, for prosopographical 
reasons is from level II. The view of Balkan 19656, 154f., that ICK 2, 139:32 is from level 
lb, because this deposition ends with the formulation "for this affair be-e/ ni-x [x (x)] and 
karum Wahsusana gove us", with a private person as subiect,715 needs more proof. Enve-
lopes with the text "Seal of korum Wahsusano", with seaJ lmpressions, are listed in Hecker 
2003, l94f. The existence of a woborlum in this city in the level II period is not correct, 
since in KTK 5:5 we have to reod [1J§[t]u Wahsusano(collotion Jankowska). This makes a 
korum also during the lb period possible, but its occurrence in kt 00/k 14: l (level lb, dated 
to the year eponymy of Hahhia}, in "korum Uh-<su>-sa-na ond the travelers on the rood to 
the Cily", is problematic because of the emendation, although a spelling with Ulr insteod 
of Wah- is no problem, in view of the spelling U-uh-su-sa-no in kt 94/k 137 4: 3 (and cf. 
Ushania for Washania, already in texts from level 11). Kt 92/ 248:Bff. mention that '1the 
(traders?) residing in ( wasbütum) Wahsusana have left". The gates of the city are mentioned 
in kt j/k 659:9ff., which advises, since the hob abullim is watched, that entrance into the 
city should take place by 11onother gate" (abullum sanilum). 
36. The letter KTP 14 ( CMK 40) mentions thot a new ruler has acceded to the throne and 
wants to swear the oath. Kt 89/k 228:4f. mention the obligation to deliver 100 good 
textiles to the ruba"um. The polace is mentioned in kt 94/k 1534:9'f.: "In Washania the 
palace took 5 1 /2 shekels of tin as nisha/1.rtax" (followed by a small payment to the local 
kassum, a man called so ha-Di-su and a local robi~um). A waborlum in this city during 
the level II period is also mentioned in kt k/k 78:19, kt 94/k 442:34, and HS 2932: 9f. 
(Sturm 2000, 492). Kt 00/k 73f. (Donboz 2004a, 184) mentions Zua, the scribe of the 
wabartum of Washania. 
37.JB. There seem tobe three cities with very similar names (see Miller 2001, 70-77), two 
of which, a northern and a southern one, both spelled Zalpa, occur dozens of times in the 
OA texts. The northern one, spelled Zalpuwa and Zalpa in Hittite sources, probably can be 
identified with lkiztepe, o town a little northwest of Bafro. The southern one could be Zalpo 
(Mari: Zalpoh) on the Balikh or North-Syrian Zalb/war, located west of the Euphrates 
and perhaps to be identified with Tilmen Höyük (Mi!ler 2001, 7 4-77). Nashef, Forlanini 
and Miller prefer the latter, because the former is rather far to the south for OA caravans, 
which usually crossed the Euphrates much more to the north, in the area of Samsat. But it is 
not easy to integrate the North-Syrian Zalpa, ca. l 00 kms west of the Euphrates, into the 
Assyrien caravan system, and therefore Forlaninf 2004 (426 and map} wonts to locate 
it southwest of Malatya, in the area of Dogan~ehir. This fits better, because this southern 
Zalpa was a regular stop for coravans on the way to Kanesh [Nashef 1987, 69). Although 
its position in the itineraries varies, there are several occurrences which show that the town 
is in the general area where one leaves Northern Mesopotamfa and enters Southern Ana-
715 Balkan restored Bel-n[isu], a nome not attested in OA; perhops bei n[ikassi], "occountant''? 
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tolia. In AOA7T292f., note 423, 1 have presented arguments for identifying the karumwith 
this southern Zalpa, which is confirmed by the enumeration of a series of karurm in CCT 6, 
14:30f.: Kanesh, Zalpa, Hurama, Ursu and Mamma (see above on no. 33}. The southern 
Zalpo, whatever its exact location, must also be meant in Kt 87 /k 179 (courtesy Hecker), 
where a slave-girl, bought in Ursu, is sold in Zalpa and brought to Kanesh. This implies 
that the wabartum was in the northern Zalpo, and kt o/k 24 is an envelope sealed by its 
representatives (text KISIB d-bo-or-lim so Zalpo, see Hecker 2003, 195). This Zalpa then 
is also the recipient of kt k/k 98, a letter of karum Kanesh to the "travelers (to the City?) and 
the wobortum of Z. ·, and in EL 267 it handled a legal case about a poyment of a debt to 
the palace (in Zalpa?). In many cases a choice between northen and southern Zalpa is dif-
ficult and this also applies to the mention of a rubä ~um and the nisbe, in particulor in the im-
portant letter TC 3, 85 (= CMK90, discussed in Gorelli 1963, 344ff.} about negotiations 
with the ruler about compensotion for losses. Mal Za/pa occurs in k/k 98 :27f. {sale of a 
slave-girl ino mal Z}, possibly the northern Zalpa, since the text mentions the arrival of boys 
from Hattum, but in other coses (m/k 11 :24, kt 87 /k 120: 9, ond kt 87 /k 551 :23, oxen 
driven to mal Zalpa) the choice is dimcult. In the interesting letter kt 87 /k 547:25 (courtesy 
Hecker}, which may reflect a military conflict, and where we read about ''booty (made) in 
the land Zalpa" {1na salhrim i-mal Zalpo) and where the man (ruler2) of Kussoro appears 
(whose polace is probably meant in lines 21 ~.), the southern city could be meant. The few 
references to Zalpo in texts from level 16 (OIP 27, 5 and 6, kt n/k 10:5) presumably mean 
the northern Zalpa (see Dercksen 2001a, 59). "Zalpa on the bank of the river" (ina sapal 
nörirn ino Zo/po, ICK 2, 156: 3), might refer both to the northern or the southern city. 
39. The wobartum is also attested in a/k 1412: 18 and kt n/k 1007:25, and the town os 
such occurs also in TPAK 4:13, kt t/k 11:13, kt 91/k 356:34, kt 94/k 310:5, ond 378:8. 
2. 3. ÄSSYRIAN CO!vVv\ERCIAl SETTLEMENTS 
While the dato on Assyrien caravon journeys are helpful, transactions by troders ond 
traveling agents who looked for the best places to da business, could profit from information 
on the markets, and practiced indirect exchange, moke it difficult to discover clear patterns. 
This makes the dato on Assyrian commercial settlements, either in a körorn or colony or 
in a wabortum or trading station, now attested for nearly forty different cities ond towns, 
important. No texts explain the choice of these towns, nor the reasons for the difference in 
status between the two and how or why a change in status was effectuoted, but there must 
have been commercial reasons for settling down permanently with a group of traders in a 
particular town. Such towns may have been strategicolly locoted road-stotions, important 
market towns or central places, centres of production (of wool, copper or silver}, or politicol 
capitals, and in several cases a combination of these factors is likely. lmportance os road-
station depended on the local geography - mountains posses, river crossings, 716 road 
716 Texts refer to expenses for nebarfum, "crossing", end to payments for bridges (ia lilvmm}. 
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junctions, etc. - and while such features can to some extent be established on the basis 
of written sources, good maps, and archaeological surveys, the fact that thus far only the 
location of Kanesh, Amkuwa and Hattus have been established with certainty is a problem. 
A city's economic importance can be deduced from textual evidence on the nature, size 
and frequency of transactions carried out there and on its function as morket for speclfic 
goods, such os Durhumit for copper, 717 Burushaddum for silver,718 and Luhusaddia appar-
ently for wool. 719 A city's political importance, as capital of a state, also played a role and 
not only because such cities usually were strategically located concentrations of economic 
power. The trade was based on treaties with local rulers, which stipulated that imported 
goods hod to be cleared and taxes paid in the local palace, while the ruler guaranteed 
protection to caravans traveling in his land, and this made political centres an obvious 
choice for commercial settlemenl. This choice was also in the interest of the local palaces, 
since it allowed them to better monitor the activities of the Assyrians and to collect the taxes 
due, while at the sarne time buying and selling merchandise as customers of the Assyrions. 
Assyrian cornmercial activity in o town must have attracted other merchants and sti mulated 
economic activities, also because the traders needed personnel and basic provislons for 
thei r dai ly needs. 
We now probably know rnost karums and wobortums, which together rnade the Assyrian 
commercial system during the best-ottested period of level ll, but we do not know how it 
came into being. lt seems likely that Kanesh was the first city where the Assyrians settled 
down, perhaps linking up with the city's older reputation as trading centre and rnoving from 
a phase of venture trade 1 when caravans visiting such a central place had to return again 
after a short stay, to one of more permanent settlement in lhe target area. This would ex-
plain the position of karum Kanesh as administrative centre of the trading network and also 
the (early?) existence of several Assyrian settlements on the way to Kanesh, in particular in 
Northern Mesopotamia and in the areo where the Euphrates was crossed, such as Eluhhut, 
Nehria, Hahhum, Ursu, and Zalpa. Additional settlements must have been founded as the 
trade grew and a greater area was covered, probably to include the copper mining areas 
in the north and (if not already earlier) areas more to the southwest, where there was much 
silver. And in this gradual expansion Assyrien and local Anatolian interests may weil have 
gone hand in hand, considering the benefits the trade yielded to the local rulers and the ea-
gerness shown by some rulers, such as the new king of Washania in his letter KTP 14 { Ci1K 
40). to swear the oath to the Assyrien authorities. Same might actually have invited the 
A.ssyrian traders to settle down in their town, though we have no evidence to prove this. 
717 See for Durhumit, Michel 1991a, ond for its role in the copper trade, Dercksen 1996, 154f. Poor copper 
obtoined elsewhere could be converted there into fine or refined copper, which was easier to seil, but 
at some moment this was forbidden by a ruling of the körum (CCT 4, 27a:26f., see Dercksen 1996, 
54). Note also o stipulation about the payment of copper "according to the rate of exchange (mahirum) 
of Durhumit", ond "interest according to the ruling of Durhumit" in kt 91/k 390:9. 
718 See for this city Garelli 1989. 
7lQ See AOAm3lf., also kt 87 /k 464:17ff., "in Luhusaddia I ocquired 57 talents of wool for 9 minas 
of silver". 
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lt is unfortunately extremely difficult to map this development. Most references to kärums 
and wahartums are i-n private and official letters720 and especiolly in iudicial texts, such 
as verdicts and depositions, which record that a named karum or wobortum had made 
people render testimony in a lawsuit, 721 but both types of documents ore undated. We also 
have to be careful in drawing too firm condusions from the system of settlements, because 
our dato probably are not yet complete, especially for the period of level lb. That some 
settlements are only rarely attested (see the table in § 2), even leaves room for a few new 
ones. New texts revealed the existence of a few rather unexpected Assyrien settlements, 
such os korum Eluhhut ond wahartum sa Upe. Suppilulio, somewhere between Amkuwo 
and Hattus, whose karum during the time of level lb was known, now turns out to hove had 
a wabartum already during level II (kt 94/k 486:17). The survey of differences between 
the situation during level II and level 16, given by Larsen 1976, 236ff., now requires some 
adaptation and there is proof of both more continuity and more change, since we know 
that Timilkia had a karum during levels II and 16. 722 Change of status is now attested for the 
Assyrian settlements at Kuburnat, Suppilulia and Washania, all three from wabartum during 
level II to karum during level lb. The example of Samuha, now ottested as wabartum during 
level II (TPAK l 82:2'f.) and with both a kärum and a wabartum during level lb, indicates 
that o chonge of status within one period was also possible. For T uhpia, on the other hand, 
both a wabartum and a kärum are attested for level II and one is tempted to assume that 
the growing importance of the town for Assyrian trade is responsible for o change in sta-
tus. Something similar may have been the case with Saladuwar, whose wabartum during 
the level II period is well documented, but we now have two related texts that register a 
payment to the körum in that town (see above § 2.2 on no. 20). During level lb Assyrian 
settlements are not attested in twenty-three of the cities listed in the table, which suggests 
chonges in the system, but with the limited number of (published) level lb texts from Kanesh 
now avoilable, non-attestation can be dangerous argumentum e s1lent/o. 
Dercksen 2001a, 6lf., has pointed out that Burushoddum (ond perhops also Wahsusa-
na)723 does not occur in the level lb texts we have (From Hattus, Amkuwa and Konesh) and 
had suggested lass of importonce as o troding centre or inoccesability as o possible ex-
planation.724 He points out that this would make its frequently proposed identification with 
720 See for the latter the translations of most of them in 0111K, eh. l 
721 See for this type of records Veenhof 1991. The standard phrose is "For this affair korum/ vvabortum 
GN gave us and before the dagger of Assur we gave our testimony". 
722 lts absence during level II, noted by larsen 1976, 239, shows the limitations of our sources. 
We now have six references and the question posed in Nashef 1991, 120, '(olle zu 16?)" can 
be onswered negatively. Kt 87 /k 257:7 (courtesy Hecker) is an atypical occurrence, stipuloting 
"interest occording to ruling of korum Timilkia" in the text of a debt-note which is doted to eponymy 
year 104. The seal of this lärum is mentioned in kt m/k 66: 1 (KISIB kanrn Timdkci) and kt 94/k 502 
(courtesy Larsen) is • letter of körum Kanis to this körum. 
723 This uncertainfy depends on the dating of ICK 2, 139. see the comments on no. 35 of the toble. 
724 He notes that Saladuwar, o neighbouring town of Wahsusona, does occur once, in KBo 9, 6:10, 
os the destination of tin sent from Holtus. But Ulema, which had a wabortum during the level 11 
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Acemhöyük a problem, since this site yielded bullae which are contemporary with the level 
lb period ond indicate commercial activity and contacts with Assur ond Kanesh, 725 while 
also the "Anitta Texf' proves its importance during the later part of the level lb period. lf Bu-
rushaddum is indeed no langer part of the trading network, it might favour identification of 
this city with Konya Korohöyük, which in turn would imply Assyrian presence during the lev-
el II period much further to the south-west of Kanesh and an important reduction of the range 
of action during the level lb period. Loss of Burushaddum, and perhaps also Wahsusana, 
as Assyrien trading centres might explain why Washania, on the road from Kanesh to the 
west, during that period developed into a korum. Uncertainty about the locotion and iden-
tificotion of Burushoddum, unfortunately, on\y al\ows hypothetical conclusions. 
On the bosis of his anolysis of all known level 16 texts Dercksen (2001a, 65f.) concluded 
"thot the focus of Assyrian trade appears to have shifted after Level II to the emerging power 
Mamma near Elbistan and to the area within the bend of the K1zil1rmak, formerly colled 
Hattum. This probably happened due to political developments in the course of which 
some cities in the west lost the position they held during Level II." The rise in status (whatever 
that may have meant in practice) of the Assyrlan settlements at Kuburnat, Suppilulia ond 
Washanio would fit such o development, but more textual dato from the Level 16 period are 
needed to substantiate this explanotion. 
2 .4. T HE ÄNATOLIAN CITIES AND THEIR RULERS 
Our knowledge of the Anatolien cities, towns, "lands", and their rulers is also restricted, 
because the informotion on thern in Assyrian sources is often laconic ond ad hoc. The texts 
acquaint us with a few hundred different place-names, but many towns or villages726 are 
just names for us. Several are only known because the Assyrian booked expenses incurred 
there during one of their trips, 727 others are mentioned, especiolly in native Anatolien 
records, as places where people lived or came from. A number are only indirectly known, 
period and is situated on the or a road from Wahsusana to Burushaddum (see the letter CMK 
44} is also not ottested. There is no reason to take ICK 2, 293, with Nashef 1991, 128, as being 
from level 16, but which kärum is meant in line 6 of this text (payment of 10 shekels of silver to lt) 
is unclear. 
725 lt yielded bulloe sealed by Samsi-Adod 1, sealed bullae attached to packets sent from Assur (by 
a group called nibum, see for them Dercksen 2004a, 62f.} to kärum Kanesh and apparently sent 
on to Acemhöyük without being opened, and a sealed bulla inscribed "Seal of Sumi-Assur, son of 
Assur-!öb, to my representative", clear proof of the presence of Assyrians troders there; see Veenhof 
1993. 
726 Some have names d the type al+ personal name or noun, e.g. 61 KupJ/.son(kt 91/k437:17f.), 61 
hutnah"m, "Pistachio-town" (kt 91/k 437: l], öl 1~~urälim, "Birds-town" (kt 92/k 237:3). etc. 
727 Expenses in Bagarime [1628:13}, payment of 2 shekels of silver in Dumelia (kt 91/k 345:19), silver 
paid for a cloak in Duwania (kt u/k 5:6, collated), payment for lodging in Honiggo end a gift to 
a local allahhinnum in Tahadizina (kt 91/k 437:6 and 21). etc. 
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because they occur as nisbe, used to identify a particular product or person.728 In several 
cases the political status of a town remains unclear for lock of information on a possible 
ruler or palace, probably because it was not important or had no diplomatic contacts (or 
conflicts) with the Assyrians, which usually was the reason for mentioning it in letters. On 
the other hand, several towns do figure in the sources, occasionally even with their ruler, 
while no Assyrian commercial presence is recorded and even their location and importance 
remain unknown. Examples are the ruba'um Sirmiö 'um, (identical to?) that of Sirmu-·in, ond 
the ruba ,um so Sihwa. 729 
References to a king, invariably called ruba 'um, 730 with the term the Assyrions used to 
designote the ruler of Assur, ore cleor when the city over which he ruled is odded (rubö 'um 
sa GN), as happens in the address of letters by Anatolian rulers to Assyrian authorities or 
traders (cf. CMK93 and 97). 731 But this specification is often omitted, especially in letters, 
when lt was dem to the correspondents which ruler was meant, but not to us (e.g. in the 
letters transfated as CMK94-96). There are also many cases where o ruler or queen is 
only designoted by a nisbe, which reminds us of the use of aw,1 + GN in texts from Mari. 
Many nisbes obviously refer to rulers, but since they are also used to identify private persons 
who live in or ore from a particulor town, uncertainties remain. Some extremely interesting 
letters and records of confrontotions with local rulers unfortunately only speak of ''the ruler" 
(ruba,um}, without mentioning his city, which makes us guess.732 The general rule is thot 
Assyrian texts almost never mention an Anotolian ruler by names, 733 just like they frequently 
speok of "natives'' (Anatolians, nu 'ö 'um), without recording their name. Rare exceptions oc-
cur when specific events are mentioned as the date when a debt was contracted _ In ICK l, 
l 78:2ff. this happened "when Larbarso became king" (iniJmi Labarsa rubo ,ülam ,~butu), but 
728 E.g. topasa!l6ium, "from Taposatto", and torilaraium, "from Toritar", used of copper, sillunium, used 
of sheep, s/ zus! zeium, used of o garment (lubüsam ZU-Zl-e-a-om, AKT 2, 24:10), d,bosnaium 
used of iron (kt u/k 3:56, collated), palurusnoium, used of a man (KTH 3:22), k,lörium (also 
attested os nisbe for a population group in the Sargon tale, kt j/k 97:57) used of slaves, etc. 
729 See for references Nashef 1991 s.11. 
730 See for the use of this term, Balkan 1957, 25f. Sarrum is known, but in Anum-hirbi's letter it is 
used for petty rulers, who are 110ssals of o greot king. The use of LUGAL for "king" is e)(ceptionally 
altested for the ruler of Hahhum in CCT 4, 30a:13 (where his magnates are called rolxYu), but 
the same ruler is called ruba'um in kt 6/k 612:18. This indicates that the logogram LUGAL could 
be used for ruba 'um, as with Zuzu, ''great king of Alahzina", whose title is written LUGAL GAL in 
kt 89/k 369:1, but rvbö'umGAL in kt 89/k 370:35. 
731 Also in kt n/k 1024, o leHer of the ruler of Huramo to an Assyrien trader. 
732 Examples ore kt 87 /k 249 (Hecker 1996, l48f.) and the duplicates kt n/k 504 ond kt 93/k 145, 
where a king ond queen accuse an Assyrien of hoving seNed os messenger for their enemy, the 
ruler of T awinia (see Günbatt1 2001, also on the question which ruler might be meontJ, 
733 The same problem orises with references to rulers of Assur, only designoted as 111bä 'um, see e.g. 
Ulshöfer no. 176:15'-17', silver sent lo Assur ~ the robo'um ond tin io ahisu so rubo,m, where 
the identification is not always immediately clear. See now also Kryszot 2004o, on the similar 
problem of identifying the Assyrien ruler designated as waklum. 
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we do not know of which city, 734 and in kt n/k 76: l 2f. 11when Asu, the king of Luhusaddia, 
had died" .735 Something similar is the case in kt n/k 1371: 14ff. (courtesy (:ec;enL which 
reports that travelers were stopped when the message about the death of the ononymous 
ruler of (the otherwise unknown town 08 Kastama became known. Other interesting refer-
ences to rulers who remain anonymous are in CMK91 and KTS 50c. 736 A few references 
to unnamed rulers are in the context of annual or seasonol rituals or festivals, mentioned as 
due dotes in Anatolian debt-notes, whose meaning escapes us.737 
2.5. 1NOTARIZATION 1 AND DATING IN LEVEL IB TEXTS 
2 .5 .1. Ust of attested 'notarizotions' 
More nomes of Anatolian rulers ore known from the level 16 period, mainly from the so-
called 'notarizations' which appear at the end of Anatolian legal records, and document 
that the transaction was passed under supeNision ond perhaps with permission ( iqqol&j 
of the king or the rabi simm,ltim mentioned by name. Note in particular the formulation in 
VAT 4536:l5f. (no. 22), "they bought the house 1qqale Kammalid'. The ruler (ruba~um) is 
usually followed by the mention of the "chief of the stairway" (robi simmd!im), a title which 
probobly links him with a "stairway leading up to the city waW or perhaps to the main 
gate738 , but which is relatively rare outside the notarizotion (see below chopter VI. l. l). His 
power is documented by kt/6/95, where he is offered a few textiles to ensure that prison-
ers may stay olive, ond in kt 89/k 353 (courtesy Kawasaki) the robi simmifim Kuro sells 
o whole family, with their possessions, to an Assyrian, presumably because he himself as 
734 See Balkan 1957, 54. The text is broken and only contains the name of the debtor, without 
patronymicic. He hos to pay "when he returns from Hattum", the designation of the area within the 
bend of the K1zdirmak, which suggests that Lobarsa ruled elsewhere. Note also the grain loan kt 
k/k 33 (courtesy Hecker}, tobe given back "by means of the measuring jar of labarsa" (ikkorp1lim 
so Loborsa), where Labors• is neither creditor, nor debtor, nor witness, hence perhaps the ruler 
a~er whom the standard measure was named? 
735 See for this text Donbaz 19880, 5lf. (level lb period). An anonymous queen of Luhusoddia is 
mentioned in CCT 4, 19c (01.1K103). Would she have continued to rule aher the death of her 
husband? 
736 Records a gift presented "when the queen of Wohsusana entered (her city}", which must have been 
a special occosion, perhaps when she arrived es bride of the local king. 
737 In kt n/k 17166:9, "payment in one year, when the king comes out of the temple of (the god) 
Nipos". In kt n/k 306:5ff., "when the ruler enters the Gassum" (to which kt j/k 9:11 adds: "in the 
temple of Anna"; see for Gossum, Dercksen 20010, 45 note 35). See below chapter Vl.2.1. 
738 C4DS 27 4,d, which quotes C 5:14-24, where an anonymous trader states that he produced/brought 
up (seluum) for his addressee an omount of silver, which "you accepted (mahhurum) on/in the stafrway 
and put into a coffer, which is now deposited under your seals where you instructed me". 
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their owner, or the family which is under his power, have to pay their debts.739 We hove 
the following notarizotions:740 
nr. /ex/ transoction ruba'um robi simmtlh'm without ti!le 
l. kt n/k 32: l Bf. settlement Hurmeli (Mamma) Horpotiwa 
2. kt 99/k 139 debt Harpotiwa 
3. OIP 27, 53 redemption Harpatiwa 
4. kt r/k 19 division Harpotiwa 
5. kt n/k 32:49f. settlement lnor (Konesh) Somnuman 
6. TC l, 62 joint household [lnar)? [ 2 l Samnuman 
7. kt k/k 10 hause sale lnar 
8. TC l, 122 divorce War.sumo Holgiosu 
9. KTP 43 slove sole Warsuma Halgiasu 
10. kt n/k 31 hause sale Warsumo Holgiasu 
11. kt r/k 15 separotion Warsuma Halgiasu 
12 . kt 8 9 /k 3 8 3 seporation Warsuma Holgiosu 
13. kt 99/k 138A brotherhood Warosmo Halgiasu 
14. kt k/k 14 loan ar debt Halgiasu 
15. kt 89/k 379 odoption Pithana 
16. kt n/k 11 slove sale Pithana 
17. TC 3, 214 divorce Pithana Anilta 
18. kt k/k 9 debt Pithana Anitta 
19. OIP 27, l [?] Anilto 
20. kt 89/k 371 redemption Anitta Peruwa-Kammolia 
21. OIP 27, 49 seporation Antlfa r. robium Peruwa 
22. VAT 4536 hause sale Kammalia 
23. KKS 57 joint household Zuzu lstar-ibra 
24. kt k/k l divorce Zuzu lstar-ibra 
25. kt 89/k 370 joint household Zuzu lstar-ibra 
26. kt j/k 625 divorce Zuzu r. robium lstor-ibra 
27. kt 89/k 369 joint household [ Zuzu] r. rob1um lstor-ibra 
28. kt n/k 39 sale of warnen [ ... ] [ ... l 
29. kt 89/k 365 separation [ ... J ( ... l 
739 A list of personnel from the clty-mound, kt 9/1 36, mentians 40 people, "personnel (aslapif1lm) 
of Turupani, rohi simm11h'm" (Bilgic 1964, 148), assembled for o specific purpose [cf. Dercksen 
20046, 139 note 5). See further C4DS 275f., with references which indiccte his povver ond his 
involvement in the trade. EL 273 is a verd1ct by the karum, which pronounces a boycolt of the ,. 
s., because he does not pay his debts, see lorsen 1976, 327. In KTK 20:24 we hove to read 
,abi sikktl1'm. 
?AO Most of the texts used in the tcble con be found in Balkan 1957, 45f., Donbaz lQQOa, 1989a, 
19930, and 20046; see for 21 Müller~Marzohn 2000, no. 4, and for the seols on some of these 
texts, N. Özgüc 1996a. See also obove, note 669 for some readings. 
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Commenfs 
1. Kt n/k 32 {see above note 667) deals with a partnership between an Assyrian and two 
Anatolien brothers, "notarized" in the post by Hurmeli, but now (and aher one of the broth-
ers has died) terminoted under the supervision of king lnor. That the partners would trade in 
Kanesh and Mamma (line 21) does not make Hurmeli king of Mamma and he must hove 
been the {a) predecessor of lnar as king of Kanesh (see on 5-7). 
2-4. The man who notarizes must be the same as the rabi simmJ/Jirn of l, cf. 5-6; see for 
4, Dercksen 20046, 168. 
5. The Anum-hirbi letter (line 29f.) tells us that lnar was the father of Warsama, but the btter 
was not lnar's rabi simm,ltim; Samnuman (if he was crown prince) may have died eorly. 
Perhaps the system was flexible, ollowing also the ruler (7, 15) or the rabi sirnrnJ/tim alone 
(2-4?, 14, 22) to notarize. 
6. The name of the king is broken off before ruba,im at the beginning of 1. 24, and Sam-
numan's title (rabi sirnmdtim?) may be missing. 
8-13. A weil attested pair, with some variation in the spelling of the king's name (Warsama 
in Anum-hirbi's letter, Wa-ar-os-ma in 13). See for 8 = EL 3 and 9 = EL 189, Balkan 1957, 
45f., for o photo of 9, ,b,dem, figs. 15-21, ond for 8 and 11-13 Dercksen 20046, 167ff. 
and 172f. That Halgiasu did not succeed Warsuma as ruler might be due to Pithano's 
conquest of Konesh. Halgiasu is probably mentioned in kt f/k 115, in the remark "when 
we settled occounts before Halgiasu", since he is neither party nor witness and may have 
octed a supervisor. He might even be the same man as "Holgiosu, chief of the market" (rabi 
mahirim), first witness of a slave sale (kt 93/k 2156:22)_ 
14. Together with 22 the only certain case where only the rabi simrni/Jim notarizes. 
15-18. These documents show thot Pithona ruled over Konesh. Why in 15 he notarized alone 
ond in 16 (collated) without mention of his title is unclear; the absence of Anitta as rabi sirn-
m,lfim could have a chronological reason {too young?). See for 17, Dercksen 20046, 173. 
19-21. These texts show that Anitta ruled over Konesh (20) ond Amkuwo (19, 21) and the 
conquest of Amkuwa may exploin his prestigious title rubo 'um rabium, thus far only known 
for the ruler of Burushaddum (TTC 27:7, cf. Lewy 1956, 53) and Zuzu (see ad 22-26). 
The situotion as to his rabi simmJ/tirn's is undear. The double nome in 20 is curious. but 
note the occurrence of similar 'double nomes', Kammalia-Peruwa in kt d/k 6a:4', and Kam-
ma\ia-Tarawa in WAG 48-1464:3 (see Lewy 1937); it is not attroctive to differentiate the 
rabi sirnrnJ/Jim under Anitta in 20 from that of 21. Since Kommalia was the nome of a town 
(Nashef 1991, 64f.J, Kammilia may hove been odded to identify him, since Peruwa was 
an extremely common name, with many namesokes. Anitta, Zuzu or perhaps even a third 
ruler moy hove been the "greot king", who during the period of level 16 concluded a treaty 
with the Assyrians, the one studied in chapter V. 2. l. 
22. Edited as Müller-Marzohn 2000, 299f., no. 4. 
23-27. Zuzu's title of "great king 11 (in 25 ruba)um GAL, in 26 [LUG]AL GAL) may be due to 
his conquest of Kanesh, since in 27 he is called "gre• t king of Alahzina" (location of this cily 
unknown). Note that 24 writes rubö'im Zuzu instead of normal Zuzu rubäJirn. See for 25 
Dercksen 20046, 170 and for Zuzu1s seal an kt 89/k 369, T. Özgü<;: 2003, 308f. 
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28-29. Two records whose damaged or missing ends might have contained the notariza-
tion, as Donbaz assumes for 28; see for 29, Dercksen 20046, 169. 
The reason why certain contracts were 'notarized' is never stated and is unclear, becouse 
some other native Anotolian texts that record debts, divorces, sa!es ond separations lock 
it. More contracts moy have been notarized than we can observe, since the tablet of 14 
mentions the notarization, but ils envelope not. Notorization was probably conditioned by 
the status of the persons or the property involved (servonts/proper1y of the crown?), whose 
transfer or chonge ot status was monitored or had to be approved by the ruler, who in 
this way may have also been made responsible for mointoining the legal situotion creoted 
by the contract. One might compare the fact that at Ugarit many contracts recording the 
lransfer of immovable property were possed ''before (ano poni) the king"; his authorization 
must have been required because the houses and fields involved my have been originally 
property of the crown or their owners liable to service duties. 
2.5.2. Dating of rulers ond events 
Unfortunately, the notarized records are never dated by year eponymies, so that we do not 
know how lang these rulers reigned and even their sequence is a matter of deduction, but 
some observations can be made (see also chapter 111.2.4 for a historical reconstruction). 
Pithana's robi simmdtim was Anitta, apparently the crown-prince, who in due time suc-
ceeded him and such o succession ,s implied by KTK 7 too.741 But this was not always so, 
not with Halgiasu, Warsuma's "d,ief of the stairway" (who occurs six times). and not with 
Peruwa-Kammalia, the one of Anitta. 742 Dynastie succession in these cases may have been 
disturbed by death,743 conquest or revolt. 
Some texts from level II do mention such events. Kt n/k 1429:14 mentlons hostilities of (in) 
Kanesh" (nukuratum so Kanis)744 and several texts refer to "upheoval" or "revolt" (saha'um, 
741 Read atter collotion "[ ......... ] we brought (os gift] to the [robi sim]mtlhfn. The wabartum soid: In 
the time of his fa1her, when the kärum mode [him] sweor the ooth ... , one textile for the lord of the 
town, one textile for ... we brought. Pleose, our fathers ond lords, send us two textiles ond we wiU 
oct exactly os you instruct us" ([ ... ] ni-si-i-ma 3· [ o-no GAL si-m] 1-115 -tim ,4· ni-s1-l um-mo wo-bor-
tum-mo 5' i-nu-mi o-bi-sv ko-ru-um 6. u·/o•mi-[ u]-mo [ ... ] x 7" J TUG o-no be-el o-1/-im 8 / TUG 
a-no x x ni-si-i, etc. 
742 The rabi simm1/t11n T urupani, apporently of Kanesh, mentioned in kt g/k 36:30 {Bilgic: 1964, 148). 
is neither ottested in a notorization nor (later) as king. 
743 Note the mention d "an epidemic (mul6nv) of (in) Burushaddum" in kt n/k 1339:l0f. (Cecen 1995, 
no. 1). 
744 Mentioned as the time when a financial liability had storted, presumably somewhere in the yeors 
81-84 (see Veenhof 2003, 61). The possibility of nukurtumwilh neighboring cities or states, which 
might disturb the trade, ls also mentioned in the level II treoty kt n/k 794:25, ond, by means of 
the verb nakarum, in the level lb treaty with the ruler of Hohhum (see for both references Günbo1t1 
2004, 250 note 8 and 258, lll:26'ff., and below chapter V.l.C and V.2.2 under d). 
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sihirum) in a city or a "land", in CCT 4, 42a: l 8f. in Hahhum, in LB 1209: 14 in the land (on 
Kunanamit, in KTH 1 :4f. in Burushaddum and Wahsusana, in kt m/k 13: 25 (courtesy Heck-
er) in Burushaddum alone, 745 and in BIN 4, 34:Bf., CCT 3, 28a:29, kt n/k 1464:25f., 
and TC 3, 112:21 in unidentified "lands''. An intriguing piece of information is contained in 
KTP 10 ( CMK 57), a letter of the wabartum of Sala<du>war to karum Wahsusana, where 
somebody (presumably a ruler of a city, perhaps the one of Burushaddum} had said in a 
letter (rev., lines 9-13) "lnvade? the country of Wahsusana. lf not, 1 am your enemy!"746 The 
ruler (of Kanesh?), according to the deposition published in Günbatt1 2001, designates the 
ruler of Tawinia as "my enemy" (bei nukurtia, line 16). The nature of these events, however, 
remains unclear, apart from the fact that they interfere with the trade. But one such text {kt 
92/k 526:6ff .) seems to link "upheaval" with the death of a king and military danger: 
"Here the king has fallen during/in the sikkötum and there is upheaval wtfhin the 
city and we fear for our lives. There ore enemies over o dislance of one and a half 
hour ond nobody dares lo go out inlo the countrys,de. One even tries lo moke us 
sei out logether w,lh him for doing ballle,I In the meantime absolutely no conlracts 
musl be drawn up, lest we gel indebted lo our principols for no less thon one talenl 
of silver/ When the country becomes peaceful ogain and the ruler will conclude an 
agreemenl w!lh him, tablets can agoin be sent somewhere. "7 47 
Since we can hardly expect to discover a Kaneshite, let alone an Anatolian Kinglist, we 
have to use occasional hints and prosopography for dating such events, but this is very dif-
ficult for level II texts, since neither Assyrien nor Anatolian records mention names of rulers. 
At times we cannot even decide whether a ruler of a particular city mentioned in several 
different texts is the same person. We are also not certain whether a queen who occurs 
alone, makes statements and takes action, did so ofter the king, her husband had died or 
whether she was a princess who, for lock of a son, had succeeded her fother. 748 For level 
16, with the notarization, some progress must be possible if more level lb texts, which men-
tion the titles and professions of many Anatolians, have been published. 
745 Lines 21-26, "Don't you know that in K• nesh not even 10 pounds of silver con be eomed? There 
is a revolt in Burushaddum, no single individual ( wedumma) con enter the city". 
746 l0'ff., ana mal Wahsusana muqlä summa /a lamqulä i.slikunu nakrok, taking maqätum ana os it is 
used in Anum-hirbi's letter, lines 20 and 32. Larsen 1976, 268, gives it a more neutral meaning, 
"to orrive in the land", as in alhhbi motim maqolum, soid of o caravon in An0r6, 18:27. 
747 Kt 92/k 526:6-21, annokam 7 rubo'um issik.kotim maqilma 8 ina qerab äh'm s,hitum 9 saknal 
(Cec:en 2002, 67f.). Sikkätum is an outdoor event of ceremonial and/or militory nature in which 
people take part en masse, see Veenhof 1989, 521f. and below VI. l.2.3. Read in line 11 bera 
u ztJza, and in 14 qädisuma ustene$$Dniolima, but it is not clear to whom "toge1her with him" 
refers ond who is meant in line 22 by "with him", unless moqalum in line 7 does not mean "to fall 
(in bettle}", but "to fall upon", "to arrive suddenly". We cannot date this event, also because the 
orchive to which the text belongs is still unpublished. 
748 See for the queens, CMK p. 163H. Note the queen of Kanesh who takes action in ATHE 62, 
and the one of Luhusaddia who negotiates with Assyrians in her paloce in CMK103. There ore 
severol texts in which king· ond queen both appeor (e.g.in CMKlOl), also acting together in a 
confronlations with the Assyrians (kt n/k 504, see Günbatt1 2001). 
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2 .6. OTIES, 11 lANDS11 AND TERRITORIES 
Apart from the location of the main cities and towns, and the presence of an Assyrian trad-
ing settlement, also the extent of their territories is important and here references to the "land" 
(malum) of a city or ruler, noted in the table (2.l.). are relevant. Matum has various meanings 
and may also denote the country-side in opposition to a town, at times perhaps meaning 
"hinterland", where the traders could go to acquire or sell goods, 749 and it can also mean ''the 
{rural) population", who is occupied by the harvest. 750 In several cases "land" probably does 
not mean a politicol enti1y or territorial state, but is used as a geographical designotion of an 
area near or around a city, explainable from the lock of separate names for regions or !arger 
areas, which could only be identified by the name of its main city. When important cities are 
involved one may hesitate about its meaning, e.g. when TC 1, 18:42 states that a caravan 
leaves Mamma to arrive in "the land of Konesh", kt 87 /k 120 mentions payment upon return 
from "the land of Zalpa", kt k/k94 contains a clause about the sale of o slave-girl(?) "in the 
land of Zalpa", and kt m/k 11 :23f. speaks of purchases (simum) of the land Zalpa. Again 
different is the use of malum in the designation mal Saw,I, referring to a mountoin ridge, the 
origin of copper. 751 Cases where the expression "land of GN" is probably used os an o-
political, geographical designation are mal Tahruwa {kt 93/k 236:8, wool shipped to it), 
mal Sarlo (kt a/k 165: 18), mal Elmelme (Prag 1 537: 19, the destination of a shipment of salt), 
ond mal Horobis[kt 94/k 1472: lOf., the goal of a iourney). But we have tobe careful as the 
example of Sihwa shows, a town attested only once, but one with a palace and a ruler (see 
Nashef 1991, 105 s.v.) and therefore also with its own territory. 
The much discussed name. Hattum, "Hattum (land)", whose origin is unknown, is different, 
because it does not refer to a city of that nome, which the OA period was called Hattus, 
ond no * mal Hollus ls attested; but we have an occurrence d mätum so Hottim, which in 
the same text alternates with simple Hottum. 752 Hattum must refer to a (lorge) area,753 prob-
ably the one of the basin of the K1zd1rmak, with cities such as Amkuwa, Hattus, Sinahutum, 
Suppilulio, Tawinia, and Tuhpia. 754 lt probably survives in the later Hittite use of the term 
749 In the combination ina libbi mahm, in CO 2, 48:7f. the region where Assyrians tried to buy local iron, 
in lines 24ff. contrasted with ina naqribim, "in the vicinity" of the town, comparable to mölum qerbilum, 
"the inland", where occording to AKT 3, 45:lOf. iron could be bought. See Dercksen 20010, 58, 
where he considers the pc>ssibility that is was the "inland" of the orea colled Haltum in OA sources. 
75° Cf. the use malum in the sense of "the population/army of my country" in Anum-hirbi's letter, 31f., 
mal/ ana mötika imqutam, "my land invaded your land". 
751 See also Nashef 1991, 86. 
752 According lo kt 92/k 205:9 good purchoses can be mode 1/libhi motim so Ha!hm, but lines l 3f. 
speak of "silver wh1ch con be earned ina Holtim". 
753 The OA Sorgen tale (Günbath 19980, cf. Dercksen 2006), when enumerating the king's odversories 
in lines 50ff., speaks of a rubä,umof Tukris, of Amunie, "Amorites", Kilör,,e, "Kilorites·, but in line 
61 uses so Hattim, "those of Hattum", for its people. 
754 See Dercksen 20010, 58. He considers the possibility that the existence of the (perhaps older) 
designotion ( mot) Hallum hod made • möl Hattus as a designation of the (originolly probably 
somewhat smaller?) territory of the city-state of Hottus superfluous. 
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11 Land of Hatti\ which seems to include the basin of the Yesdtrmak. As such it could hove 
been distinguished from "The land", that is the land south of the river, extending east and 
west of Kanesh, perhaps more or less equal to 11the land of Kanesh 1', which apparently did 
not comprise the city-stotes more to the south-east, Timilkia, Hurama, Kussara, Luhusaddia, 
and Salahsua.755 "The land" is probably used in this way in o letter that tells that "two per-
sons of the land 11 {sina sa motim) will come to administer the oath to the ruler of Washania, 
who must have been offtcial representatives of korum Kanesh. A similar meaning may be 
intended in ICK 1, 3, where a man is forbidden to take a secondory wife "in the land", 
but is allowed to do so "in the cily 11 (Assur), where "in the land" could equal "in the land of 
Kanesh".756 We may compare TPAK 161 :9ff. 1 where o man who marries a girl in Konesh, 
is not allowed to marry a second wife in Kanesh, Burushaddum, Durhumit, or Wahsusana, 
that is in the whole area where Assyrian traders worked.757 
In this way "land" moy also refer to the territory ruled by a specific king, whose inhabitants 
had to poy him taxes ond render him services, which he had to defend and in which he 
allowed the Assyrian traders to settle and conduct their business. While in several cases 
we do not know whether mal+ city name indeed has this meaning,758 it is clear in ATHE 
62, 33f ., 759 where the queen of Kanesh, after discovering a case of smuggling, "wrote to 
Luhusaddia, Hurama, Salahsua ond to her (own) land" to keep a close watch.760 lt means 
the territo,y of KaneshJ bordered in the southeast by three city-states, each with its own 
ruler. 761 This some meaning must obtain when Assyrians turn to the ruler of Luhusaddia with 
the words "In your land Assyrians have been killed" (Kays. 1830:9, see Hecker 1996a, 
no.2), since the place of the crime makes the ruler accountable. Another example is kt 75/k 
81:4f. (courtesy Michel), where people are forbidden to practice commerce (sulebbulum) 
"in Timilkia and in its land 11 (mofls0. Clear exomples are in the two recently published treo-
ties, where the ruler endorses stipulations that concern "your land' and "your city 11 (Kanesh 
treaty, 32ff., 58; Hahhum treaty, II [IV]: 31 'f. and IV [1] 23f.). The second treaty is even more 
detoiled in speaking of lasses 11 0n the river, in your mounta·1ns and in your land" (111 [11] 14ff.) 
755 There ore references to "the land Timilkia" and "the land Luhusaddia" (see chapter IV.2.1-2 under 
nos. 15 and 28). which suggest that they were independent stetes. 
756 lt has been suggested to toke "the land" here as a general designation of Anatolia, but the contrast 
between Assur and Anatolia is normally expressed by alum versus eqlum. Cf. POATl6:34~ .. in 
a rule formulated by Assur, §a eqlim ina eqlirnma sa alirn ina almma ,l/aqqe, "what (is owed) 
in Anatolia can only be collected in Anotolia, what (is owed) in the City only in the City", and 
similarly ICK l, 12: l lf., "tablets, either sa alim or so eqhm". 
757 Cf. kt 94/k 149 (Michel-Garelli 19966). where he is forbidden to marry a second wife "in 
Kanesh", and AKT l, 77, where he is not allowed to do that in Kanesh or in Nehria. 
758 E.g. mal Kunanam1l, which is in revolt, LB 1209B: 13f. 
759 lnvolves Püsu-ken and is addressed to Puzur-Assur, who is attested as his partner in the years 
between ca. 89 ond 100, see Kryszot 2004a, 48. 
7
&) Note also that the Assyrien addressee of this letter is warned not to bring his iron across, but to 
1eave it behind in a reliable house in Timilkio. 
761 See for the rulers of these cities the table in chapter 2.2.l. 
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end "in your clty Hahhum, in your mountains and in your land" (11 [IV] 16'f.). The some is the 
cose in the treafy between Assur and Sehna. 762 
The expression 11 land of city A" has to be distinguished from "~ti city A", which uses 
the ward ~!um {or pahum), "edge, border, border area", well-known from 0B.763 
The concept of a "land'' as a territorial state implies that is has borders, but the word 
"border" occurs at best only once in OA in the new treaty with the cify of Hahhum 
(see below chapter V.2.2), in broken context (IV [1]:7), if tuhümum is indeed a by-
form of tahümum, once attested in NAss. There are half a dozen OA references for 
the use of pa_tum/ pohum, and in kt n/k 388:5 (Günbatt1 1997) an Assyrien trader 
meets a king, who returns from the countryside, i-pa-_ti-su with a present. Most oc-
currences are in occounts of expenses mode en raute, where they occur alongside 
more frequent ones made in a named town. Kt 91/k 364:5 lists expenses for breod 
"in T awinia" followed by a small payment made ina pö_ti so lismurno, kt 91 /k 437 
expenses in seven different towns and one ino po/i so Honoknok, for lodging (bet 
ubn), presumably in the countryside, which is also the case in BIN 4, 124: lff., a 
payment for lodging ina poti so Razamo. 764 
The existence of different ''lands" and the notion of separate areas or even boundaries is 
also present in some texts dealing with marriage end slave sole. 765 When TPAK 161 (quoted 
above) mentions the possibility of second morrioge in the Kanesh, Burushaddum, Durhumit, 
or Wahsusana, it enumerates the four most important cities with Assyrien colonies, but in 
fact probably means in the land of Kanesh and in those west or north of it, i. e. the whole 
of the Anatolian area settled by the Assyrien. We may compore the marriage controct 
Prag 1 490, where the stipulation that the husband may toke his Assyrien wife olong on 
hfs journeys to Burushaddum or Hattum, probably meons "on his journeys to the west and 
north of Kanesh". This is similar to Michel 1991d, 246:50f., where the enumeration of all a 
man's assets includes "whatever he has, either in Hattum or in Burushoddum", and to some 
extent also to kt 87 /k 275, where the sellers of a slove-girl tel1 the owner "You con take 
her along to Hattum or to the land", where the latter must mean the territory of Kanesh. By 
these formulations the area southeast of Kanesh (with the cities Timilkia, Hurama, luhusad-
dia, ond Salahsua} is not covered, because it was neither in "the land (of Kanesh)", nor 
762 See Ei dem 1991, II: 1 lf., IV 8ff. Anum-hirbi in his letter (line 27f .) also speaks of "my land'', which 
was burned. 
763 Note in porticular Laws cf Hammurobi § 23, which speaks of the city and moyor in whose ef$elum 
and pö_lum a robbery is committed, perhaps "in whose territory and within whose borders·. 
764 OlP 27, 13:6' mentions o boy tobe taken olong ano ~ti Ja Kams (Dercksen's emendation to 
<nJ>-ba-ti is unlikely), cf. perhops kt 92/k 3: 24 [in a list of travel expensesl, 6 shekels of silver 
for tax a-p6-/i Ko-[ ni-,s] oddin, followed by a paymenl for a lodgi ng [ bei[ vbnm ]), end i-po-!i 
Wah.susona in BIN 4, 45:27f. OA does not normolly use ~m as "territory·, but note kt 87 /k 
559:8f. (courtesy Hecker), anaku salmum ana ef.$elim unrxi. 
765 See in particular Hecker 1998a, "Über den Euphrat ... •. 
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part of Hattum, as is dear from rhe dossier dealing with ~e attempls to purchase iron in 
Hattum or ina hbbi matim. 766 And it is rather doubtful whether cities more to the east, such 
as Tegarama and Kussara, were considered to be in Hattum. 
While the just mentioned areas east and southeast of Kanesh, whatever their names, 
were clearly port of Anatolia, the status of the regions and cities still further south is not 
dear. Mamma, Zalpa ond Ursu, all three to the west or northwest of the Euphrates, in 
the strategic area where southern Anatolio and Northern Syria meet, were independent 
clty-states. They were important for the trade and Assyrions traders hod settled down 
there, but they do not appear under a common denominator, and it is only later that they 
seem to hove came under one sceptre, that of Anum-hirbi, 767 The area within the great 
bend of the Euhprates was viewed differently, as 1'Trans-Euphratia", distinguished from 
what we now coll Anatolia. When in kt 87 /k 275 (already mentioned before} the se\I-
ers of a slave-girl tell her buyer: 11You can take her along to Hattum or to "the land", but 
you shall not sei! her in Kanesh or in the land Kanesh", he answers (line 17): "l will bring 
her across the Euphrates"768 (in order to sell her?). The same restriction occurs in kt 92/k 
120, where a slave may not be sold to an Assyrian or Kaneshite, and in kt 87 /k 99 an 
Assyrien buyer in Kanesh can take a slave-girl along where he wishes, but is not allowed 
to seil her [presumably in Kanesh or vicinity) to cover the debts of her father and mother; 
if he wishes "he can seil her to people of Tolhat" ( Talhatre). These stfpulations are clearly 
meant to prevent the re-sale of local slaves in the area from which they originated. 769 
This wish also occurs in three related records, kt 92/k 120, 139 and 181, whose writer 
wants to get rid of a slave-girl that has behoved badly. He teils his addressees not to 
seil her to an Assyrian or to a man of Kanesh, but to somebody from T alhot, so that she 
cannot turn up in the land of Kanesh. 770 And in TC 3, 252, the sellers of a girl have one 
month to redeem her, thereafter she can be sold to people from Talhat or wherever the 
buyer wishes. Sole to T alhat for people in Anotolia opparently meant sale abroad, with 
no possibility of return or redemption, 771 and indeed, Talhat (Talhäyum) is located across 
766 See Le""Y 1950, 423ff. 
767 See Miller 2001. 
768 Hecker 1998a, 166, Puraftom u.sebbar.si 
769 The reason for it is not known, perhaps to ovoid complications with those (family members or legal 
bodies, such as luzinnum and uhodinnum; see Dercksen 20046) who could try to fight the sale or 
had the right to redeem such slaves within their own city or land. In other cases no such restrictions 
obtained and slaves could be seid wherever their owner wished (Hecker 19980, nos.1-3; even 
an the market, kt 91/k 123:llf.), but occasionally only if the slave had committed a misdeed (see 
Veenhof 20036, 696ff.). 
770 kt 92/k 120: l 3ff. adds "And where you sell her you must say: Do not bring the woman back to the 
land Konesh"; l 39:28f. UGet rid of her and let her not be seen in the land Kanesh"; 180:20ff. "Get 
rid of the slove-girl, sell her to a man of Tal hat, do not seil her to an Assyrien". The last provision 
is added because an Assyrien buyer, by definition a troder, could take her back to Kanesh. 
771 See Veenhof 1978, 310f., ·where this stipulation is compored with UET 5, 97:19ff., where o 
rebellious adaptive son may be seid to Elam, Sutum or Johmutum, to become a chattel slave. 
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the Euphrates, presumably south of Viran$ehir.772 The same notion may apply to Nehria, 
presumably located in the area of Urfa, on the Upper Balikh, when the marrioge contract 
AKT l, 77:7f. stipulates that the groom shall not take a second wife, neither in Konesh ("at 
home") nor in Nehria ["abroad"). 
The Anum-hirbi letter shows that in the level 16 period the rulers of Mamma and Kanesh 
considered themselves real "kings", each with a number of vassals, called "servants 11 and in 
a derogatory way "dogs", ond also designoted os sarranu, "petty rulers". They coll them-
selves ruba'ü, "rulers", ca. "real kings", and Anum-hirbi expresses the fear that a rebellious 
vossol of him may profit from his defeot and become "a third ruba 'um (on a par) with us". lt 
is remarkable that, though overlords of a number of vassals, Anum-hirbi and Warsama do 
not call themselves "greot king" and we note that a predecessor of the rebellious vassal, the 
ruler of Tesima, during the period of level II was called rufxYum by his Assyrian creditor.773 
His cily-state in due time may have suffered lass of power and hove been defeated and 
conquered by Anum-hirbi, but we have no idea of the real power of such petty rulers; the 
one mentioned by Anum-hirbi 1 although formolly a vassal, was able to undertake an armed 
raid into the latter's territoiy and to conspire with other petty kings. During the level II period 
only the ruler of Burushaddum is most probably designated as "great king" (TTC 27, 7) ,774 
but it is possible that the rulers of the main cities, such as Kanesh and Durhumit, also had 
vassals who hod to recognize them as their overlord and were obliged to support them 
in militaiy matters ("his enemy is my enemy, his friend is my friend", etc.). But the Assyrians 
had to respect these vassals os rulers of their own towns and moy even have concluded 
treaties with them; the anonymous ruler of kt n/k 794 may have been one of them. In the 
treaty with him it was agr.eed that he would receive a tiny amount of tin or silver for each 
donkey passing his town, in return for which he would guarantee the safety of the caravans, 
compensate lasses, and extradite those who killed Assyrians and potential Babylonian rival 
traders. 775 The ruler of Til-T umman, who wrote to karum Kanesh, and the one of Sirrnu,in 
(or Sirmiä), who received a letter from it ( Ot1K91 and 97). both towns without an Assyrion 
wobot1um, may also have been such rulers, who wanted good relations with the Ä5syr-
ians,776 and vice versa. 
The status of the other rulers and towns that seem to rank below the main ones is difficult 
to assess, so that we cannot use it to explain why the formal Assyrien commerciol pres-
ence in one town had the stotus of a karum and thot in another town thot of a vvabartum. 
772 In the time of the Mari letters it was the capital of Yapturum, see Chorpin-Ziegler 2003, 46 ond 
55, with Durand 1997, 304. 
773 Assuming that this town is the some os the one ruled by the man called Taisimoium by Anum-hirbi, 
see Nashef 1991, 112. 
774 The sign GAL is somewhat damaged, but not other reading seems obvious end Michel 1986 does 
not correct the copy. 
775
· See for the text Günbott1 2004, 250 note 8. 
776 The second receives o gift and the korum seems to be content with his written proposols or 
promises, ossures him thot they are concerned with his honour ond reputation (takbittum rother than 
taqh,7um) ond asks him to comply with what the messenger of the kärum tells him. 
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lmportant cities and towns in commercial torget areas, which were production centres and 
staple towns, may have harbored karums, but perhaps also towns along the main caravan 
roads and merket centres, which could be equally important for the Assyrians. The dislance 
between the various eitles, with Assyrien settlement spread out over the whole of Anatolia, 
also may have been a foctor, perhaps related to the pace of the carovans and the dislonce 
they could cover per day. The economic interests of the Anatolian towns themselves and 
the facilities they could offer the Assyrians must also have played a role and influenced the 
decision of the lotter. The difference we note in the status of the Assyrian presence in some 
towns betv.leen the periods of level ll and lb (mapped in the table of § 2.1) may be due to 
the factors just mentioned, such os lass or increose of political and economic power and 
shifts in the focus of the trade. 
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As hos been repeatedly pointed out, the Assyrian colonial system was hierarchical, with 
körum Kanesh as its administrative centre and a kind of extension of the govemment of the 
City of Assur. 777 lt took care of the diplomatic relations with the Anatolian rulers, often in 
conjunction with the ''Envoys of the City" (sipriJ so alim), who seem to hove been present on 
a fairly permanent basis. Körum Wahsusana, according to KTP 14 ( CMK 40) teils the ruler of 
Washania that "körum Konesh is our master", and an Anatolion ruler may call the outhorities 
of körum Kanesh "our fathers" (see f/k 183 = CMK53). As a number of official letters written 
by and to karum Kanesh show,778 it could give orders ond instructions to the other körums, 
also for the implementation of decisions taken by the City Assembly in Assur and forwarded 
to körum Kanesh, andin AnOr6, 12 ( CMK50) körum Durhumit teils körum Kanesh that it has 
carried out its instrudions. A new il!ustrotion is the handling of the instructions of Assur about 
the levying of the tithe on iron traded in Anatolia, by körum Kanesh. 779 They were passed on 
to the o~her körums ond wabartums via circular letters delivered by Kuliya, the messenger of 
körum Kanesh, discovered in his archive in 1992.78° Körum Kanesh added to the decision of 
the city its own instructfons, not only on the procedure for collecting this tax. lt also demanded 
that henceforth every single trader, including the privileged "dätu-payers", would pay the 
saddu,utu-tax on iron, owed to körum Kanesh, at the local kärum or wabartum where he 
traded, without being able to postpone its payment until his arrival in Kanesh. New letters 
bring additional evidence for the role of kärum Kanesh, e.g. kt k/k/ 118 (courtesy Hecker), 
where it orders the plenary kärum Wahsusono to revise a judiciol decision, 781 and kt 94/k 
502 (courtesy Larsen), where körum Konesh reprooches körum Timilkia for not having com-
plied with the order to transfer an unwilling debtor to Kanesh: "Why do you disrespect us 
when we send you a written order to transfer (somebody}2"782 
While karum Konesh may also be considered to be the highest Assyrian judiciol authority 
in Anatolia, it is remarkable that there is not o single cose where a party appeols from the 
decision of a local körum or wabartum to kärum Kanesh, in the way one could appeal from 
a colonial decision to Assur by declaring: ''Bring my case before the City and my lord!"783 
777 See Orlin 1970, 65f. ond Larsen 1976, 247ff. 
778 Most are now available in tronslation in Ov1K chapter 1. 
779 This instruction meant a change in the system, since thus for Assur (the god or the cify) hod received o share 
in 1he proceeds of that trade. 1 will treat this interesting topic in o speciol article on the trade in iron. 
78° Kt 92/k 200, 203 ond 221, see Cecen 1997a ond Dercksen 20040, ll 3ff. 
781 Körom Wahsusono had set a term for conAicting parties to appear end start negotiotlons, but it is 
now told: "Körum Wohsusano shall not set o terml" 
782 In both cases karum Kanesh took action ofter having been appealed to (maharum) by o lrader with 
o legitimote cloim (a stondard procedure, see the examples discussed in Larsen 1976, 255ff.) and 
both had obtained an ottomey [röb1$um) to o~ist them, which implies thot the City Assembly in 
Assur hod alreody judged their complaint legitimote. 
783 Ana olim u belio owitl bi/o, exomples in El 253 1 3250 1 VS 26, 118:13', end BIN 6, 2l9:18'f. 
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When a parly declares "Bring my case before the (plenary) karum!", it is an appeal to 
turn a confrontation before witnesses or arbiters, frequently in the framework of a private 
summons 1 into a formal lawsuit before the (plenary) karum, but not necessarily before that 
of Kanesh. This oppeal formula does not rnention the narne of a lcorum and it apparently 
means the locol karum where the summons had taken place or the one nearest to the place 
where conflict had started. 784 There are of course many examples of the judicial activily 
of karum Kanesh, ranging from depositions asked by and made before it to final verdicts 
possed, and also the so-called "Statutes of the Kanesh Colony" (Larsen 1976, 283ff.) con-
tain rules on how to reach decisions (dinam diänum) and solve cases (awatam pasarum). 
But these last texts, as far as preserved, seem to deal in particular with the procedures of 
settling accounts, in which context "men of accounts'1 ( aw11tJ so nikkossi] are repeatedly 
mentioned and there is question of "passing verdicts concerning silver and gold". 785 With-
out minimizing the well-documented iudiciary tasks of karum Kanesh, its role in regulating and 
administrating the trade and in settling accounts d collective transactions seems to have been 
rnore important. This involved collecting dötu-contributions from the main troders os a kind of 
share-holders, facilitating trade ventures by communal fund raising to provide enterprisse with 
capital, raising taxes based on assigning standard values to the main commodities shipped 
in both directions, and periodic settlements of accounts. These rather sophisticated procedures 
and tasks, with their technical vocabulary have quite recently been onalyzed in detoil by 
Dercksen 2004a, chapters 7-11, to whom the reader is referred. 
Wabartums seem to have ronked under a nearby korum, though the increase in the number 
of both lypes of settlements does not yet yield a clear pottern. Because the exact location of 
most towns is unknown, it is difficult to use distances and good communications (roads) as 
a criterion. Letters of lcörurns and wobortums, most of which are translated in CMK chapter 
l, offer clues, but have to be used with core. That the waborlum of Saladuwar writes a 
letter to karum Wahsusana (KTP 10 = Ov1K 57) could be explained from the fact that the 
lotter probably was the nearest karum (see for the contacts between these two cities IV.2.2 
no.20), but this very letter tel!s us that this wabarlum had also written to (kärum?} Burushad-
durn. The reason seems to have been a serious crisis, since the end of the letter quotes an 
order or oppeal by somebody, possibly the ruler of Burushaddum, to invode the country of 
Wahsusona, and the letter warns the Assyrions in that cily of this threat. In such emergency 
situations different rules rnay have obtained. That the new ruler of Washania in KTP 14 ( CMK 
40) turns to karum Wahsusana for renewal of the commercial trealy, could be understood 
as reflecting the Assyrian hierarchical lines and is not necessarily in conflict with the fact that 
the wabartum Washania itself also writes a letter KTK 6 { CMK 55) to karum Kanesh. The 
784 See EI 320:34f., 338:2lff., and ICK l, 86:l6f. The kärums appealed to in these examples are 
those before which the testlmonies recorded in these documents had been given, those of Konesh, 
Burushaddum and Durhumit. 
7
8..5 See now also kt 94/k 840:34ff. (courtesy larsen), where a verdict of the City cf Assur is quoted, 
which prescribes how to oct when "the kärum passes a verdict concerning silver or gold", and 
when the person involved has to or is allowed to come to Assur ond when not. 
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ruler of Washania may not have realized that diplomatic contacts by nature ranged under 
karum Kanesh, 786 whom karum Wahsusana in this very letter acknowledges as its "lord" 
(belum}. The just mentioned letter of wabartum Washania deals with a diplomatic incident, 
which involved the seizure of a trader's assets by the local rabi sikhtim, which was an issue 
to be handled by karum Kanesh, together with the "Envoys of the City", to whom this letter 
is indeed addressed. Similorly, a letter of the wabartum of Samuha to korum Kanesh [VS 
26, 195 = CMK56} deals with the seizure by the local palace of a large quantity of wool, 
again a diplomatic problem. This letter reports that it has been solved and that the wool in 
question is now being brought to Kanesh by "your messengers". These last words reveal that 
in the first phase of the conflict the wabartum of Samuha had turned to korum Kanesh, which 
had sent its messengers with instructions to the palace and the wabortum, messengers who 
can now return to report that the crisis is over. The wabartum of Kussara also writes directly 
to kärum Kanesh when two Assyrians were killed in the land of Luhusaddia (Kayseri 1830 
= CMK 59), That wabartum Washanio writes the (damaged) letter KTK 5 ( CMK 54) to 
karum Kanesh and not to karum Wahsusana, con be explained from the fact that the issue 
reported concerns travelers ( alik.tJ, hence a caravan}, who had arrived from Wahsusana 
and apparently were on their way to Kanesh. The system apparently had some flexibility 
and we have to take the subject matter of the letters, the post history of the relations between 
the various cities, and also practical matters into consideration before using them for a 
reconstruction of the administrative system ond the diplomatic procedures. 
Wobartvms too enjoyed a measure of administrative competence, primarily that of solving 
problems and passing judgments in conflicts between its members, presumably in cases that 
orose locally (e.g. by private summons, distress, accusations, etc.). Some i.-vabartumswhich 
acted in this way (those of Hanaknak, Ulama, end Zalpa} ore at times even qualified as 
"plenary'1 (~aher rabi), which implies a certain size and the existence of an executive body 
of "big members", 787 and also of certain facilities, os is shown by the mention in kt 00/k 
7: 3f. (Donboz 2004, 184) of "Zuo, the scribe of the i.-vabortum of Washania". What further 
facilities a wabartum had, e.g. for storage and meeting, is not known and o "~bortum 
office" (bet wabartim) is not attested. According to kt 89/k 230 (courtesy Kawasaki) two 
traders who entered Honaknak were seized in the bei karim, obviously in this town, ond 
this leaves us with the question whether this expression was a scribal mistake or was used 
as o substitute for a never ottested * bei wabartim. 
786 A principle which was known to the ruler of Tawinio, who occording to kt f/k 183 (Ov1K53) does 
not wish to deal with the rnessengers cf lcorum Durhumil and asks for those of kärum Kanesh, ·my 
fathers. Let them come here and it is from them that I will toke the ooth". 
787 See Hecker 2003. 
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The existence of treaties between the Assyrians and the rulers of the various cities in Ana-
tolio has been known for a long time, especially from references in official letters about 
the swearing of the relevant ooths. 78~ The contents of these treaties are being gradually 
recovered and the recent publication of two new ones (in Günbatt1 2004, see below, § 
2) is an important step in a development that this chopter wants to troce. lt can be divided 
into four phoses. 
A. A first reconstruction of the substance of the treaties was based on what letters tel1 us 
about the procedures followed when a caravan arrived at and was cleared in an Anatolian 
palace and about what was said during confrontations between Assyrians and local rulers 
when problems had orisen. This exhibits a fairly regulor pattern, which can be translated 
into a set of stipulations. 
B. Next we have the rather poor remains of a treaty concluded ca. 1740 BC. between 
Assur and the ruler of the city of Apum {Tell Leilan),789 a stop for Assyrian caravons, bnd 
already du ring the level II period the seat of an Assyrian karum (see above, chapter IV, 2 .1, 
comments on no. 2), located roughly 300 kms. to the northwest of Assur, in the northeastern 
part of the Khobur Triangle, an the Wadi Jarrah. 
C. In 1994 Bilgic published kt n/k 794, from korum Konesh level II, the text of and the 
report on the conclusion of a treoty with the ruler of a town whose name is not mentioned, 
presumably somewhere in Southern Anatolia. 790 
D and E. Finolly, two large, but damaged new treaties, concluded with Kanesh (D) and 
Hahhum {E), dlscovered in 2000 in a house belonging to korum Kanesh level 16 and edited 
in Günbatt, 2004. 
788 See the anolysis of the texts then available in Garelli 1963, 329ff., Larsen 1976, 249ff., and for 
many letters CMK, chapters l and 2. 
789 Edited in Eidern 1991. 
790 New editions by Cecen-Hecker 1995 and quite recently in Günbatt1 2004, 250, .editor's note. 
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1. EARUER DATA ON TREATIES 
A. The contents of the treaties as reconstructed from dato in the archival records were sum-
marized by Larsen 1976, 245f., as follows: 
The rulers or pa/aces are enfi!led to: 
a) Five percent of the textiles and of 2/65th of the tin (which equals four minos per donkey 
load), designated as nisho!u-tax.7Ql 
b) Buying another ten percent (called "tithe", isratum, or "those to be bought", so simim) of 
the imported textiles. 
c) A monopoly on the trade in iron and lapis lazuli. 
The Assyrians were granted· 
d) Residence rights, presumably with protection, in their körums and wabartums. 
e) Extroterritorial rights, so that the colonies were in a political and juridical sense exten-
sions of the government of Assur. 
f) Protection of the roads and guarantees against lasses due to attocks and robbery in the 
territory controlled by the king. 
This reconstruction in the main still stands, but c) should be omitted, because it has become 
clear that there was no monopoly, although the palaces were eager to acquire these prod-
ucts (see below Db), in particulor iron. Still, there may have been certain rules or restrictions 
concerning their sale, 792 just like their sole in Assur was concentrated in the City Office, 
which could thus regulate their circulation (see chapter ll.2.3). 
8. The unfortunately very damaged text of the treaty between Assur and Apum, which is 
called a nis 1/im, an oath by the gods (IH: 14), starts with the invitation to swear (!oma) by 
a great many gods, "great gods" and locol deities, among which those of both parties, 793 
those of the mountains, the land ond the rivers, those of heoven ond earth, ond those of 
Amurrum ond Subarum. The Assyrians are the ones who address the ruler of Apum in the 
second person, while they themselves figure as "we/us". 
791 The odd last figure was derived from the stcndord load of tin corried by o donkey, 65 kilos, stored 
in two "half-packs·. See for details, AOATTch. ll. 
792 The idea of a monopoly of the paloces, which would turn Assyrien trade in these items, or at least 
their sale to others, into a form of contraband, still upheld by Michel 20010 ond C41Kch. 4, "La 
~raude•, cannot be maintained, see Veenhof 2003d, 99ff. 
?QJ Among which the Assyrien Samos, Nergal of Hubsolum, Ester Assurilum, Belat-Apim, end Belot 
Ninuwo. 
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Of the aclual slipulations the following is preseNed: 
a) Col. II mentions "one donkey", copper and a nishatu-tax, which must be understood as 
a kind of transtt tax 11 per donkey\ perhaps comparable to the one stipulated in Ce,794 
while the remarkable mention of copper (tin is obsent!) could indicate the use of copper 
for payments and perhaps even imply that some donkeys corried loads of copper. 
b) The end of col. II stipulates that (Assyrien traders] who travel in the countryside and 
[hove been seized lor J/legal oc/Jons] by the ruler, should be released by him aher he 
has received their ransom (iptiru). 795 
c) Co!. III stresses the ob!igation to always speak "the truth in complete sincer\ty with us" 
and "to obseNe from this day onwards the text (so p,-) of this tablet which you have 
sworn to the city of Assur, the Assyrions (in the next lines specified as belonging to 
caravans "traveling up or down"}796 and the körum. 
d) A very broken passage in col. III seems to deal with lasses and, presumably, their com-
pensation. 
e) Column IV first demonds a fair and equol treotment of Assyrians and citizens of Apum 
("of your [city] and your land") ond perhaps forbids the ruler to punish or assail (sag6sum) 
Assyrians in the same way os (kima is restored) he can do his own citizens. The next 
clause deols with how to handle when the donkeys of "travelers in the countryside" (älik 
eqlirn) [and of] Assyrians have been seized [by] citizens of Apum. 797 
f) A final, broken section deals with the situation in which the ruler of Apum is approached 
by another rule~?), who wonts to harm the Assyrians. He has to tel1 him thot he is bound 
by the oath to Assur and the local karurn [and therefore refuses to join him] by soying 
"Go away. . .. ".798 
794 Dercksen 2004a, 158 with note 447, where he proposes to read, "per donkey (could we read / 
ANSE.T[A]?) ... in/from ...... you will take and ... "[ta]-16-qe-m[a ... ]. 
795 This interpretation is suggested because it is the ruler who receives the ransom. OIP 27, 5:17 
mentions that a local polace ask.s iptirü for the release of hapiru who ore in jail, but we do not 
know why. The situation is different in O\IIK58:33f., where Assyrien traders seem to have been 
kidnapped by natives who try to earn money from their ransom. 
796 e-li-lim u o-ri-llm (in 1:28 possibly spelled arittim}, female adjectives which refer to el/utum, 
·caravan". 
797 The interpretation is difficult due to the breaks. 1 would prefer to read in IV: l lf.: [lu so a]M eqhm 
12
· [/usaDUM]U dAssur 13' [DUMU o-/i]-kaetc., because there is too little room for[lu.sao-h]-ka. 
This means that the former suffer from actions by the lotter. . 
798 Interpretation suggested by Eidern on the basis of similar passages in other treaties from Tell Leilan, 
where a ruler says: 'Go off, and like an ignoramus kill Till-Abnu!" The "ignoramus", presumably la 
müdum, is somebody who is willing to commit the crime, because he does not know or understand 
the curses implied by the invocations of the gock Such people were also used to destroy written 
monuments (royal inscriptions and kudurrus) protected by curses (references in CADM/ll 167f.) 
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C. The treaty with an unknown ruler, recorded on the well preserved tablet kt n/k 794, that 
contains the stipulations of the treaty (lines 1-28) and also relates (lines 29-42} how it was 
sworn to by a ruler who apparently had succeeded his father on the throne (see below, 
stipulation d) and was accepted by the members of his court. The abrupt beginning, "In your 
land no Jasses whatsoever sholl occur", matches a similar stipulation on lasses in the new 
treaty with Hahhum (below Ed.), where, however, it appears in a slightly exponded version 
and in the body of the treaty text. 799 This allows the possibility that kt n/k 794 was the 
second of a sei of two tabets, presumobly because the treaty text was very long, in which 
case the missing first tablet might have contained the invocation of the gods, with which B 
and D start. But the atypical nature of C, with at the end a unique report an the sweoring 
of the oath, should make us cautious, and it would not be surprising if the text started with 
the for the Assyrians vital stipulation which aimed at preventing all lasses. 
Our tablet does not mention the ruler's city, but it has tobe located somewhere in the area 
where the Euphrates was crossed, because the Assyrians promise tosend him tin from Hah-
hum, if due to hostilities (nukurtum) no caravans visit his town and he is temporarily deprived 
of income. 800 The stipulations are in the form of an injunction, in the second person singulor, 
to the ruler (in the subjunctive since they are made under oath), while the Assyrians figure in 
the first person plural and those in Hahhum, who will send him some tin, as "they". The tablet 
ends with a description of how the ruler swore the oath, while performing certain symbolic 
actions, and how it was also accepted by members of the court or local officials. 
The obligafions of the ruler are: 
a) To prevent lasses (huluqqä'u) 80l for Assyrians (DUMU Assur) and if they occur to search 
(se ä~um) for the lost goods and return them to their owners. 
b) To prevent bloodshed (damu) of Assyrians and if it occurs to extradite the culprits tobe 
killed by the Assyrians. 
c) Not to altempt to attract802 Akkadian traders lo his land and to exlradite those who 
might cross his borders to the Assyrians tobe killed. 
d) Not to demand anything which exceeds what is agreed upon in this treaty, which is 
also what his father thus far had received. 
799 
"Whatsoever" is expressed by "neither rope, nor peg, nor anything whatsoever", ond see for the 
version in III [ll]:16f. of the Hahhum treoty, below chapter 2.2.j) ond note 849; see also Dercksen 
2004a, 276. 
800 One might think of Hahhum's neighbours to the south end north, Batna ond Timilkio, mentioned os 
such in the new treoty (Ed, 1 [111]:26f .), but Timilkia seems tobe too important for assigning its ruler 
the small omounts on trn ond silver mentioned in kt n/k 794. 
801 The text uses the plural in the generol slctement, but the singular for a particular lass thot might 
occur ( nabsum). 
802 In line 12, /ti lu.se#a admits o more passive tronslotion, "to ollow to come up", ond o more active 
one, "to moke come up", almost by invitction. 
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The ruler is entitled to: 
e) 12 shekels of tin and 1 1 / 4 shekel of silver for every donkey that posses on the way lo 
Anatolia or to Assur. 
f) 5 minos of tin will be sent him from Hahhum 1 if there are hostilities (nukurtum) and con-
sequently {ma) no caravans visit his town. 
The text is interesting in describing how the ruler accepted the stipulations803 by raising 
his hand and swearing by Assur, the weather-god, the netherworld, and the spirit of his 
father, 804 ond by pouring out the contents of a cup. At the end we read: "They said: "lf we 
reject the oath sworn to you our blood shall be shed like (the contents of) this cup!", where 
the "we" shows that alongside the ruler also his court and officials accepted the stipula-
tions under oath. The plural in "your oath" indicates that it was administered by an Assyrien 
deputation, probably sent by kärum Kanesh. While the text stetes what the Assyrians will do 
in certain situations, it is basical.ly a kind of loyolty oath sworn by the ruler and his court, in 
which it is stated whot "you will/must (not) do". The treaty is also special because the ruler's 
town apparently is not one where traders cleared their merchandise for selling it in its ter-
ritory. Therefore there ore no references to the taxes (nishatum and tithe} accorded to local 
palaces by stipulations a} and b} of A and only a very small payment as a kind of transit tax. 
Points d) and e) of A also do not apply, since the town does not seem to have harboured 
an Assyrion commercial settlement. Ta understand the amount the ruler receives per donkey, 
we have start from the "declared value" ( awilum) of the caravan goods, expressed in tin, 805 
for which one textile was considered the equivalent of 2 minas of tin and about the same 
amount was reckoned for the donkey. Since one donkey usually carried ca. 130 minas 
of tin plus 4 textiles, or ca. 25 to 30 textiles plus a few minas of tin, the 12 shekels of tin 
(of which the l 1/ 4 shekel of silver apparently was considered the equivalent) amount to 
between 0,04 and 0,08 percent of the value of one donkey load. Small as the percentage 
was, if the ruler•s town was on the caravan road he could have expected many times these 
amounts. lt must have amounted to much more than the mere five minas (or 300 shekels) 
of tin, the equivalent of what twenty-five passing donkeys would yield him, which were 
promised him if there was no caravan traffic (though this situation need not have lasted a 
full season). For the Assyrians these small payments did add up, since records of caravan 
expenses (met from the ''loose tin" made available to the caravan leader) show they had to 
be made in many towns passed en raute, and not only to the ruler or mayor, but frequently 
also to other local officials. 806 
803 Part of the ooth and the symbolic octions, which mention the overturning o~ o toble and a throne 
accomponied by an additional statement of the ruler, are not clear. 
804 
e/ammi abisu, not ahba'esu, hence singular. 
805 See Dercksen 2004a, 151, whose figures are now confirmed by kt g/t 199 (Günbatt1 2002). 
806 See the edition ond discussion of such records by Nashef 1987, especially nos. 24 and 25, 
which concem the passoge through Northern Mesopotamia. 
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The 1wo new treaties, D and E, with Kanesh ond with Hahhum, are extremely welcome 
ond we are groteful to Günbott1 for having made them availoble so soon. Both tablets, 
especiolly the second, hove suffered damage and the reading and interpretotion are at 
times difficult, also because of their unique choracter. What follows is based on the ec/;/io 
princeps and in the absence of o copy of the cuneiform text and with only photos avarl-
able, it is difficult to make progress with the damaged lines, but occasionally I will moke a 
proposal, usually based on the photos, the context or my understanding of OA terminology. 
My summary of the contents, below, from time to time mentions key words of the Assyrien 
texts, and footnotes occasionally quote a few lines, but the transliteration of the recent edJtio 
princeps is not repeated. 
The treaties are important because both cities were not simple road stations on the way to 
Anatolia, os were those of B and C, but important troding centres with Assyrien karums, 
where imported goods were cleared in the palaces for local or regional sale, though the 
role of Hahhum and Kanesh in the trade must have been different. There is a complica-
tion, because both treaties are from the level lb period, when changes in the system had 
taken shape. Dercksen 20010, 63ff., has recently described the situation, which due to 
the limited number of sources leaves several questions open, but it is the only picture we 
have and against the background of which the new treaties have to be appreciated. lt 
shows that there still was trade in tin, textiles and wool, that karum Kanesh still functioned 
as administrative centre and highest judicial authority of a fair number (at least fifteen) 
of commercial settlements, that the important "dotu-payers" were still around, and that 
contacts with Assur were mointained. But we do not have the typical "caravon records" 
(as defined in Larsen 1967), which report on the selection, quantities ond prices of the 
rnerchandise bought in Assur and on their orrival and sale in Anatolia. We also hove no 
evidence for joint-stock companies (naruqqum) and for the role of the karum in "communal 
transactions", and contacts with Assur (and perhaps also between karum Kanesh and 
other settlements) were occosionally apparently difficult or interrupted, os is clear from 
the fact that in the karum of Hattus the name of the new eponym appointed in Assur once 
remained unknown for nearly two yeors. But there were portnerships (tappa 'utum). also 
between Assyrions and Anatolians, such as the one documented in kt n/k 32, 807 presum-
obly from the early years of level lb, in which the partners wanted to trade in silver, gold, 
cups of iron, tin, textiles, slaves and lapis lazuli, both in Kanesh and in Mamma. We also 
hove evidence of commercial loons ond service contracts (from the archive of Eddin-Assur 
in Kanesh}, which imply the use of transporters and ogents, and dato from Mari show 
that large caravans were still leaving Assur for Anatolio (see above chopter 111.2.3). But 
the quantities of tin mentioned are modest, the assortment of textiles shows chonges, with 
fewer kutonu-textiles (predominant during the level II period) and more products called 
807 See for this document Dercksen 20046, 166f, and above, note 667. 
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kussalum and saqqum, and also the Anatolian pol ira/ ikannu-textiles. 11 Except for the 
remaining wealthy traders a general impoverishment is discernable, expressing itself not 
only in the volume of merchandise, but also in the number of cases where Assyrians had 
been detained by a native creditor for insolvency".808 
The limited number of sources asks for coution and it seems possible that some of the facts 
just mentioned were the outcome of a development within the Lote Old Assyrian Period, 
e.g. after the death of Samsi-Adad I and the end of Hammurabi 1s reign. The situation 
may then have become more difficult for caravans, as the dramatic letter kt 98/k 118, ad-
dressed by 11 the merchants in distressu to 11 the gods and the city of Assur" shows, when they 
complain about risky journeys, revolt and threats by the hobbotu, which means financial 
lasses and poverty. 809 Dangerous situations are also implied by the newly discovered 
letter addressed to king Hurmeli of Harsamna, which informs us about his war with Zalpa 
and his request of Assyrien aid (see above chopter III. 2. 3, with note 649). lt is possible 
that the situation in Kanesh, the "coloniol capital", (at flrst?) was (still) better then in outly-
ing areas and that the archive of Eddin-Assur, which evokes the picture of successful 
trade, reflects this situation, olthough the value of the merchandise and claims registered 
in its texts are modest, never more than a few rninas of silver and there are no letters 
on carovan traffic with Assur. 810 The question whether the new treaties with Kanesh and 
Hahhum reflect these changes will be considered after I have presented their substance. 
But it is clear that the relations with both obviously do not cover the lorge areos east, west 
ond north of Kanesh, but only Kanesh and the region where the Euphrates was crossed. 
The treaty w1th Hahhurn considers the possibility of military conflicts with it southern and 
northern neighbour, Botna and Timilkia, but its date remains uncertain. While admitting 
that style, writing and language of the tablets do not exhibit typically lote feotures, we 
can only guess when and why the treoties were conduded. lf not at the very beginning 
of the level lb period, when the commercial relations were resumed, then probably later, 
in connection with o change of rule, because the loyolty oath only bound the ruler who 
had sworn it. This could be on the occasion of regular succession, as when the ruler of 
Washonia was succeeded by his son and the latter asked the Assyrians ''make me swear 
the oath"; see KTP 14 = CMK 40). But it could also be due to a conquest by a new ruler, 
which must have happened at Kanesh later during the 16 period, when Pithana (who 
conquered Kanesh), his son Anitta or Zuzu of Alahzino occupied the throne of Kanesh 
(see above 111.2.3 and 4). The very end of the Kanesh treaty mentions the ruler whorn it 
concerned, whose name is missing due to damage, but he bears the title "the great king 
808 Dercksen 2001a, 66. 
809 Edited in Dercksen - Donbaz 2001; habbölü probably were a kind of mercenaries. 
810 See for this archive, which consists of tablets with low kt n/k numbers, Veenhof 1998a, 441; for 
kt n/k 27, Donbaz 2004a, 180; and for kt n/k 32, Dercksen 20046, 166. Kt n/k 5 is a verdict 
by the wabartum of Mamma about the settlement of a debt owed to an Anatolien, kt n/k 10 one 
by korum Konesh about a piece of lapis lozuli shipped from Zalpa to Mamma end then to Hattus, 
which had been sold eight"years ago and still had not been paid. Kt n/k 33 is a quittance about 
the payment for 90 pora.konnu--textiles, deposited in Eddin-Assur's hause. 
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of Kanesh". This leaves us 1 as far as we know, with two candidates, Anitta ond Zuzu, 
who occur as such in some 'notarizations' (see above IV.2.5.1). lt is difficult to date them, 
but Anitta may belang in the period after eo. 1770 BC, and Zuzu most probably is a still 
later conqueror. 
2 .1 . T HE TREA 1Y WITH i<ANESH 
This treaty, D, is preserved on o large, domoged one-column tablet with ninety lines of 
text. A year after Günbatt1 2004 it was also published, independently, by Donbaz 2005, 
with photos, a cuneiform copy and short comments. The differences between both editions, 
especially in their rendering of the remains of the first 15 lines (line 14 of Donboz is line 16 
in Günbott1's edition!} show how serious the damage of the obverse is. The present writer, 
having been unable to study the tablet itself and working from the photos (those in Günbotti 
are larger and sharper) and Donbaz's copy, faced a difficult job. In general, also on the 
basis of my analysis of the contents of the text, 1 am much more in agreement with Günbat-
ti's readings. The comparison between both editions could result in o number of detailed 
observations on the possible reading and restorotion of the text, but this volume is not the 
place to do so, certainly not without hoving studied the tablet. Therefore, in what follows 1 
follow Günbatt1's edllion princeps, while adding occasional remorks on my preferences for 
certain readings or restorations. 
The treaty starts with a very damaged invocation of the gods, 811 first those of the land of Kanesh 
and the mountain A,askasipa, probably mount Erciyes (Günbatt1}, 812 then, after a small gap, the 
moongod and the sungod and after again a gap Kubobo. Her mention may indicate that the 
whole [first?) sequence consisted of gods of the land of Konesh, reason forme to write "moon-
god and sungod", without identifying them as the Assyrian gods Suen and Somas. lt is not clear 
whether in what follows (in lines 4ff.) also Assyrian gods were invoked, since no names of them 
hove been recognized in what remoins of the text. In treaty B, with Apum, they do occur in a 
mixture of "great gods", Assyrion gods (see note 793) and locol deities, but the cultural environ-
ment of this city, in the orbit of Mesopotamia, was different from that of Konesh. Moreover, the 
beginning of the Kanesh treoty (with its unintelligible first line) also seems to be different from thot 
of B, where eoch line starts with ''Swear by ... 11 (tama}. 
When the !ext again becomes readable (line 12) we find o series of stipulations in which 
the ruler of Kanesh is addressed in the second person singular, 813 some of which are dif-
ficult to understond because the toblet is damaged. The text ends, in lines 89-90 (Donbaz 
87-88) with the warning: "These gods, the lords of your (sing.) oath, will watch you!", fol-
811 But we do not know whether the gods were the object cf an imperative tama (os in B). 
812 Donboz's tentative reading [ K]o~ni•i[s] at the beginning of line 3 does not ogree with the troces 
visible on the photo. 
813 This applies also to verbal forms with o double subjundive ending -u-m; which by tnemselves 
could be plural, because they olternote with indicotive forms in the singular (e.g. 68-70, lä 
taddununi . , . 1olaqqe,, 
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lowed by the statement: 11The ooth of [ ......... ], greol [king] of Kanesh\ where unfortunately 
the name of the king is missing. 
The slipulotions concern: 
a) lmported textiles (at least 12-23), with mention of kutanum, roqqutum and kusifum. First 
are mentioned those which the ruler seems to be entitled to "take" (loq6 3um, lines l 2f., 
specifications broken off), presumably os nishatu-tox, 814 and {also?) for his personal weor 
(so !ttabsiko}, but he is forbidden to appropriate (e/arum) them by force or below the price 
(ono slmirn botqim). Next it is stated that, apart from the nishotu-tax, he can buy a few 
makuhu-815 and two kutanu-textiles at [x shekels] of sllver apiece. 
The syntax of lines 19ff. is difficult. Günbatt1 takes ona sT[m11n so] in 21 as "as 
preemption of (the makuhu-textiles)". Pre-emption (during the level ll period) indeed 
regularly follows the levy of the nishatu-tax, but for pre-emption I would expect ana 
sl[mim lu taloqqe~umJ, followed by the price (d. AOA77369f.). Ano simim sooccurs 
as "as payment for/price for", but then we need a relative so, to arrive at : 11As price 
of ... the textiles, which you take 1 you will pay x shekels of silver per ... ", but there is 
no sa. The end of line 21 has ku-lo-ni-/irn (IM on the right edge above NI). 
Due to damoge of the tablet it is not clear where the next paragraph starts, it could 
already be at the end of 1. 23, "When ... "(inümi), but the figure /0(line 26) better 
fits a stipulation an textiles than one on lapis lazuli or iron. 
b) Lapis lazull and iron (28ff. or earlier until 39a). lf an Assyrien offers such an item for 
sale "he sells to you if he likes it" (summa _töhsum, apparently the price offered), if not, "you 
must give (it) back and he can bring it where he wishes". 816 The verb 11 to give back" implies 
thot the items were presented to the ruler for inspection (because there were differences in 
quality and probably shape; see below § 3.4.2) and to make a price offer. lt is followed 
by unclear dauses, which seem to mean that the ruler in the latter case nowhere in his land 
will interfere?817 with what the "owner of the iron" does. 
Line 28, where lapis lazuli appears, remains unclear, especially the final [ x x]-B14-
is-/im, which does not fit the mosc. noun husarum. The link between lapis lazuli and 
814 Ukely (in line 12 -ha- is still readable), because lines 19f. state what he can buy ''after you have 
taken the nishatum you are entitled to", and since otherwise the basic right to ond rate of this tox 
would not have been stated. 
815 Specifications unknown, but regularly bought by local palaces, see AOA7Tl69, 14. 
816 The spelling a-.si-su (also in 36 and 38) is remarkable, since suffixed forms of asium in the 
accusative are of the type a-si-a-ka(ATHE 62:38) and a-si-as-nu(ATHE 64:30). 
817 lv-sa-r[i-u]-niin 34 is unclear, it cannot be derived from wasiurum, "to let free", nor from sarn/um, 
"to take the initiative, to begin doing something", used in lines 52 and 55 in the hendiadys 
u.sarrama ... iloqqe, "he will take first~ (twice followed by urkatam; it occurs also in the testament kt 
o/k l96c:16, Albayrak 2000, end in accounting notes dealing with the proceeds of a coravon), 
see Dercksen 2004•, 178 note 478, EL 287:17ff., and CADS/111, 359, 2'. "lnterference" in our 
text is suggested by the words "before him or aher him" of 35. 
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iron (lines 28-30) is undear, because the text only speaks of returning "his iron", 
and what follows. also deals only with iron. "Nowhere in your land" summarizes a 
remarkable sequence of locations, which presents problems, because it is strenge 
to read twice "in your land and in your city" and the plural rabiutim aher matika is 
impossible. Moreover, the convincing, restoration [ tJ a-!t}ka in line 34 means thot 
line 33 had an additional sign (LI ends where in 34 GA ends}. Whotever the exact 
reading of these lines (one would like to find something like "on the squares and in 
the streets"), they suggest that the Assyrien traders, like peddlers, would try to seil 
these items in many locotions. 
c) Murder (damum inneppas) and losses (huluqqa)um; 39-45). They ore mentioned to-
gether as the result of an attack or a robbery, but losses are treoted ogoin, more in detail, 
in e). Bloodshed (damü} has to be compensated by paying the fixed (standard) amount 
(s✓-mtum) of silver as compensation and the culprit shall be handed over to the Assyrians in 
order to kill him, without the possibility of substitution (puham tadanum). The missing goods 
(found with the perpetrator) shall be returned. 
d) Administration of justice (46-57). This stipulation was presumably triggered by the previ-
ous one on killing and robbery, since these actions must have led to a lowsuit and verdict. 
lt demands a fair judgment in a trial which involves both o native Kaneshite ond an Assyr-
ien, without [ hvounng2 ] "your own citizen 11 • lt is applied in particular to conflicts about debt 
liabilities, where the creditor, irrespective of whether he is Kaneshite or an Assyrien, has 
priority in realizing his claims (see note 817). 
e) Lost textiles (57-61). The ruler will search and return the textiles that got lost "in his city 
and land" and compensate their owner if they are not found on the basis of a dedoration 
under oath (presumably on their number and value) by the latter. 
f) Protection of Assyrien households against private high-handed actions by the citizens of 
and other people living in Kanesh (61-63). 
Since the treaty wants to protect the interests of the Assyrien trading community, "the 
hause of a tamkarum, (oA o widow" rnust refer to them. The mention of the widow ac-
knowledges the fad that some continued to live in Kanesh (in the hause their husband 
had assigned to them in his testament) and they may have been singled out as more 
vulnerable to high-handed actions. The protection consists of not allowing citizens of 
Kanesh and haplnJ to go to the houses of the Assyrians and uses the verb Vva.ssurum. 
Used with a personal accusative object it normally means "to let go, set free, release", 
used in particular of persons who are in somebody's power or custody {as pledge, 
slove, or child; see ATHE 47:9; BIN 4, 2:21; 6, 19:6, and d. EL II p. 53), or, with 
ana + personal dative object, "to relinquish, to hand over" o person to somebody, into 
somebody's power (CCT 2, 36a:24, a boy ana mamman; 5, 166:5, o slave for a cer-
tain period ana PN). The treaty uses the latter construction, but it can hardly mean thot 
a Kaneshite and hopirum shall not be delivered to the household (into the power) of an 
Assyrien, since this would have been in the latter's lnterest, as plaintiff {if the person VvOS 
handed over as penalty for a crime). The meaning here hos tobe (although I cannot 
adduce a parallel for this use of 'M:lssurum ano} that the ruler must not ollow, not leove o 
free hand to his citizens ond other people who had taken refuge ond stoyed os foreign-
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ers in his city, 818 to go to, to get at the household d an Assyrian to obtoin sotisfaction br 
a claim {comparable to OB ana b,tPN sasö ·um, "to dun somebody's househo!d"), or to 
solve a conflict by forceful private action. Positively: the ruler must interfere and prevent 
such private attacks an Assyrian households; this makes a good transition to parograph 
g), where the ruler's own interests ore at stake. 
g) Protection of Assyrien property (64-68). The ruler of Kanesh sholl not covet and appro-
priate by force any Assyrian property (houses, slaves, fields, and gardens) and (or: in order 
to) give it to a servant of his. 
h) Anatolian textiles (lines 69-72). The ruler can take ten percent of the porakannu-textiles 
(brought into his city) as nishatu-tax, but those taken at the city gote will fetch their full 
price. 
i) Fugitive debtors (72-77). lf an Assyrien indebted to a Kaneshite flees to another land, 
no other trader (=Assyrion) 819 shall be seized in his place, only the debtor in question (hab-
bulanum) will be sued for the capital owed. 
i) Administrative and legal measures (78-85]. Assyrians shall not be affected when the ruler 
registers his subjects for performing service duties ( unussum). 820 And when he [ effectuates] 
the manumission (addurarum) of (debt}-slaves and slave-girls [lf shall not opply to those of 
the Assyrkms]. 821 
k) Trade during war (87). Presumably stating that the ruler must let the Assyrian caravans 
deport (horranam wassurum), also when he is in hostility [with (?) ... ] ([li7l7mi] nokral!ni]). 
1) Oath procedures (88f.). When - in a conflict or during a trial before the local ruler -As-
syrians have to sweor an oath they will do so only by the emblems of Assur. 822 
m) The last two lines stete that "these gods" - those invoked at the beginning of the text, 
- "lords of the oath", will watch (dagalum) the ruler (to see whether he lives up to it}, and 
they identify him as "the great [king] of Kanesh". 
818 There is even a year-eponym in Assur (no. 49) who was a hopirum. The reading so [ho]pirtin 
in the Hahhum trealy (see below Ej) is not convincing, but hopiru are attested in level lb texts, 
see Dercksen 2001a, 43. OA also knows the verb hob/ pörum, "to take refuge, flee'' (BIN 6, 
226B:16, a debt-slave ippan hubullisu ,h-Bl-or, Kienast 1984, no. 29), also known at Mari (see 
ARMT 14, p. 228 on 50:14). 
SlQ There ore several examples of tamkarum used for "Assyrion", especially when contrasted with 
nu·a'um, "native (Anatolian): kt f/k 101 :223f., "to the debtors of your father, lu nu 'a'e !u tamkare", 
kt n/k 141, the divorced wife can go where she wishes, either to a nu 'ä ,um or to a tamkärum". 
820 See for this term now Dercksen 20046, l 40ff. 
821 The passoge is badly damaged, but one expects lasokkununi at the beginning of line 84. The 
purpose of the stipulation must be to protect the Assyrian interests ("you shall not seize them 
- sloves owned by Assyrions - by force"). See for another occurrence of oddurärum, opparently 
a cancellation of debts, 111.l.3, with note 578. 
822 When the Assyrians, in the case of trader caught for treason (reported in kt n/k 504, see Günbattt 
2001, 152), o~er thot the accosed can either "swear by Assur's dagger or go to the river {ordeal) as 
one or your citizensU, the seriousness of the case probably induces them to moke a concession. 
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2. 2. T HE TREA TY WITH HAHHUM 
E is the damaged upper half of a large tablet, which originally may have contained ca. 
250 lines, of which less than half are preserved and many of which, especiolly on the 
reverse, are damaged. 1 have to start my remarks by proposing a reconstruction of the text 
which differs substantially from that presented by Günbatt1. What is col. III in his reconstruc-
tion of this two-column tob/et (unique al karum Kanesh), should be col. IV. Reading the 
text in this way one discovers that the subject matter of the end of what is now col. III, the 
proper administration of justice, continues on what is Günbatt1's col. II, which then suggests 
to exchange the obverse en reverse of the editio princeps. This is possible since nothing of 
the left edge remains and Günbatt1 offers no arguments for his choice. In this reconstruction 
the first half of col. 1 [111] is missing, and its first part offers sufficient room for the invocation 
of the gods, which is present in treaty D. Where col. 1 becomes readable we have three 
clauses in which the magnates of Hahhum are enjoined "to exert themselves" (.sutomru~um) 
to do something {object missing), which moy weil be the end of the introductory section, 
which asks them "to do their utmost" to implement the substance of the treaty. Aher that, 
quite naturally, the first concrete subject is related to the arrival of Assyrian caravans and 
the question what the magnates of Hahhum may acquire from it, by purchase or as levy. 
After a stipulotion on the continuation of the trade in times of war (1 [111]: 26'ff .) there follows 
a lang gap and when the text resumes it still or again deals with the prerogatives of the 
magnates (II [IV]: l '- 14'j, followed by stipulations on losses and bloodshed suffered by the 
Assyrians (II [IV]:15'-22'). Then we have stipulations on the administration of justice (if there 
is a "case", owalum, 1. 2.4'), demonding fair and public treatment, without secrecy but with 
a public announcement (11 [IV]:23'-32'). This subject continues on the rev. without a gap, 
in col III [11}1-10, which mentions a "decision" (nikislum, 1. 1). a "contractual judgmen~?)" 
(cln ri<k>solim, 1. 5), and a fair procedure (ina kinotim dionum, 1. 10). Ta help the reader 
references to the text of the treaty always give my column numbering followed by thot of 
Günbatt1 between square brackets (e.g. 1 (111]:10'). 
As is obvious from the photographs we have only eo. half of the tablet and this contains mony 
damaged lines, so that many stipulations remain unknown or are poody understood. Whot 
is preserved shows that the treaty covered more issues and was at times more detailed thon 
D. Some of it may have been due to the specific nature and role of Hohhum, at the crossing 
of the Euphrates (the stipulations on "the ferryman" in III [11]:llf.), where one entered Anatolia, 
and the particular political structure of the city, without a king and with a few magnates as 
treaty partners. The text may also have taken into account post experiences with the city, and 
perhaps also difference in date played a role. The general scarcity of dato from the level lb 
period makes lt difficult to give an answer, but one would hove expected ttie lang troditions 
of such treaties with Anotolian rulers to have resulted in a more or less fixed formulory cover-
ing the main issues, of which there are certoinly traces (main subjects, the formulation thot ''no 
losses whatsoever 11 are occepted, see note 799), but the variation is substantial. 
An important difference is that the Hohhum treaty addresses the Anatolien partners always 
in the plurol, apparently because it was concluded with the court or the palace organi-
zation. That the ruler, ottested for level II (where he is designated both as LUGAL and as 
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ruba 'um), 823 is never mentioned in the text of a treaty normally concluded with the ruler, 
suggesls that there was none; even if the "son-in-law" (hatunum, 1 [111]:10', II [IV]:4]} was 
(to be?) morried to his daughter, he himself remoins absent. This situation reminds me of 
thot described in the letter CCT 4, 30a (cf. CCT 6, 156, see CMK98-99L from level II, 
which mentions that the "king" (LUGAL) has committed bloodshed and that his throne is not 
secure, and that (consequently) the ruba'u (plural), "are watching each other", ond they ore 
the ones who negotiate with an Assyrian delegation obout the oath, an occasion where 
one would expect the king himself. 824 Perhaps the situation described in these two letters 
led to the expulsion of the king and the estoblishment of an oligarchy consisting of ruba 'u, 
a situotion which then might have continued into the time to which this treaty dates, at least 
three to four generations later. 
Hahhum was an important city, weil attested during the level II period (see chapter IV.2.1 
no. 8), 825 seat of an Assyrien karum and the texts mention several traders who lived there. 
lt was a commercial centre and prominent rood stotion for Assyrien carovans on the way 
to Anatolia, strategically located in the aree where the Euphretes was crossed (as is clear 
from the stipulations in this treoty, see below under j). 826 Several letters mention traders 
who passed through or visited Hohhum on their way to Anatolia or Assur, and there are 
references to wool and textiles of this city. There is also some evidence that merchandise 
imported from Assur was kept in store there or chonged hands, presumably because the 
city was locoted ot the southern border of Anatolia, from where caravans might leove in 
various diredions. KUG 13:20 speaks of "textiles of (in) Hahhum", presumobly belonging to 
Suejja, who, according to BIN 6 1 35:6f. had "entrusted merchandise in Hahhum". Accord-
ing to kt m/k 8:5ff. five donkeys loaded with merchandise were entrusted to a transporter 
for shipment to Kanesh, and in 811\1 4, 7:llff. a troder, who plans to travel with a caravan 
of seventeen donkeys to Konesh, writes that he wants to "select hundred textiles of good 
quality in Hahhum" end to spend all the silver he still has.827 KTS 36c shows thet one cou!d 
seil imported textiles there in order to buy Anatolian saptinnu's, which were to be shipped 
on. According to TC 3, 208 three donkeys loaded with textiles end tin, which had arrived 
from Assur, were "given" there to e transporter to bring them to Mamma, and Garelli 1964, 
59 no. 4 mentions copper in deposit in Hahhum. 
823 See above chopter IV.2, cornrnents on 8. 
824 The first letter in lines 8ff. speoks of "the copies of the ooth which they offer us, addressed to/written 
down for the karvm (Konesh?)" (mehrat mamitim .sa ukalluniatini ana karim lapputanim); see also 
larsen 1976, 271f. The second mentions that "the ruba'u refused to listen to the written message 
sent them by the karum". 
825 See Garelli 19986, but 1 do not believe that its ruler figures in KKS 2. 
826 See for Hahhum as road station, Nashef 1987, 6lf., and we now have several additional 
references to confirm it. Note KUG 22:6ff., "in all 16 minas and 16 shekels cf silver, expenses 
from Hohhum until Assur as calculated and established". 
827 There are a few more references to "selecting" (be'ärum) textiles, AKT 2, 34:5, 3, 47:18 and Cole 
6:4 (Michel 1991d no. 242), ond twice this hoppens in connection with lasses, which have to be 
compensoted, perhaps also in order to restore a caravan's full load. 
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These references indicate that the city served in particular as a transit centre and entrep6t, 
with good facilities, where many troders and carovans would meet, goods could change 
honds on their way to Anatolia, and where also native textile products and wool could be 
bought. To what extent the area around the city also functioned as o market for selling whot 
the Assyrians imported is not clear. We have almest no dato on the city during the level 16 
period, but OIP 27, 7+466:lff. mentions wool of Hahhum shipped to Amkuwa, 828 and the 
very damaged letter KBo 9, 7 refers to persons or goods arriving ~rom Hahhum. We can do 
no better than assume that the city during this period, when it harbored an Assyrian korum, 
played a similor role and try to understand the new treaty against this background. 
The "magnates" mentioned in the treaty are three dignitaries, who ore entitled to buy goods 
(at favorable prices), levy a tax ond receive gifts. They are the mtJ,$ium(I [111]:8', 20', 23', II 
[IV]:l, 8', 11 ', 14'), "minister of export"(?), 829 the sinoh!lum, "second in commond" (1 [111]: 12', 
II [1V]:[4']L 830 and the hatunum, "son-in-law" (of the king?). Of these the musium is clearly 
the most importont one, who is allowed to buy most textiles at the best prices, he receives or 
buys tin ([1] 111:23') ond acquires other goods as nishatu-tax (11 [IV]:8'), in short he appears in 
stipulations comparable to those in which in D the king appeors. Another difference is thot 
this treaty repeatedly mentions korum Hahhum and the inhobitants/members of the karum 
(DUMU karim), who are distinguished from DUMU Hahhim, 831 while the Konesh treoty does 
not mention the korum. 832 The mention of DUMU Assurand DUMU korim Hahhim (1:28f.} 
probably distinguishes visiting Assyrian traders (of "caravans going up and down", as in 
Be) from Assyrians settled in the local korum. Compore B 111:9f., which mentions "the city of 
Assur, any Assyrien and the karurri' (of Apum). 
The stipulations os for os preservecl ond understandoble, probably preceded by an invo-
cation of the gods, concern.833 
a) 1 [111]: l '-4'. The end of a number of general dauses which stress the obligation of the 
authorities of Hahhum "to do their utmost (.sutamru~umJ for/in order to [ ..... .]". 
The repeated sutamru$Um presumobly refers to the spirit that should govern the lead-
ers of Hahhum in whatever they do to live up to the treaty and the oaths swom, an 
interpretation also suggested by the way this verb is use in OA letters. 834 
828 See Dercksen 20010, 47, note 44. KBo 9, 28 rev., according to his note 118, does not mention 
Hahhum. 
829 The translation tries to express the meaning of the underlying verb v.-osa 'um, "to go ouf'. See for 
this official, also attested in the city of Assur, where he was involved in the levy of the ex.port tax, 
Dercksen 2004, 72 with note 236. 
830 See for him Veenhof 1993, 524. 
831 1 do not consider Günbatt,'s emendation of lorim Hahhim in III [11]:2, 21 and II [IV] :25' into 
<DUMU> korim Hahhim, necessary. 
832 Günbatt1 finds it in the Hahhum treaty, III [11]:19, l[a1-,i'-,jm1 Kanisk1 , but this reoding is uncertain 
ond the broken context uncleor. 
833 Uncertain translations and proposols to restore the damaged tex.t are in itolics. 
834 See some examples quoted in CAOM/1, 276, 8, with the comporitive kima!a, "just os if .. .'. 
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b) Acquisition of textiles from a caravan which arrives from Assur (1 [111]:5'-17'?) by the three 
magna,es of the cily: 
mfJ-?ium, "minister of expert"? - 5 textiles at 6 2/3 shekels of silver apiece, 
hotunum, "son-in-low~ (of the ruler?) - 2 textiles at 9 1/3 shekels of silver opiece, 
sinohllum, "second in command" - l textile for [12?] shekels of silver. 
The first, who moy have managed the flow of goods, was by for the most important and 
his stotus earns him more textiles at o lower price. Read in 6'ff. perhaps: "After you have 
[cleored?] 50, 100 or more loaded donkeys'',835 to indicate the norm for the pre-emp-
tion, but then the prerogatives of these officials were very modest compared to the right 
of the polaces during the period of level II ond more like that of the ruler of C, who gets 
a llttle tin for every donkey load. Lines l 3'f. could restrict or extend (the verb is missing) 
this right ( e-?-?ubote < el-~ubäte, "apart from/beyond the textiles"), mentioning the more 
expensive ones (abarnium, kus17um] in connection with the nishalu-tax. 
c) Acquisition of imported tin by the local dignitaries, very broken (1 [11I]:22'f. or earlier). 
Probab!y the right of some dignilaries to buy a certain amount for a fixed (favorable) price, 
or the mention of the fact that they were entitled to (modest) amounts of tin {per donkey 
load?) as a gift or transit fee, just like in C: l 8ff. 
The paragraph on tin could have started in 18'6 by mentioning the arrival of a cara-
van [with l'ln] {[summ]aellutum [ ... ]) and what the mu~iumwas entitled to acquire. 
But the fact that the mu~ium is also the subject of lines 23'f. is disturbing and 
why mention the purchase of tin for silver, which was always possible, while the 
level II treaties seem to have regulated only the nishatu-tax on tin? The alterna-
tive is to start the paragraph on tin in line 22' and to assume that the amounts 
(since no price is stated) were gifts. The "sealer" (kanikum, llne 25'), who also 
received some tin, presumably was an official who sealed the containers after 
they had been opened for inspection and to produce the tin, before departure 
from Hahhum. 836 
d) Consequences of war (1 (111]:26'-end) between Hahhum and the neighboring cities of 
Timilkia and Batno. lt shall not induce Hahhum to forbid the Assyrion traders to travel(in 
835 1 would read islu 50: l me-at I ANSE.Hl.A I se-er-DIM I tJ elis [ ..... . ]ani, where islu probably 
is the conjunction, 'after you have ...... ". A reading 5/ / me'at, ''5100 (donkeys)", yields an 
odd and impossibly big number. See for serdum the combinotion emäre serdam in kt 92/k 
203:29f.//200:26f., also with a plural noun (instead of normal emäriJ sardütum, cf, TC 3, 
28:6}; the word looks more like a noun in apposition than an odjective. The verbal form which 
en9s in ]-a-nimust be a second person plurol, with the magnates of Hahhum as subject, perhaps 
a S-stem of the verb elä'um, "to bring up (to the palace)" [tuseliani), or perhaps from zakku•um, 
"to dear" (tuzakkiani). The forrner verb, in the G-stem, may occur in the comparoble rl [IV] 6'f., 
where Günbott, reads (ANSE.H]I.A se-er-[dim] ... so ana [l]i-bi a-Jinfi : e-h'-u{ni], where the 
donkeys would be the subject, which is excluded in our stipulation. See for the problems raised 
by his reading the remarks on this passoge below under ~. 
836 One might read in 22'f .: [ x x x x x AN.N]A m0$ti.Jm 23 ' [i-/6-qe x GiN 1]5SE AN.NA 24' [official 
x Gl)N AN.NA kanikum. 
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both directions). 837 The words "Any Assyrien, wherever [ ... ]" could be the remainder of a 
positive statement of the rights of the traders. 
Lacuna of al least 30 /ines. 
e) The right to buy gold from caravans on the way to Assur (11 [IV]:l'-5"), an interpretation 
demanded by the (damaged word} "gold" in lrne 4'. The "second in cornmond", who in b) 
paid the highest price, still gets it at a favorable rate of exchange of 6: 1, which is less than 
the norma I rate of 8: l, current in Ass ur. 
f) Further prerogatives to acquire goods frorn caravans traveling to Anatolia (11 [IV]:6'-14'), 
domaged, but obvious from the mention of tin in II [IV]:13', but the prices one has to pay 
have disappeared. 
Günbatt, assumes that th1s port, just like e) concerns coravans going to Assur and 
reods in 7' [ana] !tbbi altrrl1 elä~um, '1to go up to the Centre-of-the City", 838 and lets 
the mü~ium acquire silver (os the ruler could in C) from carovans returning to Assur, 
which carried silver and gold. But the use of Llbb 'alim for Assur would be unique in 
OA, "silver" is completely restored, and for the trip to Assur waradum, "to go down", 
is comrnon, not ela ,um. 839 Since the goal of the caravan decides an its load ond 
on what the officials in Hahhum con acquire from it, the mention of "tin'' (if certain) 
in line 13' suggests a caravan on the way from Assur to Anatolia. 840 
The subject of lines 9'-14' is not dear, but they must add sornething new, since the müsium 
oppears again. They may concern a fee, paid in tin, perhaps for the passage of the donkeys 
and this would be confirmed if we could read [so ne]birim in the beginning of 14', but this 
is not certain. Which rate is meant in 11' (5 grains of ... eoch) is not clear, but line 9' seems 
to speak of gulgu/Ju, a rare term, presumably bolts of cloth, which could be stored in leather 
bags, 841 ond this also suggests carovans en raute for Anatolia. 
g) Lasses and blood-shed in Hohhum's territory (11 [IV]:15'-22'). The second, which returns 
in j) as caused by a provoked shipwreck, is here treated more in general, together with 
murder, as in De. The culprits have tobe caught and handed over for execution by the As-
syrians, with the obligation to return the lost goods. 
h) No secrecy in the handling of conflicts between Hahhum and the inhabitants of the 
837 The reading h b-16-[ qe] in 30' is doubtful, also because His in the singular. 1 prefer 'You sholl not go to 
...... (la ta-1 a-koJ). In 26' the conjunction probably was ( 1nümiJ, since the verb is in the subjunctive. 
838 Presumably also because ano /ibbi as compound preposition is not used for "towards"; alum, if 
certain, could also refer to Hahhum. 
839 Cf. the use in B l:27f. ond 111:16 of eliJum ond wärilfum for corovans going to Anatolia ond 
returning to Assur. 
840 In 7' "[x shekels silver as] (mshalu-tax)• is completely restored ond the line does not seem to hove 
enough space for this restoration, and of the verbal form only e•h· seems unambiguous. The end 
of line 9' moy have contained 1he word gvlgullum, used for cylindrical containers or boles with 
textiles carried by donkeys on the woy to Anatolia, but not ottested for the tronsport of silver to 
Assur. 
841 See AOATT39f. Prag 1 718:23 forbids to place packets of tin in the g., presumobly wropped in o bolt 
of cloth. AKT 2, 35:6f. ond 13f. speok of hu13,anu-contoiners so gu~ul~entrus1Bd for transport. 
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korum and Assyrien traders passing with caravans (11 [IV] 23 1-32 1). 842 The cases/com-
plaints must be presented? (ka '"ulum) pub/icly, no843 secret dealings844 within the confines 
of the palace, 845 but a public announcement in the city and lts terrftory. 
i) A fair administration of iustice (111 [11]: 1-10). No administrative decisions [nihstum) 846 
against Assyrians and the karum due to the fact that the authorities of Hahhum intercede 
for/side with ([a-b]u-li PN ~abatum?)) of the city's soldiers, slaves and citizens, but fair 
verdicts for Assyrians according to normal iudicial practice in Hahhum (kima din Hahhim 
... !odinnäni} and not according to specific contractual stipulations(?). 847 
i) No mean instructions to a ferryman 848 to let his boat sink and cause the lass (also by 
subsequent robbery?) of Assyrians goods (111 [11]: 11-18 ?) . Compensation of anything whatso-
ever849 should a boat sink850 and lasses occur 110n the river, in the mountains and in your 
land 11 • 
This stipulation is understandable since Hahhum was a city at or near the crossing of the 
Euphrates, which is confirmed by kt 94/k 928, which lists expenses of a trip to Hahhum 
that comprise payment for lodging and one shekel of silver 11crossing fee 11 (nebartum), 
while line 14' lists a payment 1'[ ] of the river". 
k) Unclear (111 [11]:18-28}. Very damaged, mentions contacls with [karum2] Kanesh and 
"any Assyrian 11 and karum Hahhum, and may deal with theftof silver and gold by a man's 
personnel (~uhor awt1im) ond items belonging to "his boss". 
Locuno of eo. 35 lines. 
1) Confiscation and seizure (IV (I] until ca. 20/22'). After an isolated "you shall not admin-
ister an oath 11 (1. 5') and a clause which perhaps includes the word "border 11 (see IV. 2.6, 
the remarks on pä/um), there follow stipulations that seem to forbid the seizure of somebody 
eise instead of a defaulting debtor (restore in line 10 ha-[bu-l6-n11n], cf. D:7L or the con-
· BA2 1 assume that the words of 23', "from this day onwords and as long as you live", introduce this 
stipulation, but they might also condude the previous one, which is also of great importance. 
843 Line 30' should start with lä 
844 Verb broken, perhaps wasobum 5-stem, used for convening a court. 
845 Lines 28'6-32', ina puzrim [ina e]kal/ilwnu ina paristim [la lusesso]häni nogiram ina 6/ilwnu 
Hahhim u matikunu [lu tu)sassö[ ni]. 
846 See for this word below, note 857. 
847 11:5, dln ri-<JK>-sa-lim, according to Günbott1's convincing emendation, which probobly means 
verdicts bosed on (imposed?) controctual stipulotions. 
848 The reoding so [ ho-p]i-ri-im is grammatical\y difficult end makes no sense, better so* [ ne-b]i -ri-im, 
which fits clauses obout sinking boats and a city on the river. The normal OA term nehortum (VS 
26, 150:22, kt 91/k 437:33) is used (in expense occounts) for "the costs of crossing°, the crossing 
or ferry itself apparently is neberum, which is used in OA os euphemism for somebody's death 
(CADN/11, 146, l ,c; dso kt 94/k 796:25 and 815:26), but is weil known in OB and so nebirim 
occurs in OB Lu A 302f. as "ferryman". 
SAQ "Neither rope, nor peg, nor stick, nor anything whatsoever"; see also note 799. 
850 Note the use of the precative(/itb,ino) to describe o possibility, as it is in some paragmphs of the 
Laws of Eshnunna. 
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fiscation (as compensation or penalty) of houses and other possessions of an inhabitant of 
the karum, who brings (smuggles?) goods into the city. 851 Soldiers (radium) of Hahhum shall 
not be instructed to [seize] slaves, oxen, donkeys, sheep and goats (restoring [~e-n]i-1m) 
belonging to kärum members [because of ...... ]. 
m) Unclear (IV [1]:22'-30'), perhaps the continuation of 1). Something should not hoppen "in 
your city Hahhum and in your land" with "any Assyrian", which seems to involve his hause, 
and with Assyrians and inhabitants of the kärum. 
Remainder of the column, lower and left edges (in all ca. 35 lines) missing. 
851 
"To bring into the city" con be neutral, but is also used in letters dealing with smuggling (BIN 4, 
48:20, 24, 26, 37; CCT 6, 22c:7, 10). 
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When comparing the availoble dato we should not forget our sources are damaged and 
incomplete. C might be the second poge of the treoly text, parts of D are unreadable, and 
of E we have less than half of the text, including many broken passages. Moreover, A and 
C concern the period of level 11 1 while B, D and E are from the level lb, while B is special 
because of the location and commerciol role of Apum. As is clear from Band D, and may 
be assumed for E (beginning missing) the text of the treaty induded the invocation of the 
gods by whom the ooths were sworn. C does not include it, unless kt m/k 794 was the 
second of a set of two tablets, and it is unique in describing in its last part how it was sworn, 
what was said by the Anatolien partners and which symbolic actions were performed. 
3 .1. STATUS AND JUDICIARY TREATMENT OF THE ÄSSYRIAN TRADERS 
lf we start from A, we note that the bosic conditions of residence rights for the Assyrian 
traders (Ad) and the possibility to be commercially active in the city and its territory are no-
where explicitly stated. This may be understandable in C, which seems to concern o town 
passed by Assyrien caravans, without Assyrien settlement, but is remarkable for D and E. 
1 assume thot these were basic and accepted rights or facilities, implied by the existence 
of a kärum, which were taken for granted. The absence of relevant stipulations means thot 
we do not know the statute of foreigners living in a kärum (called wä.sib körim in ht 92/k 
203:32} nor whether they needed permission of the local authorities to settle down there 
and buy houses. lt is clear that inhabitants of a kärum were not considered local citizens, 
and Df distinguishes them also from hopirü, people who had found refuge in a city (see 
note 818). Be and f mention the karum (of Apum), which is different from the town os such 
and also not identical to the Assyrians (traders) who visit the city when traveling with their 
caravons up or down (I:27f., 111:16). This suggests that the kärum was an institutionally 
separate city quarter in which Assyrian and presumably also other traders had settled and 
whose members could da business in the city and its countryside (they may have belonged 
to the älik eqhin mentioned in 11: 3' and IV: 11). The same distinctions apply in E. Alongside 
the citizens proper of Hohhum (DUMU Hahh1in, III [11]:4) there are DUMU kanin Hahhirn, 
11 inhabitants/members of kärum Hahhum 11 (111 [11]:9, IV [1]:8f. and 29; in II [IV]:25', III [11]:2 
and 21 obbreviated to 11 karum Hahhum"), and DUMU Assur, "Assyrians/citizens of Assur" (11 
[IV]:25', III [lt]:1, 8, 20; IV [1]:25, 28). The latter appear together as the ones to enjoy the 
protection of the treaty, clearly in II [1V]:24'ff., where the repeated bori/1~ "between", distin-
guishes the two groups which have a conflict (owatum): on the one hand "you 11 (plur., the 
magnates of Hahhum), ond on the other karum Hahhum ond "any citizen of Assur" (.sum.su). 
The addition of "ony, whosoever" (.sumsu) emphasizes that all kind of Assyrian traders were 
included, notably also those (belonging to a caravan) "going up [to) or coming down (from 
Anatolia)" (11 [IV]:26', ehlum u [woriltum]). This added sum.su is also used in B 111:10 (11any 
Assyrien and the kärum11 ), also in order ta distinguish between all kind cf Assyrien traders 
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visiting Apum as members of a caravan and the Assyrian traders more permanently settled 
in its kärum. lt is interesting to note that this distinction between Assyrians settled in kärvms 
and those traveling with caravans is used in the treaties with Apum and Hahhum. We can 
explain it from the fact that both towns where important road-stations on the woy to Anatolia 
proper, where a distinction between visiting traders and caravans and troders settled in 
their kärvms was sensible, since the treaties (ultimately) concluded by and with the city of 
Assur wished to protect both categories. Due to the different role and location of Kanesh 
such a distinction there must have been less obvious. 
The statute of people living in and belonging to a kärum is important for understond-
ing Dj, where the ruler of Kanesh is forbidden to conscript Assyrians for service duties 
(unussum). otherwise only attested as incumbent on native Anotolians. 852 In Mari the 
"people of the kärum" (DUMU.MES KAR.TA or DUMU kärim) were distinguished from the 
common citizens ond from the speciolized craftsmen. 853 This was also the case in ARM 
23, 430:4, when an army of 1600 people was recruited to depart for Babylon, but it did 
include a few hundred "people of the kärum", whether this was an emergency measure 
or anormal procedure. ARM 14, 64:6'ff. shows that lddiyyatum, Mari's "overseer of the 
troders", had been charged by the king to register "people of the kärum" and they must 
have been foreigners, who had somehow settled down there for various reasons. 1 doubt 
whether foreign traders (tamkarum), settled in the karum, could be conscripted as soldiers, 
unless in case of extreme danger. lf so, Dj would be in line with the situatlon at Mari. 
We may compare the fact that in Babylonia the owner of a "residence" (bet naptärim) 
in a foreign city, possibly a trader, is indignant over the fact that his "hause" has been 
dunned for service duties. 8~4 
Extraterritorial rights (Ae), though not explicitly stated, seem to be a fact, to judge from 
the abundant evidence for the administrative and judicial roles of kärums and wabartums 
in all kind of cases which concern only Assyrians [fixing the interest, regulations for the 
trade, specific decisions, lawsuits and verdicts, etc.). lt is confirmed by the role of attor-
neys {rabi~um) acquired in Assur, by the dec\sions of the City of Assur transmitted to the 
karum, and by the institution of the "Envoys of the City". A different issue are cases where 
interests of Assyrians and Anatolians clashed and in particular where the Assyrions had 
to confront the locol rulers and palaces. Most of the stipulations on the administration of 
justlce found in the treaties Band D-E apparently deal with such issues. The damoged Be 
probably concerns conflicts between citizens of Apum and Assyrien traders which end 
up before the ruler, who hos to promise a fair (ina lunälim} handling of the affair, without 
852 See now Dercksen 20046, 140f. 
853 ARM 6, 43: 19. as reod in AMRI 5 (1987) 664. They occasionally appear os a separate group in 
texls that register people who jein "the king's table·, see B. Lofont, in: Melange.s offerts d .Mounce 
81rot(l985), 16lff. nos. 12:2 and 19:5. Note also J.-M. Durand, AMR/6 (l990) 79, note 202 
line 10, on people of the korum who bought wine. 
854 See Veenhof 1991, 295. He speaks of ''being confronted with o summons• (.s,sam lwllumum) by 
the recruiting officer. 
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bul/ying (?; sagäsum)855 the Assyrian party. These last words can be understood as 11treat 
them just like you would your own subjects\ or "do not treat them the way you can treat 
your own subjects". The second interpretation, which seems grammatically more likely 
and supplements the positive injunction of line 6, means that the ruler has to treat the 
traders differently, with more consideration and perhaps without physical force. 
In Dd too a verdict ino kinalim is required 856 and something similar is meant in Ei, where 
twice a procedure ond verdict lno kinalim, in accordance with the iudicial practice of Hah-
hum is demanded. This is not in order to bring Assyrians under local law, but to prevent 
in conflicts between Assyrians and locals, which must hove been tried by the local ruler, 
arbitrary measures, designated as ''taking an (ad hoc) administrative decision 11 (nihstum), 857 
and passing a "controctual verdict" (din riksalim), which probably meons a deviation from 
common law, which could be dangerous. The magnates of Hahhum are explicitly forbid-
den to take sides and favour (abbutam ~abatum} their own people in lawsuits. A more 
general stipulation in this spirit is Eh, which in a conflict "between you and karum Hahhum 
and/or the Assyrian citizens", demands openness and publicity (including a public an-
nouncement of the trial), to prevent secret judicial dealings inside the walls of the palace. 
A different situation is envisaged in Ern, where the ruler is forbidden to administer an oath, 
which perhaps means that he should not use this heavy instrument without prior careful 
investigation by a court. 
Other stipulations fit this pattern and many concern the protection of Assyrians against Ana-
tolians, both the local authorities and their Anatolian clients, who could be their creditors. 
Such rules are understandable in view of the rights which common ancient Near Eastern 
law grants to creditors ond their possibility to resort to one-sided actions such as seizure 
of pledges and distress, which may have been particularly feared by people living in a 
foreign country with only legal means and an appeal to fairness to prevent worse. Their 
mention in D and E can be explained from what Dercksen 2001a, 66 1 concluded on the 
basis of an analysis of the level lb texts, where he observed "a general impoverishment ... , 
expressing itself ... also in the number of cases where Assyrians hove been detained by a 
855 In OA it can also mean "to ruin somebody", see CAD S/1, 68f.; we can read lasa99is.su1 wfth 
pronominal object suffix. The verbis also used in the Apum Treoly (B), IV:9, where Eidern translates 
"you must not pressure( ?) ... ". 
856 The following "[ ......... ] to a citizen of yours", could be positive {"equaling him to ... "} or negative 
("not delivering him to ... "). 
857 See for this term Veenhof 1995c, 330f. An additional occurrence in kt 91/k 100, a severely 
damaged letter of the ruler { woklum) of Assur, oddressed to the Envoys of the Cily and körum 
Kanesh, deoling with smuggling: rev. 4' From this da[y onwards] 5' ni-Ki-i.s-kim[ x x x] 6' DUMU A-
su{rx x x (x)] 7 a-.sar: BA-[ x x x x x] (perhaps ,oo( zzurim]?). See for a decision that is considered 
detrimental to the Assyrians, kt 87 /k 387:33f. (courtesy Hecker), "lf there is a nikistum concerning 
kul6nu-textiles, appeal to the karum, soying: He must go to the rabi sikkitirn (of Wahsusana) ... for 
his affoir, that they may release to you 5 kulönu-textiles". lt is not cleor whether this was an Assyrien 
decision (e.g. to boycott the Anatolian official, because he did not pay his debts), or one by the 
Anatolian paloce, for whatever reoson. 
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native creditor for insolvency". Seizure of {loaded) caravan donkeys by the ruler's subjects, 
which should be [repaked 2 ] according to Be, 858 is an example. In cases of defaulting 
and perhaps bankrupt or dead debtors, according to Dd, Anatolian debtors should not 
be favored and the main creditor, irrespective of whether he is Anatolian or Assyrian, is 
indemnified first. 859 A fugitive Assyrian debtor, according to Di, can be seized and forced 
to pay, but if he cannot be traced the creditor cannot seize a fellow Assyrien instead. 
Same stipulations want to protect the Assyrians ond their households against illegal, high-
handed actions aiming at members of their household or their possessions. The difficult 
paragraph Df must envisage private actions by local inhabitants, dtizens of Kanesh and 
persons who had found refuge and settled down there (see note 818). lt demands from the 
ruler of Kanesh not to allow such actions and the explicit mention of (Assyrian) widows as 
potential victims shows the concern for protecting those who are most vulnerable. The dam-
aged and unclear paragraph Ern also mentions what could hoppen to the house(hold) of 
an Assyrian and might have had a similar purpose. Dg reminds the ruler himself of the fact 
that he shall not covet and seize possessions of the Assyrians (houses, slaves, fields, and 
gardens}, presumably not as an act of simple greediness, but rather as a way of obtaining 
what he likes by punishing them or demanding compensation if they misbehave or default. 
These paragraphs show clearly how important the houses in the karom, where they lived, 
kept their merchandise and archives, and feit safe, were for the Assyrians . 
Something different may be at stake in EI, where a likely reference to illegal import ("to 
bring into the city") may indicate that the seizure was a highhanded response (carried 
out by soldiers of Hahhum, acting on instructions of the ruler). This stipulatron, by men-
tioning the seizure of property and houses "instead of [ ... ]", suggests that such seizures 
could be rather brutal, one sided solutions to problems, which bypassed careful judicial 
procedures. The Assyrians knew that their misbehaviour, especially infringement on what 
had been agreed by treaty, could be punished by the rulers by putting the culprits in jail, 
as happened to Püsu-ken, when he accepted smuggled merchandise {ATHE 62:30ff.). 
When Bb mentions that an Assyrian trader, who had been apprehended, could become 
free when a ransom was paid, and it ts indeed the local ruler who gets this money, he 
must have hod him arrested for an illegal action, such as smuggling. Ransom occurred 
often, but in the conflict reported in kt n/k 504 (see next paragraph), in a case of espio-
nage, the ruler asks the almest impossible sum of one pound of iron orten pounds of gold 
for the release of the suspect. 
Consideration with the Assyrians is also clear when DI stipulates that an Assyrian (ac-
cused or called upon as witness?) will only swear by the symbols of his own god. Since 
religious sensitivities are hardly involved, this rule must have offered the reassuring ad-
vantage of being able to swear in the cella in his own karum, with an oath by his own 
858 Une IV:19 could deal with compensotion of expenses (gomrum) incurred by the seizure. 
859 This interpretation is required becouse in both cases, after the one who 'takes First", there is 
somebody eise who tokes ofter him. This implies debtors with both Anatolien ond Assyrion 
creditors. 
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god, administered by his own people. He did not have to go to the river ordeal, where 
Anatolians were sent to discover the truth 1 probably a rather daunting experience that 
was better avoided. 860 Whether something similar may be at stake in the beginning of 
EI when the oath is mentioned, is not clear. 
1 
3. 2. fREE TRADE AND THE PROTECTION OF CARAVANS 
Assyrians feared interruptions of the trade and lock of sofety for their caravans. The 
writer of KTS 2, 40: 27ff. is happy to report that "there is peace (sulmum) in Burushod-
dum, Ulama has just accepted the oath (peace treaty) from Burushaddum" and asks 
to send donkeys for the transport of copper. The one of VS 26, 8 3: 39ff. promises: 
"When peace has been established and my goods have come down from the palace 
in Kanesh, toke action concerning my tin and textiles, so that you yourself and my 
merchandise are safe ond convert them into silveril. 861 lnterruptions meant that traders 
were "held up'' (kolä~um) and they or their wares were "tied down'1 (kos~udum Dt). At 
times the behavior of the Assyrians themselves may have been responsible for such 
delays, in particular when smugglers were cought. This must hove been the situation in 
which the ruler of Ass ur ( woklum) wrote the letter kt 91 /k 100 to the Envoys of the City 
and karum Kanesh, about a caravon which had been stuck in Zolpa for no less than 
eight months.862 Most of the letter is broken, but the mention, on the left edge, of the 
"sukinnu-route", suggests that it had to da with smuggling. In VS 26, 29:15ff. a trader 
complains that one has delayed him for eight months in Saladuwar, so that "merchan-
dise for a value of 20 minas of silver got stuck together with me", but the reason for this 
incident is unknown. 
A vital issue was what would hoppen in times of war or hostilities, which opparently 
were not too rare. A first concern of the Assyrians, devoid of any military power, must 
have been not to get involved and stay as neutral as possible. The cose of the Assyr-
ien trader arrested and accused of treason, becouse he would hove rendered services 
to the local ruler's enemy (kt n/k 504, see obove 11.2.6) must have been a warning 
example. living in a town's kärum the Assyrians at times may have feit the pressure to 
take sides, which was perhaps the case in the incident reported in KTP 10 (see note 
7 46}, a letter of the wabartum of Salo<du>war to karum Wahsusano. lt reports that 
somebody, presumably the ruler of a neighbouring town (Burushaddum?}, had said in 
a letter (rev., lines 9-13): "lnvode? (plur.) the counfry of Wahsusana, if not, 1 am your 
860 Reported in kt n/k 504, see Günbatt, 2001, 152:2lf. kima mer'a ahka ana i-id /4//ik. In this 
extremely serious case (an Assyrian accused of treason and lioble to be killed) the Assyrian 
authorities make the exceptional offer of letting him be tested "in the Anatolian way". 
861 [i.stu s]ulmum issiknunima[un]uti ina Kanes ina[ekal]hm urdanni lü anniki lü ~ubote ah· salämika[u 
sal]äm luqütia epusma [ annikl] u $uhätia ana kospim [ ta] 'er. 
862 
'1/at Puzur-Assur 1st[u] ITU 8 KANI ina Za/pa katal, see for this text also note 857. 
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enemy!". The second concern, once hostilities (nukuratum) or a revolt (sihilum) 863 had 
erupted, apparently was to be able to decide for themselves, using information received 
from elsewhere and calculating the risks, whether it was possible to travel or not or whether 
another destination should be chosen. When in kt 91/k 416:16f. o troder writes that his tin 
"should not be shipped on beyond ( ebar) Salahsuwa, but beyond Timilkia to Durhumit, so that 
it stays safe", 864 the last words could refer to such dangers. At times commercial traffic was 
impossible due to a sukurtum, "blockade", 865 probably when the local outhorities, who were 
responsible for the roads and the safety of those who traveled in their territory (as mentioned in 
A~, refused "to let the caravan leave" (ellatam wassurvm) or "to give the rood free" (harranam 
wassurum). 866 CCT 5, 156:3-10 (CMK89) reports: "The ruler of Washania has arrived here 
and has p-evented me (ka/a'um) from going to Burushaddum or Hattum. l have now waited 
fifty days and if he does not give the road to Hattum free ... 1 will leave for Kanesh". 867 A 
prohibition to travel could also have other causes, due to legal problems, as seems to have 
been the case in TC 3, 75 ( CMK96), where Dadaya writes: "As long as I am stuck here I am 
staying in Naduhtum. No less than ten times we went up to the ruler and the second-in-com-
mand, and I seid: "Allow me to travell" (harranam dinam). But they refused to gront his request, 
since he had to stay as a guarantor, until an instruction ~am (karum?) Konesh would arrive. In 
many cases, however, the reasons were of a political nature, including danger on the roads. 
ßy means of a stipulation like Dk the Assyrians wanted to make sure that they could tmvel, even 
in times of hostilities, and this is also the purpose of Ed, in case Hahhum would be at war with 
one of its neighbors, Timilkia or Batna. Both were towns with an Assyrien settlement and on 
the caravan rood from Assur to Kanesh and their mention shows that caravans troveling both 
ways were meant. The po~ibility of traveling under certain conditions during periods of hostilt-
ties or war is mentioned in a text from Mari, whose writer compares Beclouins, who penetrate 
everywhere, with "a trader who travels between (regions at) war and (regions at) peace", 868 
863 Kt 94/k 1323:9rf., ihere is a revolt in Burushoddum, it is impossible to enter by road either 
Ulamo, Saloduwar, or Soba"; a revolt in this city is also reported in kt m/k 13:24f. (courtesy 
Hecker), which means that "no fndividual ( ~um) can enter (the city)." Note also Prag 1 764:3f., 
"the country is in revolt and the road is closed'' (harrr5num pahi<at>). 
864 kima salom annik.,~ 
865 lt could couse serious problems, as is shown by kt m/k 69:68ff. kourtesy Hecker), where o man 
writes thot he took out a loan of l 1/2 mina of silver with an Anatolian "to keep my people olive 
during the blockade". 
866 The same expression also in Babylonion, in the letter IM 49307:lOff. (W.F. Leemons, foreign 
Trode in the 0/d Babylon/an Period, 1960, 106f.), where the lcörum of Sippar writes that the king 
soid: "Until we hove coptured the cities K. and H. we will not give the road free". 
867 Kt 92/k 326:3-15 (courtesy Alboyrok) reports: "Previously I wrote to you: The palace tries to cheot 
(solo 'um) the kärum and the c• rovan must fend for itself (? qa.ssa ,~abbat), but us, they do not let 
us go ( was.summ). Speok to the korum that they should not bring the caravon in os long es they do 
not let us gol". 
868 A 350+: 5ff, see Charpin-Durond 1997, 378, with note 81, lrima lamlcorim so hinl nulcurtim u 
salirnirn 11/aku. 
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and the Assyrien traders certoinly were af thot k1nd. The background of the stipulations ,n 
Dk and Ed seems tobe that the local authorities by their oaths had guaranteed the safety of 
the Assyrians and their caravans inside their land/territory and promised compensation for 
lasses not recovered and blood money for people killed, without limitations or exceptions. 
In periods of war and unsafety the rulers quite naturally must have been tempted to stop 
commercial traffic coming to or leaving their cities, in order to prevent such risks. But the 
Assyrians wished to decide for themselves what to do, stay inside the wolls or travel with 
their caravons, perhaps trusting their immunity or profiting from information on the safely 
of certain roads, as is shown by kt 91 /k 416 (quoted above) and the Jmportant letter TC 
l, l 8:32ff. (Larsen 2002 no. 18). In the latter fear of entering Hohhum suggested using 
another crossing of the Euphrates, by traveling by way of Ursu to Mamma. The letter then 
mentions an instruction (te 'ertum) of the City Assembly in Assur {which shows how in such 
situations information was communicated between Anatolia and Assur) to divide the coro-
van into three ports ond ta let the second part leave Ursu only after it has become clear 
that the first part, starting out from Mamma (where there are also problems), has safely 
reached "the land of Kanesh". 
Donkey caravans loaded with valuable merchondise implied risks and this could lead to 
lasses, both commercial anes, due to delays, bad prices etc. (ibissa'u), and to the lass of 
donkeys and their loads (huluqqrYü}. Same were due to accidents in bad weather, in the 
mountains and even in Assur, 869 and several caravan reports mention expenses caused by 
the death of donkeys.870 Other lasses could be the consequence of "smuggling", as was 
the case in Sadberk 12:5ff., where of a load of 4 1/3 talents of tin and 140 kutanu-textiles 
no less than 1 talent of tin and 12( t) textiles were lost during smuggling (ippazzurtim halqü). 
Such losses had to be accepted, but certain risks could be reduced by spreoding them 
over the members of a caravan (ellutum) according to a rule laid down by a decision of 
the City of Assur: 
"As for the lasses of PN1_5, the carovan af K shall campensate their lasses to 
them in accordance with [the words] of the stele, /whether they) be !in, s1/ver or 
texttles". 871 
Lasses due to theft or high-handed actions of Anatolians were a different matter. 1 assume 
that theft from houses in a karum, wabartum ar a lodging [bei uhrim), used en route, which 
869 Kt 94lk 963 mentions lapis lazuli that got lost in the City". 
870 See AOA1T251, 5. 
871 Kt n/k 1570, see Veenhof 19950, 1730, and now also Dercksen 2004a, 172. Compensation 
(mallu'um} of such lasses is also mentioned in CCT 2, 11:15ff. (lass of textiles in the mountoins of 
Mamma} and kt 91 /k 451: 1-5, "for the 17 kutänu-textiles which got lost in Batna the coravan has 
paid us o compensation of l 1/3 mina of tin apiece". CCT 3, 33a:3~. moy deal with a similar 
case, becouse the karum decides to detain the corovan for five doys. In BIN 6, l 80:4'f, the writers 
gave ·1 kutanv-textile for the losses in Za\pa·, which must be their share in the lasses incurred by a 
caravan, and such losses belanged to the expenses of a trip which had lobe balanced (BIN 6, 
212:l8ff.). 
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could have been prevented by guarding one's premises and belongings, were the owner's 
risk. 872 Larsen under Ad added to residence rights "presumably some kind of protection", 
but this may have concerned a körum or wabortum as o whole, hardly thot of individual 
houses against thieves and burglars, although the Assyrians in such cases probably could 
ask the local "police" to find ond punish the culprits. Ek may have dealt with the~, but is 
too damaged tobe sure. Dramatic cases of theft are reported in SUP 7, which relotes how 
thieves stole valuable items from the shrine of Assur in Ursu (see Larsen 1976, 26lf.), and 
in kt k/k 108.873 According to this letter thieves entered the hause of the writer's father in 
Burushaddum, cut the throats of three men and disoppeared with silver and much copper, 
tin, and textiles, which the writer had been searching in vain. The text does not mention an 
appeal to the local ruler to find the criminals and compensate the lasses, but we connot be 
sure thot this hos not happened, because the purpose of the text is different. lt is o deposi~ 
tion made before wabartum Zimishuna, which states that the victim accused his partner, 
whose goods were in the same hause but, miraculously, had suffered no lasses, but he 
was unwilling take part of the losses for his account. 874 The background of lasses due to 
"seizure" (sabätum) of merchandise usually is not cleor. CCT 4, 19c: 15ff. reports obout the 
seizure of 25 kulänu-textiles in Luhusaddia, where the queen told the owners: 'The one who 
seized the textiles ond? the tin will come. lf the kulonu-textiles are available, take them, and 
if they are damoged take silver (os compensation)". The queen's promise, "he will come", 
could be taken to mean that she was sure to find the thief, but may also imply thot she knew 
more about the action of one of her subjects, perhaps an official who hod overstepped 
his competence, in which case "seizure" could mean "confiscotion". 875 This case may be 
compared with those where textiles "got lost" in the palace and where we do not know 
whether this was theft, illegal confiscation or something eise. In kt 94/k 848 textiles were 
brought into the palace, a few were taken as nishalu-tax and bought, but also "three textiles 
went lost in the palace". And when kt 88/k 963 asks a trader to overcome his fears ond 
bring merchandise to Kanesh for deorance in the poloce, the addressee is reassured by 
the words "The poloce will take the nishatu-tax and obsolutely no lasses will occur in the 
palace". 876 This last remarks suggests that certoin lasses were due to the fact thot the palace 
officials tried to take more textiles than they were entitled to. This is indeed considered in 
treaties Cd (line 24, "you shall not take onything extra") and Da (line 17 mentions ''to take 
away by force", ina emüqe e/ärum) and Eb ("beyond the(se) textiles") implies it by fixlng the 
number of textiles which can be bought at favourable prices. 
872 Note kt 88/k 507b:60f. (courtesy Alboyrak). where a troder's tablets were stolen (sa,qu). ond 
the fomous letter Ot1K 51, which reports on the theft of sacred objects from the temple of Assur in 
Ursu. 
873 Hecker 1996•. text no. 4. 
874 His opponent stetes that thonks to the aid of the gods he escoped unhormed, with his merchondise. 
but the victim is suspicious because his opponent, when listing his merchandise (tin, textiles and 
copper) "concealed a lot of merchondise" (/uqülam malfrlm taitum, line 19f.). 
875 The meaning of Larsen who edited the letter os lorsen 2002, 89. 
876 mimma ina ekollim huluqqä 'ü lä iba&,; see Albayrok 2003: 12f. 
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Loss of donkeys and merchandise traveling on the roads in Anatolio due to raids and rob-
bery were a serious matter. The fact that the local rulers were held responsible for repa!ring 
such lasses implies that traders could count an protection by the local palaces, which could 
guard the roads and make armed escorts (räclium) available. Such lasses were not ac-
cepted and all treaties stipulate that the palaces had to look for and return 877 the lost goods 
or pay the owner a compensation (molluJum}, as we read in Bd,878 Ca, De and e, and Eg 
and j. Compensation will have been based on the value or price of the goods lost, and De 
adds that the size of the lass will be established on the basis of an oath by the owner. As-
syrien complaints and demands for compensation are mentioned in several letters, some of 
which report verbatim the conversation with the ruler. In the letter kt b/k 471, which reports 
on the lass of twenty-five textiles, we read in !ines 8ff., "We went up to the palace and they 
gave us back twenty textiles .... The palace gave us the thieves to kill them and the paloce 
said: "Kill the [cul,orlls?] ond then your textiles wfll not get lost". 879 Here the palace seems 
to acknowledge that killing the thieves will work os a deterrent to prevent future lasses. In 
- AM 1, no. 6 ( CMK36) the ruler of Kapitra is reminded of what his "fathers" (kärum Kanesh 
and the Envoys of the City, to whom this letter is oddressed) have written him: "Return the 
goods lost, then we will pray for you before Assur!", and he now promises to do so in the 
near future. In TC 3, 85, 880 the ruler of Zolpa, a~er receiving a present of gold to solve the 
problem of lost goods, says: 'let the owner of the lost goods come here and I will pay to 
him personally my compensation". 881 But this does not sotisfy the Assyrians and when he is 
told that the silver lost is property da god (ilmhü sa i/im), he finally promises: "I myself will 
return to you the lost goods". 
Stipulation Ej is an interesting specification of possible lasses, in my reading caused by the 
ferryman [or perhaps rhe man who instructs the caravans how to cross the local ford), who 
acts on instructions from above. lt indicates thot the Assyrians, who may have learned from 
experience, did not exclude tricks played by the local palaces ond several letters indeed 
reveal whot the rulers and their dignitaries could do, using rheir power. 882 The stipulation 
fits the city of Hahhum, where the Euphrates hod to be crossed, but there were several other 
towns on rivers and near crossings - Durhumit, Habnuk, Nenassä, Wahsusana, Zalpa 
- where such things might hoppen. The related texts kt t/k 1 and 25 (Sever 1996) mention 
expenses paid in Wahsusana, after leaving Soladiwar, because of the transport of a mule, 
"on the bank of the river" and to the boatman (malahum, kt t/k l: l 6f., 29-35), or "at the 
bridge" in Saladiwar (kt t/k 25:lOf.). 
877 se'a'um u tanurum, C:6-7, D:59; E 1 [IV]:22. 
878 Reod in lll:3'f. perhaps "~ you have not prc:duced the lost goods." (summa huluqqa[ e .. . ] [la t]usteh" .. . ). 
879 Balkan 197 4, 31 note 16 ( sariqe ano duäkim ekallum ,ddinniati). 
880 See already Garelli 1963, 344f, and see now 0\11K90. 
881 The word translated "compensation" is arnum, "fine", apparently a financial indemnificotion, which, 
os lhe continuotion shows, is different from o return of the lost goods. As Garelli's analysis shows, 
this was c complicated cose, in which the Assyrien victims presumably had seized a slave of the 
ruler to put pressure on him. · 
882 See for an example Hecker 1996a, text 4 = Clv1K94. 
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3 . 3. HOMICIDE, BLOOD MONEY AND COMPETITION 
The stipulations in the treaties indicate that such lasses due to attacks ond robbery could cost 
human lives and they therefore mention "lasses" and "bloodshed" together, a reolistic combi-
nation as shown by various letters. Kt 87 /k 145 reports that "one killed a young man in Ulama 
and my silver and your textiles are lost". 883 When Assyrians were killed one demonded the 
payment of "blood money" ( damü} and the attempts to obtain it and ensuing complications 
are the subject of several letters. Collection of the money could entail expenses, which some-
how had to ~e paid for, 884 and some records show that its collection (and division?) were the 
sub[ect of judiciol decisions. Kt 6/k 162 and 180885 deal with the blood money for a certoin 
Ennamaya. In the first the City allows his father to send an attomey to Kanesh in connection 
with this money and the second states that a certain S. has now collected the money in the 
name of the father. According to Koyseri 18 30 [ Ot1K 59} representatives of the wabartvm of 
Kussara tell the paloce in Luhusaddia: "T wo Assyrians hove been killed in your country'' ond 
demand satisfaction, but the ruler proved unable to identify and catch the offenders. Kt 94/k 
937 (courtesy Larsen} is a report of a man who "accompanied your (the kärum's?) messengers 
in order to search for the blood money of my brother", which results in an (unsatisfactory2) 
meeting with the ruler of Tawinia, who was told to get the money. 886 The decision of the 
kärum, kt 94/k 1454 1 that nobody shall set a foot "beyond Tawinia" until the blood money for 
the man had been obtained, must deal with the same affair. 
The treaty stipulations Cb, De and EI demand extradition of the murderers (plural in C:9 and E 
IV: 19', singular in D:44,) and the right of the Assyrians to kill them, but only D and E mention 
financial compensation. E II [IV]:18' uses the terminology attested in letters (dame kosodum), 
but D:43 speaks of "giving us simlum for the bloodshed". Simlum means "fixed amount", es-
pecially the capitol (borrowed) as distinguished from the interest an it (see also D:71}, ond this 
suggests that there may have been a fixed financial compensation when a man was killed, 
but we da not know how much it was. Comporison887 is difficult, becouse the money paid 
in D and E is not a substitution for life, a ronsom, but a fine in oddition to the deoth sentence. 
883 Hecker 1996a, 143, note 13. See also CNfK37:26ff. 
884 According to KTH 16 the wahortum of Soloduwar seized some textiles and tin of o trader, 
opparently as compensation for its efforts to obtoin the blood money (dame ko.sodum) paid for the 
writer's brother, bul he contests il and wonts to oppeal to the kärum lo get his merchondise back. 
Kt 6/k 258 is a debt-note for an amount of 1 l/3 mina of silver owed to o lörum, described as 
"expenses for (collecting) the bloood money which Z. (Anatolien name) poid for Ennum-Assur". 
885 Cecen 1998. The end of kt b/k 180 is difficult, becouse da-mesaPN i-si-qi-1fs does not mak.e sense. 
886 Une 8, [dom]e 2 saaw1Hmse-e(.seä'umhos the double meoning of "to seorch" and hto sue for''). 
There were complications, because the man was killed for the silver eorned by troding iron thot 
belonged to another troder, and the lcörum told the latter to search for the money "since a man has 
been killed because of your iron". 
887 Compore the stipulation in § 48 of the Lows of Eshnunno, thot coses involving o fine ronging 
between 20 and 60 of srlver will be dealt with by the judges, but thot "capitcl coses are for the king", 
which suggests that the fine for k.illing somebody - if silver could substitute for life - was more than 
one mina of silver. 
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Since these cases ploy in Anatolia, one mlght look at Anatolian legal custom, the penalties 
for breach of contract stipulated in Anatolian records, especially those notarized by the rul-
ers. Those compared in Balkan 1955, 45f., all three stipulate a fine of five minos of silver 
and/or (u) copital punishment. lf these penalties are not meant as deterrents and if the copula 
u is taken as "or~, we moy see them os alternatives, which would imply that the price paid 
for one's life was five pounds of silver. Compare also ARM 8, 1, where the penalty for who 
contests a hereditary adoption is 3 1/ 3 pounds of silver, colled "silver of a case involving life/o 
copital crime" ( kasap dtn napistim). 
Killing the murderers, irrespective of the financial compensation obtained, was an act of 
blood-revenge, in the texts of the treaties with a plural subject, '1we 11 • This fits the style of the 
treaties - "we" versus "you" - and does not exdude that the culprits were executed by the 
victim 1s nearest kin, but we have not textual evidence to prove it and we cannot even exclude 
thot the loss of life could be compensated by paying o sum of silver. 
A surprising stipulation is Ce, which ~orbids the unknown ruler to attract Akkadian traders, 
rivols of the Assyrians, and makes him promise to extradite them, so that the Assyrians can 
kill them. This is a ruthless way to exercise a monopoly, enforced with the help of "dients", 
which we had not expected from the commercially minded Assyrians. One wonders which 
"Akkadians" the text had in mind during the level II period, traders from Eshnunna or per-
hops Babylonian ones, who tried to penetrate into Anotolia along the Euphrates, by way of 
Karkemish? Perhaps this stipulation was conditioned by the locotion of the town, in the border 
area888 where one entered Anatolia, because the treaty as such is focused on the transit of 
caravans. From level II texts we know nothing about such measures and nothing similar seems 
tobe stipulated in the later treaties, when the influence of Assur was onyhow smaller. 
3.4. TAXATION AND PURCHASE BY THE ÄNATOLIAN AUTHORITIES 
3.4.1. Textiles 
The basic rules formulated under Aa-b, which took care of the interests of the local rulers 
ond rewarded them for whot they granted under Ad-f, in general seem to have worked 
weil, although the palace did not always buy the ten percent to which it was entitled 
and occasionally "seized" additional textiles889 or tried to goin other advantages. 890 The 
888 See above, chopter IV.6 on Talhot and the Euphrates as a border. 
889 Note kt g/k 190:13f., "20 textiles have been seized in the palace". 
890 There is an interesting, damaged account of an attempt by the king of Hurama to extend his prerogatives, 
in kt m/k 134 (courtesy Hecker), a letter of karum Hurama to kärum Kanesh. The king is said to have 
"given" an ooth, perhaps a proposal for a treaty offered to the local kärum, and l<arum Hurama 
explains that "the k.ing will take 10 textiles from your textiles and one will seorch the bags (with textiles)", 
opparently in order to check- the numbers or to select the best pieces. Kärvm Hurama refuses to ad 
accordingly and writes to karum Kanesh, "you are our fathers and lords, it is up to you over there!''. 
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rules fixed in Ce-f ore of a different nature in stipulating a modest transit fee and not the 
substantial taxes levied for clearance in the city-sfate where the goods would be sold. The 
question to what extent these rules were still in force during level lb is difficult to answer, 
because D and E are damaged and we lack from this period the typical "caravan records" 
which describe how merchandise entered the palace and it took whot it was entitled to. lt 
is important to note that loqö 'um, "to take, collect", is used for whot the ruler is entitled to by 
agreement [see E 1 [11l]:9'ff.), while sobafum, "to seize", meons a one-sided action, which 
may amount to confiscation. 891 The contents of Bb ore too damaged to yield much, 892 but 
they show that the ruler of Apurn "receives" sornething (perhaps as a gift; maharum). The 
next lines mention what he will take (laqa'um in line 62) ''per donkey [ .. . ]", but the mention 
of copper is unexpected. The nishatum (13) is levied from [ merchandise?] in the karum, 
perhaps [when it is sold] "in your city and in your land", and the next line moy state that its 
rate was the sarne as that for his father, an interpretation in line with C: 17. 
The clearest stotement is in Dh, where the ruler "takes" ten percent of the imported por-
okannu-textiles os nishatu-tax, while for additional textiles "seized" outside the palace, at 
the city gate, 893 the full price will be paid. T en percent is more than the rate during level II 
( when the tox on textiles was five percent), but the ten percent ( "tithe", isratum) thot the pal-
ace could buy during that period is not mentioned here, though lines 2lf. speak of the few 
textiles which he can buy (21, ono s1[m11n] /aqa 0um2) for silver (price not preserved) "aher 
you have taken the nishotum you are entitled to". What the ruler could toke as nishatum 
must have been rnentioned in the part ending with line 13, to which lines 14-18 add that 
specific textiles, which the ruler desires for his own wordrobe, have to bought ot the normal 
price. 894 Eb lists how mony textiles (no specifications) the main dignitaries of Hahhum can 
''take" and at what price, and since the prices listed were lower than normal (with the greot-
est reduction for the "minister of export"), this rnust be a survival of the just men1ioned "tithe" 
of level II. The darnaged continuation of this passage (E [1] III: l 3'ff.} seems to stipulate thaf 
additional textiles895 can or connot be taken as nishotum and the end states how rnony 
shekels of silver apiece the "minister of export" has to pay for them. 
3.4.2. Metals and lapis lazuli 
Db does not mention tin, unless it occurred in lines 9ff., together with the bosic rules for the 
tax on textiles, which is unlikely, also for reosons of space. Tin occurs in Ef, which must deol 
with caravans traveling to Anatolia, but os mentioned above, the passage is very domaged 
891 Even stronger is ina emuqe e_lörum, "to take owoy by force", in D:17, 67f., compore ina emt)qe 
$OOOlum in D:85. 
892 Eidem's reading ki t[ o-so-q]a-al (11:9) is dubious (and GA uncertoin}, since one expects the 
opposite of line 4 (1amohho~, e.g. thot the ruler of Apum sholl not toke/get something (perhops 
.1a1abbol?). 
893 The passive form, ,~abbat, indicates thot this was done by other people thon the palace. 
894 And not ono s/mim batqim. 
895 The beglnning of l4' might hove reod [u e-TUG] abomeim. 
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and it is not clear where the paragraph on tin begins and whether it had to be bought by 
the Anatolians or was an (obligatory) gift to them. 
During leve\ II there are no rules on how much tin a palac.e could buy and at what price, 
since the basic rule was that it would receive ca. 3 percent of the loads as nishatu-tox. 
This makes it likely that line 21 1 still deals with textiles, in which case the tin of 22'ff. would 
be a gift. The disoppearance during level 16 of a nishotu-tox on tin - it was still irnported, 
but presumably in smaller quantities, see Dercksen 20010, 65 - could have been com-
pensated by o gift or transit-fee (as in C: 18ff.), or by the right to purchase it at o favorable 
price, os was stipuloted for textiles in Eb. The choice is difficult, but I prefer the idea of a 
gift, becouse in cose of purchose the omount bought should hove been a round figure ond 
not "[x shekels and 1 ]5 grains of tin 11 (111:24'), while also the lock of a distributive TA excludes 
a price ( in silver). 
The domoged paragraph Ob mentions the trade in lapis lazuli and iron {asium, also colled 
amiJ!um), 896 both of which were obtained in Assur from the City Hall, while Assyrien trad-
ers also managed to acquire and sell iron inside Anatolia, where this expensive metal was 
much in demand. 897 The stipulotions on lapis lazuli (which may have been comparable to 
those on iron) have not been preseNed, but for iron they are that when Assyrien traders offer 
it for sale, they only have to seil it if they consider the price offered satisfactory. lf not, they 
should be free to take it elsewhere, without interference by the palace. The protection thus 
assured was not superfluous, since a voriety of texts show how eoger palaces and local 
dignitaries were to acquire it and how they cou\d exert pressure to sell it. lt could fetch a 
very high price, but with considerable variation due to the shope and especially the quality 
(purety) of this meteoric iron (see above 11.2.3.4). Illustrative is BIN 4, 45:7ff., ''Here the 
generals (rabi s1kkt1im) of Ussa ond Hudurut keep pressuring me, soying: "Send us a mes-
sage if there is somewhere iron available, so that 1. and S. can collect it ... , but I have not 
given them my ward for the iron. lf you have in mind tosend iron, the karum here rnust not 
get knowledge of it!"898 Andin kt 94/k 1461:16ff. (courtesy Larsen) a trader writes that he 
is afroid to enter Burushaddum "because of the iron, which you promised to the "minister 
of export" (mu-?ium}, but did not send, while you did nothing to appease him". 899 We may 
assume thot the siluation during the level lb period was not essentiolly different, which made 
this stipulation necessary, and it may have been part of the treaty with Hahhum too. 
896 See for lapis lazuli, Michel 2001a, and for both Veenhof 2003d, 99f.; the trode in iron deserves 
a special investigation, which I hope to present in a forthcoming artide. 
897 Note the references in chapter Vl.l.2.3, under robi sikhlim, several of which mention that he still 
had to pay for the iron he bought. Kt 89/k 231 [courtesy Kawasaki) reports that an omount of no 
less than 123 shekels of iron, belonging to a group of traders, was sold for silver. 
898 Apparently because the generals are ready to pay silver and gold, and perhaps also because the 
trade in iron was taxed by the Assyrian authorities. See Veenhof 2003d, 102. 
899 Fear is also expressed in ICK l, 46:57f., "When you informed the palace about the iron, our 
father become afraid for himself", a letter which belongs to a small dossier on the fortunes of a 
partnership, with a capital of no less than twenty minas of silver, founded in order to acquire iron 
inside Anatolia. lt was analyzed by Landsberger 1950, 33lff. 
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Ej stipulates what the dignitaries of Hohhum may acquire frorn caravons on the wcry to Assur 
that carry silver and gold. Gold was valued everywhere, we meet it regulorly as a gift to 
rulers and the dignitaries here are gronted the right to buy 1t from the Assyrians ot favorable 
prices, below those current in Assur. The fact thot gold could be bought was already a 
prerogative, since Assur was very concerned about acquiring and keeping it, presumably 
for cornmerciol reasons. This is clear from o remorkable verdict of the City Assembly, which 
becarne a law and forbade Assyrian traders to seil it to Akkadians, Amorites and Subarae-
ans, on penalty of death.900 We do not know whether this Assyrian policy continued during 
the level lb period, but Hahhum, as o South-Anatolian city probably was not affected by 
this interdiction, which would have harmed commercial activity there. 
3 . 5. T HE OBllGA TIONS OF THE ÄSSYRIANS 
The redaction of the treaties is one-sided, spelling out only the obligations and rights of the 
Anatolien rulers, while what the Assyrians had to do is only implied. They had to bring the 
imported merchandise into the palaces for clearance, so that thee lotter could levy the tax 
and decide whot they wanted to buy. Assyrien traders might try to dodge these obligations, 
perhaps by usi.ng special routes, the so-called "sukinnu-route", certoinly by smuggling (poz-
zurum) their wares into the cities, a subject I treated long ago. 901 
lt is doubtful whether "suldnnu-route" refers to a specific rood, betvveen two cit-
ies, identifiable on a map, but it seems clear that it refers to routes which evaded 
towns with their tolls {see BIN 4, 48:16ff. = CMK 176}, but probably did not 
provide the protection to which caravons were entitled on the "official" roads. 
They were no "narrow trocks" suited only for individual merchants with a few 
donkeys, for two letters show that caravans of no less than thirty donkeys used 
them. 902 Thefr use was by no means rare and there are severol cases where they 
were an alternative to "smuggling", 903 but they were not olways considered ''ap-
propriate, feasible'' (na_tum), which probably means they were ot times forbidden 
or too risky. The attitude of the Assyrian authorities conceming the use of this raute 
is not dear. A letter of karum Wahsusana to Körum Kanesh904 apparently takes its 
use for granted and only states that traders using it are thereby not exempt from 
poying the saddu 'utu-tax due to Körum Kanesh. But a letter of Assur's ruler, kt 
900 See Veenhof 1995a, 1733, and Dercksen 2004a, 81, on the importance of gold. 
901 AOATTch. XIV-XVI. Note also kt 94/k 503:14f., "Smuggle Akkadian textiles, if it is not feasible, 
let them enter the palace with the carovon". 
902 Kt 92/k 200:2ff. (0\.1K22) ond kt 94/k 705:30f. 
QOJ And note kt 94/k 1164:35ff., ''Why is it that A. le~ my smuggled goods (pozzurll) behind in 
Hahhum? Let one bring my smuggled goods in via the sukinnv-route". Transporting merchondise 
in this woy, according to kt 94/k 441, was an alternative "if you hove not cought up with PN's 
carovan". 
904 Günbatt1 1998 no. 3 = Ov1K 43, cf. Ov1K22 1 which tronslctes "le chemin detourne", 
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91 /k l 00 (quoted in notes 857 and 862) and the letter Chantre 11 905 probably 
advised to be careful or to stop its use. The letter kt 94/k 786 states, in reaction to 
repeated requests to use this route, that the orders of the palace are strict ( owatum 
donna) and that "one has seized the son of A. on the sukinnu-route and that he is 
in detention until the very day". To this the related letter kt 94/k l 004: 17ff. adds: 
1
'0ver there the orders of the karum and of the palace a strict, therefore we will not 
import the merchandise there''. 906. This shows that its use was checked and could 
be forbidden, and that in this particular case the local karum and the palace were 
united in their efforts to prevent its use. 
Smuggling and the use of the sukinnu-route were private octions, which entailed risks (of-
fenders could end up in joil and have to be ransomed) and were not appreciated by the 
Assyrian authorities, since they infringed upon what had been promised. As far as I can 
see the Anatolian paloces did not blame the karum organization as such for these actions 
and were content to punish the offenders. While the Assyrian authorities wished to prevent 
the use of the sukinnu-route in certain situations, the stance of the karum Kanesh on smug-
gling is clear: "Nobody shall smuggle tin or textiles, the caravan which does smuggle, the 
order of the karum will catch it!" (kt a/k 1055).907 This was also known to the traders, as 
CT/\/IMA 1, 72:28ff. stetes: 
"The ru/Jng of the körum is hrm1 your plan to smuggle1 about which you wrote lo us1 
is not feos1ble1 so we wJ/1 not wrile (advise) you aboul your smuggling. lt is entire/y 
up lo you1 do not go by your colleagues. Bewore!" 
This appeal wished to prevent negative reactions of the local rulers, such as the sharpening of 
the controls (mo0?6ratum donna), described in the letter ATHE 62:28ff. ( CMK 207), which 
must have ma~e commercial traffic more difficult. How serious the rulers took such pradices 
becomes clear from the letter kt 94/k 1692:4ff., which mentions an ukase of a king and queen 
about "the smuggle roads" (or: trips, horranalum so pozzurtim): "Seize those who carry textiles 1 
copper and !in in the land ... ond detain the tin and the textiles". They also wrote on "those 
involved with the sukinnu-route\ which makes the writer of this letter ask 1'Please, do not smug-
gle tin and textiles and put nothing on the sukinnu-route. Please, the orders are strict!" 
3 . 6. DEVELOPMENTS AND DIFFERENCES 
In trying to understand the stipulations and their bockground I have consistently drawn on 
textuol sources from level II, which in various cases provide good illustrations for what the 
new treaties state or imply. Nevertheless, there are differences bel\Neen the periods of level 
905 See Larsen 1976, 248f., with note 3. Karum Zalpa tells that it has received a letter from the City 
'that the sukinnu-route [ ......... ]. anybody [who ...... ]", which looks like an order not to use it. 
906 This links up with kt 94/k 808:lOf. and 33f., "As for the sukinnu-route, as I hear the orders are 
strict ... , if you see that the · sukinnu-route is not g iven free . . . . " ( was.surat). 
907 Ouoted in Balkan 1974, 29 note 2. . 
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11 and 16, and the tvvo cities involved, Konesh and Hahhum, were also different, not only 
because the latter seems to have lost its king and was ruled by an oligarchy, but also due 
to their location and strategic importance. The purely geographical aspect is clear from 
what the Hahhum treaty stipulates in Ed in connection with the crossing d the Euphrotes, 
and it may also explain why the Kanesh treaty does not speak about the acquisition of 
gold by its ruler ond about transit fees, since the carovans retuming to Assur started out 
from there. Apum (B) presumably played a different role as road station and was much 
closer to Assur. The mention of a possible war with Hahhum's main neighbours, Batna and 
Timilkia, is matched by Dk, where there is hardly room for the names of possible enemies 
and the statement "you are at war" may hove sufficed. Cf provides a good parallel by 
simply mentioning ''hostilities". Why the Hahhum treaty is much langer and more detailed 
{even though we have only half of its text) than D is unknown. Since treaties existed during 
the level II period, we moy assume that there was a continuity, which may also explain the 
difference in the sequence of the items treated in D and E. Since the treaty texts take the 
choracteristics of each town into consideration (also in C, which was only a road station), 
the history of their relations with the Assyrians may also have played a role, but we have 
too few dato to prove this. 
As for the differences between level II and 16, it seems clear that the role of tin has dimin-
ished and this may explain why (unless the missing parts of E were to prove me wrang) 
the basic rules of the nishatu-tax of two kilograms per donkey-lood are not mentioned. 
As concerns the textiles, the rulers can still acquire them as nishatu-tax (Da), but there are 
additional stipulations about the possibility to buy selected textiles at favorable prices, 
which seem to be a continuation of the right of pre-emption that was standard during the 
level II period. While these stipulations mention the well-known types of imported textiles 
(kutönum, abarnium, kusilum, raqqatum and makühum}, Dh in a short p• ssage mention the 
ruler's right to obtain porakannu-textiles as nishatu-tax and the rate of ten percent is tvvice 
that current during level II. Parakannüwere Anatolien woolen products, cheaper than those 
which the Assyrians imported, but not without quality. QOS At some moment du ring level II 
the City Assembly issued a verdict and formulated a rule that forbode Assyrians to deol in 
saplinnu- and pinkannu-textiles and penalized "many people", 909 probably a measure to 
protect the import trade and/ or the local Assyrian textile production, but it did not prevent 
Assyrians from continuing to Irade them. The more surprising it is to find that trade in these 
908 See for po/ ira/ ,konnu-textiles, AOA TTl 24ff. There are now many additional references, Kt 94/k 
l675:21, speoks of the purchase of 'sott and fine" (narbum, i,,vasmum) specimens, kt 94/k 364:17 
mentions "extra fine" p., kt n/k 518:94f. p. of the land Hahhum, TC 1, 43:3f. p. of Mamma. and 
kt 89/k 421 :4 records o number of no less than 209 p. Purchase of ond trade in p. is mentioned 
a. o. in kt 94/k 443: 12 (29 p.). 463 (21 p.). 1124:lOf. (63 p. at 7 minos of copper apiece), 
1302 [165 shekels of sllver for 90 sah p., or o little less thon 2 shekels apiece), 1457:12 (44 p.), 
1674:10 (114 p.). See for trade in these textiles also the domoged leter CCT 6, 386. 
909 VS 26, 9:30ff., lotest treatment in Veenhof 2003d, 89f., a clear example of protecting the local 
textile industry ond Irade, of which another example was analyzed ibtdem 9Hf. 
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products according to Dh is an accepted fact and is integrated into the text of the treaty with 
Kanesh. But its strange place, between o stipulation about the protection of the possessions 
of the Assyrians and that about fugitive debtors (Dg and i) may suggest that it was a later 
oddition. The mention of these textiles implies thot the Assyrians traded in them during the 
level lb period, but thus far the evidence for this, olongside new types of textiles (kussolum 
and soqqum) thot turn up now, is rather poor.910 
Another feature which gets remarkably much attention is the protection of indebted Assyr-
ians, who have to satisfy their creditors with pledges, whose possesions can be seized and 
whose dependents can come into the power of Anatolien creditors. During level II there are 
also cases where Assyrions were indebted to Anatolians and occasionolly Assyrians may 
take out a loan with Anatolians, 911 but they were exceptions and it is ·only during the level 
lb period that we read (in KBo 9, 5:llf.) "I paid l mlna and 1/2 shekel of silver in Konesh 
to the native Anatolien and so got you out of his hause". This shows, as pointed out by 
Dercksen 20010, 66, that during level 16 Assyrians were economically weaker and more 
often indebted and the treoty stipulations reflect this new situotion, which requires protective 
measures. 
The stipulations which hove to protect the Assyrians from summonses to perform services 
for the local ruler and from decrees which demand the manumission of slaves (Dj) are also 
new features ond l believe that it is extremely un\ikely thot durlng the level II period the 
possibility of conscripting Assyrians for service was even considered. The Assyrians in that 
same period owned Anatolian slaves, bought as chattel slaves or ocqui red when Anatolian 
debtors defaulted and persons entered into debt-servitude. But, while we have evidence 
that the local ruler of Kanesh could "wosh the debts away" (Balkan 197 4) and there even is 
an unpublished debt-note, which in this connection uses the term oddurarum, there is no in-
dication that this might a~ect Assyrians. 1 consider the many, often detailed new stipulations 
meant to protect the Assyrians, which may weil have been inspired by poinful experiences, 
indications that the position of the Assyrian traders had become weaker. They were still 
traders who imported goods and administratively ronged under their own karum and City, 
but they were present in smaller numbers, with less economic power and more involved in 
inner-Anatolion commercial activities. This made them more vulnerable for demands and 
measures of the at times powerful local rulers, such as the "great king" of Kanesh mentioned 
in D:90. 
The treaties show that the Assyrians successfully tried to conclude agreements with the 
Anotolian rulers, which offered them economic and legal protection, because their troding 
activities, both as importers and as traders active inside Anatolia and between the various 
910 See Dercksen 2001a, 64. 
911 AKT 2, 53:20ff., "Make S. pay the silver and if he refuses tel1 him: 'I will borrow it ot interest in the 
house of an Anatolian!'". In kt k/k 78:7ff. an Assyrien, summoned to make silver available, answers 
"l'.lf I do it) the Anatolian might take away my housel", whereupon his opponent reproaches him for 
not having mentioned eorlier that he was indebted to that man. In kt m/k 69:42f. an Assyrien has 
to confess that "he entered the house of an Anatolien and borrowed there two pounds of silver for 
the burial of his father". 
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city-states, made them valuable for the local rulers and economy. The oaths sworn by their 
own gods, who would watch (dagolum, D:89) (and punish) their Anatdian partners if they 
did not keep what they had promised, must have convinced the Assyrians that the agree-
ments would work. 
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l. ÄNATOLIAN TfflES AND OFFJCIALS912 
1 . 1 . TITLES OF THE TYPE RABI + NOUN IN THE GENITIVE 
The texts acquaint us which a great variety of titles and professional designations; which show 
that Anatolien towns and paloces, in particular those of the capitols, were well organized 
under an administrative hierarchy. In many cases, in particular for the more important officials, 
we have little more than titles (like "second in command", §inahJ/urrr, "head of the stoirwoy", rabi 
simmiltim; "head of the market", robi mahirim}i which tel1 us little about their status and compe-
tence, and for most professional designations we lock a meaningful context to give us concrete 
information about their tasks and affiliation. The reason is that most of them occur as witnesses 
in Anatolien legal documents, in particular from the level lb period, or as persons who were 
involved in or supeNised transactions in the sphere of debts, sale and family low, and it is often 
difficult to make out whether they figure as private persons or ex ollicio. Du ring the level II period 
many are mentioned in letters, when Assyrions report on their trips, transadions and commercial 
contacts, others occur in lists, usually as clients and debtors of the Assyrians or as members of 
the palace administrotion. More information is supplied by letters which report on problems and 
confrontations with a nurnber of high officials (especially the rabi simmildim and rabi stkhtim], 
but in many cases it remains undear to which towns they belang, unless the find-spots of the 
texts are known, as is e. g. the case with kt ~/t 92, found on the ci1y-mound of Kanesh. 913 As 
exarnples of lists, which register many Anatolians as clients, presumably debtorsJ I mention BIN 
6, 193; CCT 5, 346; CCT 6, 34a; KTS 1, 58a; TC 3, 191.914 
In what follows I present the titles of dignitaries and other officials in list form, and the first list con-
tains tittes of the type rabi + noun in the genitive. The second list gives a number of titles without 
rab,; whose bearers seem to have had administrative functions, and it includes occurrences where 
a title holder is said to "belang to" (so} an other, higher official or tobe from a particular town.915 
912 See for earlier literature Garelli 1963, 216ff., Veenhof 1982, 160 note 42, Donboz 19966, 
236ff., and Hecker 2003, 184 note 4. 
913 See for this text Özgüc 1986, pi. 62.l, and Donbaz 1993a, 13lf. note 9. 
914 See for these texts Ulshöfer 1995 nos 310, 320, 328, 350, and 370, and for CCT 6, 340 also 
above chapter 11.2.3.5. 
915 Several additional tltles of this type, found in text editions and listings, cannot be occepted: 
* rabi da;/ale, kt n/k 1429:9 (so Ce<;:en 1995, no.8), read ist/Galdäya IGI Hoda[ ..... . ]; 
* rabi eriqqatim, ·chief of the wagons•, BIN 6, 258:8, wrong, see Dercksen 1996 note 207; 
* rabi siparn'm, "chief of bronze", KUG 25:11, read GAL ZABAR, "bronze cup"; 
* rabi hetim, KUG 25: 13, "majordomus", read: so' 12 / ½mono kasp,m .sa-wi-ru, "brocelets•. 
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In many cases, especiolly when applied to a witness in an Anatolian record,<~16 the title 
alone was considered sufficient to identify its bearer, who remains anonymous. Others 
add names, but only a limited number of references sheds some light on their office and 
octivities, in particular those of the rabi hursatim, mahirim, sikl<itim, and simmtltim. The titles 
composed with rahi are usually of lwo kinds, depending on the meaning of the added 
noun. lf it refers to an impersonal item, the title identifies the official is "the head of, in chorge 
of ... " certain goods, facilities or places. In such cases the noun can be both in the singular 
(rabi mahirim) and in the plural (rabi e~~- When the following noun refers to persons we 
consider the title bearer their chief ("upper ... "), the head of a group of professionols ( rabi 
läsime, nappahe, .saqe). But there is some confusion, since we have rabi noppahe and 
rabi noppahirn, rabi re e and rahi re 'im, rohi ~ohe and robi ~abrrn. Perhaps robi + noun 
was conceived as a compound noun ( * rabnoppohum?), which os such (especially after 
IGI/ mohor, "in the presence of", when the title bearer figures os witness) received a genitive 
ending. But we may also think of scribal mistokes, in particular if the title occurs in purely 
Anatolien records. 
rabi 
ahullötim 
adrim 
allohh,nnim 
a/patim 
ar-[] 
osloke 
betim 
bi -la-ti 4 
~~e 
meoning 
chief of gates 
chief of the 
threshing floor 
chief steward 
chief of oxen 
chief cf ... 
chief of the fullers 
chief of men 
chief of ... ? 
majordomus 
chief of ... ? 
chief of the wood 
references and hferature 
kt g/t 42 + z/t 11:8; kt d/k 9a:l. 
RA 58 (1964) 130:3; CCT 6, 34a rev:7, owes copper; 
kt k/k 31 :3, Sariso rabi sabim so r. a. 
EL 18 8 : 7, r. o. so robi sikkdirrr, 
TC 3, 181 :2, ollohhinnum GAL (owes wheat); 
BIN 6, 66:33 (has to give silver). 
See below on simple ollohhinnum. 
EL 219:21, Kulakula (hardly [ k]olbät,m), 
kt 89/k 376:5, Hosui mbi ar-x-[ ... ]. 
kt 93/k 501 :2ff. (courtesy Michel). PN säpirum rabi oslol:e 
so rub61tm. 
kt 87 /k 39:27f., Tom(u}ria, witness. 
kt s/1 rev. :5? 
Donbaz 1993, 13 2 notes 9 and 11, reods DUMU robi p6-
le1-e, but DUMU and E are doubtful (see photo in T. Özgüc 
19 B6, pL 61, 1 a-c); reod probobly robi lr.olbatim, see be-
low s.v. 
kt n/k 1888, Ase'ed. 
kt 73/k 12:3 (Özgüc 1986, pi. 61,2). 
EL 219:18, Harso r. e~. reading based on MAH 19616:8 
(RA 59 [1965] 47, nr. 22), Halgiasu [x] ioGIS.HI.A. 
916 Dercksen 20046, 151 note 36, hos suggested thot in some coses, where o professionol is 
identified as being (in the service) of the queen, roh,; "chief'', hos been omitted, see below under 
rabi re'im, on ICK 1, 13:6f, 
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ha/tim 
hursolim 
kakke 
kalbätirn 
kiranirn 
kiriölirn 
hsaränim 
kiltahrn 
losime 
lukse 
mahirirn 
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chief of ... 
chief scepter 
bearer917 
chief of storehouses 
kt n/k 31 :3, Galia r. G. 
KTH 36:26, debt of house of GAL ha-/irrr, 
ICK l, 46 seal A (= Teissier 1994, no. 221) + 2,76-77 + 
KKS 45, seal of Zatibra GAL ha-ti-irn, cf. Özgüc 19530, 
240a, no. 721. 
Cf. kt s/t 92 obv.: 2', PN ... ( so h]a-/1in. Title in Mari, cf. 
B. Lafont, NABU1988/29:3. 
kt g/t 42:25' // kt g/t 36:5f., persons in the service of 
Halgiasu r. h.; 
CCT 3, 286:12; tablet De Munck :16; 
kt m/k 135:17, is promised textiles; 
kt 91/k 108:1-3, textiles given to the r. h.; 
VS 26, 146:7, receives textiles in the temple of the weathergod; 
kt 89/k 371 :5, Ku(or:Ha)nuwan r. h. 
See Dercksen 1996, 69f. for storerooms of lhe palace 
mentioned in kt n/k 1318:9-12. 
chief of weopons DTCFD6, 50785 ; TC 3, 158:8, r. ka-ke; 
BIN 4, 163:4, r. ka-ke-e. 
Eponym 65 is identified as so kakke, see Veenhof 2003, 26. 
chief of the bitches AKT 3, 41:17f., Sipunahsus; 
eh ief of the wi ne 
chief of the gardens 
chief of ... ? 
chief of the linens? 
chief of the runners 
chief of ... ? 
chief of the market 
Chontre 2: 2lf., Kulakua r. [ ka]-al-ha-lirn; 
kt c/k 1641 : 17, Nawasu r. k belsu so Kuliya 
Here also PN's .saGAL BA-Ilm, kt g/t 36:8-13, M. ina olirn 
Parwa, R. ina alim Zapala, P. ina alirn Warsama? 
See under BA-te-e. 
kt 93/k 946, Sirnnuman (courtesy Michel). 
kt 87/k 253:l, Histahsu, Hecker 1998a no. 8. 
Mül\er-Marzahn 2000, no. 4:21, Kap(a)sunuwa (see for 
the PN TuM l, 17d:6) (/dsarönum= hsolersum, "jail"?). 
BIN 4, 160:8, copper isti r. ki-la-a-h"m. 
Cf. AOATT152. 
kt 87 /k 39:20f., Peruwa, lord of Kikarsan. 
ATHE 67:7, lu-ui-s[e], see AHw562a s.v. 
CCT 2,18:35; DTCFD 6, 508 note 94; 
Ase'ed, kt n/k 32:8, 34 (witness); 
Duduli, kt 92/k 185:1 (witness); 
Dusara, kt r/k 15:15f., 25 (his unussum and arhalurn, see 
Dercksen 20046, 142; 
Halgiasu, witness at slave sole, kt 93/k 2156:22; 
Hasu'uman, kt 8Q/k 383:3; 
Kalua, kt k/k 35:l and kt 87 /k 39:22; 
917 A reading Hai/im, yielding "Chief of Hattum" is excluded, since Hattum is not a state. 
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Parwaliumon, kt k/k 10: 15f. (receives some silver at the 
sale of a house); 
Washubo, TC 3, 253:l; BIN 6, 226B:15; CCT 5, 26o:2 
(witness to sale of pigs). See AOATT394f., with note 519. 
chief of the guords Anonymous: BIN 6, 235:3 *; kt m/k 132:2; 
kt c/k 99: 6, took textiles in absence of ruler; 
kt 87/k 447:5, 23, a/llahhinnum and r. m. in Ussa op-
proached for debt at paloce gate; 
C 5:9f., Nakile'ed; El 223:6', [PN]; 
BIN 4, 160:5, Sulia. 
Cf. Atona samO$$Orälim, kt k/k 91 :19; Zuba samaS$()rälirn, 
kt 87/k 274:2; anonymous, KUG 24:13. 
chief of ... CCT 1, 38c:6, groin bei r. m.; 
kr n/k 1854:2, Tarikuta, r. musem so r. sikkilim. More fre-
quent is mü$t'um alone, see CAD M/11 249f., mu~ü B, "of-
ficial", see note 829. 
chief of heralds? TC 3, 214B:2f., Elali; 
kt n/k 31 :5 and kt 99k/ 128A: 2, Peruwa; 
kt n/k 32:1, 33, Happualo; 
kt 89/k 379:lf.,Wolisra [GAL n]a-h-re. 
chiefof blocksmiths TC 3, 254:l and kt94/k 158:18, Kurö; 
kt 89/k 193:6, anonymous r. noppöhim; 
Cf. kt g/t 36:27, 2 nappahu ina Kams, 
chief of offerings 
chief gardener 
chief of tables, 
chief of the mu!e(s) 
chief of ... 
kt 94/k 208:26ff., silver for nappahurn "who forged 
amtJlum in the polace''. 
kt 99/k 138A:4, Kammolia. 
ICK l, 111:10, debt of 4 minas of silver; 
kt p/k 5+6: 11, r. nu-uk-ri-hi4 ; 
Prag 1610:10, ononymous; 
89/k 367:24f., Hadioni.918 
EL 219:l9f., Sulia; 
TPAK 1, 205 :7, T arikudo so r. p., but in kt m/k 35 :40 he 
is called so !.GIS; 
kt m/k 5 rev. 2, Korio r. p. so ruba 'im, 
kt n/k 533:6, Zuba, delivers copper; 
See below § l . 2. 4, for persons so passure. 
kt 87 /k 320: 14, owes a debt; 
kt 94/k 1226:5, textiles seid to him. 
kt j/k 625:4f., Pithana [r.] q. (Donbaz 1989a, 84). 
QlS Cf. nuli:iflbhum in OIP 27, 10:25, iniJmi Bu x x nu-.fi--ri-/ha-o[m] nissiu; kt 73/k 14 rev.:12, 2 
nukiflbbe; Prag 1 625:4. 
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s,kka/ ilirn 
simmtllirn 
sise 
~abe/ ~obim * 
Anatolian Titels/ Titelsand Officials 
chief of herdsmen 
chief of the ... 
chief of 
the stoirway 
chief of horses 
chief of 
the workers 
kt g/t 42+:10, men sa r. [re-i]-e-em in Kanesh; 
kt g/t 42+:26f., so r. r. ina äl,m Kosen•; 
CCT 1, 416:5; kt 88/k 990, and kt 88/k 1063:4, all Peruwa; 
kt 94/k 1527:14, Hasui; 
BIN 6, 193:5', anonymous. 
kt 9 3 /k 501 : 5, allahhinnum so r. r. * 
Dercksen (20046, 151 note 36) takes Happuala re-i-umsa 
rubalim in ICK 1, 13 :6f. as short for rabi re 'e. 
See below, § 1.2.3. -
Passim in notarizations, see chopter IV, 2.5.l. 
kt 6/k 9 5: 17, shou ld receive a g i ft to save the I ives of some 
(Assyrien) men; 
kt g/t 36:28f ., Turupani, personnel of him; 
kt 89/k 317:4, took price of hause 1j~er PNs; 
kt 89/k 353, Kuro, sells family to Assyrian; 
kt 94/k 208:7, buys expensive textile; 
kt 91/k 282:8, luzinnum sa r, s.; 
Müller-Marzahn 2000, no. 4, hause bought iqqöte r. s. 
(see chapter IV.2.5.1, no. 20); 
kt 94/k 1495, payment of silver to a r. s.; 
TPAK 45:6f., 70 m. of copper §a bei r. s.; 
KTK 106:23, witness of o debt arrangement; 
EL 273, boycot of r. s. who does not poy; 
kt b/k 95:17, tobe approached wlth a gift; 
TC 3, 254:2; kt a/k 805:2, brothers of r. s.; 
OIP 27, 5:12, rubatum + r. s. of Salahsvwa 2 approoched 
becouse of hap11v-prisoners. 
KTH 35:2, bei r. s.; 
wife of ,. s., BIN 4, 2:24; 38: 27; CCT 2, 30:14; 
TC 3, 15:21; A 22181 (Studies Veenho/139):10. 
ATHE 12:1,8,10, Tarmano, buys slave; 
TC 3, 16:14, anomymous, debtor. 
CCT 2, 30:10*, Happuasu (debtor); 
kt 89/k 342:4,l0f., Woshaniuman, belongs to the luzin-
num so qastirn sa rabi sikkitirn (14ff.); 
kt n/k 32: 12, Bulina r. $äbesu of priest lnar; 
KKS 2la:4f., b:6, Histahsu *, r. ~obesu, seil. of the alloh-
hinnum of GN; 
kt 94/k 1501, Ase'ed*; 
kt m/k 7:10, "both r. ~.'s'' will give silver; 
m/k 12 7: 3, r. mo~arälim and robi ~äbesu, 
kt k/k 31:3, Sarisa r. $. * sa rabi adrirn, witness; 
kt a/k 852:5, Tatasmis*, owes silver for gold (kt a/k 
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chief of -•• 
chief of oil 
chief cupbearer 
chief of o61ates 
chief of 6arley 
chief of ... . 
chief of .. . 
chief vizier2 
chief of interpreters 
chief of the troops? 
eh ief of the slaves 
eh ief of the x 
vegetables( ?} 
chief of 
the gatekeepers 
843:3f., same man == abu rabi$im't 
kt n/k 72: l , lolias r. s. * so robi sikkitkn; 
kt o/k 1263: 6, Hanu r. ~- *, member of the ubödinnum of 
the rabi sildalim; 
kt c/k 1641 :20f., lnarme'i r. $. * 
ATHE 66:20 and BIN 4, 93:SL, silver due from rubatum 
ur.$. 
kt 93/k 501 :22, a slave of the house of the r. ,$e-ri. 
See AIO 20 (1963) 170a.919 
kt c/k 164l:19f., Tuhilio GAl i.GlS. 
Cf. Tarikuda so i.GIS in kt m/k 35:40, and 
Veenhof 2003, 25, PN so 1.NUN. 
POAT 40A:7, Nokile'ed, r. sa-qi-e (6ut TCL 1, 
242:5 hos Nakile'ed r. sariqJ,; 
kt gt 42+44, men urki r. s.; 
TuM l, 46:13, betr s. owes silver; 
kt 89/k 266:7, anonymous, receives gift; 
kt j/k 625:2f., 89/k 379:2f., Tu[dhalia ,. s:]. 
TCL 1, 242:5, Nakile'ed; see robi soqe. 
kt n/k 3 2: l , Peruwa r. se-r. 
kt n/k 3l:3f., r. se-i-e, kt 89/k 376:l, r. se-i; 
kt 99 /k 128A: l, r. se-e-e, all: lnar. 
kt 94/k 158:19f., Halitka r. si-no-l1m(witness). 
kt 94/k 229, rev.: 10, betr. s. 
ktv/k 152:15, 20f., poymenttoand menofthe ubod<inn>im 
so r . .s. (slave sale); 
kt m/k 24:20, silver owed by bei r. s. 
BIN 6, 193:1, anonymous. 
The title implies the existence of Anatolian interpreters; 
those known by name are Assyrians: 
CCT 4, 296:7, Summa-li6bi-Assur; 
AKT 3, 30:19f., Assur-malik; 
kt 92/194:40, lstor-pilah (targumeönum). 
kt p/k 5+6:20, obu bek sa r. u-mo-na-ti(coll.). 
kt n/k 32:5, Kuwotar r. ur-de so EI e-/6-nim; 
KKS 57:1, Hudarloni r. ur-dee,-e1• 
kt s/t 92 :6, Arzanohsu ,. ur-qe; 
VS 26, 125:13', Talia r. wo-ar-qe; 
TuM 1, 27d:lf, I kutönumfor [ ... ] r. ur-qe. 
OIP 27, 19:22, r. u-lil-e, witness, according to Dercksen, 
20010 46, with note 37. 
919 The parallel ATHE 66 refutes the doubts expressed in CADS, 148 s.v. ~A. 
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l . 2. V ARIOUS TITLES AND OFFICIALS 
There are many desingotions of crahsmen, professionals and locol officials, the lotter in 
porticular in lists of travel expenses of caravans 1 edited in Nashef 1987, nos. 25ff., which 
include many small poyments to local dignitaries, designated os bei älim, bei ho-Di-lim, 
kassum, mossu Jum, rab,~um, and sapir alim. The following lists does not include those of 
the craftsmen etc., and I also limit myself to those in Anatolia and those which seem to 
have belonged to (so) o town, an institution or an estate, or were in the service of (so, oc-
casionally so urh: "follower ofh) a high official or even the ruler. Note that we have almest 
no references to officials belonging to a temple, apart from the priests (kumrum, see below 
chapter l .2.4), as we also lock informotion on possessions or economic odivity of the 
temples. Same of these "offices" (designated os par.sum) were granted by the ruler, at times 
in exchange for a present (erbum), see Veenhof 1989, 523. In the letter published there an 
Anatolian has paid to acquire the offices of sinahdum and allahhinnum, which also shows 
that cumulation of offices was possible. 
1.2.1. ollahhinnum, "steward, manager11 
The ollohhinnum was important official in the \ocal economy, possibly a kind of manager 
or steward in the service of various magnates and institutions, and especially of the locol 
polaces; his role in the economy and trade has been described in Dercksen 1996, 166ff. 
The references suggest that there was presumably in most cases only one per town, appor-
ently the reason for referring to him by his title and not mentioning his name. A robi allah-
hinnim occurs in capitals, where he may have been the heod of a branch of the palace 
economy. Rare cases where his name is given are TC 1, 87:26, Harsumnuman a., and 
kt 94/k 1512, Sarisa o. He is occasionally identified by mentioning the name of the town 
where he functioned, in Ussa (nisbe, CCT 5, 286:5; perhaps also CCT 5, 35c:2f. so I) 
<<df>>-sa2L Nenassä (nisbe, kt a/k 488b:lf.920L Tahodizina (kt 91/437:21L Tiwadi (kt 
94/k 1504:3f.), o. §opll'l!mof Tumlia (kt 94/k 1502:3f.}. Kt b/k 682b:6ff. mentions the/an 
allahhinnum of Talhat, a city located in the western port of the Khobur Triangle. 
An a. can be associated with a robi sikklrim (EL 188: 17L a ruler (kt m/k 5: 12, indebted 
for the price or a mule}, a queen [kt m/k 35:13, Happualo, so rubätim}, and KKS 21: 
o:7f_/ /6:5 mentions persons acting for the ubadinnum of As'ed, the a. of Data'is, followed 
by Histahsu his rabi .$6bim. CCT 1, 336:20 mentions silver due by the a. d the 11 Lord of 
the town" (so bei ahrn), and kt m/k 78:22 the "o. of the temple of Bel Qablim". Same texts 
mention his "house(hold)" {belum}, which fits the reference to "the gate of the a. 1' (CCT 5, 
66:31). A group of letters of Buzäzu (CCT 2, 30; TC 3, 14 and 15) describes transactions 
with "the household of the o." and complains about the delay in the delivery of barley (CCT 
2, 30:3ff., cf. TC 3, 14: 20ff. and 15:23ff.). CCT 2, 30:Sff. show that the 0. 1s hause-
Q20 Letter to him by an Assyrien ·troder, who reminds him that he has to pay for two textiles sa lubus 
rubä im and lapis lozuli shipped to him by the a.'s own radium. 
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hold also comprised his brother and a chief of the personnel (robi ~äbim), who also owed 
silver. As buyer of Assyrien goods ( ex officio or for his own commercial purposes) an a. 
in CCT 2, l5:7f. promises to produce one talent of silver within one month for the goods 
he requests. Several texts mention sale of textiles ".to the household of an o. 1' (two textiles in 
Garelli-Kennedy 1960a, no. 4:27f.; Prag 1 575:1lff.; payment for textiles in barley in CCT 
2, 30:3-5). In BIN 4, 45:25ff. an a. buys iron (amütum), and BIN 4, 63:3 speaks of cop-
per of "the hause af the o.u, the payment of which is "hanging" or "suspended" (isqol/almo 
ona soqalimma, cf. line 15, "they have not given any copper'). 
Since the a. was an importont, powerful and at times also difficult customer, probobly 
linked with the paloce economy, one had to keep him a friend by gifts ond invitations 
(BIN 4, 157: 29ff., see CAD B s.v. busalu). Since he could be slow in paying, CCT 2, 
30: 31 advises to give barley only to "reliable a. 's.'' And o verdict of kärum Kanesh (kt a/k 
606) orders ta baycott o defaulting o.: "Whoever hos given merchandise (for sale) to the 
hause of the ollohhinnum sha/1 not da so {anymare) untrl their silver becomes secure/es-
tablished" (ku~änum}, which could mean until the hause of the a. (to which "their silver" 
refers) has issued valid debt-notes acknowledging the claims, or until he has regained 
solvency. 921 
1.2.2. kossum, "official" 
Very frequent are persons designated os kassum (conventional transcription ~or lock of 
o convincing etymology). 922 They occur os recipients of small payments or gifts in mony 
towns passed by caravans, 923 and also as week-eponyms (hamustum), always in the 
formula homu.slum so kossim so qate PN (1/qe), Hweek eponymy of the ko.ssum, who took 
over from PN", quile recently discussed in Kryszot 2004a, l62ff. The kas.sum is neorly 
always anonymous,924 and whatever the chronologicol position of the "kassum homus-
tum", it seems dear thot the ward is a general term for "dignitary" - those receving gitts in 
the towns passed by caravans may have been local chiefs or mukhtars - used because 
the scribes did not think it necessary to give or did not reolly know his name or title, some 
of which may not hove had a suitoble Assyrion equivalent. This was, in my opinion, also 
the case with the ko.ssum os eponym, because he always is the successor of the previous 
one, ond the scribe probably did not (yet) know his name. This interpretation exploins the 
widespread occurrence of this designation and is confirmed by a set of closely related let-
921 See for the verb l<Uonum, typical for OA in the G-stem (not recorded in the CAD K) Veenhof 
19950. 1729, with examples where il refers to "be confirmed/established" by witnesses or tablets 
(additional exmple in kt 94/k 1133: l 4f., ina /uppesu u s1be.su ilwonma ... iloqqe]. lf this is meant 
here one might think of o written ocknowledgment of debt, repeatedly called l$urfum, when issued 
by local palaces and officials, see Veenhof 1995c, 32lff. 
Q22 See Larsen 1976, 359f. 
923 See AOATT253, the list in Noshef 1987, 23-26, end Kryszot 2004a, 162 note 523. 
924 The exceptions ore mentioned in Balkan 1965b, 173, note 34: D/Tumonc in Et 14:llf., and 
D/Tuli in kt a/k 825:17. Kt i/k 5:7f. mentions the kossumof [the town) Kupito. 
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ters alreody mentioned by Lorsen. 925 In CCT 2, 30 Buzäzu writes about silver due from "the 
house of the allohhinnumll as payment for textiles and asks his correspondent: "Collect (the 
silver) from the kassum and from his brother Assur-bel1 and from the chief of the personnel, 
Happuasu, and so extract 10 pounds of silver from that house". In TC 3, 14 Buzäzu is much 
shorter and writes: "Be concerned about the silver, that of the allohhinnum ond his brother 
and that of Happuosu and my ... ". The ollahhinnum in the first letter is referred to as kassum, 
because the scribe, having identified the debtor as ''(the house of} the allahhinnum", contin-
ues by writing simply "the official (mentioned)". Kt 94/k 432:19f. registers a small payment 
to "the kos.sum of lshara", presumobly a cultic official. There are also a few references to 
transactions that took place in the "hause of the kassum". According to kt 94/k 727:9f. 
two Assyrians settled accounts there (this is probably is also meant in AKT 2, 34: 14f.}926 
and according to kt 6/k 1446:3f. (Balkan 19656, 173 note 39) arbiters reached a verdict 
there. Since kassum seems tobe a general designation that substitutes for a specific title or 
function, it is not induded in the list of chapter 1.2.4.927 
l . 2. 3. robi sikka/ttim 
Men with this title (henceforth r. s.) were important and powerful officiols who belonged to 
the poloce organization of Anatolian towns (see BIN 6, 23:6-9; in KTK 20:24 one ''goes 
up", ela'um, to him) and could have personnel at their disposal.928 The meaning of the title 
and the substance of his function are still unclear and recently also Kryszot 2004c, 25ff., 
who assumes that the functlon was similar in nature in the various towns, can only point 
out certain aspects of his activity, mentioning "Handelskoordinierung mit den Assurern" and 
"eine hervorragende Position im altanatolischen Staatswesen". There apparently was only 
one r. s. per town, the reason why the title, "r. s. of town GN", was sufficient to identify 
him. Proper names therefore are rarely mentioned, but in some texts he is explicitly linked 
with a particular town. In BIN 4, 45: 18f. we meet those of Ussa and Hudurut, who want 
to buy amulum; in TC 3, 271 :24-27 the one of Uloma is to be osked for a "commis-
sioner" (rabi~um) to bring Assyrians safely into Wahsusana; kt 87 /k 387:26, 37, kt 92/k 
564:14f.,42 end kt 93/k 936:4f. mention the one of Wahsusona; KTK 6: 5 the one of 
925 Larsen 1976, 359, note 19. His argument probably was not followed up, because the numbers of 
both lexts were misprinted, they should reod CCT 2, 30 and TC 3, 14. 
926 The text lists 91 textiles belonging to different persons, followed by ina Mamma het Aboya ka-si-im 
ni-si, but where .sasa'um without mkkassicould also mean "to call for, to daim". 
927 A different kassum presumably in kt n/k 306:Sff., who asks payment of a debt "when the ruler 
enters the kassurrl' (to which kt j/k 9: l l adds: "in the temple of Anna"), where kas.sum seems to be 
a focility as port of a temple [see also Dercksen 2001a, 45 note 35}. 
928 Soldiers (radium, kt m/k 127:15f., 133:14, and kt 87/k 479:5f.l, a rabi~öbim(kt n/k 72:lf/). a 
rabi mü~em (kt n/k 1854:2), and o rabi allohhinnim (~K l06:7f.). In addition there is mention of 
the tuzinnum and an ubodinnum of the r. s. (kt a/k 1263o:4f.,1lf.; kt 89/k 342:16f., tuzinnum so 
qa.shm so r. s.), ond of a threshing floor (adrum) of a ,. s. (lllustr. London News of 14-1-1950, p. 
70, fig. 16); see for most texts Kryszat 2004c, 39ff. 
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Washania, and in TC 3, 70: rev.4 the r. s. of Ha[ ... ] occurs. To which towns the r. s. 's with 
the nomes Ganusa [kt n/k 533:4) and Ahumila (VS 26, 51 :25f.} belonged is not known. 
Many occurrences are in texts where r. s.'s figure as (often difficult} customers of the Assyr-
ians, who buy or supply merchandise (textiles, copper, iron) or are indebted to them {cf. 
CCT 2, 376:25; 5, lb:14,28; 13a:19; KTH 14:4, 26). The acknowledgment of such a 
debt can be recorded in a document called isurtum (kt 92/k 564:41f., kt 93/k 942:4). 
See for a case which shows his power in connection with the seizure of textiles, kt 87 /k 
387, presented in note 857. A different picture, again, is offered by kt m/k 14 (Hecker 
19960, text 1, with commentary), where a ,. s. {of which town is not rnentioned) adjures 
an Assyrian trader {whom he addresses as "my son") not to report a sensitive piece of in-
formotlon to "the elders" (presurnably the karum authorities), while drinking to his health and 
invoking the favour of Assur and Somas. Above (chapter V.3.4.2) 1 mentioned their interest 
in acquiring iron, for which they were ready to pay silver and gold. 
Kryszat 2004c has recentty studied the term sikkatum, always in the plural and apparently the 
name for a large scale, perhaps ceremonial outdoor event, and the title r. s., presenting and 
discussing most of the ca. 30 references for the latter (p. 25ff. and 38ff.), to which I refer the 
reader. He tries to establish a link between the two, because the title is four times not spelled 
rabi s1kkitim but rabi si-ka-tim, and both terms occur together in kt 87 /k 387:26ff., where 
we read that "the r. s. of Wohsusona is staying at/with/in (1na) the sikkatim", where an the 
Assyrien trader has to visit him (ana sikkotim ... 1/lak). Kryszot assumes (p. 27) thot sikkotum 
(singulor, in OA sikkutum, with vowel harmony} is the name of the object (in Akkadian a peg or 
nail, used a.o. as boundary marker, as part of a lock and as peg driven into the wall) which, 
in the plural, gave its name to the event sikkatum, which he calls "der Festzug der s1J:kotvm''. 
He constructs the following link between the title and the event. Since the r. s. was "Oberste 
über den/ einen sikkatvm" (singulor) of one particulor town, the existence many towns, each 
with its r. s., rneant that "mehrere sikkätum existiert haben'', and the presence of all of them in 
one cultic centre would have given the event the name sikkätvm. The r. s. present at such a 
ceremony would "nur in diesem Fall" hove become (been called) rabi s1kkotim, "Oberste über 
die s,kkätum". This ingenious explanation foils to convince me, because in none of the four 
cases where the title is written rabi si-ka-km (Kryszat p. 26} and the noun could be plural, the 
required relation ("nur in diesem Fall") to the sikkätum ceremony is evident. Moreover, in TC 3, 
271 the tirle of the r. s. of Ulema is written both rabi si-kd-tim (line 24) ond robi si-ki-lim (line 
27), which suggests that the former is one of the cases where the Assyrian vowel harmony is 
not expressed {os in [!lfatim alongside [!tfilim). Kryszat's reconstruction also implies o fair mea-
sure of cooperation between the various towns, rneeting 1n one cultic centre where their rulers, 
officials and people would have come together, which for an Anatolla divided into often rivol-
ing dty-stotes requires much more proof.929 Until more evidence tums up the relation berween 
sikkatum as a cerernony and the title remains problemotic. 
929 See for the meoning of the sik.k.olum also note 940. In note 747 1 mentioned the importont text 
kt 92/k 526 (complete text now in ArAn 5 [2002], 67f.l, which suggests the presence ol o 
violent element the sikk.atum event (which moy hove been the reoson for the worries of Assyions, 
when it took place). Note that, contrary to what Hecker (KUG p. 105, 5) suggested, there is no 
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The title, as Kryszat also observes, is identical to that attested in the Old Babylonain period 
(occurrences CAD S 253,b), where its bearer played a role in the administrotion of the city, 
notably in Kutalla (Tell Sifr). Here a certain GTsti-lrra appears several times as a presumably of-
ficial witness in hause sales, both with the tiHe rabianum, "mayor", and with that of r. s., which 
could reflect • development in his coreer; in one contract (Tell Sifr 45) the tablet designates him 
as NU.BANDA:i PA and the envelope as r. s.930 The r. s. was prominent enough to feature in OB 
omina as a man who could open the city-gate {in order to let an enemy in), start a revolt, seize 
the throne, and his death was also important enough tobe mentioned (see CADS 254, d). M. 
Stol in 080160/ 4 (2004) 666f., suggests to explain his title from sikkatum,"peg", os part of 
the lock of a gate931 , which would make the r. s. the official authorized to open and close the 
city-gate, which meant that he was responsible for the security of a town. lf we assume that the 
Anatolian title (even if it was a translation of an Anatolien designation) was somehow inspired 
by its Mesopotamien analogue, already attested during the Ur III period (we have no exam-
ples from Assur), his duties may have been similar, covering perhaps both civic administration 
and security. His involvement in the trade might be part of his official duties, but could also be 
explained from the fact that he was rich enough to engage in commercial activities, facilitated 
by his association with the palace, in particular if it included admitting Assyrian caravans into a 
town or palace in order to have them cleared. But note that in Hahhum, where according to the 
new lreaty a king seems tobe missing, the r. s. is not among the "magnates" who are the treaty 
partners of the Assyrians and are entitled to levy taxes and buy merchandise (chapter V.2.2). 
Two occurrences deserve separate mention. Prag 1 651 records the settlement of claims in con-
nection with the divorce of the Assyrian couple Püsu-ken and LamassT, sealed by an oath sworn 
by (the gods) Assur and Anna, the ruler (rubäum), and the rahi sikkotim. Since the last two 
appear alongside the main gods of Assur and Kanesh, they should be the main Assyrien and 
Anatolian civic authorities, and their role is perhaps explainable from the fact that the husband 
lived in Kanesh and his wife in Assur. One might have expected the local ruler to figure here, 
but perhaps the r. s. played a role in taking oaths. This might also be the case in the still un-
published letter kt a/k 1165 (Kryszat 2004c, 39, d) where the/a r. s. has to make the rulers of 
ßurushaddum • nd Wahsusana and a certain Usunalum (probably identical to Usi/unölum, well 
attested in the kt 94/k archive as a powerful man involved in the wool trade) swear an oath, 
which would allow the Assyrian addressee to travel safely to Wahsusana. We do not know to 
which town the r. s. in question belonged, but mediating between and taking an oath from the 
rulers of different city-states to solve a conflict which hampered the trade was an important task, 
on\y entrusted to an important official. 
evidence for its taking place in Assur too. The city mentioned in TC 2, 37: 4 (a-<hm>ki) refers to 
an Anatolien one, where due to the sikkatum silver and gold to be paid for wool and copper couid 
not be collected. The letter must have been sent to lmdilum in Kanesh by his agent/transporter Ah-
salim, who was on business elsewhere in Anatolia (cf. his role in ICK 1, 135 and TC 1, 53). 
Q30 See br the Tell Sifr texts D. Charpin, Archives familiales et propriete privee en Bahylonie 
anciennne. Etude des documents de "Tell Sifr: Geneve 1980, and for the references p. 346, s.v. 
robi si/d<atim. · 
931 See CADS 249, 2, and for the construction of such a lock now A. Fuchs, SMS 8 (1998) 97ff. 
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1 2 4 /. II " 11932 . . . ,wmrum, priest 
Priests usually occur as witnesses of legal transactions and occasionally also as creditors, 
in particular the priest of Higisa, who is attested in some records excavated in 1988 and 
1992. His debtors are always Anatolians who owe him silver, barley ond beer bread 
(bappirum). In kt 88 k/1087 four persons owe him 200 beer breads and 2·1 bogs of 
borley; in kt 88/k 1087 three minas of silver and two bogs d barley are owed by five 
persons, and in kt 89/k 314 and 358 a large group of people owe him considerable 
amounts of borley and beer breods. 933 The loans usually are secured by high interest, joint 
liability or pledges. One wonders whether the priest acted for his own account or used 
temple properly for this purpose and whether he (or the temple) was somehow involved in 
the production of beer. 
god 
Anna 
Belqablim 
Higisa(m) 
llalionta 
1/at olim 
dlSKUR 
priest 
Aluwa 
lnar 
[ ... ] 
title only 
aw,1um. 
Asuon 
Harsulo 
Kikarsa(n) 
Siwasme'i 
Tarhuse'ed 
Nakile'ed 
llaliuman 
Ka-zi 
Peruwo 
Suhurpio 
Supunahsu 
Walisra 
Warkali 
references 
kt 89/k 376:4; Az.u, TC 3, 181 :8. 
kt n/k 32:10; 
An allahhinnum of the temple (betum) of Bel qoblim in kt 
m/k 78:22f. 
EL 188: 24 (witness of sole into debt-servitude); 
kt 92/k 1038: 3f. (so Hi-gis-.sdf; 
kt 92/k 1047: 4f. (so Hi-g,5-si-im); 
kt 92/k 1048:4 (so Hi-gi-so-om); 
kt 88/k 1082:15f. {aw,1um k so H); 
kt 88/k 383: 1; 
Müller-Morzahn 2000, no. 4:18f.; 
OIP 27, 53:3; kt n/k 32:2f. (!); 
kt 88/k 1087:14f.; kt 89/k 358:13f. 
kt k/k 1 :5. 
kt c/k 1340: l 3f. 
kt 89/k 371:2; 
kt j/k 625:6f. (Donbaz 1993a, l 39f.); kt 89/k 371 :2; 
kt Uk B0:H.; 
Prag 1 837:2?; 
TC 3, 214B:4, kt 89/k 376:2, kt n/k 31:6f.; 
kt n/k 31 :8f.; 
kt n/k 31:6v.; 
TC 3, 191:llP 
932 Written logographically (GUDUxl ond syllabicolly. Cf. Hirsch, 1972, 55ff. and 22*f., Donbaz 
1996a and Schwemer 2001, 242ff. 
933 In kt 89/k 314 seven people owe him 305 bogs of barley ond 270 beor breods (bappirum), in 
kt 89 /k 358 nine people 160 bogs of borley and 400 beor breods, in both case to be delivered 
ona harpe. 
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dlSKUR so qaqqidim Peruwa 
Gadudu 
Kubabat [ ... ] 
Peruwas ... 
Nokile'ed 
Narum (d102) Appuna 
labarsa 
Nipas Sulili 
Nisaba Wa-sa-tap-ra 
Kammalio 
Peruwa Happuala 
dLJTU Ha rsu<m> numan 
Kuzio 
2 Ushueni 
2 Hasui 
2 Tarikuta 
( ... ] ononymous 
l. 2 .5. Other titles and functions 
aslalwm n1ller 
TC 3, 214B:l; 
kt n/k 32:3, level 16. 
BIN 6, 193:5; KTH 36:24; 
kt k/k l :2; 
kt n/k 1787:lf. 
kt f/k 80: 2f.; 
kt f/k 80:4f. 
kt 88/k 1090:5f. 
kt k/k 10 :7; kt 89/k 383:l (Donbaz 1993a, 134); 
kt 89/k 379:3f.934 
kt 87 /k 320:21. 
ATHE 2:A,4 = B,5; 
kt 89/k 371 :l; 
Müller-Marzahn 2000, no. 4:20; 
kt 87/k 266:l; 
kt 87 /k 266: 2; 
CCT 6, 34a: 12 ( owes copper). 
kt 94/k 833:31, Subrum the fuller of the ruler;935 
TC 1, 87:9, the fuller of Salinuman; 
see above under rabi aslake. 
belalim town prefect kt 94/k 195:lf., Peruwa bei hetim so b. a.; 
bei betim 
bei ho-Di-tim 
bei mälirn 
bei rnutim 
TuM 1, lb:4f., meeting with b. a. in palace; 
. TC 3, 165: 15 (of Nenassä); KTK 7 :7'; 
CCT 6, 34a:l5', copper owed by him; 
kt 91/k 548:4, one nohlaptum for him; 
kt 94/k 672:8, gift to PN so b. a. 
majordomus kt 94/k 195:lf., Perua b. b. so bei olirrr, 
kt 94/k 208: 12, Sezur bei betisu of rohi simrniltim; 
kt m/k 247f., PN bei betisu so Bobolo; 
Note: helal betim in kt a/k 851 :8f.; 
kt o/k 907:3, claim on belot hetim so mohirim. 
TC 3, 165:17, a gift to him. 
lord of the land CCT 6, 34o:4, owes copper. 
lord of ... kt s/t 92:11':4, PN1-4, 4 bei mutim. 
Q34 In all cases spelled Ni-sa-ba, d. also kt 87 /k 139:6, payment i-wo-~ Ni-sci-ha, "when the grain 
comes up'. 
935 See for fullers end their tosk, Dercksen ~001 a, 62 with note 130. 
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ba/ urullum (rabium) (great) "chief" OIP 27, 49B:9f., Happuala b. r. of Amkuwa; 
kt r/k l, Aniskibal b. r. so Tiburzia;936 
miJ$ium 
näsir olim 
näsir Kants 
rödium 
so hol/im 
sokkanakkum 
so passure 
so polrim {GiR) 
.säpirum 
so qosli 
.sinoh,lum 
CCT l, 29:8, barullum so Bahodima; 
Prag 1 491 :3f., kt 87 /k 386:40f., lli-böni burallum. 
See obove under rabi mii$el mu~fm and for his role in the 
Hahhum treay, note 829. 
TC 3, 161:5, invitation to the betmü,sfm; 
kt b/k 198:18, textiles sold to "the house of the m."; 
kt 89/k 243:8, 8 tal. of wool so bei mü~fm; 
kt 94/k 1461 12f., 17f., a mu~um 1s feared since he hod 
not receved the iron promised. 
protector of the cily kt 89/k 370:33f. (his orhälum); 
kt m/k 24:24f., PN so n. o. 
protector of Ka nesh kt n/k 31: 1, N iwasu ( witness ot house sole); 
kt 89/365:4f., Peruwo (his arhalum). 
soldier, ormed escort 
scepter beore~ ?} 
governor 
butler 
passim, but note r. so rubo,im, KKS 2'16:4; 
r. so rubatim, TC 3, 21 l :45. 
kt s/, 92:2', Asupola (cf. kt 89/371 :7} 10'; 
kt 00/k 18:2, Kammalia. 
kt n/k 1374:25, sent to Amkuwo. 
kt s/t 92 rev.:6', severol men; 
kt 89/k 371:8, Nikile'ed; 
cf. rabi passüre. 
dagger beare~?)937 kt 89/k 371,4, Happuasu so GIR2; 
kt 89/k 370:lf., Wo[ ... ] soGIR2; 
manoger, 
administrator 
TC 3, 214B:16, Saduwon soGIR2 (collated). 
ktm/k5:3f, lnarme'i s. sobetM.; 
kt g/t 36:16, Kulanala; 
Garelli 1965, 20 no.2:4, U'ushata; 
CCT 4, 446:26, s. Mommöium; 
m/k 24:27f.. PN s. so betMarila; 
TC 3, 165: 7f. , ononymous sapir olim. 
bow-man kt o/k 18: 11, Huknuon s. q. 
second in command TC 3, 75:7, rubö 'um and s. of Naduhtum; 
s. of Hahhum, treaty 1(111]: l 2', [ll]IV:[4'], receives merchan-
936 See for burollum, C4DB 344. In ATHE 31:41f., kimaK i-Bu-r[~-hm[xx x (x)] " 3 _ld(uf-z)-bu-ma, 
the preposition i{no) rules out a mle end suggests the place-nome Buro/ullum (see Nashef 1991, 
27, with now several additional occurrences; see for Mari, Charpin-Ziegler 2003, 100 note 
206, ond 273). 
937 See Donbaz 2001a, 92. He connects palrum with the dagger (of Assur) by which the ooth was 
sworn, but this is unlikely as a title of Anatolians. 
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dise (see above chopter V.2.2). 
In Nesr C 1 (Veenhof 1989, 518):17, the abstract sinahilutum. 
kt 8 8/k l 070: 1, Se zur wa-ta-ar, 
kt 86/k 9-10, Harsa'an/il wa-ta-ar, 
kt 99 /k 13 8A: 3, seal of Du-ba wa-tar. 
938 See Donbaz 20010, 94. Not tobe derived from Akkodian VvOlrum, "extra, additional", since an 
absolute stete is ruled out os profession or title. He also quotes kt 87 /k 39:24ff., "before K. ina E 
A-na pa-ol-ru-um", where palrum in the_ nominotive in opposition to mahar PN is unlikely. 
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2. TERMS OF PAYMENT IN ANATOUAN DEBT-NOTES 
Many debt-notes in which Anatolians figure as creditors and debtors, quite a number where 
they are debtors of Assyrians, but also some betvveen Assyrians, 939 do not (in a few cases 
not only) indicate terms of payment by mentioning a week, month or year, but by seasonal 
events, such as the phases of ond activities during the agricultural year and by the festivals 
of a number of gods.940 The festivals in many cases were probably also linked with the 
agricultural colendar, when important moments of the season were celebrated by religious 
ceremonies. Their use suggests that ancienl Anatolia by that time had not yet developed a 
calendar with month-names, as it was also not customary to date events and controcts by 
the number or name of a ruler's regnal year. A few debt-notes are dated after important 
events, such as the death or accession of a ruler, "when Asu, king of Luhusaddia had diecl" 
(kt n/k 716:l 2f.), and "when Labarsa became king" (ICK 1, 178:2ff.), but they are not help-
ful for us and in the second case we do not even know which city the king had ruled. 
Whot follows is a lists of the feslivals and of the moments of the agricuhural yeor which 
figure os due dates br payments. Which times of the year are meant can be deduced from 
the annual cyde of seasonal work and from references that show which fruits etc. became 
available. Several debt-notes record loans consisting of barley and silver, which have to 
be paid back at different moments, or stipulate payment in instalments. This results in the 
mention of more than one event or festivol, which gives us a clue about their sequence, 
and there are are even a few which mention the week or month when the loon was con-
tracted. The nature of the goods borrowed may also help, since payment of barley loans 
is usually after the haNest, when the grain has been threshed. Together they offer clues for 
the sequence and doting of the events mentioned, but in the cose of the festivals questions 
remain. 1 am ·not the first to deal with these issues and references have been collected and 
analyzed in the post by Landsberger, Matous, Donbaz, and Bayram. 941 The increose of 
dato is helpful, but there are also some new problems, because the neat distribution of four 
festivals over four seasons by Landsberger 1949, 293, is now complicated by references 
to additional festivals.942 Since all references are in economic records (debt-notes) we con 
almost exclude that the transactions recorded took place during the Anatolian winter, and 
there are indeed no occurrences of ana kü»im, "not later than the winter", which presum-
ably was also too vague for a due date, unless there was a particular festival to mark the 
end of the outumn, the beginning of the winter, or the winter solstice. 
939 Some of these record significant amounts of silver, e.g. ICK l, 191 :3lff., a commercial debt of 12 
minas of silver to be paid at "the coming festival of Pirka". 
940 There are a few exceptions, such as kt f/k 166:Sf., payment due ana luwar sikkätim, which hence 
musl have been a datable and predictable event. 
941 Londsberger 1949, 287ff., Motous 1965, 1980, Bayram 1990, ond Donboz 19880, 54ff. 
942 landsberger olreody had to odmit that he could not fit the festival of T uhtuhönu(m) into his 
scheme. 
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2 .1. FESTIVALS 
Payment at the time of the festival of an Anatolien deity is designated simply by ina/ana 
so+ the name of the god, without the use of the word 11 festival 11 • Because their place in 
the calendar is uncertain, 1 present them in alphabetical order. Many of the gods, whose 
priests or festivals are mentioned, are just names for us and we have to ossume that logo-
grams (ISKUR, uru) and Akkodian names (Be/um, Bel qabhm, Nisaba, etc.) may hide native 
Anatolian deities, some of which might be identified with the help of their names in Hittite 
texts (e.g. Nisaba equal to Halki}. But one should also consider the distinction between 
the vorious local panthea and the different ethnic strata (Proto-Hattian, Neshite, Luwian} 
of ancient Anatolia. Same of the names in our list might perhaps be identified with gods 
of the land of Konesh mentioned in the "Anitta Text" (e.g. Siun os sungod, Torhunna as 
weathergod), ond invoked in the beginning of the treaty with Konesh (see above chopter 
V.2.1), which probably also mentions the (deified) mount Erciyes (see obove note 812). 
These are questions the Hittitologists have to answer on the basis of their dato on cults 
and festivals. At ony rote, our list does not include a festival of Perwa {also written Porwa, 
Peruwa, a priest of whom is attested, see above), a god associated with horses, who 
belonged to the pantheon of Kanesh and oppears in many personal names.943 Of the 
festivals (so DN) mentioned in our texts only that of Parka (Pirka) is still attested in later Hit-
tite texts, where he is known as a god who had a cult in the temple of the grain goddess 
at Hattusa. But it is by no means certain, as assumed by Haas, that the god Anna, afier 
whom a month was named in one of the ritual calendars of Emar, can be identified with 
the god Anno of Kanesh. 944 That some gods, such as Higisa, whose priests occur several 
times, are not represented by their festivals might be due to the cultic calendar, if their fes-
tivol did not match a suitable payment term correlated with the agricultural season. There is 
in general a lock of dato on the temples of the Anatolian deities, two of which were found 
on the city-mound of Kanesh945 and many of whose priests figure as (at times prominent) 
witnesses in Anatolian contracts (see above chopter 1.2.4.). Temples apparently were 
not involved in the commercial tronsactions and therefore do not occur in the texts, with 
rare exceptions, such os the statement that a payment was accepted in the temple of the 
weathergod (VS 26, 146:7). 
Part of the references listed below are taken from listings by Balkan andin Bayram 1990, 
where further detaiJs and especially information on the nature of the debt (silver or barley, 
etc.) are usually missing. 
943 The statement of Haas 1994, 614, "Die Gruppe der kanisischen Gottheiten sind oltkleinasiotisch-
kappodokischen Ursprungs, deren Kult die indoeuropäischen Ankömmlinge in Kanis übernommen 
haben", daims that the gods of Kanesh are pre-Hittite/Neshite native Anatolian gods. 
944 See D.E. Fleming, Time al Emar. The Cullic Calendar and lhe Rituals of lhe Diviner's House 
(Winona Lake 2000) 162f. with note 97, on Anna and the various identifications of this god, who 
may appear as Ano at Ebla. 
945 See Özgüc 1993a. 
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1. Anna, written A-na (passim). A-na-a (1 453, tablet), An-na (a/k 8990, 11640). and 
dA-na (a/k 1351). -
Anna seems to have been the main god of Konesh, whose temple there is mentioned in 
kt 87/k 39:25, while priests of him occur in 89/k 376:4 ond TC 3, 181:8. Kt n/k 
306:5ff. stipulates payment of a debt "when the ruler enters the ka.s.sum", to which kt 
j/k 9: 11 adds: "in the temple of Anna". Anna was invoked in the oath alongside Assur 
(ICK l, 32: 11; Prag 1 651: l 2'ff.)946 and must be meont by ,/ Kanis, "the god of Kanesh", 
invoked as witness in kt m/k 7: 18f. (courtesy Hecker), Assur Amurrum u ,I Kams lu ide ,ä 
His consort could be 1/atalim, "the goddess of the cily", mentioned in kt c/k 1340:13f. 
( where her priest acts as witness), but her identily is un known. 
Li!. Motous 1965, 175ff.; Boyram 1990, 457f. 
fL67:8f. (silver, ana); ICK l, 115:ll (silver, from month IV, ana); ICK 2,4:5 (silver, ina, 
among Assyrians) and 50:3 (silver, ana); KKS 6:5 (silver, ana); Prag 1 552:6 (silver, 
ana); TC 3, 254:11 (redemption of sloves ana s. A.); kt a/k 672:6, 8llb:6f., 8996:6 
(ana); ll64b:6f. (silver}, 1351 :5 (ina); AKT 1, 60: 6f. (silver, ana); kt f/k 646:6ff. and 
72b:5ff., silver in instolments issottim sattim ina so Anna isaqqulu. 
Note: kt m/k 104: lOf. payment of silver ina so Anna, of barley ina harpe; 
kt a/k 8996:6f., half of debt ana harpe, the other half ana §a Anna, 
kt 93/k 946:23f. silver ina so Anna, grain ina adrim; 
ICK 2, 4:5ff. silver debt, 1/6 ina so Anna, 5/6 ina sa Nipas; 
ICK 2, 5:5f. silver debt, half ana so Anna, half ana so Parka. 
2. Be/um, "the Lord" 
Li/. Bayram 1990, 458f. 
Kt o/k 335:4//931 :10, a/ina so Be/im, silver owed by Atali to lstar-basti. 
3. Bel qablim, "Lord of bottle", whose priest lnar occurs in kt n/k 32:10. 
kt 92/k 1048:5f., silver + sheep owed to priest of Higisa, payment ina so b. q.; kt 
92/k 1045:lBf.; kt f/k ll4:4f; 1576: 9; ana so b. q. in kt 86/k 179:9. 
4. Harihari 
L 11 Motous 1965, 180. 
ICK 1, 246:7, silver loan omong Anotolians, ana so Ha-ri-ha-ri tosaqqal 
5. Nipas, his temple is attested in kt n/k 17166:9, see below; in kt a/k 852:9 (Balkan 
1992, 23, no. 3). gold "which the rabi ~abim donated to the son of his lord in the 
temple of Nipos" [ana mera belifu in E Nipas iqisu); o priest of Nipos, Sulili, in kt 88/k 
l 090:5f. Construed with ina and ana. 
Ltl Matous 1965, 179f., Bayram 1990, 456, note 31. 
EL 12:4f., silver (ez,b Nipas so ,!lakanni ana .sanrrn so Nipos); 45 + CCT 6, 47a:7, 
silver, Assyrians, anas. N; 69:12, silver, Assyrians, port inas. N.; EL217; 16ff., silver, 
in three annuol instalments ana s. N; ICK 1, 10:5, 16, silver ond copper, ina s. N; 
ICK 2, 4:5ff.; a/k 1048:4; 1199:6; b/k 2606:lH., silver, ino.s. N; n/k 75:13, silver, 
remainder of purchose price, ina sa N; kt n/k 1506:6. 
946 n,s Assur nis Anna ms ruha 'e ums rabi sil<.katim, where the Assyrien and Kanishite god are poired 
by the ruler of Assur and the "commander" of Kanesh. 
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Note: kt 86/k 190:9ff. 
ICK 2, 4: 5ff., 
kt n/k 17166: 9f. 
isfu so Ni-p6~S ana eltisunu ina sa Ni-p6~S 
1saqqulu, 
si lver debt, l / 6 ino so Anna, 5 / 6 ina so Nipas; 
silver debt, from the week of A. + S., month IV, pay-
ment in one year, 11when the ruler leaves the temple 
of Nipas" (ina bei Nipas u~ianni; Bayram 1990, 
461). 
6. Parka: written P6-ar-ka[passim), P6r-ka(ICK 2, 132:33), Pi-ir-ka(v/k 165:12}; con-
strued with ana and ina. 
fit Matous 1965, 177ff. 
ATHE 2: 9 (ana.saP saJ/lakanni); ICK 1, 166:5 {silver}; 30:13 (goldL 406:18 (silver); 
Adana 237E: 4; ICK 1, 191:36f.=2, 130:24' (12 minas of silver), ICK 2, 132:33 (all 
three ina Pirka so J//akanni); kt f/k 54:6 (silver), 168:8 (ana); kt n/k 168:6 (silver, ana); 
kt v/k 165:12 (silver, i-sa Pi-ir-kd); kt 87/k 65:14 (silver). 
Note: ATHE 2, silver loan, month III, payment. within 13 weeks ana 
ICK l, 406, 
so Parka, 
payment from the week of kassum within 15 weeks, 
and at the end: ino so Parka isaqqulu; 
kt a/k 1110:4-8: payment from the week of E. ana so Parka. 
7. Tuhtuhönum: written ana/ina (so) Tuhluhoni(m) 
Lit Matous 1965, l 79f. 
k/t v/k l66:6f., ana so Tuhtuhäm~ f/k 94b:5f. ina saniin Tuhtuhänim; 
f/k 656, ina so r kaspom !lqe ina so r kaspam utarru, month VII; 
kt 94/k l 095 :6f., silver debt, payment ana so T uhtuhänim. 
Note: TC 3, 227 from week of PN1_2 half ona Tuhluhäm: half in 15 
ICK l, 129: 8f. 
kt 86/k l53:7ff. 
kt f/k 656: 8ff. 
8. Usumü: ina sa tJ-su-me-e 
fit. Bayram 1990, 459f. 
weeks· I 
payment ana Tuhtuhänim, l 3f., additional gifts ono 
so T; 
silver 1 month 1, week of Kurub-lstar, ona Tuhtuhäni; 
silver debt, payment of barley and one sheep (as 
interest or "ZugabeJI) ina ~1bil niggalh; of silver ina so 
l, month VII. 
6/k 134a/b:6/10, 2 1/2 mina of silver; kt 94/k 1512:5, silver, debt of an allahhin-
num). 
9. dLJTU: ina sadUTLJ 
Li!. Balkan 19656, 168 note 16. 
kt c/k 201 :5-8, from the week of Enna-Suen they will pay ina so duTU, same creditor 
and debtors in kt c/k 181:6ff., payment ana harpe. kt 87/k 432:11-13, the capital to 
be given back ina so dLJTU_ 
Note: kt 89/k 285:16, payment of 3/8 shekel of silver when "he brought 
you safely (sallumum) to the temple of dun/. 
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2. 2. ÄGRICULTURAL SEASONS 
Landsberger 1949, 294, olreody pointed out that the traditional T urkish designations for 
the main phases of the agricultural yeors agree well with those found in our texts. They are: 
orak zaman1, "time of the sickle" = s,b,I niggallim, July/ August; harman zamant, "time of 
the threshing floor" = adrum, Aug./Sept.; bog bozumu, "time of the picking of the grapes· 
= qllip keränim, Sept./Oct.; and cift zamant, "time of the harnessed plough'' = iffi erö.sim, 
Oct./Nov. For the sequence and dates of the various events mentioned in the due dates 
one may consult Hoffner 197 4, chopter II. The designotions of the payment terms use four 
prepositions, the rnost frequent ones of which, ana, "not later than", and ina, ''on", seem to 
be used indiscriminately, especiolly when referring to a festival, which would have taken 
place on a particular day or days. Urki/ warkl: "after", is rare, and istu, "since", is only used 
to indicate when a liability had started. In addition they use a temporal phrase with im)mi 
(see below 2.2, nos. 3 and 4) and a prepositional infinitive (iVVvVO~a Nisaba}. Other vari-
ations are between the construct states of verbal nouns (~1bd and qdip) and rare infinitives 
(~abat and qatop) connected with niggallum and keranum, niggallum alone, and miq1/ 
niggallim, "the falling of the sickle". 
1 offer the payment terms in chronological order, beginning in autumn, with the plough-
ing of the fields, also because the Old Assyrian calendar rnust have started in that time 
of the year, between the time of the autumnal equinox (Sept. 23) and the time of the 
winter solstice (Dec. 21).947 Same of the terms refer to what we would call seasons, 
das,ü, "spring", and harpu, "sumrner", which therefore may cover several months, ond 
this explains the occasional use of more precise designations, like res das 'e, "the be-
ginning of spring". Others mention specific features, like the picking of the grapes, the 
harvesting the olives, or the time when the seedlings break the ground, which provide 
more precise dates and refer to work that took much less time. Only ana buqlätim is 
difficult and we rnight connect it with buqlum, "malt", to make it refer to the time the malt 
was made, obviously after the harvest, in the surnmer. But the feminine plurol is strange 
and therefore I follow a suggestion by Stol to start frorn the basic rneaning of buq{u)lum, 
"green sprouting plants"948 This could make our expression an equivalent of das 'ü, 
11
spring", which refers to its abundant vegetation, but I assurne that while the latter refers 
to vegetation in general and to spring grass, buqlatum could mean in particular the 
green sprouts of the barley which break the ground, which would make it an equivalent 
of the (rare) expressions listed under no. 4. This is an example of o certain overlop in 
meaning of the various words, which is also the case with harpu, "summer". lt comprises 
the months July-September, which includes the time of the harvest - also designoted by 
947 The issue of the beginning of the O!d Assyrien colendor is difficult, see the observotions in Veenhof 
2000, 141f. Larsen 1976, 193, considered the winter solstice o more likely moment for the 
beginning of the colendar. 
QAB See RIA 7 (1987-90) 3230, where he proposes the meaning "Gemüse·. 
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the words ebtJrum1 lit. "harvesf', and e$ädum, "to reap, to harvest"949 - and runs from 
the "seizing the sickle" until the "gathering (of the stalks or sheaves) on the threshing floor" 
(~1bll nigga/lim, eräb adrim). The verb eräsum and the noun merastum in Akkadian refer 
to the final "seed ploughing", after deep ploughing (ma/äri mohä~um) and horrowing 
have been completed. But when used in Anotolia these words probably comprise both 
the ploughing and the seeding, two activities that together could cover quite some time. 
"Seeding" is not mentioned, but the occurrence, alongside general erasum, of ana 
eräsim wa~ä 'um, "to start ploughing", and gomär eräsim, "the termination of the plough-
ing", show that one was aware of the time difference and that some writers may have 
preferred more predse due dates. 
1. qllip keranim, "the picking of the grapes\ ca. Sept.-Oct., with ana, 1170 and urh: 
ana qllip keranirn, Ank. 2800:4f.; b/k 546:5f.; KKS 316:16 (case); f/k 52:5; 
ina qilip keränirn, KKS 3la:13; kt k/k 59:l0f. (silver); kt z/t 14; kt 83/k 282: 5f.; kt 
87 /k 272: 15f.; kt 92/ 1041 (groin); 
ina qat[äp] keranim, kt 92/k 1037 (silver debt); 
i-qJ/ap keranim, kt 93/k 148:13f. (silver, port of mixed debt); 
urki(q1lip} keränim, kt m/k 101 :6 {silver debtl, 87 /k 104:9. 
Note: kt k/k 34:16f., kt 87/k 272:14f., barley inaebtJrim, silver inaq. k.; 
kt 93/k 148:8ff., mlxed debt, grain ino ebtJrim, silver iqqlfap keranim. 
2. eräsum, "ploughing (and seeding)", ca. Oct.- Nov., various constructions. 
1170 garnör ersim, AKT 1, 45 :4f., when the cultivation is ready; 
ino itti erasim TC 3, 240; EL 99, "ot the time of cultivation"; 
intJmi ana erä.sim U.$~1iJni, n/k 73:llf., silver, "when they go out to cultivate". 
Note: kt f/k 58:13f., summa a-di a-ra-si-im mJ~iuni 1Saqqal; 
1170 meraslim, ATHE 75, "at the time of cultivation". 
3. serdum, "(the time of) the olives", ca. Oct. - Dec., with ana. 
ana serdim, kt o/k 604b:5f., ana se-er-dim panemma 1saqqal 
4. "the coming up of the sown", lote autumn. 
117tJmi ersum u~-?t"u, kt v/k l60:7f., "when the sown comes up"; 
i-wa-~a Ni-so-ba, kt 87/k 139:6, "when the borley oppears". 
5. buqlätum, the sprouting (of the borley seeds), lote outumn (?), with anaond 1170. 
ano buqlatim, a/k 568:5f .; Prag 1 500:6, silver; 
1170 sa buqlälirn 1Saqqal, kt 86/k 198:5, gold debt. 
Note: kt 86/k 200:9f., ana elf!Su ina buqlätim1 undated silver debt. 
949 Landsberger 1949, 287, stated thot ehurum in the meaning "summer" is the Bobylonian equivalent of 
horpü, ond that ehürum in OA should not meon "summer" but "harves~ing), crop". The latter indeed 
fits all occurrences listed below (note payment in two instalments, ino ehürim and ino qitip keraniml, 
the expression molo ebüri.sunu, "os lang as they are harvesting" (BIN 4, 44:10f.}, end especially the 
combination ehüramserubum(see C4DE 17, 1,a,l', and kta/k 1060:3, eburninuserrah). lt mustalso 
apply in kt 89 /k 355: 2f., ina eburim ano ~r PN allik ... 27 awermo islu 28 ehurim .sazzuztum azziz, 
"at horvest time I went to PN ... 1 took acti9n and since harvest time I have acted as representative 11 • 
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6. das'ü, "spring", April - June, anal ina das'e, rare. 
kt k/k 93, silver, month II, 3 instalments, ~ibot niggallirn, sa Anna, ana das'&, 
kt 87 /k 336, silver, half [1110 da]se. half ino qllip ker6nirn; 
TPAK 98:llf., silver received istu das'e, month VII; end: from the week of A. 
Note: (d. Landsberger 1949, 287, note 124): 
ono das-'e kt n/k l654:7f., a. d !tddissum; 
ana res das'eCCT 3, 7a:5, a. r. d asapparakkirn; TTC 14:20, r. d.; 
ina da.s'im/ e POAT 6: 11, t: dase _turdam; AAA l no. l :7, !tbittam ina da sim ustalbin; 
ina das„e.su950 BIN 6, 204:40; kt 87 /k 453:22, hma t: d sikkatunn/ 
istu das'e JSOR 11 no. 1: 11, i. d adi harpe-, POAT 8: 26, i. d useb,laikum. 
7. kubur l!lflfim, "when the grain is ripe", end of June, beginning of July, with anal ina. 
ono kubur uf!J/im, kt a/k lll66:5f.; 1585:5f.; kt v/k 178:8f.; POAT 36:l0f.; 
ino kubur u_ltalim, Sadberk 29:7f. (silver debt); kt 91 /k 390: 12 (copper debt). 
8. horpu, "summer", July-Sept., with anaond ina, harpü, herpu(once) and harpum. 
Note: ina harpia in kt o/k 64: 16. 
anahorpe, kta/k801:9f.; 8996:5; 1214:9f.; 14536:7f.; ktf/k45:5, 62:8f, 103:7, 
111:6; 1846:13 (silver); kt k/k 9:8 [groin); kt s/k 51:5f., 54:9f.; kt 86/k 35; 
kt 88/k 1082 (barleyand malt); anohe-er-pe, kt 88/k 1087:17; 
ona harpim, kt f/k 1756: l 0 (silver); kt o/k 46 (silver and grain); kt n/k 77: 11 ff. (silver, 
two instalments, ana harpirn, ana sanl'm harpim; kt 92/k 1047:6; 
ina harpim, k1 o/k 81; ino harpe. kt o/k 931 b:4ff.; kt b/k 45b:5f.; kt d/k Ba: 
18, 24a:l0, 486:l0; kt g/k 12:10; k/k 32:16 groin; 33:14' grain; 
TPAK 113:13, Anatolian debtors, silver and grain, [1na2] harpe; 
kt m/k 103 16, annuol instalments ,hharpe ittanaddin. 
Note: kt c/k 18l:6ff., from the week of E. ana harpe; 
kt o/k 39, mixed, month II, barley ana ~,bll niggalh'm, silver ano harpe. 
kt m/k 104, mixed loan, silver ina so Anna, borley ina harpe; 
kt o/k 44, silver debt, payment from the week of A. ana harpim; 
kt f/k 73, silver, barley as interest ina harpe, silver ,na so Anna, 
kt 89/k 310:9ff., silver, month II, three annual instalments ina horpim. 
9. s1bt1 niggallim, "seizing the sickle", July, with onoond ino, with $tbll, $abötor ~abtl 
niggallt(m}, also niggallim olone, workl ~,b,~ n., once ona miqit n_ 
ana ~ibtl n., kt a/k 810:b:9f.; kt e/k 162:4, 164:7 (si!ver loon); kt n/k 1727:9; 1858; kt 
o/k 40:16; AKT 1, 39: llf.; BIN 4, 208:9; Garelli 1965,no.22:6; KTH 20:8; 
ona saböt ni-go-!t; kt 86/k 162: case 4f., silver ona soböt niggallt~ 
,(na) ~1bit ni-ga-lt; kt m/k 105, annuolly one third 1na ~- n.; f/k 65o:5 (silver); 
950 See for this "siluationsdeterminierendes" suffix, Landsberger 1949, 288, and now M. Stol, in: 
Studies Hirsch, 413-24, who stetes "Der Standort des Sprechers bestimmt die Übersetzung" and 
suggests that "his" may approach "over there", "that one·, but is apt to become frozen. See for 
a rare OA occurrence of the first person suffix under harpu, where it relates to the creditor who 
receives the payment. Note payment ino harpim; kt t/k 22a: 16f. 
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i-$0-bi-it ni-ga-h: f/k 162b:4f. (silver); 
/no) niggalh(mJ, a/k 1177:6; kt 86/k 163:5f. 1 ana eltisunu ino n., silver; EL 90:7, 
silver, among Assyrians, i-ni-go-hm; 
warki $lbJI niggollim, kt a/k 14306:7-11; 
ono miqd niggollim, Prag 1 491 + ICK 2, 52 {case), 5 1/2 minas of silver. 
Note: o/k 40, mixed loan 1 "from the week of the kossum, month II, 
they will give the barley ano $lb!I niggolhrn and pay 
the si lver ana horp,l; 
kt k/k 93, silver debt, month 11,· first instalment ana [~oba]t nig-
gollirn, second ano [so] Anno, third ona dos'e. 
10. e~ädum, "harvesting", July-Aug., with ina. 
ino e~adim, f/k 129:4, silver loan. 
Note: TC 3, 3 22f., lama rnätom e$6dum isbutu(m) "before the land is 
fully occupied by the harvest". 
11. ebürum, "horvest, crop", July-Aug.", wHh ino. 
ina ebiJrim, AKT 1, 79; Garelli-Kennedy 1960a, no.12; kt d/k 19a; kt y/t 4:11, mostly 
grain loans. 
Note: kt k/k 34:12-18, kt 87/k 272:14-16, Icons of silver and barley, barley tobe 
given ino eburim, silver tobe paid ino qilip keränim. 
kt 93/k 148, loan of silver ond grain, grain tobe given ina ehurim, silver to 
be paid iqqilop keranim. 
12. odrum, "threshing floor", ca. Aug.-Sept., with ino, ino erob / pahor / sopal odrim. 
ino adrim, ICK 1, 93; kt a/k 842:5ff.; kt n/k 1933; kt 86/k 160:7f., [t/ ano] adrim 
grain uhbultJ, kt 87 /k 304: 11; 
ino erab adrirn, kt z/t 14:7-12, barley "when it arrives at the threshing floor", silver 
ino qlfip keranim; 
ana pahär adrim, "not later than it (the borley) is brought together on the threshing 
floor", kt a/k 1259: Bf., kt 94/k 1040: 8f. (silver, Assyrians); 
ino sopol odrim, kt 87 /k 292:17, "ot the edge of (for "as soon as it has reached"?) 
the threshing floor". 
Note: kt 93/k 946:23, mixed loan, silver ino so Anna, grain ina odrirn. 
13. buqunum, "the plucking (of the wool)", in late spring, exceptional as the only due date 
reloted to husbandry, better known from OB texts, see CADB, 325, 2, but there usuolly 
restricted to wool debts. 
ana bu-qu-nirn isoqqo/, kt 94/k 1149:8 (courtesy Larsen), small silver debt. 
2.3. INTERPRfTATION 
Clues for dating the various events and festivals are provided by contracts in which the 
debts consists of two different commodities with separate payment terms (a), by contracts 
which stipulate payment in several instalments (b) and by some contracts which mention 
months (and weeks) as the date when the liability started (c). 
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a) different commodtlies 
text month barley/grain silver 
1. kt 87 /k 272 ebürum qllip keränim 
2. kt k/k 34 ebürum qilip keränim 
3. kt 93/k 148 ebiJrum qitap keränirn 
4. kt rn/k 104 harptJ so Anno 
5. kt 93/k 946 ino adrim so Anna 
6. ATH E 7 5 harpü merasturn 
7. kt o/k 40 II $tbit niggallim harptJ 
8. kt f/k 65 VII ~,b,1 niggollim .so Tuhtuhanim 
9. kt z/t 14 erab adrim q,lip kerönirn 
In 4 and 5 rhe order of payment stipulated in the contract is so Anna - harprJ / ina odrim. In kt 
91 /k 518 a debt of 15 shekels of silver is equated with 5 bags of groin and payrnent in groin hos 
to take place ina horpirn, but if payment is in silver, they will poy at the festival of Anno. 
b) one commodity to be p01d in instalmenls 
text month commodity instalrnent l instalment 2 instalment 3 
10. kt k/k 93 II silver sobat nigol/im so Anno dos,ü 
l l. kt 87 /k 258 silver harpiJ so Anna 
12. kt 87/k 336 silver das'u q1lip keränirn 
13. kt a/k 899 ·1 .! s1 ver harpü so Anna 
14. ICK 2,4 silver so Anna so Nipas 
15. 1CK 2, 50 silver so Anno so Parka 
c) month-names in combinotion wllh paymenl terms 
16. ATHE 2 
17. TPAK 98 
18. ICK 1, 40 
19. TC 3, 227 
20. kt n/k 17166 
21. kt 86/k 153 
5. kt 93/k 946 
7. kt o/k 40 
silver debt, in month 111, payment in 13 weeks (3 months) at Parka's festival. 
silver debr, from das 'u, month VII, from the week of Ennom-Assur, yeor 113. 
silver debt, from the week of kass'um, payment in 15 weeks, on Parko's festival. 
silver debl, from week x, month VII, yeor 107, half on Tuhtuhönum's festival, half 
in 15 weeks (after first instalment or from start of transaction2). 
silver debt, from week x, month IV, poymenl in one yeor, "when the ruler leaves 
the temple of Nipas". 
silver debt controcted in month l, tobe paid ano Tuhtuham: 
mixed debt, month 1, silver ina sa Anno, groin ina odrirn. 
mixed debt, month II, barley ina ~ibll niggollim, silver ona ha,pe. 
Matous 1965, 180, tentotively concluded that the order of the festivals, according to the 
Babylonain spring calendar (months in Roman numerals) would have been: 
Anna ca. 1/11 Tuhtuhanum ca. ////IV Nipos ca. VII/VIII Parka ca. XI/XII. 
In the Assyrien calendar (month 1 = Belet-ekallim, ca. Oct.-Nov.) this would meon: 
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Anna eo. VI/VII Tuhluhonum ca. VIII/IX Nipos ca. XII/! Parka ca. IV /V 
Some festivals are related to the calendar by the mention of the month in which the debt 
was contracted: 
5: 
16: 
20: 
18: 
month 1, silver at Anna's festival, groin at the end of the haNest; 
month III(+ week),951 in 3 months at Parka's festival, hence Parka= ca. Vl; 
month IV, payment after o year at Nipm/ festival, hence Nipas = ca. 1V; 
month VII, half of debt at Tuhtuhänum's festival, the other half 15 weeks later. 
The texts under a) betray a pattern of delivering barley in the summer, at the time of the 
(completion of the) harvest, which falls in the beginning of horpu, and paying silver in 
autumn, at the time of the harvest of the grapes, Sept./Oct. (1-3, 9), but there could of 
course be exceptions, conditioned by the wishes of creditor and/or debtor. Correlating 
agricultural dates ond features with festivals is to some extent possible, since the lalter most 
probably were also linked with the main events of the ogricultural year. This means that 
they could figure as alternative datings, perhaps used because they offered the advantage 
of being more precise, thonks to the cultic calendar, 952 since festivals would be held on 
particulor days and generally would last only a short period. 
$1b1/ niggallim, the (start of the) harvest, must be the (beginning of the) summer (horpu), July, 
ca. month X, and erab odrirn, "when (the barley} comes on the threshing floor", its end, 
several weeks later, ca. rnonth XI; the two due dates in 7 accordingly should mean the 
beginning and the end of the harvest. When there are different due dates (but to all ap-
pearances still within one year) for silver and grain, ~1b!I niggolhrn is followed by horpüand 
so Tuhtuhanim (7-8), and erab odrim (9) and eburum (1-3) by qitip keromm (Sept./Oct.). 
The fact that in 4 ond 5 payment of silver ina so Anna precedes payment of grain ino 
adrim/ harpe must be explained from the date of the debt in 5 (4 does not mention a dateL 
month l; the order of poyment suggests that the festival of Anno preceded the harvest, but 
how lang is unknown. Of the texts thot demand payment d one commodily in !wo instol-
ments, only two mention phases of the agricultural yeor, in 10 the first instolment is at the 
beginning of the harvest, the third in spring (das~u); in 12 the first instalment is in spring, the 
second in autumn (qitip keranirn). Text 17 shows thot the Assyrian month VII fell in "spring" 
(ca. April-June), which suggests that rnonth I may be equated with Oct./Nov. 
These dato imply that the main dates for the payment of such loans were the summer, the 
time of the grain harvest, and the autumn, the time when the grapes were picked. Since 
at least part of these loans were presumably consumptive ones, payment normally would 
take place as soon as the debtor had acqulred the means to do so from whot his harvest 
had yielded, grain or fruits. The main harvest and therefore due date was that of barley 
and wheot and this suggests that horpu, ebururn, kubur u//;Jim, ~1b;J niggol!tm, e~adum, and 
adrum were alternative woys of stipulating that date; the variation may be due to the fact 
951 The week-eponym is attested five hmes, four times during month II ond once during month III of 
eponymy year 93. 
952 Wit+i festivalt the preposition ina \s more .frequent than ana. 
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that no fixed terminology (the Assyrian terms could be tronslotions of Anatolian ones) had 
yet evolved (the sequence ~1bit niggallim - "spring" occurs only in 10). These terms/dates 
accordingly all refer to July/ August. Therefore they are never contrasted or mentioned as 
alternatives, with the exception of text 7, where the rather vague harpu must have meant 
the end of the sumrner. after the harvest hod been completed, but before the autumn. The 
second main due date apparently was the autumn, in which two events took place, the 
picking of the grapes ( qilip keranim) and the ploughing ond sowing of the fields [ erasum, 
meraslum). They did not coincide, the former happened in Sept./Oct., the lotter in Oct. / 
Nov. Dozens of loans (also those mentioning only one due dote) mention qtfip keranim, 
but references to the cultivation of the fields are much rarer (in all five occurrences} and 
meraslum (in the sequence harpü- meraslum} occurs only in 6. 
Since the main agricultural activities could take many week.s, there apparently occasionally 
was the wish to be more specific. This was rare with ~ibit niggallim, though the harvesf 
moy hove taken several weeks, ond we have only once "alter the hondling of the sickle". 
We also have "o~er the picking of the grapes", hardly a chronological distindion, since 
the picking of the grapes presumobly did not require much time. The unique "at (the time 
of) the olives" could be o further chronological specification, but it is too rare to draw con-
dusions. The vorious expressions using adrum do not imply chronological differences, but 
in connection wifh the cultivation of the field {erösum, see above chapter 2.2 .2) one moy 
differentiale between its beginning ["when one ·goes out to plough") ond its end ("when the 
ploughing is finished"), which could be alternative dates, depending on how much time 
this work required. However, since ploughing did not yield something that could be used 
to pay one's debts, the chronological distinction may have been of minor importonce. The 
date anal ina buqlätim is too rare ond too ill-defined to draw chronological conlusions, 
but "the plucking of the wool" (ana buqünim) and "when the sown/the grain comes up/ap-
pears", datable to lote spring and lote autumn, moy refer to specific, but anyhow not very 
cornmon times of payment. 
The nexl question is how these ogricultural dates relate to those named after religious 
festivals, and how the former can help us to fix m approach the dotes of the lotter, mony 
of which, to all appearances, must also have been related to the phoses ond moin events 
of the agricultural year. The dato of table o) and b} provide o few dues: a comparison of 
various columns suggests that the festival of Anno took place after the summer, somewhere 
in autumn, and this Hts text 10, which places it between the summer ond the spring. "Au-
tumn" implies two possibilities, the time of the plucking of the grapes (Sept./Oci.} and that 
of ploughing (Oct./Nov.), and the choice is difficult. One of the two presumobly should 
be reserved for the festival of T uhtuhänum, which according to text 8 also feil o~er the 
summer. lts position in {late~n outumn would fit the information of 18 {several months oher 
month VII) and, in a general woy, of 21 (dated to month 1), if the credit term was at least ten 
months. Toble b) also indicates that the festivals of Nipas and Parka were later thon that of 
Anna and the outumn, presumobly somewhere between eariy spring ond summer, which is 
confirmed by 16 of tcble c), This table is helpful in mentioning in which month ond week a 
debt started, but unfortunately we cannot narrow down these dates, since we do not know 
which part of the month the week-eponyms mentioned in 18-20 covered. Moreover, there 
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is still uncertainty when the Assyrien calendar started 1 at the time of the autumnal equinox 
or at that of the winter solstice (Larsen prefers the latter). Anyhow, 16 makes it dear that 
Parka's festival fell in month VI, which fits the sequence of text 15. lf we assume that the visit 
of the ruler to the temple of Nipas, mentioned in 20, took ploce during this (annual) festivol, 
the credit term of one year would fix it in month IV, before the festival of Parka. Texts 18 
and 19 are less helpful, becouse we do not know whether in case of payment in several 
instalments their length was the same or not (both are attested in Assyrien debt-notes that 
give these perods in weeks). Differences in the length of the instalments could be due to 
the time when the liability started, the wish to have the money back at a particular time, or 
personal circumstances. lf in 19 [month VII) the first term was also 15 weeks, Tuhtuhänum's 
festival should be placed in month XI/X, and the loan of 21 (of month 1} would have run for 
at least eight to nine months. lf not, this festival could have been earlier or loter, ond later is 
preferoble considering the likely dates of the festivals o~ Nipas and Parka and because of 
the sequence 11 harvest" - T uhtuhönum in 8, which suggests a festival after the summer. Most 
references ore to the festival of Anna, for which texts 4-5, 10-11 ond 13 suggest the (lote) 
autumn. The only problem, as mentioned above, might be 5, where this festival precedes 
the harvest, but we may assume (also because the order of the payments ls unusual) that it 
deals with a debt controcted ot the end of the previous calendar year with a credit term of 
perhaps nine to ten months. 
On the basis of these dato, considerations and uncertainties, taking into account thot festi-
vals during the Anatolian winter (months III-V} are less likely os payment dates, 1 suggest the 
following sequence and dates for the main festivals: 
festivol of 
Anna 
Nipas' 
Parka 
Tuhtuhanum 
month 
eo. Oct./Nov. 
ca. March/ April 
ca. May/June 
eo. Sept./Oct. 
agricu/Jvral seoson 
lote autumn 
beginning of spring 
summer and grain harvest 
harvest of fruit5. 
This concerns only the most frequently mentioned and therefore presumably most important 
and os payment terms most suitable festivals. Several others (§ 2.1 nos. 2-4 and 8-9), 
though rarely mentioned, also occur as due dates and have to be fitted into the calendar, 
which makes my reconstruction hypothetical. We need more dato to discover whether the 
(rare) occurrences of the latter are explainable from their seosonal dates, or were due to 
regional variation or to the specific wishes or affiliations of creditors and debtors. The pub-
lication of more Anatolien debt-notes with due dates of the type analyzed here, especially 
t~ose from the archives of Anatolian moneylenders and business-men (Peruwa, Suppiahsu, 
Sarapunuwa, etc.} will certainly ollow us to reach more certainty. 
My concern, here end in other tables and lists, has been to register and arrange the dato 
now available in order to present and discuss a framework into which the new dato we 
may expect from the publication of thousands of still unpublished "Kültepe texts11 con be 
fitted. . 
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Fig.1 Obverse of BM 113258, cuneiform copy published as CCT 2.2, o lelter of Salim-ahum to Püsu-
ken, written tn Assur in a professional hand that exhibits the classiccl Old Assyrien poleography. 
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2002 in Michel 2003c, due to the time of its publication is listed below as Veenhof 2003. 
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TEIL 2 
jESPER E1DEM 
ÄPUM: A KINGDOM ON THE ÜLD ÄSSYRIAN ROUTE 

PREFACE 
Making their way from Assur on the Tigris to their far-flung nelwork of commerciol settle-
ments ln Anatolia, the Old Assyrian traders and their caravans crossed the Habur headwa-
ters region in present-doy northern Syria. During the earlier phase of the Old Assyrien trode 
(=Kültepe Level II, ca. 1950-1835 BC) the troders passed a town named Apum. Although 
as yet unidentified this town was located in the vicinity of Tell Leilon, ancient Sehna/Su-
bat-Enlil, which during the later phase of the Old Assyrian trade {=Kültepe Level lb, ca. 
1800-1700} functioned as capital of "the land of Apum". In this latter period Leilan seems to 
have inherited the earlier role of Apum as relay station for the troders, probably os a result 
of inteNention by Sams,-Adad, who made Leilan his own residential capital. Subsequently, 
in the mid-18 th century BC, we find an Assyrian commercial establishment (korum) at Leilan. 
The official nature of this institution is underlined by the condusion of a formal treaty be-
tween the king of Leilan and the city of Assur, while contemporary administrative texts show 
that its functions included banking activity in the local region. 
This information ond much more is provided by the archives found at Tell Leilan in 1985 and 
1987 in the so-called "Lower Town Paloce East" [Operation 3L excavated by an expedition 
from Yale University directed by H. Weiss. 1 The tablets formed parts of archives belonging 
to the kings Mutija, Till-AbnO, and JakOn-Asar, who reigned at Leilan ca. 1755-28 B.C. 
(middle chronology). The orchives include more than 200 letters from the royal correspond-
ence, more than 500 administrative documents, and remains of 5 tablets with the texts 
of political treaties concluded by Leilan rulers. The documentation is important on several 
levels. Although dwarfed by the Old Assyrien archives from Kültepe ond the archives from 
ancient Mari, the Leilan archives are the largest as yet found in northern Mesopotamia, and 
more comprehensive than the groups of toblets found at sites like Rimah, Chagar Bazar, 
and ancient T uttul. In this latter sense they provide an opportunily for a sketch portrait of 
an important city-state in what was later to become "Assyrid'. In addition they stem from a 
period a generation or t<No atter the documentation from Mari comes to an end, and thus 
offers a logical sequel to evidence from there pertaining to the North. 
In the spirit of the present series I have attempted in the pages that follow to present some 
"approaches" to this evidence, and an oveNiew of the most important information it offers. 
General parometers and some specifics of the Leilan archives have been presented in vari-
ous preliminary reports and studies, 11 and major selections of the administrative documents 
are avoilable in provisional editions. A final edition of the letters and treaties has been 
completed, but "in press" since 1998, while a final and complete edition of the adminis-
trative texts is not yet ready. This means that a more comprehensive overview should be 
1 
II 
See Akkermans end Weiss 1991. 
Thus Eidern 1988, 1990, 19910, 19916, 1991c, 1991d, 1996a, 19966, 2000, 2002. Cf. also 
the fine summory in Chorpin 2004, 348-351. 
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welcome, 111 while it must inevitobly suffer slightly from o lock of completeness.lV Portions of 
Leilan letters and treaties ore here quoted in translation with a minimum of technical com-
rnentary, which will be found in the official edition, due to appear shortly. 
This presentation includes or overlops with issues dealt with recently in volume 4 of the An-
näherungen series (D. Chorpin, "Histoire Politique du Proche-Orient Amorrite (2002-1595)", 
OBO160/4 (2004) pp. 25-480}, and again with specific reference to the evidence from 
Mari in a book by D. Chopin and N. Ziegler (Marlet le Proche-Orienla lepoque amorrife. 
Essai d'hi.sloire polt!ique. Florilegium marianum V (Memoires de N.A.B.U. 6. Paris 2003). 
Readers ore referred to these tvvo works for much general background material not treoted 
here, and for further bibliographical references, here kept to o sensible minimum. 
lt should be noted that toblets from the 1987 Leilan archives are referred to here with the 
numbers used in the editions: YTLR = J. Eidern, The Royal Archives from Tell ie,lan. 0/d Ba-
bylonian Leitersand Trealies from the Lower Town polace. YTLR, Yole University Press; FI = 
F. lsmail, Altbabylonische Wirtschaftsurkunden aus Tal/ LeJ/an (Syrien/. UnpubL Ph. D. Diss., 
Eberhard-Karls-Universität, Tübingen 1991; CV = C. Vincente, The 1987 Tell ietlan Tablets 
Doted by the Limmu of HabJ/-kinu. Unpubl. Ph. D. Diss.,Yale University 1991, while toblets 
and sealings not included in these editions are referred to with their L.87-field numbersY 
1 would like to express my grotitude to Markus Wäfler for his kind invitotion to lecture in 
Berne in early 1999, and for accepting this contribution for publication in Annäherungen. 
To H. Weiss I owe thanks for entrusting me with publication of the letters and treaties from 
the 1987 seoson at Leilan, and for subsequent advice and information. Professor F. lsmoil 
(University of Aleppo) ond Dr. C. Vincente, who prepared editions of Leilan administrative 
texts for their Ph. D. theses, provided pleasont compony during long stoys in Deir ez-Zor to 
study Leilan tablets, and shared with me notes on some still unedited texts. My own work 
on Leilan material was generously funded by the University of Copenhagen, The Carlsberg 
Foundation, The Martin Levy Memorial Grant, and The Danish Research Council for the 
Humonities. 
111 The presentotion here incorporotes introductory matter in the official edition Eidern, YTlR. but is an 
updated and more comprehensive version. lt involves more evidence from the administrative texts 
ond provides numerous quotalions from the letters and treoties. 
IV A number of tablets and fragments from the archive, undated administrative texts, remoin basically 
unedited. 
v The numbering used in the editions of the administrative texts will probably be chonged in the final, 
formal publication of the complete administrative corpus from 1987. Texts in these editions will also 
require further collation and study, and some reodings presented below are at variance with those 
of the editions. 
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1.1. SEHNÄ, ÄPUM, SUBAT-ENLIL 
lt has lang been estoblished that the imposing 90 ha site of Tell Leilan should be identified 
with ancient Sehna/Subat-Enlil. Tablets found on the high mound "Acropolis" of Leilan in 
1985 made the identification with Subat-Enlil virtually certain, 1 ond almost simultaneously 
it was demonstrated from Mari evidence that the original name of the city was Sehna, 2 
and os such the site is mentioned several times in Old Akkadian texts found at Tell Brak. 3 
Presumbaly renamed Subat-Enlil by Samsi-Adad (ca. 1835-1778 B.C,L whose imperial 
ambitions included emulation of the enormously successful Old Akkadian kings, the city 
was again referred to with its old narne following the demise of his kingdom. In Mari texts 
contemporary with the reign of Zimri-Lim both names are used, and in the still slighty later 
documentotion from Leilan itself, the original nome prevails. 4 Sehna is also encountered in 
the year-formula for the 23rd regnal year (=1728 BC) of the Babylonian king Somsu-iluna, 
which records the destruction of Sohnö {= Sehnö): "The Year: Samsu-iluna, the king, by the 
fierce power which Enlil gave him, destroyed Sahne, the capital city of the land of Apum, 
Zarhonum, Putra, Susä, ... -lazia(?) <ond> .... Jakün-Asar .... Jakün- ... ". 5 This is the lotest 
extant reference to Leilan, where major occupation also seems to have come to an end 
about this time. 
The Babylonian year-formula, as weil as sources from Mari and Leilan itself, show dearly 
that Sehnä/Subat-Enlil was the capital for an areo called "the land of Apum", which pre-
sumably covered a large eastern portion o~ the Habur Basin. Apum, however, must also 
have been the name of o town. Old Assyrien texts from Kültepe Level II (ca. 1950-1835 
BC} show thot Assyrian caravans possed a place called Apum, located in the Habur Basin. 
In parallel with other localities olong the Old Assyrian routes Apum should be a town and 
not a land. Further the documentation for a paramount local goddess, Belet-Apim, points in 
the some direction, since such compounds usually involve a town.6 
Whiting 1990a and 19906. 
2 Chorpin 1987a. 
3 Eidern, Finkel, and Bonechi 2001, nos. 14, 31, 59. 
4 Thus many administrative texts have the note "in Sehna•, while only one refers to Subot-Enlil in a 
note "when the enemy approached the gate of Subat-Enlil" (FI 98). In letters Sehnä is mentioned 4 
times (YTLR 16, 136, 141, and 157). and Subat-Enlil 6 times (YrLR 42, 75, 76, 89, 111, 176). In 
no case does context suggest a location different than the place of receipt of the letter. 
5 Horsnell 1999, Vol. 2, 211-213. 
6 Chorpin (1987a) succincily set out these arguments, and pondered the possible existence of a 
town Apum distinct from the site of Tell Leilan, but for lock of specific evidence conduded that 
Apum was only the name of a land. 
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Although a town or city Apum is not in clear evidence outside the Kültepe material, it thus 
seems likely to have existed. lt seems unlikely moreover to be identical with Leilan itself, 
where the excavator has repeatedly stressed a "hiatus" in settlement for the period ca. 
2200-1900 BC (Leilan period llc). Where then is ancient Apum? Tell Mhm. Diyab, lo-
cated only o few kms southeost of Leilan, and obviously of some consideroble importance, 
seems a possible candidate, and one notes the find of an Old Assyrian cylinder seal at 
Mhm. Diyab, which prompted the following comment from one of the excavators: "on peut 
affirmer desormais que Mohammed Diyab se trouvait sur la route commerciale qui relait 
l'Assyrie 6 l'Anatolie centrale, en plein c6ur du "pays d'Apum". 7 Also Mhm. Diyob, how-
ever, seems to have been abandoned du ring Leilan period llc, 8 and must therefore, at least 
formally, be discounted. According to recent and very detailed survey work in a 30 km strip 
of the Syrian Habur Basin the Leilan Project team found only a few, mostly very small sites, 
which show occupation in period llc. Although even the best survey has obvious limitations, 
especially with regard to identification of such a narrow time range, it seems prudent to 
limit search to the sites presently identified. Since Apum should be a rela,ively large and 
important place this allows virtually only a single candidote, namely Tell Aid, eo. 15 km 
due west of Leilon, and ca. 15 km southeast of Qamishli. 9 1s this possible? One observation 
which could point in the same direction is the rather curious fad that among the senders of 
letters to the kings of Leilan only the king of Suna, a vassal, reports on the well-being of the 
"land of Apum" (YTLR 101), as if Sunä was particularly associated with Apum. Was Sunä, 
7 Castel 1990, 53. The idea to identify Mhm. Diyob with ancient Apum would of course run counter 
to the identificalion of the site with ancient Azamhul proposed by Chorpin in 1990 (19906) and 
subsequently o~en repeated, but built on fairly slim evidence. Chorpin, for instance, stated that 
ARMT XXVl/2, 357 and A.2496 (= ARMT XXVIII, 132) show the proximity of Subot-Enlil and 
Azamhul, but the mention of Azomhul in the former text moy relate to its importance as residence 
of Haja-abum's brother Züzu (d. below}, while the latter text in foct mentions Jumro~-EI, king 
of Daragum and Azamhul, and therefore rather shows the proximity of these two towns, both 
probably located some distance eosl of Leilan. Daragum at least is known os an intermediate point 
between Rozomä and Apum in the Old Assyrien documentation (cf. Nashef 1987). 
8 Nicolle 2005, 181. . 
9 Ristvet and Weiss 2005, p. 1 ond Fig. 5 (site 90). In the leilan llc period occupalion is eslimated 
at 10-20 ha. The same site is no. 166 in Meiier 1986: 19-20, where it is reported to be ca. 
500 min dm., ond that: "Ancient remains consist of four summits, the westem one ca. 35 m high, 
the eastern (covered by the modern village) ca. 22 m., the southem ond northern ones lowish". 
Occupation was estimated to cover EB IV through LB. 
The correlation of archaeological and historical dato is of course precorious. The end of the Leilan 
llc period would formally include the inceptive phase of the Old Assyrien trade, ond it is of course 
logical to think thot there is o generol connection here: the revivol of settlement in lhe North would 
have provided the stability and prosperity which ollowed the trade to proceed, further supporting 
the revival. In archaeologicol terms the margin is slim, but one would still prefer clear evidence for 
"pre-Scmsi-Adad" occupation at any particular site before claiming that it was occupied when the 
Old Assyrien trade began. 
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a town which must cleorly be sought west/northwest of LeilanJ somewhere in the vicinity of 
Qamishli, lO thus perhaps closer to the core of Apum than Leilan itself? 
Whotever the correct location of ancient Apum, however, the much larger Sehnö/Leilan would 
have been the capital of a fair-sized Habur stote prior to its abandonment around 2200 BC. In 
the following centuries Apum would have become a political and religious center for this part of 
the Hobur Basin, and as such a natural relay point for the Old Assyrien traders. When in the lote 
19th cent. Samsi-Adad conquered the Habur Basin he chose the possibly still deserted mound 
of Leilan as his residence, instead d the local capital, a strategy also seen elsewhere in this 
period. Qabrä, for instance, replaced Erbil as capital, Ekallötum replaced Assur, and Nurrugum 
replaced Niniveh/Ninet. 11 Sams,-Adad is known to have deposed ond persecuted some local 
rulers in the areas he conquered, while allowing others to remain as vassals. What happened 
to the ruler of Apum is uncertain. The cult of Belet-Apim was probably transferred from Apum to 
Subat-Enlil, which now also became transit point for the renewed Assyrien trade on Anatolia. 
Possibly Apum was destroyed or at least severely reduced, to the extent that only a few refer-
ences to it may be detected. 12 lnstead Apum remained as a designation for the region. 
This state of affalrs helps to clarify the turbulent history of Leilan after the dissolution of the 
Samsi-Adad kingdom. After the death of the mighty king himself and the lass of Mari, lsme-
Dagan could only hold an to a small orea around his capital Ekallätum, but in the Habur 
Basin the fortified cities of Kahat and Subat-Enlil held out for some time. 13 In Subat-Enlil the 
old official Samija stayed in control some 4 years into the reign of Zimri-Lim, but was in 
conflict with a certain T urum-natki opparently supported by inhabitants of Subat-Enlil itself. 14 
Together they sought help from Zimri-lim of Mari to get rid of Samija, and promised him 
the "treasures of Samsi-Adad", apparently still somewhat intact, in return. 15 Likewise Samija 
received a letter from Simah-ilanem of Kurdö, who offered to kill T urum-natki and join the 
country of Apum to Subat-Enlil. This uneasy situation ended in the year ZL 4, when lbal-p1-EI 
II of Esnunna invoded the Habur supported by Garni-Lim of Andarig .16 Samija disappeors 
from view, while Turum-natki somehow came to grief since we hear: 
lO Charpin and Ziegler 2003, 275. 
11 See Eidern and Laess0e 2001, 22. 
12 In YTLR 84, in a rather broken and not too dear context, we find "o woman from the town of Apum" 
(mi-tur uru o-r pa,-a-/1 i7]. lf the reading is correct - and the sign uru not added by mistake - this 
reference seems to prove the existence of a town Apum, but the evidence is slim. 
13 See Charpin and Ziegler 2003, 186. 
14 A group of letters from Samija were intercepted and ended up in Mari. As if the poor Samija 
did not have enough professional lroubles, he also seems to hove suffered domestic worries! (see 
Durand, DEPM III, pp. 501-504). 
15 Eidern 1994. 
16 See Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 198: Esnunna troops occupy Subat-Enlil where there is struggle 
between Samija who supports them and inhabitants who support T urum-natki of Apum, and it is 
soid: "Let us kill Samija and the notables, and let us either make "the son of Assur" (dumu dAssur} 
king or give the city to T urum-notki, but we shall not join Esnunna"(A.1421 cited ibid. n. 245). The 
rother mysterious Mar-Assur- moy perhaps be understood as "director" of the Assyrien merchant 
office, later referred to as "the House of !he servant af Assur" (cf. below Ch. 4.2). 
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"and Qarni-Lim buried Turum-natki in Apum. He assembled the kings around Subat-
Enlil, and they mourned him. Garni-Lim bowed, and they installed a son of Turum-
natki as king of Subat-Enlil". 17 
As such Turum-natki is the first documented figure who may have had legitimate, i. e. 
"pre-Samsi-Adad", daims on Apum. In several cases descendants of the princes ousted by 
Samsi-Adad came back to claim the ancestral throne, and T urum-natki was quite likely one 
such figure. 18 The rather opaque statement that he was buried "in Apum" presumably refers 
to a precise locality, probably the site of the town of Apum. Thus T urum-natki did manage 
to return to his presumed ancestral base, and it may be from there that jars sealed by one 
of his officials were sent to Subat-Enlil, where tv..to such sealings have been found. 19 
His son and successor who became king of Subat-Enlil, was apparently o certain Zuzu, 
who does not seem to have been much favoured either by Zimri-Lim or his own people, 
since less than a year later it is reported that the "commoners" of Apum have evicted him 
and instead chosen Haja-aburn as king. 20 A new piece of information provided by one 
of the Leilan treaties [L.T.-1) is the fact that Höjo-abum was a son of T urum-natki, and it 
would seem that he and Zuzu for a short time shared kingship of Apum. The aftermath of 
Züzu's "eviction" is described in a letter from Mari, which concerns reports of Züzu·s deoth, 
attributed consecutively to an illness, a serious accident, and finally to "natural causes''. 21 
Following this event officials of Bunu-lstar of Kurdö orrived to seal the residence of Züzu and 
retain a caravon of his assembled to transport groin from Azomhul to Sophum, while Qarni-
Lim of Andarig, presumobly residing at this stage in Subat-Enlil, proceeded to install Haja-
abum as king. This may reflect a situation where the Sinjar city-states of Andorig and Kurdä 
shared control of Apum, and Züzu may hove ended his career as a Kurdä-sponsored king 
in Azamhul. lf so we have interesting evidence for two sons of T urum-natki, who may, for a 
time, have shared kingship of Apum, residing in respectively Subat-Enlil and Azamhul. 
In any event Hojo-abum was leh os sole king of Apum, although under control from Anda-
rig, over the next years until mid-ZL 10, 22 when Elomite troops and their allies invaded the 
Habur. Events during this year are exceptionally weil documented in the published sources 
from Mari. Hajo-abum was killed and an Elamite general, Kunnom, 23 resided for a time 
at Subat-Enlil and controlled a large sector of the Habur Basin, but later the same year the 
Elomites and their allies were defeated. Qarni-lim came to a sad end, and his place was 
17 Chorpin 1987a, 136. 
18 Cf. Charpin and Ziegler 2003, 183. For the example of Kurde see Chorpin and Durond 2004. 
19 See Weiss 1985, 283. 
20 Chorpin ond Ziegler 2003, 204, reported in a letter from Sammelar (A.4406, dated 1/viii ZL 5). 
21 A.350+, published in Chorpin 19906 = DEPM 1, no. 333. Cf. also Sassen 2001. 
22 Charpin and Ziegler 2003, 204f. As noted there l.T.-1 was conduded jointly by Häjo-obum and 
Qarni-Lim {with a king of/near Asnakkum), ond the archive found at Leilan in 1991 shows that 
Qorni-lim had o permanent residence in Sehnä. 
23 Chorpin end Ziegler 2003, 217f. 
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taken by a certain Atomrum, ruler of the Siniar town Allahad, who now controlled both 
Andorig and also Subat-Enlil, where a certain Subrom was installed as governor. During 
the following years Atomrum, and simuhaneously and subsequently from ZL 12 his succes-
sor, Himdija, were in control of Leilan. 24 
After 1761 8.C., when Hammurabi of Babylon conquered Mari, documentation for the 
history of northern Mesopotamia basically comes to an end for a very lang time. Texts 
found at Tell al-Rimah in the Sinjar Plain provide some information on a few years within 
the decennium 1760-50 B.C., and show that Hommurabi of Babylon now was in control 
of northeastern Mesopotamia. 
This was the situation in 1985, when the first rooms of the Lower Town Palace at Leilan were 
excavated, and a handful of tablets and sealings appeared bearing names of new kings, 
and evidently dating to a period later than that documented at Mari. The more extensive ex-
cavations in 1987 produced maior archives, and it became clear that the tablets contained 
references to three kings of Apum, who reigned after 1761 BC., viz. Mutu-Abih, Till-Abn0, 
and Jakün-Asar. The sequence of these kings presents no immediate problem. The bosis 
for a reconstruction is provided by two synchronisms with material from Babylonia. The first 
is the Samsu-i!una year formula already referred to, and which shows that Jakün-Asar was 
king in 1728 B.C., and that his reign probably ended that year. The second synchronism is 
provided by the /immu Habil-kenu, used lo date many odministrotlve tablets associated with 
the reign of Mutu-Abih, and which is also found in tablets from Sippar in Southern Mesopo-
tamia. From the Sippar texts the limmu can be dated to a year either very lote in the reign 
of Hammurabi or very early in the reign of his successor Samsu-iluna, i.e. approximately 
1750 B.C.25 Finally the Leilan material itself provides ample evidence that Till-Abnü directly 
succeeded Mutija, who is referred to retrospectively in several letters sent to Till-AbnO. 
Mutu-Abih26 is the full form, but usually this king is referred to with the hypocoristicon Mu-
tija. Numerous tablets are sealed with his seal, which bears the legend: "Mutu-Abih, son 
24 The excovations al Leilan have produced some evidence from 1h·1s period. On the Acropolis 
seolings pertaining to Turum-natki and Haja-abum have been found (see Weiss 1985}, and in 
the Lower Town Palace a few sealings have the legend of a certain Beli-emüqi, seNant of Höi•-
abum. Himdija, Atamrum's successor, is represented by a few sealing fragments, and two tablets. 
Among the sealings ore envelope fragments from Room 2 (l.87-861 and L.87-865) which carry 
the full legend of Himdiia's seal ("Himdija, prefect of STn, the lord of Jamutbalum, king of And• rig"}. 
The two tablets ore a legal document sealed by o servanl of Himdija and dated with the limmu 
ha-ah-d[u(?)- ... ] found in Room 22, and o single letter [L.87-887] addressed to Himdija, from 
Room 5. The latter text, which contains important new information, will be publ·1shed separately by 
F. lsmail. 
25 See Veenhof 1989; d. Chorpin l990d. 
26 For this nome meoning "Man of Ebih Uebel Homrin) see Durand 1991, 85. lt could be speculated 
that this name hos c beoring on the history of the fomily to which Mutija belonged, and one notes 
thot his fother corried the same name as a man briefly king of Ahäzum, on the Lower Zöb (see 
Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 100 and 107). 
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of Halun-pi-(ju)mu27, beloved of Adad and Belet-Apim". 28 In the treoty L.T.-2, concluded 
between Mutija and ·Hazip-Tessup of Razama, he is repeatedly referred to os lugal mat 
Apim- "king of the land Apum". 
Till-Abn0 2Q is the current form of the name, while the hypocoristicon Tillöja is found once or 
twice. 30 A number of administrative tablets are sealed with his seals, on which the two first 
lines in the legend invariably read : "Till-Abnü, son of Dari-Epuh", while the third line either 
appears as: ir §adlM - "servant of Adad''. or as: lugal mo-a-at[a-pi-,rn(ki)] - "king of the 
land Apum", and this is the title found also in the treaties L.T.-3 and L.T.-5. 
Jakün-Asar is the current form, but a hypocoristicon, Jaküjo (ia-ku-ia) is found in several seal 
legends belonging to servants of the king. The legend of his own seal is found on numerous 
tablets and reads: "Jakün-Asar, son of Dari-Epuh, king of the land Apum". 31 
lt is clear that Till-AbnO and Jakon-Asor, both sons of Dari-Epuh, were brothers, end possi-
bly other members of the family are attested. 32 Since Mutijo, and Till-Abnü ond Jakün-Asor 
had different fathers it might seem that two different dynasties were involved, but appar-
entty the situation is not that simple. Various references show that men named Till-Abnü and 
Jakün-Asar were actively supporting Mutija during his reign, ond the evidence suggests a 
geo-political construction where Mutija, as king of Apum and based in Sehnö, was sup-
ported by lwo sub- or junior kings on the borders of Apum. 
This of course raises the question of the exact relationship between the three men. Him-
dija's reign and control of Leilan beyond the last yeor of the Mari archives, 1761 B.C., is 
unknown, but presumably of short durotion, and the year of the hmmu Habd-kenu which 
may be the lost regnol yeor of Mutija, con be doted to ca. 1750 B.C. Consequently there 
is a gap of ca. 10 year in the history of Apum. Neither Dori-Epuh, Mutijo, nor his father 
Halun-pi-(ju)mu are known from other sources, and our texts reveol nothing about their 
27 This follows writings like ha-/u-(un/m-}p,.:.Pl-mu in texts from Mari (ARMT XVl/1, 97), ond in L.T.-2 
iii 5' ha-lu-pl-tJ-mu. 
28 mu-h.J-a-hi-ih, dumu ha-lu-un-pi-mu, na-ra-om dim. u dnin-o-pi-im. 
29 For this name and its possible etymologies cf. Durand 19876. Fora Habur region town Till-Abna 
see Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 235 w. n. 604. 
30 In the address of YTLR 23, sent from Hammurabi of Holab; ond possibly in the oddress of YflR 
27, sent from Bin-Dommu, the Halab general. 
31 io-Ku-un-a-sar, dumu da-ri-e-pu-uh, lugol mo-a-ol o-pl-im (see Poroyre in Weiss et ol. l991, 564 
fig. 34}. 
32 Two seoling fragments ore relevant in this context. The first is [L.87-151] where the frogmentory 3 line 
legend reads: [x x]-d[ ..... ]. [dumu d]a-ri-{ . ..... ]. [ x t]i-h-[ .... ... ]. lf Dori-Epuh and Till-Abnu are 
· involved here we must hove o figure reloted to, but presumably subordinoted Till-Abnu. 
The second is [L.87-152], a~ain with only part cf the legend preserved: [x xf x ,_~dl ...... ], [dumu 
,a-k] u-un-o-[ .sar], [ ir? ti-la-aj b-nu! ti. In this case it could be speculated that o nephew cJ Till-Abnü is 
involved, and hence that Till-Abnü was foirly aged - or considerobly younger thon his brother Jokün-~r. 
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origtns. The same names occur in texts from Marf, but in contexts which render ft unlikely or 
mere speculation that the same individuals are involved. lt seems possible that Dari-Epuh 1 
the father of Till-Abnü and Jakun-Asor, could be related to earlier kings of Apum. Some 
evidence to this effect can be found in YTLR 28, where Ea-mallk stetes that Tlll-AbnO has 
ascended his 11father's" throne, and in YTLR 115, where Take writes to his lord: 11This is the 
advice which your father gave me: lf you write to Till-Abnu, he shall come to you(r oid) 
like one man, and if he colls on you(r help), go to him at oncel 11 Assuming that the "father" 
in question really was Darl-Epuh, and that he once ruled Leilan, it might be thought that 
Mutija was an outsider who had usurped the throne aher the death of Dari-Epuh. However 
that may be the best theory which can be offered at present is perhaps that Till-Abnu and 
Jakün-Asar were nephews of Mutija. 
This summary has clearly shown how limited and often uncertain the evidence for the history 
of Apum is at present, reflecting also very complex histor1cal scenarios. lf the main outline 
should prove correct it may be asked why a town Apum is not or barely in evidence in the 
extensive evidence from Mari and Leilan. The answer must be that Apum was sufficiently 
devoid of political and other importance to have accidentally crept into the available 
documentation. The basic scenario, however, is highly interesting. Sehna/Leilon was no 
doubt the capital of a large kingdom during its mid-third millennium floru1f, while Apum may 
hove been one of the relatively few settlements which persisted throughout the period ca. 
2200-1900 BC, or was perhaps a first choice for the earliest resettlement. After Sams,-
Adad revived Leilan, and here in effect created an imperial capital, Apum was eclipsed, 
and not revived when locals rulers returned. lnstead Sehnö became the capital for a land 
Apum, whose rulers strove to emulate the power attached to possession of Subat-Enlil. The 
efforts seem to have had little success until after the fall of Mari when external interference 
became weaker. In the case of the lost Apum rulers it seems Sehna had regained its politi-
cal importance as one of the main powers in the Habur Basin. 
l . 2. T HE ARCHIVES FROM LEltAN ÜPERA TION 3 
The Lower Town Palace East at Tell Leilan has so far only been explored during lwo field 
seasons, in 1985 ond 1987. This work exposed c. 1000 square meters of the building, 
which is estimated by the excavators to have comprised perhaps 12.500 square meters. 33 
The epigraphic evidence excavated in 1985 has been summarised in some detail by R. 
Whiting. 34 lt was mainly found in the two partially excavated rooms numbered 2 and 5, 
and it included 16 administrative texts dated with the limmu eponyms: Adad-bani (1 text) 1 
Assur-taklaku (1). lsme-EI (7), warki lsme-EI (1), and Niwer-Kubi (6). All of these texts came 
from Room 2 except the one dated to Adad-bani, which was found in Room 5. In addition 
33 Akkermans and Weiss 1991; 97. 
34 R. Whiting 1990a and 19906. 
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to this was found half a dozen undoted or fragmentrny administrative texts and a single 
letter addressed to Somija. The seolings found had inscriptions relating to the kings Samsi-
Adad, Hirndqa, Till-AbnO, Mutijo, and Jokün-Asar. The seal of Jakün-Asar himself was also 
found impressed on oll the administrative tablets dated with the limmu lsme-EI (induding 
one dated worki 1. -E.) . 
During the 1987 season the rooms 2 and 5 were completely excavated, and finds here 
matched those of the first seoson. The tabiets are administrative texts, rnany doted to the 
/immuyear lsme-EI, firmly associoted with the ruler Jakün-Asar. The texts virtually all concern 
wine, and were port of a smoller, specialized archive, and the lotest texts so far found in 
the palace. 
In addition o large new areo of the palace was excavated, and a much larger second 
group of tablets was found, scattered in three different adjacent rooms. This material con-
sists of both administrative texts, letters, and fragments from political treaties. With very few 
exceptions it belongs to the lotest phase of Leilan history, i.e. the period ca. 1755-28 B.C. 
The bulk of the group was found [n Room 22, in brick collapse obove the Level II floor, 
while much smaller portions were found in Room 17 north of Room 22, and in Room 23 
just west of 22. Several joins among the three groups make it certain that they originally 
formed a single group, stored high obove the floor or on a second storey, ond dispersed 
as excavated when the bu ild i ng colla psed. 35 
The Sumerian King List 
Several fragments could be joined to form the lower part of a large tablet inscribed with a 
version of the the famous Sumerian King List. The text has been fully edited by C. Vincente. 36 
lt is the only literary type text so for discovered at Leilon, ond it is tempting to see its presence 
there os a trace of Soms1-Adod's period of residence. Why it was kept and inserted in much 
later toblet groups is more difficult to explain, but it seems likely that scribes and others were 
awore of the special nature of this text, and therefore wanted to preserve it. 
The Treaties 
A total of 76 field nos. represents fragments from at least 5 different toblets with political 
treaties. They can be classified as follows: 
L.T.-1: Treoty bef'Neen Haio-• bum-Qarni-lim ond ruler of SümOm(/ Asnokkum) 
L.T.-2: Treaty between Mutija and Hazip-Tessup of Razamö 
L.T.-3: Treaty between Till-AbnO and Jom~i-HatnO of Kohat 
35 In the yeors following this find 4 toblets, which themotically belong with it, have tumed up on the 
art morket. An administrative toblet has been published in Woetzoldt 2003, while 2 lette~ from 
Brussels are published in YTLR, Appendix 3. For one of these letters see Ch. 3. 3. 
36 Vincente 1995. 
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L.T.-4: Treaty between Till-Abn0 and unidentified king 37 
L.T.-5: Treaty between Till-Abn0 and Assur38 
L.T.-6: Miscellaneous treaty frogments 
L.T.-7: Treaty Bullae(?) 
L.T.-1 is clearly older than the rest of the material. lt is possible that the treaty still had some 
contemporary relevance, but more likely that the tablet was kept to have a kind of "model" 
at hand for such compositions. L.T.-6 fragments cannot with certainty be assigned to any 
of the tablets L.T.-l-L.T.-5 and are therefore kept separate. For the possible treaty bullae 
L.T.-7 see below Ch. 3.2. 
The Letters 
A total of 221 letters or letter fragments have been found in the LTP. Two of these, both found 
in Room 5, are older than the bulk of the material. One is addressed to the Samsi-Adad 
official Samija, the other to the Andarig king Himdija. The remaining all seem to date to the 
reigns of the last three Apum kings. 39 They can be classified according to the reconstructed 
sequence of these rulers (Groups 1-111}, and agoin subdivided according to the status-marker 
used in the address formula: abum "father" = superior status, no status marker = neutral", 
ohum "brother" = equal status\ morum "son" = inferior status, wordum = "seNant''. Group IV 
consists of letters addressed to an unnamed ''Lord" .40 
The stotus markers provide important information. 41 In the case of individuals who wrote to 
the Leilan kings as father, brother, or son it can be deduced that these individuals them-
selves enjoyed status as kings. From the Mari archives it is clear that the style of address 
between the same kings or kingdoms could change due to political circumstances, and we 
see, for instance, that while Jarim-Lim of Jamhad was the "fother" of Zimri-Lim, his son and 
successor Hanmurabi was first "son", later "brother" of Zimri-Lim, a sign of courtesy from a 
young and unproven ruler. In the list below it can be noted that Jakün-Asar, Masum, and 
Niqmi-Adad all call Mutijo their "father 11 , but refer to Till-Abnu as "brother". Since Jakün-Asar 
was actually a brother of Till-Abn0 his case is easy to explain, while for the others the date 
and political context of the letters may be the reason. The absence of any status marker 
(neutral) found in a number of letters must probably be viewed as a deliberate avoidance 
of the status issue. People like ßin-Dammu (Halab general} ond Ea-malik (Kah• t "prince"} 
probably used this style because they did not belang to any of the distinct status slots indi-
cated by "brother" and "son 11 • In other cases it seems that writers may have avoided the is-
~ue pending establishment of regular relations with Till-Abn0. Halu-rabi, Niqmi-Adad, and 
Sukrum-T essup all write both as "neutral" and as "brother", and it could be thought that the 
37 Fairly little remains of this tablet, but it is possible that Jam~i-Hatnü of Kahat is mentioned. 
38 Published in Eidern 1991 b. 
39 These letters virtuolly all come from Room 22. 
40 See the complete classification in Appendix 2. 
41 Fora detailed discussion of these motte~s see Lafont 2001, 232-243. 
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"neutral" letters are the earliest. Also among the individuals writing as "servants", however, 
could be "kings", although vassals with status lower than "sons". A special cose is presented 
by the correspondents who address their letters to belum, but add the nomes of Mutijo or 
Till-AbnO. lt has plausibly been suggested that this mode of address was used when writing 
to a "foreign" lord.42 
This brings us to a fundamental problem. All the letters sent to Mutijo os named addressee 
must of course belong to a period bebre his death and the accession of Till-AbnO, which 
con be placed sometime in lote Habil-kenu or early Amer-lstar. For the letters oddressed to 
an anonymous belum "lord", however, only internal evidence can show whether Mutqa or 
Till-Abnu, or some other figure was the addressee. A similar difficulty applies to the letters 
sent to Tdl-AbnO, a few of which seem to date to a time when Mutija was still king, while 
most belong after Till-AbnO's accession. Evidently these two difficulties cannot be entirely 
eliminoted. but apart from explicit internal evidence in some letters the address formulae 
can provide some indications. The seven correspondents who used the address "to my lord 
PN" to Till-Abnü were not his own officials or vassals, but considered either Mutqa or some 
third king their proper "lord". Two of these, Songaro ond Take, also employ the simpler form 
in letters almost certainly sent to Till-Abnu, and we may here have a criterion for separating 
some letters sent to Till-AbnO before and after his accession. 
The tables below provide an overview of the letters sent to Mutija and Till-AbnO by figures 
whose status markers indicate that they were kings. Names of their boses/copitals are 
supplied when identifiable on present evidence. Fora complete formal classification of the 
epistolory evidence with the relevant YTLR nos. see Appendix 2. 
42 Lafont, ARMT XX:.Vl/2, 512; cf. also Chorpin ARMT xx,./1/2. p. 130 + n. 5. 
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Letters to Muti ja 
Status Base Name No of texts 
Father Holob Hammurabi 4 
Brother Kurdä Astomor-Adad 4 
- Tabätum(?) Halu-rabi l 
- Korona(?} Sepollu 2 
San 2 Asdi- ... 1 
- llön-süra Jakün-Asor l 
- ? Jasmah-Addu l 
- Hobur Kanisänu 2 
- Surnat Kuzzuri l 
- Sin/or Masum l 
- Habur Niqmi-Adad l 
Other letters 3 
Letters to Tlll-AbnO 
Status Base Name No of texts 
Father Halab Hammurabi 2 
Brother 2 Aplahanda l 
- Kurda Astomar-Adad 5 
- Andarig Burija 10 
Neutral/brother Tabätum(?} Halu-robi 6 
Brother Razamö Hazip-Tessup l 
- Sinjar llo-Hotn0 l 
- llan-~urä Jokün-Asar 3 
- Kahat Jam$i-HatnD 15 
- Sinjar Masum 5 
- 2 Muti-Addu l 
Neutral/brother Habur Niqmi-Adad 4 
Brother Karanä(?) Sepallu 2 
Neutral/brother Eluhut Sukrum-Tessup 3 
Brother 2 Ta-.. . 1 
Son Sunö Aja-abu 10 
- Alilänum Masum-atal 2 
- Japtur Mehilum 2 
- Amaz Zige l 
Other letters 23 
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The Administrative Texts 
The neorly 600 remaining toblets from the LTP are administrative notes, but many mere 
fragments. A total of 344 pieces have part of a limmu eponym preserved, and the table 
provides an overview of these. 43 
Distribution of limmu dated texts. 
limmu/ month i ii 111 iv V VI vii iix fix ix X xi xii 
Hobd[ us- ... ] l 1 
Habil-kenu 17844 17 24 24 31 17 19 14 14 l 
Amer-lstar 61 45 2 11 9 7 8 4 3 4 6 2 1 
lpiq-lstar 17 1 3 2 3 5.!1::, 1 1 1 
lsme-EI 58 1 2 1 l 12 9 5 9 8 3 
warki lsme-EI 2 2 
Adad-bani 3 l 2 
Assur-kasid l 1 
Assur-taklaku 3 l 2 
Azzubija l 1 
Nimer-Kubi 17 l l l 2 4 7 
Piloh-Sin l l 
Su-beli l 1 
The name of each hmmu is followed by total number of texts, induding tablets where the 
evidence for month is lost. Figures in bald Face include sealed table~s) with evidence for 
royal name. 47 Such evidence is only available from 6 different years . 
. 43 For the narnes and the sequence of months (so-called "Samsi-Adad colender") see Chorpin 1985, 
Cohen 1993, 255ff., and for the correct reading of month viii see lacambre 2002. 
44 To this number rnay be added the texl (month vii} published in Waetzoldt 2003. 
45 To this nurnber moy be added a single text (month iii) from the Brussels tablets (cf. obove n. 35). 
46 One of these, FI 138, is dated to the intercalory ni99ollum by the editor, but the sign min moy be 
remoins of a sign from the broken obv. lf the reoding should prove correct, howe11er, it would seem 
unlrkely thot this /immuyeor is only 2 years removed from Hobil-kenu. 
47 Month iix, which is only attested for Habil-kenu, is the intercalory niggalum. All texts dated with 
Assur-toklaku, lsme-EI/ warkilsrne-EI come from Room 2, where also 10 of the toblets doted with 
Nim/wer-Kubi were found. With the exception cf a few texts h-om isolated contexts, all the other 
dated texts were found in Rooms 17, 22, ond 23. The toble includes the 16 dated administrative 
texts found in 1985. 
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Habd[u(?)- ..... ] is associated with the seal of a servant of Himdija. 
Habil-kenu is firmly ossociated with seals of Mutija or his servants. A single such seal is 
found in Amer-lstar (FI 116, dated 6.iv). 
In Amer-lstar the earliest sealing associated wfth Till-AbnO is in month iii (FI 112, dated 
18.iii). A single tablet dated in lpiq-lstor is sealed by a servant of Till-Abno {FI 106, dated 
15.vli). 
Jokün-Asar seal legends are found exclusively in lsme-EI tablets and a single tablet dated 
to warki lsme-EI. 
This means that Habil-kenu, Amer-lstar, and lpiq-1.star form a perhops directly consecutive 
series beginning ca.1750 B.C. 1 followed by a gop of unknown duration before the years 
lsme-EL/ warki 1.-E, which must belang before 1728 B.C. Nimer-Kubi is also attested in 
a tablet found at Qol'at al-Hödi southeast of Leilan, and dated to warki Nimar-Kubi {see 
below Ch. 2.3). Since this limmuis best represented in the texts from Room 2, it may belang 
close to lsme-EI, and perhaps equals the preceeding yeor. The single text dated to Assur-
kasid mentions "Jakün-Asar of llon-$urcJ°, and if this is the same individual as the later king 
of Leilan, the text should date before his occession to the throne in Apum. 48 
The 9 tablets dated by 5 other limmu cannot be placed very firmly at present. The large 
beer archive found ot Leilon in 1991 (in the Lower Town Palace North} provided 4 lirnmus 
belonging to the time when Garni-Um of Andorig controlled Leilan, that is the period c. 
ZL 5-10. Three of these limmus, Assur-taklaku, Zabzabu, and Ahu-waqar, can be shown 
to have followed each other directly, while the fourth, Adad-bani, cannot be placed.49 
Assur-taklöku and Adad-bani from the East palace tablets are most reasonably identified 
with their namesakes in this series, and can therefore be dated to the reign of Häja-abum. 
Finally Azzubija is probably identical with the limmu of this nome attested in the lltoni 
archive from Rimah, end can be doted to the yeors ca. 1760-501 i.e. lote in the reign of 
Hammurabi of Babylon. The last limmus, Pilah-S1n and Su-BelT, are attested elsewhere, but 
cannot be placed very accurotely.50 
48 This eponym may be idenhcal with the eponym attested in Kültepe, son of Zl-/6-mu (see Veenhof 
1998, no. 8}. 
49 See Mieroop 1994. 
50 The single lext dated Su-Beli provides no conclusive internal evidence, but its occurrence elsewhere 
Supports a ·Jate" date. Veenhof (1998} suggests a date ca. 1770 B.C., but this seems too eorly (the 
limmu is no. 34 in his list). 
A lirnmu Su-Bel, is known from the MEC (B7] for the yeor before Samsi-Adad's accession, but this 
definitely seems too early for our limrnu. The relevant text mentions the official Bojjönu, who can be 
firmly associated with the reign of Till-Abnü, ond olthough his activity may cover a lang period, it 
can hordly be stretched back that far. 
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lt seems likely in the end that all of these limmusbelong within the time ca.1760-1728 B.C .. 
lf correct we may, adding some eponyms from the lltani archive at Rimah, have virtually 
all the limmus from the reign of Muti[a and his predecesso~s), Himdija {and possibly Dari-
Epuh) after the fall of Mari. Then after lpiq-lstar {which rnay be the last regnol yeor of Till-
Abno) we have perhops a considerable gap since, dating lpiq-lstar to ca. 1748-45 B.C., 
we seem to have only the /immus from Room 2 representing o total of 4 years to cover the 
period down to 1728 B.C. A!though it is a likely theory that the texts from Room 2 belong 
towords the end of this period, and that warki lsme-EI may actually equal 1728 B.C., this 
connot be proved. 
Veenhof hos been able to isolate approximately 40 eponyms which must belang after the 
death of Sams1-Adad, and to the last part of the period related to level 16 at Kültepe/Kanis 
(ca. 1800-1700 B. C.). A number of these lote eponyms is certainly still missing in extont 
sources, and it is not yet possible to establish a continuous sequence. The fact that only 
two of the eponyms related to sizeable portions of texts from the Lower Town Palace, viz., 
Habil-kenu, lsme-EI, Amer-lstar, Nimer (or Niwer}-Kubi, end lpiq-lstar, are yet ottested 
elsewhere is hardly surprising, since the Leilan material probably is later than any other text 
group so fa r discovered. 51 
The dated texts are mostly small cushion-shaped notes concerning particular receipts or is-
sues. The table below provides a general overview of the main subjects in tablets from the 
best documented yeors. lt is immediately clear thot the tablets from Rooms 2 ond 5 basicolly 
relate to the administration of wine, while also the tablets from the second group basicolly 
concern manipulation of foirly costly items, metals, equipment, gorments, oil, wine, and for 
food mostly delicocies like honey, shrimps etc. 
Type/Year Habil-kenu Arner-lstar lpiq-lstar Nimer-Kubi lsrne-EI 
silver 43 14 2 
equipmenl 32 17 8 
onimals 3 3 1 
food 25 3 1 
wine 13 15 2 14 55 
oil 14 2 1 
ransom 14 
included 144 54 12 17 55 
Total 177 61 17 17 58 
51 Cf. Veenhof 2003, 67f. A Level lb eponym list reported from Kültepe moy provide us with o firm 
sequence for these lote hmmus. 
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The mixture of letters and administrative texts of this kind is similar to that found in other 
smaller palace archives like the lhani archive at Rimah and the Kuwari archive at Shem-
shöra. This con be fairly easily explained by the kind of administrative texts involved at all 
three sites, in the main documents pertaining to expensive items like metals, garments, ex-
pensive food products, and presumably demanding closer control by the orchive "owner", 
or the top level odministrators. Other administrative documents concerning typically agri-
culture and circulation of agricultural products were kept separately elsewhere, and one 
exomple of this is found at Shemshara. 52 Also accounts for the circulation of wine and 
beer could be kept completely separate, perhaps close to the actual cellars. Apart from the 
archive from Room 2 in the Leilan palace, o clear example is the wine archive excavated 
in the Rimah palace. 
l . 3. COMPOSITION OF THE EvrDENCE 
The large archive from Rooms 17 /22/23 is clearly a composite group of tablets. In dia-
chronic terms it covers the reigns of !vvo different kings of Apum, Mutija and Till-Abn0, and 
with a formal division as follows: 
Texts relating to Mutija: 
22 letters addressed to Mutija (+ X letters sent to him as belum) 
178 administrative documents dated with /immu Habil-kenu 
1 political treaty 
Texts reloting to Till-Abn0: 
98 letters addressed to Till-AbnG (+ X letters sent to him os belum) 
61 administrative documents dated with hnmu Amer-lstar 
17 administrative documents dated with /immu lpiq-lstar 
3 politicol treaties 
Evidence from the letters os weil os from the seoled tablets show that the archive straddles 
the death of Mutija and the accession of Till-Abn0, while JakOn-Asar is not in evidence as 
king of Apum. This leods to the logical conclusion that the main archive(s) from Jakün-Asar1s 
reign must have been stored elsewhere in the polace, and may be retrieved one day when 
more of the building is excavoted. Thus the orchive at hand must have been regorded as 
"inactive" during a period prior to the abandonment of the palace, ond originally stored 
as such. Several features reveal that the archive cannot represent anything like complete 
archives from the reigns of Mutija and Till-Abnü. The number of letters sent to Mutija is very 
small, the large group of administrative texts dated with the lirnrnu Habi-kenu covers only 
the last 8 months of the year, and the series of administrative texts related to the reign of 
52 Cf. Eidern 1992, 33ff. 
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Ti/1-AbnO are clearly too small to represent total outputs. This meons that the orchive must 
represent the result of one or several selections of or1ginal archival groups, and it is therefore 
important to attempt a reconstruction of this process in order to evalute the nature of the 
available evidence. 
As shown in the previous section the evidence from the sealed tablets suggests that the 
/immu years Habil-kenu, Amer-lstar, and lpiq-lstar followed each other, and it might there-
fore be expected that the number of administrative texts would show an increose in relation 
to this diachronic scheme, but in fact the opposite is the case. The best way to explain this 
feature is too assume that the extant orchive is the result of two consecutive selections, one 
which took place at Till-Abnu's accession, and a second which took place at Jakün-Asar's 
accession. When Mutija died Till-AbnO and his officials selected a number of Mutija's 
letters and administrative notes to be kept for reference. Logicolly these would predomi-
nantly have been the lotest documents, hence only Habil-kenu-dated records from the last 
months of the year. This selection would then have been kept, perhaps together with new 
letters and administrative records, while the older texts where either discarded or stored 
elsewhere. Subsequently when Till-AbnG disappeared Jokün-Asar and his officials would 
have made a similar selection of the lotest and most relevant tablets to be stored with the 
''active" archive of the new reign, and which hos not yet been found. What remained from 
this second selection is then quite likely the archive found in Rooms 17 /22/2 3, which 
consequently is a kind of "torso" of records from two different reigns, ond centered on the 
period of transition between them. 
This stete of offairs obviously imposes heovy restrictions on historical reconstructions from 
the evidence. The Mutija "orchive", although smoll, resembles a fairly normal case, that of 
a restricted group of records from o presumably "final" archaeologicol context, prior to a 
destruction or an abandonment. In this sense the group porallels Old Babylonian orchives 
found elsewhere, like the archive of Kuwari at Tell Shemshöra, and the archive of lltani 
at Tel1 al Rimah. The parallel, lote Till-AbnO "archive", on the other hand, is missing, and 
perhaps tobe found elsewhere in the palace together with records from the reign of Jakün-
Asar. In addition to this it remains possible that other tablet groups, especially administrative 
records, discorded or stowed away by either of the three kings, may be retrieved some-
where within or near the palace. This is the general situation, but of course many details 
cannot be explained with certainty. A number of isolated texts no doubt become mingled 
with our archive, for any number of reasons. lf, for instance, Mutijo, and subsequently Till-
Abnü wanted to keep a copy of the Sumerian King List, or the no langer relevant treaty con-
cluded by Häja-abum, then why did Jakün-Asor decide to put them aside? This question 
is obviously not easy to answer, but probobly Jakün-Asar selected other prominent texfs, 
which are therefore, at least temporarily, lost to us, while it must be remembered that the 
mchive would still have been available for consultotion if desired. 
Another question which deserves consideration is whether the spatial distribution of the tab-
lets in Rooms 17 /22/23 can help us understand the original archival order, end perhaps 
suggest an early or lote date for individual segments of the archive. Unfortunately this does 
not seem possible. The tablets were carefully excavated as part of a number of excovation 
units ("lots"}, and each item given a sequential object number, but the exact placement of 
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each tablet cannot be reconstructed, and many were found lumped closely together in the 
debris. The particulady rich lot 18, for instance, produced no less than 226 tablets and 
fragments. The letters addressed to Mutija (by nameL and which should belang to an early 
segment were found in 5 different lots, and in no apparent duster. Similarly no clusters of 
dated administrative tablets can be observed. What may have remained of an original 
archival ordering of the tablets would therefore seem to have been severely disrupted by 
the sorting of moterials by ancient officials, and not least by the final confusion caused by 
the collapse of the building. 
1.4, HISTORICAL SUM'v'v\RY 
General Parameters 
Unfortunately dated administrative texts provide very few links to events mentioned in the 
letters, an important exception being the evidence for diplomatic activity and treaty-making 
found in texts from the limmu-year Habil-kenu {see Ch. 3. 2). In this situation attempts to 
place the evidence in diachronic perspective must rely mainly on other obseNations, both 
external and internal. 
An important premise for a diachronic scheme is provided by the theories about the archival 
composition of the texts presented above. lf these are correct it con be assumed that the 
letters are basically contemporary with the administrative texts, and mostly date within the 
three consecutive limmu years Hobil-kenu, Amer-lstar, and lpiq-lstar. lt can further be as-
sumed that the number of administrative texts from each of these years within the archive 
should be roughly indicative for the number of letters from each year within the archive. 
This means that most of the letters should belang to the period from lote Habil-kenu to mid-
Amer-lstar. Evidently it is impossible to prove such a scheme for all individual texts, but 
it does seem to have some basic validity, and there are so many obvious links between 
events and individuals mentioned thot o limited time frame in any case seems a necessary 
conclusion. 
Within the letters rt is possible to distinguish major groups of texts which concern four dif-
ferent situations. The first is a war be1ween two coalitions of city-states: Mutija of Apum, 
Astamar-Adad of Kurda, and Sepallu of Korona(?] were allied against Burija of Andarig 
and Hazip-Tessup of Razama (Ch. 3.1). This situation clearly belongs to the end of Mutija's 
reign, but involves also letters sent to Till-AbnO. The war apparent~ was brought to an 
end by intervention from Halab, and treaties of peace concluded under the supervision of 
Halab envoys (Ch. 3.2). The second situation is the transition between the two reigns of 
Mutija and Till-Abnu, reflected in a number of letters which explicitly refer to the change 
of rule. A third group consists of the many texts which concern troubles on the marches of 
Apum coused by the king Holu-robi or his allies. Holu-robi, whose kingdom perhaps was 
locoted around modern Hassoke, marched into the central part of the Habur Basin and 
here caused alorrn in places like Sunöand llan-!?ura (Ch. 3.3). The purpose and outcome 
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of this affair are not dear, but it seems that the situation ended without major confrontations, 
and we next find Halu-rabi writing friendly letters to Till-Abnü. lt must have been during the 
campaign of Holu-rabi that Mutija died and was replaced by Till-Abnu. Subsequently we 
have series of letters sent from various kings to Till-AbnO, and which reflect a fairly peaceful 
situation. The langest series are those sent from Jamsi-HatnO of Kohat and Buri[o of Andarig. 
The general impression of these series is that they probably do not cover very long periods 
of time, and this reinforces the idea that the bulk of the letters to Till-Abnü belong either to a 
short period before his accession, or to the first year or so of his reign. 
While the 1etters contain the best historical evidence it is of course the dated administrative 
texts which provide the firmest chronological anchor. In spite of the limited nature of the 
evidence it may therefore be of interest to briefly review whot can be gleaned from this 
material, which is summarized below in Appendix l. 
For the yeor Habil-kenu we note that in the first month documented, v, there is evidence for 
celebration of the elunnum festival, and shipments of wine for this by various Apum vossals. 
In month vii a major event is the conclusion of a treaty between Apum and Razama, sup~ 
ported by the Halab "field marshal" Bin-Dammu. In month viiib (the intercalary niggallum) 
Bin-Dammu seems instrumental in a second treaty between Apum and Burija of Andarig, 
and the king of Apum sends presents to the court in Halab. The end of the year is marked 
by a prolonged stay of Bin-Dammu and of up to several hundred representatives of "ouxil-
iaries" and "countrymen". The purpose of this event is not dear. Tablets sealed by Mutija or 
his officials are still in evidence until the 24th in month xi, 53 but it could still be speculated 
that the large gathering was occasioned by the death of Mutija and the official mourning 
over him, leading up to the accession of Till-Abnü. This must rernoin speculation, however, 
and Till-Abnü only makes his first official oppearence as king of Apum in L.T.-3 which is 
dated to l/iii Amer-lstar. 
The beginning of Amer-lstar sees Bin-Dammu in Leilan and a series of shipments of wine 
from Apum vassals in month ii, prior to the elunnum festival in month iii. In early month iv the 
king of Apum meets the king of Kahat ond some of his vassals, a meeting which could ten-
tatively be connected with the conclusion of L.T.-3 - since the date on the tablet itself may 
. be the day of dra~ing. Aher the meeting the king goes to Nawali, probably for religious 
ceremonies. Subsequently, in lote month ix, the king visits Kahot, and only o week later we 
hear thot an enemy has reoched the gate of Subat-Enlil. This, however, seems not to have 
been a major disturbance, and the event is perhaps referred to in a letter sent to Till-AbnO 
from Burija of Andarig, who writes: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Burija, your brother: 
1 have heard the letter you sent me. You wrote to me that Hazip-Tessup came, and thot you 
went out and met him, and that you talked to him obout your towns which he holds, and 
53 The last text sealed with the seal of Mut,ja himself, however, is dated 20/ix. 
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that he soid: On my return I will release them. He is in Mari, 5A your town - Force was ap-
plied! He went to the fisherman and demanded fish (and) the fisherman said: "You worry 
(too} much; send your retainer to me, and I shall supply you 1' -"Why would you not give 
to [ .. .......... ] who asked you, but you will give to my retoiner? 11 This [ward] Hazip-Tessup 
[ .... .... ] your [ ....... ] and his towns [ .... break .... ] 
(rev.) and [ ......... your towns(?)] he did not release [ ........ ] from his own land he has 
seized [ .......... ] they carry presents to h1m. He will release [the towns]? The man is just 
pretending! (YTLR 43; for the last portion of the letter see Ch. 4.3). 
Hazip-Tessup of Razamö, in spite of his treaty with the lote Mutija (= L.T.-2) seems indeed 
not to have had very good relations with Till-Abnu. The phrasing of the letter suggests that 
Hazip-Tessup did not arrive as o friend being allowed into the town, wined and dined, 
since Till-Abno leaves Leilan and meets him outside. lt seems that Hazip-Tessup had not 
fulfilled the obligations attached to his treaty with Mutqa, ond still held towns in Apum oc-
cupied, which he had originally promised Mutija to evocuate. 55 
The few texts from the year lpiq-lstar record only some journeys made by the king to Kahat 
and Kudimmar (month iii), and to Nahur (month iv), and Zabalum (month xii). 
Subsequent events are obscured for us, presumably because of the archival reorganisations 
discussed above. What remain are some notes in the wine archive from the years Nimer-
Kubi and lsme-EI, presumably shortly before Jakun-Asar's fatal end, and we shall return 
briefly to this below (Ch. 5). 
The Three Kings 
The relationship between the three last Apum kings is clearly an important question for 
a correct understanding of the evidence. Unfortunately the question cannot be fully and 
securely answered at present, and we are left with what may be described as a working 
hypothesis. This has already been briefly alluded to: The brothers Till-Abn0 and Jokun-Asar 
supported Mutija, possibly their uncle, during his reign, and subsequently and consecutively 
succeeded him as kings of Apum. In order to clarify the basis for this hypothesis, and its 
uncertainties, it is necessary to take a closer look at the available information. 
The LTP archive does not include any letter from Till-Abnu to Mutija, but a prominent figure 
named Ti\1-AbnO is mentioned in two letters from the official Kuzuzzu to "my lord", almest 
certainly sent to Mutija (YTLR 137 and 139; see Ch. 3 .1). The implication here is that this 
Till-Abn0 supported Mutija, and must have been an ally, vassal, or governor of Apum. Also 
54 A local Habur town, apparently located on the border of Apum, and also mentioned in e.g. FI 
130. 
55 Two letters (YTLR 156 and YTLR 157}, which both concern unfriendlyactivity by Hozip-Tessup, may 
well belang to the reign of Till-Abnu. Only a single letter is preserved which Hozip-T essup may 
hove sent to Till-Abnü. This is YrLR 57, sent by the "brother" ha-zi-i[p- ... .. ] who refers to a legal 
case, but also invites his "brother" to a festival for Adad. Since the sender must be a king of equal 
stotus to Till-Abnü, he can be fairly safe_ly identified as Hazip-Tessup of Razama. 
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administrative texts from the year Habil-kenu mention a Till-AbntJ: in CV 112 {dated 19/v) 
a Till-AbnO, "man" of Surnat, delivers wine, ond in month ix two texts (CV 55 and 166) 
probably mention other deliveries by a Till-Abnü, in these instances without information on 
his background. On the basis of this evidence it seems reasonable to assume thot Tlll-AbnO, 
before his accession, was based in Surnat as a kind of viceroy. The relative uncertainty 
of this assumption, however, is underlined by the fact that we hove evidence for another 
prominent ''man" of Surnat, a certain Kuzzuri, who appears 25/vii, Hobil-kenu, where he 
brings wine and has a meeting with the king (CV 111). A single letter from Kuzzuri to his 
"father" Mutijo (YTLR 17) may have issued from the same figure, but unfortunately the text is 
too broken to provide firm dues. lt could be thought thot Kuzzuri replaced Till-Abnü in Sur-
nat, but since he does not appear in dated texts from other years, such a theory cannot be 
substantiated. In sum we are left with the assumption thot Kuzzuri may have been the local 
"king" of Surnat, while Till-Abnu was the later king of Apum, who used Surnat as base.56 
Turning next to Jakün-Asar we face similar problems, but the evidence is more extensive. 
Ft'rst an administrative text dated 18/xii in the isolated /immu Assur-kasid mentions an issue 
to a certain "Kazikuk, retainer of Jakün-Asar of llän-~urä" (FI 104). Granted the possibility 
of homonymy - like equally in the case of Till-Abnü of Surnat - we may then assume that 
Jakün-Asar was based in llan-~ürö before replacing his brother on the throne of Apum. The 
important town of llan-sürä cannot be located very accurately, but must be sought west of 
Leilan.57 The letters sent from Jakün-Asar to Mutijo (YTLR 13), and Till-Abnü (YTLR 59-61) 
are unfortunately not very helpful, except to show that a local king named Jokün-Asar was 
active in the Habur Basin, ond probably west of leilan. In YTLR 60 Jakün-Asar writes on 
behalf of a man from BEsonnirn, a town located neo~?) Chagor Bazor.58 Jokün-Asor is fur-
ther mentioned in two letters from Sangara in connection with military operations touching 
Urkis and Asnakkum (see below Ch. 3.3). This evidence at least places Jakün-Asar in the 
right direction, and may be said to support the idea that he was based in llän-~ürö before 
his accession. ßoth Surnat and llan-~urö could fit roles as important border points for Apum, 
and be logical bases for viceroys. 
Another question is what happened when Mutija died. The event is referred to in several 
letters, but in general terms: 
56 For more informalion on Surnat see Ch. 2.3. 
57 j.-M. Durand has suggested that the town should be sought in the central port of the Basin 
(Durand 1990, 9). A more recent proposal by Guichard (1994, 244) to place llön-surä ot Tell 
Sharisi southwesl of Leilan seems effectively ruled out by the archaeological evidence odduced by 
WöAer (1995), who instead suggested Tell Farfara, located sorne 20 kms southwest of Leilan. The 
leilan texts provide no decisive evidence for this problem, but tend to support the general idea of 
Durand. 
58 Letter quoted Ch. 4.3. Fora discussion of the ancient name of Chagar Bazar see Chorpin ond 
Ziegler 2003, l 28f n. 432, where it is concluded that the site belonged to the oreo of Girdahat 
end should be identified either with that town or with Habba'um. According to Talon 1997, 
6, BEsonnum may also be a candidote. Hopefully the new tablets from the site (d. T unca and 
lacombre 2002) may help solve the riddle. 
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Say to my lord: Thus (says) Bahdi-lim, your servant: 
May Somas and Belet-Apim for my sake give my lord a long life! 
The enemyof my lord, Mutija, who did not accept my reports, is dead. Now my lord (is) 
Till-AbnO. Somas and Belet-Apim have for my sake put him on the golden throne. 
My lord Mehilum stayed 5 days in Qirdahat, but he did not come to your messengers. 
Also, may my lord not enter Kahat! The word I heard I have written to you; may your God 
stand between us! (YTLR 128). 
Unfortunately the crucial word enemy is a very uncertain reading of the text1 59 but another 
letter provides a tantalising hint of trouble between Mutija and Till-Abnu: 
Say to my lord: Thus {says) Abbuttönu, your servant: 
Let Take, Bajjänu, and Tiswen-atal stand before my lord and hear this letter of mine. They 
must not say anything against me who is a servant of my lord Till-Abnu. (lt was) 1 (who) 
made all the kings bend to my lord's feet. When the elders of Apum went to Kahat to my 
lord, [ ........ ], and I held [ .... break .... ] (YTLR 127, 1-11). 
Did Till-AbnO perhaps seek refuge in Kahat, where he was approached by the elders of 
Apum after Mutija's death? A slight support for such a theory is supplied by YTLR 28 (see 
Ch. 4.1) where Belet-Nagar, the famous goddess at Nagar, which formed part of the ter-
ritory of Kahat, claims credit for Till-AbnO's accession, but in any case the detailed circum-
stances of these events are unknown at present. 
59 The text hos: 10-ab-bi(!). 
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2 .1. T HE INTERNATlONAL HORIZON 
The kingdom of Jamhad centered on Halab (modern Aleppo] in northwestern Syria60, ap-
pears as the decisive political power in the northern Jezira at the time of the Leilan archives. 
Given the brevity of the period documented the establishment of Halob's position so far eost 
cannot be reconstructed in detail, but in general easily explained as o consequence of the 
power vacuum left in the region after the collopse of the Mari kingdom, and subsequently 
the diminished influence of Babylon at the end of Hammurobi's reign. 
Hammurabi of Halab ascended the throne in ZL 10, and was followed by his son Abban 
sometime into the reign of Samsu-iluna of Babylon. He sent letters to both Mutija and Till-
AbnO, but- most of these are unfortunately very short or broken. In YTLR 24 the writer, who 
is almest certoinly Hammurabi, tells Till-Abnu : 
"[ ...... .... 1 heard that] you hod entered your father's [house] (i.e. oscended the throne), but 
1 was busy [(ond) therefore have not written] to you until now ................ this town is your 
town and this country is your country!" (YTLR 24, l '-4'+ 7'-8'). 
This affirmation reflects Halab's supremacy, and it is noteworthy that in o number of texts the 
king of Halob is simply r~ferred to as ''the king" (lugal), another clear indication of Halab's 
political importance. 
An administrative text (CV 53; dated 6/viiib, Hobil-kenu) is o list of presents "carried" to 
Halab, and intended for Jahdun-Um, Abba "son of the king", Nür-ahhisu, and Kilimani, "his 
vizier" (sukkallum). Abba is surely the later king Abban of Halab, while Kdimani is attested 
as vizier in a tablet from Alaloh Level Vll, 61 where he is a witness together with Abban. 
Who the two other figures are, especially Jahdun-Lim, who heods the list, and receives a 
larger omount of silver thon the rest, is uncertain, but one theory could identify him with the 
homonym king of Karkemish who ascended the throne very lote in the reign of Zimri-Lim. 62 
Possibly he was to be given a present en route to Halob. Nür-ohhisu was, judging from his 
name, a younger brother, possibly of Abban. 
The Halab agent Bin-Dammu occurs repeatedly in the administrative texts (cf. Appendix 1) 
which charter his lang stays there, and CV 15 provides his actuol ti~e "field marshol" (sag-gal-
mar-tu-mes). He is mentioned also in administrative texts doting to the years Amer-lstar and 
lpiq-lstar and in letters, including those he himself sent to Till-AbnO, both unfortunotely short and 
60 Fora survey of the evidence outside Leilon see Klenge! 1992, 44ff. For an archoeologicol view 
see Nigro 1997-99. 
61 Wiseman 1953, no. 56. 
62 for the Karkemish kings see Chorpin end Ziegler 2003, 264. 
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badly preserved. Especially the tablets from the year Habil-kenu are replete with references to 
his extensive staff of retainers, and quite likely he was accompanied by a substantial military 
command. A letter from an unidentified writer mentions one of his departures from Halab, and 
also provides a possible hintat Aleppine control with areas in modern Lebanon: 
Say to Till-Abni: Thus (says) ......... : 
(That] Bin-Dammu left [for] the country of Apum, Abbon told me in the market of Zibat(?L63 
in the house of [PN? .......... ] (rest too broken for translation). (YTLR 122). 
Two letters provide important, bul fairly enigmatic information relating to international events 
involving Halab, Karkemish and Babylon: 
[Say to]-·il[I-Abno]64 : [Thus] (says) Burija, your brother: 
We mustered [x] of our retainers and sent [them to] Halab; they were turned back from 
Kubsum. Two of my retainers, couriers (however)[ ......... ] (they) went direct via Tuttul to 
Halab and reached Hammurabi, and he brightened like o sunrise. (These are) oll the 
fovourable words he said: "I will not cut (support to) Burija; since Burija [has ........... ] the 
king of Babylon [has ........ ], ond before the Babylonians [reach?] Karkemish, [they will 
pass] through there, and [attack?] my son Burija. 10.000 soldiers with Ahi-Dabih shall 
depart, and stay two years with him in Andarig, and perform all his wishes. Since they will 
lock after his interests, let him come here together with Ahi-Dabih and meet with me." These 
soldiers hove arrived via the steppe raute to Andarig (and) are staying with me. [The day 1 
sent] you this letter of mine [ .... break .... ] (YTLR 41). 
The actual arrival of the Halab army, now scaled down to 6.000 men, is reported in 
another letter: 
Say to my lord: Thus (says) Take, your servant: 
A reto,ner of Ahi-Dabah, bringer of good news (mubassirum}, came to Halu-robi, and said 
as follows: "I hove crossed through to Andorig with 6000 soldiers; 1 shall cross between the 
Haneans ond among the sheep, [the .......... ], and the comps of the Haneans [ .. .. 2 lines 
broken .... ] there will be no [violation(?) - be pl]eased!" This he sent words about to Halu-
rabi, ond the retainer of Ahi-Dobah [ ...... . ] went to Kohat, ond Eo-malik gave him a 1-shekel 
piece of silver. Now hereby I have sent him to my lord. Let him dine and wine before my lord, 
and may my lord give him a 2-shekel piece; also let a retainer from my lord who carries with 
him his greetings go with him to [assist him?] with his mission [( .......... )]. (YTLR 150). 
63 The signs are damaged and the reading not entirely certain. For the town Zibet, located in the 
Beq'a Volley, see Chorpin 1998. 
64 Moterially the oddressee could also be Mutija, but on historical grounds this seems less likely. 
The implication of the first passage is that Burija and addressee have tried to send messengers to 
Halab /'ointly- something which would only fit the very end of Mutija's reign, 
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The deployment of a Halab army for lwo years in Andarig shows more clearly than any other 
evidence the power and influence of Hammurabi in this regian. The hint of a Babylonian com-
paign northwards in the direction of Karkemish and a consequent danger for Andarig seems to 
be the backgraund for this, but the poor preservation of this portian of YTLR 41 renders a precise 
evaluatian difficult. Since the letter mentians envays fram Andarig en raute to Halab being turned 
away at Kubsum,65 it seems possible to assume that the Upper Euphrates cauntry, induding the 
important kingdam of Kark.emish, 66 was trying to assert its independence fram Halab. Such a 
theory could provide a logical explonatian far a Babylanian campaign taking advantage of 
the situation. The deployment of Halab troops in Andarig, if meant to anticipote the Babylanian 
troops, indicates that these were expected ta follow a raute up the Tigris and across the Up-
per Jezira, and this was in fact the route later taken by Samsu-iluno when he roided into the 
Habur.67 While the Babylonian push towords Karkemish seems not to have materiolised, the 
mere expectation should indicate a situation of relative strenght, not easily correlated with the 
meagre information on Babylonian politics in the years around 1750 BC.68 
The local ruler Halu-rabi, whose capital perhaps was Tabötum on the Lower Habur, tried to 
persuode Till-AbnO to join him on o journey to Holab to conclude a treaty with the king, but 
instead seems to have octed on Till-AbnO's behalf in Halab. We hear no more of this, and 
it must remain undecided what prompted this trip and occasioned the proiected treoty. 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Halu-rabi, yaur brother: 
1 have heord the letter you sent me. Concerning your decision not to go to Halob, thot you 
wrote ta me obout: since you will not go to Halab, and you will not meet with the king, let 
(one of) your trusted servants take charge of your gvord and go with me to Holob; ond in 
Halob let the king "touch" his throat for you, and let your servant observe him, and convey 
to you (about) what the king hos "touched [his throot"] for you, and you will be reassured; 
and when I have returned from Halob, you must come and have a meeting with me, ond 1 
will explain to you the king's intention[s). (YTLR 54}. 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Halu-robi, your brother: 
1 am weil. 1 met with the king; the opinion of the king is my opinion (as weil). Let you heort be 
happy! 1 handled your affairs befare the king os you would have yourself. Do not be negligent 
about the herders (nowum). May your [greetings] and news to me be regular. (YTLR 55). 
During the reign of Jakon-Asor B1n-Dammu is no langer in evidence, but several texts doted 
I\Jimer-Kubi and lsme-EI mention the presence of a "governor" (sap~lum) (cf. Appendix 1), 
quite likely the local representative of Halab. 
65 Kubsum is attested in the Old Babylonian itinera,y texts, where it is a station on the inbound rood 
after Tuttul (Tell Bi'o) and Zalpah on the Balih, and before towns in the Habur Basin (Hallo 1964). 
The town is also rnentioned in FI 89. 
66 For • survey of the history of Korkemish see Kupper 1992. 
67 For this route see Chorpin 2004, 348. 
e,e Cf. the summory in Chorpin 2004, 331-336. 
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While Halab then was the main international referent for the north Jezira kingdoms, other 
contacts are attested. The region formed part of international trade networks, discussed 
below in Ch. 4.2, and also had contacts with northeastern Mesopotamia. Auxiliaries were 
drafted from Kakmum and Simurrum,69 and during the reign of Jakün-Asar administrative 
texts record envoys coming from Arrapha (FI 42 and 79). Finally it seems that the notorious 
habbatum mercenaries (cf. Ch. 4.3} also principally came from the Eost. 
2. 2. T HE JEZIRA K1NGDOMS 
Apum was dearly one of the most powerful city-states in northeastern Syria. A fairly canfi-
dent list of the other main powers in the region is provided by the letter writers who address 
the Apum kings as 'brother", but unfortunately the evidence is often less specific than could 
be desired, and the capitals of even quite important rulers like Sepallu and Halu-rabi can-
not be identified at present. The administrative texts, moreover, are not particularly helpful 
here. Many of the rulers attested in the letters are not mentioned in the administrative texts 
at all, and possible new rulers are difficult to identify becouse of the frequent use of the 
opaque lu GN "man of GN", which may refer to rulers as weil as other citizens. With these 
reservations in mind, however, we can identify a number of kingdoms as important. In the 
region south and east of the Habur Basin Andarig, Kurdö, Alilänum, and Razamö, and 
several unidentified kingdoms ruled by Sepallu (Karanä/Gaharö?), Masum, lla-HatnO, and 
Halu-rabi (Tobatum?). Within the Habur Basin the most prominent kingdoms besides Apum 
seem to have been Kahat, Asnakkum, and Talhajum. Urkis, Tillö, ond Oirdahat are also 
mentioned .7° 
Region South and East of the Habur Basin 
Alilönum 
Mari texts show that this town was located in the region northeast of the Jebel Sinjor, and 
mention a certain Masum-atal as its king. 71 lt seems very likely thot this figure is identical 
with the king Masum-atal who sent two short letters to Till-Abnü (YTLR 103-104). These let-
ters provide little information, but Alilänum is mentioned in YTLR 138, where it is stated that 
habhatum troops have entered Alilänum and continued towards Razamö. 
69 For the location of these places cf. Eidern end Laess0e 2001, 23f. 
7° For informotion on kings of individual cities attested in the Mari orchives, and for general 
geographical locations see the appendices 1 ("Les reis du Proche-Orient dans les archives de 
Mari") and II (Notes de geographie historique") in Charpin and Ziegler 2003, 263-276. Cf. also 
the useful indices ond discussions of historical geography in Wäfler 2001. 
71 See Birot, ARMT XXVII, pp. 23f. 
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Andarig 
Burija is attested as sender of 10 letters to his "brother" Till-AbnO, and the evidence, in e.g. 
YTLR 41, shows that he was king of the important and powerful kingdom of Andorig, lo-
cated in the region south of the Jebel Sinjar. On present evidence we cannot relate Burija to 
any earlier kings, and the name of Burija's father is unknown. lf not belonging to an entirely 
new family Burija could be associated either with Qarni-lim, who was the son of a certain 
Muti-Addu (L.T.-1). with Atomrum, son of Warad-Sin (the regional governor during the reign 
of Samsi-Adad, and possibly an original king of Andarig), or finally with Himdija, whose 
relationship with Atomrum is not clear. 72 
Kurda 
A king Astamar-Adad is attested as sender of letters to Mutijo and to Till-Abnu, both 
addressed as "brothers", and he is also frequently mentioned by other correspondents. 
Although he is not explicitly referred to as king of Kurdö, this identification emerges clearly 
from his association with both the town itself, with Kasapö, another important town in this 
kingdom, and with its ~ribal designation Numhum/Numahum. Astamar-Adad oppears as 
a firm ally of Apum throughout the correspondence. He was allied with Mutqa and Sepallu 
against Andarig and Razamä, and his letters to Till-AbnO discuss the orrangements for a 
political treaty. 
The centrol area of Kurda must clearly be sought south of the Jebel Sinjar and br a location 
of the capital itself Balad Sinjar has been suggested. The evidence h-om Mari about Kurdä 
and its earlier kings has recently been discussed by Chorpin and Durand, 73 but it should 
be noted that there is evid_ence for a pre-Samsi-Adad ruler Astamar-Adad, which reveals a 
conscious and perhaps factual link between that dynasty and the king of our period. 
Razamö 
A fragment belonging to L.T.-2 provides the explicit information that a king of Razama 
contemporary with Mutija was named Hazip-Tessup. In spite of this treaty end the parallel 
evidence from administrative texts doted to Hobil-kenu (cf. Ch. 3.2) Hazip-Tessup mostly 
appear as an enemy of Apum in these letters, which also exploins why we have no letters 
sent from him - with one possible exception. In YTLR 8 Mutija and his allies are waging 
war on the lands of Jassön and Jamutbolum, ohen ossociated with respectively (the north-
ern) Razamö and Andarig, ond indeed the text makes it clear that Mutija's opponents were 
precisely Hozip-Tessup and Burija. Again in YTLR 157 Hazip-Tessup is connected with the 
land of Jassön and with Razamö. 
Razamö of Jasse.in was located in the plain east of the Habur Bosin, ond has tentotively 
been identified with Tell ol-Hawa. 74 
n. See Joonnes, ARMT X'Nl/2, pp. 244-249; also Joannes 1991, 170. 
73 See Chorpin and Durond 2004. 
74 See Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 22. 
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Halu-rabi 
This man, no doubt an important king, is o central figure in the archive. He sent letters to his 
"brothers" Mutija, and Till-AbnG, and as "neutral" to Jakun-Asar, and is mentioned in numer-
ous other letters. Unfortunately his geo-political background is never stated explicitly, and 
must be reconstructed from various bits of evidence. A letter (YTLR 112) reports that Halu-rabi 
will morch against lda-Mara~, which suggests that he belonged outside the Habur Basin. 
Another letter (YTLR 150) shows thot an army from Holab morching to Andarig via the 
straight "steppe" raute, where the Haneans graze their sheep, sends envoys to successively 
Halu-rabi, Kahat, and Apum. This suggests that Halu-rabi 1s capital should be sought west 
or south of Kahat. Finally in YTLR 51 Halu-rabi asks Till-Abnu to send envoys for a meeting 
in Tabötum, a town presumably identical with Tell Taban on the Habur river below modern 
Hassake.75 The best theory which can be offered at present is that this was Halu-rabi 1s 
own seat of kingship. The Mari evidence for T abötum provides some suggestive parallels 
for Halu-rabi's situation: a diviner is sent to Tabätum to take omens obout the Haneans 
and the border (ARMT XXVl/1, 141), and a raute from Tabatum across steppe to Andarig 
via Rapsum is given in ARMT XXVII, 65. A further implication of the Mari evidence is that 
Tabätum was controlled by the Mari kings, ond therefore played no independent political 
role in this earlier period. 
lla-HotnD 
This king is only attested as sender of a single letter (YTLR 58) to his "brother'1 Till-Abnü. The 
letter discusses the case of some Apum citizens captured by lla-Hatnü's troops, while these 
were operating with troops of his "brother" Burija, the king of Andarig. This may be a refer-
ence to the war bervveen Apum and Andarig and Rozamö (see Ch, 3 .1), where lla-HotnO 
then was an ally of Andarig. Since lla-HatnG styles himself "brother" of both Till-Abnü ond 
Burija, he must have been a fairly powerful king. As for the name and location of h1s king-
dom present evidence allows no specific suggestions, but his assistance to Andarig points 
in a direction south of the Jebel Sin1ar, and the presence of just a single reference to him, 
perhaps to a fairly distant location. 
Masum 
This king is attested as sender of l letter to his '1father 11 Mutija, and 5 letters to his "brother" 
Till-AbnO. Unfortunately his place of residence is not named, but a generol location is pro-
vided by the letter to Mutija (YTLR 18), where Masum states that his town is "your'' (sing.} 
town and that he is guarding the frontier of "your 11 (plurol) land - "from the crest of mount 
Saggar hither to the land of Jassön". Thls ploces Masum firmly east-southeost of Apum in 
the land of Jossön{um), where a number of towns are known.76 Among these Razama and 
Alilanum are excluded, and the same must _opply to Azuhinnum from the way it is referred 
to in YTLR 18. 
75 See Ohnomu and Numoto 2001. 
76 See F. Joonnes in ARMT Wl/2, 235ff. for discussion of some towns in this area. 
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The letters sent from Masum to Till-Abnu mostly concern routine affairs and are not easy to date. 
The only text with clear historical implications is YTLR 81 where Masum, who himself hos mode 
peace with Burija, odvises Till-Abnu to evacuate groin from the villages. This information seems 
to fit a context towards the end of the war against Andarig, i.e. late in the reign of Mutijo, 
Say to Till-Abnu: Thus (says) Masum, your brother: 
All is weil here, may all be well there. 
Concerning Burija you said to me: "Why did you not write to me." 1 have made peoce with 
him, and he released my towns. How could I possibly break the peace? Now you must 
give firm orders about the grain, so that they take the groin immediotely from the villages to 
a (fortified) center. Not even 1 liter of grain must be left in the villoges! (YTLR 81). 
Sepallu 
Sepallu must have been an important king os shown cleorly by the affairs reloted to the war 
ogainst Andarig and Razamä lote in the reign of Mutija, where he was an olly of Apum 
and Kurda. Unfortunately the evidence for his seot of kingship is not cleor, but points to a 
location south d the Habur Basin. This evolves first of all from the texts relating to the war 
against Andarig and Razamä, and where towns like Zannönum ond Sabum (YTLR 11) seem 
to belong to his land, which was invaded by the enemy. Since Zannönum77 and Sabum 
may be identical with towns located not too far from the Rimah area, one could tentatively 
think that Sepallu was king of Karana/Gattora.78 
The Habur Region 
Asnakkum 
See Chapter 2.3. sub Urkis. 
Aslakkä 
This town is only referred to once, in an administrative text (FI 135) which mentions o 
prominent Asdi-lstar of Aslakkä, but it 1s not dear whether this man was the ruler of Aslakka. 
The question of possible identity with Asdi-[ .... ], who sent YTLR 12 to Mutija must remoin 
open. 
Eluhut 
Three letters from Sukrum-Tessup to Till-Abnü (YTLR 89-91) show that this man was king of 
Eluhut. From the Mari archives we know two different kings of Eluhut, the earlier Sorraja 
and the later Sukrum-Tessup (from ZL 11}, who must be identicol with our king, and thu.s one 
77 For this town see Eidern 19960. 
78 This importont kingdom is not mentioned in the texts from 1987, but a single reference is found in 
L.85-490 doted in the h:mmuAdad-boni, which lists o certain Warad-Samos lu Karonö (Whiting 
19906, 569; o man with this name is also mentioned os recipient of a garment in CV 100). but 
he may well have been an envoy or similar. 
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of the very few surviving figures from the time covered by the Mari archives. 79 In the most 
informative of the letters sent from Sukrum-Tessup it is indicated that relations between Apum 
and Eluhut have been strained, but a meet1ng and the conclusion of a treaty is anticipated. 
The writer further suggests an exchange of "houses" between their capitals. 
Soy to Till-AbnO: Thus {says) Sukrum-Tessup: 
You wrote to me as follows: 11Why is the path broken? Why does your messenger not come 
to me, ond my messenger not to you?" This you wrote to me. Since long ago the hause of 
Eluhut - if it had granted favour to a prince, did they not return its favour? - [but] you did 
not write to me! 1 slaughtered [a donkey?] on its "back", (and) 1 (said to myself): 11 Seemingly 
he does not want [peace] with me, and this is why he did not send his messenger to me." 
[ .. ...... ] 1 have written to you (ogain) [ .......... ] 1 soid: "Let there be [ ....... ] between us 
[ ...... . ] sincerely [ ......... ] let us confer. [The house of Eluhut] is your hause, [and the house 
of Subat-Enlrl] is my hause!" [And concerning] the men you wrote to me about, 1 have (not 
(yet}] released them, but they said: 'Till-AbnO (says): 1 shall come up to Eluhut"! - and until 
you come up, and you and I meet (and) swear an oath to each other and blood bonds are 
established between us, 1 shall not release the men! And the hause I request in Subat-Enlil 
you must not give to someone (eise), and I sha\1 give you a hause inside Eluhut, and I shall 
give you the town you wish. You [ask] me for a house in Eluhut, and 1 [ask you for] a hause 
[in Subat-Enlil ..... rest of text an left edge too broken for translation .... ]. (YTLR 89).80 
Eluhut cannot be located with much precision, but must be sought in the mountalns across 
the T urkish frontier, possibly near modern Mardin. 
Kahat 
Jam~i-HatnO can be securely identified as king of Kahat since he is so described in L.T.-3, 
which also provides the name of his father, a certain Asdi-Nehim. The same treaty places 
Ea-malik, without title or filiation, as party to the proceedings together with the king. From 
the period of the Mari archives we know of three kings of Kohat, Kobija, Attaja, and Asdi-
Lim, none of whom can be related to Jam~i-HatnO or Asdi-Nehim on present evidence. 81 
Jam~i-HatnO was sender of no less than 15 letters to Till-Abnü. All these letters concern 
routine affairs, and Jam~i-HatnO is never mentioned by other correspondents. Ea-malik, on 
the other hand, himself sender of 4 \etters to Till-AbnO, is mentioned by several other cor-
respondents, and appears more "executive" than the king. Possible explanations could be 
that Ea-malik was a sukkallum 11vizier 11 of the king, or alternatively the heir apparent of an 
aged king. Yet another possibility is that Kahat, with its own important cult of Adad/Tessup, 
and apparently in nominal control of two other important cults, had a special status ond 
perhaps a peculiar system of government. 
79 See Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 237 w. n. 634. 
80 Quoted in Eidern 2000, 258. 
81 One notes that an earlier king of Talhäjum carried the narne Asdi-Nehim (cf. immediately below), 
and it connot be excluded that it was o_ne of his sons who became king of Kahat. 
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The treaty L.T.-3 provides other interesting information about Kahat. In several passoges towns 
and citizens of Kahat are categorised with the strange designations si-al-Pl-ri and nu-ha-si. 
Since both towns and citizens are involved the 1wo terms must have seived to describe a main 
ethnic, geographical or social division in the land of Kahat other than settled-nomad. The fvvro 
terms seem respectively Hurrian and Semitic, which hints at an ethnic division. A more precise 
understonding does not seem possible at present, but the example underlines the heterog-
enous traditions which seem to have existed in differents areas of the North. 
Another problem is the definition of the territory of the kingdom as "from Nawar to Nawar" 
(istu Nawar acli Nawark.i) in several passages of the treoty. Kohat itself is presumably to 
be located at Tell Barrl on the wodi Jaghjogh, ond one of the two points referred to as 
Nawar can be identified with Nagor (in the Mitanni period spelled Nowar) to the south, 
surely identicol with Tell Brok, 82 while the second Nawor mentioned in the trealy could be 
another, northern Nawar, tentatively identified with Nawali/Nabulo, perhaps the mound 
of Girnavaz 5 kms north of modern Gamishli. lf correct there seems to be a clear logic in 
defining the kingdom by these two outer points of the wadi, both important religious cent-
ers (see below Ch. 4.1). 83 Recently, however, it has been suggested that the phrase in the 
Leilon treaty refers, not to two different locolities, but to a "round-trip" Nogar-Nagar made 
by the goddess, 84 and while this interesting ideo cannot be dismissed, it should be noted 
that the treaty text consistently places the geogrophical determinative only after the second 
Nawor, and possibly this was to differentiale the compounded divine and geogrophical 
entity Nawar {=Nagor} and o mere locality Nawar. 
Talhöjum 
This town was associated with the region known as Japtur, in the northwestern part of the 
Habur Bosin, and close to important towns like Nahur, Girdahat and Asnakkum. From the 
Mari texts we know four different kings of Talhöjum (Rakabtum, Hammi-Epuh, Jowi-lla, and 
Asdi-Nehim). Talhöjum itself is not mentioned in the Leilan texts, buf the region of Joptur was 
ruled by a certain Mehilum: 
Say to my lord: Thus (says) Take, your servant: 
A retainer of Mehilum of Japtur, who is bringing a letter to my lord, and a man of Qirda-
hat, an important man of Girdahat - he was sent with instructions together with Mehilum's 
· retainer to my lord - hereby I have sent them (on) to my lord. Please will my lord pay close 
attention to their message ! ........ (YTLR 14 9, 1-11). 
Mehilum of Japtur is also attested in an administrative text (CV 79; 18/viiib HK), and we 
have 2 letters from Mehilum to Till-AbnO, his "friend" (YllR 105), and his "father" (YrLR 106), 
82 While this identification now seems generally accepted, WäRer (2001, 23) deems the orguments 
"unzureichend", and instead prefers to locate Nogar al Tell Arbid (eo. 10 km eost of Chagor Bozor). 
83 See Matthews and Eidern 1993. 
84 Guichard 1997. 
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a change of style which perhaps was occasioned by Till-Abnü's accession to the throne. 
The association of Mehilum with Girdahat is also found in YTLR 128 (quoted above Ch. 1.4) 
which reports that Mehilum stoyed 5 days in Qirdahat without meeting envoys of Till-AbnO. 
Thus Mehilum was lord of the land Japtur, ond perhaps also controlled Qirdahat. 
ASKe-Addu85 
This man was a prominent figure of unknown orig1n 1 and not necessarily a king. He is 
mentioned in a number of letters, but is not attested as sender, and was dearly an enemy 
of Apum. For the troubles caused by his activities see below Ch. 3.3. 
Muti-Addu 
This figure is attested only as sender of a letter to Till-AbnO (YTLR 82), where he asks Till-
AbnO for troops and states: 11 ••• and since your raute is near, 1 shall come up to a town, so 
that you and I can meet, and establish brotherhood betvveen us". This information would 
place Muti-Addu's base somewhere south in relation to o raute of march or travel planned 
by Till-AbnO, but a more exact location cannot be suggested. 
Niqmi-Adad 
This king wrote as "son" to Mutija 1 and as ''neutral", ond subsequently as "smoll brother'' 
to Till-AbnO, in the two latter texts addressed "big brother". This fairly rare style of address 
would indicate that he considered himself almostequal to the new king of Apum, although 
formerly a vassal, and it can not be excluded that he really was a younger brother of 
Till-AbnO. His capital can not be identified, but the geographical information in the texts, 
which mention towns like Kuzzaja, Ahanda, Putrum, and Nilibsinnum, points generally to 
a location somewhere in the central part of the Habur Basin. 
2. 3. T HE K1NGDOM OF ÄPUM AND ITS V ASSALS 
The core of the land of Apum would have been relatively close to Leilan, but it is more dif-
ficult to ascertain the borders of the area which effectively was under the control of its kings, 
and which would have varied over time. A fairly good indication of Mutija's realm may be 
provided by a letter which lists 4 towns denoting points possibly close to its borders: 
Say to Mutija: Thus (says) Sepallu, your brother: 
All is well here; may all be well for my brother there! 
Previously my brother wrote to me as follows: "Send me 4000 sheep, • nd I will divide them 
to the four towns Suna, Nawali, Azamhul, and Urpan". 1 sent these sheep to my brother; 
will my brother please write to [the towns], that they must not drive away these sheep from 
85 The correct reading of the name poses problems. lt is variously written AS-Kl-eAm, AS-KIAm, 
ond once AB-Kl-eAm. 
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grazing, and not trouble the shepherds. Just like the sheep of your own country let them 
move around together. [Let) him who wishes (stay) in Urpan, and let him who wishes drive 
(his sheep) through beyond. (YllR 10). 
Sunä must be sought weil west of Leilan, 86 and Nawali to the north. lt is also estoblished 
thot Azamhul should be sought south/southeast of leilan. Urpan finally is not ottested else-
where at the moment, but could be thought to belong in the areo south/southwest of leilon, 
which would complete a "circle" around the area of Apum. At least the latter town should be 
placed south of leilan, since the meaning of Sepallu's reservation probably is that those of 
the shepherds who do not want to proceed beyond this point - and further into the Habur 
Basin, should be allowed to stay there, in relative proximity to their home land. 
Sunä is well attested in the Leilan archive as a vassal bngdom. Several administrative texts lists 
shipments of wine from Suno, and from similar texts it is possible to provide a tentative list of 
Apum vassals, since the exant material never mentions such shipments from the major kings: 
Amaz 
Amursakkum 
Azamhul 
Halabö 
Hurä~ 
Nadbum 
Nowali 
Sunö 
Surnat 
Tehhi 
Urkis 
by Zige of A (FI 11) 
by elders of A (FI 3), Samos-na~ir mefchant of A. (CV 1 l6) 
by Samsu-malik of A. (CV 119) 
by Bunu-lstar of H. (F1 5) 
by Kabizza of H. (FI 24) 
by Qorrödu of N. ( FI 6) 
by Hawurni-atal of N. (CV 113), Ukku of N. (FI 12); Taris-mätum, priestess of 
N. (FI 8); Ustap-Ulme and Jaddin-Addu, priests of Adad, king of N. (FI 10} 
by Aja-obu king of S. (CV 108); Sibilänu of S. (CV 107) 
by Till-Abnü of 5. (CV 112}; Kuzzuri of S. (CV l 11} 
by Zazija(2) of T. (FI 13); elders of T. (CV 110) 
by elders of U. (FI 3) 
This list is certainly incomplete, but helps to delineate the geo-political sphere of control 
exercised by the Lei Ion kings. Only Aja-obu of Sunö is explicitly referred to as "king·, and 
since several shipments are clearly from non-royals it is necessary to review the evidence in 
more detoil to evaluate the significonce of the list. 
Amaz 
The town of Amaz appears in Old Assyrien texts as an intermediate station between Apum 
(Leilan) and Nahur, ond can therefore be placed west of leilan. ARMT 'XXVl/2, 313, which 
describes the reute of an army from Subat-Enlil to Sunö to Amaz allows us to place the 
town more specifically west of wadi Jaghjagh. Texts from Mari show that Amaz was a 
typical walled town with citodel and lower town, and that it was contested by neighbour-
ing kingdoms like Susö, Eluhut, Sunö, and Subat-Enlil (which was controlled by Atomrum 
of Andorig). Although Amaz hod its own kings, the earlier Sambuganni, ond the loter 
86 Cf. Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 275. 
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Hi~rija, it clearly did not belang to the more powerful Habur states. In the Leilan archive is 
a single letter sent from Zige to his 0 father 0 Till-AbnO (YTLR l 07), and although the text gives 
no details about the sender's background, it seems likely that this person was the king of 
Amaz. lndeed CV 164 (29/ix HK) records an ox brought by Zige ''when he was made 
madärum''. 87 Other Leilan letters mention Amaz in relative proximity to Sobbanum (YTLR 
116) and Joptur (YTLR 130). An administrative text mentions a shipment of 127 sheep from a 
prominent Hammi-Epuh of Amaz (CV 165; x, HK), and this figure is probably identical with 
a namesake who sent 2 letters to his ''Lord" Till-Abnü (YTLR 129-130), and in another letter 
is commanding troops stationed in Amaz {YTLR 116). This man seems likely to hove been an 
Apum(?) governor or general posted in Amaz. 
Amursakkum 
No kings of this town ore attested. lt is best known for the role it played during the Tu-
rukkean rebellion lote in the reign of Somsi-Adod, and the relevant texts show that it was a 
fortified town of some importance. lt is tentatively located close to modern Qamishli. 88 
Azamhul 
This was an important town in Apum, and as discussed above (Ch. 1.1) it seems that it 
should perhaps rather be placed on its eastern borders than at Tell Mhm. Diyab. Samsu-
malik who sent wine to Leilon may have been 11 king 11 of the town, but ot the same time letters 
connect a certain lnganum with Azamhul. Most explicitly he reports to 11 his Lord" that he has 
gathered the district in Azamhul (YTLR 135). Since lnganum seems to have been an Apum 
official it is possible that he functioned as governor of Azamhul or at least in this sector of 
Apum. His letters also show that the otherwise poorly attested towns of Nihru and Sathura 
must have been located in this area. 
Hölabä 
This town is probably mentioned in texts from Mari, and Durand places it near the Wadi 
Radd south of Leilan. 89 Bunu-lstar is not mentioned elsewhere, and all that can be said is 
that he was a prominent figure associated with Hälabö. 
Hurä~ö 
According to an unpublished Mari text this town was located not too far from Leilan,90 and 
the events discussed below (Ch. 3. l) show that it should be sought near the southern border 
of Apum. Mari texts refer to a king Awikiris, and the Kabizza of Hurö~ö in Leilan texts may 
be a later king. At the same time CV 32 mentions a governor (sapitum) Hazip-Tessup of 
Hurö~a, and this could be an Apum offlcial. Hura~ö seems, however, to have belonged to 
the territrny of Sepallu (d. Ch. 3.1). 
87 For this term, denoting a person of princely status, see Chorpin and Durand 2004, 113. 
88 See Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 115 f. 
89 Durand, ARMT XXV1/2, p. ·135 ad 3586. 
90 Charpin and Ziegler 2003, 116 w. n .. 345. 
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Nadbum 
A town Nadbum (or Natbum) is apparently not attested in other sources. Oorrädum was 
possibly its ruler, and a man with the same name is attested os sender of a single letter to 
11his Lord" (YTLR 142), but unfortunately it reveals nothing about his background. 
Nawali 
A certain Hawur-atal is attested as sender of a letter (YTLR 119) to Till-Abnü. The letter is 
not well preserved, but connects the writer with activity near Suna ond Kiduhhum. This 
fits the second attestation of Hawur-atal (in YTLR 97)i where Aja-abu of Sunö comploins 
to Till-AbnO that Hawur-atal recruits troops from Eluhuf end frightens the citizens of Suna, 
while in a following letter (YTLR 102) he reports that Eluhut troops have entered Nawali. 
lt is therefore possible to identify Howur-atal securely with Hawurni-atal of Nawali who 
sent wine to Leilan. lt seems most likely that he was the ruler of Nawoli, and thot Ukku 
of Nawoli was an official. The real king of Nawali, however, was Adad/Tessup (cf. 
below Ch. 4.1). 
Suna 
Aia-Abu was explicitly the king of Sunö, a town located west of Leilan. A prominent visi-
tor to Leilan named Aja-abu is attested in an administrative text which dates to the reign 
of Jakün-Asar (FI 72), and although no title or GN is given, it seems likely that Aja-abu 
of Suna is involved, and thot his re1gn continued until the end of our documentation. From 
Mari there is evidence for a king of Sunö by the name of lli-lstar, who married a daughter 
of Zimri-Lim, but in genera.1 the kingdom seems to have had little political importance. 
A similar situation is reflected in the leilan archive, where Aja-abu appears es o vassal 
of the king of Leilan, referring back to him also on apparently minor matters, and stating 
blankly that the town of Suna is "your town" (YTLR 93). In one instance Aja-abu sends a 
letter together with a certain Sibila (YTLR 101), no doubt identical with the Sibiläni lu Sunö 
who sent wine to Leilan, and presumably a high official (sukkallurn?) of Sunö. Another letter 
was sent iointly by Aja-abu and the "elders" (YTLR 102). 
Surnat 
We hove already discussed the relotionship between Till-AbnO and Kuzzuri of Surnat, 
· and suggested that the latter figure may have been a local ruler (above Ch. 1.4). Surnat is 
mentioned in a number of Mari texts, which show that it was located southeast of leilan, 
and Chorpin has suggested that the town belonged to Apum_Ql ARMT XX:vl/2, 422 shows 
thot Surnat must hove been a foirly large walled town: [Hammurabi of Kurda} "sent 2000 
soldiers ond they attacked the town Surnat which belongs to Zü-Hatni, and captured as 
much of its salhum, its cows and sheep, and people, as they could get hold of, but the 
townspeople mounted to the citadel, end saved themselves in the citadel" (II. 25-31). An 
interesting possibility for a more precise identificotion of ancient Surnot is provided by the 
91 Chorpin 19906, 11 Bf. 
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Old Babylonian tablet accidentally found on the surface of Tell Qal'at al-Höd1 on the wadi 
Rumeilan southeast of Leilan. The tablet is an administrative note of silver divided as pay-
ment for hobbatum mercenaries and overseen by a certain Ewri.92 This figure could well be 
identical with a man who wrote lwo of the Leilan letters, one to Take (YrlR 171), and one 
to "his Lord" Till-Abno (YTLR 110). 
Say to my lord Till-Abn0: Thus (says) Ewri, your seNant: 
Burija with habbätum troops has made a raid right into the land of Numha, and gives us 
trouble. May my lord know this - and your brothe~s) is/are not availoble for a relief force. 
Please will my lord instruct me about gathering the country in its forts, and I shall act ac-
cording to my lord's 1nstruction (YTRL 110). 
This letter (also quoted below Ch. 3.1) belongs in the context of the war against Andarig 
and Razama, and shows that Ewri was placed near the southeastern border of Apum. From 
there he writes to the prince Till-Abn0 for instructions about local affairs, which suggests that 
Till-Abn0 had a special role in that orea. Consequently it is realistic to think thot Tell Qal'at 
al-Had1 could be ancient Surnat, and that Ewri was an Apum official placed there. 93 
Tehhi 
This town or its possible ruler Zazija(?) is apparently not attested outside the Leilan texts. In 
FI 135, which accounts for a journey from Leilan to Nah ur it is the first town mentioned, and 
it was probably located not br west of Leilon. 
Urkis 
Recent excavations have made it certoin that Urkis is identical with Tell Mozan near modern 
Amouda. Q,1 The Mari texts document a king T erru, and that the town in this period was 
under some order of control from Asnakkum. For the period of the Leilan texts it seems likely 
that the king of Urkis was a certain Ja$$ib-Hatn0. He is mentioned in two letters sent from 
Sangara, who quotes a message from Ja~ib-HatnO: "I hove evacuated {my territory) to Ur-
gina" (YTLR 143). In another letter it is reported that a messenger has gone to Ja~$ib-Hatn0 
and the king of AsKAkum to get help against Halu-rabi (YrLR 144; for the historical context 
see Ch. 3.3}. In spite of the forms the two towns are probably identical with Urkis95 and 
Asnakkum. A letter to Till-Abn0 from Jan$i[b- .... ] (YTLR 33), but with no real clues to the 
writer's identity, may have issued from the king of Urkis. 
92 See Durand 1987•; Whiting 1990a, 216; Eidern 1988. 
93 Surnat is not attested outside the Old Babylonian sources referred to here. lf identical with Qal'at 
al-Hädi, the town may have changed its name since there is evidence for later occupation on the 
site (see Meijer 1986, 19}. 
94 See, e. g., Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1996. 
95 A town ur-gi-no(NA certat-n!) is also attested in CV 27, and probably this is the Hurrion name of 
Urkis (cf. the spellings u-ur-ki-ni-in, u-ur~ki-nilisted in del Monte end Tischler 1978, 463}. 
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Without further evidence a precise eva!uation is precarious, ond we cannot assign firm 
roles to many of the prominent figures associated with these towns. Significontly shipments 
are made by "elders" from Amursakkum, Tehhi, and Urkis, ond the traditionally strong posi-
tion of the local assembly in the latter town is weil attested from the Mari evidence. 96 The 
heterogenous local traditions are also evident in the case of Nawali, where the prestige of 
the Adad/Tessup cult gave its derics special prominence. 
In geographical terms it seems likely that these towns represent the circumference of the 
territory of Apum. The relevant towns were located on or near its borders and obliged to 
cultivate contacts with the kings of leilan. From clauses in the L-Treaties we get glimpses 
of how relationships befween the major and minor polities were organised. An exomple is 
found in L.T.-3, concluded between Apum and Kahat: 
L.T.-3 col. iii 
When o town, o king, my equal, or a local official 
who makes his heart big, and 
with Jam~i-HatnG 
and Kahat becomes hostile, end 
5 assumes independent powers, and (says:} 
"With Jam$i-Hatn0 
and Kahat [1 will break truce, and] 
to Till-( AbnO I will go! "] 
( .................. ' ............... ] 
l O and ( ....... _ .................. ] 
troops ( ...................... ] 
and ( ........................ on] his ( ..... ], neor 
and for, on his land, 
h1s fruit, his "anomaly", his toil, 
15 his well-being I shall not cast my eyes. 
A previous governor I sholl not remove, and 
1 shall not appoint my own governor or commander. 
Besides the guord (as) military assistance 
further help I shall not demand of him. 
20 1 shall not give oxen the rod! 
Let [him give me(?)] grain, sib.sum-tax., and silver, [and] 
no cultivators (or) harvesters 
1 shall demand of him. Cloth for equipment 
1 shall not deliver. 1 shall demond no (part in) loot. 
25 Besides military assistonce nothing (further) 
1 shall demand of him. 
96 Cf. Flemming 2004, 197-199, 216f. 
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In spite of some unexpected or unclear details97 the idea here seems to be that Till-AbnO 
must promise only to take partial advantage of a situation where a vassal of Kahat decides 
to change allegiance. 
Finally os an exomple of towns which were probably more directly under control by Apum, 
we may quote o letter from Niqmi-Adad: 
Say to my elder brother Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Niqmi-Adad, your small brother: 
Previously I wrote to you about my sheep, and you said: "Place your sheep in Ahanda, 
let (them) go there!" This my elder brother told me. The sheep (were ready) to be led to 
Ahanda, but the god struck my sheep, and until I appeased the god, 1 kept {them) back, 
but (then} the sheep of Nilibsinnum were placed in Ahonda. Afterwards when I had op-
peased the god, Jaqbija the chief shepherd indicated the town Kuzäja for the sheep; the 
sheep were placed in Kuzäja, but the sugagum of Kuzäja chased my sheep • way. Now 
will my elder brother please send his retainer with my retainer, so they will not chase away 
my sheep in Kuza ja. (YTLR 85}. 
Ahanda and Kuzöja are not ottested outside the Leilan texts, and would have been mlnor 
settlements closer to the core of Apum. Texts from Mari and Leilan provide a number of other 
candidates for this category: lzhizzi, Hidar, Hurranum, Kudimm• r, Kumulhum, Lazapatum, 
Nawardi, Saphum, Sebisci, Z• hiki, Zatumri.98 The Leilan survey recorded 157 period 1 
(1900-1728 BC) sites within the 30 km strip investigatec( and although all of these were 
h• rdly occupied simultaneously, it is dear that the Apum countryside would have been dot-
ted with smaller settlements during our period.99 
97 The •anomaly" (Akk. izbum} is probably included to underline thot not even the humblest thing will 
be coveted; neither will oxen be "given the rod", i.e. removed for work elsewhere. The .sibsum-tax 
on private land con be collected, however, and the regular troops levied. 
98 Cf. Chorpin 19906, 118f., and ARM IV, 38 (= Durond, DEPM 494). 
99 Ristvet and Weiss 2005. 
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3. l . ÄPUM AGAINST ÄNDAR1G AND RAZAIVIÄ 
The letters addressed to Mutijo by name focus on dramatic events involving Apum and its 
allies ot war with Andarig and Razama, and these events ore also described in other letters 
(addressed to belum or Till-Abnü). A good point of departure for analysis of the situation is 
a letter sent to Mutija from Astamar-Adad of Kurde: 
Say to Mutija: Thus [says) Astamar-Adad, your brother: 
The day I sent you this letter of mine, two of your retoiners arrived here from Halab, and 
conveyed to me Hammurabi's opinion. Hammurabi said this: "Why have Astamar-Adad, 
Mutija, and Sepallu taken command of Kakmum troops and destroy land Jassen and land 
Jamutbalum, and bring the land out of my grip?" This is what they told me. After my own 
retainers (left?) he has sent this [message2) hither to the interior of the land. Now the day 
you hear this letter of mine - Take his governor- make (him) tear up a coat, and take apart 
a composite bow - turn (these things) over to him, and send him to me! 
[Further] here HaZip- ... [and] Hazip-Tessup [arrived]. Sepallu is with them; 1 shall muster 
them, and they shall take 1000 Kakmians and march off these auxiliaries. 1 hove written to 
you [ and accordingly] you must send (them?) quickly to me! 
Further Burija is massing with his troops in Hubsil, and awaits Hazip-Tessup. Until I have 
investigated their intentions, 1 will not go there! (YTLR 8}. 
Hammurabi of Halob complains that Mutija, Astomar-Adad, and Sepallu are "destroying" 
the lands of Jassän and Jamutbalum, namely the city-states Andarig and Razamä with their 
respective kings Burija and Hazip-Tessup. lt seems expected that Hazip-Tessup will join 
forces with Burija in Hubsil (=Hubselum), situated south of Andarig. Meanwhile Sepallu has 
arrived together with two named individuals, a certain HaZip- .... , who cannot be securely 
identified, and Hazip-Tessup, who cannot be the king of Razama, but probobly is identical 
with a homonym "man of Hurä~ö" (cf. Ch. 2.3). A.stamar-Adod will arrange reinforcement 
from the Kakmum troops, presumably mercenaries supplied by the kingdom of Kakmum. 
Three letters sent frorn the Apum general Kuzuzzu help to clarify the s1tuation: 
Say to my lord: Thus (says) Kuzuzzu, your servant: 
Mylord wrote this to me: "Are none of your retainers that I know well staying with you, since 
you send two of your retainers thot I don't know?" This my lord wrote to me. Tirukkanu, my 
retainer that I sent before my lord, this man I took out of the palace workshops in Sehnö; he 
is indeed a faithful servant of my lord. His wife and son are living in my own house. (lt is 
only because} 1 have never before sent hirn before my lord, that my lord does not know him, 
but previously there were no retaine~s) who (used to go) before my lord at hand among my 
retoiners, ond I sent this man oher careful selection. 
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Another matter: the troops of the enemy are confronting Till-Abni, [and the day I sent] this 
letter of mine to my lord, Astamar-Adad will come to Hur6$ä. (YTLR 137).100 
Kuzuzzu then is staying in Hura~ä where Astamar-Adad is expected to arrive, and Till-AbnO 
is confronted by the enemy. Subsequently Kuzuzzu and his party leoves Hurä$ä: 
Say to my lord: Thus (says] Kuzuzzu, your servant: 
Yesterday we left Hurä~ä and went to Agä. A messenger came from Kurda with this mes-
sage: "Burija raided the land towards Kurdä, and the hobbatum troops [entered(?)] Alilö-
num, and today continued(?) towards Razama; and Astamar-Adad went away to Kasapa, 
and it is said: Burija went to Razamö, le~ his heavy forces, and will raid the interior of the 
land. Mylord should not let out the herds (ha/lotum) or anything eise! (YTLR 138). 
Thus Kurdö is under attack and Astamar-Adad therefore hastily leaves to protect his coun-
try. 
Say to my lord: Thus (says) Kuzuzzu, your servant: 
Sepallu called me and Hazipna-EI {in audience) and said this to us: "Why will my brothers 
not come? Astomar-Adad came, but left again. Now what is this? Since x days the enemy 
is settled in the midst of the country. He carries away grain, and destroys my towns, but they 
do not come (to help rne). ls it this we agreed on? Now send words that they must come 
here. In truth when they orrive here, will this enemy not take fright!" And he also said this: 
"Let them come and I shall march out, and Till-Abni shall know who is coming. lf they do 
not come, then (the pair of) you {hod better) push o~!" (YTLR 139). 
From these texts it can be established that Sepallu's land is invaded by the enemy; thot 
Til\-AbnO is with troops in the same orea, and thot also Astamar-Adad is present, but 
hastily leaves for his own country when it is reported that Burija has attacked Kurdä. The 
initial situation may be echoed in a letter where Sepallu writes to Mutija that he has at-
tacked enemy troops laying siege to his own town Zannönum near the Jebel Sinjar and 
asks for help. 
Say to Mutija: Thus (says) 5epallu, your brother: 
Since three doys ago the enemy fs staying in Zannönum. Yesterday he released the town 
herds (solhu~ 101 in open country, ond I mounted a horse, and with 60 men l went to the 
town Sabum to his so/hum. 1 slew 60 men and took 50 prisoners; 1 chased him (right) to the 
gate of his fieldcamp, and carried away one (of the) leade~s). My brother should rejoice! 
Muster the troops and march off to me. Do not hesitatel (YTLR 11). 102 
100 Published in Eidern 1991c, 121. 
101 For this term see Eidern 199lc, l 33f. 
102 Published in Eidern 1991c, 131-34. 
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lt may have been somewhat later that the YTLR 8 was written: Mutija perhaps sent Till-Abnu 
to assist Sepallu, and also Astamar-Addu arrived. Together they survey the situation staying 
in Hurä~a ond await the next move by the enemy. 
Subsequently the habbatum arrived on the scene and were presumobly recruited by the 
enemy. This event seems tobe reported by Masum in a letter where he states that the hob-
bätum "have returned from across the river", ond that they ore raiding in Numha. He osks 
for troops from Mutija, Astamar-Adad, and Sepallu, and gives advice about guarding of 
the sheep. 
[Say to my fother Mut]qa: Thus (soys) Mosum, your son: 
All is weil here; moy all be well therel 
In the land behind the mountoins they hove begun to seize the townspeople, Numheons or 
anyone living there. A man from Allahad fled from there and said this to me: "The habbötum 
have returned from across the river andin the land of Ja[ssän(2}] joined [Az]uhinnum". 1 shall 
ascertain ~urther news of these troops and write to my father. 
What about the 100 soldiers for deployment here that I osked of my fother? lf you, Astamor-
Adad or Sepallu had sent [the troops] that should be sent, they would have stayed here on the 
border of your land - in the district. 1 here am constontly concerned with guarding the land 
- thus frorn the crest of mount Saggar all the way hither to land Jassan. Is this town not your 
town? ls it it not a border town - a district which protects the front of your own lond2 Now will 
my father please send me 100 soldiers, and they shall indeed stay here in the distridl 
You must sound alert about the sheep, and the sheep must not be left in one place, but 
should be left in the fortified towns individually, ond I here how con I be successful2 Let 
your troops gather in one place, and I will come, and depart with these troops, and I shall 
organize the raute of the troops. (YTLR 18). 103 
From the Kuzuzzu letters we learnt thot the habhätum moved into Alilönum {southeast of the 
Habur Bosin), and that Burija intended to march in the some direction ond attack the interior 
of the land from Razamö. 
The ensuing panic in Apum is mirrored in two letters from Ewri: In the first he reports to 
his lord Till-AbnO that Burija with habbatum troops is roiding in the country of Numhum, o 
virtual echo of the information transmitted by Kuzuzzu in YTLR 138. He states also thot Till-
AbnO can expect no help from his brothe~s?) and asks whether, in view of this situation, the 
countryside should be evocuated. 
Say to my lord Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Ewri, your servant: 
Burija with habbatum troops has made o roid right into the land of Numho, ond gives us 
rouble. May my lord know this - and your brothe~s) is/ore not availoble for o relief force. 
Pleose will my lord instruct me obout gathering the count,y in its forts, and I shall act ac-
cording to my lord's instruction. (YTLR 110). 
103 LI. 25-31 quoted in Eidern 1Q96b, p. 83f. n. 6. 
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At the same time Ewri also wrote to Take giving the same basic information, but with more 
detoils. The number of habbatum is given as 6.000, and they are staying in the otherwise 
unattested town Suprum in Numhum. He adds also that Astamar-Adad has gone back to 
Kurda (cf. YTLR 138), and discusses the evacuation of the countryside. 
Say to Take: Thus (says) your friend Ewri: 
1 heard rumours of the hobbatum troops and wrote to Ahi-mara~, and he sent me a com-
plete report: 6.000 habbatum troops are staying in the town Suprum and have eaten the 
land of Numhum clean. (Even) the nail has been tarn out of the wall! Astamar-Adad has 
gone off to Kurdä. 1 have written the news l have heard to you. Know this, and you musf 
write the news you have heard to me. 
Also in view of this news the sheep of the country were moved towards (you}. 1 fear the 
shepherds will harass them. Give orders to the chief shepherd that they must not harass 
them. Otherwlse you must say (so), and they shall remain as they are. (Yl"LR 171). 
Thus the action, with the arrivol of the habbatum, shifts from the land of Sepallu to the 
land of Astamor-Adad which was now under attack, while another enemy push into the 
southeast of Apum is expected. In YTLR 8 we hear that Burija was waiting in Hubsalum for 
Hazip-Tessup, who may have been the enemy raiding the land of Sepallu, but next we see 
Burijo, having received support from an arriving army of 6.000 habbatum, make a raid 
into Kurda thereby splitting the enemy forces. 
Subsequently, however, the action shifts once again. The next move was directed not at the south-
east, but the southwest corners of Apum. This seems clear from two letters sent from this region. 
Say to my father Mutija: Thus (says) Asdi-[ .... ] , your son: 
The same day I sent you this letter, Hazip-Tessup with 10.000 hobbötum troops has made 
halt for the night in the town Sur,um. My father should devise a course d action [( ....... )] 
(YTLR 12) .104 
Say to Mutija: Thus (says) Kanisanu, your son: 
Concerning news of the [habbölum] troops: Hazi[p-Tessup] has taken command of them. 
The doy I sent you [this] letter of mine they stayed the night in Anamas. 1 will not meet with 
any of his retainers(?}. Now hereby I have sent my retainer to you - pay close attention to 
his message! (YTLR 15). 
Since the geograhical information in both letters can be associated with the central sector of 
the Habur Basin,105 it may be conduded that Hazip-Tessup of Razama, with a large force 
of habbatum is attacking into the (south) centra\ part of the Basin. Particularly interesling in 
this connection is a letter sent from Supram to belum: 
lOA Published in Eidern 1991c, ·124. 
JOS For the lown Sur'um see Guichard 200_5; for Anamas see Durand, DEPM II, p. 469f. 
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Say to my lord: Thus (says} Supram, your servant: 
News of the hobbalum arrived and Kirija spoke to us like this: 11Send words to your lord"; 
we (said): "This is your decision; and you yourself must tel1 us (whot to write)!". He (soid}: 
"You should not give battle! Let them advance to your city gate, but do not give battle!"- And 
in my previous letter I wrote to my lord (about) 6.000 troops, (but) now (it is) 10.000 troops; 
my lord should not worry .... , .. {YTLR 147). 
Our imperfect understanding of the historical geography obviously makes it difficult to as-
certain the details of these events which apparently mostly took place in the intermediate 
zone between the Habur Basin and the jebel Sinjar, and area which would allow quick 
moves and countermoves with quite large forces and rapid shifts in strategy with the military 
emphasis focused on the land of Sepallu, then Astamar-Adad's Kurde, ond finally the bor-
ders of Apum. This less populous, but certainly not deserted region, 106 no doubt functioned 
as o buffer-zone between the Habur and Sinjar kingdoms, and both the new Leilan texts as 
weil as the Mari texls indicate that it was far more important than hitherto suspected. 
What happened next is somewhat harder to establish, but quite possibly a letter sent from 
Ah1-maro~ to belum (said tobe brother of Jakün-Asar, hence probably Till-Abnü) provides o 
sequel. The writer reports that Jakün-Asor has defeated an enemy, and that the hobbatum 
subsequently gathered and sent him a message of submission. 
Say to my lord: Thus {says) Ahi-maras, your seNant: 
Since Jakün-Asar [won] a victory I sent words to my lord with mubassir1.rmessengers. Now 
we are stoying there; the .interior of the ltown is calm(?)]. The habbötum troops who were 
[defeated] afterwards(?) [ ... .... J gathered and sent words to my lord, your brother, as fol-
lows: "Either let (us) go free, or take command of us and lead us where you please!". This 
( message} they sent to your brother. (YTLR 126) .107 
Thus the threat against the interior of Apum seems to have been averted, and it seems that 
the scenario envisaged in YTLR 147, namely the hobbotum reaching the gates of Subat-
Enlil, never materialized. lnstead the hostilities ended and gave way to o succession of 
diplomatic initiatives. 
106 The Leilan survey recorded severol lorge Period I sites south of the Wadi Radd (Ristvet and Weiss 
2005). 
107 LI. 16-19 quoted in Eidern 1996b, 84 n. 7. 
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3 . 2 . T REA TIES 
Peace with Razama and Andarig 
Administrative texts dated in the limmu year Habil-kenu record a diplomatic exchange 
between Apum and Razamö: 
CV 2 (w. duplicate CV 9), dated 10/vii, lists issues of clothing to retainers of the Halab 
general Bin-Dammu and to retoiners of Hazip-Tessup "when they mode the king swear an 
oath by the gods". 108 
CV 7, also dated 10/vii, \ists issues of silver rings to retainers of ßin-Dammu "when the king 
swore an oath by the gods". 
This evidence shows a situation where envoys of Razamö received a treaty oath from the 
king of Apum, at this time certainly still Mutija, in the presence of Halab envoys. 10 days 
later a document records silver issued from Sehnö to certain individuals "when they stayed 
in Razama" (CV 52, 20/vii HK), presents issued by Apum envoys sent to Razamö, prob-
ably to receive the parallel oath from Hazip-Tessup. 
In any case it seems highly likely that the treaty tablet L.T.-2 relates to these events. The 
tablet contains the text of an oath to be sworn by Hazip-Tessup of Razama to Mutija of 
Apum, and although severely damaged large portions of the text have survived (quoted 
below in 3.2}. 
Another diplomatic exchange occurred some weeks later. CV 131, dated to 3/viiib HK, 
records a meeting attended by the king, Bin-Dammu, and Burija, the king of Andarig, and 
Vincente suggested that this meeting was the occasion of prepatory negotiations leading 
up to the second instance during this year when it is recorded that the king swore an oath, 
namely in CV 10, dated to 20+/ix, incidentally also the lotest text in the archive which is 
sealed with the seal of Mutija. lf this evidence, as seems likely, pertains to a treaty between 
Mutija and Andarig, it has apparently left no trace of a written docurnent. 
Old Babylonion Treaty Procedures 
These two diplomatic events apparently fit current understanding of Old Babylonian treaty 
procedures os established by D. Charpin in a fundamental study. While the basic com-
ponent in conclusion of a political treaty was the solemn oath, the ms i/im/ J/am~ sworn 
by both parties before divine statues or syrnbols, the nature and the distribution of other 
important components mentioned in the evidence have been less easy to explain or ac-
count for. These components include the frequently mentioned ritual slaughter of a "donkel 
lOS We prefer to reconstruct S-forms of zakarum in CV 2, 12 and 9, 12. 
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(hajaram qatalum} or the ritual of "touching the throat" (/ipil napi.slim/ napislam lapötum}, 
and the infrequent mention of written tablets in connecti-on with treaties. Chorpin showed 
that the 1wo lypes of ritual belonged with two different procedures. The ritual slaughter of o 
donkey was performed when the treaty was concluded at a face to foce meeting between 
the kings and their representatives, while in cases where the treaty was concluded without 
such a meeting the kings 'touched the throat". Only in these lotter cases did the problem of 
distance necessitate written documents. 109 Thus in the case of the first of the leiian treaties 
mentioned above the two kings apparently did not meet, but performed an oath ritual in 
front of representatives of the other porty, ond a tablet with the full text of the ogreement 
was used. In the second case the king of Apum and Burija actually met, and apparently no 
tablet was used. Although this is not recorded one would expect that the first treoty involved 
the ritual of "touching the throat", and the second the "sloughter of a donkey". 
This operational understanding of the different procedures has since been confirmed by a 
recent very detailed study by B. Lafont, 110 but some important questions remain unresolved. 
A mojor problem ls that we do not know what the two rituals concretely involved. Having 
examined carefully oll extant evidence Lafont conduded that the "slaughter of a donkey" ... 
1
'est manifestement l'expression d'une allionce condue par le sang [ina damim], faisant des 
protogonistes des porents por aHiance .... L'origine bedouine de ce rituel ne foit pas de deute 
••. ".
111 He noted further that the ritual is followed by o drinking ceremony where the kings both 
drink out of the some cup and considered the possibilities that the liquid could be blood of the 
sacrificed donkey, blood of the kings themselves - or simply wine symbolizing blood. 112 
For the ritual of the ''touching of the throot" the most detailed description is found in o letter 
from Mari113: Zimri-Lim's envoy places two kinds of flour before Hommurabi (of Babylon), 
who raises his hand to Somas and "touches'" his throat, ond then swears the ooth dictoted 
by the envoy. Other examples show how two types of toblets could be used in conjunction 
with the procedings. First the partners exchanged a "small" tablet, and it was on this thot the 
"touching of the throat" was performed. Subsequently "large" toblets would be exchanged 
and the final oath sworn. ldeally then each treaty concluded this way would create two 
sets of parallel toblets, first the drafts and then the final texts exchonged, and additionally 
one could expect each party also to keep a copy of the set he had sent to the other porty. 
As for the ritual of "touching the throat" traditional understanding is that, in the words of 
B. Lafont, " ... les parties contractantes, en mimant le geste utilise pour socrifier un onimal, 
mettent ainsi leur vie en jeu, lo gorge etant le lieu meme ou coule le sang et par ou passe 
le souffle de la vie. "114 Lafont further noted thot a new text from Lei Ion may show that the 
ritual was not purely symbolical. Someone, probably Halu-rabi, convenes representatives 
from his land and soys: 
IOQ Charprn 1990c. 
llO lafont 2001, 262-293. 
111 lb;d., p. 271. 
112 lbid. , p. 267 n. 211. 
113 A.4626 (Chorpin 1990c, lllff.; = DEPM 1, no. 286). 
114 Lafont 2001, 275. 
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"I undertook a journey{/campaign), and Till-AbnO sent me blood. Before we start an the 
compaign let us touch his blood, and let us swear an oath. [When] we tauch his blood and 
have sworn the oath, (then) let Jahil-pr- .. , Belsunu, and Jasrah-Dogan go there the same 
evening, and the next day [Till-Abn]o, his sons, ond the locol officials(?) [( ... )] of his district 
who follow him, will tauch (my?) blood and swear an oath, so they can return the (same) 
evening, and the following day ... [ .... ], and [1 can] march [ ............ ]". (YTLR 185).ll5 
Unfortunately not all details in this text are clear, but it seems that Halu-rabi( ?) has received 
blood from Till-AbnO which he and his people should now "tauch\ and then swear the 
oath. lmmediately afterwards three men will transport blood of Halu-rabi to Till-AbnO, so 
that he and his representatives can "touch" it ond swear an oath. Thus blood is exchonged 
over a distance, ond it seems possible that this is blood of the kings themselves and not of 
animals. This leads to a suspicion that the ritual of the lipd napislim actually involved a small 
incision and blod-letting by the kings, as cautiously suggested by Lafont.116 In sum both of 
the two ritual procedures connected with treaty-making moy in fact have involved concrete 
mixing of blood between the main protagonists, the kings. In fact one notes how treaties 
are often referred lo in letters of this period with just one key component, and it seems to me 
likely that the "touching of the throat" may also have been performed when the kings rnet 
and the procedure involved the collective ritual of the "slaughter of a donkey", which then 
took preference as the main referent. Possibly new evidence may confirm this theory, and 
meanwhile we may take a look at how the tablets entered the procedure, since also for this 
question the texts from Leilan seem to provide important new evidence. 
The Leilan letter just quoted reveals that blood could be exchanged as part of a collective 
treaty procedure. Blood would hardly have been transported in liquid state, but mixed with 
some dry substance. lf so a candidate is suggested by the flour which the Mari envoy must 
place before Hammurabi in the /ipil napislim ritual described above, and which would 
then be formed into a small "loaf". 117 lt further seems likely that this "loaf" would have been 
wropped up in something for the tronsport, and that this wrapping could have been clay 
inscribed with a short version of the treaty- namely the "small" tablet. In ARMT XXVl/2, 469 
Zimri-Lim wants Hammurabi of Babylon to surrender certain towns, and they are listed in 
the "small" tablet which he has sent. Hammurabi makes objections and attempts to evade 
or postpone the "touching" of the throat: "lf Srn is not compacted on the _/uppi /ip!I napislirn, 
1 shall tauch my throat on the 25th. Now Sin has become compacted; on the 25th I cannot 
da the touching~. How is it decided whether "STn is compacted on the tablet", and what 
does this mean? The phrasing suggests that the phenomenon is not initiolly visible, but 
somehow becomes so, and it seem possible that it was a sign or feature visible on the "lo• f" 
inside the "small" tablet. 118 This rather bald theory is suggested by a group of curious treaty 
115 Guoted in Eidern 1999. 
116 Lafont 2001, 27 5. 
117 The same kinds of flour were used in the "Ritual of lstor", where they were placed on o table before 
the goddess and mixed with o liquid (see Durand and Guichord 1997, 49}. 
118 The verb translated ·compacted" {/wpputum) is particularly used about ominal Features an the liver 
(CAD K, 552f.), and one could think o~ an accidental feature on the wrapped substance. 
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fragments from Leilon (L.T.-7). These fragments are markedly different from the rest of the 
material, and seem to come from thick, possibly hollow "tablets", which could be remnants 
of the real "small" toblets. In fact this would exploin why the extant corpus of "small'' tablets 
is so limited, since - if most of these "tablets" were routinely broken - we would be ieft only 
with some drafts for their texts, like the two examples of supposed "small" tablets from Mari, 
found at the same site where they were written. 119 
However that may be the Leilan evidence also serves to revise theories obout the ~big" 
tablets and their use. lt will be recalled that Chorpin has suggested that these were used 
only when the treaties were concluded over o distance, and not during an actual meeting. 
The treaty between Till-AbnO and the king of Kahat, L.T.-3, seems likefy, however, to have 
been concluded at an actual meeting. In contrast to other treaty tablets this text employs 
both singular ond plural pledges, showing thot alternately only the king or all Apum 
representatives swore, and it may be assumed that the large number of representatives from 
both Apum and Kahat listed in the text were present. Also the meeting is probably referred 
to retrospectively in a letter from the king of Kahat to Till-Abnü: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Jam~i-HatnO, your brother: 
Two men from Simaski - at the time of the raid - men from Kiränum cought them, and 
Abi-Samos and Napsija bought the Simaskions for silver from the Kiränians. They hove run 
oway and are staying in Subat-Enlil. 1 keep sending you the masters d the slaves, but you 
da not give them sotisfaction. What about the ooth we swore between us2 When I hod 
you swear I told you this: "When a run-away slove from my land turns up, let him be seen 
in your land, and let me send the master of the slave to you. You shall indeed return the 
slave to his master!" This we seid in the ooth between us. Now a slave in my land has run 
away, and he enters your town and you do not release him. What about our treaty and the 
straight talk between us? Now hereby I have sent Abi-Somas and Napsija to you. Release 
their slaves; they should not be cheated. Another matter: Neither the first nor the fourth time 
1 sent a letter to you did you ever send an answer to my letter. Since you never send me an 
answer to my lette~s). how indeed can there be straight tolk between us? You just have to 
soy so, and I shall not write to you again!" (YTLR 75). 
Jam~i-HatnO here quotes one of the clauses of the treaty: "When a run-awoy slave from my 
· land turns up, let him be seen in your land, and let me send the moster of the slave to you. 
You shall indeed return the slave to his master!'' Unfortunately this clause is not preserved in 
L.T.-3, but would have been parallel to a clause in L.T.-1, eo\. v: 
[A] slave or slave girl from the country of Qarni-Lim and Häja-abum 
15 11 [who] fled herein my palace, my [chancell]ery 
[shall] be seized, 1 shall not sell him for silver. 
1 shall not dispose of [him] as palace property; [from] their master 
n9 See Lafont 2001, 284f. (T2 and T3). 
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1 shall not hide him. One shekel silver as due to the palace 
1 shall receive, and I shall release (him). 
The conclusion of the treaty between Apum and Kahat is perhaps also documented by ad-
ministrative texts. In FI 115, dated 2/iv Amer-lstar, thus almest exactly one month later than 
the date of L.T.-3, we find issues of luxury items to a number of prominent figures, headed by 
Ea-malik and including noblemen from smaller localities near Kahat, like Kiran (d. YTLR 7 5) 
and Kallahubri,120 and a subscript reads: "when the king met with the ,,man" of Kohat". 
In the final analysis it does not seem possible to offer a dear explanation for the role played 
by the octual treaty tablets, especially for L.T.-3, which in fact reproduces a kind of script for 
a collective treaty meeting betvveen two kings and their subjects. lt is possible that the tablet 
was used only during the planning stage and sent to the other party to make sure that he 
would accept in advonce what would take place ot the meeting. Another possibility is that 
the tablet was actually used during the meeting, and read aloud as this proceeded. We 
simply need more evidence to solve both this and other problems, like the supposed "sets" 
of parallel tablets. Only one, fairly uncertain example is known, namely L.T-3, coupled with 
L.T.-4, which could be the tab\et produced in Apum for the treaty with Kohat. A provisional 
condusion must be that the "large" toblets, like the Leilan examples, basically were applied 
"as convenien( as a practical tool when a number of different circumstances, like com-
plicated negotiations over a distonce, prompted their use. The Leilan examples also show 
that such tablets probably were much more common thon the few extant specimens would 
indicate, and that fairly fixed, traditional models for them had been developed. 
Format and Contents of T reoty Tablets 
The Leilan treaties oll follow the same general pattern, and can be divided into four main 
sections: introductory odjurotion - clauses - curse section - subscript/date. The fragmen-
tary state of the texts unfortunately does not allow us to reconstruct any one comp\ete text or 
to moke very precise comparisons betvveen the different compositions. lnstead comparison 
of the preserved portions of text can be used to reconstruct in outline the basic contents of 
this type of document. 
The language of the texts is very similar to that of the Mari treaties and loyalty ooths, end the 
quotations of such material found in epistolary evidence. The texts make use of what may 
be regorded as stock phrases, which, with numerous minor variations, would have been 
in common use for such purposes throughout Northern Mesopotamia and Syria. In spite of 
this international "stondard", however, it may be observed that distinct local traditions seem 
to have existed as is shown by clear differences between L.T.-1, 2, and 4, all composed in 
Apum, and L.T.-3 composed in Kahat. 121 
12° Cf. Chorpin 1990a, 76f. 
121 To mention but one feature; the curse section in l.T.-3 is much langer than in the other treaties, and 
tokes up nearly half the tablet. 
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From what remains of dauses in the tablets it is clear that the texts to a considerable extent 
ran parallel, but since often the same portions of the tablets are lost, and the texts are not 
outright duplicates, it is not possible to reconstruct any complete set of clauses in any of the 
compositions. lt should be noted that the tablets themselves are divided into a number of 
sections marked by double rulings. This system provides a number of "paragrophs" in each 
text, but unfortunately the fragmentary nature of the material renders full exploitotion of this 
feature impossible. The preseNed dauses or parts of dauses mainly concern six themes: 
l} Purpose of the treaty 
2} Non-annulment dauses 
3) Auxiliaries and military 
4) Political loyalty 
5) Vassals 
6) Treatment of citizens 
These main themes are distributed as follows in L.T.-1 to 4: 
Theme L.T.-1 L.T.-2 L.T.-3 L.T.-4 
l col. v col. iv col. iv 
2 col. iv col. v col. iv 
3 col. i-ii col. iii col. ii col. ii-iii 
4 col. iv col. iv col. ii 
5 col. v col. iii 
6 col. v col. iv-iii col. iii col. iv 
Ta exemplify the nature of these compositions we present a complete translation of L.T.-2. 122 
col. i 
Swear by Enlil! 
Swear by S1n of Heoven! 
Swear by [Samos] of Heaven ! 
Swear by [Adad] of Heaven! 
5 Swear by Assur! 
Swear by Adad of Arraphum ! 
Swear by Adad of Nawali! 
Swear by Sin, the lord of Jomut-balum! 
Swear by Nergol, the king of Hubsalum! 
122 A few fragments from this tablet cannot be ploced. One of them (L.T-2d) provides the nome and 
title of the treaty partner: Hazip-Tessup, king of Razamä. 
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10 Swear by Nergal, the king of Zirrami! 
Swear by lstar of Ninet! 
Swear by Belet-Apim! 
S 6 -· 1 wear y ... -ra1a. 
Swear by [Ninkar]rak! 
(The remainder of this coL and all of col. ii are too broken for translotion) 
col. iii 
When Mutija, son of Halun-pT-(iu}mu, 
king of the country of Apum, 
has sent for auxiliaries, 
on that very day my elite troops 
5 and a trusted commonder for my troops 
1 shall send! 
1 sholl have no objection; 
1 shall not soy: "My troops are not available! 11 
To my troops and the commander of my troops 
l O I shall not say as follows: 
11When the troops of Mutqo 
[son] of Holun-pT-(ju}mu, king of the country of Apum, 
to the front of his enemy 
has approached to do battle, 
15 [li1 words] of disobedience 
decamp, and Mutija 
and his troops will be killed l '1 
(Thus) 1 will not order, 1 will not have ordered, 
1 will not instruct, 1 will not [send words], 
20 and (by) letter I will not send words! 
Thus I will [instruct] them 
os follows: ["Like] your own lives 
[you musf profecf Mulija, ...... ] 
[Remainder of column missing or too broken for translation} 
col. iv (rev. of tablet) 
[From the very doy] 
[that] this [oath by the gods] 
[to Mutija, son of Hal]un-pi-(jo)mu 
[king of Apum, / swore] 
BREAK 
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[ ..................... ] 
1 shall not .... . 
From this very day (for as long as I live] 
an evil-doer and en[emy ......... ] 
5' an adversary [of Mutija], 
son of Halun-pT-(ju)mu, [king of the country of Apum] 
and for gold [ .................. ] 
lines 8'-12' too broken for translation 
with Mutija, son of Halun-pi'-(ju)mu, 
king of the country of Apum [ ........... ] 
as lang as a live I shall not ( ............. ] 
lines 16'-17' too broken fortranslation 
[ ....... befo ]re( ?) [ Mutija] 
[son of Halu]n-pT-(ju}mu, ki[ng of the country of Apum,] 
20' 1 sholl not [ ..... ] him, 1 sholl not bring him to account, 
[ ........ 1 shall not .... ] him. 
From this very day for as long as I live 
any confidential or secret matter, 
which Mulija, so_n of Halun-pT-(ju)mu, 
25' the king of the country of Apum, 
teils me, sends words to me about, 
or sends me a letter about, 
this matter for as lang as I live, 
1 sholl keep secret. 
lts moster I sholl not [ ........ ] 
30' From this very day for as long as I live, 
with Mutija, son of Holun-pT-(ju)mu, 
king of the country of Apum, 
brotherhood, militory aid, peace [ ... ], 
discourse in complete sincerity 
35' for as long as l live I shall perform. 
A ha!latum, men123 
[from the country of Ap]um 
[ ............... ,n my countr,1 
[ .............................. ] 
123 The term ha1/ötum occurs in several letters from Mari cmd leilon, usually in contexts which discuss 
their ransom, but it is not easy to decide what porticulor status people thus designated had. 
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40' [ ............... anyone] there are 
either a 11 lord" [ ....... ] or a worker 
to whatever extent 
1 shall reinstate in their rights; 
1 shall release them; 
45' 1 shall not detain (thern); 
col. v 
1 shal! not hide {them) , 1 shall not sell (them) for silver; 
1 shall not lead (them} secretly away to another country; 
1 shall not dedare (thern as belonging) to my commoners, and 
1 shall not lead (them secretly) away. 
END OF COL. 
a man[ ......... . ...... .... ] 
l shall not[ . ............ ] 
In a trial I shall not[ . ......... ] 
to the cou ntry [ .. ........... ] 
S I shall not lead away [ . . ...... ] 
A verdict like divine [ Samos ( ..... )] 
1 shall render [( .. .. } 
From this very day 
BREAK 
(Lines l "-3" too broken for translation) 
[ ••.. ] 1 shall not have 11separated". 
S' Who leads women, a male or fernale captive 
from the country of Apum, 
either a merchant or foreign troops 
through the interior of my country, 
{whether} they cry for help 
10" or have not cried for help, they shall not lead them through! 
1 shall detain his captor; 
with his captor [for jugdment] 
before Mutija, 
son of Halun-pi-(ju}mu, [king of the co]untry of [Apum], 
15" 1 shall have [h im] sent; 
1 shall not detain (him) ! 
A verdid for citizens [ of the country of Apum] 
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like the verdict of a man [from my own country] 
1 shall secure [for him] 
20" In the verdict I shall not[ .......... ] 
to the hond of [his] opponent 
1 shall not ........ [ ....... ] 
A just verdict (like divine Samos] 1 shall render! 
From this very day 
25" thot this oath of mine by the gods 
to Mutija, son of Halun-p1-(ju)mu, 
king of the country of Apum, his sons, 
his servants, his troops, his seosonal camp, 
and his kingdom, 1 swore, 
3011 for as long as I live I shall not say thus: 
"My oath by the gods 
has become old a nd the treaty has become void ! 
Enoughl To Mutija, son of Halun-pi-(ju)mu, 
king of the country of Apum, his sons, 
35" his servants, his troops, his seasonol camp, 
and his kingdom I shall do evil!" 
For as lang as I live I shall not say thus, 
and with any magic of mankind 
1 shall not be active, and to make void 
40" this oath by the gods 
which to Mutija; son of Halun-pT-(ju)mu, 
the king of the country of Apum, his sons, 
his servants, his troops, his seosonal camp, 
and his kingdom I have sworn, 
45" 1 shall do nothing, and this oath of mine by the gods 
1 shall not make void. 
In word(s) of complete sincerity 
[ ................. ] for him I shal1 keep. 
[to Mutija, son of Holun-bim]u, 
50" (king of the country of Apum], his [sons,] 
col. vi 
[his servonts, his troops,] his [seasonal camp] 
(lines 52°-5611 too broken for tronslation) 
. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . ma it not be chan ed ! 
Samos on high shall toke away my sprouts 
[the earth bel]ow 
[ my roots shall weed] out! 
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{Four lines too broken for tronslation) 
May Sin [an evil punishment] 
which br[ever cannot be changed] 
on me and [ my country impose;] 
forever [let it not be changed!] 
5" Like Adad against his enemy [(1s brought inlo rage)] 
let him against me and against my descendants [ ........ ] 
be brought into rage ond [blow me away!] 
[ a nd no oH-]spring of descendants [ ...... ] there shall be l 
[ Li ke a cough] does not return to its base 
10" [1 to my ]home shall not return! 
[lstar, the Lady of] Weapons and Battles 
[ my weapons] and the weapons of my country 
[shall break! In] front of my opponent 
[ weapons / sholl no/car]ry! 
(Lines 15"- 22" too broken for translation) 
(Subscript at bottom of col. vi) 124 
[To] Mutija, son of Halun-p1-(ju)mu 
[king of] the country of Apum you swore 
None of the treaties from either Leilan or Mari show any trace of having been sealed. lt 
seems possible, however, that treaty tablets exchanged between rulers could have been 
encased in sealed envelopes. 125 
3 . 3. NEW TROUBLES 
lf we are correct in assuming that the diplomatic octivity documented for months vii-ix Ha-
bil-kenu marked the end of the hostilities, a next question is what happened subsequently 
in the month~?) preceeding Mutija's demise? The lotest text sealed with the seal of Mutija 
himself is dated 20/ix Habil-kenu, while the treaty tablet L.T.-3, where Till-AbnO is king of 
Apum, is dated 1/iii Amer-lstar. lt is within the inteNening 5 months that we must place the 
124 The subscript was cleorly written when the tablet was drier, and possibly only at a time when the 
oath had actually been performed. 
125 In ARM XXVIII 94, Subrom of Susä asks ZimrHim to send l\i-Sümu (contender for the throne of 
Asnokkum) a seol, stating that (otherwise?) the name of his father will be on the /uppi ms !lam~ This 
seems to show that seals were somehow used in this context. 
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death of Mutija and the accession of Till-AbnO. The assumption that the years Habil-kenu 
and Amer-lst• r followed each other directly is supported by a text dated 6/iv Amer-lstar, 
sealed with the seol of a Mutija "servant". Since this spedmen is isolated by numerous texts 
with Till-Abnu related sealings it must reflect use of o seal not yet brought au lall with the 
dynastic change. Even before the death of Mutijo, however, new troubles douded the 
political londscape: 
Say to [my father, Mu]tija: Thus (says) Niqmi-Adad, your son: 
To get news of Holu-rabi I sent retoiners to the district of Japtur, ond they picked up the 
[following] news about Halu-rabi: "He sent words to the kings [of the region] of Japtur [os 
follows]: "Do not ..... all your troops ....... come quickly to the town [Sunö(?)]. In the town 
[Sunö(?)will be] the gathering, [and] our ... Zigewill carry to Subat-Enlil(2)!"126 
These things the retainers picked up. Whether he will (just) visit Sunö or he [will be] hostile 
or peaceful [there ...... . ] does not know. Who indeed knows? 
Also I have heard the following unofficial news: "He sent words to Hawilija ond ASKe-
Addu, and hos made them enter Kahat". My fother should be awore of this! (Brussels 1, 
YTLR appendix 3). 
The centre of opprehension is evidently Halu-rabi's intentions, but also Hawilija and ASKe-
Adad seem involved. From Songaro in Tillö came another report: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Sang[ara, your servant]: 
Your seNants and the army [ .... ....... ] Now ou~aws who [ ...... ] with Qilti-[ .. _ .. ] came to 
"take my head" - he has de~ended them - pardon these men ! Previously he always sent 
me good news, but since he heard the plan of Halu-rabi he hos sent bad news. [The cam-
paign/journey of] Halu-rabi [to?] lda-Mara~ [ and] llön-!;,ur is announced for the end of this 
month. May my lord be aware of this report. A messenger from the habbotum [ ............. ] 
hobbatum into llön-~ur [ .... rest too broken for translation .... ] {YTLR 112]. 
Somewhot later Sangara again reported on the activities of Halu-rabi, this time probably 
to Mutija: 
Say to my lord: Thus (says) Sangara, your servont: 
All is weil with the town ond d istrict of my lord 1 
As for my retainers which I send to my lord - it is servants of my lord I send; 1 shall send no one 
eise, and I sholl not reveal the confidential plans of my lord. Halu-robi hos reoched lrbinazu 
and Ja~~ib-HatnO wrote to me: "lt is because of you and your district that Jakün-Asar pulls us 
together there - and I have retreated into Urgina". 1 fear that these men will morch agoinst us, 
so pleose will my lord be aftentive to my fire signals and my need for relief. {YTLR 143). 
126 Reading and interpretotion of this possage is unfortunately not clear. lt seems that the "gothering· 
will result in something being "carried" to Subat-Enlil(?) by Zige(?) (king of Amaz, d. Ch. 2.3). 
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Say to my lord: Thus (says) Sangara, your servant: 
All is weil with the town and district of my lord! 
Yesterday Züni went to JO$$ib-Hatnu and the king of AsKAkum. 'Come, and I will march 
out with you; alone I cannot march out". This message Jakün-Asar wrote to them; may my 
lord know this. (YTLR 144). 
The march of Halu-rab1 was clearly a matter of great concern for the towns placed in the 
central sector of the Hobur Basin, 127 and not least Aja-abu, the king of Sunö, was worried, 
and wrote several letters about the affair, all addressed to 11 his father" Till-Abnü. 
Say to my fother Till-Abnu: Thus (says) Aja-abu, your son: 
Previously you wrote to me as follows: "Send a trusted servant of yours to me and I shall give 
you a full briefing". Now will my father please grant me full confidence! Also Halu-rabi has 
set himself on Suna. Please will my fother give instruction (and) write to me whether I should 
go out (to do battle) or not. (YTLR 95). 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (say) Aja-abum and Sibila, your sons: 
May Adad and Askur gront our father lang life! 
2000 supplernentary of lord Halu-rabi becarne dissatisfied(?) and detached themselves to-
gether with lord ASKe-Addu. ASKe-Addu has taken command of these troops and reached 
the town Gurdabahhum. Among these troops were tvvo men from Suna, who morched with 
these troops, (and) told me this. Also ASKe-Addu sent off l 000 Eluhut troops, and they have 
reached Sabbanum. Now send me 150 soldiers, and let a commander come, and I have 
done what (is necessary for defense of) Sun• and the district of Apum. Let these troops come 
without provisions as reinforcements. 
The town Suna is well, and the land of Apum is weil. (YTLR 101). 
As stated above we can only guess at the original purpose or purposes of Halu-rabi, but it seems 
that his strategy somehow collapsed and that regiments of auxiliaries from his army1 dissatisfied 
with the whole affair, went off in different directions to start their own littJe wars. Same attached 
themselves to ASKe-Addu, who also had troops from Eluhut under his command, and attacked 
towns in the northem part of the Habur. The result was a rather chaotic situation which caused 
a number of Apum governors, officials and allied kings to write more or less agitated letters to 
Mutija or Till-AbnO, who seem not to have taken much action. Quite likely it was at about this time 
that Mutija died and was replaced by Till-AbnG. A certain Ahusina writes about ASKe-Addu: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Ahusina, your [ ...... .]: 
ASKe-Addu, the evi(l-doer]i whom you previously to\d me to apprehend - until now I hove 
repeated: "lf I apprehend him, 1 shall turn the country against me, and the [ ..... ] and the 
kings - his master who [ .... break .... ] (YTLR 118). 
127 For Urgina = Urkis, and AsKAkum = As,:iakkum see above Ch. 2.3. 
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Subsequently someone reports to Till-Abnu that ASKe-Addu has been dealt with: 
[ .... break .... ] You wrote to me both once and twice about ASKe-Adad. This man is in my 
hands, and I will not depart from your instruction. Just like Mutija and I hod good relations, 
you and 1 - let us have good relations. Concerning this man your heort should rejoice! 
Hereby [ 1 have sent you] a complete report [ .... breok .... ] (YTLR 121}. 
Judging from a lang, but unfortunotely very fragmentary letter it would seem that Till-AbnO 
ond Halu-rabi concluded an alliance, and subsequently kept the peace: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus {says) Halu-rabi, your brother: 
[ ..... the wo]rd which they told me, and [ .......... ] os previously when [1(?) did] not[ ......... ] 
with you, did [they?] not answer [me(?), and ............ to] you. (6} Since I swore an oath 
to [you] and slaughtered the donkey, Burija slanders me to Hammurobi os follows: ''Halu-
rabi has [made peoce] with an enemy town; he has sworn an ooth ond sloughtered the 
donkey." This [ .... 12ff. too broken for tronslotion .... ] (YllR 56). 
Most letters to Til!-AbnO which may belang to a time after the period of transition are con-
cerned with routine affairs, and do not reveal much about his octivities. Since also many of 
the later or more interesting letters sent to him may have ended in another orchival group (cf. 
above Ch. 1.3) we cannot really 1udge his record or soy much more thon his reign probably 
was quite short, possibly little more than o year. lf this is correct it seems more than likely 
that his brother Jakun-Asa~ may have contributed to his demise, but pending the emergence 
of new evidence, this must remain speculation. 
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4.1. Goos AND FESTIVALS 
Evidence br religious affa;rs is somewhat sparse in the Leilan archive. The political treaties, 
however, provide lists of dieties in their introductory adjuration sections, which ore substan-
tially preserved in four of the compositions. 
L.-Treaty l L.-Treaty 2 L.-Treaty 3 L.-Treaty 5 
Anum Anum 
Enlil Enlil Enlil Enlil 
Sarra-matin 
Dagan 
STn of heaven Sin of heaven Sin of heaven Adad of heaven 
Samos of heaven Sa mas of heaven Samos of heaven STn of heaven 
Adad of heaven Adad of heaven Adad of heaven Samos of heaven 
Assyrian Somas 
Assur 
Adad of Arraphum Adad of Arraphum 
Adad of Halab 
Adad of Nawali Adad of Nowoli 
Adad of Kahot 
Sin of Jamutbalum 
Nergal of Hubsalum Nergal of Hubsalum Nergal Nergal of Hubsil 
Nergal of Zirromi Nergal of Zirrami 
Belet-Nagar 
Eo 
lstar of Ninet lstar of Ninet lstar of Ninet Assyrien lstar 
Belet-Apim Belet-Apim Belet-Apim 
...... -ra-a-ia 
..... -ra-a-ia 
Ninkarrak Lady of Nineveh 
[ .......... ] BREAK Ninkarrak 
lstar of Nineveh 
Lady of Battle Lady of Battle lshara 
[ .......... ] divine Mt. Zara 
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gods of heaven 
gods of land/water 
NO MOORE 
gods of land/water 
gods of heaven/ 
earth 
gods of Saggar/ 
Zara 
gods of Amurrum 
and Subartum 
NO MOORE 
These lists clearly indude several categories of deities.128 First the gods of the international 
pantheon: Anum, Enlil, and the other great gods "of heaven", S,n, Somas, and Adod. Next 
important regional hypostases of the great gods located in the major cult-centres of the North 
like Halab, Arraphum, Nawolf, Hubsalum, ond Zirramum. Thirdly some deities which con be 
considered os "locol" in the sense that their inclusion is due to the specific treaiy portners in-
volved. To this category belongs Belet-Apim, whose name is preserved in three of the lists. In 
L.T.-3 presumably Adad/Tessup of Kahat, Belet-Nagar, and Eo owe their inclusion to the fact 
that the treoty oath was formuloted by the king of Kahat, while Sarro-mötin { = Assur?} and the 
"Assyrien" Somas and "Assyrien" lstar are specific for l.T.-5 concluded with Assur. The indu-
sion of Assur ond Adod of Arrophum in L.T.-2 may be explained by the fact thot the kingdom 
of Razamä lay on the fringe of the Habur region and had dose links to the eost and south, but 
the inclusion of Adod of Arraphum in L.T.-3, concluded between the two Habur kingdoms of 
Kahat and Apum, is less obvious. Aso final category the completely preserved lists in L.T.-3 
and L.T.-5 end with a round-up of gods of general categories from "heaven, earth, water'', 
from the mountain ranges of the Sinjar, and from Amurrum and Subartum {i. e. non-Assyrien 
gods). Similar passages can be assumed to have existed also in the other texts. 
The traditional ond formal character of these lists is of considerable interest. Even modest 
ciiy-states on the fringes of the Mesopotamian arena conducted their affoirs occording to 
what must have been common international standards, while simultoneously also keeping 
to some local, possibly ancient and heterogenous traditions. 
Belet-Apim 
- In Sehnö itself the most prominent deity oppears to be Belet-Apim "The Lady of Apum·, 
a local hypostasis of lstar. The central part of her temple in Subot-Enlil is described in a 
text from Mari, which gives measurements for the cella (the kummum, 9 x 3 m = 27 m2), 
the ante-cella (the papahum, 15 x 5,25 m = ca. 79 m2). and the forecourt (the iisal-
lum, width 14,5 m). 129 The impressive temple partially excavated on the Leilon Acropolis 
does not correspond weil to this description, 130 ond also seems more likely to have been 
128 Little comparotive evidence is available from the Mari treaty frogments (cf. Durond, DEPM 1, nos. 
290-293). 
12Q Charpin 1983. 
130 See Weiss 1985. 
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dedicated to Enlil. The temple of Belet-Apim may therefore have been located elsewhere 
on the high mound. 
The principal festival for Belet-Apim was the elunnum, celebrated in early winter, and 
corresponding to the festival for lstar at Mari, where a detailed description of the ritual 
performance has been found, showing that a central component of the festival was the 
king's participation in a banquet inside the temple of the goddess. 131 For the year Amer-
lstar there is evidence that the elunnum was celebrated during month iii (FI 127, 11 /iii), and 
the same is the case in the year lsme-11 (FI 30, 2/iii). At Rimah the elunnum was in one 
instance celebrated 15/iv, while during Habil-kenu, a year where an intercalary niggallum 
was inserted, it was celebrated in month v. A series of texts from lsme-11 provides interest-
ing information on the proceedings. FI 30 (2/iii) is an account of wine dispensed during 
the elunnum-festival, and shows that the king offered wine in the "temple of the gods", and 
was served wine in the hamrum in the "temple of the goddess", and at night when he left 
the "temple of the goddess". The hamrum must have been a special area used for religious 
ceremonies, probably inside the temple, and other Leilan texts show that the king would 
spend time there on a number of occasions.132 After the festival of Belet-Apim the king could 
send sacred portions from the banquet to other kings: 
Say to Mutija: Thus (says) Astamar-Adad, your brother: 
Since you celebrated the elunnum festival of Belti-Apim who protects your life, and sent me my 
portion, 1 have eaten of my portion that you sent me, and it pleased my heart much. (YTLR 5). 
A number of parallels for this procedure is known from Mari. Oarni-Lim of Andarig celebrated 
the elunnum of lstar of Andarig, and sent a meat protion to Zimri-Lim (ARMT XXVIII 169), and 
Asqur-Addu of Oanara sent Zimri-Lim a portion from the elunnum of lstar of Oa~ara (ARMT 
XXVIII 174). The Leilan kings were also invited to participate in festivals by other kings: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Astamar-Adad, your brother: 
Tomorrow I shall perform the entering olthe Lady. Come and let us spend the day together; 
and let them bring the fruit which is in your garden. (YTLR 39). 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Masum, your brother: 
1 shall celebrate the elunnum of lstar, "Lady of the Citadel", who protects your life; come here 
and we shall discuss one day; do not tarry! (YTLR 79). 
Other scattered evidence indicates that there was a temple of Adad/Tessup in Sehna (CV 
123). In FI 107 (6/viii, lpiq-lstar) gold and silver is used to produce ornaments for Samos 
and Sin, and we see the king offering sacrifices to ßelet-Apim and Nergal/ Amum (FI 65). 
131 See the detailed study ond anolysis by Durand and Guichard 1997, especiolly pp. 38-40. 
132 Cf. FI 32 (4+/v): wine before k.ing in the hamrum morning ond evening; FI 34 (3/vii): wine in the 
hamrumwhen ... of the gods; FI 37 (11/vi) ond FI 38 (12/vii); FI 46 (9/viii)) when king swore in 
the homrum. Fora detailed discussion q~ the hamrum see Schwemer 2001. 
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Belet-Nagar 
Nagar with its cult of the goddess Belet-Nagar has been the subject of a series of studies 
by Guichard, who has published several interesting texts from the Mari archives, among 
them a letter which shows how the statue or emblem of this deity was token on ceremonial 
tours in the region. The ruler of Hozzikannum, Huziri, writes to Zimri-Lim: "Here Belet-Na-
gar, who protects the life of my lord and grants my lord lang life is passing through the 
lands. 1 will receive her in lluna-ahi, and Häja-Sümu will receive her in Miskillum, and 1 
will receive her (again) from Häja-abum and perform her sacrifices in Hazzakannum".133 A 
similar tour of the goddess is attested in one of the most interesting letters from Leilan: 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Ea-malik: 
Previously Mutija, before he ascended his throne, several times made the following vow: "lf 1 
were allowed to ascend my throne I would donate silver, gold, cups of silver, cups of gold, 
and clever maids to Belet-Nagar, my Lady!" This vow he made several times, (but) when this 
man ascended his throne, he did not send greetings to the goddess, and he never ever saw 
the face of the Goddess. Now it is you the Goddess has touched with a finger, and you have 
oscended the throne of your father's hause. From this doy -14 doys hence - the goddess will 
leove her hause and the boundary markers will be (re)arranged. And the face of the goddess 
will be set towards the town Alö. You must grant the goddess her wish - da not withhold (it). 
And don't make objections like: "People are putting much pressure on us and we are ruined". 
Do not say this! Moke the goddess happy with whatever there is, and this Goddess will keep 
you olive. Hereby I send to you the sangu-priest of Belet-Nagar, your Lady. Put your detailed 
plan whether this or that to him, and send him to me. (YTLR 28). 134 
Belet-Nagar, however, was only one of several important regional deities. To this group 
belonged also prominently Adad/T essup of Nawali, a town poorly attested outside the Lei-
Ion material. The special status of this cult centre is underlined by the shipments of wine from 
both prlests and a priestess of the god (cf. Ch. 2.3), and the king of Apum visits Nawali in 
early Amer-lstar (FI 128 and l 39). Belonging also to the category of regional deities were 
Nergol of Hubsalum and Nergol of Zirramum. Hubsalum can be located near Andarig, 
while Zirramum is hordly in evidence outside the Leilan treaties. 135 
Although more evidence is needed to reach firmer conclusions, an as yet dim image 
emerges of a smoll number of probably very andent and highly prestigious cults spreod out 
over Upper Mesopotamia. Together with deified topogrophic features, like the hills of Siniar 
(Saggar and Zara) they formed the core of a religious landscape, replete also with minor, 
local hypostases and city-gods. In the case of Belet-Nagar we can correlate the cult with 
the enormously important ancient site of Tell Brak, and it seems possible that other major 
deities could have belonged in once paromount cities. 
133 A.221, 5-14; Guichard 1994, 237ff. 
134 Cited in ex/ensoin Eidern 2000, 25Qf.; also Eidern lQQlc, 125, and Matthews ond Eidern lQQ3, 
204. Discussed in detail in Sasson 1QQ7. 
135 Cf. Eidern 1Q96o. 
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4. 2. T RADE AND ECONOMY 
Unfortunately the few Old Assyrian texts which mention Apum provide little information on 
the character of relations between the traders and the town. The colonial network con-
nected with Kanesh began only in the upper Balih valley, ond the ovailable documentotion 
does not allow .ony firm conclusions regarding Assyrian commerciol activity within the north 
Syrian areo. lt can hardly be doubted, however, that the Assyrians participated on vari-
ous levels in commercial octivity in this region. In the later documentation from the period 
contemporary with the archives from Mari and Leilan we have firmer evidence for Assyrien 
activity in the Habur Basin. Texts from Mari describe how the Assyrian traders were tern-
porarily evicted from their "houses" in Sehna by Kunnam and the Elamites in ZL 10, and it 
has even been suggested that the Elamite invasion of the Habur was inspired by desire to 
control part of the Assyrian trade network.136 
The most importent evidence for Assyrien presence from Leilan itself is the tablet with the text 
of a treaty between Till-Abnu of Apum and Assur (L.T.-5). No doubt it dates to the beginning 
of Til\-Abnü's reign, end would have been necessitoted by the chonge of rule. The details of 
the treaty are unfortunately obscured by the broken condition of the tablet, but besically the 
preserved text consists of two mein parts. The godlist/adjuration closes with a direct appeal 
to Till-AbnO, the king of Apum, to swear to the Assyrians, i.e. representatives of the "city of 
(divine) Assur, the son(s) of (divine) Assur in transit (litt. "going up or going down 11 ) , and the 
karum in your city". Then follows the clauses of the treaty in the form of oral staternents put 
by the Assyrien representatives to the king, who is addressed in the 2nd person sing. Few 
of the stipulations are preserved or con be reconstructed fully, but the following subjects are 
mentioned: goods like copper, probably in the context of regulating the nishotum import tax 
(col. II), ransom and release of people (col. II), property of the traders(?) (end of col. 11-111), 
promise to deal justly with the Assyrians, and keep the treaty (col. III), lost property (col. III), 
legal claims(?) ond stolen property (col. IV}i promise not to induce others to commit actions 
prohibited by the treaty (col. IV). The large four-column tablet would have had a langer text 
than any of the Old Assyrian treaties known from Kanesh, but otherwise seems very similar, 
especially with the treaty concluded between Assur and Hahhum. 137 
Although extant evidence points to substantial differences in the organisation of the Assyrian 
trade from the period of level II to that of level 16, these differences cannot yet be outlined with 
any precision, but must await publication of more evidence from level 16. lt seems, however, 
that the lote phase to which our text belongs witnessed a partial reestablishment of patterns pre-
vailing before the interventions by Samsi-Adad, Zimri-Lim etc. Such a process has lang been 
suspected from the famous inscription of Puzur-STn, who claimed to hove ended the rule of the 
foreign Somsi-Adad dynasty in Assur. This king may in fact have ruled Assur at the time of the 
L.T.-5, and a significant trait is that the treoty was concluded not with the king, but with the city 
of As.sur, a clear echo of the political structure in Assur in classical Old Assyrien times. 
136 Chorpin and Ziegler 2003, 217f. 
137 Kt 00/k 10. For all three OA treaties see Günbattr 2004. 
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The Leilan letters da not furnish any information on the Assyrian 1'colony", but administrative 
texts provide interesting evidence. First CV 153 (6/vii Habil-kenu) mentions a present of 
oil from a merchant lnnaja arriving from Mamma. The typical Assyrian name in connec-
tion with Mamma effectively shows that focus for Assyrian activities still was the Anotolian 
area. Another merchant with a typical Assyrian nome, Ali-waqrum, presents o jar of wine 
to the paloce (FI 15, 11/v Amer-lstar). The most important informatian, however, is found in 
a series af tablets dated to Hobil-kenu: 
CV 168 (15/ ... HK) lists 22 slaves, among them boys, girls, "old" warnen, from "the Hause 
of the seNont of Assur", entrusted to the palace officiol Monnum-balti-EI. 
CV 64 {24/vi HK) is a note of 1 mina of silver received from "the House of the servont of 
Assur 11 • 
CV 31 (27 /vi HK) is o note of 1 /3 mino silver os ransom for a man from "the House of the 
servant of Assur", and releosed to a man from Hizhizzi (=lzhizzi). 
CV 35 (27 /vi HK) is a note of 1 /3 mina silver os ransom for a woman from "the House of 
the servant of Assur" to a man from Lazapat. 
lt seems likely that CV 168, where the month is broken, also belongs in month vi, and that 
the four texts form a series cancerning the same matter. The "seNant of Assur" could also 
be understood as a simple personal name, Worad-Assur, but almost certainly qualifies the 
11house" as an Assyrian institution. The name Warad-Assur is rare in Old Assyrian sources, 
and an Old Assyrian text mentions l /2 min• of copper "in Apum for lodging, paid to the 
seNant of Assur" [1r a-su~. 138 lt therefore seems that the Assyrian merchont establishment 
in Leilan, olthough also referred to os "colony" in L.T.-5, normally was called the hause of 
the Assur-servant, presumably a conventional term for the resident Assyrion officiol. At the 
moment this evidence is unique, ond since the vast Old Assyrian evidence so for only con-
nects Apum with this type of establisment, it could be that the Apum "office" had a special 
history or function, not precisely poralleled elsewhere. 
In the above series it would seem thot the Assur office hod received the listed people, 
possibly picked up by a caravon en reute, and thot they were lodged in the paloce 
awaiting ransom by their locol relatives, since both lzhizzi and Lazopotum were towns in 
Apum. The l mina of silver paid by the Assur office was perhaps payment for the trouble, 
while the silver received by the polace in ransom probably reverted to the office at some 
given point. 
In any case the Assur office was not the only "colony" in Leilon, where we also find the offi-
cial "overseer of the merchant offices" ( wohl kä~, a certain l~i-ahu, mentioned with his title 
in CV 65 (10/ix HK). where he is issued silver from the royal coffer to purchase jewelry, 
138 BIN 4, 124. 
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and without title in CV 114 (26/v HK) where he brings a jor of wine "when he .... with the 
king''. 13Q Th1s figure is best compared to the wohl tamkarlknown from Mari. 140 
At the moment the evidence is probably insufficient to present a complete list of the merchant 
offices in Leilan, but those documented include prominently an office from Sippar in Babylonia 
(CV 176}, and omces of local Habur towns, Kahat, Suna, and Amursakkum. Some insight into 
the affairs of the latter is provided by the important, but difficult text FI 103. 
The tablet is an interim account for silver set oside for purchase of wool and barley for the 
palace cultivators ('1the farmers of the villages 11 ). lt totals 14 5/6 minas of silver, listing ex-
penses and incoming amounts of silver. The text is unique, and not all details are clear, but 
some interesting features emerge. First that wool is procured from 1.438 sheep (= ca. no. 
of kg), probably belonging to the palace, and shorn by Haneans, i.e. the semi-nomadic 
population of Apum, for a fee of 1 shekel silver for each 7 or 8 sheep. Next wool {ca. 600 
kg) is purchased from the "merchant offices" of "the man of Suncf' and "the man of Amursak-
kumll. Although this phrasing is unusual it presumabaly means offices of these towns, rather 
than specifically their kings, both vassals of Apum. The explanation for these purchases is 
possibly that sheep belonging to Sunö and Amursakkum had been shorn close to Leilan, 
and the wool therefore was most easily sold through the merchant offices there. Why the 
palace farms needed two tons of wool is not stated, but presumably the staffs were sup-
posed to spin and weave in their spare time. 
The text is doted to month vi (in the poorly attested year Adad-bani}. and also lists purchase 
of seed, 132 homers = ca. 13. 200 liters, and purchase of fodder for 30 oxen for 5 months, 
from iv-viii, i.e. through the winter, when additional fodder was required. Similar farms are 
attested in the Mari evidence, where we learn that they were called "plows 11 • They consisted 
of both animals and male and female staff. One example of such a form had 8 oxen, 
17 men and 2 women for the work on the land, and 1 man and 5 warnen for the hause 
work. 141 An example of such a form is also found at Leilan, in CV 162, where rations are 
issued to members of a 11 house" 1 divided basically into female (17) ond male [11) groups, 
and including equids. FI 103 states that it concerns the form teams of the 11villages", and pre-
sumably this means plots of palace land in a number of the many small settlemenst around 
Leilan, but it is unlikely that the text comprises anything like the total of palace agriculture. 
Without more evidence statistics are uncertain, but the amounts mentioned are too sm• II. 
Judging from the Mari examp\e 30 oxen would only sufflce for 3-4 teams, and since the 
seed needed to cultivate l ha of barley would have been ca. 150 1. our 13.200 1. would 
only correspond to ca. 100 ho. 
These are tantalising glimpses of the local economy, and evidently the nature of the extant 
Leilan archives is not well suited to provide comprehensive overviews of the situation. What 
is clear, however, is that Sehnä was the focus for both international and regional networks 
139 Port of the text is not deor, and may require futher collation. 
140 See Michel 1996, 420-422. 
141 See Joannes, ARMT XXIII, 83ff., and V<;:in Koppen 2001. 
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of trade, and must have housed a bustling merchant quarter. The 1991 excavations at 
Leilan tested the possibility of a lcorum type quarter in the southern part of the lower Town, 
but found only a Mitanni period cemetery imposed on 3 rd millennium BC remains. 142 The 
Leilan karum district therefore must be sought elsewhere, but quite likely within the safety of 
the walls. Although the !arge Lower Town may not have been densely inhabited in the Old 
Babylonian period, we are gradually gaining some insight into the topography of the site. 
Apart from temples on the Acropolis, the Lower Town Paloce Eost ond the administrative 
building belonging to the king of Andarig (LTP North, Operation 7), residences of other 
foreign kings, 143 the merchant offices, residences for many officials, service personnel etc. 
etc. must after all have filled much of the intromural space. 
4.3. PEOPLE 
While gods, kings, envoys, and troders criss-crossed the Habur Basin ond Upper Mesopo-
tamia, also many commoners were on the move, and not always voluntarily. The extensive 
hostilities documented in the royal letters brought donger and hardships to many ordinary 
citizens. Even the soldiers occasionally complained: 
Say to my lord: Thus (says) Kuzuzzu, your servant: 
The auxiliaries under Sanigi gathered and said this to Sanigi: "For four months one field-
comp hos taken us {only) to [another) fieldcomp. We do not receive groin-rotions, nor ore 
we given wool-rations, and winter has set on!" This they said. Now hereby Sanigi will 
come to my lord. Please will my lord listen to hrs ward. (YTLR 140). 
More unlucky, however, were the nurnerous people caught by roaming soldiers, the notorious 
habbatum rnercenaries, or sirnply cornmon outlaws. The habbotum seem to constitute a new 
phenornenon. From the slightly older texts found at Mari we have rnany exarnples of kings us-
ing foreign troops, but such troops were usually sent as auxiliaries by foreign allies. The hab-
batum, on the other hand, were apparently independent groups of professional soldiers who 
seem basically detached from fixed political control. On two separate occasions they are said 
to return, in one case apparently frorn the counhy east of the river Tigris. This rndicates that the 
· arrival of the habbatum in the Hobur and Sinjar areas may have been seasonol and related 
to the conventional periods for conducting war, ond the habbatum are found in virtuolly all 
of the Near East at this time. An Old Assyrian text from Kanesh (Level lb), refers to habbotum 
in Anatolia. 144 From Alalah we hear of a certain Muzun-Addu and his habbätum assisting 
rebels against Abban of Halab, and a seal inscription refers to Muzun-Addu's general Tahe-
Addu, who is also colled a habbälum.1'15 Finally we hove also from southern Mesopotamia 
142 See Weiss 1991. 
143 like the one requested by the king of Eluhut in YTLR 89; see Ch. 2.2. 
144 Dercksen and Donbaz 2001. 
lA5 Dietrich and Loretz 1969. 
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evidence for hahbatum soldiers in organised groups during the reign of Samsu-iluna. 146 The 
few personal names belonglng to hahhätum which occur in all these texts show the same 
mixture of Akkadian, Amorite, and Hurrian which was current across northern Mesopotamia, 
and it seems certain that the habhotum did not constitute a new or different ethno-linguistic 
group, but basically must have been made up of local Mesopotamians or Syriens. 
The new oppearonce of large groups of redundant soldiers roaming the countryside is hardly 
surprising in view of the foregoing events. With the elimination of Larsa, Esnunna, and Mari, 
Babylon appeared preeminent in the south, and in the north Jamhad could reach out for the 
northern Jezirah left by now edipsed city-states. Neither Babylon nor Jamhad, however, had 
the abilily to integrate firmly all this space, end this left room for the habbätum, a dangerously 
uncertain element which could be turned from side to side in the inter-state struggles, and an 
a lang term basis their existence must cleorly have constituted a destabilizing factor. 
The noun habhölum stems from a semantically complex root which con mean "move cross-
country", 11 hire/hire out", and "rob/steal",147 and it is easy to see how these di~erent mean-
ings all convey information about the hobhotum highly mobile, employed as paid hands 
- and of course an unstable and unreliable social element .. lnterestingly the verb habätum 
in the meaning "rob" is used frequently in the Leilan texts, not about the habbälum, but about 
common outlaws. When habbätum are soid to have plundered the verbs ~batum or lequm 
are used, whereas the individual "robbers" connected with the verb habätum are described 
as sarrarum "outlaws" or with a special noun häb1länum to ovoid confusion with the distinct 
category hobbätum. 
A series of letters sent from Burija of Andarig to Till-Abnu illustrates the danger posed by 
such outlaws. 
Say to Till-Abnü: Thus (says) Burija, your brother: 
Aia-obu, the Jamutbalum, lived as emigrant (häbirum) in the town Zurra. After peace was 
established in the country, he took command of outlaws and began to steal men from the 
country of Jamutbalum. He was not, however, allowed to enter Zurra, but they led them 
through to Kaspätum in the country of lda-Mara$. From the town Kaspötum two of the rnen 
fled. These men they have led either to the country lda-Mara$, or to the country of Subat-
Enlil, or the town of Kahot. 1 have written to Sepallu, and to the town of Kahat. Sons of 
Jamutbalum your servants must not ransorne with silver in your country. Hereby I have sent 
to you people who know these men. lf these men are seen there, seize them; restrain them, 
and have them lead to me by the carrier of this letter. In the whole country - outlaws who 
steal - whom does that benefit - except he who wants to create enmity in the land? Put 
these men on the spot, and they must not escape ( ........... ] others will [ ............ ] and why 
will you never send Ivour greetings(?)] to me? (YTLR 42).148 
146 Cf. Kraus AbB 7, p. 95 ad 116a. 
147 Kraus 1975. 
148 U. 3-8 quoted in Eidern 19966, p. 85 _n. 17. 
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Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Burija, your brother: 
.•••. 1 wrote to you about the Jamutbalum people who were stolen in the mountains, and 
you stood up before my retainer (saying): "So help me S'i'n, the lord of Jamutbalum, ond 
Nergal, the king of Hubsalurn, 1 shall return (them)!" Since you have not seized these men 
and their steolers, let the crime agarnst these people rest with their steolers; since they have 
lang disappeared - what can we dato them? (YTLR 43).149 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Burija, your brother: 
1 have written to you both once and twice about seorching for the people who ore stealers, 
but you da not seize these people. Now (still) there ore people who steol citizens of Jamut-
balum and sei! them there for silver. New 111-Esuh, the bearer of this letter of mine, together 
with his brothers, they caught and sold for silver [ ......... ]. Hereby you(?) must [ ........... ] 
the buyer [ .......... ] the buyer [ .......... ] his captor [ ............. ] have them led to me, and 
a brother (ofj his, who was stolen with him, is in the hause of Take. Release his brotherl lf, 
on the other hand, these outlaws are roaming on your own instruction, then write to me that 
1 may know this! (YTLR 44). 
The series, sent probably in this order, cannot cover a very lang period, and the statement 
in YTLR 42 ploces the beginning of this period shortly after peace between Burija and Apum 
was established. The town Zurra is well-known from the Mari texts, and can be locoted 
fairly accurately neor the eastern ranges of the Sinjor. 150 lt was thus on the border between 
Apum ond Andarig territory, and Burija's letters show thot the town functioned as a bose for 
raids into his reolm, a problem echoed also in letters sent from Jam~i-HatnQ of Kohat. 
Say to Till-AbnO: Thus (says) Jam~i-Hatnu, your brother: 
When you stayed in Kahot, you said this to me concerning the men from Nilibsinnum, 
whom the men from Zurra had token: ''[ .... 11.10-15 too broken for translotion .... ] (16) 1 will 
ha nd them over to [ ....... .], a nd they wi II lead them to you." Th is you so i d to me. Now 
hereby I send my retainer and Milki[a to you. Hand over the men you apprehended end 
the captors together with their people to Milkija and my retainer, and let them lead them to 
me, and in exchange for their brothers I will release them. (YTLR 64). 
· Say to Till-Abnü: Thus [says} Jam~i-HatnO, your brother: 
With what justificotion have you assumed authority to put sons of my country in fetters? Previ-
ously your servants coptured shepherds from Nilibsinnum, and in Zurra sold them for silver or 
had them ransomed against silver. Now indeecl why have they also detained a shepherd of 
Zimri-lstar within the town. Let them release his shepherd; they must not detoin him! (YllR 67). 
Apparently life in this environment was precarious and dongerous, but the numerous refer-
ences to events like the above should not create a wrang impression. The politicol treaties 
149 For the First part of this letter see Ch. 1,4. 
150 Joannes 1988. 
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were much concerned with these problems, and the very fact that many letters exchanged 
between the maior kings deal with them, shows thot mechonisms to minimize lawlessness 
existed, and were used to some effect. Captives could usually be ransomed, and would 
return to their families: 
Say to Till-Abnü: Thus (says) Jakün-Asar, your brother: 
Hubizzam, a weaver from BEsannim151 (and) the bearer of this letter of mine, ransomed 
Tarinnom of Alamö from the habbatum for 13 shekels of silver, and he dressed him in gar-
ments and a nahlaplurn-coat, and then releosed him. And he pledged him before the elders 
thus: ''You will refund my outlay in full, and return my 13 shekels of silver, and you can go 
{free). This he pledged (him], and he released him. Now this man has absented himself!" 
Hereby I hove sent Hubizzam to you. Let his claim be justly satisfied. (YTLR 60). 
Among the Leilan letters are a few examples of private messages sent to palace officials, 
and they provide rare glimpses of more mundane concerns: 
Soy to Warad-[ ..... .]: Thus (soys} Jakün-a( r- .... ], your brother: 
May Somas and Saggar grant you life forever! 
Why do you never send me your greetings. 1 have written about your greetings - send me your 
greetings! lndeed you know thot (1 am) nearby (in) a hause in Kasapä; the hause is wretched 
, and there are no furnishings. 1 have now sent my servant to you. A slngle chair so that I can 
(at least) sit down my brother will (surely) not deny me, and if a door for sale [ ..... J, buy a door 
and I here will send you the price for the door. Jarim-Samas returned [ ....... to me]. Jasub-Hal0 
[came (back) to me] and he (still) has my silver, he has not spent (it}. (YrLR 173). 
The door- and chair-less writer of this letter, leaving in Kasapa in the kingdom of Kurda, 
may have been affected by the pillaging in Kurda reported in e.g. YTLR 171 (see 3.1). He 
may weil have lived in a hause not unlike those recently excavated in crowded residentiol 
neighbourhoods ot sites like Mhm. Diyab and Chagar Bazar.152 
The addressee may be identical with an Apum officiol, Warad-lstar, who on one occasion 
was in charge of delicate negotiations over a ransom with another king: 
Say to my lord: [Thus] (says) Warad-lstar, your servant: 
[When he heard] the instructions our lord [gave] us, he agreed; in the early morning he 
heard the message, and did not moke any objection. And the message which my lord 
added, he then received (and) agreed to; and we told him about the 11 shekel in ransom 
and he answered thus: "I will send words that the elders must gather and I shall give an 
answer•. The day I had this letter of mine sent to my lord, this evening, we shall pay out 
the 11 shekel and tomorrow we shall swear; he has sent words to his elders and his local 
officials. [Please will my lord] write to [us?]! (YTLR 153). 
151 For this town see obove n.-58. 
152 See, e.g. fv\ocMahon et al. 2005. 
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Given the high-level octivity over this affair it seems unlikely that just one person is to be 
ronsomed for the very moderate sum of 11 shekel, but rother that this is the agreed price for 
each member of a larger group, presumably prisoners of war. 
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Regarding Old Babylonian upper Mesopotamia many perspectives present themselves. 
The modern landscape has changed, but not to a degree that precludes inspiration, and 
• t a distance in dim light a site like Leilan itself, with modern buildings on the high mound 
and endosed by ruined city-walls, may convey a sense of the sight that once met the 
carovons, armies, and casual visitors approaching its gates. One such visit made a lasting 
impression on the city. The army of Samsu-iluna conquered i( and king Jakün-Asar was 
either captured or killed. Subsequently the Babylonions withdrew, but Leilan seems not to 
have revived to any considerable degree.153 The administrative texts from what may have 
been the last years before the end in 1728 BC, show hectic diplomatic activity with envoys 
moving between Sehnö ond Babylon, but we can only guess at the background for the 
roid. Ouite likely further excavations in the Lower Town Palace (East) may produce pertinent 
evidence. 
Outside the ramparts of Leilan the perspective moves to the T urkish hills, and the routes 
thot once led to Kanesh, Eluhut, and Nowali - or south, west, and eost towards other 
horizons ond scores of ancient teils, of which only a few have been investigated and fewer 
identified. The orchives from Mari and Leilan provide a bewildering image of settlements 
once strewn across upper Mesopotamio, and we ore just at the beginning of rediscovery. 
Between the fixed points of ancient Sehnö (Leilan), Nagar {Tell Brak), Urkis (Mozän), Kahat 
(Tell Barri), and Tödum (Tell Hamidi] countless other sites awoit identification, and as this 
process continues, with excavation, survey, and other methods, 154 the spatial dimensions of 
life in the Old Bobylonian period will become much clearer. 
The ancient texts offer their own perspectives. The Old Assyrian archives provide iust casual 
notes on upper Mesopotamio, the Mari archives provide overviews and often confusing 
details about the political landscape, while the smoll local archive from Lerlan provides 
more spare and circumscribed information. Few of the letters in the archive discussed here 
contain developed stories or lang and detailed reports like those often found in letters from 
Mari. The scole of things was different, and oral communication predominated in this 
environment. Still we see how the different cities ond towns maintained their own scribal 
traditions, allowing us to identify a number of different tablet "styles· among the letters.155 
In generol the Leilan archives seem to portray a region where not much had changed over 
the generation or so following the end of Mari. lndeed one senses a revival of local pat-
terns prevailing before the hectic years covered by the Mari archives: Sehnö seems again 
to have become an important city-state, and Assyrian caravans moved through the region 
as of old. Countering this image are the new international situation, with the city-states of 
upper Mesopotamia now contested be!ween the super-powers of Jamhad and Babylon, 
153 Mitanni period burials in the lower Town, however, could indicote some occupotion of mid-2nd 
millennium date (cf. Akkermans and Schwartz 2003, 347f.). 
154 Cf. WäAer 2001. . 
155 Eidern 2002. 
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and disturbed by the roaming habhätum. After 1728 BC this Old Babylonian world would 
survive for yet some generations, before being swept aside by new forces that led to the 
forging of the Mitanni kingdom. How much of it persisted through these developments will 
only become clearer as new research produces enough archaeological and epigraphic 
evidence, but the evldent resilience of local society, deeply rooted in the 3 rd millennium BC 
and earlier, no doubt left its marks lang into the Late Bronze Age and beyond. 
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YEAR HABll -KENU 
V 
6: Wine shipments for elunnum-festival (CV 115) 
9: Silver for diviner ßina-Addu (CV 50); silver tax from Supram (CV 66) 
10: Silver from ... when Lawilo-Addu of Suppa became king (CV 63) 
14: Silver obiects sent for e/unnum-festival (CV 57, with duplicate 62) 
15: Summary of items sent for elunnum-festivol ( CV 70} 
16: Food issues for elunnum-festival (CV 133) 
17: Wine shipments for elunnum-festival (CV 109) 
19: Wine from Till-Abnu of Surnat (CV 112) 
25: Ransom of woman by man from Urgina (=Urkis?) (CV 27) 
VI 
7: Ransom of people sold in Kurdä (CV 33); ransom of man from Tappisu (CV 39) 
11: Wine from Samsu-malik of Azamhul (CV 119) 
14: Wine from Samas-na$ir, merchont of Amursakkum (CV 116) 
15: Wine from Aia-abu, king of Sunä (CV 108), honey for Belet-Apim (CV 127) 
22: Shoes for generol Supram (CV 86) 
24: l mina of silver from House of the servant of Assur (CV 64) 
27: Ransom of man from House of servant of Assur by man of Hizhizzi (CV 31); ransom of 
woman from same place by man from Lozapalum (CV 35) 
VII 
5: Wine from Sibilani of Suna (CV 107) 
10: lssues to "retainers" o.f Bin-Dammu and Hazip-Tessup "when they made the king swear" 
(CV 9, with duplicate 2); issues to same "envoys" of Bin-Dammu "when the king swore" 
(CV 7) 
11: lssue to man arriving from Babylon (CV 93) 
20: lssue to messenger from Kakmum {CV 83); silver formen when they stayed in Razama 
(CV 52) 
21: Wine from elders of Tehhi (CV 110) 
VIII 
(day lost): Silver to retainers of Bin-Dammu and to Bin-Dammu "field marshal" [sag-gal-marw 
tu-mes) when he swore (CV 15) 
5: Silver to envoys from Zironum, Nihri[a, Anzawawa(?) {CV 18) 
7: lssues to envoy of Halab (CV 91 with duplicate 94) 
18: Shoes to Ea-malik, messenger from Karkemish {CV 85) 
25: Garment to Kuzzuri of Surnat, and gorment to Sumu-Addu retainer of Bin-Dammu who 
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went to Halu-rabi (CV 84); wine from Hawurni-atal of Nawali (CV 113); wine from Kuzzuri 
of Surnat when he came to meet the ki ng ( CV 111) 
Vlllb 
1: lssue to retainer of Bin-Dammu {CV 80 with duplicate 89) 
3: Foodstuff when Burijo and Bin-Dammu met with the king (CV 131 and 132} 
4: Set of clothing to Bin-Dammu (CV 99) 
6: ltems to Bin-Dammu and his retainers when he met the king (CV 72); presents for the 
Halab court (CV 53) 
7: List of wine shipments from Nowali, Kuzzuri of Surnat, Aia-obu of Suna (CV 117) 
18: hems sent to Mehhili of Japtur [CV 79} · 
20: Silver to retainers of Kahat king (CV 14) 
IX 
(day lost): item to Zige of Amaz when he met the king (CV 95) 
4: Silver to ldin-Kubi, retainer of Halu-rabi (CV 11) 
10: Silver for purchase of jewelry, to l~i-ahu the "overseer of the merchont offices" ( wokll 
karr) (CV 65) 
11: Silver from Abdila-ila "when with Till-AbnO(?) he gave" (CV 55) 
20(+x): Silver to 5 named envoys when king swore(?); lotest text seoled with royal seal of 
Mutlja (CV 10) 
25: Sheep brought by Jaqbija ''when with Till-Abnu he gove" (CV 166) 
29: Ox delivered by Zige of Amaz "when he was made modarum'" (CV 164} 
X 
(day lost): 127 sheep from Hammu-Epuh of Amaz (CV 165) 
18/x-19/xi: Numerous texts attest the presence of ßin-Dommu. Most record issues of oil for 
the ''delegates of the ouxiliaries and the countrymen" 
24/xi: lotest text sealed by servant of Mutija 
XII 
12: Lotest text from this year (end only one from this month) {CV 76) 
YEAR Ä.MER-ISTAR 
1 
(days lost): earliest texts from this yeor (FI 89 and 140) 
II 
6: W1ne from Bunu-lstar of Halaba (FI 5) 
9: A coot to Bin-Dammu when he went from .... to Huslö (FI 90); o gorment to the cook 
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of Bin-Dammu (FI 141) 
13: Wine from Qarrädu of Nadbum [FI 6) 
15: Wine from Tatturru, the general (FI 7) 
25: lssues when Bin-Dammu stayed (FI 109) 
27: Wine from the priestess Taris-mötum of Nawali (FI 8) 
28: Wine from llqa of ... (FI 9); wine from priests of Adad of Nawali (FI 10) 
30: Wine and honey from Zige of Amaz (Fl 11) 
111 
1: Date on treaty between Till-AbnG and Jam~i-HatnG of Kahat {L.T.-3} 
1: Wine from Ukku of Nawali (FI 12) 
11: lssues for the 11meat-house" "during the elunnum-festival 11 (FI 127) 
15: Silver ring to retainer of Qarrädu of Nadbum when he came to Tak0n-mätum (FI 111) 
18: Silver ring to (same) retainer when he brought ... to T akün-mätum; earliest text sealed 
with seal of Till-Abno (FI 112) 
20: Garment to Ahuni, envoy from Halab, when he was sent off from Zurra (FI 91) 
28: lssue in Nawali {FI 139) 
29: Silver rings issued in Sunö (FI 114) 
IV 
2: Garments and silver issued to Ea-malik, Niqmija-EI, Aki-Erah, Supir-nanu, ... of Kiran, 
Tohe of Kallahubri, lli-malik, Sadu- ... of ... , and Hindu of Buzahi, when king met the lu 
Kahat (FI 115) 
3: lssues of oil for sacrifice by king during homondunu-festival, for Gutü in Tehhi, and for 
Taris-mötum, the priestess, when the king went to Nawali (FI 128) 
6: lsolated example of text sealed with seal of Mutija "servant'1, note of oxes received (FI 
116) 
7: Wine from Zazija(?) of Tehhi {FI 13) 
30: Wine for the king when envoys of Numho(?) and Supir-nanu stoyed (FI 14) 
V 
11: Wine from Al1-waqrum, the merchant (FI 15) 
13: Garments for Takün-rnatum, A[a-Hammu, and Tatur-matum, the "maid 11 of the king (FI 
94} 
2O(+xl: Wine for the king when Kabi-Larim of Andarig and Supir-nanu of Kahat stoyed 
(FI 16) 
VI 
(day lost): List of spears from Azamhul and Tille (FI 124) 
VII 
4: Shoes etc. for lluranu when he went to Halab (FI 96) 
12: lssue in Kahat (FI 97) 
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IX 
28: Donations of sheep from Hilobukonum, Kollohubri, ond Suri, when the king went to 
Kohot (FI 129) 
X 
6: List of garments when enemy reoched gote of Subot-Enlil (FI 98) 
18: Gorments to Sillobi and Hubidam when they came for meeting (FI 100); gorment 
present of Akuki the envoy, from Nihrijo (FI 101) 
22: Donations of animols from i.a. Somsu-malik of Azamhul (FI 131) 
XI 
(day lost): Silver rings to "moids" of the governor (säp(tum), lotest text from this year seoled 
with seal of Till-Abno (FI 121) 
XII 
(no doy}: Lotest text from this year, list of silver rings to many named individuals (FI 122) 
YEAR IPIQ-ISTAR 
II 
16: Earliest text from this year; woter bags to Jaridi-Addu envoy of Halab and lrim-munu 
when they went to Halab (FI 82) 
111 
14: Silver issued to Masum to buy garments from habbätum [FI 105) 
15: Remaining equipment from 1ourney to Kahat added to journey to Kudimmar, and issue 
to envoy llurönu (FI 83) 
26: Wine from elders of Urkis and Amursakkum (FI 3) 
IV 
(no day): Account for contributions received during journey to Nahur (in Asnakkum and 
Suduhum) (FI 135) 
18: lssues of oil to Ahum-mar~um the habbatum and Dadu-mara~, general of Andarig, in 
Nahur, and issues in Hessum (FI 126) 
VII 
15: Only sealed text from this year: seal of Till-Abnu "servant'' (FI 106) 
24: Shoes to Jaddin-Addu, envoy of Hawurni-atal of Nawali (FI 84) 
VIII 
3: Garments for Halu-rabi and his two componions (FI 85) 
8: [Wine] when hohbatum stayed (FI 4) 
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IX 
26: Weapon to Nuhumi-Addu of Qirdahat (FI 108) 
XII 
23: Lotest text from this year; gorments brought to the king in Zabalum (FI 88) 
YEAR Nimer-Kubi 
V 
6: Wine when ... came with Abdu-lstar (FI 20) 
VII 
2: Wine when säp(tum stayed (FI 21) 
VIII 
12: Wine from Kabizza of Hura~a when säp1/um and Tiswen-atal stayed, wine when Aia-
abu and others stayed (Fl 24) 
15: Wine in temple of Belet-Apim when the king [took?] Sunhum (FI 25) 
20: Wine when Tiswen-atol stayed (FI 26) 
23: Wine for king and envoys at night (FI 27) 
YEAR ISME-EL 
2: Wine for offering when Abdu- ... stayed (FI 29) 
III 
2: Wine during elunnum-festival when the king stayed in the "temple of the goddess" (FI 
30) 
26: Wine for the king, at night {FI 31) 
V 
4(+): Wine in the hamrum morning ond night when Akkuja died (FI 32) 
VII 
l: Wine for king when Abdi-lstar stayed (FI 33) 
·1(+x): Wine for envoy of Arrapha, and wine when king went to - and returned from Zatumri 
(FI 42) 
2{+x): Wine at night when erwoys of Babylon stayed {FI 43) 
3: Wine in hamrum and when envoys of Babylon stayed (FI 34) 
4: Wine when .sop~lumond wedutum_stayed (FI 35) 
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11-12: Wine for hamrum in the morning (FI 37-38) 
28: Wine when säp1tum stayed 
VIII 
8: Wine for the general Tiswen-atal (FI 45} 
9: Wine when the king swore, and wine at night when the säp/tum stoyed (FI 46) 
21: Wine for the generol Tiswen-otol when he went to the fieldcamp of the habbätum (FI 
49) 
22: Wine for envoys from Babylon, for Kabi-larim and Tessena when they returned from 
Babylon (FI 50} 
IX 
20: Wine when Tiswen-otal stayed (FI 52) 
21: Wine when men from Kohot stayed {FI 53) 
24: Wine for hobbätum (FI 54) 
X 
2(+x): Wine when envoys of Babylon stayed (FI 61) 
5(+x): Wine when envoys of Arrapha, Bizune, and Shehuwa stayed (FI 79) 
XI 
15: Wine when 11,-Epuh came (FI 64), wine when sons stayed, when Tiswen-atal and 
"moids of the king stayed, and when Hazikakku stayed (FI 65) 
17: Wine when sons stayed in the (palace?) gate (FI 69) 
26: Wine (FI 68} 
XII 
23: Lotest text from this month (FI 71) 
YEAR WARKI ISME-EL 
2: Wine for iourney to Zatumri (FI 77) 
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ÄPPENDlX 2. COMPITTE CLASSIF1CATION OF l. 87 LETTERS 
(In parantheses YTLR publicatfon nos.) 
1. LETTERS TO MuTUA 
A. Sender obum 
l. Hammurabi (1-4) 
C Sender ahum 
1. Astamar-Adad (5-8)- 2. Halu-rabi (9)- 3. Sepa!lu (10-11) 
D. Sender marum 
l. Asdi-[ ... ] (12)- 2. Jakün-Asar (13)- 3. Jasmah-Addu (14) -4. Kanisanu (15-16) 
-5. Kuzzuri(?) (17)-6. Masum (18)- 7. Niqmi-Adod (19) 
E Sender wardum 
l. Ea-malik (20)- 2. [ ... ]-tim (21) 
f Unclassilied 
l. Sinurhi {22) 
II. lrnERS TO Tlll-ÄBNU 
A. Sender abum 
l. Hammurabi [23-24) 
B. Sender "neutral" 
1. Attabnaja (25) - 2. Bin-Dammu (26-27) - 3. Ea-molik (28-32) - 4. Jan~i-[ ... ] 
(33}- 5. Sumu-HadG (34) 
C Sender ahum 
1. Aplohanda (35)- 2. Astamar-Adad (36-40) - 3. Burija (41-50)-4. Halu-rabi 
A. os neutra/"(51-53) B. asahum(54-56)-5. Hazip-[Tessup~] (57}-6. lla-HatnQ 
[58)- 7. Jakun-Asar (59-61) - 8. Jam~i-HatnO (62-76) - 9. Masum (77-8"1) - 10. 
Muti-Addu (82)- 11. Niqmi-Adad A. os 'neutro/"(83-84) B. os ohum ~,hrum (85-
86)- 12. Sepallu (87-88}-13. Sukrum-Tessup A. os neutra/"(89-90) B. os ahum 
(91)-14. Ta-[ .... ](92) 
D. Sender marum 
la. Aja-Abu (93-100)- lb. with Sibila (101)- lc. with .sibütum (102)- 2. Masum-
Atol (103-4)- 3. Mehilum A. os raimum (105) B. as marum (106) -4. Zige {107) 
-5. [ ..... ] (108-109) . 
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E. Sender wardum 
1. Ewri (110)-2. Hawilija (111)-3. Songara (112)-4. Sümu-ditana (113)-5. Take 
(114-115)-6. Zimri-[ ... ] (116)-7. [ ... -di]m (117) 
F. Unclassilied 
l. Ahusina (118)- 2. Hawur-atal (119) - 3. Sinurhi (120) 
G. Name of Sender lost [121-124) 
III. Letter to Jakün-Asar 
B. Sender neutral" 
1. Holu-rabi (125) 
IV. Letters to belum 
1. Ah,-mara~ (126)- 2. Abbuttanu (127] - 3. ßohdi-Lim (l 28) - 4. Hammi-Epuh (129-130) 
-5. 11,-Epuh (131)-6. lnganum (132-135)-7. Jasub-[ .... ] (136)-8. Kuzuzzu (137-141) 
-9. Qarradu (142)-10. Sangaro (143-146)-11. Supram (147-148)-12. Take (149-151) 
-13. Tiswen-atal (152)-14. Warad-lstar (153-154)-15. Warad-[ .... ] (155)-16. [ ...... ] 
(156-157)- 17. [ ...... ] 1:158) -· Fragments from letters to belum (159-163) 
V. Miscellaneous letters 
1. Aham-arsi from Warad-lstor (164)- 2. Ahatani from Sin-tukulfi (165)-3. Astamar-Adad 
from Sepallu (166) -4. lngonum from Ah,-mara~ (167)- 5. Täbija from Warad-lstar (168) 
-6. Supram from lnganum (169) from Samum (170)-7. Take from Ewri (171)-8. Warad-
lstor from [ .... ]-zali (172) from Jakün-o[r- ... ] (173) from [ .... ] (174) 
VI. Letters where name of addresssee lost 
C Sender ahum 
1. Sepallu [175-176)- 2. Sinurhi (177) 
f. Unclassilied 
1. Kanisönu (178) 
VII. Letters/fragments where both names in oddress lost 
Tablets/fragments with substontiol information preserved ( 179-187) 
Tablets/fragments with little information preserved {188•219) 
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TEIL 3 
INDICES 
The Indices cover both parts of the book. 
Note to the indices according to "Teil 2" 
Indices 
The indlces are selective. They provide references only to YrLR letters and treaties exten-
sively quoted er discussed, and for PNs, GNs, and DNs only references to places with 
(main) discussion of these. Thus names mentioned in quoted texts ore generally not referred 
to. Cf., however, also the lists in Appendices 1-2. 
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l. Subjects 
l . SUBJECTS 
(see also the assyrian words, below under 7) 
agriculture 
Akkadians 
Amorites 
Ana~olians 
Anatolien law 
nomes 
rulers 
antimony 
appeal 
archives 
"big men" 
blood money 
bloodshed 
bronze 
bulloe 
burial 
colendar 
corovans 
children 
chronology 
city assembly 
city hall 
copper 
coppersmith 
credit 
"dotu-payers· 
debts 
dendrochronology 
·oistonzongoben. 
147 
20ff., 96, 98, l 26f. n. 
582 
19 n. 2, 22, 63 n. 258, 
89, 97f., 134, 214 
93 
96 
l0lf. 
l0lf., 136-140, 160-164, 
183-187 
85f. 
181 n. 784 
43-51, 44 n. l 39, 46 n. 
154. 157-160, 68ff., 129, 
133, 135ff., 147 n. 681, 
148 n. 683, 151, 181, 185, 
189 n. 810, 205, 229, 
245, 
43 
101 n. 439, 161, 207, 210 
101, 186, 192.c, 194f., 211 
85f., 86 n. 361 
33, 55, 15, 114, 116, 140, 
167 
108 
21 n. 13, 30 n. 63 
32, 33, 50, 60, 74, 77ff., 
97f., l48ff., 185ff. n. 796, 
l93ff., 205ff., 212, 214, 
216, 225f. 
106 
28-34 
21, see älum 
21, 23 n. 24, 36, 40 n. 
114, 57 n. 219, 88 . 373, 
111 n. 490, 129, 133, 140, 
213 see bet alim 
85ff., 126, l5lf. n. 696-
703, 185 
152 n. 705 
92 
47, 76, 78f. n. 332, 134, 
180, 188 
54, 73, 93, 96, 105ff., 
126f., 192f., 199, 204, 
217, 219 
30 n. 64 · 
30 n. 65 
donkeys 53, 78, 79f., 82, 87, 90, 
105, 108, 132, 149, 15lf., 
156ff., 178, l84f., 187, 
195, 200, 204f., 207, 
209, 212, 214 
eating and drinking 148 n.686 
"Envoys of the city" 43, 78 n. 333, 141, 180, 
eponym list 
eponym{ ie)s 
fields 
figurines of gods 
fugitives 
fuller 
gaming boord 
gate of karum 
gates ot Assur 
girls 
gods 
gold 
grain 
grammar 
graves 
"great king" 
hopirum 
Hattians 
Hittites 
homicide 
houses 
Hurrions 
husbandry 
incontotions 
iron 
182,202,205,209 
2lf., 28 n. 54f., 33 
2lff27ff., 32 n. 72, 33 n. 
75, 37 n. 97, 120, 131, 
133 n. 603f., 135 n. 617, 
137, 139 n. 640, 145 n. 
671, 172, 
147f., 147 n. 680, 148 n. 
687 
56f., 103, 108, 
193.i, 204, 217 
220, 230f., 231 n. 935 
57 
103 
103, 116 
107 
82, 103f., 125, 148, 184 
n. 793, 186, l89f., 193, 
230f., 236ff. 
51, 53f., 56, 58, 86ff., 91f., 
96, 98, 103f., 108, 116, 
122, 128f., 133, 135, 147, 
149, 151, 153, 160, 181, 
188, 198f., 205, 200, 214, 
216, 223, 228, 236f., 239 
87f. 
112 
40,56 
123, 140, l44f., 171, 178, 
189, 217 
23, 118, 192, 193 n. 818 
120 
120 
210f. 
93,107 
23 n. 20. 23, 59, 97, 
l 20ff. n. 546 
72 n.306 
106 
84 f., 101, 136, 147, 150, 
161, 177, 180, 184, 188, 
l90ff., 213, 226, 228, 232 
irrigation 96 n. 417 
jewelry 93, 108 
"joint-stockcompany" 51, 89, 9lf. n. 385, 131, 
18 8, see naruqqum 
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kärum 
lands 
languages 
lopis lazuli 
law 
lowsuits 
leod figurines 
legislation 
lexicon 
lock 
losses 
luwians 
monumission 
marriage 
Milanni 
monopoly 
rnoulds 
nicknames 
notorizotion 
oath 
Old Palace of Assur 
orchards 
ordeol 
orthography 
polaces 
paleogroph 
portnership 
Indices 
43f. n. 135, 153ff., 180ft. 
Apum 154, 183ff. 
Burushattum 154, 181 
Durhumit 161, 180 
Konesh 154, 180-182 
Kuburnat 154 
Suppilulia 154 
Timilkia 154, 166 n. 
722, 180 
Wahsusona l 55, 
180f. 
Washonia 155 
147f., 167ff. 
n H. 
57, 58 n. 231, 82, 92, 
114, 115 n. 509, 122, 146, 
184. 188, 189 n. 810, 190, 
212, 213 n. 896 
74 
43f., 42, 66, 79, 117, 160, 
166, 181, 192, 202f. 
57 
76 n. 322 
11 l 
228f. n. 931 
95, 101, 164, 175, 178, 
184ff., 189, 192, 194, 198, 
19, 207ff. n. 876, 209 n. 
878 
120f., 235 
37, 193 n. 821, 217 
107ff., 108 n. 478, 109 n. 
483 
23 n. 22 
184 n. 792 
57, 152 n. 704 
llBn.526 
47, lOlf. n. 444, 144 n. 
669, 169ff., 190 
22, 26, 40, 52, 56, 78, 
95, 98ff., 129, 142, 149, 
18, 163, 165, 175, 183ff., 
218, 229, 236 
20, 37, 39, 122, 
l48f., n. 688ff. 
103 n. 448, 193 n. 822, 
205 n. 860 
21 
39, 42 n. 128, 153-165, 
185 
118 
77, 84, 8Qff., 104, 117, 
144 n. 667, 171, 188 
personal nomes 
pledges 
pots and pans 
priests 
professions 
prosopogrophy 
protection of troders 
queens 
ransom 
robbery 
revolts 
rivers 
scribes 
sealings 
seals 
securities 
service duties 
slaves 
smuggllng 
solar eclipse 
Subareons 
syllabary 
toxes 
,emples of Konesh 
ten-men boord 
testoment 
textiles 
theh 
tin 
tithe 
ti~ 
treaties 
verdicts 
wabartum 
356 
22f., 63. 74, 113, ll7ff. 
51, 67, 93, 111, 203, 231 
72 n. 306 
230ff. 
118 n. 528, 219-229 
117ff. 
101, 148, 184, 202 
173 n. 748 
101, 185 n. 795, 204, 210 
184, 192, 199, 209, 211 
99ff., l44f., 172. 173 n 
745, 189, 206, 229 
·149, 184, 209 
48ff. n. l7lff., 55. 163 
55, l l 6f .. see also bulloe 
20ff. n. 15, 27, 32f. n. 71, 
36ff., 47, 50, 58 n. 231, 
107f. (of women). ll4ff, 
l55f. n. 509ff., 116 n. 515 
93f. n. 393, 96, 13lf., 
147 
50, 172, 193, 202 
51, 74, 93, 94 n. 394, 
102, 105, llOf., 170.9 
79, 101, 158, 175, 204f., 
207, 214f. 
30 n, 62 
59 n. 235. 89, 97, 123, 
134, 153, 214 
21 n. 14, lllff. 
36, 43, 76, 79ff., 85 (on 
iron), 92, 101, 116, l 26f, 
l 36f., 160. 165, 175, 
l 80f., 187, 196, 211ff. 
42 
78 n. 329, 155, 157ff. 
94 n. 400 
53, 60, 77f., 83f., 86, 90, 
96, 98, 107, 112, 116, 133, 
147, 150, 153, 184, l88f., 
199.k, 207f., 208 n. 
872f. 
53, 80, 82ff., 89f., 97f., 
116, l 28f., 147, 149, 151. 
n. 699, 163, 178, 184ff., 
195ff., 205ff., 212ff. 
83ff., 150, 180, 184, 187, 
212 
219-232 
183-20! 
43, 53, 95, 115, 129, 157, 
166, 181, 199, 203 
154-169 
Eluhut 
Kuburnat 
Kussara 
Mamma 
Samuha 
Suppilulia 
Ullama 
Upe 
Washania 
wagons 
wall of Assur 
wall of körum 
war 
week eponyms 
weights 
wives 
women 
wool 
2. Texts; 2.1. Categories 
154 
154, 166 
164, 175 
189 n. 810 
154, 166 
154, 166 
155, 166 n. 724 
155 
155, 166 
152 n. 706 
124 
56 
33, 60, 62f., 143, 189, 
193f., 197, 205ff., 216, 
68n. 280 
44, 57f. n. 224-228, 61, 
82, 84, 86f., 162.30 
l07ff. 
93, 107-110, their seals 
87, 148 n. 682f. 
2. TEXTS 
2 .1. CATEGORIES, TYPES, PROVENANCE 
Anatolions texts 
"Anitta Text" 
Assyrien Kinglist 
"caravan accounts" 
contracts 
of service 
of brotherhood 
of divorce 
of inheritance 
of marriage 
of naruqqum 
of sale 
of sepa ration 
copies of tablets 
debt-notes 
42, 46, l40f., 162f. 
33, 136, l43f., 167, 235 
19 n. 2, 24n. 27-29, 26 n. 
44, 29-35, 28 n. 55, 61, 
65f., 36 
74 
51 
90, 94 n. 392, 126 
51, 96 
108 
94 n. 396 
94 n. 35, l07ff. 
88ff., 88 n. 372, 92 n. 
385 
90f., 94 n. 394 
51, 96 
67 
42, 51, 54, 71, 7 4, 87, 91, 
131 
depositions 52 
exercise tablets 44 
from Amkuwa 32, 49, 75 
city-mound Kanesh 41, 4 2 n. 126-13 2 
Hattusa 32, 49, 75 
korum level 16 46ff., 46 n. 158-168, 
l 62ff. 
small collections 45, 66 n. 271 
incantalions 
inscribed bullae 
"iti neraries" 
judiciol records 
eponym lists 
letters 
of korum 
44 n. 145, 70 n. 294, 
106 
55ff. 
74, 80 
52f. 
28-33, 28 n. 54-57, 43ff., 
63, 68, 73, 118 
50, 72n. 305, 74f. 
50f., 43 n. 135, 72n. 305, 
75 n. 319 
of wok~m 72n. 305 
memo~ndums 53 
non-private documents44f. 
"notifying messages" 74, 88 
"private records" 7 4 
private summonses 7 5 
quittances 51 
royal inscriptions, next § under RIMA l 
sale documents 7 4, 9lf. 
of houses 74 
of slaves 74 
offie\ds 96 n. 414 
357 
"Sargon Tale" 44 n. 146, 174 n. 753 
Statutes kärum Kanesh 44, 181 
testament 105 
testimonies 52 
"tronsport records" 53f., 74 n. 316, BOff. 
treaties 183-201 
verdicts 52f. 
Indices 
2 . 2 . ÄFTER TEXT EDITIONS AND COLLECTIONS 
AM 1 1 
6 
10 
AKT l 
1, 1-18 
l, 1-33 
l, 19-29 
l, 39 
1, 45 
1, 60 
l, 77 
1, 78 
1, 79 
1, 81 
l, 79-82 
2 
2, 19 
2,24 
2,34 
2,35 
2, 53 
3 
3,30 
3, 41 
3,47 
3, 48 
3, 49 
3, 55-57 
3,73 
3,74 
3,79 
An0r6 12 
15 
18 
ATHE 
2 
12 
32 
46 
47 
62 
63 
64 
66 
67 
75 
BIN4 2 
7 
358 
240 
209 
22 n.17 
72, 114, 160, 162, 239f. 
(X) 
70 
65 n. 265 
240.9 
240.2 
236 
160.18, 175 n. 757, 178 
100, 162.35 
42 n. 130 
42 n. 130 
69n. 283 
70, 71, 72, 114, 156, 162.27 
97 n. 422, 154.2 
168 n. 728 
195 n. 827, 227 
198 n. 841 
217 n. 911 
69, 114, 133 
224 
221 
195 n. 827 
162.32 
82 
162.32 
82f. 
82 
156.5 
180 
78 n.329, 159.18 
173 n. 746 
45 n. 151, 62, 114 
231, 237.6, 242.16 
223 
9 n. 233, 152 n. 703 
156 n. 711 
192.f 
158.12, 160.21, 173 n. 748, 
175, 191 n. 816, 204, 215 
137 n. 628, 153 n. 707, 
158.12 
191 n. 816 
158.12. 224 n. 919 
221 
239.2, 242.2, 
139 n. 638, 223 
152 
2. Texts; 2. 2. Text Editions 
39 147 n. 679 18a 153 
44 239n. 949 19c 159.16, 169 n. 735, 208 
45 176 n. 764, 213, 226f. 24a 57 n. 219 
48 200 n. 851, 214 27a 165 n. 717 
63 226 296 224 
73 139 n. 638 30a 78 n. 329, 100, 157.8, 168 
93 224 n. 730, 195 n. 824 
157 226 42a 100, 173 
160 221f. 446 232 
163 221 CCT5 62 
181 87 n. 365 3a 117 n. 522 
199 151 n. 701 6b 225 
BIN6 7 58 n. 231 9a 115 
23 150 n. 695, 227 96 58 n. 231 
66 220 10a 132 
99 103 n. 451 12 154 
179 57 n. 219 15a 92 n. 388 
180 207 n. 87l 156 206 
188 66 n. 272 18a 162.31 
193 59 n. 233, 219, 223f. 26a 222 
205 58 n. 228 286 162.34, 225 
212 207 n. 871 30a 161.27 
219 180 n. 783 346 219 
226 193 n. 818, 222 35c 162.34, 225 
235 222 CCT6 65,114 
258 219 n. 915 12a 162.29 
Brusse~ l 323 14 83 n 348, 162.33, 164.38 
C 5 169 n. 738, 171, 222 156 78 n. 329, 195 n. 824 
26 66n. 271 16 132 
34 66 n. 271 206 104 
CCT2 2 246(photo) 22a 80 n. 337, 156 n. 711 
CCT2 3 97n. 426 22c 200 n. 851 
4a 120 n. 541 23c 51 n. 187, 112, 132 
5a 97 n. 426 276 54 n. 206, 104 n. 462 
6 66 n. 274 34o 86, 160.19, 219 n. 914, 220, 
11 207 n. 871 231 
13 151 n. 698+701 386 216 n. 908 
15 226 466 118 n. 530, 162.34 
18 221 470 236.5 
25 48 n.173 52 132 
30 223, 225ff. Chantre 11 155.37, 215 n. 905 
36o 192 16 42 n. 131 
37 228 CTNMA l, 72 215 
48 159.16, 174 n. 749 "De fv\unck" 221 
49a 97n.426 EL 62, 73, 95, 119 n. 537 
CCT3 7a 240.6 l 66 n. 271 
27b 110 n. 487 2 109 n. 483 
28a 100, 173 6 106 n. 474 
286 221 8 106n. 469 
33a 207 n. 871 11 66 n. 271, 110 
3co 78 n. 329, 155.4, 156 n. 711, 14 226 n. 924 
160.23 17 42 n. 131 
CCT4 6e 106 36 66 n. 271 
359 
Indices 
97 51 n. 187 50 242.15 
110-137 74 n. 316 52 241.9 
138-144 74 n. 316 132 237.6 
150 150n. 695 139 47 n. 163, 163.35, 166 n. 
157 42 n.131 723 
167-169 92 n. 388 156 164.38 
173 92 n. 388 293 162.31, 167 n. 724 
188 110 n. 486 301 47 n. 163 
228 57 n. 225 345 63 n. 259 
244 40 n. 119, 52 n. 192 Kaysen 1830 159.16, 175, 182, 210 
246 66 n. 271 5064 159.18 
253 180 n. 783 KBo9 4 33 n. 75 
260-261 92 n. 388 5 217 
263 66 n. 271 6 166n. 724 
269-270 92 n. 388 7 196 
273 170 n. 739 10 118 n. 528 
276 106 n. 474 28 49 n. 177, 138 n. 632, 157.8, 
278 66 n. 271 196 n. 828 
287 191 n. 817 36 49 n. 177 
303 66 n. 271 KBo 28 181 79 n. 334, 138 n. 632 
303B 66 n. 271 KBo 36 113 49 n. 175, 137 n. 625 
320 181 n.784 KKS 114 
325 66 n. 271 2 157.8 
3250 180n. 783 6 236.l 
338 181 n. 784 7 77 
ICK 1 62, 64 n. 261, 66 n. 273 15 109 
2 78 n. 332 21 223,225,232 
3 106, 175 31 239.1 
10 236.5 45 221 
12 175 n. 756 57 170.23, 224 
13 220 n. 916, 223 seal 130 109 
166 237.6 KIB 14 139 n. 640 
246 236.4 KTH 3 168 n. 728 
28A 109 16 210 n. 884 
32 22, 106 n. 471, 236.1 KfK 65 
40 237.6; 242.18 2 160.20 
46 213 n. 899, 221 5 163.35, 182 
62 160.21 6 181, 227 
84 156 n. 711 7 172 n. 741, 231 
86 181 n. 784 10 99, 145 n. 670, 157.10 
93 241.12 20 170 n. 739, 227 
lll 222 33 50 n. 181 
115 236.l 64 154.20 
129 237.7 106 223, 227 n. 928 
135 229 n. 929 107 138 n. 634, 155.30, 162.30 
143 133 n. t:1)6 4 154 
149 117 6 140 n. 776, 142 
153 116 10 155.34, 173, 181, 205 
178 99, 168, 234 14 155.36, 163.36, 165, lBOf., 
191 234 n. 939, 237.6 189 
ICK2 64 n. 261 43 170.9 
4 236f.1+5, 242.14 KrS 1 36 152 n. 706, 161.26 
5 236.1 8o 158 n. 712 
360 
2. Texts; 2.2. Text Editions 
196 86 n. 358 40 224 
34o 148 n. 689 Progl 445 78 n. 332 
36c 154, 195 447 103 n. 451 
50c 99, 163.34, 169 n. 736 471 151 n. 701 
556 39 n. 113, 110 n. 485 478 78 n. 332, 79 n. 334, 138 n. 
58s 219 631, 162.30 
KTS 2 65 490 106, 176 
1-1 l 65 491 232,241.9 
29 153 n. 707 500 239.5 
31 153 537 174 
40 205 550 156 n. 771 
43 156 n. 711 552 236.l 
45 115 n. 551 575 226 
Kuliya's archive see kt 92/k l 88ff. 610 222 
KUG 22 195 n. 826 625 222 n. 918 
25 219 n. 915 633 66n. 272 
LB 1201 158 n. 712 651 22, 229, 236.1 n. 946 
1202 86 n. 358 705 110 n. 487 
1209 175 n. 758 718 198 n. 841 
1220 86 n. 361 764 206 n. 863 
L.T.-1 314f. 784 103 n. 451 
L.T.-2 316-321 804 155.2 
L T.-3 304f. 837 230 
L.T.-5 329 Rl/v\A. l 19 n. 3f., 20 n. 7, 21 n. 
L.T.-7 314 10, 23f. n. 21+25f., 25 n. 
Ne$r. Beg. 2 49 n. 175, 159.15 30+32+47, 26 n. 44, 31 n. 
0 3684 154.25, 161.25 69f., 35f. n. 79+80, 36 n. 
O\P27 49 n. 176, 170.19 82ff.+87, 38ff. n. 102f., 39 n. 
1 144, 154.l 106+109f., 40 n. 116+118, 44 
3 49 n. 175 n.144, 84 n. 352, 95 n. 410, 
5 155.1, 160.21, 164.38, 185 n. 96 n. 418, 122 n. 549, 125 n. 
795,223 566, 129 n. 571, 128 n. 585, 
7 196 142 n. 652+657 
8 49 n. 175, 137 S:xlberk 12 207 
10 222 n. 918 16 58 n. 226 
13 176 n. 764 29 240.7 
17 49 TCl 1 43 n. 135 
18 49, 79 n. 336 5 134 
19 224 11 97 n. 419 
41 57 n. 219 18 158.12, 174, 207 
46 196 30 117 n. 523 
49 144, 145 n. 670, 170.21, 32 160.20 
231 39 150, 162.30 
53 114 n. 667, 170.3, 230 43 154, 216 n. 908 
54-62 65 53 229 n. 929 
56 134 62 170.6 
POAT 6 240.6 70 88 
8 240.6 81 153 n. 710 
9 67 n 278, 161 87 225, 231 
16 175 n. 756 118 162.31 
18 56 n 216 122 170.8 
21 158.12 TC2 18 152 n. 706 
36 240.7 22 84 
361 
Indices 
37 229 n. 929 182 154.22, 166 
57 156.7 198 161.27 
TC3 3 147 n. 679, 241.10 205 222 
14 225, 227n.925 VAT 4536 169, 170.22 
15 223 VS26 65, 67 n. 276, 114 
16 223 7 56 n. 216 
20 97 n. 426 9 83, 216 n. 909 
28 197 n. 835 10 118 n. 528 
43 88 12 84 
t:IJ lll n. 490 17 97 n. 419, 127 n. 582 
65 87 29 205 
68 116 n. 516 51 228 
70 228 54 ll4 n. 504 
75 206,232 61 84 
85 164.37-38, 200 71 88 
106 103 n. 451 83 205 n. 861 
112 100,173 118 180 n. 783 
129 104 125 224 
158 221 132 110 n. 487 
161 158 n. 712, 232 138 159.18 
162 161.28 146 221,235 
163 97 n. 422 148 lt:IJ.23 
165 154.19, 160.19, 23lf. 150 199 n. 848 
171 57 n. 225 195 154.21, 160.22, 182 
181 22, 220, 230, 236.l Yll.R 5 327 
183 110 n. 488 Yll.R 8 306 
191 161 n. 714, 219, 230 Yll.R 10 300 
192 53 n. 200 Yll.R 11 307 
203 104 n. 46l Yll.R 12 309 
208 195 Yll.R 15 309 
211 232 Yll.R 18 308 
214 144, 170.17, 222, 230ff. Yll.R 24 290 
219 118 n. 528 YTlR 28 328 
227 237.7, 242.19 YTlR 39 327 
240 239.2 YTlR 41 291 
250 139 n. 640 YTlR 42 334 
252 177 YTlR 43 287 
253 222 YTlR 43 334 
254 222f ., 236. l YTlR 44 334 
271 227f. YTlR 54 292 
TPAK l 133 YTlR 55 292 
4 164.39 YTlR 56 325 
7 117 n. 523 Yll.R 57 287N. 55 
11 161.27 YTlR t/J 335 
45 223 YTlR 64 335 
50 161.27 YTlR 67 335 
98 240.6, 242.17 YTlR 75 314 
109 59 n. 233, 115 n. 513 YTlR 79 327 
113 240.8 YTlR 81 296 
116 llBn.528 YTlR 85 305 
120 91 n. 382, 115 n. 513 YTlR 89 297 
161 l75f. Y1l.R 95 323 
170 162.29 YTlR 101 323 
362 
2. Texts; 2.3. Excavations Numbers 
YTlR 110 308 2.3. ÄFTER EXCAVATION NUMBERS (KT/ ETC.) 
YTlR 112 322 
vn.R 115 275 
YTlR 118 323 a/k 46 
YTI.R 121 325 165 174 
YflR 122 291 244 103 n. 488 
YTlR 126 310 264 117 
YTlR 127 289 335 236 
YTIR 128 289 339 103 n. 451 
YTlR 137 307 403 154.14 
YTIR 138 307 465a 159.14 
YTlR 139 307 488 159.19, 225 n. 920 
YTIR 140 332 503 154.23 
YTlR 143 322 568 239.5 
YTlR 144 323 583 148 n. 690 
YTlR 147 310 6046 239.3 
Y1l.R 149 299 t{)6 223,226 
YTlR 150 291 672 236 
YfLR 153 337 801 240.8 
Yf1R 156 287 n. 55 805 223 
Yl1R 157 287 n. 55,294 810 240.9 
Yll.R 171 309 8116 236.l 
YflR 173 335 825 226 n. 924 
YTlR 185 313 842 241.12 
843 223 
851 231 
852 223, 236.5 
899 236.l, 240.8, 242.13 
906 78 
907 231 
931 240 
1048 236 
1055 205,215 
l~ 239 n. 949 
1070 49 n. 179, 137 n. 627, 154. l 
lllO 237 
11166 240.7 
1164a 236.l 
1165 229 
1177 241.9 
1199 236 
1214 240.8 
1258 157.9 
1259 241.12 
1263 224, 227 n. 928 
1315 236 
1412 164.39 
1429 154.29 
1430 241.9 
1453 240.8, 
b/k 47 
21 160.22 
456 240.8 
363 
Indices 
54o 158.10 166 234 n. 940 
546 239.1 1756 240.8 
95 223. 177f. 161.26 
98 182 181 161.26 
134 237 183 154.6. 26, 161.26, 180, 182 
144 227 n. 786 
162 210 n. 885 1846 240.8 
176 154.17 g/k 12 240.8 
180 210 n. 885 36 172 n. 742 
198 232 51 159.17 
258 l0ln. 439, 210 n. 884 190 211 n. 889 
2606 236 199 160.23 
471 200 n. 879 220 lti5.2 
612 154.7, 157.8, 168 n. 730 g/t 35 48, 143 n. 663, 154.12 
6826 225 36 170 n. 739, 221-223. 232 
c/k 72 n. 301 42 56 n. 215, 220-223 
Cy:) 222 44 42 n. 132 
181 237.9, 240.8 199 187 n. 805 
201 237.9 h/k 72 n. 301 
339 74 n. 451 38 86 n. 357 
441 115 n. 509 331 42 n.129 
839 54 n. 204 i/k 5 226n. 924 
841 154.17 120 161.27 
1340 230,236 124 71 n. 297 
1634ff. 72 n. 303, 250 j/k 9 236.1, 19 n. 737, 227 n. 
1641 221,224 927, 181 
d/k 147 n. 681 80 162.30, 177f. 
6a 171.19-21 97 168 n. 728 
e/k 251 n. 30l 625 145, 170.26, 222, 224. 
162 240.9 230 
164 240.9, 659 163.35 
f/k 26, 147 n. 681 665 57n. 225 
45 240.8 k/k 1 170. 24, 230f. 
52 239.1 4 59 
54 237.6 9 170.18, 240.8 
58 239.2 10 170.7, 222, 230 
62 240.8 14 170.14 
65 242.8 31 147 n. 680, 148 n. 684,220, 
646 236.1 223 
65a 240.9 32 240.8 
656 237.7 33 99 n. 431, 169 n. 734 
726 236.l 34 239.1, 241.11, 242.2 
73 240.8, 35 221 
80 230f 46 91n.380 
84 147 n. 680 5l 154.16 
946 237.7 57 154.27 
101 193 n. 819 59 23Q 
103 240.8 63 154.24 
111 240.8, 70 154.9, 157.Q 
114 236.3 78 163.36, 217 n. 911 
115 171.8-13 79 86 n. 357 
129 241.10 87 159.14 
1576 236,3 89 161.26 
364 
2. Texts; 2, 3. Excavations Numbers 
91 154.9, 222 27 46 n. 158, 189 n. 810 
93 240.6, 241.9, 242.10 276 155.36 
94 174, 127.37-38 31 42 n. 129, 170.10, 171.l, 221-
98 164.37-38 224,230,232 
101 137 n. 627 32 79 n. 334, 144 n. 665+667, 
108 208 n. 873 146 n. 678, 170.l.5, 188, 
118 180 n. 781 221-224, 189 n. 810, 230f., 
122 160.20 236.3 
126 160.21 33 189 n. 810 
212 73 39 170.28 
m/k 73 n. 312 47 116 
l 86 n. 357 63 162.34 
2 174 66 85 n. 354 
3 156 67 84, 85 n. 354, 136 
5 222,225,232 72 224 
7 103n.450,223, 236 73 239.2 
8 195 75 236.5 
11 164.37-38, 174 76 99, 154.16, 169 
13 100,173,206 n. 863 77 240.8 
14 228 141 193 n. 819 
16 161.28 168 237 
24 224,232 211 157.10, 161.25 
35 222,224f. 306 169 n. 737, 227 n. 927, 
66 161.28, 166 n. 722 236.l 
69 119 n. 536, 206 n. 865, 217 388 154.26, 158.13, 161.26, 176 
n 911 473 161.26 
75 81 482 145 n. 670, 154.29, 155.l 
78 225,230 490 145 n. 670 
93 84 504 44 n. 139, 100 n. 434, 168 
101 239.l n. 732, 173 n. 748, 193 n. 
103 240.8 822, 204f., 205 n. 860 
104 242.4, 236.l, 240.8, 242.4 518 154, 216 n. 908 
105 240.9 522 97n.426 
110 152 n. 705 524 97n.426, 
127 223, 227 n. 928 533 222,228 
130 161.26 661 156 
132 222 681 119.6 
133 227 n. 928 695 57 n. 219 
134 154.11, 158.ll, 211 n. 890 716 234 
135 221 794 44 n. 142, 98 n. 428, 150 n. 
137 155.31 692, 172 n. 744, 178, 183, 
144 159.16 186, 100 n. 436 
148 154.14, 159.14 931 97n. 425 
247 231 1007 164.39 
794 201 1024 158.11, 168 n. 731 
n/k 46 n. 158, 47, 69, 133, 72 n. 1318 221 
300, 147 n. 681, 189 n. 810 1339 101 n. 743 
l 102 n. 445 1371 169 
5 79 n. 334, l B9 n. 810 1374 145 n. 670, 155.1, 232 
10 164.37-38, 189 n. 810 1406 154.2 
11 144 n. 669, 170.16 1408 154.6 
21 157.10, 161.25 1414 91 n.380 
22 4Q 1429 100, 139, 172, 219 n. 915 
365 
Indices 
1464 100, 173 159 101 n. 616 
1506 236.5 lW 239.4 
1570 207 n. 871 164 155.34 
1654 240.6 165 237.6 
1700 109, 115 166 237.7 
1708 55 n. 209 171 135 
17166 169 n. 737,237.5, 242.20 178 240.7 
1727 240.9 186 69n. 289 
1730 155.4 y/k 80,82 69 n. 283 
1787 231 y/t 79, 81 69 n. 283 
1801 162.31 z/t 46 
1815 158.11 11 220 
1818 154.28 14 239.1, 241.12, 242.9 
1821 22 18 42 n. 131 
1854 222 73/k 46 
1888 220 12 220 
1933 241.12 14 222 n. 918 
1952 137 n. 625, 154.10 74/t 14 42 n.131 
2093 115 75/k 81 161.28, 175 
o/k 72 n 300 78/k 125 79 n. 336 
18 232 79/k 101 97n. 424 
24 164.37-38 82/t 51 154.ll, 158.ll 
39 240.8 83/k 117 16020, 162.31 
40 240.9, 241.9, 242.7 246 129 
44 240.8 282 239.l 
46 240.8 284 136 
52 147n. 680 84/k 169 96, 147 n. 680 
54 96 n. 417 85/k 27 162.30 
64 240.8 86/k 9-10 233 
81 240.8 35 240.8 
196c 191 n. 817 49 154.18 
p/k5+6 222,224 102 159.17 
r/k 47 n. 168 153 118 n. 528, 237.7, 242.21 
1 154.27, 161.27, 232 155 103 n. 448 
15 161.27, 170.11, 221 158 55 n. 209 
16 163.35 160 241.12 
19 161.27, 170.4, 144 n. 667 162 240.9 
s/k 51 241.8 163 241.9 
s/t 92 221, 231, 233 168 118 n. 530 
t/k l 154.20, 160.20, 209 171 55 n. 200 
11 164.39 179 236.3 
22a 240 n. 950 190 237.5 
25 160.20, 200, ?2? n. 761, 196 158.11 
u/k 3 168 n. 728 198 239.5 
4 151 n. 701 200 239.5 
5 167 n. 727 223 78 
v/k 55 n. 211, 69, 135 87/k 73 
2 69 n. 287 37 77 n. 327 
8 69 n. 287 39 22, 220:., 233 n. 938, 
47 69 n. 289 236.1 
146 135 40 138 
147 69 n. 289 65 237.6 
152 69n. 289224 9Q 177 
366 
2. Texts; 2.3. Excovotions Numbers 
104 239.1 266 224 
120 164.37-38, 174 267 124.21 
139 231 n. 934, 239.4 270 n. 730 
145 210 279 116 
179 162.33, 164.37-38 285 237.9 
249 100 n. 434, 168 n. 732 310 240.8 
253 221 314 230 n. 933 
256 131 n. 596 317 223 
257 166 n. 722 342 223, 227 n. 928 
258 242.ll 353 169,223 
260 78 355 239 n. 949 
266 231 358 230, 230 n. 933 
272 239.1, 231.ll, 242.1 365 170.29 
274 222 367 222 
275 158.12, 176f. 369 145 n. 673, 168 n. 730, 
292 241.12 170.27, 171.23-27 
304 241.12 370 168 n. 730, 170.25, 232 
320 222, 231 371 101, 145 n. 670, 145 n. 670, 
336 240.6, 242.12 170.20, 221f., 230ff. 
384 18.12 376 22,220,224,230,236 
386 232 379 144 n. 669, 170.15, 224, 
387 163.35, 227f., 203 n. 857 231 n.934 
432 237.9 383 170.12, 221, 231 
447 162.34, 222 387 154.24, 157.10, 161.24 
453 240.6 421 83 n. 348, 216 n. 908 
460 103 n. 450 90/k 70 n. 292 
464 87 n. 365, 165 n. 719 111 70 
479 227n. 928 112 70 
522 138 n. 631 178 70 n. 294 
547 164.37-38, 125.15 206-07 70 
551 127.37-38, 159.16, 164.37- 209-10 70 
38 212 70 n. 296 
552 78, 134 n. 610, 138 n. 631, 358-60 59 n. 235, 70 n. 294 
162.30 429ff. 70 n. 292 
559 176 n. 765 91/k 70 n. 296, 133 
88/k 383 230 100 203 n. 857, 215 
507 208 n. 872 107 70 n. 296 
963 208 n. 876 108 161 n. 714, 221 
990 223 119 70n. 296 
1063 223 122 70 n. 296 
1070 233 123 l77n.769 
1082 230, 240.8 123-246 70 
1087 230,240.8 141 48 n. 173 
1090 231, 236.5 145 154.15, 
89/k 70 146 107 
37 144 148 154.20 
193 222 149 155.38 
207 150, 163.35 157 70 n. 296 
222 160.21 165 70 n. 296 
228 163.36 171 154.4, 155.4 
230 157.9, 182 176 159.14 
231 213 n. 897 181 156.6 
243 232 195 91 n.382 
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212 155.39 205 fl9l 158.10, 174 n, 752 
282 223 207 13 161.27 
295-563 73 - 221 85 n. 355, 180 n. 780 
338 59, n. 233 224 5) 162.30 
345 167 n. 727 234 71) 162.35 
347 88 n. 372 237 56) 167 n. 726 
356 164.39 248 15) 137 n. 628 
364 176 326 206n. 867 
370 158.ll 526 100 n. 437, 173 n. 747,228 
388 87n. 363 n. 929 
390 131 n. 596, 153 n. 700, 564 227f. 
156.6, 165 n. 717, 240.7 1037 239.l 
410 94 n. 399 1038 230 
416 206f. 1045 236.3 
420 119 n. 536 1047 230, 240_8 
421 107, 110 1048 230,236.3 
437 156.6, 167 n. 726f., 176, 199 93/k 73,133 
n.848 59 154 
451 155.3, 207 n. 871 (:IJ 154 
453 107, 100 67 78 n_ 329, 159.15 
465 155.3 71 88 n. 373 
482 88 n. 372, 82 n. 385 76 110 
518 242.9 145 44 n. 139, 100 n. 434, 168 n. 
522 94 n. 399 732 
539 59 n. 235 148 239.l, 241.11, 242.3 
548 231 169 84 
92/k 73 n. 313, 133f. 171 159.14 
3 176 n. 764 179 162.31 
5 154.4, 155.4 194 159.18 
94-187 73 n. 313 196 tlJ n. 238, 154 
100-22 47 198 103 n. 452 
103 158.12 215 171.8-13, 221 
108 158.12 236 174 
120 177 n. 770 278 58 n. 226, 162.30 
139 177 n. 770 488 81 
180 177n. 770 501 220, 223f. 
181 177 n. 770 548 57 n. 219 
185 221 637 85 n. 356 
188-263 73 (Kuliyo's archive) 936 227 
193 73 942 228 
194 (6) 118 n. 528, 946 221,236.1, 241.12, 242.5 
120 n. 542, 157.10, 159.14, 94/k 73, 25,50 
161.24 125 148 n. 68B 
195 f50) 160.20 149 175 n. 757 
196 51) 48 n. 171, 153 157.8 
162.30 158 222,224 
197 (43) 161.27 195 231 
200(3) 159.14, 162.29, 214 n. 902 208 152 n. 705, 222f., 231 
202 180 n. 780 219 155.3 
203 (2) 80 n. 337, 137+n. 625, 229 224 
154.10, 154.19, 155.30, 292 152 n. 705 
160.19, 162.30, 180 n. 780, 310 164.39 
201, 197 n. 835 340 155.31, 161.24 
368 
2. Texts; 2.3. Excavations Numbers 
345 160.19 1461 213, 232 
350 40 n. 119 1472 174 
354 138 n. 633 1482 151 n.682 
364 216 n. 908 1495 223 
378 164.39 1501 223 
421 59 n. 233 1502 225 
432 227 1504 225 
438 152 n. 705 1512 225,237 
441 159.14, 214 n. 903 1527 223 
442 163.36 1534 160.19, 163.36 
480 40 n. 119 1610 157.10 
486 154.25, 166 1629 157.10 
502 154.28, 166 n. 722, 180 n. 1675 216 n. 908 
782 1679 82 
636 159.14 1686 90n. 376 
644 159.14, 1692 215 
672 231 98/k 11 146 n. 677 
705 214 n. 902 118 189 
726 157.10 125 78, 159.14 
727 227 99/k 13 78 n. 328 
757 84 n. 351 128A 224 
7c[) 158.lO 138A 170.13, 222, 233 
786 215 139 144 n. 667, 170.2 
802 78 n. 333 OOk 6 149-151 
808 215 n. 906 7 182 
815 199 n. 848 10 154f.3, 157.8 
826 85,n. 356 12 n. 145 
833 231 14 163.35 
840 181 n.785 18 232 
848 208 73 163.36 
886 160.22 01/k 217 141 n. 649 
917 151 n. 701 287 143 
928 199.j 325 47 n. 160, 94 n. 400 
937 121.26, 210 
963 207 n. 869 
1002 147n. 679 
1004 215 
1023 58 n. 226 
1047 157.8 
1095 237.7 
1124 156.6 
1128 150, 157.9 
1133 131, n. 590, 235 n. 921 
1136 57n. 225 
1164 214 n. 903 
1197 160.20 
1226 167 n. 712, 222 
1247 86 n. 361 
1263 32,n.72 
1323 210 n. 863 
1352 82 n. 345 
1374 163,35 
1454 210 
369 
Indices 
3. GEOGRAPHICAL NANIES Burushaddum 
3. l. GEOGRAPHICAl NANIES, ANCIENT 
Abrum 
Ahanda (Apum) 
Alilönum 
ölum ( = Assur} 
öl butnötim 
al i~urat,m 
al Kanisi'e 
al Kupilson 
Akkad( ians) 
Amaz 
Amkuwa 
Amurrum 
Amursakkum 
Anornas 
Andarig 
Apia 
Apum 
Arrapha 
Assur 
Aslakka 
AsKAkum 
(== Asnakkum?) 
Asnakkum 
Azamhul 
Babylon 
Bagarime 
Baniharsum 
Baraddum 
Batna 
Birtu'um 
Burallum 
Buruddum 
80, 156] 
305 
293 
24 n. 29, 60 n. 240 
167 n. 726 
167 n. 726 
158.12, 
167 n. 726 
59, 89, 97f., 123, 126f., 
134, 153, 186, 211, 214 
301 
26, 32, 41, 45, 49, 75, 
79, 81 n. 338, 99, 119, 
137, 144 n. 667, 145 n. 
670, 146, 154.1, 155.l, 
160.21, l65f., 171.19-21, 
174, 196, 231f., 
97 n. 426,174 n. 753, 
184 
301 
309 n. 105 
294 
155.2, 
26, 31, 33, 60 n. 238, 61, 
80f., 97 n. 422, 140ff., 
141f., 146, 154.2, 155.2, 
183, 184.B, 185.e-f, 190, 
196, 20lf., 203 n. 855, 
212, 216, 270 
293 
19-27, passim 
296 
304 
296 
301 
291 
167 n. 727 
157.10, 
156 n 711 
98, 99 n. 430, 154.3, 
155.3, 186 n. 800, 189, 
197.d, 206, 207 n. 871, 
216 
158.12, 
97 n. 452, 158.12, 232 n. 
936 
78, 154.4, 155.4, 156 n. 
711 
Doragum 
Der 
D1bosnäium (nisbe)) 
D/Tumelia 
Durhumit 
D/Tuwania 
Ebla 
Ekallätum 
Elmelme 
Eluhhut/Eluhut 
Eshnunna 
Gasur 
Hoburata 
Hahhum 
Hölabä 
Hamisönum 
Hanaknok 
Honiggo 
Horobis 
Horsamno 
Ha.ssum 
Hottum 
370 
26, 46, 81 n. 338, 89, 
99f., 101 n. 438, 135f., 
136 n. 623, 144, 150, 
151 n. 697, 152 n. 706, 
153 n. 708, 154.5, 155.4, 
162.31, 165ff., 167 n. 724. 
171.19-21, 172 n. 743, 173 
n. 745, 175f., 178, 180, 
205f., 208, 213, 229 
270 n. 7 
82, 87 n. 367, 98, l 26f. 
168 n. 728 
l67 n. 727 
81 n. 338, 86, 89, 117, 
l 35f., 151, 152 n. 706, 
153, 154.6, 156.6, 159.14, 
160.19, 161.24+26, 165, 
175f., 178, 180, 206, 
209, 
167 n. 727 
59 n. 233, 98 n. 427 
24 n. 29, 25 n. 36, 30, 59 
n. 237, 14lf. 
174 
60 n. 238, 80, 154.7, 
156.4+7, 165f., 297 
21 n. 10, 22, 25, 29, 59, 
82. 97f. n 41, 125, 127, 
142, 156, 211 
19 n. 4, 38 n. 100 
151, 153 
27, 45, 49, 73, 78 n. 
329, 80f. n. 338, 90, 
98ff. n. 430, 100 n. 435r., 
122, l40f. n. 643, 150, 
l53ff., 155.3, 156 n. 711, 
157.8, 161.28, 165, 168 
n. 730, 172 n. 744, 173, 
175f., 183.D, 186.C, 187.f, 
188ff., 193 n. 181, l94ff. n. 
826, 20lff., 213f. n. 903, 
216, 229, 232 
301 
158.12, 160.23 
136, 153, 154.9, 157.9, 
159.14, 176, 182 
167 n. 727 
174 
45, 47, 60, 141, 143, 144 
n. 666, 189, 
59, B1 n. 338, 143, 
63 n. 257, 85, 89, 
157f.10, 161.24, 164.37-
3. Geographical Nomes; 3.1. Ancient 
Hattus(a) 
Hattusaium (nisbe) 
Hawilium (nisbe} 
Hidar (in Apum) 
Hubsalum 
Hudurut 
Hurama 
Huräsa 
Hurr~num ( in Apum) 
lkiztepe 
llon-~ürä 
lstanuwa 
lzhizzi (in Apum) 
Jamhod 
Japtur 
jassen 
Kahat 
Kakmum 
Kallahubri (in Kahat) 
Kanesh 
Kammalia 
Kapitra 
Karahna 
Karana/a 
Karkemish 
Kilärium (nisbe) 
Klron (in Kahat} 
Kubsum 
Kudimmar (in Apuml 
Kumulhum (in Apum 
Kunanomit 
Kurdä 
Kussora 
38, 167, 174 n. 752+754, 
l76f., 206, 221n. 917 
26, 33 n. 73, 41, 45, 49 
n. 175, 60, 63 n. 257, 
75, 79 n. 334, 81 n. 338, 
99, 119, l36f., 138 n. 632, 
144ft, 154.10, 157. lO, 
160.19, 161.25, 165f. n. 
724, 174 n. 754, 188f. n. 
810, 235 
99, 157.10, 
llBn.530 
305 
328 
213, 
136, 153 n. 707, 154.11, 
158.11-12, 160.21, 164.37-
38, 168 n. 731, l75f., 2ll 
n. 890 
302 
305 
136 
288 
151, 153 
305 
290 
298, 301 
294 
297 
293 
315 
passim 
101, 169, 170.20+22, 
l7l.l9-21, 172, 222, 231f. 
99,209 
154.13, 157.10, 158.13, 
159.14, 161.25, 
81 n. 340, 141 n. 646, 296 
60, 160.20, 211, 290 
168 n. 728, 174 n. 753 
315 
292 
305 
305 
100, 151, 153, 173, 175 n. 
758 (mat K.) 
294 
49 n. 175, 78 n. 329, 
81, 137, 154.15, 159.lSf., 
164.37-38, 175, 210 
Kuzäia {in Apum) 305 
lazapatum (in Apum) 305 
luhoya 156.7 
371 
Luhusaddia 
fv'\amma 
Mari 
Mari (Habur town} 
Nadbum 
Nagar (= Nawar) 
Nawali 
Ncrwar 
Nawordi (in Apum) 
Nehrio (Nohria} 
Nenassä 
Nerabtum 
Niniveh/N i nua 
Pahudar 
Palurusna (nisbe) 
Oattarä 
Qirdahat 
Razamä 
Sabbänum 
Saburn 
Sophum (in Apum) 
S/Sawit 
Sippar 
5/ZiNunium {nisbe} 
Susa 
Sabä 
86 n. 357, 87 n. 365, 99, 
136, 153, 154.16, 158.12, 
159.16, 160.21, 165 n. 
719, 169 n. 735, 173 n. 
748, 175f. n. 755, 182, 
208, 210, 234 
33, 42, 48f. n. 175, 59 n. 
235, 62, 79 n. 334, 80, 
81 n. 338, 87, 89, 102 
n. 446, 143, 144 n. 667, 
146 n. 678, 153, 154.17, 
157.10, 158.12, 159.15+17, 
164.37-38, 167, 170.l, 
171.l, 177f., 188, 189 n. 
810, 195, 207 n. 871, 216 
n. 908, 227 n. 925 
20 n. 7, 26 n. 44, 27f., 
30ff., 38f. n. 107, 59f., 
80ff., 87, 89, 98 n. 429, 
123 n. 556, 127 n. 576, 
128, 137, l40ff., 151, 
153, 156.4+7, 157.8+10, 
160.20, 162.37-38, 168, 
178 n. 772, 188, 193 n. 
818,202,206,221,232 
287 
302 
298 
302,328 
298 
305 
60 n. 238, 78 n. 329, 80, 
97 n. 426, 159.18, 165, 
175 n. 757, 178 
151, 153, 154.19, 160.19, 
209, 225, 231 
23, 97 n. 421 
37, 75 n. 79, 97 n. 425, 
122 
60 n. 238 
168 n. 728 
27, 60f. n. 238, 80, 158, 
296 
298 
60 n. 238, 176, 294 
301 
296 
305 
153, 162.32, 17 4 
26, 61, 122, 142, 331 
168 n. 728 
82, 89, 97f. n. 429 
206 n. 863 
Salcdi/uwar 
Salahsuwa 
Sarlo 
Samuha 
Sebisö ( in Apum} 
Sehno 
Simala 
Simaski 
Simurrum 
Sinahutum 
Sirmu'in 
Suba~t}um 
Subot~Enlil 
Suoo 
Suppilulia 
Surnat 
Su~um 
Susarrö 
Tadmu~ium) 
Tohodizina 
Tahruwa 
Toisima/Tesimo 
Talhot/T alhöyum 
Topagas 
Tapasatta 
Topigga 
Taritor 
Tawin ia/T amnia 
Tegaroma 
Tehhi 
Tiburzia 
Til-Tumman 
Timilkia 
Indices 
79, 85, 154.20, 159.15, 
160.20, 162.31, 166, 182, 
205, 206 n. 863, 209, 
210 n. 884 
154.21, 155.l, 158.12, 
160.21, 206, 223 
174 (mat) 
79 n. 334, 154.22, 
160.22, 162.28, 166, 182 
305 
27, 269 see Apum 
78 n. 329, 118 n. 530, 
154.23, 156 n. 711, 160.23 
314 
293 
99, 136, 154.24, 157.10, 
161.24, 174 
168, 178 
25, 97 n. 425, 142, 156.4, 
184.B 
269 
271, 302 
79,154.25,157.10, 161.25, 
l66f., 174 
288,302 
309 n. 105 
27 
23 n. 20, 118 n_ 530 
167 n. 727, 225 
174 (mat T.) 
178 n. 773 
60 n. 238, 80, 122, 153f., 
177 n. 770, 225, 298 
81 n. 338 
151, 153, 168 n. 728 
81 n. 338 
153, 168 n. 728 
100, 136, 137 n. 628, 148 
n. 688, 154.26, 158.13, 
160.19, 161.26, 168 n. 
732, 173f., 176, 182 n. 
786, 210 
81, 136, 154.27, 161.27, 
177 
303 
161.27, 232 
178 
79 n. 334, 81, 98, QQ 
n. 430, 131 n. 96, 153, 
154.28, 155.2, 156 n. 711, 
158.12, 160.22, 162.28, 
166, 17 5, 177, 181, 186 n. 
800, 189, 197, 206f., 216 
Tismurno 
Tuhpio 
Tukris 
Tunip 
Tuttul 
Tabätum 
Ulema 
Upe 
Uröme 
Urgina (= Urkis?) 
Urkis 
Urpon 
Ursu 
Ussa 
Wahsusano 
Washanio 
Zahiki (in Apum] 
Zolpa (southem) 
Zalpa {northem) 
Zalpuwa 
Zannonum 
Zatumri (in Apum) 
Zibat 
Zimishuna 
Zirromum 
Zurra 
372 
136, 151, 153, 15-4.29, 
159.14, 176 
58 n. 226, 78f., 136, 138, 
150, 153, 155.30, 159.1-4, 
160.19, 162.30, 166, 174 
174 n. 753 
59 
27, 60, 154 
295 
81, 155.31, 160.20, 
162.31, 166 n. 724, 182, 
205, 206 n. 863, 211, 
Q27f. 
162.32, 166, 
36 n. 87 
304 
303 
300 
60 n. 238, 80, 103, 
135.33, 162.33, 164f., 
177, 207f., 208 n. 872 
155.34, 162.34, 213 
79, 81, 99f., 109, 135ff., 
150, 155.35, 158.12, 
160.20, l62L, 166f., 169 
n.736, 173, 175f., 180ff., 
205, 209, 214, 227ff. 
136, 151, 153, 155.36, 
163, 165ff. 
305 
60 n. 238, 81 n. 338, 
141 n. 649, 153 n. 707, 
155.37, 163.37-38, 164, 
174, 177, 182, 189 n. 810, 
205, 207 n. 871, 209, 
215 n. 905 
136, 143f., 154, 155.38, 
164, 209 
see Zalpa (northern) 
296 
305 
291 
155.39, 208 
328 
334 
3. Geogrophical Names; 3.2. Modern - 4. Kings and Rulers 
3.2. GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES, MODERN 4. KINGS AND RULERS 
Acemhöyük 
Alohzino 
Alisar Hüyük 
Anatolia 
Bolad Siniar 
(Kurdä?) 
Chagar Bazar 
(Asnakkum?) 
Euphrates 
Girnavaz 
(Nowali?} 
TellAid 
{Apum?) 
Tell al-Howa 
(Razomä sa Jassön?) 
Tell Arbid 
(Nagar?) 
Tell Barri (Kohat} 
Tell Farfara 
{llan-$0rä?) 
Tell Mhm. Diyab 
(Azamhul?) 
Tell Mozän (Urkis) 
Tell Oal'at 
al-Hödi (Sumat?) 
Tell Sharisi 
(llän-~ürä?) 
Tell Tobön 
( = T a·bätum) 
26, 30, 32, 36, 46, 81, 
140, 166, 167 n. 735 
145, 171.23-27, 189, 
see Amkuwa 
20, 22, 30, 32ff., 44 
294 
288 
59f., 80f. n. 338, 83, 
97f., 122, 143, 155.2, 156 
n. 711, 158.12, 163.37-
38, 165, 177f., 186, 189, 
l94f., 199.i, 207, 209, 211 
n. 888, 216 
298 
270 
295 
298 n. 82 
298 
288 n. 57 
303 
303 
288 n. 57 
295 
Abba/Abban 
Üamhad prince) 
Ahi-Daba/ih 
Uamhad general) 
Adod-bani 
(limmu eponym) 
Adad-närär1 1 
Adasi 
Aja-Abu 
(king of Sunö) 
Akio 
Amar-Suen 
Amer-lstar 
290 
291 
281 
40 
24 
302 
29 
19 n. 4 
281 (limmu eponym) 
Aminum 29, 124 n. 562 
Anitta 33, 42, l0lf., 136, 143ff., 
167, 170.17-21, 171.15-21, 
172, 189f., 235, 
Anum-hirbi 33, 42, 48, 63, 101, 143, 
171 .5+8-13, 177f. 
Asdi-lstar (of Aslakka) 296 
A.sdi-Nehim 
{father of Jomsi-Hotnü) 297 
Asu 99, 169, 234 
ASKe-Addu (king?) 299 
Assur-kasid 
(limmu eponym} 
Assur-taklaku 
(limmu eponym} 
Astamar-Adad 
[king of Kurdö) 
Atomrum 
281 
281 
294 
(king of Andarig) 273 
Azuzu 19 n. 4 
Azzubija (limmu eponym) 
Bin-Damrnu 
Üamhad general) 290 
Bunu-lstar (of Hölabä) 301 
Burqa 
/king of Andorig) 294 
Dari-Epuh (father of Till-Abnü and 
Jakün-Asar) 27 4 
Ea-malik (of Kahat) 297 
281 
Erisurn 1 22, 28f., 31ff., 35, 37, 
39f., 44, 62 n. 251, 95, 
97, 113, 124, 126, 128f., 
132 n. 602, 134 
Erisum II 
Esorhaddon 
29 
24, 30 n. 65, 36 
373 
Indices 
Ewri (of Surnat?) 
Habd[u- .... ) 
(limmu eponym) 
Habil-kenu 
(limmu eponym) 
Haja-abum 
(king of Apum) 
Halgiasu 
Halu-rabi 
303 
281" 
281 
272 
101, 170.-14 
(king of Tabätum2) 295 
Holun-pi-( j u)mu 
(father of Mutija) 
Hommi-Epuh 
274 
(general in Amaz) 301 
Hammurabi (Babylon) 23, 25f., 29, 31, 61, 143, 
189 
Hammurobi 
(king of Jamhad) 
Harpatiwa 
Hawur-otal 
290 
144 n. 667, 145, 170.1-4 
(of Nawali) 302 
Hozip-Tessup (king 
of Razarnä so Jassan) 294 
Hazip-Tessup 
(governor of Hurösä) 302 
Himdija (king 
of Andarig) 273 n. 24 
Hurmeli of Harsomna 47. 141, 143, 189 
Hurmeli of Konesh 170.l 
lbal-pi-El II 29 
lkünum 29, 31 n. 70, 32 n. 72, 36, 
118, 134 
llo-Hatnu (Sinjar king) 295 
lla-kobkobuhu 29 
llusumo 29, 33, 35, 37f., 96, 98, 
lnor 
lngonum [posted 
near Azomhul) 
lpiq-Adad 1 
lpiq-Adad II 
lpiq-lstar 
(limmu eponym) 
lsi-ahu 
(~akil kari in Sehnä) 
l.~i-Dagon 
lsme-Dagan 1 
lsme-EI 
(limmu eponym) 
124, l26f., 129 
l0lf, 143ff., 170.5-7, 
171.1+5, 223f., 230, 
236.3 
301 
125 n. 569 
97 n. 421, 59 n. 237 
288,342 
331 
38 n. 105, 94 n. 583 
20 n. 7, 24f., 25 n. 37, 
29f., 31 n. 65--66, 36f., 
60, 140ff. 
281 
lstar-ibra 
ltiti 
Jahdun-Um 
(king of Kark.emish?) 
Jam~i-Hotnü 
(king of Kohat) 
Jo~ib-Hatnü 
(king of Urkis?) 
Kobizza (of Huräsä) 
Kammalio 
Kikkiya 
Krlimani 
{Jamhad vizier] 
Kuzuzzu 
(Apum generol) 
lobarsa 
Monistusu 
Nlär-Assur 
(Assyrien in Sehnö) 
Masum-otal 
(king of Alilönum) 
Masum (Sinjar king) 
Mehilum 
(king of Joplur) 
Mursilis 1 
Mut-Asqur 
Muti-Addu 
170.23-27 
19 n. 4 
290, 
297 
303 
302 
170.20,22 
29, 36 n. 82, 124f. 
290 
306 
99 n. 431, 169 n. 734, 
234 
19 n, 4, 122 
272 n. 16 
293 
295 
298 
24 
24, 25 n. 38, 26 n. 44, 30 
n. 61, 142 n. 650, 657 
(father of Oorni-Lim) 294 
Mu~-Addu 
(king south? of Apum) 299 
Mutijo (king of Apum} 27 4 
Mutu-Abih = Mutijo 27 4 
Noröm-Sin (Akkad) 122, 127 n. 576 
Naräm-Sin (Eshnunna)24 n. 29 
Naröm-Suen (Assur) 29, 32, 36, 59, 
Nimor-Kubi 
Nimer-Kubi 
(limmu eponym) 
Niqmi-Adod (king?) 
Nür-ahhisu 
Uomhad prince?) 
Peruwo 
Piloh-Sin 
559, 134 
282 
282 
29Q 
2QO 
170.20.21 
281 
123 n. 
(limmu eponym) 
Pithana 
Puzur-Assur 1 
Puzur-Assur II 
Puzur-Assur III 
Puzur-Sin 
101f. n. 445, 144f., 170.15-18 
21, 29, 3lf., 126 
29, 32 n. 71 
23 
23ff., 26 n. 44, 35, 40 n. 
1161 142 n. 657 
374 
4. Kings and Rulers 
Garni-Um 
(king of Andarig} 
Qarradurn 
(of Nadbum) 
Rimus 
Sarnsu-iluna 
Sornsu-malik 
(of Azamhul) 
Saustatar 
Sholrnaneser 1 
Su-a-bu 
Sulili 
Silulu 
Solirn-ahum 
Samnuman 
Samsi-Adad 1 
Samsi-Adad III 
Sarru-kin 1 (Assur) 
272 
302 
26 n. 44, 122, 142 n. 657 
26f., 31, 33, 61, 142f., 
146,269 
301 
23 
19 n. 3, 31 n. 65 
31 n.67 
3lf., l 24f., n. 564 
21, 32, 114 n. 502, 125 
29, 69 n. 288 
170.5-6 
23ff., n. 29-34, 29ff., 
36ff., 58f., 60, 124, 128, 
140f., 142 n. 652, 143, 
189 
23f. n. 30+37, 36 n. 84, 
142 n. 652 
29, 32, 36, 38, 123, 131, 
l 33f., 17 4 . 753 
Samsi-Adad (king of 
l}pper N\esopotamia) 271 
Sarru-kin 
lSorgon, Akkod) 
~pallu (Siniar king) 
Sibila (of Suna) 
Su-Beli 
Uirnmu eponym) 
Su-ilia 
Subrom 
123 n. 558 
296 
302 
281 
125 n. 569 
(govemor of Apum) 273 
Sukrum-T essup 
lking of Eluhut) 
Sulgi 
Tiglath-Pileser 1 
Tillaja [ = Till-Abnü) 
Till-Abnü 
(king of Apum) 
T ukulti-Ninurta 1 
T urum-natki 
('king' of Apum) 
Tuspiya 
Uhna 
Ukku (of Nawali) 
Uspia 
Warad-Somas 
(of Korona) 
Warsama 
297 
19 n. 4 
20 n. 7, 30 
274 
26, 142, 185 n. 798, 27 4 
38, 124 
271 
124 
136 
302 
19 
296 n. 78 
42, 63,. lOlf., 143, 145, 
171, 178, 221, 
375 
Yahdun-lim 
Zarriqum 
Zazija (of Tehhi) 
Zige (king of Amaz) 
Zimrilim 
Zuzu 
Züzu (king of Apum) 
33, 39 n. 107, 60, 140 n. 
641 
19 n. 4, 21 n. 9 
303 
301 
30,60 
102, 145, 170.23-27, l 89f 
272 
Indices 
5. GODS AND TEMPLES Nipas 
Nisobo 
Pa/irka 
Pe~u)wa 
Suen/Sin 
A'oskasipa 
Adad 
Adad/T essup 
of Nawali 
Amurrum 
Anna 
Anu-Adad 
Assur 
Assuritum 
Bela/et Apim 
Belet-Nagar 
Belat Ninuwa 
Bel-qablim 
Belum 
Dogen 
Enlil 
Ereskigal 
Estar Assuritum 
Harihari 
Higisa 
1D 
llobrat 
llalianto 
llat ölim 
II Kanes 
d1M of Nawali 
lshara 
ISKUR 
lstor (Assur) 
lstar (Niniveh) 
lstar kakkubum 
lstor-ZA-AT 
Kubobot 
Lamastum 
Nörum 
Nergal of Hubsalum 
Nergal of Zirramum 
Ninkorrak 
190 
35, 104 n. 455 
328 
22, 97, 103 
22 n. 18, 229f., 235, 
236.1-245 
25 n. 30+37, 36, 142 n. 
652 
19ff., 22 n. 16+18, 24 n. 
29f., 25f., 35f., 36 n. 91, 
38ff., 44 n. 145, 56, 61 
n. 245, 83 n. 348, 84 n. 
351f., 85 n . 355, 96, 97 
n. 422, l03ff n. 447-455, 
116 n. 516, 518, 125, 128, 
155.2, 162.33, 187, 193.1, 
208f., 228f., 236.l 
103 n 451, 184 n. 793 
184 n. 793, 326 
328 
184 n. 793 
235, 236.3 
104 n. 455, 236.2 
125 
39, 125 
36 n. 82 
184 n. 793 
236.4 
144 n. 667, 230, 235f. 
see Nörum 
104 n. 455, 103 
230 
230 
36.1 
274 
104 n. 455 
230,235 
so qaqqidim 231 
19, 35, 38, 40 n. 114, 103, 
122, 126, 128, 184 n. 793 
37f., 122 
103 n. 451 
103 n. 451 
231 
106, 
231 
184 n. 793, 328 
328 
104 n. 455 
Sin of Jamutbolum 
Samos 
Sarra/ u-möten 
Tosmetum 
Tuhtuhanum 
Usumu 
UTU 
376 
231, 236f., 2421f. 
103, 231, 235, 238 
235, 236.l, 237.6, 242ff. 
235 
104 n. 455, 105 n. 463 
273 n. 24 
104 n. 455, 184 n. 793 
(see UTU} 
103 n. 545f. 
104 n. 455 
237.7, 242ff. 
237.8 
2.35, 237.9 
Abluhul 
Adada 
Adad-~ululi 
Adad-ellat 
Ahaha 
Alöhum 
Asqudum 
Me'ed 
Assur-böni 
Assur-idi 
Assur-imitti 
Assur-mutappil 
Assur-nada 
Assur-tak.laku 
Assur-tab 
Awarnahus 
Azu 
Bü$ijO 
Buzäzu 
Dan-Assur 
Döya 
Eddin-Assur 
Ehli-Addu 
Elöli 
Elamma 
Eni~a)ru 
Ennänum 
Ennum-Assur 
Habdu-mölik 
Hannanarum 
Hupitum 
Hurasönum 
lddin-abum 
lddin-lstar 
lddin-Kubum 
lddin-Numusda 
ldnaya 
lkuppi-Afsur 
llis-tikal 
Htoni 
lmdilum 
lnnöya 
6. Persons 
6. PERSONS 
77 
48 n. 173 
46, 69, 118 n. 526, 119 n. 
538, 133 
113 n. 501 
110 
44 n. 139, 46, 73, 118 
n. 530, 119 n. 538, 133, 
162.34 
39 n. 113 
72 n. 303f., 93 n. 391, 
220f., 223 
49 n. 175 
106 n. 470 
36 
49, 70f., 119 
46 n. 154, 68, 106 n. 470, 
ll7f. 
46, 72, 118, 133 
118 n. 530, 167 n. 725 
78 
230 
120 n. 540 
49, 120, 225, 227 
69 n. 288 
49, 119 
47f., 146 n. 678, 188f. 
59 
46 n. 456, 48, 78, 104 
46 n. 157, 54, 73, 87, 88 
n. 372, 92 n. 385, 107, 
110, 117 n. 522, 133ff. 
93 n. 391 
152 n. 705 
69, 101 n. 439, 135, 210 n. 
884 
60 
48 
114 n. 502 
120 n. 540 
42 n. 129 
120 n. 540 
49, 78, 119, 161.27 
60 
120 n. 540 
70 n. 292 
42 n. 131 
61. 245 
66f., 116f., 119, 134 
67, ll8f., 159.17 
lstar-basti 
lstar-lamassi 
Kuliya 
Kunnaniya 
Kunnunu 
Lagani 
lamassani 
lamassatum 
lamassi-Assur 
Mannuba 
Madawada 
Nabi-Enlil 
Peruwa 
Peruwa-Kam malia 
Pilah-Adad 
Püsu-ken 
Puzur-Anna 
Puzur-lstar 
Rubatum 
Samija 
(Samsi-Adad official) 
Suejja 
$ilulu 
Sal(i)m-ahum 
Salim-beli 
Salim-Assur 
Sep-ölim 
Surni-abiya 
Sumi-Assur 
Su-Suen 
Töb-p1-Assur 
Tuhnis 
Turupani 
Unapse 
Urdum 
U~ur-sa-lstar 
Usinolum 
Zuo 
377 
109, 236.2 
106ff. 115 
43, 48, 73, 85, 135ff., 
140, 162.30, 180, 221 
120 n. 540 
70 n. 296 
42 n 129 
61 n. 245 
57 n. 225, 107, 110, 134 
143 
118 n. 528 
93 n. 391 
49, 119, 160.21 
46, 72, 15, 145 n. 670, 
672, 147 n. 681, 170.21, 
171.19-21, 22lff., 230ff., 
235,245 
100, 145 n. 670, 170.20, 
171.19-21, 172 
23 n. 20 
46, 48f., 56 n. 216, 66, 
69 n. 288, 78, 87 n. 367, 
104, 106, 110, 117, 119, 
120 n. 541, 121, 133 n. 
605, 134, 155.4, 175 n. 
759,204,229 
120 n. 540, 152 n. 705 
71 n. 299, 140, 
109 
271 
48 n. 172, 59 n. 233, 120 
n. 541, 195 
21, 32, 117 n. 502, 125 n. 
568 
69 n. 288, 113 n. 501 
152 n. 705 
6, 47 n. 160, 73, 133, 134 
n. 610, 135 
113 n. 501 
70f. n. 296, 7ln 299, 119 
167 n. 725 
120 n. 541 
113 n. 501 
77 
223, 42 n. 127, 170 n. 
739, 172 n. 742 
59 n. 235 
70 n. 296 
44 n. 139, 69 n. 286, 115, 
119 n. 538, 133 
148 n. 683 
163.36, 182 
Indices 
7. ÄSSYRIAN WORDS 
(see also note 499 and the tables in chapter Vl.l .l. 
ond 1.2.5.) 
abbütom ~abatum 
obnum 
abullum 
addurärum 
adrum 
allahhinnum 
alänum 
ölikü so horrön ölim 
ölum 
ammurum 
amtum 
amütum 
arhalum 
arnum 
asium 
aslakum 
ossutum 
ostapirum 
owilum 
owilü sa nikkass, 
owitum 
babbardillum 
babum 
balötum 
ba/urullum 
b/ pat/tu ( ?) 
be'örum 
be'ülätum 
belum 
belälim 
bei betim 
bei ha-Di-tim 
bei mätim 
bei mutim 
bikHum 
beruttum 
betum 
203 
57 n. 225ff. 
56 n. 215, 163.35, 220 
126ff. n. 578, 193 n. 821, 
217 
238, 241.l 2 
159.19, 162.30.34, 220, 
223, 225f. 
153 
67 n. 167, 78 n. 332, 79 
n. 334, 161.25, 162.30, 
163.35 
21 n. 10, 60 n. 240, 175 n. 
756 
97 n. 426 
108 
72 n. 307, 84f., 85 n. 
356, 213 n. 896, 222, 
226f., 
50, 96 n. 416, 221 
209 n. 881 
84, 191 n. 816, 213 n. 
896 
220, 231 
108 
42 n. 127, 170 n. 739 
l62f.35, 230 
92, 181 
76, 90, 187, 
56f. n. 216, 219 
56 n. 215 
132 
155.3, 161.27, 226 n. 
922, 23lf. 
170 
195 n. 827 
51, 94 n. 392, 107, 111, 
132 
225, 231 
231 
231 
231 
231 
108 
79, 159.15 
39, 103, 225, 230 
bet alim 
bet körim 
bet ubrim 
bikitum 
BI -16-ti 
4 
biriqqum 
birum 
bulötum 
buq(u)lum 
burullum 
dojjönum 
buqlötum 
buqünum 
butnätum 
dommuq(t)um 
dämu 
donnunum 
dos'ü 
dätum 
dinum 
eblum 
ebürum 
ebu!fUm 
ello/utum 
epottum 
eqlum 
enönum 
eröb odrim 
eröbum S-stem 
eräsum 
erbum 
ersum 
e~ödum 
essum 
esortum 
etammum 
etörum 
etomdum 
ezibtum 
gömir awctim 
gigomlum 
Gl-su-um 
gulgullum 
habbötum 
hamistum 
hämum 
homrum 
378 
21, 36, 40, 76, 114 n. 505, 
116 n. 518 
76, 157.9, 182 
32, 149, 207 
108 
220 
103 n. 452 
76, 88 n. 373 
92 
238 n. 948 
232 n. 936 
95 
236, 239.5 
241.13 
153 
152 n. 702 
101 n. 439, 210 n.884 
67 n. 278 
238,240, 242f. 
80 
52 
185 n. 797 
147 n. 679, 239 n. 949, 
241.ll 
92 
77, 79, 87, 90, 197.c, 
206f. 
153 
175 n. 756 
96 n. 411 
239, 242.12, 243 
196 n. 834 
148,239,244 
150, 162.30, 225 
221, 239.4 
147 n. 679, 241.10, 243 
220 
58 n. 228, 77, 78 n. 329, 
100 n. 435, 155.4, 159.18, 
160.23 
103, 187 n. 804 
212 n. 891 
53 n. 201 
106 n. 474 
95 
132 
221 
198 n. 840 
73 n. 311, 82, 146 n. 677, 
189 n. 809 
52 n. 192 
94 n. 399, 113 n. 499 
56, 103 
hamustum 
haparum 
hopirum 
harämum 
harpü 
harrönam wassurum 
hattum 
hatunum 
hottium 
huluqqö'um 
huppum 
hursalum 
husärum 
ibissa'ü 
iddinü 
ikribü 
ilü 
iptirü 
isräh;m 
isslakkum 
ka"ulum 
ka"unum 
gisKAK-en 
kakkum 
kolbatum 
könikum 
karabum 
körum 
ka~rum 
k/qassum 
kattu'um 
kinötim (ina} 
kerönum 
kirium 
k.isaranum 
kiltötum 
kitüm 
k.uönum 
kubur utptim 
kumrum 
kunukkum 
saolim 
b.irsinnum 
7. Assyrian Words 
43, 52 n. 192, 68 n. 280, 
68, 76f., 133 n. 604, 
226, 
193n.818 
23, 118, 185 n. 795, 192, 
193 n. 818, 201, 223 
52 n. 194, 115 
238f., 240.8, 242ff. 
193 .k, 206 n. 866f. 
221, 331 
195ff. 
158 n. 712 
186 n. 801, 192.c, 207, 
209 n. 878 
103 
221 
57 n. 219, 84, 191 
207 
107 
43, 92, 104 n. 455, 209 
103 n. 453 
185 n. 795 
83f. 
21 
199 
152 n. 702 
103 n. 447 
118, 221 
220f. 
197.c 
104 
20, 81, 115, 125, 135, 175, 
l87ff., 202 n. 853 
48, 105, 132 
97 n 422, 159.18, 160.19, 
163.36, 225, 226f. n. 
924, 227 n 927, 236f., 
241f. 
111 n. 490 
194 
see qitip keranim 
148 n. 689f., 221 
221 
221 
154 
129 n. 590, 226 n. 921 
240.7 
104, 118 n. 528, 225, 230 
n.932 
114ff., 115 n. 509f, 177 n. 
52lff., 
116 
92 n. 385 
kusHum 
kussium 
kussalum 
kutanum 
laputto'um 
laqä'um 
lösimum 
le'um 
libbi mötim 
limum 
limum so se 'im 
LUGAL 
luksum 
lulo'um 
_,_ 
ma u 
mah6$um 
mahirum 
makärum 
makrrum 
maknukum 
makühum 
molä'um D-stem 
malahum 
mamitum 
maqätum 
marä~um St-stem 
massu'um 
ma~artum 
maskattum 
mätum 
mät sapiltim 
mazzözum 
mehrum 
menuniänum 
merastum 
miqit niggallim 
misittum 
mitgurtum 
mu'citum 
mulm 'il !Uppim 
mupazzirum 
m~ium 
musöridum 
muslälum 
mustaqqitum 
mustebbilum 
379 
90 
108 
90 
90 
76, 114 n. 502, 118 n. 
528 
191.a, 213 
220f. 
82 
159.10, 173 n. 746, 174 n. 
749+752, 177 n. 766 
2lf., 32, 42, 68, 76, 93, 
105, 124, 129, 141 
88 n. 373 
125, 145 n. 673, 157.8, 
158.12, 168 n. 730, 194f. 
221 
85 
73 n. 311 
51 n. 186 
36 n. 86, 113 n. 499, 165 
n. 717 
91, 139 n. 638 
139n.638 
116 
216 
207 n.871, 209, 
ll8n.528 
52, 98, 101, 149, 195 n. 
824 
100 n. 437 
194, 196 
97 n. 422, 225 
222 
92 
174ff. n. 749+752, 175 n. 
756-8 231 
82,97 
104 n. 458 
52 
154 
239, 242.6, 244 
241.9 
88 n. 373 
52 
51 n. 186 
91n. 382 
ll8n.528 
76, 196ff., 213, 222, 232 
118n.528 
35,40 
118 n. 528 
118 n. 528 
mutänü 
muttatum 
na'alum 
nabsum 
naditum 
nag/kirum 
nägirum 
nohlatum 
nokärum 
näpaltum 
nappöhum 
naruqqum 
na$butum 
nä$irum 
nasä'um 
nospertum 
notälum 
nebartum 
neberum 
nemulum 
nepesum 
nibrarum 
nibum 
niggollum 
nikistum 
nikkossü 
nimgir uri.iAssur 
niqü 
nishatum 
nis ilim 
nu'ä'um 
nuk(i)ribbum 
nukurtum 
pahär odrim 
panä'um 
paqadum 
pa/iro/ikonnum 
päsirum 
pösir awätim 
patrum 
päsirum 
possürum 
pol/Nm 
Indices 
172 n. 743 
82 
52 n. 193, 115 n. 513 
67, 186 n. 801 
73 n. 311 
222 
200 n. 851 
90 
99 n. 430, 100 n. 436, 
172 n. 744, 73 n. 746 
52 
118 n. 526, 220, 222 
51 n. 189,88 n. 372, 89, 
91f., 131 n. 593, 188 
52 n. 191 
232 
150 
55 
103 
149, 156, 198 n. 837, 199.i 
198 n. 837 
91 
53 
154 
36 n. 91, 43 n. 135, 76, 
134 
238,240.9 
203 n. 857 
77, 92, 95, 181, 227 n. 926 
125 
222 
36, 83f., 150, 154.3, 
157.6, 163.36, l 84f.a, 
187, 191.a, 193.h, l96f., 
209, 212f. 216 
184.B 
168, 193 n. 819 
222 n. 918 
100 n. 436, 172 n. 744, 
l86f., 
241.12 
138 n. 636 
74 n. 316 
83 n. 348, 84, 154, 193, 
212, 216 n. 908 
86 
95 
56, 72 n. 308, 73 n. 
311,103 n. 447, 232 n. 
937f. 
139 n. 638, 151 n. 700 
222 
176 n. 763f. 
pazzu~t)um 
perdum 
pirikkum 
piträtum 
puhum 
qaqqidum 
qaqqad kari m 
qötum ( iqqöte) 
qötam $OOOtum 
qiptum 
qitip keränim 
rabium in ti~es 
rabi hursätim 
rabi nappähe 
rabi sikkä/itim 
rabi simmiltim 
rabiütum 
rödium 
rädi luqütim 
re'um 
res dos'e 
rikistum 
ruba'um 
ruba'um robium 
rubatum 
söbium 
sahö'um 
sokkukum 
sämtum 
sangüm 
saptinnum 
saqqum 
söridum 
serdum 
sihitum 
sikka/utum (sing.) 
380 
214 n. 90lff. 
222 
103 n. 452 
117n.523 
192 
222 
141 n.645 
47 n. 164, 101, 169, 232 
206 n. 867 
92 
148, 238, 239.lff. 
219-229, see also rubö'um 
149,220 
152 n. 705, 220 
22 n. 18, 99f., 149, 150 
n. 695, 162.34f., 170 n. 
739, 183, 213 n. 897, 
219f., 223ff., 227ff., 228 
n. 929-931 
101, 144 n. 665+667, 145 
n. 670+672, 149, 155.1, 
169ff., 218, 231 
44, 95 n. 410, 129, 160.19, 
163.36, 180 n. 782, 202, 
225,227 
43,92 
200.1, 209, 232 
74 n. 316 
220,222 
238, 240.6 
187 n. 806, 194 
100 n. 437, 144, 145 n. 
672f., 149, 154ff., 168ff. 
n 730, 179, 195, 229, 
232 
144, 145 n. 675, 156.5, 
168 n. 730, 171.19-21 
149, 157.10, 158.12, 
163.35, 223f. 
118 n. 528 
100, 147 n. 679, 172 
118 n. 526 
57 n. 219 
104 n. 456 
154 
90 
105, 132 
197 n. 835, 239.3 
100, 147 n. 679, 173, 
207 
228. 229 n. 930 in robi 
sikka/itim,186 n. 799, 225 
n.920 
sikkätum (plur.) 
simmiltum 
sissiktum 
sisüm 
subrum 
sukinnum 
sukurtum 
~äbum 
~aher rabi 
~llamum 
~rum 
~ibit niggallim 
~uböt soptim 
~uhrum 
sa + genitive 
sa ha~im 
so i.GIS 
so i.NUN 
sa kokke 
sa nebirim 
sa possüre 
sa potrim 
sa qosti(m) 
sa sTmim 
sa subirim 
sa täbtim 
sabsütum 
soddu'utum 
saduönum 
sogosum 
sakakum 
sakkanokkum 
sakkukum 
solötum Dt-stem 
solsotum 
sohum 
samnum 
sopat adrim 
söpirum 
saqil dätim 
saqium 
sorämum 
sariqum 
sarränum 
sorru'um 
sarrum 
sasö'um 
se'um 
7. Assyrian Words 
100 n. 437, 113 n. 499, 
137 n. 630, 147 n. 679, 
162.31, 173 n. 747, 186 n. 
799, 228 n. 929 
169 n. 738 
116 n. 515 
223 
110 n. 487 
79ff. n. 337, 136, 205, 
214f. n. 902-907 
101 n. 440, 206 
220, 223, 226, 236.5, 
158.ll, 182 
118 n. 526 
224 n. 919 
238f., 240f.8+9, 242ff. 
90 
106 
232 
222,224 
118 
118 
199 n. 848 
232 
232 
232 
83, 150, 184 
153 
118 n. 528 
118n.528 
76, 79, 137, 159.14, 180, 
214 
115 n. 509 
185.e, 203 n. 855 
87 n. 363 
128,232 
56 n. 216 
141 n. 647 
91 
88 n_ 372, 92 n. 385 
224 [rabi s.) 
241.12 
220,232 
92, 160.20+22 
224 
117 
224 
178 
191 n. 817 
168 n. 730 
227 n. 926 
224 
381 
sebultum 
sepum 
serrum 
srbum 
sibutum 
simtum 
simum 
sinahilum 
sinätum 
sipossum 
sipkätum 
silapkum 
.., - ,_, 
sugana um 
sug/katinnum? 
sukkalum 
sulmum 
suqlum 
surbuTtum 
sutebbulum 
tapsum 
tuppum dannum 
harmum 
!upsarrum 
tadmiqtum 
tahsistum 
tamkarum 
tamlum 
toppä'um 
torbitum 
targumannum 
tarkistum 
te'ertum 
tisobum 
tu'imum 
tudittum 
tuzinnum 
ubadinnum 
ugbabtum 
ugula dem.gar 
ummanätum 
ummiänum 
unussum 
urdum 
urqum 
53 n. 202 
80 
106 
52 n. 194, 156.7 
52, 95 n. 408 
51, 94, 107, 192.c, 210 
83, 150, 174, 184, 191.a 
113 n. 499, 121 n. 546, 
196, 197.b, 219, 225. 
232f. 
224 
117 n. 523 
91 
76f. 
103 n. 447 
224 
224 
205 n. 861 
82, 103 n. 447 
87 n. 367 
137, 175 
90 
52 
52, 115 n. 512 
118 n. 528, see scribes 
131 n. 595 
54 
90f., 132, 91 n. 380+382, 
131 n. 594, 193 n. 819 
84 n. 352 
53 n. 201, 9lf., 188 
106 n. 471 
118 n. 528, 224 
95 n. 403, 132 
149 n. 690 
154 
118 n. 526 
57 n. 219 
96 n. 416, 113 n. 499, 
121n. 546, 148 n. 685, 
177 n. 769, 223, 227 n. 
928 
113 n. 499, 121 n. 546, 
148 n. 685, 177 n. 769, 
225, 227 n. 928 
104, 108 
25 n. 41, 60 n. 242, 140 
224 
90f., 
96 n. 416, 133 n. 499, 121 
n. 546, 193 n. 820 
224 
224 
urrubum 
ütu'um 
wabartum 
wäbil tuppim 
woddu'um 
woklum 
wardum 
wasbütum 
wassurum 
watar 
watrum 
zappum 
Indices 
109 n. 483 
224 
49, 52, 78f., 95, 137f 
91 n. 382, 132 
91 n. 382, 116f. 
19 n. 4, 28, 39 n. 113, 72 
n. 305, 120, 168 n. 733, 
203 n. 857, 205 
39 n. 113, 110 n. 485 
78f. n. 334, l 37f. n. 631, 
l62f.30+35 
127 n. 578, 147 n. 679, 
191 n. 8l7, 192f., 206 n. 
867 
233 
333 n. 938 
90 
382 
SUN\MARY 
'The Old Assyrion Period" by Veenhof offers o criticol overview of our knowledge of and at the 
same time an introduction to the study of the Old Assyrian Period (first two centuries of the 2nd 
mill. B.C.), as we know it from discoveries in ancient Assur ond in particular from the cuneiform 
archives of the OA troders living in o commercial colony (colled korum) in the lower town of 
oncient Kanesh (modern Kültepe) in Centrol Anatolia. The first chapters establish what "Old 
Assyrian" is and analyze the chronology and the available sources (material and written). There 
follows a critical sketch of the publications of and research on the OA sources, subdivided in a 
dozen thematic studies. After a sketch of OA history, there follows an overview of "the Old Ana-
tolian scene", which deals with the cities, local rulers and the ca. 40 OA commercial settlements 
in Northern Mesopotamia and Anatolia. A special chapter analyzes the importont Old Assyrien 
commercial treoties. The book ends with a detailed presentatation of the Anotolian titles and offi-
cfals and the religious festivals and agricultural seosons that figure as terms of payments in Ana-
tolien debt-notes. lt is provided with comprehensive indices and a detailed bibliogrophy. 
The section on "Apum: A Kingdom on the Old Assyrian Routeu contributed by Eidern summarises 
recent evidence for the history of northern Syria during the period contemporary with the lote pha-
se of the Old Assyrian trade. 
